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ABSTRACT i
This is the second report on radome design. It was written to

provide information on the technological gains made since the i'£tmL
volume was released. Both volumes are Intended to provide scien-
tists and engineers working on radomes with a concise reference
containing most of the information they will need. Topics covered
in this volume are: physical design; electrical design; environ-
mental simulation and testing; materials and construction; evalua-
tion and correction; and hypersonic applications. Comprehensive
bibliographies are included.

(This abstract is subject to special export controls and each
transmittal to foreign governments or foreign nationals may be
made only with prior approval of AFAL (AVPT), Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio.)

The publication of this report does not constitute approval by the
Air Force of the findings or conclusions contained herein. It is
published only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.

JfOdE•H AD"
SA, DOMBROWSKI

Lt Colonel, USAF
Chief, Electronic Warfare
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PHYSICAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES
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SYMBOLS I

A Effective di.lneter of antenna g Distance from radome major axis
B Boresight error derivative (slope) to coordinate center of ogive
C A constant h Heat transfer coefficient
CG Center of gravity k Thermal conductivity
D Outer diameter of radome at the I Total length of radome

base m A constant
E Young's modulus of elasticity n Any positive integer
F Total force on radome p Internal pressure
F, Drag force colinear with radome r Cartesian coordinate; radius at an

major axis axial station
F, Drag force normal to radome major s Distance from vertex to gimbal

axis center for log spiral radome
F, Force due to inertia ti, t2 , t3 Flight times
1% Force due to pressure differential x Cartesian coordinate; distance
Fo Force due to effect- of 0-ring or measured.from radome tip

gasket seal 0 Half-power beamwidth of antenna
FV Force due to vibration pattern
G Modulus of rigidity a Linear coefficient of thermal expan-
IPD Insertion phase difference sion
K A constant at Thermal diffusivity = k/pe,
MI, M2, Ma Mach numbers p Vertex angle
MOR Modulus of rupture 8 Loss tangents
N A constant v Angular error in loading the
R Radius of curvature of ogive radome
R Reflection coefficient e Relative dielectric constant

(perpendicular) a Angle of incidence
R1i Reflection coofficient (parallel) \0 Wavelength in free space
T Temperature 1 Poisson's ratio
T± Transmission coefficient 7 A constant = 3.1416

(perpendicular) p Density of radome material
'T', Transmission coefficient (parallel) Cr Normal stress; tension is positive
a Semimajor axis of ellipse fr Normal stress in radial direction
b Semiminor axis of ellipse a'@ Normal stress in circumferential
cp Specific heat capacity at constant direction

pressure (ro Normal stress in meridional
d Thickness of radome wall direction
f Distance from radome tip to coordi- c.,1 2

nate center of ogive
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CHAPTER 1

PHYSICAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES

During the past decade, aircraft and guided have a minimal effect on antenna character-
missiles have undergone a number of major istics. In particular, its eflycts on boresight
advances. The most significant advance is the error angle, the rate of change of this angle
transition from transonic to hypersonic veloci- with antenna beam position, and on the all-
ties. The effect of these velocities on the elec- tenna gain and pattern must be kept to a mini.
trical and structural characteristics of the mum. Such effects result from complex electro-
radome must, therefore, be considered in any magnetic ilteractions affecting the radome, an.
design. In this chapter, the various radome tenna, and other components of the vehicle near
types and configurations are reviewed. The de- the radiating system. Since the radome is near-
sign criteria for hypersonic radomes are pro- est to the system and is usually in the near field
vided and the various aerodynamic, thermal, of the antenna, it causes the primary distor-
structural, electrical, and environmental trade- tions. Since electrical performance of the
offs are discussed. One type of radome construc- radome is essentially determined by its wall
tion, the thin wall, is examined in detail. Meth- construction and aerodynamic shape, these
ods of attaching the radome to the missile parameters can be used to define the radome.
structure are described. Methods used to evalU-
ate radome performance are presented, and the
chapter concludes with a review of the factors 1-1.2 TYPES OF WALL CONSTRUCTION
that affect radome strength. A great deal of time and effort has been speut

in attempting to minimize the effects of wall
1-1 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RADOMES USED construction and thickness on antenna per.

ON SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC formance. Since the various radiating systems
VEHICLES have different purposes and, therefore, different

requirements, many types of construction have
1-1.1 DEFINITION OF RADOME TYPES been Investigated. A review of the literature on

radome design shows that the various types of
A radome is a dielectric cover that protects construction can be gcrouped in a logical se-

an internal structure from its environment quence as follows, based upon electromagnetic
without impairing the performance of the vehi- boundary copditions and wall composition:
cle on which it is mounted. Radomes for hyper- Solid Walls
sonic vehicles are of two types: (1) those that Thin
form the leading structure of a missile or an Multiple one-half wavelength
aircraft, and (2) those that are mounted flush Laminated Walls
with the fuselage. Radomes of the first type "A" sandwich
protect radar system components, such as di- "B" sandwich
rectional guidance, mapping, or weather an. "C" sandwich
tennas. Radomes of the second type protect fixed Double wall
or flush-mounted antennas. The radome must Half sandwich
not only protect the system, but it must also Multiple layer

3



Detailed descriptions of these constructions and dielectric constant of f, an effective angle of
analyses of their respective) merits are contained incidence of 0, and that operates at a wavelength
in References 1 through 3. A summary of the of ,.,, the mechanical thickness is approximately
various radome constructions follows.

S-- 2(• --sin"0)'.'" . .
1-12. Solid1Wail

1-1.2.1 Solid Wall where n is an integer equal to or greater thau
Solid-wall radomes are divided according to zero. Note that the thin-wall radoome is an ap-

thickness as either thin wall or multiple one. proximation of the zeroth order.
half wavelength, and are constructed either as In classifying thick solid-wall radomnes, it is
a monolithic or composite structure. A mono- conventional to define thickness in terms of n,
lithic wall is made from a single material and which determines the number of one-half wave.
is usually formed by a casting process. A corn- lengths of electrical thickness. Thus, for n equal
posite wall is made of several materials. It is to 1, 2, or 3, the wall is called one.l.alf wave.
formed by casting a filled plastic or ceramic ma- length, full wavelength, or three-half wave-
terial, a filament, or roving winding; and by length, respectively. Figure 1-1 illustrates the
laying up sheets of these materials with suit- thin-wall radome and the first three orders of
able binders, one-half wavelengths. The simplest structure,

one-half wavelength, has been employed for
most high-speed radomes. It has the advantages

1-1.2.2 Thin Wall of being light, structurally adequate at high
trequencies, and simple in electrical design; it

Thin-wall radomes are so called because the has the least adverse effect on system per-
wall thickness is small in comparison with the formance and has good resistance to rainfall
wavelength of the incident radiation. A wall at high missile velocities, The wiide use of this
thickness of 1/20 of the wavelength in the ma- type of structure has provided a wealth of in.
terial is usually adequate. Physically, this thick- formation on physical design, electrical cot.
nesii is on the order of hundredths of an inch at .rection, and environmental reliability. The use
X-band ard incs~eases to tenths of an inch at
S-band. The advantages of thin-wall radomes
are lightness, negligible effect of wall-thickr.ess
tolerance or electrical performance, high trans- . 0
mission efflciency, and negligible sensitivity to 20 2
changes In polarization and angle of incidence;
It is also relatively broadband. In the past, thin- I
wall radomes made of plastic materials have

been limited to low-velocity, clear-weather ap-
plications. The recently developed ability t,)
fabricate thin ceramic walls, which, as shown
in Chapter 3, have greater resistance to rain-
fall at relatively high velocities, should encour-
age renewed interest in this type of construc-
tion. They are especially useful for low-f no-
quency applications such as those for C- and
S-band radomes.

1-1.2.3 Multiple Onh-Half Wavelength

Thick solid-wall radornea are classified by the 3X
number of multiples of one-half wavelengths of 2
electrical thickness they contain, For a specific
radome fabricated from a material having a Figure I k1. Types of Solid-Wall Radomes
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"A" SANDWICH "R" qA.JnW,,uLi

- -i
"C" SANDWICH MULTIPLE LAYER

Figure 1-2. Types of Lumlhahd Radomei

of higher-order thicknesses causes greater elcc- have an advantage of allowing the passage of
trical degradation, but also affords greater air for ducted heating of the skins. Foamed
structura;. reliability at frequencies above cores are easy to fabricate and can be used with
X-band. both largx, and small radomes.

1-1.2.4 Laminated Wall 1-1.2.5 "A" Sandwich

Laminated radomes differ electrically from The "A" sandwich r-nstruction consists of
solid-wall radomL., in that they have a greater outer and inner skins of a material having a
number of boundary conditions and several dif- higher dielectric constant than that of the core.
ferent types of materials make up their struc- The optimum rkin spacing, measured through
ture. The two distinct types of construction the core material, is approximately one-quarter
favored, cored and multilayer, are illuarvted In wavelength. Thus, this construction is analogous
Fig. 1-2. The cored construction of the "A" and co that of a one-quarter-wavelength trans-
"C" sandwiches conAists of an effective low- former. In this construction, the strength-to-
dielectric-constant core contained by two high- weight ratio and bandwidth are greater than in
dielectric-corstant skins, while the "B" sandwich a solidwall radome. Also, the hard surface is
consists of a high-dielectric-constant core with- more impervious to pussible damage caused by
in two low-dielectric-constant skins. Since the handling and the environment. The sandwich
dielectric constant of raost materials increases is, however, more se..nltlve to variations in
with density, a low value of dielectrid constant polarization and angle of incidence.
imolies low density, and vice versa. The low-
dielectric-constant core is obtained by using a 1-1.2.6 "8' Sandw;ch
foamed material, i.e., one of low density,

The low-dielectric-constant core can be si-.a- The "B" sandwich construction, which con-
lated by tsing a high-dielectric-constant ma- sists of skins having a low dieletric constant
terial in a fluted or honeycomb configuration, and a thin solid core having a high dielectric
These latter constructions, however, are not constant, is similar to the one-quarter-wave-
electrically isotropic, whereas the foamed ma- length coating used in optical systems. As the
teriais are. Other disadvantages are that a thickness of the core approaches zero, this type
mosaic is needed to produce a doubly curved of radome approaches the one-half wavelength
surface (only slight curvature can be obtained construction. Although the "B" sandwich can
in any section), thus limiting their use to large be designed to provide equai transmission for
radomes. Fluted and honeycomb constructions perpendicular and parallel polarizations, if does
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no', afford maximum transmission. Although it 1-1.2.9 Half Sandwich
is superior electric~aliy to the "A" sandwich, the
"B" sandwich is not suitable for use in extreme A construction similar to the thin solid-wall
environments or in anlnfir.tinn_ . .. a •-gz. ius,, . he one-hail *A'" sandwich, which
strong durable surface, consists of a thin wall with a portion of the

core added for greater rigidity. If the ceramic
1-1.2.7 "C" Sandwich foam construction described in References 4 and

5 is used, such a structure combines the advan-
The "C" sandwich construction consists of tage of additional rigidity with the performance

five layers, i.e., three dense skins and two cores. of a thin solid wall. This design is especially
Thus, it is basically two "A" sandwich radornes attractive for use at low frequencies.
with no spacing between them. This type of con-
struction has the best strength-to-weight ratio 1-1.2.10 Multiple Layer
and Is ideally suited to very-high frequency
applications in which greater rigidity is re- The multilayer wall, consisting of thin layers
quired. Its transmission efficiency and band. of materials having different dielectric co)-.
width are somewhat greater than those of the stants, is best for ECM radomes. Reference 8
"A" sandwich. includes a series of reports that illustrate the

It should be noted that although Fig. 1-2 design, and Reference 9 illustrates the corn-
illustrates identical skin thicknesses for the plexity of designing a radome having a large
sandwich constructions, the sandwich design is number of sheets, each with an optimum thick-
not limited to this symmetrical construction. If ness and dielectric constant. Because of this
diffcrent dielectric constants are used for the complexity, the use of multilayer radomes has
two skins, an asymmetrical construction can be been limited to applications requiring extreme
employed for greater structural resistance in structural rigidity or broadband capability. Al-
the outer skin, or to provide a means of com. though, at present, this design consists of plastic
ponsating -for the change in electrical thick- laminates, recent advances in materials tech-
ness of the outer skin caused by aerodynamic nology, reported in Reference 10, indicate that
heating. Although the sandwich design has been the use of ceramics is feasible. It Is expected
limited to plastic materials, future designs that such a radome will be characterized by
should consider the use of the ceramics, espe- high structural reliability, good electrical per-
cially for "A" sandwiches. As indicated In frmance over wider bandwidths, better resist-
References 4 through 6, recent studies have ance to thermal shock and rainfall, and that it
shown the feasibility of employing a ceramic will be less expensive to fabricate.
foam between ceramic skins, eliminating the
bond line reflection found in plastic sandwiches. 1-1.3 TYPES OF AERODYNAMIt

CONFIGU RATIONS
1-1.2.8 Double Wall

The contour of flush-mounted radomes fol-
The double-wall radome cozisists of two solid lows that of the body of the vehicle and is usu-

skins separated by an air core. For this reason ally a right circular cylinder or cone. If the
It hats also been called an air-core radome. As surface area of the radome is small compared
shown in Reference 7, the optimum skin spacing with the missile diameter, a planar cover can
is somewhat less than one-quar, r wavelength, be used. However, such radomes are not con-
If the skins are thin, rather thni one-half wave- sidered to be separate structures as are nose
length, the design can then be considered as a radomes, which act as a transition between the
degenerate "A" sandwich, i.e., the dielectric body and the airstream. An aerodynamicist
constant of the core is unity. Although a radome takes considerable care to minimize the effect of
of this design is light and has a passage for aerodynamic drag caused by a nose radome, but
air to heat the skins, maintenance of the spacing he usually does not consider flush-mounted
is difficult, especially in the presence of high radomes specifically. Since a radome designer
vibration. approaches the radome from the standpoint of
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electromagnetic theory, he usually desires a
hemispherical shape, which is not acceptable to
the aerodynamicist. Let us, therefore, review the
"var•i~radg•m, .iit,ýuz cuiidiuered during the
early phases of missile design. This discussion I
will serve as an introduction to the design of 4 %•,

such contours. Reference 11 should be consulted
if more detailed information is desired.

1-1.3.1 Ellipsoid a

An ellipsoidal shape is obtained by revolving
an ellipse or elliptic segment about one of its
major axes. If the ellipse is rotated about its Figure 1-4. Logarithmic Spiral Radome
major (minor) axis, an oblate (prolate) ellips-
oid is obtained. As shown by Eq. 1-2, the exact
shape depends on the magnitude of a and b, 1-1.3.2 Logarithmic nr Equiangular Spiral
which are the lengths of the major and minor
axes, respectively, As a approaches b, the con-
tour becomes more bulbous and finally becomes The logarithmic or equiangular spiral is gen-

a hemisphere. The equation for an ellipse is erated by revolving a segment of a spiral about
its major axis. This contour, which may require

- (1-2) an aft fairing since it recedes before reachingthe gimbal center, is primarily of importance
to the radome designer, since, if the antenna is

The symbol convention is shown in Fig. 1-3. mounted at the center of the spiral, the central
With the ellipsoid at its limiting value, i.e., ray will strike the radome at a constant angle

the hemisphere, electrical characteristics are of incidence, which is the same as the vertex
affected the least, but only at the expense of angle, )3. This contour degenerates into a hemi-
aerodynamic performance. Hemispheric shapes sphere when # equals zero. The general equa-
are Usually employed at low velocities, where tion for the logarithmic spiral is
the drag is not an important factor, or at high
reentry velocities, where the additional drag in- r- + (x - s) =
creases deceleration or where a larger nose / r )1
radius is required to minimize aerodynamic M.. exp [-2 tan P tan-- X - ) (1-3)
heating and the resultant thermal stresses.

The general surface and symbol conventions are
shown in Fig, 1-4.

A hemisphere is the optimum electrical con-
tour, since, if the antenna is located at the ori-
gin, the central ray strikes the radome at normal

....... incidence at' all look angles. This is ani advan-
tage, since transmission coefficients are equal
for both parallel and perpendicular polariza-
tions, but it is also a disadvantage since any
signal reflected from the inner surface is re-

flected back to the antenna. Like the ellipsoid,
this shape is used to minimize heating at high

velocities. For this reason, the hemisphere has
been extensively used as a means of blunting the

Figure 1-3. Ellipsoidal Rodome nose of radomes.
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the differences between the shapes are small
(the power shape is less bulbous), the approxi-
mate shape is usually used. The general power
shapes are generated by rotatino the figure
defined by Eq. 1-5 about its major axis:Dx m-- I

r =-- -L (1-5)2 11
R where-:D = base diameter

'P'I= total radome lengthSmi = constant

x -o If exponent m is equal to unity, the equation is
that for a cone; if m is equal to 1/2, the equa-

g tion is that of a parabola. The familiar three-
quarter nose shape that approximates the New-
tonian shape is obtained by letting m equal 3/4.

Figure I-5. Oglval Radome 1-1.3.5 Parabolic

1-1.3.3 0Like the power series, the parabolic series of
-. give shapes was derived to minimize aerodynamic

The term ogive has been extended to include drag for a particular set of conditions. These
The trm oive hs ben extndedtohineudeare obtained Dy revolving the shape dec-

not only the normal architectural construction, fined by Eq. 1-6 about its major axis:

but also all convex solids bounded in part by an

are of a circle having a radius R whiose center
lies on the side of the axis of revolution that is r 3 D (2 -C (1-6)
opposite to the are. If the bounding arc cuts the 2 2-
axis, the ogive is said to be pointed. If the figure
is truncated, the ogive is called blunted. An The symbols have the same definitions as for
ogive that includes its base is known as a tan- the power series, where m is replaced by C.
geitt ogive, while one that does not is called a Again, a right circular cone is obtained when C
secant ogive. As is true of the previously de- is equal to zero. If C is equal to unity, the shape
scribed shapes, the ogive has been used exten- becomes a parabolic segment.
sively in radome design because it is easily
fabricated and is relatively acceptable aero.
dynamically at high speeds. As shown by re- 1-1.3.6 Haack-Von Korman
viewing the following general equation and Fig.
1-5, an ogive also degenerates to a hemisphere: The Haack-Von Kiarman contours have be-

r [ (x f) g (14) come well known to many radome designers
through the fame of the originators and the
complexity entailed in generating these shapes.

1-1.3.4 Power Note that the Haack body is also known as the
Sears and Sears-Haack body since the shapes

The power series of contours was designed were independently derived by these two aero.
to provide minimum drag under specific aero- dynamicists. As shown in Reference 14, a gen-
dynamic conditions. The three-quarter power eral equation can be derived that is based on the
shape is an approximation to the true New- requirement of minimum drag as expressed in
tonian shape. Since the equation for the three- Eq. 1-7. I-fre, aerodynamic drag can be varied
quarter power shape is simpler than the corn- in accordance with the radome length, area,
plex equation defining the N'•wtonian shape and and volume desired.

8



r 1(0- I/in 2I+ Ksin-)012 1-1.4.1 Aerodynamic

(1-7) A radome designer rarely evaluates the aero-
o -dynamic performance of a radome. He must be

where t- cos 2 aware, however, of the various interacting

f effects that prompt an aerodynamicist to pro-
tf K iV equal to zero, Eq. 1-7 becomes that for po! ihapes that cannot be readily modified to
the Von Karmas nose, which has th,. least drag jobtain ol)timum electrical performance. Aero-
for a given length and base diameter. If K is dynamically, a radome is defined by its shape
equal to 1/3, this equation reduces to that for and fineness ratio. The fineness ratio is the ratio
the Sears-H1aac, nose, which has been .optimized of 1, the distance from radome tip to the maxi-
for minimum drag oa the basis of length and of1thdianerm dm ipotemx-

mum missile transverse section, to D, the diam-
nose volume, eter of the maximum transverse section. These

two parameters determine the aerodynamic
1-1.4 FACTORS AFFECTING RADOME DESIGN drag of the radome. For every fineness ratio,

there is a shape that results in the least aero-
Although it is assumed that the various fac- dynamic drag for any given Mach number.

tors affecting radome design that are considered The various radoine shapes previously dis-
in the following paragraphs apply primarily to cussed represent those usually employed in
nose-mounted radomes, they are equally appli- radome design. These are illustrated in Figs.
cable to radomes mounted elsewhere on the mis- 1-6 through 1-9 and are based on a fineness
sile. A nose-mounted radome was selected for ratio of 2.5:1. The use of the hemisphere,
discussion because all the design criteria asso- Haack, ellipsoid, and paraboloid is usually re-
ciated with an object subjected to the environ- stricted to the transonic region where these
ment surrounding a leading aerodynamic body shapes cause the least drag. Between Mach 1
must be considered. The radome designer must, and 2, the Von Karman, the one-half and three.
of course, consider all the basic factors affecting quarter power series, the one-half and three-
missile performance, which include the weight, quarter power paraboloid, and the logarithmic
volume, length, size, and position of the antenna, spiral cause the least drag. At velocities greater
as well as the interface between the radome and than Mach 2, the Von Karman, ogive, three-
the missile body. In addition, with airborne quarter power series, paraboloid, and cone are
missiles there are environmental variables asso- the most suitable shapes.
elated with pylon and bay mounting, The fac- The effect of nose shape on the drag coeffi-
tors directly affecting radome design can b cient was expressed by Jorgensen, who said,
grouped into the following general categories: "Although for the similarity-parameter range
aerodynamic, thermal, electrical, structural, en- investigated, the wave-drag of a Newtonian
v•ronmental, wall construction, and physical. shape (which is approximated by the three-
Since each of these is directly affected by the quarter power curve) is at most 10 percent less

* properties of the material of which the radome than that of a Von Karman shape, it is 20 to
is made, the effect of this material must also be 25 percent less than that of a tangent ogive,
considered. and 15 to 20 percent less than that of a cone."

The following ,iiso...on summarizes the (See Reference 18.)
many factors influencing radome design. It does References 14 through 20 present data on
not, however, present detailed design data. Such aerodynamic drag useful for specific design in-
information is generally available in design re- formation. Since the ogive and cone together
ports such as Reference 1. Although a detailed with the Von Karman and three-quarter power
list of references is provided at the end of this shape are the best radonle configurations for
chapter, the reader should also consult the the velocities of interest today, we will considcr
bibliography compiled by the Lincoln Labora- their .'elative merits. Although a Von Karman
tory Library. These two reports, References i2 nose causes little aerodynamic drag, it is riot
and 13, contain the unclassified and classified easy to fabricnte and requires template grind-
documents, respectively, piiblished between Jan- ing. The three-quarter power shape also pre-
uary 1952 and October 1962. ients the same problkm. The ogive and cone are
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Figure 1-9. Ogival Radomnes with Various Types of Nose Blunting

not difficult to fabricate since templates for
them 'an be readily made, and if special grind- -

ing equipment is used, templateS are not even Ml ~M 2 <M
required. The ogive hits the advantages of
slightly greater volume for at given fineness
ratio, low drag, inherently greater struCtUral
reliability because Of its bulbous shape, and
ease of electrical design because considerable
electrical design data are available for this
shape,

The effpect of the shape of the nose on aero- Z
dynamic drag J.4 of secondary importance when LaJ
compared with that of the fineness ratio. If the ?Ml
drag fnd ut.d by the nose were the only con- U
sidleration of importance in selecting a radome §
for the missile, a high fineness rati 'o would be (
chosen. Figure 1-10 shows how drsg dec~eases R
as the fineness ratio and missile velocity are
varied. On the basis of these curves, the maxi-
mum fineness ratio would seem to be the best.
If, however, the effects of a reduction in trans-
verse area on antenna size are considered, a ____________________

compromise design must be adopted. It should FINENJESS RATIO~
also be noted that for a given missile length,
diameter, weight, and the amount of propellant
nveded, drag can be increased or decreased by Figure 1-10. Drag Coeffcient vs Fineness Ratio for
lengthening the nose ats the amount of propel- Several Mach Numbers
lant is decreased or increased. In this way, an
additionial variable is4 intrOdlUCC(l that reduces% is achieved by replacing the p~ointed tip of the
the fineness ratio to a value less than that which railonme with all elliptical or ogival section that
consid~erations of drag would imply. is tang'ent to the major conitouir. rl~wu methods

The thermal environment and] stress entoun- can be used to blunt at radome: ( 1) blunt the
tered at high velocities dlictate the use ot at blunt tit) and maintain the fineness~ ratio and base
nose for greater st ructurail reliability. This shape dIi (meter I'constant, as illust rated in Figure 1-.9;
must also be considered by the aerodynamicist, (2) bIJ u nt t he tip) and miaintatin the base d iam-
.since it aifleCtS total missile drag. Nose blun1 ting etei constoant anld redurce thle finleness ratio.
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The effect of blunting the radome tip is dis- v/de an additional advantage. Increasing the
cussed in References 17, 19, and 20. It is shown Yip radius while maintaining the length con-
that for any Mach number, a decrease in fine- MAtant increases the effective fineness ratio o1 the
ness ratio increases drag, but as the blunting /nose because if the ogive is continued until it
radius is increased, thip rsdius becomes tChi .1 intersects the major axis, a higher fineness
more important criterion since all shapes tend ratio is obtained (see Fig. 1-11). This effective
to approach a hemisphere as the radius of the fineness ratio results in less drag than that
tip increases. It should be noted, however, that encountered with the original fineness ratio.
for small blunting radii, drag actually becomes If the increase in drag due to tip radius is com-
less than it is when an unblunted shape is em- pared with the decrease in drag caused by the
ployed. This fact can be explained by consider- effective fineness ratio, it is found that a blunted
ing a conical body. At high velocities, the radome can cause less drag than a pointed ra-
surface pressure is high. If the tip is blunted, dome having the same fineness ratio. However,
this pressure becomes much greater at the tip. this is true only of small blunting radii, since
However, as the aerodynamic flow expands, the the limiting shape is a- hemispherical nose with
pressure decreases aft of the tip and the total a cylindrical skirt that produces high drag.
pressure on the body, and hence the drag, be- Although the overall drag of a missile de-
comes less. If the base diameter and ogive pends on velocity and altitude, other aerody-
radius are maintained constant, the effective namic factors, such as acceleration, Ilight time,
fineness ratio decreases as the tip radius in- and trajectory, must be carefully considered be-
creases. The decrease in //D gradually cancels cause of their effect on radome temperature
this blunting effect and, as wouid be expected, and structural reliability.
drag increases. This point is illustrated in Fig.
1-11. A general rule-of-thumb is that if the 1-1.4.2 Thermal
ratio of the blunting radius to the ogive radius
is less than 0.15 to 0.2, drag increases by only a A radome is subjected to a thermal environ-negligible amount. ment not only during the short period during

Blunting the tip radius and maiautaining the which it is in tactical operation, but also while
fineness ratio and base diameter constant it is on an aircraft or in storage. Since radomefor air-to-air missiles are exposed to all three of

these, each is considered in detail. Storage tem-
peratures depend on geographic location and

R storage conditions. The usual temperature ex-
RI< R2<R<<R4  tremes of _-80°F to +1.60'F encountered in

storage are not significant. Air-to-air missiles
on high-speed aircraft encounter one of two

R4  types of environment. Bay-mounted missiles are
R3  subjected to high temperatures when the bay

R doors are open at high velocities and to very
low temperatures when the doors are closed,
especially at high altitudes. These conditions
are very similar to those encountered in stor-
age. Pylon-mounted missiles, however, are sub-
jected to the environment of the aircraft and
react directly to the free-stream conditions.
'lThus, these radomes undergo aerodynamic heat-
ing similar to that of the aircraft radome or of
a free missile following the path of the aircraft.
Once a missile has been launched, it undergoes

MACH NUMBER-- a sudden acceleration and then begins to de-
celerate because of aerodynamic drag and

Figure l-11. Drag Coefficient vs Mach Number for maneuvers. An air-to-air missile, therefore, ex-
Various Nose-Blunting Radii periences an instantaneous increase in tern-
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perature rather than the gradual increase that is highest at the stagnation point or at the sonic
is characteristic of irround-Ila,,whod moaqil. ... ,. i. b •ntfr1g ., ,u ....... de-
The temperature of a bay-mounted missile in- creases aft of this point. The axial and circum-
creases more than that of a pylon-mounted mis- ferential thermal gradients are usually several
silo, since the bay-monited missile goes directly orders of magnitude less than the thermal gra-
from the low temperature to the free-stream dient induced in the wall. The radial tempera-
environment. ture gradient is, therefore, the most important

Several areas of a radome can be thermally factor in radome design since it can vary from
critical. They are the forward or stagnation re- hundreds to thousands of degrees Fahrenheit
glen, the transition region, and the region where per inch, depending on the conditions of flight.
the radome is attached to the missile. The first The temperature gradient produced by this
area is characterized by laminar flow and high aerodynamic heating of a radorne is higher
local rates of heat transfer to the wall. The see- near the outer surface than it is at the inner
ond region is the most forward point on the surface. The gradients through the wall pro-
radome at which turbulent flow occurs and tur- duce thermal stresses in the wall because of
bulent heating rates occur. The third region differential expansion from point to point. Since
should be examined because there may be great the temperature of the outer surface of a
differences in the temperature of the radome radorne increases rapidly during boost, large
and the missile structure. compressive stresses are imposed on this sur-

Radome heat transfer rates always depend face, while lower tensile stresses occur on the
on the Mach number history of a missile. This inner surface. As the missile decelerates, the
history depends in turn on the weight, configu- temperature of the outer surface decreases :mrid
ration, and specific mission of the missile. For the above conditions are reversed. Various
air-to-air missiles, the thermally critical flight methods of evaluating the effect of the thermal
condition ia also governed by capabilities of the gradient are discuiiaed in the literature of
launching aircraft. The critical launch condi- radome design. References 25 through 32, to-
tion is usually the lowest altitude at which the gether with their references, provide a reason..
aircraft can fly at maximum speed. The critical ably complete summary of recent work In this
attack mode is less dependent on the launching field. The methods employed range from de-
aircraft; in general, a snap-down attack is more tailed analyses to simple cylindrical and planar
severe thermally than a co-altitude or snap-up approximations. The consensus is that a
attack. spherical approximation is valid at points near

The methods used to calculate the tempera- the tip of a blunted radome if the meridional
ture distribution through a radome wall and thermal gradient is not sharp and if the modu-
along its axis are beyond the scope of this lus of elasticity is not a strong functioý if
chapter. References 21 through 25 should pro- temperature. At points aft of the tip c-I a
vide a basic understanding of the heat transfer blunted radome, where the Inner radius is large
analyses. In general, the effects of angle of compared with the wall thickness, a cylindrical
attack, i.e., circumferential and axial thermal or conical analysis gives good approximate
gradients, are neglected, On a straight and level stress values. References 21 and 26 present the
(co-altitude attack) mission, these effects tend approximate methods and Referonce 25 presents
to be averaged by missile roll and oscillatory the more detailed methods. It has been found
pitching motions caused by aerodynamic ays- that the simple assumption of physical proper-
teni noise. In a hard-turn maneuver, missile roll ties that do not vary with temperature is not
again tends to average these effects; in addi- valid at high velocities. (Reference 25,)
tion, missile velocity decreases more rapidly be- Since the tangent ogive is usually chosen as
cause of the increase in drag at all angles of the optimum radome shape, let us consider such
attack and thus decreases the driving tempera- a radome and the effects that missile launch
ture. This practice of assuming zero angle of and burn-out velocity, acceleration, fineness
attack is conservative for the stagnation point ratio, and tip blunting have on temperature and
where temperatures are highest. thermal stress. The following conclusions are

Analyses of the temperatures of the outer elually valid for radomes of any shape; only the
surface of a radome reveal that the temperature magnitude of the change is different. A review
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of the stress equations shows that: (1) the I i

radial stress vanishes at the outer and inner
surfaces, (2) circumferential and meridional
rLresses are equal in magnitude but vary with
position through the wall thickness, and (3)
circumferential and merildinn.l stresses arc
maximum at the surface. Since the maximum
radial stress is significantly less than the maxi-
mum meridional stress, this discussion will be
concerned only with the meridional stress. If
two ogival radomes having a tip blunting radius
of 1.5 in, and fineness ratios of 3:1 and 2:1,
respectively, are fabricated of the same ma-
terial and are subjected to the samie velocity
and altitude profiles, they experience consid-
erably different thermal environments as shown T
in Fig. 1-12. In general, it is found that the T?
temperature of these radomes decreases with -
increasing distance from the tip; however, for T
high fineness ratios, the temperatures are
greatly in excess of those encountered with low
fineness ratios. Figure 1-13 shows the thermal
gradients at the stagnation point for a radome
with a high fineness ratio. Figure 1-14 was ob- T4

tained by using these data to compute thermal
stress. It shows the differences between the vari-
ous stress components. Similar data for the T3

other missile stations provide the information
given in Fig. 1-15. The decrease in temperature T2
and thermal stress at the lower fineness ratios
is self-evident. If a radome is flown on a snap-

down and co-altitude trajectory, the tempera-
ture and peak tensile stress are approximately DSTANE FROM OUTER SURFAME

10 to 15 percent greater for the snap-down tra. THICKNESS OF WALL

jectory.

Acceleration has little effect on maximum Figure 1-13. Stagnation Point Ternperaturo
temperatures if the missiles attain the same Gradients
peak velocity. However, thermal stress increases
with increasing acceleration. Temperature, case there is less mass, the thermal gradients
thermal gradient, and thermal stress increase are less but the average temperature through-
for a radome subjected to the same acceleration out flight is higher. A decrease in initial tern-
but to different initial velocities. An increase of perature increases the thermal gradient and
one in Mach number can cause a 50- to 100-per- thermal stress; however, the oeak temperature
cent increase in stress, depending on the radome does not become appreciably less. The relation-
material, ship of radome material to temperature is illus-

The peak temperature of the outer surface trated in a following section. 1tere. it is suffi-
is relatively independent of wall thickness. cient to say that the properties of radome ma-
Thermal gradients and thermal stresses, how- terial as a function of temperature must be
ever, become less with major increases or de- included in all analyses dealing with hypersonic
creases in thickness. Since in the former case, velocities. The temperature profile of hyper-
the heat is disltributed through a greater mass, sonic radomes is discussed in TDR-AFAL-64-
the temperatures are lowet. Since in the latter 342, "Temperature Profile for llyper Environ-
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mental Radom~es," Final Report under A F 33- ves4tigation, of thc effect of the tip radius. If(616) -1277. tips having various radii are used to blunt theAs shown in Fig. 1-12, the temperature is radome, the temperature decreases an the radiushighest at the tip of the radome. It affects the iiiereampns. Am ,dinwn in 1 -k-' I A ft Thek .#-11--. z.4radome both electrically by increasing the bore- decrease in temperature on the tensiile-thermalsight error and structurally by producing high stress on the inner surface of the radorne ist~hermial stresses. Thermnal n-trcm-cs are related shown itk Fig. i-17. It can be seen that a large~to thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, reduction in stresq occurs as the radius in-strength, and elastic modulus of the dielectric creases from 0.5 to 1 in., but that. wii 'h furthermaterial. A dimeus3jon 3f the effect of these arnd inereases in the radijus, there is less reductionother properties 9jf the material on the thermal in stress. Note that as the tip radius,. increases,shock resistance of the radome is covered in the time of peak thermal stress is deferred. This
Paragraph 1-1.56.t~

r The reduction of the temperature and ther-
mal g-radient to the extent that they do not Timpair radorne pez formance has led to an in-A

---- INNER SUIRFACE.-INNER SURFACE ý N.. OUEt SUHW'ACE

FLIGHT TIME--4'1

Figure 1- 16. Stagnation Point temperat ure

Histories for Radomes Having various Tip Radii

U)

1, T T3 T4  TS To T, F~LIGHT TIME-AP
FLIGHT TIME:

Figure 1- 17. 'Tunsile Thermal Stress af StagnationFigure 1-15. Maximum Stress at Stagnation Point Point for Va, ious Radom* Tip Radii vs Flight Time
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fact can be utilized to prevent catastrophic fail-
ure in specific systems. An example is a ground-
to-air missile, which has a life expectancy of
seconds. Here, before intercept, the stress can 0 - •
be rc.duced to a value below that at which failure W .--4

can occur.I S bR

hii many systems, the relief afforded by nose O UTNER SURFACE .
blunng is not sufficient to prevent radome fail-
ure. In these cases, additional steps must be 0
taken. Ove method, discussed in References 33

through 35, is to use an aerodynamic spike at
the tip. This spike has been found to be effective ,_____,______
at low angles of attack. It causes a decrease not FLIGHT TIME

only in radome temperature but also in drag.
Reference 36 presents data indicating that the
spike does not adversely affect the electrical Figure 1-18. Stagnation Point Temperature

performance of the radome beyond that ex- Histories for Radomes with Various Tip Radii and
Teflon Protective Covers.

pected for a radome with a fineness ratio that
is the same as the ratio of the distance from the
tip of the spike to radome base to the diameter dynamically clean surface. They can be readily
of this base. Jets of gas or fluids directed molded and then bonded to the radome to pro-
forward from the tip reduce the radome tern- tect the tip area. These materials remove heat
perature. Although systems proposed in Refer- by heating the solid to its ablation temperature,
ences 33 and 37 attain their objectives, they melting or subliming the surface, injecting the
impair the electrical characteristics of the gaseous product into the boundary layer, and
radome and increase the complexity and weight chemically reacting with the boundary layer.
of the missile because facilities for the storage Because of its high ablation temperature, the
and transfer of gas are required. However, these use of silica (or quartz) is limited to reentry
systems should be considered, especially for conditions. Teflon, having an ablation tempera-
large-diameter missiles. Other methods of cool- ture of approximately 1000 0 F, is ideal for use
ing, such as transpiration and convection, are at hypersonic velocities. Reference 21 cites one
summarized in Reference 25. Cooling by tran- example of the use of Teflon to reduce the high
spiration is desirable if weight and internal temperature and thermal stress in the tip area.

C pressure are important considerations- Tran- Figure 1-18 presents temperature histories for
spiration and convective cooling require internal the same conditions as those on which Fig. 1-16
pressurization and either porous or slotted is based. Teflon 0.390, 0.275, and 0.190 in. thick
walls: For this reason, these methods are toý was used for the 0.5-, 1,0-, and 2.0-in. radii,
applicable to evacuated systems. The use of ii respectively. The advantage of an ablation in-
heat sink and ablative cover is considered in sulation system is obvious. Since the heat flux
References 23, and 38 through 40, eiach of which decreases aft of the tip, the thickness of the
contains a list of references dealing with this Teflon can also decrease, as shown in Fig. 1-19.
subject. An ablative cover has the advantages Ablators that become charred provide additional
of being self-regulatory and not requiring the thermal protection, but have the disadvantage
pump and storage equipment needed with tran- of leaving a conductive and molten layer. Ma-
spiration or mass injection systems. Ablatives, terials such as phenolics, epoxides, phenylsilanes
such as Teflon, polyethylene, and fused silica and furans, if they are all reinforced with nylon,
or quarty, not only absorb heat in the ablative silica, glass, and other fibers, are examples of
process, but also act as insulators because of charring ablators. The phenolic-nylon system
their low thermal conductivity. They also offer discussed in Reference 23 has the desirable
the advantages of low electrical loss, the ab- properties of a chorring ablator, i.e., gaseous
sence of a char residue or a conductive liquid products, a molten layer, a porous char layer,
layer, and smooth ablation that leaves an aero- and an insulating layer are formed.
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Aircraft Company. The incorporation of dielec-
tric fillers in selected plastic materials has re-
sulted in materials that have essentially con-
stant electrical thiekvi ,.1 tn-npprGN -*-i- ',ty

500'F. Silicone materials are favored because
their dielectric constant changes less than in
most plastivs. However, their electrical thick-
ness varies as much as 2.9 percent over the
temperature range from 701F to 500°F. Since
this change is primarily due to the effect of
thermal expansion, Hiller materials having a
negative coefficient of thermal expansion were
studied. These materials, titanium dioxide and
the titanates of calcium, barium, and strontium,
were used to load silicone plastics. The primary

Figure 1-19. Cros0 Section of Radome Tip Protected conclusions reached were: (1) the use of stron-
by Ablative Cover tium titanate in the proper quantity can result

in negligible changes in electrical thickness, and

1.1,4.3 Electrical (2) this effect is predominant over the tem-
perature range from 70°F to 500°F and dimin-

The primary electrical requirement a radome ishes at higher temperatures. Recent surveys

must satisfy is to cause minimum distortion and studies of the properties of ceramic ma-

antenna; terials show that no material having these char-of the electrical characteristics of the atn a ctrsisi via;e tpeet hs a
therefore, boresight errors and derivatives i tes is having these characteristics are not

well as absorption and transmission losses must avaial e h vn use a raters tic v eloc t

be kept small. Compensating techniques are available for use at hypersonic velocities be-

available to the radome designer (Reference 1) cause the peak temperatures encountered exceed

to minimize these undesirable effects at ambient the capability of plastics.

temperatures. Since facilities for the direct The requirements for invariant dielectric con.
measurement of boresight errors during a sim- stant and thermal expansion are not met with
ulation of the expected thermal environment are plastic or ceramic materials. Thus, the material
not available, such errors can be determined with the smallest change in dielectric constant
only by theoretical analysis. The electi'ical char. and thermal expansion must be chosen. The
acteristics of a radome of a given shape and properties of two materials that best approxi-
fineness ratio are directly related to the elec- mate this condition, Pyroceram and fused silica,
trical wall thickness, which at all freqncies are discussed in References 42 and 43, respec-
depend, on dielectric constant, coeffit ,t of tively. The effect of a variation in the above
ther..al expansion, and loss tangent. Iel, the properties must, therefore, be evaluated, Refer-.. .. ence 21 presents methods of approximating the
variation in these properties with temper t - p m o x
becomes important as velocity and, therefore, -:fWof the thermal environment by consider-
radome temperature increase. ing the change in wall thickness attributable to

Since the temperatures of various portions thermal expansion and dielectric constant. Two
of the radome are a fur.ction not only of posi- materials commonly considered for use with
tion but also of altitude, trajectory, shape, fine- hypersonic missiles are evaluated. Figure 1-20
ness ratio, and time, the radome should have presents the results of such an analysis for a
either of the following properties: ti) com. one-half-wavelength solid-wall radome. It is ap-
pensation for the variation in dieectric constant parent from these data that the increase in wall
by an appropriate variation in thermal expan- thickness is great enough to increase boresight
sion and vice versa, or (2) a uniform dielectric errors and decrease transmission coefficients.
constant and uniform thermal expansion. The If tip blunting and an ablative ct.ver are em-
compensation techniques documented in Refer- ployed, the increase in electrical wall thickness
once 41 have been investigated at the Hughes can bc appreciably reduced. For the case in
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question, this thickness can be less than 0.002 radome material. For most materials capable of

in. with a minimum ablative thickness and tip withstanding hypersonic flight, a no-loss analy-

radius. sis is valid because of the low loss of such ma-

Reflection, transmission, and absorption co- terials. Pattern distortions can be evaluated by
efficient.4 and variations in internal phase dif- using the appropriate change in wall thickness
fercnce arc based on the mean radome wall associated with the temperature of the radome

temperature, the wafl thickness, the angle of wall. The use of thp average temperature in the

incidence, and the physical properties of the region of the wall cut by the antenna main beam
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to determine the effective wall thickness and electrically. The position of the antenna within
thus pattern distortion based on room-tempcra- the radlmoe van modify the results shown in
ture measurements at that thickness is also Fig. 1-21. which are bused on the assumption

.. •1•..1 4k•t~~cA 1L. .• . .. ... ..... "_- - - - -* i - -

'... M 12"n 0A. b I sI b 2l' t 1ttI~lUIVIhb "all 1-I:1AlZbl-C.

As indicated previously, the aerodynamic If the antenna is close to the radome tip, the
considerations usually dictate that a radome value of B becomes less, since the angles of inci-
have a high fineness ratio and a small included dence are slightly less. Note that the proper
vertex angle. Since boresight error derivatives choice of frequency and of antenna diameter
are most sensitive to these variables, these de- can minimize the effect of radome shape on B.
rivatives are useful in evaluating the expectkd ýs shown in Figs. 1-6 through 1-9, the choice
electrical performance of a radome. If it is re- of an ogival shape permits the use of a larger
membered that for a specific illumination the antenna, and boresight derivatives can be re-
half-power beamwidth 8 of an antenna is duced.
given by The effect of corrective techniques is illuh-

AA trated in Fig. 1-21 for the ogival shape. Similar
N ,8 (1-8) reductions are possible for other shapes. Ex-

perience has shown that although such reduc-
where A = operative diameter of antenna tions in the value of B are attainable, the cost of

Xo = free-space wavelength developing a radome and producing it in quan-
N = a constant tity may outweigh the choice of the most desir-

dthat a similar param- able shape or fineness ratio when total system
eter has evolved for the boresight error de- costs are considered; i.e., the additional cost of

rivative. (See Reference 44.) It has been found a better propulsion system to provide the same
experimentally that for a fixed fineness ratio velocity even though a radome with high dragexpeimetaly tht fr afixd fienes rtio is used could be less than the cost of correctingthe variation in boresight error derivative is

a radome. The effect of temperature on bore-
N A (1-9) sight error derivative can be approximated by

X- - calculating the effective increase in electrical
thickness discussed previously and then con-

where the variables are as defined before. A verting this change to a corresponding decrease
review of ' he copious literature available shows in frequency at room temperature. This de-
that although the inplant component of error crease can, in turn, be converted to an increase
deriv;ative is usually larger than the crosstalk in boresight error derivative by using the data
component, the sum of these components re- contained in Fig. 1-21. This information will
mains fairly constant. Figure 1-21 was deriwvd
emph'ically from tiata on radomes developed at
the Hughes Aircraft Company, and others dis- 1.5

cussed in the literature. The information it A-0OOV MAXIUU CORRECTIONB- OGIVE

contains is, in general, conservative. For a fine- C- 34 POWER
ness ratio greater than 2, the effects of the
elongated shape predominate; for a fineness
ratio less than 2, the near-field effects predom- C
iiiate. Thus, the boresight derivative approaches 01
the expected minimum value for the hemi-
sphere. As the fineness ratio increases, this M -

derivative increases. A general rule-of-thumb A

indicates that for a blunted shape, this deriva-
tive is slightly less than that for an unblunted
radome. The effect of shape is also shown in A -
Fig. 1-21. The ogive provides the lowest value 2 3

of B, which increases for the three-quarter FINENESS RATIO
power shape and the cone. These increases are
expected since these shapes are not the best Figure 1-21. Electrical Index vs Fineness Ratio
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provide another means of choosing a suitable which the forward area of the iadome must be
radome material, protected. If the environment is severe. thp tima

Transmission and refflflj . i... vary ut ceramic ablators, such as optical or fused
in the same manner as boresight error deriva- silica, should be considered.
tive. The approximate magnitude of these varia.
tions can be calculated by using the methods
presented in Reference 21. 1-l.4.4 Stuctural

If an ablative cover is used to reduce thermal The effects of pressure and inertial loading
stress and/or temperature at the tip of the must also be considered in choosing a radone
radome, its effect on electrical performance contour. A bulbous shape has greater strength,

must be considered. The radome is analyzed by while large fineness ratios increase the stress

considering it a. a two-layer laminated struc- since the bending moments that occur at any
ture in which the thickness of the outer ablative radome station is greater. The radome is sub-
layer varies with flight time and trajectory. jeere to iomp resei Te rces cau sedub -

Sine te tickessof hislayr dcreseswit jected to compressive forces caused by aero-Since the thickness of this layer decreases with dynamic loads during level flight. However, astime, the effect of this cover on radome per- the missile maneuvers, bending moments occur
formance decreases. If the cover is just thick that cause tensile stress. This stress reaches a
enough to reduce stress and temperature during maximum where the radome is attached to the
the acceleration phase ot flight, it will disappear missile. This area is perhaps the only one where
before the end of flight. Thus, such a cover de- nonthermal loading is of primary importance.
creases boresight error and error derivative Even in the attachment area, depending on the
during the final'critical phase of the flight, method of attachment, mechanical loading can

The effect of various ablative materials on be of secondary importance when compared
electrical performance has undergone extensive with the loads imposed by the thermal environ-
experimentation. References 45 and 46 present ment. Structural reliability in this area is chiefly
the results of recent experiments dealing with determined by the design of the attachment, not
electrical transmission through ablative ma- by the shape or fineness ratio of the radome.
terials, The materials studied were cork, phe-
nolic-nylon, Duroid, Thermolag, Avcoat, sili-
cones and polyimide plastic loaded with asbestos .-.1.4.5 Environmental
and glass fibers, and both TFE and FEP Teflon
loaded with glass and silica fibers. The con- Environmental factors encountered during
clusions were similar and confirmed Lhe results storage, handling, and captive flight usually
given in Reference 21, which studied the prob- pose no problem in dpsigning a .adome capable
lem analytically. The superior material was of withstanding hypersonic flight. The most im-
found to be Teflon in either of its forms. How. portant environmental consideration is rainfall
ever, it must be loaded to achieve dimension~l encountered during flight at high velocities. The
stability at high temperatures. Thus, the rein- rate and probability of rainfall and the distri-
forced Teflon materials are better suited to bution of the sizes of the raindrops depend on
designs' that do not employ ceramic materials such factors as geographic location and altitude
with small ablative covers, but employ instead (see Paragraph 3-4). Data on these factors are
ablative materials to form the complete radome. given in Reference 47. Since each radome will
In this case, an analysis of electrical perform- encounter different conditions, depending on its
ance is simplified since the substrate is not pres- mission, each design must be evaluated sep-
ent. Although the transmission of these radomes arately. The primary factor determining the
is greater, boresight errors in the tip area are resistance of a radome to rainfall is the angle
less because of the elimination of the mismatch at which the raindrops strike its surface. As
at the ablator-substrate interface. However, the presented in Reference 48 for tests of wedge-
overall performance is worse because of the shaped specimens of Perspex, there was a wedge
greater lois and variation in dielectric constant angle below which no erosion took place. Inves-
in the aft structure. A ceramic radome with an tigation revealed that with plastic materials, it
ablative tip is superior for those applications in is the normal component of velocity that is sig-
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nificant in initiating erosion, but that the tan- Using this reference will greatly reduce the time
gential component il the important parameter requ; cad i, obtain the data needed in comparing
if the rate of erowiin is considered. Investiga- various designs. The more bulbous shape" are
tions of the erosion of ceramic materials, re- heavier and those with high fineness ratios have
ported in Reference 49, showed that the damage larger moments of inertia. Weight can be re-
is proportional to the normal component of duccd by: (1) placing the antenna far within
velocity and that the ';ffect of the tangential the missile nose and making the aft nonelec-
component on dense ceramic bodies is negligible. trical portions from thin metallic materials, and
Various analyses have demonstrated that a (2) using a wall that has high specific strength.
selection of the proper radome shape can reduce The lightest wall is the thin wall. If it is ac-
the probability of failure due to rain erosion. ceptable electrically, a one-half sandwich ra-
These optimum shapes include the cone and dome, although somewhat heavier, has the
ogive and other pointed ones having a high fine- advantage of greater strength. The thick solid-
ness ratio. The data summarized in :.References wall radome is by far the heaviest. Development
50 and 51 confirm that ceramic materials usu- of the ceramic materials required for an "A"
ally show no evidence of progressive damage sandwich radome, discussed in References 4 and
from erosion, but that there does occur a 5, provides the radome designer with a light
progressive propagation of microcracks that and strong wall. Such a wall also has low ther-
depends on the total time the material has been mal diffusivity and thus serves as an insulator
subjected to rainfall. Cearmic radomes fail l•y to maintain the internal components at almost
a catastrophic release of energy that depen ls their initial temperature. The thick and thin
on the angle at which the rainfall strikes them, solid walls, on the other hand, do not provide
the intensity of the rainfall, and the duration of insulation unless special material requirements
test, are imposed. It is not unusual for inner-surface

Recent tests have shown that pointed ceramic temperatures to rise to more than 1000°F. This
radomes do not fail in environments in which increase in temperature, in turn, causes the tem-
blunted radomes fail. Thus, radomes designed perature of the antenna to increase several hun-
for high-velocity flight through rainfall should dred degrees Fahrenheit and thus adversely
have a high fineness ratio and low included affects the antenna pattern,
angles. The use of an ablative cover affords Another consideration of importance in
some protection for blunted bodies. This expe- radome design that has been described previ-
dient is limited, however, since large quantities ously is the effect that increasing the size of
of ablative material cannot be used because of the antenna has on reducing boresight error
the increase in the weight and length of the derivatives. Since the thickness of the radome
radome. Chapter a contains data on the resist- wall falls within the aerodynamic contour, this
alice of ceramic materials to rain erosion; this thickness limits the size of the antenna. The
recently gathered information should be re- small increase in diameter permitted by thin
viewed before any radome design is undertaken. walls offers no advantage since the resulting

increase in gain is usually offset by the greater
transmission loss of the radome. For thick solid

1-1.4.6 Wall Constructlon walls and sandwich constructions having low
losses, an increase of several tenths of a decibel

The performance of a high-velocity missile can often be realized.
depends not only on its weight, but also on its The requirements for an internal vacuum or for
center of gravity and its transverse and polar pressurization limit the choice of materials and
moments of inertia. These parameters, there- fabrication techniques to those that provide a
fore, must be considered in radome design, but dense wall that gases cannot permeate. The
for most aerodynamic ,shapes, their calculation sandwich and multilayer walls require iore ma-
is a complex task. The tables and equations in terials having a low dielectric constant; such
Reference 52 permit rapid calculation of the walls are usually permeable by gas. The type of
weight, volume, center of gravity, and moments wall chosen affects thermal stress since thin
of inertia for cones, ogives, and other solids of walls can be designed on which stress has a
revolution that are either pointed or blunted. negligible effect, The solid wall used in previous
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illustrations of design criteria is the one most Manufacturahility and reproducibilily muist

susceptible to failure because of thermal stress. also be considered since they limit the choice of

The "A" sandwich, which has a porous low- radome type. A design that is feasible ann-
conductivity core, is more resistant to thermal lytically may not be so practical or may be im-
stress since the temperatures of the skins are pos8.ible to fabricate in production quantities.

uniform and the tempcraturc gradient occurs The choice of a radome design must Rlso be
within the core, which may not support crack based on a review of the fabrication methods
propagation and which is noL a prime structural available since it is they that largely govern coqt.
member. The "B" sandwich can also be designed A slip-cast ceramic radome may be ten times
to resist failure due to thermal stress. less expensive than a completely ground ceramic

As discussed previously, the thin-wall sand- radome.
wich and the multilayer walls are broadband. The method used to attach the radome to the
For example, a multilayer wall can be designed missile depends on the type of radome wall and
For hxample, a man tidth r wl canto be des igned material and also affects the final cost. Solid
to have a bandwidth of 40 to 1. This is a con-
siderably greater bandwidth than the 2-percent walls can be readily attached. However, the

bandwidth usually cited for thick solid walls. small experience available with the ceramic

In choosing the type of wall to be used for a sandwiches limits a designer to essentially orig-

given design, it must be considered that solid- inal designs that must undergo detailed analyses
wall radomes are usually isotropic (certain and complete testing before their merits can be

oriented crystalline materials are exceptions), determined.
whereas sandwich and multilayer radomes are
never isotropic. At best, physical properties
vary ir directions perpendicular and parallel 1-1.5 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RADOME
to the radome wall. The fluted and honeycomb MATERIALS*
cores can exhibit a threefold anisotropy since
the orientation of flutes can be such that varia- A review of the relationships between radome
tions occur in each of the three orthogonal axes. shape, fineness ratio, and wall thickness and
If this anisotropy is great, the mechanical the restrictions imposed by aerodynamic, struc-
and/or electrical design becomes complicated. tural, electrical, thermal, environmental, and

Factors such as field handling and reliability physical requirements indicates that special

miust also be considered. The destruction of a materials are required. Since there is not one

radome before use can be prevented by employ- material that has all of the desirable character-

ing suitable protective devices. Field inter- istics for all radome designs, it is important to

changeability is not a normal requirement for review the various properties of materials that

small radomes as it is for large ones. Thus, the affect radome performance. It will then be pos-

designs must ensure essentially constant prop- sible to select a compromise material. The prop-

erties from radome to radome. All radomes must erties of a material can be grouped in five

be highly reliable and, hence, must be capable categories: general, environmental, thermal,

of withstanding stresses in excess of those en- electrical, and mechanical. The standard ques-

countered in normal service. The complexity of tion asked by material suppliers and/or fabrica-
radome3 requires that a detailed quality control tors is: "Which properties are important in

program be enforced. Dimensional tolerances radome design?" The fairly complete list pre-

other than those for wall thickness can be easily sented in Table 1-1 includes many properties

met. Since the tolerance for thickness of sand- that need not be analyzed but that should be
wich walls is usually at least twice that required considered in choosing a material. Those proper-

for solid walls, sandwich walls are much easier ties that are essential are marked with a double

to fabricate. Broadband multilayer radomes, asterisk. However, accurate and detailed analy-

however, involve extremely clcm. tolerances and- ses are possible only if tie physical properties
are expensive to manufacture, even in large are known as a function of temperature over the

quantities. Since tolerances decrease as the complete iange of temperatures expected.

dielectric constant decreases, a low dielectric
constant is desirable for solid-wall radomes, * See Paragraphs 1-4, 5-9 and 5-10.
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I
TABLE 1-1. PHYSICAL PROPERTIE INVOLVED IN RADOME DESIGN*

FI. GNKRAL, 
4. .'I.CTRICAL

Csolor RAR4fi.n fIAn..+t

Surface finish Absorption coefficient

I irfaRe tA*tnvr Treis' i-salon coefficient

Composition Loss tangent"*

Homogeneity Dielectric constant,-

Isotropy Dielectric strength

Loss factor
.ENVIIWNMENTAL Volume resistivity

Resistance t0 moisture and rain

Water absorption

Gas permeability

Outgassing 5. MECHlANICAL

Resistance to chemical solubility, salt spray, and fungus Hardness

Radiation effects Impact strength

Storage lifo Density
Young's modulus of elasticity**

3. THERUAT Modulus of rigidity

Maximum use temperature Poisson's ratio**

Softening point Bulk modulus"

Melting point Shear strength and modulus**

Ablation data** Compressive strength and modulus

Resistance to thermal shock Tensile strength and modulus**

Thermal conductivity** Flexural strength and modulus**

Thermal diffuiavity** Dimensional return

Specific heat'** Porosity

Coefficient of linear expansion" Fatigue effects

Total normal emissivity** Dimensional stability

'Review Paragraph 1-4, and see Chapters 4 and 5.
** Properties essential in choosing a radome material.

1-1.5.1 General A surface increase or decrease of 0.005 in. does
not measurably increase aerodynamic drag. The

The general properties include such optical material must be both structurally and elec-
properties as color, translucence, opaqueness, trically homogeneous since unpredictable varia-
and transparency that are normally not con- tions in these properties from point to point
sidered in radome design. Surface texture and reduce structural reliability and increase the
finish do, however, affect aerodynamic per- complexity of the electrical correction needed.
formance since a rough surface increases drag. Although structural isotropy may be a desirable
A 125-microinch finish is adequate for all but characteristic, electrical isotropy is usually not
the most stringent aerodynamic requirements. because radiated energy is then affected dif-
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ferent ly for each orientation of the radome. The Referenc, 5. Spec ific heat capacity, -c.. is de-
h vsteresis effects that are commonly associated finedI as the ratio of heat tflowing into a sub-
with the dielectric constant of plastic materials stanc'e per unit mass to the increase in the
are not desirable. temperature of this .substance. The higher the

va, ý,~f ,. +., n., +n$ ,rn~irent,.nf the,
..................................... ,". ................... z.................

1-1.5.2 Environmental radome wall increases. Thermal conductivity is
a measure of the ability of a substance to con-

Many factors affect the environmental suit- duct heat; therefore, a high "alue is desirable
ability of the material. Since water absorption, if thermal stress is to be kept to a minimum.
which varies with temperature and pressure, Thermal diffusivity, a measure of the rate of

increases the effective dielectric constant, it heat transfer, should be as high es possible to

gives rise to an uncontrollable electrical charac- reduce thermal gradients and, hence, thermal

teristic. A material that is permeable by gases

or that outgasses when heated is not suitable for way transfer of energy, i.e., radiation both to

use in an evacuated or pressurized radome. and from the radorne, depending on whether the
Resistance to solution by chemicals other than radome or its env: ronment is hotter. Radiantpetroleum products or others associated with heat transfer, a function of the fourth power ofmissile storage and use is not required. Many absolute temperature, is most efficient for bodiesmisilestoageandus isnotreqire. Mny at high temperatures, such as a hypersonic
materials, however, are affected by these solu- at hig t atue suchmas a hersoniction. Slt pra dos no usall imairthe radome. Emittance is a measure of the efficiency
tions. Salt spray does not usually impair the of the radiator compared with that of a black
properties of ceramic materials, which seldom body at the same temperature; therefore, high
support fungug', owth. As previously discussed, b o f at tame tempera ble toreduce
resistance to rainfall is important for all but v alue e oeittanc are desiale treduceclear-weather missiles. Changes in properties temperature buildup. White materials are good

clea-wethe misils. Cangs i prperies reflectors i:1 visual wavelengths and, therefore,
caused by radiation of any frequency are not reflor ittavsua w lt the refore,
desirable, Resistance to nuclear and atomic radi- have low emittance, but they are not neces-
ation must be considered in designing a radome sarily good reflectors at the infrared wave-

for operation in or near such environments. The lengths that are important in heat transfer.
effect of the passage of time on the physical Pyroceram and alumina are materials having
properties oef a material,is most important; a low emittance in the visible region but high
prperties whofe charateristics most iompt day emittance in the infrared region. If the material
material whose characteristics vary from day ablates at high tempeiatures, such information
to day cannot be used.

a 'iblation rate and temperature must be known
,• accurately predict the temperatures within

1-1.5.3 Thermal the radome wall. Resistance to, thermal shock
and coefficient of linear thermal expansion

A radome is subjected to very high velocities (thermal expansivity) shouid be high and low
over relatively short periods of time; therefore, in magnitjde, respectively. The effect of these
its melting point or preferably its maximum properties is discussed in a later portion of this
use temperature as a function of heating rate chapter.
must be known. A calculation of surface tem-
peratures andl of thermal gradients requires a
knowledge of the total normal emittan e and of 1-1.5.4 Electrical
two of the following tSree properties thermal
conductivity, k; diffusivity, at; and sp-cific heat The most important electrical properties in
capacity, c,. The relation between these proper- radome design are dielectric constant and loss
ties and density, p, is-given by tangent. Since reflection, absorption, and trans-

mission coefficients can be calculated from these
atL (1-10) parameters, measured data are not required

Pet, during the early stages of design. Loss tangent,
If spectral emittance data are' the only data which is a measure of the loss of energy due to
available, they can be readily converted to total heating, should be low, as It is for most ceramic
norme.l emittance by the methods presented in materials. The dielectric constant should in-
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crease ,nly. slightly with temperatutre in order where p - 1,,i.sto's ratio
to offset the effect of the thermal environment r - linear co)fflh itent of thermal expan-
and it should be as low as possible. Ifigh dielec- sion
tric constaistm imply low mechanical tolerances E - Young's modulhs (if ,lustii.ity
-u! hr . Land;,pi,, . An ideai material k thermal conductivity

wouhl undergo a negligible change in dielectric p density
constant and loss tangent over a 5-percent band- c,, 7-s pecific heat capacity at constant
width since this small change in these values Rressure
increases broadband capability. MOR ý Modulus of Rupture

d = wall thickness

1-1.5.5 Mechonical For a given radome shape and environment,

this index provides a means of determining
Mechanical characteristics are exttremely i- which materials should be considered. How-

portant because, to a large extent, they deter- ever, experience has shown that the use of this
mine the acceptability of a material; i.e., in- index is not foolproof and that a detailed analy-
ferior electrical and thermal performance may sis often reverses the sequence of materials
be tolerable if the radome can remain intact listed in the order of preference based on this
during flight. The data presented in Chapter 3 mechanical index, This reversal is primarily
and in the literature indicate that resistance due to: (1) the effect of variations in the physi-
to rain erosion and catastrophic failure because cal properties of materials with temperature,
of rainfall can be roughly correlated with hard- and (2) the magnitude of the heat transfer
ness and impact strength, respectively. Thus, coefficient. Findings reported in References 54
a hard noneroding surface is electrically desir- through W7 generally concur with the above
able and one with high impact strength is struc- statements. The use of either two or three in-
turally desirable. Low density is assumed to be dexes, depending on the magnitude of the heat
analogous to low weight. Note, however, that transfer coefficient, has been proposed.
density alone does not control the weight of If the heat transfer coefficient, h, is low, Eq.
a radome since the dielectric constant deter- 1-11 takes the form
mines the wall thickness. The value of the ratio
of density to the square root of the dielectric MOR(1 (I /.)k > 1
constant should be the lowest possible. aE

Tensile, compressive, and flexural strength If the heat transfer coefficient is high, it takes
should be high. Nonductile ceramics always fail the form
under tension. For this reason, the ceramics
industry has gradually tended to eliminate tests MOR(I-- /) > I
of tensile strength because of the problems of aE

alignment encountered in "Ich bests. The Mod- Several sources, for example, Reference 56,
ulus of Rupture (MOR), which is found by a suggest using an expression of the form given
test similar to a flexural test, is measured in- by Eq. 1.11 if the heat transfer coefficient lies
stead. The effect of surface quality on strength in some intermediate region. In all cases, the
must be considered since, to a certain extent, effect of wall thickness, d, was neglected, most
all ceramics are notch sensitive and subject to probably because only in radome design does
failure if their surface is marred by grinding wall thickness necessarily vary from material
imperfections or scratches. Because ceramics to material. To illustrate the effect of the heat
are brittle, they are susceptible to microcracks transfer coefficient, let us consider the findings
due to improper assembly or field handling and in Reference 54. The thermal shock resistance
these cracks induce failure under loading, of beryllia and alumina was studied by using

The ability of a radome to withstand thermal media having low (air) and high (water) heat
shock is associated with a mechanical index, transfer coefficients. It was observed that
one form of which is beryllia is superior to alumina at low heat

(1 - IL) k MOR transfer rates, but that alumina is superior at
IE k MOR 1 J1-11) high rates. This reversal is caused by the inef-
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I
fctivenes. of the high cr,nductivity of beryllia graph in which maxiNmum temperature is plotted
at high heat transfer rate.s and to the higher vs. ah for representative ceramic materials.
v0hW.N Of Young's modulus, expansion coeffi- Although theme data are based on the assump-
cient, andi MOR of alumina under these condi- tion that the ihvysical nrnrnrti,,a -- r.".....

'.............. , jjumiraie this depeindence of stant, they do confirm the resuIlts reported in

the index on the heat transfer coefficient, let Reference 54, i.e., for low values of h, beryllia
us consider the results reported in Referpn•ce is superior to alumijn, whereas for high values
57[. A graph showing the thermal shock in.. of h, the converse is true. It should be noted
dex was constructed by finding the maximum that the author has obtained similar data in
temperature at which a material could be investigating actual missile radome's. Analyses
quenched to room temperature for various heat in which fused silica, Pyroceram, alumina, and
transfer coefficients. Figure 1-22 shows this beryllia ceramics were studied, resulted in tab-
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Figure 1-22. Relative Thermal Shock Resistance of Candidate Reentry
Radame Materials as a Function of Thermal Shock Environment
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ulations identical to those predicted by Fig. mat erials are relat ively uink nown quantities.
1-22. Although this9 figure assumes it down- hut they dAould be vwvshlered for radomes that
shock, .iia cuvscnh-osrcelfra re subjected to many pylon-mounted Captive

up-qhock test. The use of conservative values flights, where a gradual decrease in strernvth
of MOR, i.e., values several standard deviations could cause the radlome to fail after the mi.sile
below the mean strengLh, enhances the validity was launched.
or Lhe ar~alysis. TIhe characteristics of several ceramnic ma-

The nde shuldsere ony a a uid in terials are illustrated in Figs. 1-23 and 1-24, in
Tein dexiaton soul saervel onlyno as a gudeina which these materials are compared on the basis

cinvestgrionsic itsofs mthgeeriasald nothasio aofil of maximumn inner- and outer-surface tempera-

crthe ionsi ncoe rtitshow thceae s ge neral lbe ha iorko tures and tensile thermal stress at the inner sur-

thes phesmal eprerities ancreasusgin waduluthck face for a specific radome design. The high

incease, thermal epansivt, whrand Yong modulusei thermal diffusivity of beryllia results in iden-
incrasethemalstrsswheras n icresetnical peak inner- and oilier-surface tempera-

thermal diffasivity and a decrease in Poisson's trs aeil aigtelattemldf
ratio reduce thermal stress. fusivity exhibit a greater difference in surface

Dimensional stability and return are similai, temperatures. The high thermal stress in the
to electrical hysteresis and affect the radome alumina wall is primarily caused by its high
structurally. The eff-ects of fatigue on ceramic thermal expansivity.
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Several Ceramic Materials
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1-2 THIN-WALL RADOMES 0ll1t. 011v I h, itfl,'r.-rein.* bet - .g , lf-v t,

1-2.1 INTRODUCTION ],rawth and thin-wall radrneo .

In the precedinp paragraph., the various fate- 1-2.2 DEFINITION
tors that affect the design of a high-vehwitv rhe term thin iall hits a twufold weaning.
radorhe were discussqed, They affect each type Mechanically, it nieans that the thickness (f the
of radome wall differently. For example, rain- wall ii smifl when compared with the thickness
fall may not impair the Ptructural reliabiliLy normally used in structural applications, Elec-
of a one-half-wavelength wall. but it limits the Irically, this term is delined as ai solid wall that
use of thin-wall radomes to applications lnvolv- approximates the zeroth order. Geneaally, a
ing low velocities. The primary advantage of thickness of 1/20 of a wavelength in the ma-

thin-wall radomes is that for any aerodynamniL terial is consid/ered thin enough for obtaining

shape, they are lightweight. Since weight is a most of the electrical properties desired in a

significant consideration in missile design, it is t w f e e -ctis mopified esae in

important to consider the relative merits of this thin wall. If Eq. 1-1 is modified for the case in

type of construction. In this section, the various which the angle of incidence is equal to 90

factors affecting thin-wall radomes and the
merits and disadvantages of such radomes are d .
discussed. A specific radome shape is used to 2 X(-1
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Figure 1.24. Tensile Thermal Stress on Inner Surface of Radome vs Tip Radii

for Several Ceramic Materials
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TABLE 1-2. THICKNESSES 1iN.1 OF ONE-HALF-WAVELENGTH AND
THIN-WALL RADOMES FOR NORMAL INCIDENCE

Ffe,.vency. Wavelength, ,h |,knoe s _isclelcConstan1

lg ,d) (in.) 12) 2 4 6 8 10 12

= 4 A/. 1.S967 1.3411 1.0905 u.9483 0.8482 0.774w

thin 03793 0.2682 0.2181 0.1897 0.1096 0.1549

4.5 2.6227 X/2 0.9273 0.6557 0.5353 0.4636 0.4117 0.3785

thin 0.1855 0,1311 0.1071 0.0927 0.0829 0.0757

9.0 1.3113 X/2 0.4636 0.3278 0.2677 0.2318 0.207:1 0.1893

thin 0.0927 0.0655 0.0635 0.0464 0.0415 0,0379

18.0 0.6557 X/2 0.2318 0.1639 0.1338 0.1159 0.1037 0.0946

thin 0.0464 0.0328 0.0268 0.0232 0.0207 0.0189

36.0 0.3278 X/2 0.1159 0.0820 0,0669 0.0579 0.0518 0,0473

thin 0.0232 0U0164 0.0i34 0.0116 0U0104 0.0095I I

By solving this equation for various frequencies trical wall; for the high frequencies of interest
and dielectric constants, the data in Table 1-2 today, this implies a thin mechanical wall,
can be obtained. The values in this table are
representative of the approximate wall thick-
nesses of radomes operating from S- to K,- 1-2.3 AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION
bands* and of materials such as Teflon, fused
silica, Pyroceram, and alumina. It is apparent The shape of the radome is determined by
that mechanical thickness decreases as fre- the requirements associated with aerodynamic
quency and dielectric constant increase. For a drag, electrical characteristics, resistance to
dielectric constant ,)f 2 at S-band, thin and one- rainfall, and thermally induced stresses. Funda-
half-wavelength rad.mes are both mechanically mentally, these characteristics depend on the
thick. radome fineness ratio. A high fineness ratio

A material with a dielectric constant of 2 is reduces aerodynamic drag and thermal stress,
structurally adequate in the one-half-wave- but it increases loss and boresight error deriva-
length thickness at Ku-band. The K,&band thin lives. The radome also has greater resistance
wall is, however, so thin that it is not struc- to rainfall when its fineness ratio is high. As
turally suitable. A review of the data shows that was shown in Paragraph 1-1.2.1, the effects of
at low frequencies a wall that is thin electrically these factors on overall missile performance are
is thick mechanically and that at high frequen- so complex that it is impossible to derive a
ties the one-half-wavelength wall is also thin simple formula for choosing the optimum shape.
mechanically. At very high frequencies, the thin Extensive studies of the design of airborne mis.
wall is too thin to be used as a structural mem- siles consistently indicate that a fineness ratio
ber. Thus, a radome can be thin both electrically of from 2:1 to 3:1 represents the best corn-
and mechanically (as it is at X-band) ; it can promise.
be thick electrically and thin mechanically (TC- For any given fineness ratio, there is a
band) ; or it can be thin electrically and thick radome shape for which aerodynamic drag is
mechanically (S-band). L iless otherwise noted, reduced to a minimum. This shape is usually
we will consider that the radome is a thin elec- defined by the power curves discussed previ-

ously. The radome is usually bluinted to reduce
"For band code letters, see Appendix A, Chapter 2. aerodynamic drag and heating (f the tip. A
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power shape can be effectively approximated by more restricted. High-speed rain-erosion tests
several ogival sections as was done for the that were sponsored by the Naval Air Devel-
radome shown in Fig. 1.25. This radome, which opment Center and that are reported in Chapter
has a fineness ration of 2.0:1, a base diameter 3 demonstrate that thin sections of ceramic ma-
of 12 in., and a tip blunting radius of 1.5 in., terials can withstand such erosion. References
will be used in comparing the characteristics of 6, 51, and 58 through 61 contain most of the
one-half-wavelength and thin-wall radomes. data obtained in tests of thin-wall ceramic

radomes made of Pyroceram and alumina.

1-2.4 MATERIALS These data show that such radomes with wall
thicknesses greater than 0.082 in. and 0.060 in.,

As the requirements for missiles capable of respectively, can withstand the impact of rain

higher velocities and operation in all types of falling at the rate of 2 in./hr with a mean drop-
weather increase, the number of suitable ra- let size of 2 mm during flight at velocities rang-

weater ncrase th nuberof uitblera- ing from 2800 to 2900 ft/sec. If the flightdome materials available becomes more and in frm 80to20fiecIfhefgh
velocity is reduced to 2000 ft/sec, a thickness

of 0.050 in. is adequate. Thus, solid walls hav-
ing a thickness greater than these values can,
as a rule, withstand rainfall. As reported in
Reference 51, plastic materials erode at high
rates if the velocity to which they are subjected
is supersonic. At the high temperatures encoun-
tered during supersonic flight, such materials
tend to char or their dielectric constant becomes
so high that they are no longer usable.

Thus, ceramic materials or ceramic-protected
plastic materials are the best for thin-wall
radomes. The choice between one-half-wave-
length and thin-.wall radomes depends primarily
on their relative merits in terms of such factors
as electrical transmission, resistance to thermal
stress, and weight. Weight becomes significant
at X-band frequencies and lower, since a thin-
wall radome weighs 80 to 85 percent less than
one with one-half-wavelength walls.

1-2.5 ELECTRICAL

..When placed in front of an antenna, an ideal
radome causes negligible changes in the an-
tenna pattern and only minimum losses in the
energy transmitted. However, an ideal radome
cannot be realized in 'practice because the phase
and amplitude of the antenna energy are a
function of the radome material, shape, and
electrical thickness. The designer of a thin-
wall radome must consider such electrical fac-
tors as transmission and reflection losses,
changes in phase, boresight error derivatives,

Figure 1-25. Radom* Used for Electrical Tests antenna distortions, and broadband perform-
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ance. Each of these points is discussed in the however, for perpendicular polarization. Refer-
following paragraphs. ence I shows that for very thin sections, trans-

Transmissibility, i.e., the ability of a material mission loss increases as fiequency increases,
to transmit energy, is one of the critical re- but that as the thin section approaches it one-

... f~ .j~~n A .......~t~b~a naa " & t WI UkjjpjflLV 10 L LI U.
true of active systems in which a decrease in Reference 64 reports the study of transmission
antenna gain must be considered during both loss for C-, X-, and K-bands and the findings
the transmit and receive periods. A reduction in are similar to those of Reference 1. Reference
signal strength is manifested primarily as a 64 shows that at X- and C-bands, adequate per-
reduction in tracking range. The greater missile formance can be obtained up to angles of inci-
weight and electrical power that are needed to dence of 50 to 60 degrees for thin walls, but
overcome this disadvantage impose a heavy that in the K-band, a thin-wall radome is not
penalty on the overall system design. The loss structurally adequate and that a one-half-wave-
in antenna gain is due primarily to three fac- length wall is needed. It also shows that loss
tors: phase distortions that increase antenna increases as the radome temperature increases.
beamwidth, reflection losses, and transmission If the losses due to attenuation are neglected,
losses. The first two factors are discussed apart the limiting transmission coefficient for a thin-
from transmission losses since they affect other wall radome can be expressed as:
design parameters. A fourth cause of reduction
in antenna gain, attenuation through the ra- T 'r(l-.) d (C C )
dome, can be neglected since the loss is usu- L ecoso
ally small, even for thin sections of plastic ma- "(1-13)
terials.

In Reference 7, it iý shown that for tan 8 rT1 '(1--.E) d-2
<< 1, the attenuation coefficient is approxi- _T" 1- .. (1-.1cos 8 X•(1-14)
mately equal to 0.5 tan 8. Thus, for materials
for which the value of tan 8 is less than 0.001, Figure 1-30 presents data obtained by solving
the attenuation coefficient is less than 0.05 per- Equation 1-14 for d/X,l when [T1 js is equal to
cent. 90 percent. These data permit the selection of

a proper wall thickness if the maximum angle
1-2.6 TRANSMISSION LOSS of incidence is known.

Reference 65 contains measured values of
The transmission loss of plane sheets has transmission losses for the radome shown in

been studied extensively. References 62 and 63 Fig. 1-25 for both thin and one-half-wavelength
present transmission data for materials with thicknesses. Figures 1-31 and 1-32 present
dielectric constant. ranging from 1.2 to 10 for measurements at X-band for the E- and H-
both the lossy and lossless cases. While it is planes. These figures show that loss increases,
primarily of use to the designer of thick-wall as the deviation from one-half-wavelength iradomes, this information'does provide a means thickness increases. Figures 1-33 and 1-34 show
of evaluating thin-wall radomes. the measured variation in transmission loss as

Additional information on two ceramic mate- the frequency varies about the design value.
rials that in thin sections are res-stant to rain- These measurements reveal that transmission
fall at relatively high velocities is presented in loss becomes greater as the radome deviatesFigs. 1-26 through 1-29. A review of these fig- from the ideal half-wavelength thickness. As
ures shows that transmission losses increase as expected, the greatest loss occurs through the
the dielectric constant increases. An increase in pointed section of the radome. Note that a thin-
the angle of incidence causes a decrease in loss wall radome is equivalent to one that is one-
for parallel polarization, but an increase for half wavelength thick increased by the dimen-
perpendicular polarization. This loss is greatest, sion of the thin-wall radome.
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1-2.7 REFLECTION LOSS the reflection coefficient is approximated by

Since a thin-wall radome doer, not have zero 11 (1 -- E) d (e co -
thickness, its reflection coefficient can approach Rr- E-coso A 3, 0- i' )
zero but never he equal to it. Thus, for an active (1-15)
mystteir in which reniecL1or oi energy from the
inner surface of the radome is not desired, since
it can cause antenna mismatch and a change in v[x(1 - E) d 1
the frequency, the wall must be designed to IRj [ cos0 AJ (1-16)
minimize internal reflections. It has been pre-
viously shown that the limiting thickness is I is apparent that the amplitude and powerdetermined by the perpendicular polarization. tiaprethtteamitdanpo r
Since the losslesp conditions are assumed in reflection coefficients are proportional to the
Sineq -3 n -1 n the l aswes conions a assmedaion thickness and to the thickness squared, respec-
Eqs. 1-13 and 1-14 and the law of conservation tively. Thus, for a low-reflection radome, either
of energy for these conditions is the dielectric constant must be small or the

IT12 + Re - 1 radome wall must be thin.
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Figure 1-30. Thickness/Free-Space Wavelength vs Dielectric Constant for
Various Angles of Incidence and R.jL' Equal to90 Percent
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1-2.8 PATTERN DISTORTION tions have been found to be negligible up to
angles of incidence of 50 degrees. B3eyoind this

"V•,* It I, sio a .. If-ylvav ,lsitB Lhalcjujvot, PUML, phase changes rapidly and a thin-wail
a radome with a high fineness ratio distorts the radome is no longer desirable. Reference 66
near-field antenna pattern because of differen- shows that for a thin-wall radome, the phase
tial phase distortion through various sections of difference between the perpendicular and
the radome. This distortion manifests itself as parallel polarizations can be approximated by
a change in the far-field antenna pattern. Fig-
ures 1-35 and 1-36 are patterns obtained with rd (e- 1)2
radomes having the contour shown in Fig. 1-25 - sin• (1-17)
and having various wall thicknesses. All pat- XIJe co

tertis were obtained at zero look angle and at
X-band, Table 1-3 presents the data reduced The insertion phase difference for the individual
from these figureB. It can be seen that the beam- polarizations can be shown to be
width and sidelobe level increase as the wall
deviates from zero or one-half-wavelength rd(E-1)
thickness. IPD. -- id (co -- 1

X0 Cos 0

1-2.9 VARIATIONS IN PHASE IP"- rd

For boresight riidomes, the variations in IPD l d 6 [os co0 2 0 + sin2 0 (E - 1)

phase must be kept to a minimum. Such varia- (1-19)
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Figure 1-.31. E-Plano Transmission Loss vs Offset Angle for Various
Wall rhicknesses
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TAMIF 1-. 9- Ahift U SI r kr4 L FNANAMETERS FOR

SEVERAL RADOME WALL THICKNESSES

- ~ Anadome W0ll Thickness (21Antmnnsa Pattern
Pawamnators 1/2 |/8 1/12

Plane of pattern E H E H E

Reduction in gain, db 0.7 0.8 3.0 3.3 2.3 2.2

Half-power beamwidth, degrees 8.0 8.3 7.0 10.0 7.0 9.5

First sidelobe level,* db 18.0 14.8 7.6 15.1 9.8 14.8

* In db below main beam; only the highest sidelobe is indicated.
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Figure 1-34. H-Plane Transmission Loss vs O•fset Angle at Various

Frequencies for Thin-Wall Radome
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1-2.10 BANDWIDTH where a radome is designed as a one-half-wave-
length radome at X-band. This same wall is full

It is interesting to note that using a thin wave at K-band and two wavelengths thick at
wall is a means of obtaining a radome that can K,-band. Note, however, that in this case, per-
operate at several frequencies. For example, formance tends to become less satistactory as
a radome designed for a one-half-wavelength the frequency increase.. These two design meth-
thickness at K,-band is thin at X-bard and very ods can he used for the two- and three-band
thin at C- or S-bands. Thus, an electrically thin performance that will be required of future
wall permits the use of the same radome at any radomes. Reference 64 shows the effect of a
frequency below that at which it is electrically change in frequency on transmission and phase.
thin, since performance improves as frequency For a wall 0.0,30-in. thick and operation at C-
decreases. This situation is somewhat analo- band, the electrical performance does not vary
gous to that for one-half-wavelength radomes, appreciably over a -,±10-percent frequency band.
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Figure 1-35. Effect of Radome Wail Thickness an E-Plane Antenna Pattern
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I
Similar results were found for a wall 0.0.25-in, obtained with thin walls at frequencies below
thick at X-band. At Ks-band, the thin wall is X-band and at angles of incidence of less than
not acceptable structnrally unless the dielectric 50 degrees. At higher frequencies, each design
constant is very small. Table 1-2 indicates that must be evaluated separately to determine if a
a thin wall would not be acceptable at freauen- thin -- ! .......... wavttqg~n waih is more
L;jjt greater than 18 ge. For frequencies above desirable.
this general range, a one-half-wavelength wall
must be used and, as rsported in Reference 64, i-2.-i BORESIGHT ERROR AND DERIVATIVES
the bandwidth is limited to between 2 to 2.5
percent. Similar data can be obtained by cross Besides transmitting electromagnetic energy
plotting Fig. 1-30 or by using Tables 5-2 with a minimum loss due to reflection, absorp-
through 5-19 in Reference 1, which show this tion, and pattern distortion, the radome should
same trend. Satisfactory performance can be have minimum effect on the direction in which
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Figure 1-36. Effect of Radome Wall Thickness on H-Plane Antenna Pattern
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the energy is propagated. Boresight error re- which it is made. Since both Pyroceram and
suits from complex electromagnetic interactions alumina have shown resistance to rainfall at
of the radome, antenna, and missile fuselage, high velocities, these materials will be used to
Other contributing causes include variation in illustrate the differences between thin-wall and
uLa angle ol reiraction and in the transmission one-hait-waveiength-waii ceramic radomes. The
coefficients of the antenna signal because of radome shape shown in Fig. 1-25 will be used;
depolarization of the energy by the radome. however, the.tip radius and wall thickness will
Boresight error and its derivatives increase as be different.
the radome fineness ratio increases and as the The thermal studies discussed in Paragraph
radome wall deviates from the optimum one- 1-1.2.2 indicate that the peak temperature oc-
half-wavelength thickness. The electrical ra- curs at the stagnation point and that it then
dome thickness must, therefore, be accurately gradually decreases along the axis of the radome
controlled to keep these errors to a .minimum. until the region of turbulent flow is reached,
In fact, these derivatives impose a closer toler- where it again rises but only to a value less
ance requirement than does the overall trans- than that at the stagnation point. Temperatures
mission loss. Tests of hemispherical and of beyond this region decrease toward the aft end
half-wavelength and thin-wall radomes show of the radome. These studies also reveal that
that boresight error slopes are greater for thin- at any point on the radome axis, the variation
wall radomes (0.01 vs. 0.04 deg/deg). Tests in temperature around the circumference is
conducted at the Hughes Aircraft Company, in negligible ýrhen compared with the variation at
which an ogival radome with a fineness ratio different axial positions. These temperatures
of 2.0 was used, show that at X-band frequen- produce thermal gradients radially through the
cies, these errors increase with thickness. For radome wall that vary as the peak temperature
a ratio of antenna diameter to free-space wave- varies. Studies have shown that the maximum
length of 7.35, the maximum boresight error thermal gradient occurs through the radome
derivative for a radome with a constant wall wall and that it presents the major structural
thickness was found to be 0.032 deg/deg, a limitation. The axial and circumferential gra-
value that Lompares favorably with that of dients are negligible in comparison with the
0.034 deg/deg- predicted on the basis of Fig. radial gradient.
1-21. For these same parameters, l/d = 2.0 and Heat transfer rates at any point on the ra-
d/ko 7.35, it has been found that the error dome depend on the Mach number history of
derivatives are 0.055, 0.12, and 0.13 deg/deg the missile, which in turn, depends on missile
for wall thicknesses of 0.010, 0.050, and 0.070 weight, configuration, impulse, trajectory, and,
in., respectively, for air-launched missiles, on the capabilities of

the launching aircraft. The following Mach
1-2.12 WALL THICKNESS TOLERANCES number histories have been assumed to be repre-

The effect of wall thickness tolerance is dis- sentative of hypersonic velocities:

cussed in References 7 and 64. It has been shown Case 1. Snap-up trajectory, 43,000- to
that a tolerance of ±0.003 in., a value that can 65,000-ft altitude, Mach 2.0 launch
be maintained during fabrication, is acceptable to a peak of Mach 5.1 after 40
for thin-wall radomes. Because, however, each sec, deceleration to Mach 4.5 after
radome is subject to a different range of angles 60 sec.
of incidence and varying requirements for bore- Case 2. Snap-down trajectory, 70,000- to
sight error derivatives and transmission loss, 60,000-ft altitude, Mach 4.0 launch
no general rule can be given for wall thickness to a peak of Mach 6.9 after 6 sec,
tolerance. deceleration to Mach 4.4 after 60

sec.
1-2.13 AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND

THERMAL STRESS In the thermal analysis based on the methods
given in Reference 21, an initial temperature

The temperatures and thermal stress experi- was assumed that depends on the particular
enced by a radome depend on the material of trajectory employed. It is to be noted, howevor,



that only the actual temperatures depend on of 3.0. In both cases, the radomes made of
this value and that thermal gradients are rela- alumina were subjected to more severe stresses.
tively independent of the initial temperature These data also show the relationship of the
since the recovery temperature is high. stresses to the acceptable design values for the

Alfhnvicwh Pu rnoaraaind alas!naii lwh aw- f- m fwoo.4.o1. (I fffA AAAA I AA A -; f-- Pr-_
-. . ... . . _ - _ _ _ _ -a d 1 M P .

hibit similar surface temperature profiles, they ceram and alumina, respectively). The maxi-
are significantly different from the standpoint of mum stresses for both of the one-half-wave-
thermal gradients. Figure 1-37 compares Pyro- length radomes are approximately three times
ceram and alumina radomes having one-half- greater than the design limit, whereas those for
wavelength and one-twelfth-wavelength thick- the thin-wall radomes are less than this limit.
ness, respectively, at X-band. Peak temperatures An shown in Fig. 1-39, tensile thermal stress
depend on wall thickness, but are similar for at the stagnation point (the inner surface of
the two materials of the same thickness. The Pyroceram, and alumina radomes) decreases as
thermal gradients are greatest for the one-half- the radius increases. It can be seen that for any
wavelength Pyroceram radome since its thermal trajectory, the stress on thin-wall radomes is
diffusivity is significantly less than that of appreciably less than that on one-half-wave-
alumina. In the thin-wall radome, the thermal length radomes. Figure 1-39A is based on the
gradients are similar because the thin wall tends Mach number history described as Case 1,
to override the effect of thermal diffusivity. whereas Fig. 1-39B is based on the Mach num-
Note that temperatures approximately 300°F ber history for Case 2. The acceleration rates
higher occur with the thin wall because of its for Case 1 and Case 2 are Mach 0.08 per sec and
lesser thermal capacity. Thus, in a thin-wall Mach 1.0 per sec, respectively. Therefore, a
radome, the thermal gradients re less but the tenfold increase in acceleration causes approx-
operating temperature of the radome simultane- imately a thirtyfold increase in tensile thermal
ously increases, stress. Figure 1-40 presents data for the stand-

Thermal stress varies as a function of posi- ard radome with the Mach number history for
tion along the radome axis. Maximum stress Case 2 and various initial laurch velocities. The
occurs at the tip or stagnation point and de- stress on both the one-half-wavelength and the
creases aft of this point. If the missile is accel- thin-wall radomes increases as the launch ye-
erating, its outer surface heats up rapidly and locity increases, although that on the thin-wall
a thermal gradient is produced through the radome is much less.
radome wall that causes a tensile stress on the The use of an ablative cover reduces thermal
inner durfac and a compressive stress on the stresses to acceptable design values. It also pro-
outer surface that is less than the tensile stress. tects a blunted thin nose if rainfall should be
If the missile is decelerating, the outer surface encountered. Since the maximum velocities for
becomes cooler and undergoes tensile stress most types of missiles are encountered at high
while the inner surface undergoes compression. altitudes, whera such a cover is required to
Since the rate of acceleration is usually at least re luce thermal stress, the use of a slightly
an order of magnitude greater than that of thicker cover will provide material for use as an
deceleration, peak stress occurs during accelera- erosion shield ii, snap-down attacks in which
tion. Therefore, maximum tensile stress occurs rainfall may be encountered. Conversely, at low
on the inner surface. As was shown in Para- altitudes, where rainfall is expected, the veloci-
graph 1-1.2.2, the tip area defines the structural ties are lower and the ablation rate becomes
limits of the radome since tensile thermal stress lower because of greater drag and the conse-
at any other point, including the attachment quent reduction in velocity. Here a substantial
area, is not as severe, portion of the cover is available for use as an

Inner-surface tensile thermal stress as a fune- erosion shield. The details of the design of such
tion of flight timi, for the thin-wall (one- a cover are presented in Reference 21. As shown
twelfth-wavelength) and one-half-wavelength in Fig. 1-25, the cover extends along the axis of
Pyroceram and alumina radomes is shown in the radome for several inches; the actual length
Fig. 1-38. These radomea were assumed to have depends on the shape of the radome, the Mach
the Mach number history previously described number history, radome material, and the axial
as Case 2, modified to a launch Mach number stress gradient that is permitted. The cover is
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thickest at the tip and tapers to zero thickness a bending moment and a shear load. Such loads,
at the end. Let us consider the conditions used which are greatest at the attachment area, are
to derive Fig. 1-40 with the added requirements discussed in Paragraph 1-3. The many works of
of maximum stresses of 5k psi and 8k psi lur T i arcc.. -c-- .. .... nor÷

Pyroceram and alumina, respectively. The tural analyses as are the publications of the
thickness of Teflon rpqwdred is shown in Fig. American Society of Mechanical Engineers
1-41. It can be seen that for each unit increase (ASME). A designer of thin-wall radorries must
in launch Mach number, the thickness of the consider the effect of acoustic noise that can
ablative cover must be doubled. Such covers originate in the boundary layer adjacent to the
have been used on missiles and have demon- wall or from a nearby supersonic aircraft. The
strated their reliability, loadings are then essentially due to pressure

and/or vibration and can cause thin sections
1-2.14 STRUCTURAL made of brittle materials to fail. Paragraph 1-5

describes methods of calculating loads induced
A review of the loading imposed on the ra- by acoustic noise. Impact with foreign objects,

dome structure shows that the maximum such as rainfall, and with airborne objects, such

stresses due to aerodynamic pressure occur at as birds or debris from prior attacks, is a seri-
the attachment area and that those due to aero- ous problem that thin-wall radomes must sur-
dynamic h)eating occur at the tip of the radome. mount. As is shown in Chapter 3, rainfall
Investigations show that the loading due to having a mean droplet size of 2 mm can cause
thermal stresses exceeds that due to pressure a radome to fail at velocities above 2000 ft/sec.
distributions by at.least an order of magnitude. Failure due to the last two causes depends on
Pressure loading depends primarily on velocity, the size of the object. If the radome is mounted
the shape of the radome, its location, and flight on the exterior of an aircraft, small particles
attitude, If the angle of attack is not zero, un- of gravel may be thrown against it. Hence, high
symmetrical pressure loading occurs and causes impact strength is desirable,
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Figure 1.38. Pock Inner Svrfacc Tensile Thermal Stress for RAdomes with
Wall Thicknesset of One-Hall and One-Twelfth Wavelength
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, ' 1-2.15 SIZE LIMITATIONS
I r WALL THICKNESS V/ia WAVELENGTH

• PYFQROAMl
"I Thin-wall radomes made of plastic materials

5 , Ahave been constructed in various configursitions,
ranging from hemispherical to power shapes.

"Base diameters vary from 5 to 12 in. and fine-
4 - ness ratios as high as 2.5:1 are common. The

.... - ceramic thin-wall radome has not been investi-
gated extensively. As shown in Chapter 3, small
radomes have been fabricated in thin sections.
Radomes made of Pyroceram 9606 and alumina
have been built in the shape shown in Fig. 1-25.
In general, the size of a thin-wall radome can

2 -be the same as that of a solid-wall radome, i.e.,
a maximum lej.,•h and base diameter of 40 and
20 in., respectively. If the radome is made of a
ceramic material, it will be expensive because
of the length of time required for grinding and
the large amount of material that is wasted in
the process.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 10

a) CASE I MACH NUMI4IR HISTORY 1-2.16 ATTACHMENT

120 The attachment area must be designed to
THIN WALL/ANiD HALF WAVELENGTH withstand the thermal and mechanical loads

110 I PYROCERAM that will be imposed on it and to provide a
ALUMINA ---------------- hermetic seal over wide ranges of external pres-

100 - sure and temperature. The need for internal
evacuation or pressurization imposes additional

S 90 - design requirements. A thin-wall radome posesa. a. |an especially difficult problem since a transition
_ - from thin to thick sections takes place over a

0 t short length at the aft end of the radome. The

"70 problems associated with the methods of radome
attachment are discussed in Paragraph 1-3.

s6o

1-2.17 HANDLING
50

" • ~Ceramic materials, especially those in thin
40 - sections, are very fragile if improperly stored

, "...-0. or handled. Small radomes usually form an in-
tegral part of a radar system and are attached

20 to it. Thus, the means usually employed to pro-
1 /1; "tect the assembly also protect the radome. A

0 .. radome installed on the aircraft or launcher
can be protected by a plastic cover in the shape
of a paper cup. Such a cover must be removed

0 2 3 4 before the radomne is used and reinstalled if the
(bi CASE 2 MACH NUMBER HISTORY missile is not fired. Large radomes, which do

not as a rule form an integral part of the micro-
Figure 1-39. Peak Inner Surface Tensile Thermal wave system, must be stored separately and

Stress vs Eadome TIp Radius for Two Cases incorporated in the system when required. Since

4.



such units are then subjected to the additional of an aircraft and the bulkhead or aircraft
hazards of field assembly, appropriate handling structure at the aft end. The two components
devices, such as jigs, tables, and hoists, should must be joined so that the desired atmosphere
be designed and used to minimize the possibility within the radome is maintained throughout
of failure. Although thin layers of ablative the storage life of the system. Radars contain-
plastic materials, such as Teflon or polyethylene, ing unsealed free gyroscopes or other rotating
jifford protection from minor loadings, a metallic devices that require constant presturc loading
or dielectric cover gives the best protection, are usually evacuated. On the other hand, high-

power active systems must be pressurized to

1-3 METHODS OF ATTACHING CERAMIC prevent electrical breakdown. Many systems,
RADOMES however, do not require either evacuation orpressurization but are operational over large

1-3.1 INTRODUCTION pressure ranges. However, all radars need a
hermetic seal that not only serves as a barrier

A radar system usually consists of two basic to moisture, but also keeps out dust and other
components: the radome at the forward end contaminants. The attachment area must, there-
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Figure 1-40. Peak Inner Surface Tensile Stress vs Launch Mach Number
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fore, be designed to withstand the thermal and mosphere of the radome is most important at
mechanical loads that are imposed on it and to this time.
nrovido a rAliahIA asal nvar wida ranaam nf v.- !" di-V "--- f! " !r,!-, attachm ,nt, t... mn*t
ternal pressure and temperature. Studies of be remembered that the primary objective is to
various missiles revealed that the greatest me- attach the radome to the base of the antenna
chaanical loads occur at the attachment area be- assembly while allowing for easy access to corn-
cause of the large moment about the radome ponents within the radome if they should have
center of pressure. The thermal environment to be adjusted or replaced. Other requirements,
ranges from -65°F to thousands of degrees such as provision for sealing, allowance for
Fahrenheit, depending on the trajectory and differential thermal expansion, and resistance
Mach number history of the missile or airplane. to static and dynamic loada, are secondary con-
Since the radome usually experiences the most siderations and should not be allowed to add
critical aerodynamic loading at maximum tem- excessively to the cost of the design. The at-
perature, the maintenance of the internal at- tachment must have good fatigue strength and
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resiliency to ensure that the radome will have 1-3.3.1 Aerodynamic Forcer
a long operating life and to protect it from
vibrational failures. Aerodynamic forces are due to the buildup

If metal-to-metal seals are used, galvanic in- of pressure in front of the radnmp At forr•e-on
ztlalio •ai be provided by means of an appro.- of attack, only the normal drag force is present.
priate sealant or adhesive. The use of rare or However, as the angle of attack increases, the
unique materials should be avoided since they force no longer acts aloung the radome axis but
not only increase cost but may also be difficult rather off to the side of this axis; the angular
to obtain during times of national emergency. position of the vector depends on the angle of
The designer must strive to provide an inex- attack, If this force is resolved into a Cartesian
pensive lightweight design that can be easily coordinate system coincident with the radome
produced. If field installation Is required, dimen- axis and the base, the vector can be broken Into
sional tolerances must permit rapid removal of the components F,,, the drag force collinear
the radome without undue use of shims or sim- with the radome axis, and F'N, the force normal
ilar adjustment devices, to this axis that applies the resolved load at

the center of pressure, Note that FD compresses
1-3.2 TYPES OF ATTACHMENTS the radome, while FN causes bending. For the

conditions shown in Fig. 1-42, this load produces

Attachments are usually classified as chemical tensile stress on the upper section of the radome
or mechanical. Chemical attachments Involve and compressive stress on the lower section.
such processes as brazing and cementing, where. Other aerodynamic forces, such as those caused
as with mechanicg] attachments, such as clamps by turbulence, buffeting, and tumbling, should
and bolts, no adhesives are used. Of course, an also be considered in a complete analysis.
attachment design can incorporate the best
features of both methods. 1-3.3.2 Inertial Forces

Plastic adhesives are adequate If bond tem-
peratures less than 400'F to 500°F are encoun- Inertial forces, Fl; depernd on the particular
tered for extended periods. Short-term use at motion executed by the aircraft or missile. If the
temperatures exceeding 800°F is possible If radome is moving downward, the force due to
proper adhesives and tolera&nces are employed, inertia acts in an upward direction. The force
Ceramic adhesives are available that extend the depends on the weight of the radome and the
use temperature from 1000°F to 1500°F. Braz- maneuvering load factor.
ing is limited by the melting point of the brazing
material, while true mechanical attachments are
limited by the differential expansion between 1-3.3.3 Pressure

the various components, If properly designed, As defined in this discussion, pressure load-
such attachments can be used at temperatures ing is the result of a difference in pressure
beyond the use range of adhesives and brazes. between the interior of thF radomo and its ex..

ternal environment. If the radome is evacuated,
1-3.3 TYPES OF LOADING . the resultant force, Fp, acts as a compressive

force at the tip of the radome. If the Interior
Before considering the various methods of of the radome is pressurized, the force tends to

attaching a radome, let us review the various cause the radome to become separated from the
loads imposed on a raoeme while in operation. attachment. In this case, which is illustrated in
Figure 1-42 is a graphic view of the forces Fig. 1-42, the designer must considei' the effect
acting on a radome. The directions these forces of temperature on the internal gas. Since this
take are determined by many factors. This gas expands as the temperature increases, the
figure is a free-body diagram for un evacuated differential pressure increases. A similar in-
radome with an O-ring seal that is subjected o crease In pressure differential occurs as th, ilti-
a maneuver while the aircraft 0s executing a tude increases.
snap-down attack. These forces and their origin O-ring loading occurs in mechanical attach-
are explained in the following paragraphs. menits where an O-ring or a compressed gasket
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Figure 1-42. Free-Body Diagrarw of Radom a in Flight

is used to effect a vacuum or pressure seal. This eration, such stress is compressive on the
force, Fo, which acts along the radome air'., outer surface and tensile on the inner su-rface.
tends to separate the radome from the attacn- A decelerating missile usually undergoes oppo-
ment ring. The magnitude of Fo depends on the site stresses.
chamfer angle, the angle at which the radome These various forces,. acting in different corn-
meets the radome base. If the base is not chain- binations and magnitudes, determine the struc-
fered, F( is equal to the total force exerted by tural reliability of a radome.
the ring or gasket; if the radome is chamfered,
F0 must be multiplied b.y, the sine of the chamfer
angle to obtain the force parallel to the radome 1-34 TYPES OF STRESS

axis. Before considering the various methods of
attaching tn radome, let us review the basic

1-3.3.4 Vibrational Forces types of stress encountered. Figure 1-48 repre-
sents the five basic mechanisms causing stress.

The vibration encountered produces another If the stress occurs normal to the bond line or
force that is similar to that due to inertia. The along the axis of a clamp, it produces a uniform
magnitude of this force, Fy, depends on the tensile or compressive load, depending on the
weight of the radome, the amplification factor, direction of the loading. Shear loads are also
the resonant frequency, and the power spectral distributed over the complete bond area; here
density of the vibration. Like the force of in- the stress is parallel to the bond line. In a
ertia, this force acts at the center of gravity, cleavage load, one side experiences either little

Differential thermal e. pansion can Induce ad- or no stress. Thus cleavage joints are not as
ditional stress. If the radome is attached to a
material having a coefficient of thermal expan-
sion that is not the same as that of the radome
material, tensile and/or compressive stress can
result, depending on the design of the attach- TENSILE
ment. Therefore, the mital selected for the .4
mounting ring should have a thermal expansion --
that is compatible with tIe thermal expansion - •4-
of the radome ov.r the required temperature COMPRESSIVE SHEAR
range. For high-temperature applications, the
oxidation resistance of the metal should be con-
sidered. If a free-floating attachment is em-
ployed (Fig. 1-46D), differential expansion does
not cause stress on the radome. CLEAVAGE

Thermal stress induced in the radome wall by
aerodynamic heating of the outer surface of the
radome must also be considered. During accel- Figure 1-43. Types of Joint Loading
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strong as tensile or shear joints. Peel loading, adhesive bonds have been shown for clarity
the least favorable type of loading, is rarely and ease of drawing, all except the butt and
encountered in high-temperature attachments thread joint can be made by using rivets or
since one member must be flex.ible. It can occur, bolts instead of adhesive. However, caution
however, in combination with other loads if should be exercised in the use of rivi#A n, )nf!t

one of thp mutpraP ;,- a pant.: . i uuv•le. in to prevent undue stress concentration.
this case, only the edge is stressed and thus a When subjected to a bending load, the scarf
greater percentage of the bond is under no load joint undergoes. tensilo or compressive and
and does not contribute to the strength of the shear stress. As the scarf angle increases, the
joint, bond area increases and the shear stress is dis-

The attachment area is rarely subjected to tributed over a greater area while tensile stress
pure tension, compression, shear, peel, or cleav- diminishes. The scarf, double scarf, butt scarf,
age since the alignment of forces varies with the and butt lap types of joint have the advantage
time that this area is subjected to stress. If of being self-aligning and resist tensile, corn-
thick sections are used, a combination of tensile, pressive, torsional, and bending stresses. How-
compression, shear, and cleavage is encoun- ever, since such joints require machining, they
tered. If one section is thin, a peel load can be are more expens;ve than butt joints. The double
introduced, butt, which is also called the half-lap or inset

butt, the butt scarf, and the butt lap joints have
sharp corners at which stress is concentrated

1-3.5 ATTACHMENT JOINTS if ceramic materials are joined.
The mechanical equivalent of these joints is

Configurations that the joint may take can always subject to concentrations of stress. In
be grouped into six categories: butt, lap, strap, this case, the corner and edge radii should be
scarf, thread, and clamp. Examples of each of large in order to decrease such concentration.
these types are shown in Fig. 1-44. Although If the scarf angle is reduced to zero, a butt joint

Y----... 3 .. L i
BUTT LAP SINGLE STRAP

z'--, ,Z Z 3 EZZ
DOUBLE BUTT BEVELED LAP DOUBLE STRAP

SCARF OFFSET LAP BEVELED STRAP

DOUBLE SCARF DOUBLE LAP RECESSED S1 RAP

BUTT-SCARF

BUTT-LAP THREAD CLAMP

Figure 1-44. Types oa Joinhs
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is obtained, As a rule, this type of joint is not stresses previously described. If information on
satisfactory since it is not self-aligning and the physical properties of all the materials of
involves a small bond area that is primarily interest is available, and if the expected loads
under tensile nr -- mprW T • , . iL, .L and environment are known, this information
joint is of little value in attaching thin-wall sec- can be combined with the failure criteria for
tions, and even for thick walls it is not recoin- the materials to determine the strc.scs that will
mended if a bending load is expected, If the be encountered, References 67 and 68 present
scarf angle is increased to 180 degrees, the lap methods for evaluating single and double lap,
joint is obtained. This joint places the adhesive butt, and scarf joints. Equations defining the
or rivet under shear stress. It has the disad- stresses in lapped brazed joints and shrink-fit
vantage that stress concentrations occur at the lap joints are given in Reference 69.
edges, and when subjected to a bending load,
it puts the ndhesive under cleavage. The offset 1-3.6 CHEMICAL ATTACHMENTS
lap, which is also known aa the joggle lap, and
the beveled lap were developed to eliminate con- Chemical attachments are those in which
centrations of stress at the edges of the joint, plastic or ceramic adhesives or metallic brazes
The double lap, which has been developed to are used to join two similar or dissimilar ma-
offset local bending at the edge of the joint, terials. As a rule, such joints are vacuum tight
has only limited applications since it is difficult and resist penetration by moisture. They have
to ensure equal loading of the two members. the advantage of completely uniting the two
Although this kind of joint is suitable for unit- parts and minimizing stress concentrations
ing concentric cylinders of different thicknesses, since no holes for bolts or rivets are needed
it requires expensive fixtures to retain the mem- nor reentrant machining, such as is required
bers. for grooves and notches for clamping devices.

The strap joint, which is an adaptation of the Reference 70 presents a summary of adhesive
lap joint, is designed to offset bending loads, bonding techniques and an extensive bibliogra-
Since the beveled double strap minimizes edge phy on this subject.
loading, it is preferred. Since shaping the A ceramic can be bonded to a metallic mate-
beveled strap requires expensive machining, rial by using the active metal or the molyb-
this type of joint and the recessed strap joint denum-manganese technique. In the active metal
are both expensive. Although a double strap is process, metals such as titanium or zirconium
shown, a single strap joint has been 6sed In bond the ceramic to a metal which, in turn, is
several production attachments. One version mechanically attached to the missile or aircraft
of the clamp joint is shown in which a single fuselage. Although only one firing is needed to
strap is used. The clamp joints are designed to obtain the proper bonding, this process has the
place the materials under compressive stress. disadvantage of requiring an inert atmosphere
Since ceramic materials have high compressive and fixtures for alignment. Also, there are rela-
strength, such joints are preferable. However, tively few active metals. Thc-refore, the num-
they are not desirable if the shear loading and ber of discrete firings and the maximum use
stress concentration at sharp corners are con- temperatures are limited to the active metals
sidered, A threaded joint is not usually used for available.
joining a ceramic material to metal since ma- In the molybdenum-manganese process, a mix-
chining a thread in such a material is expensive ture of these metals in the form of a fine pow-
and entails a great deal of grinding, It is useful der is fired onto the ceramic surface and, if re-
if combined with other methods of attachments. quired, the surface is plated with a metal that
As will be show- later. the flight environment Is compatible with both the braze to be used
and operational requirei,,ents rarely permit the and the metallic surface. As discussed in Refer-
use of these .imple joints. In practice, elements ence 71, any braze material can be used with
of each of these various joints are combined to this method. Thus, the bond may have a use
achieve a reliable and Inexpensive design. temperature ranging from hundreds to several

Mechanical analysis of the various types of thousands of degrees Fahrenheit, depending on
joints Is encumbered by stress concentration the br,6ze material employed. This process re-
factors and by the combination of the various quires fixtures and, unlike the active metal
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process, two or three firings are needed, de- process, gas should not become trapped ir ",e
pending on the procedure used. bond joint. Such entrapment can cause the bond

Ceramic adhesives can be used not only to to fail at high temperatures because of the
cement metal to ceramics, but also to cement formation and subsequent explosion of gas bub-
metal to metal and ceramic to cei.mic. The use bles. The adhesive must be insensitive to light
of such adhesives must be limited to structural or radiatinr Pnd mn-n, be insclublc 'r ,ri,,1,111
members because of the long periods at high liquids after curing. Reference 72 reviews these
temperature required to form the bond. Thus, factors and presents a detailed list of adhesives
these adhesives can be used to seal the radome and their specifications.
to a mounting ring, but they are not recom-
mended for sealing the assembly to the bulk-
head of a missile guidance system, The feasi- 1-3.7 MECHANICAL ATTACHMENTS
bility of using cold-setting ceramic adhesives, Mechanical means of attachment include such
such as Sauerisin cement, has not been investi- devices as bolts and rivets that can be used
gated under conditions of high loading and high instead ofte adheivets shown in Fig.instead of the adhesive joints shown in Fig.
temperatures. However, such adhesives must 1-44. A shrink-fit attachment is desirable if
be included in a study of bonding agents. For the section to be joined is short, because such
further information on ceramic adhesives, see t s ects the cecaterial
Final Engineering Report, Parts I and 11, on an attachment subjects the ceramic materialNarmate" Contract AF 38(616)-8157 on High- to high compressive stress if the metal ring is

external to the ceramic. This type of attach-
Temperature Radome Attachment Techniqnes. ment cannot be used at temperatures near those

Plastic adhesives are either thermosetting mployednto si the attamentu sine the
oremployed to shrink the attachment since theor termplatiý.Themosttin adesies, two materials expand and separate at these
such as epoxy or phenolic, are excellent if used twmates exan andosep rae t thes
in a joint that is subject to either tensile or temperatrs f th metalr dostnot orthe ceramic for an appreciable distance or if it
shear stres.s. These materials readily fail if sub- is not tapered, a large stress concentration
jected to peel or cleavage. They are recom- occurs at the end of the ring. Thus, this method
mended for attachments that undergo both can be used only at low temperatures. As illus-
static and dynamic loading. Thermoplastic ad- trated In Fig. 1-44, thd use of clamp joints pre-
hesives are also highly resistant to tensile or sents a comple-: design problem since stress
shear stress, but have little resistance to con- concentrations result from the notches or un-
stant loading over extended periods and are dercuts required, Althoufogh mechanical attach-

not recommended if an oscillatory load is ex- ments reqmore e sthan chanical attach-

pected. Rubber-based or elastomeric adhesives ments are more expensive than chemical attach-

are best if used as sealants rather than as ad- mentc, they are preferable in certain designs.

hesives since they offer little resistance to ten- Since a mechanical esign requires the use of
sileor hea loas bt d resst eeland O-rings, gaskets, or elastomeric sealants if a

sile or shear loads but do resist peel and pressure or vacuum seal is needed, such a do-

cleavage. As a rule, the addition of metallic ss os Whuu combined with a c em
oxids icreses he ightemeratre tregth sign is costly. When combined with a chemical

oxides increases the high-temperature strength lap joint, a clamp attachment is usually em-
of an adhesive, but also usually decreases itsstregth•t oom empratrg:ployed to join large airborne radomes to the
strength ut room temperaturd: aircraft. It has been also used to seal relatively

Chemical joints should cover large areas so large evacuated guidance units when evacua-
that stress may be suitably distributed and Lion tubes are not desired or when evacuation
should be placed in tensile or shear stress or would require a long pumping time. An exam-ct

in a combination of both. Care must be exer- pie of such an attachment is shown in Fig.

cised to ensure a continuous bond. The selection p-4sD an attachmed is shown pnrag.

of a suitable adhesive and the proper cleaning 1-46D and is discussed in the next paragraph,

and priming of the adherents will result in a
reliable high-temperature bond. Aluminum, for 1-3.8 DESIGN EXAMPLES
example, is attacked by an alkaline adhesive
and the bond fails. If the manufacturer's recom- The electrical thickness of the wall of most
mendations are followed regarding tempera- high-velocity radomes is one-half wavelength.
ture cycle and pressures during the curing Thus, most experience has been gained in de-
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Figure 1-45. Chemical Atfachments

signing attachments for radomes with this wall cpn be achieved by using metallic brazes, the
thickness. As stated, these attachments can be internal ring limits the brazing temperature to
either chemical or mechanical. In early methods values sufficiently low so th at differential ex-
of radome attachment, the two structures were pansion will not cause fracture during brazing.
joined mechanically and the advent of reliable The design of the external ring shown in Fig.
structural adhesives and brazing techniques en- 1-45C minimizes such expansion and, if the
couraged the use of these methods. Thus, most fit Is proper, this ring can be used to put the
radomes in operational use today use chemical ceramic under a compressive load. This ring,
attachments. Figure 1-45 illustrates several which ii usually made of Kovar, or of a similar
methods of radome attachment based on these low-expansio metal, Is as thin as possible to
methods. Figure 1-45A shows an adaptation allow for deflection and differential expansion.
of the butt lap joint. The radome is centered If the ring is tapered, the stress concentrations
on the mounting ring by filling the adhesive at the end of it that result from a bending load
with glass spheres. Although thio procedure re- are minimized. This design is not subject to
sults in a reliable joint for small radomes, its failure during bonding. Thus, the maximum
use with larger structural units is limited by the use temperature is limited by the choice of braz-
area available for bonding. The design shown ing material and the strength of the joint at
in Fig. 1-45B is a version of the scarf joint; high temperatures. Figure 1-45D shows the use
it provides more bonding area and, therefore, of a low-expansion ring on the inner surface.
greater strength with nnly a minimum increase This design can be fabhricated if the ring is thin
in the length of the joint. These two methods of enough to permit deflection during brazing. It
attachment are relatively inexpensive; how-. is not, however, recommended for high-velocity
ever, they are not reliable if the radome tem- missiles because of its poor structural relia-
perature exceeds 500°F. bility. Although structurally reliable attach-

The metallic inner ring is usually made of ments using a low-expanaion material can be
aluminum or magnesium in order to reduce designed, they become excessively expensive
weight. Failure can uccur at temperatures in because of the cost of such a material.
the range of 5000 to 1000°F because of differ- Since hollow cylindrical shapes having the
ential thermal expansion; however, as reported required dimensions are not usually available,
in Reference 73, this condition can be relieved both the internal and external rings must be
if the ring is slotted axially. Although the bond machined from a solid bar or plate and thus
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become more expensive. Because the mounting structural reliability through stress concentra-
ring must in tbrn be attached to another metal tions since they are not in contact with the
ring, the unequal expansion of these rings radome wall. All of these attachment. methods
causes additional design problems. offer a means of joining the radome to the aft

It should be noted that the strength of many structure and are suitable for use where a con-
low-expansion metals decreases rapidly at high trolled internal atmosphere is desired since they
temperatures and that a perfect expansion provide a vacuum seal. Appendix 3 in Reference
match is not possible over a wide range of tern- 71 and Reference 75 present detailed analyses
peratures. A point often overlooked is the of various forms of the double lap attachment
hysteresis effect of temperature on the coeffi- shown in Fig. 1-45F. This type of attachment
cient of thermal expansion. If the temperature has been analyzed and tested at temperatures
increases beyond a specific value, the low-expan- exceeding 1000'F and should be considered in
sion coefficient of the material increases, de- designing large, high-velocity ceramic radomes.
pending on the number of temperature cycles. Clamps, such as those shown in Figs. 1-46A
This is a consideration of prime importance if and B, can be used on very large radomes since
the attachment is to be used for a pylon-mounted they can be segmented and placed at specific
air-to-air or air-to-ground missile carried by a points along the circumference of the radome
super3onic aircraft. Another version of the to distribute the load. They permit rapid assem-
butt lap joint is shown in Fig. 1-45E. It is bly and disassembly of the attachment and if
superior to that in Fig. 1-45C since it provides they are designed to include an O-ring seal, the
a reinforced plastic overwrap that is applied internal pressure can be controlled. Figure
under a large tensile load. Thus, when com- 1-46C shows a type of clamp that requires a
pleted, this overwrap not only applies a corn- groove in the radome wall. The radius of this
pressive load to the radome, but also acts as an groove must be large to prevent heavy stress
insulating cover that reduces the temperature concentrations when a bending load is applied.
and hence the amount of differential thermal This attachment, which is designed to be free
expansion. Attachments similar to those shown floating, imposes no stress on the radome be-
in Figs. 1-15C and 1-45E have been investigated cause of differential thermal expansion since the
for use with missiles. (See Reference 74.) metal is not in contact with the radome except

The overwrap is usually made of glass mono- at the snap ring, which imposes only a New-
filament or roving, but it can be fabricated from tonian drag force as the two materials slide
fiberglass preforms if no preload is desired. over one another. It also insulates the metallic
In several systems now in production, alternate components within the radome. With the fourth
layers of preform and wrap are used. Attach- method shown, the rt~dome is simultaneously
ments employing such an overwrap can fail attached and sealed to the bulkhead. As shown
through the wrap at the butt joint when sub- in Fig. 1-46D, this mechanical joint consists of
jected to heavy dynamic loads or shocks, and a circumferential groove at the aft end of the
the strengtb of the ?verwrap decreases as the radome and another at the forward end of the
temperature increases. An example of the dou- bulkhead.
ble lap attachment is shown in Fig. 1-45F. The Figure 1-46E is an enlarged view of this type
primary advantage of this design is. the two- of joint. These two portions are joined by a
fold increase in bonding area that. it provides. sjplit ring, which is in turn secured to the bulk-
Note that if the two outer members are not head by means of a second inner split ring.
subjected to equal stresses, this advantage is Note that the splits in the rings should be on
not realized. opposite sides of the circumference. The split

This design can also be used to mount "A" ring is not fastened to either the radome or to
sand',ich radomes since it does not depend on the bulkhead; it is instead a freefloating clamp
the core structure for bonding. It can also be that applies a minimum load to the radome. An
employed for mechanical attachment if bolts O-ring at the aft end of the radome is used for
are used instead of adhesive. If the holes in the sealing. Such an attachment does not depend
radome are made oversize and it an clastomeric on adhesives or brazing. The attachment area
adhesive is used, the bolts subject the radrre cntt wx ar~d over extetided temperature ranges
material to compression but do not decrease its without imposing any direct load on the radome.
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If the outer ring is designed to yield, it will not is removed and the split rings are assembled. A
impose a severe structural load on the radome similir procedure can be used to assemble a
at the groove when a bending load is applied, pressurized unit. A word of caution concerning
If the radome and bulkhead are both ia- this attachment is in nrlar Tt i n-bv-n-u +h-o tI
permeable to gas and have no evacuation or the load should be distributed over as large an
pressurization ports, the assembly can be made area as possible. This occurs if the metal clamp-
gasS tight by designing opecial evacuating or ing rings have a low spring rate or if the design
pressurizing chambers. Consider the case of an allows the outer metal ring to yield. In the latter
evacuated assembly, The radome and bulkhead case, care must be exercised to prevent the
are inserted in a large chamber and this chain- attachment from reaching the breaking point.
ber is evacuated. The radome is then placed over The attachments described previously are
the bulkhead and subjected to a stress that corn- based on either chemical or mechanical meth-
presses the 0-ring. As the chamber returns to ods. Combinations of these two methods that
atmospheric pressure, the external pressure have evolved are in certain instances superior
seals the radome to the bulkhead. The assembly to either individual method. The joint shown in

b

C. d.

OUTER SPLIT RING• INNER SPLIT RING

RADOME BSPA

a.

Figure 1-46. Mechanical Attachments
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Figure 1-47. Combined Chemical-Mechanical Attachments

Fig. 1.47A uses a threaded plastic insert lap over the temperature range of interest. If this
that is bonded to the ceramic structure. This ring is either scalloped or slit at Its forward
assembly is, in turn, attached by an offset lap end, it does not impose a load on the radome
joint to the threaded bulkhead. The advantages because of thermal expansion. The method
of this type of assembly are that it can be shown in Fig. 1.47E is perhaps the most ex-
quickly replaced and sealed with an elastomeric pensive and is used for ceramic radomes.
compound. A similar but less expensive attach- However, it is inexpensive if a molded in-
ment is shown in Fig. 1.47B. Figure 1-47C sert is used with plastic radomes. The mogul
shows perhaps the least expensive construction. thread is of the same design as that used
It requires a tapered end on the radome that for the attachment shown in Fig. 1-4713. As can
can, however, result in a stress concentration, be seen in Fig. 1-47E, this design allows rapid
The bulkhead is machined as a cylinder and Is assembly of the parts, as well as internal pres-
bonded to the radome with an elastomeric adhe- surization or evacuktion. If cerainic materials
sive. Before this adhesive is cured, the lip of are used, the thread should be large in order
the bulkhead is depressed by means of a swage- to reduce the cost of grinding and the stress
ing tool; the resulting mechanical attachment concentration the thread causes.
does not directly load the radome. Figure 1-48 presents four methods of at-

Refereheces 76 and 77 discu's a similar meth- taching the radome mounting ring to a missile.
o•! of attachment that is based on the use of a In Figs. 1-48A and B, cone nuts are used for
magnetic pulse to form a thin metal ring around locking to allow for small misalignments and
an internally notched radome. They also de- still provide a reliable structural attachment.
stribe in detail a series of tests, of the attach- The use of O-rings makes it possible to control
ment and contain a mechanical analysis of the the Internal environment. In Figs. 148C and
design. In the method shown in Fig. 1-47D, a D, lap and double lap joints are shown. Al-
chemical lap joint is used In combination with a though they are less expensive, such joints can-
mechanical lap joint. With this method and not be readily sealed by O-rings. An elasto-
that shown in Fig. 1-47B, a Kovar ring welded meric adhesive can be used to fill the butt joint,
to the aluminum strap can be used. This ring is but then the radome cannot be quickly removed.
cemented to the radome and its coefficient of A review of the various attachments shown
thermal expansion matches that of the radome in Figs. 1-44 through 1-48 reveals that the
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chemically bonded lap and double lap can be that are essential for design, but also to evalu-
used for attaching ceramic sandwich radomes. ate the validity of the resulting design. They can

that are available for thick solid walls. Details program. Table 1-1, which lists the various
on the methods of attaching ceramic radomes properties involved in radome design, should be
shown in Fig. 1-49 are discussed in Reference referred to in the following discussion.
6. Methods of attaching plastic sandwich ra-
domes are described in Reference 1. When com- Determining the physical properties of a

bined with those illustrated in this section, radome usually involves cutting specimens from
these designs should provide a reliable means the radome wall and then evaluating them by
of attachment for sandwich radomes. All the the following procedures. In some instances, the
designs illustrated are merely combinations of complete radome can be used in these tests; for
the basic joints shown in Fig. J1-44. Thus, a example, to determine its strength by loading
unique problem can be solved by using these the radome and measuring its resistance to
basic joints and the detailed designs presented thermal shock. Methods of nondestructive test-
here as a guide, ing have been developed for evaluating such

The methods of attaching thick-wall radomes electrical properties as dielectric constant, loss
are applicable to ceramic and plastic thin-wall tangent, and transmission and reflection losses.
radomes if suitable wall sections can be made Hence, unless otherwise stated, it is to be as-
available at the aft end of the radome. When sumed that the required test specimens are oh-
the desired look angle does not permit a gradual tained by removing samples of the material
thickening of the wall, variations of the lap and from the radome.
double lap joint can be used. Several such varia- References 78 and 79 contain detailed k;abu-
tions that are applicable to thin-wall radomes lations of recommended test methods and Refer-
are discussed in Reference 59. ence 80 gives details on test techniques. Addi-

tional information on the evaluation of those
1-4 TEST METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE properties marked in Table 1-1 with a double

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RADOMES asterisk is presented in Reference 71 and in

1-4.1 INTRODUCTION Chapters 4 and 5 of this handbook. The follow-
ing discussion is devoted to methods of deter-

The physical properties of a radome must be mining the physical properties of radome ma.
known not only to conduct the various analyses terials.

a. bo

C. d.

Figure 1-48. Methods of Attaching Rudam, Mounting Ring to Missile
or Aircraft Structure
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I
a, DOUBLE LAP JOINT b. SINGLE-BUTT LAP JOINT

.COMBINATION OF LANDED SCARF
TONGUE AND GROOVE AND BUTT
LAP JOINT

Figure 1-49. Methods of Attaching "A" Sandwich Radome,

1-4.2 GENERAL PROPERTIES tion. The monolithic wall Is usually both homo-
geneous and isotropic,

The general properties listed in Table 1-1,
such as color, surface texture, and finish, can 1-4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS*
be determined by visually observing the radome.
Surface finish can be assessed by using appro- The environmental tests needed to determine
priate fixtures and instrumnents, such as the the chemical solubility of a radome material and
Brush Surfindicator, Profilimeter, or some other Its resistance to salt spray, fungus, sand, and
instrument designed for this purpose. The comn- dust are defned in Reference 78. Since the
position of the material can be determined environmental requirements for a given ra-
either by cliomical analysis of a specimen or, eome nthl r nt for I give us-
preferubly, by a spectrographic analysis of dome depend on how and where it will be used,
r.Jprf3ent'4tvd sections of the radome. Homo- the applicable system specification should be
geneity, which is defined as the possession of consulted to determine the pertinent require-identia whysica isopertinedas therossesiout te r ments. Water absorption characteristics can beidentical physical properties throughout the ra- found by using Procedures 0-373-56 or D-116-
dome, can be determined by cutting samples 61T In R rce 80, or t de1r -
from various portions of the radome and de- 61T in Referene 80, or the dye penetration
termining the physical properties of specimens met d in in en e 79 can be used.
ground from these samples. Isotropy, which is Gas permeability and outgassing are usually
definedmeasured by using helium mass spectrometer
properties in all directions, is evaluated In a leak-detection equipment while the test spec-
similar manner. In this instance, however, the men is kept at the appropriate temperature.
properties of 6,1~ same specimen or of one cut Tests for chemi.al solubility, such as those re-
from adjacent areas of the sample are usually quired in Reference 78, are applicable to the

measured in three orthogonal directions. usual aircraft fuels and to solutions used in
Homogeneity and Isotropy should be determired maintenance. Exotic missile fuels and solutions
for each of' the physical properties listed in are not, however, covered by this specification.
Table 1-1. Note that a radome can be simul- The effects of radiation are determined by sub-
taneously both homogeneous and anisotroplc;
for example, one having a sandwich construc. See Chapter 3.
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jecting a test specimen to the expected source pend on the type of material. For example, ma-
of radiation for the period of time defined in the terials with low conductivity require refine-

netic radiation has no adverse effect on the normally not necessary in evaluating high-con-
properties of the usual radome materials; how- ductivity materiels. The term ma•ximuln 11s•
ever, it has been shown that radiation at higher temperature is defined as that temperature
frequencies, such as that associated with atomic beyond which a radome can no longer function
or nuclear environments, weakens many plastic without impaired performance. Radomes made
materials. The life expectancy of radomes when of plastic materials Pre limited in electrical
in use varies from seconds to hours, while stor- performance by the variation in dielectric con.
age requirements of from 2 to 5 years are not stant and loss tangent as temperature Increases,
uncommon. Procedures such as those defined in while the strength of many ceramic radomes
Reference 78 are usually used for evaluating decreases appreciably at high temperatures. No
life expectancy. Radomen or specimens of ra- method that is tcceptable to the various manu-
dome materials have been subjected to rain. facturers of radome materials has yet been de-
resistance tests that vary from flight through vised to determine the melting and softening
natural rainfall to the simulation of various point. Thus, actual environmental conditions
expected environments by using test apparatus and functional requirements must be considered
such as cannon shells and machines with rotat- in determining maximum use temperature and
ing arms described in Reference 1 or sleds the softening and melting point of the material.
mounted on dual or monorail tracks, Although The value of specific heat iM usually found by
It is intended primarily as a handbook covering using ASTM test method C-351-61. The rela-
the principles of rocket sled design, Reference tionship between thermal conductivity and dif-
81 contains a detailed description of sled tracks fusivity is given by Eq. 1-10. It is, therefore,
and rain-erosion test facilities. Specimens of a necessary to measure only density or specific
radome material or samples cut from a radome heat; the value of the other property con then
wall are mounted on the rotating arm or are be calculated. References 84 and 85 each pro-
used as the tip section of the cannon shell, The pose a method of determining thermal con-
use of a sled makes it possible to evaluate not ductivity; the method given in Reference 85
only specimens but scaled or full-size radomes, has been incorporated in ASTM test C-408-58.
Considerable work has been devoted to deter- The thermal diffusivity of cmramic materials
mining the rain resistance of radomes and ra- can be found by using the methods described In
dome materials. Two bibliographies on the sub- References 71 and 86, The values of thermal
ject of rainfall and rain resistance tests (Refer- expansion and of the coefflicient of linear ther-
ences 82 and 88) together with the data pre- mal expansion, sometimes called expansivity,
sented in Chapter 3 of this handbook provide a can be found by interferometric methods de-
comprehensive review of the work done in this scribed in ASTM specification C-328-56 or by
field. applying the dilatometer technique used in

It should be emphasized that the only ra- ASTM test C-337-57. Data on thermal emittance
dome specifications available are MIL-R-7705A are primarily of importance at high velocities,
(Reference 78), and AIA Reports No, ARTC-3 where the radome surface reaches high tern-
and ARTC-4. The first two specifications cover peratures. In this situation, the effects of radia-
the physical properties of radomes and the last tion play an Important role in heat transfcr.
specification covers Lhe electrical properties. The various techniques for determining both

the spectral and the total normal emittance of

1-4.4 THERMAL PROPERTIES* transparent, semitransparent, and opaque ma.
/ terials are described in References 87 through

The thbrmal properties of radome materials 89.
are evaluated by using specimens cut from the Resistance to thermal shock is primarily of
radome. The test methods to be employed de- importance in the design of ceramic rado.es

for high-velocity missiles. It is a measure of
the ability of a material to withstand a tern-

* See Chapter 5, Paragraph 5-6. perature gradient through its thickness. Speci-
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mens cut from the radome wall or prepared in down tunnel is the source of air are discussed
the shape desired are used in these measure- in References 74 and 96. Reference 71 contains
ments. The use of solid spherical shapes Is dis- a complete description and analytic evaluation
cussed in Reference 90, and tests of right cylin- of a similar facility in which a gas-fired heater
drical disks are described in kteerence tu. A is used to warm the air from a large siorage
determination of thermal shock resistance and vessel. After it is mixed with cool air to achieve
a choice of ( matrials based on these findings the desired heat flux, the heated air passes be-
do not of themselves guarantee satisfactory ra- tween the shroud and the outer surface of the
dome performance. A full-scale radome must radome and produ- s the desired temperature
be tested to determine structural reliability. In gradients.
the most elementary type of such a test, the Thus, there are three-types-of test proce-
radome is immersed in heated salt or molten dures that produce different thermal co'.ditions.
metal (see References 91 and 92). Such tests Immersion of a test specimen In a heated fluid
are limited by the heat transfer coefficient of can simulate the thermal gradient at only one
the fluid because of the peak stress that occurs. particular missile station. Since the tempera-
In attempts to attain greater temperature gra- ture of the fluid is constant because at a spe-
dients, a centrifugal pump is used to move the ciftc bath temperature the temperature gradient
heated fluid over the outer surface of the ra- through the wall is approximately the same in
dome. As discussed in Reference 74, the radome any axial or circumferential direction, the maxi-
is supported in the horizontal plane and the mum stress occurs at the tip of the radome.
heated fluid is sprayed in an axial direction Therefore, this type of test is restricted tW
from the tip to the aft portion. A further refine- simulating thermal stresses only at the stagn-A-
ment in technique is to use a heated fluid into tion point. Tb-! use of a shroud also niake.s it
which a shroud is submerged, The apex of this possible tv :ontrol the axial temperature gra-
shroud is attached to a centrifugal pump, fluid dient, and with infrared heating equipment,
Is pumped into the shroud cavity, and the ra- rapid variations in surface temperature can be
dome is lowered Into the shroud at a controlled simulated. Because these test methods cannot
rate. As the radome descends, the clearance provide the large heat fluxes that are required
between it and the shroud decreases and the for many full-scale tests, the use of heated-gas
heat transfer rate, therefore, Increases. If nec- facilities is mandatory for a three-dimensional
essary, the pump velocity can also be varied as simulation of thermal shock caused by severe
the radome descends. Although this technique heat. Although the facilities just described are
is most effective when heated fluids are used, the best that have been devised for this type of
it requires the design and fabrication of a test, because of the high cost of instrumentation
shroud matching the size and shape o, eawch and operation, they. are usually qmployed only
radome to be tested. It is, therefore, the most for final radome tests rather than for the evalu-
expensive method, ation and screening of materials. Chapter S con-

An alternative test technique is based on the tales additional information on this type of
principle of radiant heating, The equipment test and a compilation of test data.
used consists of a cylindrical or conical chamber
fitted with infrared lamps. (,'ce References 86,
93, and 94.) Thd radome is mounted within the 1-4.3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIIS*
chamber and the controlled flow of current to
the lamps is increased to produce the desired The electrical properties of primary impor-
radorne temperature gradients.. In the most tance to a designer of microwave radomes are
sophisticated simulation of thermal shock, a dielectric constant and loss tangent. They can
metallic contour shroud-encloses the radome and be measured by using- (1) loaded and shorted

heated air is circulated between the shells waveguide, (2) resonant cavitiefl, and (a) free-
axially from the radome tip. Reference 05 de- space transmission or reflection techniques. The
scribes a facility that consists of an are that use of loaded and shorted wavegulde, which is
heats the air to the desired enthalpy. The air described in References 97 and 98, requires
then passes to the shroud through a plenum
chamber. Similar facilities in which a blow- * See Chapter 6, Paragraph 5-0.
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that specimens of the material to be tested be 105) Is generally used in its place. Note, how-
either specially fabricated or cut from the ra- ever, that methods of determining edgewise
dome wall. Although the specimen nr .... ... if te.fAofz. r; c,.' . ,,uidwicite. are not covered by
usually small enough that it can be cut from the MIL-STD-401A. When combined with those
the wall, this method is limited to measurements discussed below, these methods provide the
at low temperature because uf Lhe difference reader with a basic set of procedures for eval-
in the thermal expansion characteristics of the uating most radome designs. The density or
waveguide and the specimen. If elaborate cor- specific gravity of a radome is measured by
rections for sample fit are made, the use of immersion techniques, such as those outlined in
shorted waveguide can be extended to high tern- ASTM Specification C329-56. The hardness of
peratures. With the refinenients reported in dense ceramic materials is measured by using
Reference 99, accurate measurements can be the Rockwell 45 N scale and following the pro.
made at temperatures beyond, 3000^F. The cedures given in ASTM E-18-61. Hardness of
resonant cavity technique that is proposed and the less dense glass-based materials is meas-
analyzed In Reference 100 Is not as susceptible ured by using the Knoop technique. Although a
to the tolerances and fit of the sample as Is the scratch test enables one to differentiate between
waveguide technique. The use of resonant cavi- many materials, since the more dense ceramic
ties is discussed in References 101 and 102. materials all fall in the Moh's scale of 9 or

Free-space techniques for measuring the higher, this type of test cannot be used to dif-
dielectric constant are based on the use of ferentiate between bodies that are 90 or 95
panels of the radome material or the radome percent alumina, for example. The porosity of
itself. Unless large panels are available, this a radone material can be determined by corn-
method is not satisfactory for measuring the paring the density measured by the technique
loss tangent of low-losa materials. References discussed previously with the theoretical maxi-
78 and 97 give details on the construction and mum density or by using the methods presented
use of the reflectometers and interferometers, in ASTM specification C-373-56. The Charpy
and Reference 103 presents a mathematical test described in ASTM specification D-256-b6
analysis of how the dielectric constant is deter- is used for measuring impact strength. Method
mined on the basis of measurements of reflec. D appears most suitable for measuring brittle
tion coefficient. These techniques are also em.. materials. The elastic properties of glass and
ployed to determine the transmision and reflec- ceramic materials, Young's modulus of elas-
tion coefficients of radome materials and of ticity, E, the modulus of rigidity, G, and Pois-
full-scale radomes. As discussed in Reference son's ratio, p, are related by the expression
97, they are useful for quality control because
they measure Insertion phase difference and, p-- (1-20)
hence, wall thickness and are covered in Chap-
ter 5. Thus, only two of these properties need to be

determined. The sonic resonance method, pre-
1-4.6 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES* sented in Reference 106, is nondestructive and

accurate, and has been applied to ceramic ma-
The mechanical properties of a radome are terials, such as alumina, beryllia, and Pyro-

determined by removing specimens from it. The ceram (References 71 and 107). Flexural
methods presented in Reference 104 are gen- strength or modulus of rupture (MOR) is meas-
erally acceptable to the aircraft industry. Al- ured by either a three- or four-point loading of
though these methods are intended primarily a rectangular or cylindrical test specimen. The
for plastic materials, in many instances, they methods defined by ASTM specifications D-116-
are also applicable to the evaluation of ceramic 61T or R-667-44 are representative. A knowl-
materials. The application of this specification edge of flexural strength is Important in deter-
has declined and MIL-STD-401A (Reference mining structural and tlhermodynamic loading.

In evaluating MOR data and flexural test meth-
See Chapter 4, Part I, sad also Chapter 5, Pars- ods, consider that three-point loading of cylin-

graph 6-G. drical specimens applies a maximum load to
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only one point, while for rectangular specimens a2 (1-21)
the same type of loading applies a maximum b%- 1 -

lead a'~cng an ncc, and four-pGint apiaa.
maximum loads along a line and over an area o I, p 1)_ -1 (1-22)
for cylindrical and rectangular specimens, re- r'

spectively. Thus, the measured stiengths may where b-=outer radius of ring
vary, depending on the type of loading applied, a = inner radius of ring
It must also be recognized that in very large r = radius at which stress is to be
specimens there is a greater probability of en.. calculated
countering a flaw; hence they will not be as ag = hoop stress
strong as the microspecimens commonly used. or, =:radial stress
The important point to remember is that meas. p = internal pressure
ured values of MOR vary inversely with cros- The maximum shearstress is
sectional area if the test span is constant and
that the edge flaws usually encountered in rec- (r. (O• + a-.r) (1-23)
tangular specimens can cause a reduction in
measured strength. Since the compressive Under these conditions. the hoop stress is ten

strength of most ceramic materials is exceed- sile and is maximum at the inner surface of

ingly high, special test methods must be used the ring. Equations 1-21 and 1-22 then become:

to evaluate this parameter. If the specimens are br : b p O (1-24)
cylindrical, they should be supported between a b(

conical anvil made of the same material as the and 0r p (125)
specimens to ensure minimum drag force at
'the face of the anvil. The methods described In If the ring is very thin, b is approximately equal
Reference 79 or those in the proposed ASTM to a, and the stresses through the section can
specification for compressive tests, C-63T, are be assumed to be constant and equal to:
recommended. r

Measuring tensile strength by using the = -' (1-26)

standard pull type of test is not recommended o = p (1-27)
because it is difficult to align the specimen
properly. In this type of test, the specimen may Thus, if a uniform constant pressure is applied

fail at the grip point because of stress concen- to a thin ring, it experiences tensile stress that

trations and shear loads. Thus, data obtained increases as the pressure increases. Equation
by following ASTM methods lead to errors in 1-24 has been solved for the various conditions
measurement and interpretation. For these rea- shown in Fig. 1-50, which presents the ratio of
sons, most manufacturers of ceramics do not tensile stress to pressure as a function of wall
use the tensile test, but prefer to measure mod- thickness for various inner radii. From this fig-
ulus of rupture instead. ure, it can be seen that the pressure required to

break a ring having a constant thickness in.
Another method of measuring tensile creases as the radius decreases and that it also

strength is to use a cylindrical specimen of a increases if the thickness of the ring increases.
ceramic material obtained by cutting rings from Tigure 1-51 shows the ratio of the outer radius
the section removed from the skirt of a radome to the inner radius as a function of the ratio
as it is ground to the required length. As an of the stress on the inner surface of a thick
alternative, rings can be cut from the radome shell to that on a thin shell. From this figure,
itself. Consider a right cylindrical ring sub- it can be seen that the use of a thin-shell approx-
jected to an internal pressure. Using Lame's imation is not permissible if the stresses are to
method, which assumes that the cylinder con- be used as a valid means of determining the
sists of a series of thin-walled cylinders one tensile strength of the ring. An indication of
within the other and that a plane transverse the variation in the calculated values of stress
section remains plane and parallel to itself, we through the wall is given in Fig. 1-52, which
can show that: shows that the percentage variation in stress
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decreases as the radius increases, This decrease the strength of a radome by using specimens
is to be expected since with large radii, the thin- cut from the wall of the radome are not corn-
wall approximption approaches the thick-wall pletely valid since the stress concentrations and
approximation. other shape factors peculiar to a radome and

Thir analysis suggests a means of determin- its attafhment arc i-Lu reproduced in the speci-
int thz te n tnata,... u! sections of the ra. men. The actual radome can be used as a test
dome or it can serve as a quality control method specimen for determining its strength under
if the ring removed from the radome skirt i1 tension. The radome is placed in a horizontal or
used as a test specimen. The internal pressure vertical position and attached to a rigid base. A
required can be obtained by using a bladder ]cad is applied to the tip area in a direction
made of an elastic material inside the ring or normal to the radome axis and is increased
by the method shown in Fig. 1-53. Here the until failure occurs. Analyses such as those
metal loading fixture Is lined with an elastic presented in Reference 71 can be used to trans-
material that applies a uniform load to the ring. form the maximum normal load into a failure
The error involved in applying pressure in _ stress. As shown in this reference, this method
direction normal to the load is negligible since also permits the evaluation of strength at ele.
the load on a unit area Is equal to p cos y. Since, vated temperatures. In this case, the radome is
in this region, the value of y approaches 90 surrounded by infrared lamps grouped in the
degrees and that of cos y approaches zero, the form of a cylinder. The radome is loaded as the
force is small compared with the total force. lamps heat it in i manner that simulates the
An alternative method of determining tensile temperatures expected during flight and its
strength by using ring specimens is discussed in strength is evaluated by using the same analytic
Reference 108, Here, the specimen is placed techniques av those discussed above.
under compression across a diameter. The load Dimensional return, the ability of a material
at failure is a measure of the tensile strength to return to its initial dimensions after being
of the specimen. The methods for determining subjected to high t, iperatures, can be deter-

LOADING FIXTURE..., ,

CERAMIC RING\

ELASTOMERIC
MATERIAL

Figure 1-53. Moasurement of Tensile Strengfh by Use of Ceramic Rings
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mined by using the actual radome. The radome 1-5.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMSNT
is dimensionally inspected first and then in-
spected again after several cycles of heating and When a radome is exposed to sudden in-
cooming. Dimensionai siabiiiy is i.,etsurud ia u . . In .urfacc t.mp.raturc, _- thern.! .-..
similar manner except that instead of tempera- dient is produced through the wall that results
ture, time is the variable. The effects of fatigue in thermal stress. The various factore that de-
for most ceramic materials are unknown. Since termine the magnitude of this stress are dis-
ceramic radomes are now used for missile appli- cussed in References 109 through 111.
cations in which the radome is not subjected to Approximate equations used to calculate the
cyclic loading for long periods of time, the effect thermal stress in a hollow spherical shape are
of fatigue is at present of minor importance. presented in Reference 21. The tangential
For aircraft radomes, onthe other hand, fatigue stresses are
must be considered since they are subjected to
repeated loads for long periods of time. o '= [ r---a '(b3 - au) rl

1-5 FACTORS AFFECTING THE STRENGTH b

OF RADOMES Tr2 dr -+ - " TrO dr - T

1-5.1 SHAPE (1-28)

The strength of a radome is determined by where a = coefficient of thermal expansion
its aerodynamic contour, wall thickness, fine- E = Young's modulus of elasticity
ness ratio, base diameter, and the physical prop- u = Poisson's ratio
erties of the material of which it is made. The T = temperature
effect of these parameters is illustrated in Fig. b = outer radius
1-42. Aerodynamic drag is a function of the a = inner radius
base diameter, the contour, and the fineness
ratio. It increases for larger base diameters and Thus, it can be seen that thermal stress in-
decreases with increasing fineness ratio and creases with an increase in coefficient of thermal
more pointed contours. The forces due to the expansion, Young's modulus, and Poisson's
difference In pressure within the radome and ratio, and with a decrease in inner and outer
that outside the radome and the force due to radii. The temperature difference between the
an 0-ring, if used, increase as the base diameter inner and outer surface increases as thermal
increases, The forces due to inertia and vibra- emissivity, thermal diffusivity, and thermal
tion are determined by the weight and center conductivity decrease. The radome contour and
of gravity of the radome. Since weight increases fineness ratio determine not only the surface
with wall thickness, length, and base diameter, temperature experienced by the radome, but
low values for these parameters are desirable. also its resistance to thermal stress. Slender
The center of gravity is determined by the aero- shapes with high fineness ratios experience
dynamic contour and fineness ratio. The dis- higher temperatures and thermal gradients.
tance from the radome base -to the center of Thermal stress decreases with an increase in
gravity increaseslas the fineness ratio increases; radius at the section in question; thus, a bulbous
thus, P low value of fineness ratio is desirable. shape is desirable if thermal stress is to be re-
The force due to aerodynamic pressure in. duced. References 109 through 112 list recent
creases- for bulbous shapes. The distance be- studies of the effect of physical properties on
tween the radome base and the center of pres- thermal stress. References 111 and 112 are
sure increases as fineness ratio increases and, studies of the thermal stress resistance of
therefore, the stress at any station becomes heterogeneous systems and show that the ad-
greater. Since the strength of the radome in. dition of a material having a low modulus of
creases as the wall thickness and the radius at elasticity increases resistance to thermal shock.
any section increase, a thick-walled, hemispheri- These references are also applicable to foamed
cal shape with a low fineness ratio is more desir- ceramic systems containing spherical pores and
able structurally, show that the thermal-shock resistance of a
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foamed ceramic is superior to the same material A ceramic radome becomes weaker if its sur.
in monolithic form. face is interrupted by sharp discontinuities,

Reference 113 and Chapters 3, 4, and 6 of the notches, or holes. As discussed in Paragraph 1-3,
handbook discuss the effect of temperature on such items are usually required in the attach-
the physical properties of monolithic structures, ment area. ThA atrtwftiral analyski nf attach-
These properties usually vary with tempera- ments must consider the reduction in strength
ture in such a way that stress increases as caused by such discontinuities. References 118
strength decreases. The properties of sandwich through 121 present data on the notch sensi-
structures made of ceramic materials are dis- tivity of metallic and dielectric materials, which
cussed in Reference 114, which shows that show that the stress concentration factor in-
thermal shock resistance increases for such creases (strength decreases) as.the notch radius
structures while their, strength generally de- becomes smaller. Thus, holes and notches having
creases. small radii must be avoided if the intrinsic

strength of the material Is to be retained.

1-5.3 MECHANICAL The development of methods to correct for
or minimize the electrical degradation produced

The strength of a ceramic material is re- by the radome has resulted in grinding the wall
duced by surface flaws and stress concentra- to a thickhess that varies in both the axial and
tion factors, such as notches and surface dis- the circumferential directions. In designing
continuities resulting from surface grinding, such corrections, the resultant stress concen-
Internal flaws and residual stresses resulting tration factors must be considered. Thus, if
from improper cooling cycles are also responsi- strength is to be maintained, wall thickness
ble for a decrease in the inherent strength of a should be made to vary in a gradual taper and
ceramic material, The effects of structural size, not by a discrete series of steps, Other methods
strain rate, internal stress fields, microstruc- of minimizing electrical degradation, such as
ture, impurities, dislocations, and structural the use of metallic and dielectric rings and
changes, such as twinning and flow, on the anisotropic devices attached to the inner surface
strength of ceramics have been the subject of of the wall, can impair the structural reliability
many studies. References 114 through 116 sum- of the radome. If the rings used to reduce elec-
marize the results of these studies and show trical errors do not h ave an expansion coeffi.
that other factors such as prior thermomechani- cient identical with that of the radome, a tensile
cal history and environment also affect strength. or compressive stress can be established in the
References 115 through 117 summarize the bonding material. This stress can cause bond
various theories on the mechanism of fracture failure or, if the bond does not fail, it can
in ceramic materials. increase the stress in the radome wall.
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SYMBOLS

A A constant k Phase constant
B A constant ko Phase constant of free space
C A constant r Radial plane
D Wire diameter; a constant r,, Interface reflection coefficient, exit
E Electric field intensity; a constant surface
E, Incident electric field intensity r1  Interface reflection coefficient, incidence
E, Reflected electric field intensity surface
H Magnetic field intensity ro Radial position on cone measured from
H, Incident magnetic field intensity the base
H, Reflected magnetic field intensity t Interface transmission coefficient
IPD Insertion phase delay tan 8 Loss tangent
J A constant a Full cone angle
K A constant 4 Dielectric constant
L A constant e, Core dielectric constant, relative
L/D Lift/drag ratio Er Dielectric constant, relative
M A constant Co Dielectric constant of free space
N A constant (, Skin dielectric constant, relative
Q Figure of merit I Complex dielectric constant
R Reflection coefficient of plane sheet or a, Complex dielectric constant, exit surface

sandwich ;I Complex dielectric constant, incidence
T Transmission coefficient of plane sheet surface

or sandwich 0 Angle of incidence
TI Power transmission coefficient of plane ob Brewster angle

sheet or sandwich Or Angle of refraction
a Wave number 01 Match anglo
d Thicknese of radome wall X Wavelength in dielectric material
d, Core thickness X0  Wavelength in free space
d. 'Skin thickness 14 Permeability
d. Dipole spacing, x direction so Permeability of free space
d, Dipole spacing, y direction )AI Permeability, relative
eJwt Time variation factor W Angular frequency
f Frequency , (27r d./A,) V/e -- sin 2 0
h Slant cone height o Azimuthal position on a cone
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I.

CHtAPTER 2

RADOME DESIG- " -ELECTRICAL

In this .-hapter, the electrical design tech- It is of interest to mention some of the limi-

niques for aircraft and missile radomes since tations that apply to the use of the radome wall
1957 are surveyed, thereby providing a supple- structures. When used at rather high frequen-
nient to Reference 1, Techniques for Airborne cies, the thin-wall iradome has poor transmission

Radomne Design. Materials gathered from un- efficiency for perpendicular polarization at high
classified sources comprise the techniques pre- angles of incidence. The half-wave radome has
8ented in this chapter to make the chapter of an inadequate bandwidth for some applications,
use to the largest group of radome designers, but this can be improved by using a material,
Although this has resulted in the omission of such as fused silica, which has a low dielectric
some impertant data, it has not seriously in- constant. The multilayer sandwiches and the
hibited the discussion of design techniques. contihuously inhomogeneous radoines are rather
Furthermore, references are given to both cas- difficult to manufacture, particularly when high-
sified and unclassified publications to assist the temperature materials must be employed. In the
radome designer in additional research. design of a "B" sandwich, it may be a problem

The scarcity of unclassified reports on (1) to find a skin material that has a relatively low
combination radome-irdomes, and (21 rf:duc - ec-.ric constant, high-temperature capabili-
tion of boresight error effects by flight control ties, adequate rain-erosion resistance, and re.
system modification make it impractical to in- sistance to moisture abiiorption.
clude paragraphs on these imnortant topils.
Howe,.r, references are included.

2-1.2 THIN-WALL EADOME DESIGN

2-1 ELECTRICAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES The design of radomes for hypersonic vehicles
involves aerodynamic, structural, and electrical

The electrical design studies of electromag- requirements that often result in an ogive shape
netic windows and radomes are concerned pri- and a half-wave wall configuration. However, at
marily with techniques for minimizing the some frequency bands and for somnit vehicles, it
effects of a radome wall configuration on the is possible to employ a thin-wall radome with
electrical performance of an antenna system. a considerable savings in weight. A thin-wall
The following paragraphs discuss the various radome is defined as one whose thikkness is
types of designs, including the thin wall, half- much smaller than one-half wavelength in the
wave, sandwich. -n_ ia,3ltilayer radomes. dielectric (Reference 3).

A 99.5 % alumina cer. mic material has been
investigated for its characteristics as a thin-

2.1.1. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS wall radome. Figure 2-1 shows the dielectric
constant and t)-e loss tangent of the ceramic as

Chapter 1 defined a radome arid described the a function of tempe!rnture, ranging from room
various types of wall construction This chapter temperature to 2500°F. The dielectric constant
is concerned with the electrical design for these -ariation is from 9.5 to 11.1, whercias the loss
types (Reference 2). tangent variation is from 0.0001 to 0.00015.
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Figures 2-2 through 2-5 show the characteristics dash line curves. The power transmission and
of a thin-wall (0.03-in.) alumina radome at phase data, obtained with the. aid of an IBM
4500 me in Lhe C-band, sszid 'ig". 2-.G$ t.a-ug'.. . ..- , _. . ..

2-9 show the characteristics of a 0.025-in. perpendicilar and parallel polarization.
alumina radome at 9000 mc in the X-band. Room The average transmission efficiency of the
temperature data are shown by the solid line thin-wall radome decreases steadily as the angle
curves and data for 2500OF are shown by the of incidence increases. Satisfactory transmis-

sion is obtained for incidence angles of up to

11.5 - - 0.010 50' to 600, above which the efficiency drops off
rapidly. Transmission efficiency also decreases

Z .I1.0 - - -. at the higher temperatures because of increased
Z loss tangent and dielectric constant.

2 uJ
0 (9 Phasea data are important In the design of

0-0.5 O 6 boresight radomes. Figures 2-4 through 2-9
x show that acceptable phase characteristics can

Ii 10.0 be obtained at C- and X-bands for angles ofi i---. incidence up to 60'. At greater angles, the
S p'iase-shift slope ibereases sharply. The phase-o .owe shift slopes are nearly the same at room tem-

D0o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 perature and at 25001F.
TEMPERATURE 1F) Wall thickness tolerances at C- and X-bands

are shown in Figs. 2-3 through 2-9. At C-band,
Figure 2-7. Electrical Propeitle& u! 99.5% Alumiuia the phase variation is less than 5 degrees at the

Ceramic Material highest tolerance considered, which was - 0.003

in. About the same variation occurred at X-

100 + .2.0% ±15% K00 10 "0005 - O.001 100

606 60- -60

Z
40 40, 4 0 so •_

ANL FNCDNE(DEGREES) ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)
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Figure 2-2. Broadband Study of Average Figure. 2-3. Wall Thickness Talerance of Average
Ti animissian Data of Very Thin Wail a9 C-land Transmiusion Data of Very Thin Wall at C-Band
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II
band. Since this tolerance can be controlled in transmission efficiency do not appear to be ex-
manufacturing, it does not seem to be a critical cesaive with a 10% change in frequency.
faetor fr phase variation in thin walls. If tern- Thus, the thin-wall ceramic radorne at C- and
perature is taken into account, the phase devia- X-band offers the advantages of weight reduc-
tion is almost doubled. In this case, it is de- tion, greater bandwidth, and increased toler-
sirable to reduce the allowable tolerainca to ancez in hlk.,nchn.
±-.0.001 in., to meet the electrical requirements The relative merits of large thin-wall and
at 2500"F. half-wave ogival ceramic radomes with a high

The C-band transmission performance does fineness ratio have been investigated (itefer-
not vary significantly up to a tolerance of ence 4). The results of this comparison are
:t±0.002 in. With temperature considered, only given f- Paragraph 2-2. The design of half-
a 4% variation exists up to an incidence angle wave omes is c(vered in Paragraph 2-1.3.
of 50'. A transmission efficiency of at least 84%
can be maintained with a tolerance, of ±0.003 2-1.3 HALF-WAVE lADOME DESIGN
in. At X-band, however, a tolerance of ±0.001
in. results in a transmission efficiency of less The successful design techniques employed
than 80%o. If temperature is considered, the for the half-wave radome of the F-106 airplane
transmission is reduced to approximately 71%. with the MA-1 fire control system is discussed

The effect of frequency tolerances of ±2, ±5, because of its usefulness in many other appli-
±7.5 and ±10% was studied for the C- and cations (Reference 5). (Reference 6 presents
X-band thin-wall radomes. Although the thin- another useful technique for half-wave radome
wall radome has a smaller bandwidth at X-band design.)
than at C-band, the changes in phase shift and The initial design considerations permit an
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evaluation of the effect of shape on boresight exercised over boresight error was achieved by
error, although radome shape is usually based the choice of shape. The actual error charac-
solely upon aerodynamic considerations. The ac- teristics for the tw, trrinci•'-' I ..... n arz a-i,,
t-al uhuice of shape is arrived at by considering in Fig. 2-10, along with the predicted errors. i
the basic boresight error characteristics of a The maximum errors range from 2 to 4 milli-

group of half-wave radomeM having configura- radians fur Lhe experimental radome as com-
tions compatible with the overall aerodynamic pared with the predicted range of about 1 to 2
requirements. They Include ogival and ex- milliradians. Both the theoretical calculations
ponential power curves, the latter being based and the experimental data in Fig. 2-10 are ob-
on area rule considerations. As a result of this tained for the case of no boom or internal hard-
study, an ogival radome is chosen. ware.

With the shape fixed as a specific og'•., the Starting with a radome having the approxi-
proper nominal wall thickness is obtained by mate nominal wall thickness for optimum trans-
design analysis, utilizing the theory of trans- mission and with calculated boresight errors
mission for plane sheets and an incidence angle reasonably close to those desired, the next step
study. Calculations are made to optimize the in the design is to arrive at a method to reduce
transmission over the required frequency band. the total boresight error and error rates to
No serious attempt Is made to calculate the ef- within acceptable limits when the boom and in-
fects of the pitdt-static nose boom or the asso- ternal hardware are attached. The initial step
ciated hardware in determining the wall thick- in the radome correction is determined by a
ness of the initial radome. theoretical analysis in preference to an experi-

With the shape fixed and the dielectric con- mental approach. This procedure considers the
stant (5.2), loss tangent (0.012), and nominal fact that the antenna platform is fixed with
wail thickness chosen, error prediction tech- respect to the radome. This allows for a sig-
niques are applied to determine the approxi- nificant improvement in radome performance
mate maximum errors to be expected from the by essentially avoiding the problem of having
radome. No attempt is made to minimize bore- to make the radome wall design compatible for
sight error by varying the thickness of the ra- any orientation of the polarization vector. The
dome wall in the first radome. The only control enclosed antenna Is horizontally polarized. Thus,

X-PREDICTED ERROR
OEXPERIMENTAL ERROR

• 2-4 - .... . ....

0 +- - I. - --

PARALLEL POLARIZATION PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION

"-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 -4 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
LOOK ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 2-10, F.-06AI/ Radome, Experimental and Predicted
Characteriitic Errors
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by operating independently on the variations in extent, having a uniform thickness d, a dielec-
wall thickness along two principal planes. one trip - t.nnat..... --.? 5.2, and a l... l-nxetL ot 0.6i2
horizontal and one vertical, it is possible to for perpendicular and parallel polarization. It
make the radome essentially electrically sym- should be noted that in the region of high trans-
metrical. The results of such an approach are mission, as shown in Figs. 2-11 and 2-12, the
twofold: (1) the electrical symmetry of the ra- difference between the insertion phase delays
dome minimizes depolarization effects, and (2) (IPD) for the two polarizations is minimized.
the performance of the radome in terms of In addition, the rate of change of IPD as a
error characteristics as a function of frequency function of thickness for a constant incidence
can be truly centered within the desired fre- angle is great for perpendicular than for
quency band. parallel polarization. This is of particular in-

The families of curves in Figs. 2-11 and 2-12 terest since it permits, for a crosstalk error
present normalized wall thickness, d/AQ, plotted analysis of a radome, a determination of
as a function of incidence angle; 0, for constant whether or not the radome wall thickness should
values of insertion phase difference, IPD, and be varied in one principal plane with respect
transmission, T 2, with a free-space wavelength to the other. This can best be illustrated with
of '_ The curves are based on the analysis of the aid of Fig. 2-13, which shows the associated
the transmission of a plane wave through a cutting planes that the antenna traverses as it
plane, homogeneous, isotropic sheet of infinite sweeps horizontally, verdcally, or in a com-
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0 . 1 4 I ._ _ _
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Figure •'-11. d/A,• vs Incident Angle for Constant Transmission IT(4 and Constann
IPD, Perpeundicular Polarization
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Figure 2-12. d /. vs Incident Angle for Constant Transmission IT1' and Conutant
IPD, Parallel Polarization

bination of horizontal and vertical motion along
a 45° plane. It is well known that if the plane TOP
of motion of the antenna with respect to the 450 PLANE
radome is a plane of symmetry for the antenna- /
radome combination, there will be no deflection
of the antenna beam above or below this plane. /
Thus, for the case shown in Fig. 4-13 with the
antenna sweeping either in the horizontal ur the HORIZONTALLEFT RIGHT
vertical plane, the only direction in which beam PRINCIPAL
deflection could theoretically occur would be in PLANE

the direction of the plane of motion. This as- /HORIZONTALsumes that the radome Is a true figure of revo- POARIZATION
lution and the antenna's radiated field is sym-
metrical about the horizontal and vertical /
planes. This assumption is valid since the ra-
dome is a true figure of revolution, except at the
extreme aft end, where it fairs into the airplane VERTICAL
contour. PRINCIPALPLANE

For the case shown in Fig. 2-13, where the Figure 2-13. End View of Radom* and
polarization vector is parallel to the horizontal Cutting Planes
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plane, an antenna sweep through the radome points P 1 adl P2., crosstalk errors can exist as
along the dashed lhie, noted as the 45' plane, in the antenna is gimballed along the 45'' cutting
general, produces crosstalk errors. Although plane. For a specific antenna position along the
the reason for the existence of crosstalk error 45' plane, it is possible to choose a common
ior this case is fairiy obvious to one familiar thickness for points P, and P, that would make
with radome design,,it sometimes escapes the the IPD approximately equal for both points.
less familiar observer. Since the ahsenee of This could be also be done for all other pointn
crosstalk error implieq point-to-point sym- equidistant above and below the cutting plane
metry above and below, the antenna cutting so that for this one specific position of the an-
plane, it can be seen with the aid of Fig. 2-13 tenna with respect to the radome, the crosstalk
that when the antenna is sweeping in a 45" plane error could theoretically be reduced to zero.
and looking out the upper right side of the ra- However, the point-by-point adjustment in
dome, points on the radome near the top edge thickness would be valid only for one particular
and the right side cf the radome are essentially position of the antenna. Therefore, in actual de-
equidistant from the 45* plane. Two such points, sign it is necessary to compromise the perform-
P1 and P2, are shown. Although equidistant, ance at each point for the whole rangu of inci-
what occurs when the antenna is gimballed to dence angles that are encountered. This com-
look out the upper right side of the radome is dif- promise can be achieved In two steps, The step
ferent for P, than for P2. In the region of P1, the used initially in the design is to maximize the
incident energy has perpendicular polarization, average transmission as a function of antenna
whereas, in the region of P2, it has parallel position at the center of the frequency band.
polarization. Thus, if the insertion phase de- The results of such an approach are shown in
lays for the two polarizations are not equal at Fig. 2-14, where the crosstalk errors measured

4-, -- -_, NIIL ONITO

W6T FOO 49FHRDAR

2

Ui

-16 -12 -0 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20
LOOK ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 2-14. F- I 06A /B Radome, 45' Cut at F1, F F,, F- Crosstalk Error vs Look Angle, Before Cjrrectlon
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Figure 2-15. F-106A/I Radome, 450 Cut at FL Fe Fy - Crosstalk Error vs
Look Angle, After Correction

for the 450 plane are plotted against antenna antenna gimbal angles, it Is possible to sys-
gimbal angle for three frequencies. tematically vary the wall thickness circumferen-

The final step requires that the crosstalk be tially from the front of the radnme to the rear,
reduced to a minimum for the 450 cut at center effectively reducing the crosstalk error at the
frequency by varying the thickness of the top center frequency for the 43' cut. When the
and the bottom of the radome with respect to crosstalk at the center frequency is properly
the sides. Basically, this Is an experimental reduced for the 450 cut, crosstalk errors for the
process; however, the curves of Figs. 2-11 and same cut should diverge as a function of fre-
2-12 are useful in determining the sign of the quency as shown in Fig. 2.15. Upon conpletion
relative chonges in thickness. For example, if of the crosstalk correction for the 450 cuts, the
one were to obrerve that for a region of gimbal radome should exhibit minimum crosstalk at
angles where the antenna is looking out the the center frequency for all cutting planes con-
upper right quadrant of the radome, as shown in taining the radome axis. The wall thickness will
Fig. 2-13, and the antenna beam is deflected vary cir'cumnferentially in a continuous manner
toward the top of the radome, one could infer from thick at the top )nid the bottom to thinner
that the radome wall is too thick in the region at the sides if the radoine is slightly below op-
of the radome intercepted by the antenna beam. timum thickness, and in the opposite way if the
This conclusion is rather obvious since the IPD radome is too thick.
is approximately equal for parallel and perpen- All references to circumferential variations
dicular polarization for the optimum wall thick- in thickness are based on horizontal polariza-
ness, and the rate of change of IPD as a f.ync- tiun. If the polarization is vertical, the circum-
tion of thickness is greater for perpendicular ferential variations in wall thickness would,
polarization. Following this reasoning and essentially, be reversed. In theory, one might
progressing methodically from small to large suspect that if the optimuni overall thickness
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I
could be arrived at, the circumferential varia- 2-1.4 RADOME DESIGN BY INSERTION PHASE
tions in thickness required to minimize crosstalk DELAY*

inal choice of thickness based on optimum One useful technique employed for the elec-
transmission may be shown to be greater or trical design of low boresight error radomes is
less than the optimum, based on minimum cross- based on the insertion phase delay (IPD). The
talk error for the 450 cut. Generally, the dif- IPD is defined as the phase delay introduced by
ferences are small end with the proper initial the presence of a radome wall in the path of a
choice of thickness the circumferential varia- plane wave. For a solid-wall radome, the I PD
." ns are of the order 5 to 10 %. In the radome is given by
considered here, the variation is about 0.02 in. F 1 +-- r" 1

With the crosstalk error eliminated at center IPD--tn - _ tan _- 21r (d/l,,) cos 0

frequency, the problem of redt~cing the In-plane (2-1)
component may be approached by a combination where d = thickness
of experimental methods. As for the case of r = interface reflection coefficient
croastalk errors, the curves of Figs. 2-11 and c, = relative dielectric constant
2-12 are also useful 1'n determining the proper = free-space wavelength
method for minimizing the in-plane component = 21r (d/,\,.) V/ -- sin-i 2

of error. Since the crosstalk corrections have 0 - incidence angle
the effect of making the radome electrically
symmetrical, the in-plane errors represenf the The object is to:
total boresight error at center frequency, and, a. minimize the difference between the IPD
as such, it changes very little 1-etween horizon- for perpendicular and parallel polariza-
tal and vertical antenna cuts. Therefore, the tions over a range of incidence angles, or
final correction for minimizing in-plane error b. minimize the variation of the IPD for
usually takes the form of longitudinal varia- both perpendicular and parallel polariza-
tions in wall thickness that are usually circum- tion from point to point on the radome
ferentially symmetric. In this form, they may surface or a range of antenna scan angles.
be referred teas rings or grooves in the radome It is generally best to program such a radome
wall. Usually, the longitudinal rate of change design on a digital computer. The computer pro-
of wall thickness is small enough so that these gram includes subprograms for the wall con-
changes -would be barely perceptible to the eye. figuration, radome geometry, antenna param-

Reference 5 describes the evaluation tests, the eters, and the IPD equations. The output of the
radome corrections for the effects of the pitot computer study is applied directly to the fabri-
boom ar d hardware, the final correction, and the cation program, and the grinding operation for
experimental verification of the theoretical tech- the radome wnll configuration is geared to the
niques. It is concluded that future radomes can specified IPD distribution. IPD measurements
be designed with considerably less experimental are made at each station on the radome with a
effort by using the techniques presented here, one-horn interferometer, and several grinding
and that much work is required to -refine and operations are made until the desired IPD dis-
develop the present techniques to predict accu- tribution is obtained.
rately the electrical characteristics of radomes. This technique has been utilized in the design

Reference 7 gives a method for applying ray of both plastic and ceramic radomes. One out-
tracings to a standard set of radome prints to standing feature of this technique ki that each
determine component values ot the angles of LPD distribution obtained in the design pro-
incidence of radar antenna radiation impinging gram can be studied on the computer to obtain
on a radome wall. Equations are developed that a range of boresight error data. Then the bore-
determine the true angles of incidence and sight error is used as the basis for selecting an
polarization as a function of these component IPD design for fabrication.
angles. A sample ray study is illustrated and
a tapered, half-wave, solid-wall design is de-
scribed in detail. * Contributed by lorrest L. Colnig.
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Figure 2-16. Orientation of Horns beohind Radom#

2-1.5 RADOME SANDWICH DESIGN A sandwich radome for an airborne horn
cluster has been designed (Reference 9). This

Ceramic sandwiches have been given careful radome is to have a minimum transmission efii-
consideration, as presented in Reference 2. It ciency of 709r for angles of incidence from 00
was concluded that in view of the complexity to 30', with all linear polarizations for frequen-
and cost of fabrickting ceramic sandwiches, a cies from 2300 to 10,750 me. Mechanical
radome designer would naturally choose a one- strength requirements dictate an 0.04-in. mini.
half-wavelength radome. This has been demon- mum thickness of the outer skin, 0.65-in. mini-
strated since all .eramic radomes used on pro- mum total honeycomb core, and 0.10-in. mini-
duction missiles have been of solid-wall (thin mum total skin thickness. The cluster of horn
or one-half-wavelength) construction. The de- antennas is located behind the radome, which
velopment of the cored slip-cast technique also also is the skin of a pressurized region of the
makes it possible for the designer to consider aircraft. The location of one horn relative to
the sandwich constructions, such as "A," "B," the radome is illustrated in Fig. 2-16. The half-
or air core, and thereby reduce development power points of the horn radiation patterns are
costs. approximately 15" in all directions from the

Reference 8 describes the design of a sand- horn axis. Thus, a maximum angle of incidence
wich wall for a wedge radome to cover a tri- of 300 includes almost-All of the beam from the
hedral corner reflector on a supersonic missile, peak gain down to 9 db below the maximum.
The wedge angle was chosen to be 30%, which is Good transmission characteristics can be ob-
the maximum angiý allowed by aerodynamic tained with a three-layer "A" sandwich with
considerations. An "A" sandwich was selected 0.03-in. skins of Pberglass laminate and an 0.24-
for operation in the frequency range from 8650 in. honeycomb core. This design does not, how-
to 9700 me at the high angles of incidence that ever, meet the strenKth requirements. A double
are involved (around 75°). The skin dielectric sandwich (i.e, a five-layer "C" sandwich) con-
constant was chosen as 4.5, with a skin thick- struction was necessary to meet both the me-
ness of 0.02 in., the minimum allowed by struc- chanical and electrical requirements. Computa-
tural requirements. The core dielectric constant tions were made of the transmission efficiency
(2.0) and thickness are arrived at with the aid of double sandwiches meeting these mechanical
of a set of graphs of the loci of constant power- strength requirements for frequencies from 0 to
transmission coefficients. The wedge radome has 11,000 me, angles of incidence up to 300, and
high transmission over this frequency range parallel and perpendicular polarizations. The
with a range of aspect angles (from head-on up final design was obtained by comparing the
to :L20(' from head-on) for perpendicular and transmission curves of a large number of sand-
parallel polarizations. wiches and selecting that one having the best
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transmission characteristics. Figure 2-17 shows because of fabrication difficulties, cost, and the
ihe cure and1 mI2~1l ziicknt tnenie vLit QAl IuoU1511, __L rearn -uI a 1 1. *...~..

and the transmission coefficient for normal in- calculations were made with an IBM 7090 comn-
cidence azid 30' incidence, If the mechanical puter to study the performance of various full-
strength requirements would permit a slight wave "A" sandwiches. The dimensions, dielec-
reduction in the total honeycomb thickness, the tric constants, and transmission curves of the
transmission efficiency could be raised above final design are illustrated in Fig. 2-19. This
807v for all frequencies up to 11,000 mc. sandwich design provides a transmilsion effi-

ciency above 80% for angles of incidence up to

2-1.6 DUAL-FREQUENCY AIRBORNE RADOME 300 at 6 gc and 16 gc for both polarizations.

DESIGN The curves in Figs. 2-20 and 2-21 indicate that
the IPD is relatively uniform over the important

A dual-frequency "A" sandwich radome has range of incidence angles, making radome bore-

been designed (Reference 10). This radome is sight corrections unnecessary.

mounted on the top centerline of a large, high- An antistatic coating and a rain erosion coat-

speed aircraft and houses a 24-in. parabolic an- ag were applied to the outer surfaces of the

tenna and a 30-in. parabolic antenna (Fig. completed radome, reducing the transmission

2-18). The radomo is approximately 17 ft in efficiency by about 511c at 16 gc. The details of

length, 4 ft wide, and 4 ft high. The forward the design, fabrication and testing are described

antenna operates at 16 gc and the aft antenna in Reference 10.

operates at 6 ge, and each antenna scans
through 3600 in azimuLh. Beamahift must not 2-2 APPLICATION OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
exceed one milliradian, and the minimum trans- TO RADOME DESIGN
mission efficiency must be 80%.

A solid-wall construction was considered, but 2-2.1 INTRODUCTION
satisfactory transmission efficiency was not ob-
tained at both frequencies. A half. vave "A" The automatic digital computer has replaced
sandwich for 16 gc proved to be structurally the slide rule, Smith chart and dekik calculator
unsound. Multilayer sandwiches were ruled out in radome analysis and design pioblems involv-

1000
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Figure 2- 17. Transmi'sion Characted$tics ol Final Design
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Figure 2-18. Original Concept of Radome Size and Shape

ing large amounts of numerical data. The result
has been a tremendous savings in time and cost
and an increase in accuracy. Many radome cal-
culations, formerly considered impractical be-
cause of computational complexities, are now
performed routinely. Numerical errors have 6 l

been all but eliminated. In some cases, antenna 
I

and radome measurements are recorded directly (on punched tape, as opposed to a chart record- -

ing, to facilifate the digital analysis of the data • ds*O,030"
(References 11 and 12). W

Tables of the Fresnel coefficients and the ,E- TAN 8, \ \
transmission coefficients of plane sheets and w dca0.450"sandwiches have been compiled with the aid of 60 -ea 1.2 - ________

digital computers (Reference 13). These tables TAN 8c0.00,4
have found wide use in radome design, although "6gc
it is sometimes found more efficient to generate
these data as needed rather than reading them a 40
from a table, punching them on cards, and in- "
terpolating.

The matrix-multiplication method for cal-
culating transmission coefficients of multilayer • 20 0 2 0 60 ssandwiches has been programmed for digital A 0 OF I0 ( R
computations (Reference 14). This matrix
method has been found to be rapid and efficient Figure 2-19. Flat Panel Theoretical Data
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20 1 - T2-2.2 DIGITAL OPTIMIZATION OF RADOME

14.0030"WALLS

|d, -0.450" Consider the problem (Reference 18) of de-
.,.,. in . a tAvdl ut$ rniut ur . 'n-i.ist tia" of I

O .given number of layers in which the thicknesses
I. ____ I and dielectric constants of the layers are to be

-5 -- optimized for the best performance of tlhe. 1lcal
deiAgn. The problem is really not. well formu-

0 20 6 06 lated until a specific figure of merit has been0 20 40 60 so

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES) defined for assessing a particular wall design
or for comparing two different wall designs.

Figure 2-20. IPD vs Angle of Incidence for Some quantities that generally enter into the
"A" Sandwich Flat Panel at 6 gc definition of the figure of merit are the phase

with respect to computer storage requirements. delay and the power transmission coefficient.
withoresp to theomisputead ust e o heq iirntal These are functions of the incidence angle,Prior to the widespread use of the digital polarization, and frequency. Hence, the figure

computer, the analysis of inhomogeneous ra- of merit is generally a weighted average, with
domes was considered a formidable problem, (A strongest weighting given to those incidence
radome may be intentionally inhomogeneous as angles, polarizations, and frequencies for which
a result of variable-density loading, or uninten- it is most important to have a small phase-delay
tionally inhomogeneous as a consequence of slope and a large transmission efficiency. The

thermal gradients.) Now a plane inhomogene- formulas for the phase delay and the power

ous layer, in which the permittivity varies con- transmission coeflicient are too complicated to

tinuously as a functioin of distance into the ptrnmit an analytical solution for the optimum

layer, is analyzed quickly, efficiently and accu- wall design, Furthermore, constraints must be
rately. A computer program which accomplishes introduced to avoid a trivial solution. For ex-
this with step-by-step numerical integration is ample, there may be upper limits on tne radome
given in Reference 14. weight and the wall thickness and lower limits

There are innumerable other applications of on the power transmission coefficient and the
the digital computer to radome problems, some flexural strength.
of which are listed here along with a reference:

a. Caldulatirrg the core thickness of a sym-
metrical three-layer sandwich for maxi-
mum transmission efficiency (Reference
15). /

b. Predicting radome error (References 16 0.0 di.,030"
and 17).

c. Correcting boresight error (Reference - 2.5 6

12). Z
d. Designing broadband radomes. (Refer- -3

ences 18 and 19). 2.0
e. Designing the overall radome (Reference /

20). 1-__.5
f. Calculating temperature and stress dis-

tributions (References 21 and 22).
g. Determining the electrical effects of ra- 1.0

dome structural-support members (Refer-
ence 23). 0.

The following paragraphs consider the digi- 0" 20 40 60 so
tal optimization of radome walls and complete ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)
radome design by digital computations (see Figure 2-21. IPD vs Angle of Incidence for
Paragraph 6-4.4,2). "A" Sandwich Flat Panel at 16 gc
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The most straightforward, but least efficient, reaches an acceptable value, and then to
method of finding the optimum design is to corn- proceed to step b-In step a, v fixed step
pute the figure of merit for all alowable corn- size is emploved since only fn.u, epw are
binadions o0 parameters and then to select the normally required. In many investiga-
optimum by inspection. An appreciable saving tions, step a can be omitted, since normal
in computation cost using this method is pro- wall designs yield configurations that
vided by digital optimization, as follows. It be- satisfy the constraint employed.
gins with an initial configuration defined by b. Here an automatic step-size logic is em-
assigning specific values to each of the inde- ployed. The computer increases the step
pendent variables: the dielectric constants and size until it reaches a workable maximum
thicknesses of all the layers. For this initial and proceeds to work toward the local
configuration, the figure of merit, Q, and the gra- optimum,
dient of Q are computed. The gradient is a vector c. In this step, the computer tries to reach
that has one component along each of the inde- the optimum by taking a step into for-
pendent variables and points in a direction in bidden territory as far as the constraint
which the Q increases most rapidly. A new con- is concerned. The computer now reduces
figuration is then determined by incrementing the step size, as required, and begins to
the independent variables along the gradient walk around the edge of the forbidden
vector; that is, a step is taken in the direction r~gion to find the optimum Q allowed by
of the gradient. The magnitude of the step, this restriction.
however, is a ci cial question (Reference 18 d. The computer reaches the neighborhood
for details), At the new configuration, it must of the optimum and then begins repeated-
be determined whether it satisfies the con- ly to halve the step size to locate the op-
straints. If it does not, an auxiliary procedure timum to a prescribed degree of precision.
must be employed. If it does, the Q of the new One of the problems investigated in this man-
configuration must be computed, If the Q is ner is that of minimizing the average phase de-
higher than that of the original configuration, lay variation. Half-wave walls are generally
the step is considered to be successful and the acknowledged to have better phase delay char.
process is repeated. If the Q of the new con- acteristics than "A" or "B" sandwiches, but it
figuration is smaller, the step was too large, was found that sandwiches are sometimes su-
passing a local maximum. It is then necessary perior. This may be of considerable interest in
to return to the original configuration and take boresight radome design. The starting config-
a smaller step. uration consisted of three layers of equal thick-

If the process is continued, a sequerce of ness and equal dielectric constant, the entire
configurations having increasing values of Q structure being approximately a half-wave wall
is generated. To make the process completely at an angle and a frequency at the canter of
automatic, it is necessary to incorporate a con- the ranges entering into the weighted average
siderable decision-making capability into the phase delay variation. The parameters describ.
computer program. For every initial configura- ing the outside layers were fixed, while the
tion the process climbs to one particular opti- thickness and dielectric constant of the center
mum configuration. However, there may be a layer became independent variables. The corn-
number of local maxima as well as an absolute puter, controlled by the digital optimization pro-
maximum. The problem of finding the absolute gram, discovered new sandwich designs having
maximum or all the local maxima has been a higher Q than the half-wave wall.
solved to date only to the extent of applying the To illustrate the technique, Fig. 2-22 shows a
process to a large number of initial configura- map of the figure of merit for an "A" sand-
tions chosen in a judicious manner. wich with fixed skins and variable core thick-

The overall procedure is divided into the fol- ness and dielectric constant. The figure of merit,
lowing four steps: Q, is based on the power transmission coeffi-

a. The computer is instructed to optimize cient with uniform weight for frequencies from
the constraining aspect of the wall per- 9.8 to 10.2 gc and angles of incidence from 500
formance es a figure of merit until it to 70'. Perpendicular polarization receives unit
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wright and parallel polarization receives zero The (;rip,- Program yields the fullowing iterns
weight. A large number of calculations is re- of information:
quired to construct this map. If computer opti- a, Radome shape definition.
mization is employed, a far smaller number of b. Radome cross section.
calculations iR InvnlvaI a.y - .*O I,,•UULUI.

Figure 2-22 also shows the path followed by d. Ray location.
the computer in optimizing the sandwich core e. Ray pattern.
parameLters. Each step .Aken by the computer is f. Ray surface area on antenna.
shown as an arrow on the contour map, begin- g. Intensity distribution.
nirg with a starting point of e, = 1.4 and d, - h. Surface normal.
0.1 in, Although this example involves only two i. Incidence angle.
variables, the computer program in its present j. Polarizing angle.
form will handle up to 22 variables. k Intersection of ray and radome.

Since the Gripe Program can manipulate any
shape, material, or antenna pattern, it can be

2-2.3 COMPLETE RADOME DESIGN BY COMPUTER used with any type of radome or electromag-

netic window. Another feature of the program
In order to meet the need for a couplete ra- is that the ray distribution is general enough

dome design or performance data in a minimum so that rays do not have to be perpendicular to
of time, a radome development computer proce- the antenna. A good ray distribution can be set
dure was established (Reference 20). This corn- up that fits the entire antenna pattern, includ-
puter design procedure, which utilizes the IBM ing the main beam and the side lobes.
1094 digital computer to supply radome elec- The type of design program used in the com-
trical design and performance data, is divided puter phase depends on whether a mono-design
into four program stages: the Gripe Program method or an optimum design method is em-
(G'meral Rado" ,e Information Program Ef- ployed. The mono-design method yields one de-
fort), the Dea sn Program, the Performance sign configuration for one set of input param-
Program, and the Correction Program. eters, while the optimum design method iterates

A preliminary design study is made to obtain over an interval of input parameters and selects
the various radome, antenna, and geometry the optimum configuration. The desired radome
parameters. Antenna patterns are taken on a or electromagnetic window design determines
test range, while a ray distribution is deter- whether the mono-design or the optimum de-
mined by a computer study. A radome geometry sign method will be used. For example, the fol-
study is made of the loft lines to determine the lowing are four types of radome or electroniag-
equations that describe the radome shape and netic window design:
establish a radome coordinate system. Con- a. Maximum transmission.
straints, which are numerical limits used to b. Low boresight error,
judge the acceptability of a particular design, c. Combination of maximum transmission
are also determined. These constraints include: and low boresight error.

a. Transm ission. d lowdband.

b. Wall thickness. d. Broadband.

c. Range of dielectric constant.
d. Reflection. GRIPE DESIGN

After the radome shape is known, a material PROGRAM PROGRAM
selected, a ray distribution calculated, and de-
sign constraints determined, a computer study
can be made.

The procedure shown in Fig. 2-23 is used to PERFORMANCE CORRECTION
establish the computer programs geared to PROGRAM PROGRAM
allow complete flexibility of input parameters
over a wide range of possible radomne designs. ,
These variable inputs may include any kind of
radome shape, material, or antenna pattern. Figure 2.23. Computer Design Procedure
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Figure 2.24. Subdivision of Computer Design Program

For the first and second types, the optimum de- turn further subdivided. The Gripe Program,
sign method would be used in the computer de- for example, is divided into twelve parts, or
sign. For the third, both the mono-design and subprograms. One of two control programs
the optimum design methods would be used, is read into the computer and operation be-
while for the fourth, the mono-design method gins. Subprograms are called into core by the
would be used. control program and instructions are executed.

Several types of performance programs have When final answers are obtained, the informa-
been developed for use with the IBM 7094 corn- tion is either printed out or stored on a tape for
puter, including error prediction and tranamis- use in the next program, as is the case with the
sion programs. These programs are used both Gripe Program. The computer logic of the pro-
as an integral part of the optimum design meth- gram in Fig. 2-24 can be illustrated by the fol-
od and as a means of checking a design obtained lowing steps:
by the mono-design method. The correction pro-
gram im base~d on an analytical method pro- a. After the Gripe Program is read into the
grammed for the computer. The method may computer, it is folowed by Control Pro-
involve phase, error, or the redesign of local gram No. 1 and the necessary input
areas with weighted antenna look positions, parameters for operation of the Gripe
with the selection being determined by the ap- Program.
parent difficulty of the problem and the type b. Operation is started in the Control Pro-
of radome or electromagnetic window design, gram and a transfer is made to the Gripe
Analytical correction of a design may take place Program to execute each inwtruction. The
either in the computer design phase or during logic of operation of the program remains
testing of a prototype, in the Control Program.

The IBM 7094 computer has a capability of c. Final answers are stored on a tape.
32,768 words. Since the monitor system uses d. Control is transferred to the next pro-
approximately 2000 words, there remains about gram.
30,000 words for the radome program. This e. The next operation sequence is in the De-
presents no difficult problems to the program- sign Program, which has been read into
mer, since the various parts of the computer the computer core.
design methods can be manipulated to obtain f. Execution begins on the first instruction
the final results in one computer run. The com- of Control Program No. 2.
puter technique used by the Radome Group at g. Subprograms of the Design Program,
Douglas is shown in Fig. 2-24. The !program which were also read into the computer,
is divided into several parts, *hich are ill are used when called out and instructions
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are executed until final answers are ob-
tain',d.

h. Contrtl is then transferred to print out - -a
these final answers when doing a mono- c,
design study. ___ __

i. When an optimum design study is being A--rmade. control is transf'erred to store the

configuration in core.
j. The Performance Program is read into d

the computer and instructions are exe-
cuted that check the performance of the
configuration. __

k. The parameters of the radome are changed C
and control is transferred back to Control a2
Program No. 2, where the design of the b
next configuration is calculated.

1. Steps i through k are repeated until an
optimum design is obtained.

2-3 TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRICAL
EVALUATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC B
WINDOW AND RADOME SHAPES* GIVEN POINTS: 0 (0,0),B (cb).C (c,d)

GIVEN SLOPES: TAN a,-mI ,TAN a 2 'm2

2-3.1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 2-25. Analytic Dotermlnatlon of a Conic byThe following paragraphs present the elec- 3 Points and 2 Slopes
trical evaluation of electromagnetic window
and radome shapes, including shape definition,
cross-section, and intersection parameters, speeds. The structural designer prefers a cy-
Computer studios can be made that will deter- lindrical shape because of superior mechanical
mine electrical design and electrical perform- properties. The thermodynamicist prefers a
ance data when such techniques are available spherical shape because of superior thermal
that can handle general symmetrical and un- properties. The electrical designer prefers the
symmetrical shapes. hemispherical shape because of its superior

The technique for electrical evaluation of electrical properties. Compromise must be made
electromagnetic windows and radome shapes in the shape in order to design a radome and
used by some radome designers involves the use performance studies should be made on a variety
of radial planes, as shown in Fig, 2-25, for de- of shapes to select a shape for a specified vehicle.
fining three-dimensional general radome shapes.
This technique handles all types of symmetrical
and unsymmetrical radome shapes. In order to 2-3,2 TYPICAL SHAPES
make electrical design and performance studies The following paragraphs describe techniques
on the computer, a technique is required that for use in electrical evaluation of shapes on
will define the electromagnetic window or ra-
dome shape. A variety of shapes has been digital computers. A number of differen .shapes
studied by radome designers. The aerodynami- have been investigated for radome use. See
cist prefers a 0.75 power series shape because Paragraph 1-1.3 for types of aerodynamic con-
of minimum pressure drag at high supersonic figurations. Some of the classes of shapes

studied are: elliptical, hemispherical, loga-
rithmic and equiangular spirals, ogive, power

* Contributed by Forrest L. Collng. series, parabolic, and others, Some of the shapes
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ars shown in Fig. 2-26. A symmetrical, or circle
of revolution, radome can be described by one
radial plane equation. Some examples of this
type of shapes are: hemisphere, ogive, cone, and
other power shapes. These specific shapes re-

b duce the time required to prepare a computer

I1 study and also reduce the computer timc con-

---d Y siderably.

(A) ELLIkSOID
2-3.3 SHAPE DEFINITION

A technique used to describe a general radome
shape for computer studies employs the radial
plane definition as shown in Fig. 2-27. This defi-

/ \ nition uses at least four radial planes per
I quadrant at any arbitrary cross sectional cut.

, .Each radial plane is equally spaced and ema-
a• nates from the centerline of the radome. It

(B) LOG SPIRAL starts at the point of intersection of the radome
centerline and the radome nose and extends aft
to a point of shape discontinuity or to the end
of the radome. A typical cross-section with nine
radial planes is shown in Fig. 2-27C. The figure
shows a radome cross-section where upper and
lower halves are unsymmetrical, while the right

R and left halves are symmetrical. Such a radome
could be studied on the right side, saving half
of the computations. A symmetrical radome
would have all radial planes equal and thus
could be described by one equation, Each radial
plane, r, will be described by a form of the gen-

(C) OGIVE eral shape equation:
r

r = Jy +K±:t Ly.-' +My +N (2-2)
This general shape equation is developed from
the general expression for a second-degree
curve:

Ay 2 + Byr + Cr 2 + Dy + Er = 0 (2-3)

Each term of Eq. 2-2 is obtained by solving
(p) HEMISPHERE Eq. 2-3 by the quadratic equation and by

substitution of coefficients. It is desirable to
employ a method that will handle all types of
three-dimensional shapes to minimize design
and development time and simplify computer
studies.

One technique that is employed by some ra-
b dome designers when using Eq. 2-2 is to

Sspecify the radome shape with three points and
___ two slopes, as shown in Fig. 2-25. This technique

(E) CONE requires a detailed drawing of the radome
Figure 2-26, Typical Rade.mo Shapes shape, as shown in Fig. 2-26. Points and slopes
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2 be quite adequate for analyzing mcst raidorme
3 shapes.

5" 2-3.4 COMPUTER USE

-7• Setting up a computer program to electrically
9 evaluate radome shapes requires other compo-

nent parts in addition to a shape definition
method. Other components of a geometry pro-
gram include: intersection of ray and radome;

(A) RADIAL PLANES "" calculations of incidence angle, polarizing angle,
and surface normal; and an iteration proCedLi-e.

r A Data obtained from such a geometry program
can be used for a radome design or performance
study. A typical computer program is shown in
Fig. 2-28. The design or performance program

- MY may be for a boresight error or a transmission
study.

(8) TYPICAL RADIAL PLANE

z 2-3.5 ELECTROMAGNETIC WINDOW SHAPES

It is also desirable to make el-.ctrical design
and performance studies of electromagnetiL

r1 ri window shapes on computers. This requires a
shape definition program for electromagnetic

114 windows. It is not easy to develop a technique
for defining all possible electromagnetic window

- 'xshapes. The electromagnetic windows might be

re located on an ogive, cone, cylinder, frustrum,

r9  r* hemisphere, or other shape. An example of an

(C) CROSS SECTION AT TYPICAL RADOME STATION-Y

Figure 2-27. Typical Radial Plane Definition

are developed from a drawing of the shape and
calculations are made to determine Eq. 2-2,
which describes the shape. It wouldtake one -

equation or radial plane to describe a radome WALL GEOMETRY
shape that has properties of symmetry, and a CONFIGURATION PROGRAM

continuous contour from nose to base. An un-
symmetrical radome With a continuous contour
from nose to base would require nine equations 4 DESIGN EPERFORMANCI!
to describe the nine radial planes, as shown in PROGR
Fig. 2-27A. The radome in Fig. 2-27B for an
unsymmetrical type, would require eighteen
equations to describe each radial plane. An un-
symmetrical radome with four sections to each UTPUT
radial plane would require thirty-six equations AT
to describe. Thus a computer program with the
capacity for thirty-six equations would seem to Figure 2-28. Computer Program
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electromagnetic window shape would be one as I
shown in Fig. 2-29, Where it is located on annirivp Tn iqlhofr.u.p a• method fnr .4n_-crih1g -

electromagnetic windows, consider the two Z,0o .
types illustrated in Fig. 2-29. To analytically /
describe the geometrical shape of these elec-
tromagnetic windows, the ogive shape is de-
fined as previously described and the window
is defined by means of a set of points P (X, Y,

Z), such that F (X, Y, Z) = 0, where

0 4 Z I ----- Z -- Z2,4 C Z

P= vx:-,--Y-
P P 0 5--- 0,

0 "5• 01 Z22

02 - 2vf L4
Window B in Fig. 2-29 can be defined as the set 161
of points P (X, Y, Z), such that F (X, Y, Z,)

0- , where
0 --4Z 1 4 ----Z 4Z 2 :5-4 C R
B 2! Y, --Y Y,,--B -- I

P (X, Y, Z) are in quadrant I, Points B and C
are in the ogive definition.

Other electromagnetic windows in this gen- 3'Z > Z ' "2

eral class tkre defined similar to the one just x
described. Flat windows can be described in
two-dimension as a special case. Figure 2-29. Typical Electromagnetic Window

Definition

2-3.6 CONCLUSIONS
2-4 BORESIGHT-ERROR PREDICTION

Electrical evaluation of radome shapes pro- TECHNIQUES
vides data that can be used to influence pre-
liminary design approaches, provides estimates 2-4.1 INTRODUCTION
of design time required to study alternate
shapes, provides data for inputs to proposal The boresight error or beam deflection caused
programs, provides a method for obtaining data by a radome is defined as the difference between
on alternate design approaches for a vehicle, the true angular position of the target and its
provides a means for obtaining design and per- apparent angular position as indicated by the
formance data for many design studies, and radar system. For a given radome, the bore-
saves design time by studying many shapes on sight error depends to a considerable extent on
the computer, as opposed to empirical (test) ap- the antenna system (conical scan, monopulse,
proaches on fabricated prototype parts. Corn- interferometer, etc.), and the antenna polariza-
paring data for one radome shape with another tion (linear, circular, etc.) employed. The an-
primarily shows a change in the magnitude of tenna size, the aperture distribution of ampli-
the incidence angle discontinuity across the ra- tude and phase, and the antenna beamwidth
dome. Large incidence angles are common to have a considerable effect on the boresight
sharp pointed shapes such as cones. However, error, with boresight error decreasing as beam-
large incidence angles cause high losses in elec- width decreases.
trical performance. This results in a decrease For a given antenna system, the boresight
in transmission and an increase in reflection error depends greatly on the radome shape and
and discontinuity in the phase front, its wall construction (solid-wall, sandwich,
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etc.). A spherical radome introduces the least If the boresight error is rather large but is a
boresight error, particularly if the antenna is slowly varying function of the angular direction
twcutntviy cetmLei-d, whereas a highly stream- oi the target, the missiue very nikely tollows a
lined radome exhibits an increased boresight non-optimum trajectory but completes its mis-
error. sion successfully. A rapidly varying boresight

It is useful to consider the boresight error to error, however, introduces an apparent target
arise from two distinct, though not independent, motion that may result in sluggish missile con-
mechanisms. In the first place, each ray ema- trol-systern reýponse or a tendency toward insta-
nating from the antenna aperture undergoes a bility.
different phase shift in passing through the Various techniques for predicting the bore-
radome wall, largely as a result of the different sight error are described in the following para-
angles of incidence. This phase variation results graphs.
in a shift in the antenna beam pointing direc-
tion. In general, it also introduces a certain
amount of pattern distortion. In the second 2-4.2 OPTICAL METHODS TECHNIQUE
place, scattering from the radome vertex region
and variations in the transmission efficiency The oprical methods technique of boresight-
experienced by each ray in passing through the error prediction involves the concepts of lenses,
experienedistort byea aynten passirng tho ther- magnification, focal lengths, and ray deviations.
radome, distort the antenna pattern and there- Useful results can be expected with the optical

yotribu tod theboresightions arer gener equations only if the antenna aperture is large
Opticai and ray-tracing solutions are general- (above 10 wavelengths or more in diameter)

ly quite simple and accurate when applied to a and the radome wall curvature is small. The
large radome enclosing a narrow-beam antenna, optical methods are adequately described in
although complications occur when there are References 24, 25, and 26 and are not described
structural supporting ribs, On the other hand,
the error-prediction calculations for a small further in this chapter.

streamlined radome are often quite lengthy and
the accuracy is poor. Since the optical solutions 2-4.3 RAY-TRACING TECHNIQUE
are not applicable, ray-tracing and scattering
techniques are enroloyed for the analysis of In the ray-tracing technique, the antenna is
small streamlined ri.domes. Thus, satisfactory generally considered to be in the transmitting
techniques are available for large radomes condition. Rays are traced from various points
without structural ribs, but new or improved on the antenna aperture to points on an equiv-
error prediction methods are needed for small alent aperture outside the radome. The field in-
streamlined radomes and structlural ribs. A con- tensity associated with each ray is modified in
siderable'portion of the discrepancy between the amplitude and phase in accordance with the
calculated and measured boresight errors for complex transmission coefficient of the radome.
the small streamlined radomes may arise from The transmission coefficient is considered to be
tolerances in the radome thickness and dielec- a function of the angle of incidence, the polari-
tric constant, from antenna-radome interaction, zation of each ray, and the wall thickness at the
and from differences between the true antenna point where the ray strikes the radome. Use is
aperture field distribution and the assumed made of the plane-wave, plane-sheet transmis-
distribution, sion coefficient. When a modified field distribu-

In many cases, the goal of a boresight-error tion on the equivalent external aperture is de-
prediction effort is simply to determine whether termined, an integration is performed over
a given radome design meets the specifications. this aperture to calculate the far-field patterns
In other cases, it is desi, -d to arrive at an op- that determine the boresight error. A summary
timum radome design by calculating the bore- of the ray-tracing methods is given in Reference.
sight-error characteristics of many different ra- 27 and also discussed in Paragraph 2-1.3.
dome shapes or wall constructions. Reference 28 presents an investigation of the

In many missile guidance systems, the angu- ray-tracing solution for the far-field pattern
lar rate of chango of boresight error Is much of a line source that is located off-center in a
more significant than the boresight error itself. radome consisting of a circular cylindrical shell.
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The exact boundary-value solution is also given reciprocity theorem is applicable, it is known
for shells of various radii and thicknesses with a that any exact or highly accurate solutions pro-
line source located at various distances from duce the same boresight-error data for the re-
the center. The dielectric constant of the shell ceivini and transmitting nrnhlprnq Hnw~v'r
is 4.0 in each case. These exact solutions are the ray-tracing solutions cannot be considered
useful for evaluating the accuracy of various to be highly accurate when applied to small
radome boresight error prediction methods. The streamlined radoines, and differenit. results are
cylindrical shell is not entirely satisfactory for to be expected from the receiving and trans-
this purpose, however, since the exact solution mitting formulations. It has not yet been estab-
is available only for cylinders of rather small lished which formulation yields the more accu-
radius (1.5 wavelengths). Furthermore, the rate results.
vertex scattering problem is not simulated in There appears to be a considerable increase
this radome model. in computation time and expense with the re-

The ray-tracing method has also been em- ceiving formulation in comparisoii with the
ployed with the antenna assumed to be in the transmitting problem. In either case, it is neces-

receiving condition with a plane wave incident sary to calculate several points on the far-field

on the radome from some distant source (see patterns for two or more antenna positions if

References 29 to 33). Rays are traced through conical scan is employed to determine the bore-
the radome to the antenna aperture in a direc- sight error. If the antenna is considered to

tion parallel to the axis of propagation of the transmit, the ray amplitudes and phases are
modified by the transmission coefficients oailyincident plane wave. The field intensity asso-

ciated with each ray is modified in phase and one time to obtain the equivalent external aper-
amplitude in accordance -with the complex ture distribution that yields a complete far-field
transmission coefficient of the radome wall for pattern. If the antenna is considered to receive,
the appropriate angle of incidence and polariza- the incoming plane wave must be carried
tion of each ray. Again, the plane-wave, plane- through the radome (modified by the transmis-

sheet transmission coefficients are used. To cal- sion coefficients) several times (for different
culate the voltage received at the antenna ter- angles of arrival) to obtain a useful portion of

minals, an integration is performed over the an- the far-field pattern. No justification is known
tenna aperture of the modified field intensity of at the present time for this added computation

the incoming rays, weighted by the complex in terms of improved accuracy.

aperture field intensity of the antenna when it
transmits. 2-4.4 SCATTERING TECHNIQUE

Reference 29 shows that accurate results are
obtained by this method when the "radome" The scattering technique for boresight-error
consists of a plane dielectric sheet that covers prediction is presented in References 24 to 26.
part or all of the antenna aperture in which the Reference 34, however, indicates two errors in
dielectric sheet is not necessarily parallel with the equations presented in References 24 to 26.
the aperture. Reference 30 reports accurate re- It also states that, although a method has been
suIts with this method at the-design frequency worked out for obtaining a numerical solution
(where reflectiopls are minimized) for a stream- for the integral equation and attempts have
lined radorne, but the method proved inaccu- been made to apply it to a specific radome, using
rate at frequencies 300 mc above and below the a large digital computer in an iterative process,
design value. Reference 33 reports some success unfortunately, a converging solution has not
with this ray-tracing method as applied to bore- been obtained.
sight-error prediction and correction for a ra- Two additional errors in the equations of
dome enclosing an antenna of 16 wavelengths References 24 to 26 are indicated in Reference
diameter. 33. It also states that preparation of computer

Unfortunately, it appears that no comparison programs and codes was about three to four
has been made of the relative merits of the two times as expensive for the scattering method
ray-tracing methods, i.e., the receiving problem as for the ray-tracing method. Actual machine
vs. the transmitting problem. Whenever the running costs were from 80 to 120 times greater
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for the scattering method as for the ray-tracing duced to a system of simultaneous linear
method. Convergence of iterations in a strict equations in the unknown field intensity
sense was never obtained. Scattering method at the center of each cell,
calculations of patterns agreed more with the d. This myntam nf ett Li n iuitvtid w ob-
gcncral aii3yt uf measured patterns than did the tain the complex electric field intensity
ray.tracing calculations. This is true mainly for distribution in the radome wall,
larger angles. In fact, for some smaller angles, e. The polarization-current concept is em-
the ray-tracing patterns were in better agree- ployed to calculate the far-field pattern of
ment than were the scattering calculations, the antenna with a radome.
(These results occurred in the investigation of Three techniques that are useful in reducing
a wedge radome with a dielectric constant of the calculation time are as follows:
2.6, enclosing a horn antenna with an aperture a. Rather than using an iteration procedure
width of 2 wavelengths.) that begins with the incident field or with

the ray-optics solution, the fields in the
2-4.5 INTEGRAL-EQUATION TECHNIQUE radom.' wall are considered as a set of un-

knowns in a system of linear equations.

The scattering technique has been employed b. Lagrange interpolation is employed to re-
successfully in some radome problems by avoid- duce the number of linear equations by
ing the iteration method presented in Refer- a large factor.
ences 26 and 35. Reference 35 shows that con- c. Only the field in the radome vertex region
vergence of the iteration method is not assured need be considered unknown. The field in
unless the dielectric constant and/or thickness the remainder of the radome is given with
is very small. Reference 36 presents the solu- sufficient accuracy by the ray-optics solu-
tion of the impedance and the far-field patterns tion, unless strong reflections or surface-
of a dipole located off center in a thin spherical wave excitations occur.
radome. With the approximation of the total If the approximation in step c is avoided, the
field in the dielectric by the incident field, Refer- solution includes the effects of scattering by the
ence 37 presents the analysis of the scattering radome vertex region, multiple reflections, and
patterns of a thin dielectric ring and Reference surface-wave excitation in the radome, even
38 the scattering patterns of a thin conical ra- though these phenomena need not be considered
dome. explicitly in obtaining the solution. The greater

Reference 39 presents the integral-equation part of the calculations involves just-the ra-
technique to calculate the plane-wave scattering dome geometry. After this is completed, a rela-
pattern of a circular dielectric cylindrical shell, tively simple calculation is required to investi-
and the results show excellent ýagreement 'with gate the effects of rotating the antenna or re-
the exact classical solution. Similar calculations placing it with a different antenna.
for the pattern of a horn antenna in a wedge To illustrate the technique, it was applied
radome and the pattern of a horn with its aper- to the pyramidal horn antenna with a wedge-
ture partially covered with a half-wave dielec- shaped radome shown in Figs. 2-30 and 2-31.
tric sheet show excellent agreement with ex- The calculated electric field intensity in the ra-
perimental measurements. These were treated dome wall is illustrated in Fig. 2-32. Figure
as two-dimensional scattering problems and 2-33 shows the measured and calculated far-field
were solved with the aid of a relatively small patterns of the horn with the wedge radome.
IBM 1620 computer. The technique follows: For comparison, the free-space patterns are

a. The radome is divided into cells suffi- also shown. It may be noted that excellent agree-
ciently small so that the electric field in- ment occurs between the measured and calcu-
tensity is nearly uniform throughout any lated results. For details of the theory and the
given cell. calculations, see Reference 39,

b. The incident field, i.e., the field set up by The dielectric sheets of the wedge radome in
the antenna without a radome, is calcu- this example are so thin that a ray-tracing solu-
lated at the center of each cell. tion also provides good results. However, the in-

c. The integral equation for the field is re- tegral-equation technique just described also
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yields accurate far-field patterns for a horn the strength-to-weight ratio, the tolerances in
with its aperture partially covered with a half- the dimensions, and the dielectric constants, or to
wave dielectric sheet, a situation in which the improve the electrical characteristics, such as
rav-tracing technique has been found to be in- the bandwidth and the boresight error. Some
adequate. types u! .t.a.. jvac..ig offer, 1.n 1

some of these parameters, but they generally
involve some sacrifice in another parameter.

2-5 METAL-LOADED RADOME DESIGN Loading with tiny straight wires, spheres,

A radome may be loaded with metal particles helices, etc., has not been entirely successful
(Reference 40). It has been shown that the

or metal structures to increase the strength or efeece dielect costan can be ic e
effective dielectric constant can be increased

considerably by loading with tiny particles of
metal or titanium dioxide, with a slight in-
crease in the lop% tangent or a decrease in
strength (Reference 41). The dielectric con-
stant may also be adjusted by loading with hol-
low glass microspheres (Reference 42).

" 14" 2-5.1 METAL GRATING FOR SUPPRESSION OF
CROSS-POLARIZATION

PYRAMIDAL HORN The requirement for a polarization grating or
filter originated with acquisition problems en-
countered with vertically polarized, conical-

-. scan, shipboard radars. In these antennas,
power modulation is employed to reduce low-
angle scatter return. The result is a depressed

WEDGE RADOME null axis that does not coincide with the parab-
oloid axis, and the introduction of a significant

Figure 2-30. Horn Antenna and Wedge Radome amount of cross-polarization on the depressed
Used to Illustrate Integral-Equation Solution null axis. When the target is a circularly polar-

WEDGE RADOME

POLYSTYRENE

Figure 2-31. Cross-Section View of Horn Antenna and Wedge Radome
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ized antenna, the modulation of the cross-polari- 1.0

zation component produces a shift of anoroxi-
mately 10 milliradians from the true null or 0.8 .'- --
boresight. WITH RADOME

To correct this situation, radomc polarization ° ' - -

gratings were developed to provide environmen- ,, -- 0.4 - '"
tal protection of the antenna and rejection of the MEASURED AT 9375rc
orthogonal polarization (Reference 43). The 0.2 - i +
antenna and radome are shown in Fig. 2-84. A 011 __ j T
plane grating is employed that is supported by 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS
a cylindrical shell, The grating consists of a ( (DEGREES)
series of straight parallel aluminum plates 1.0 -

spaced approximately one-fourth wavelength WITHOUT RADOME
apart and supported in a slotted 'styrofoam 0.8 - - .
structure. The entire structure is covered with WITH RADOM£E
a thin epoxy-fiberglass laminate for mechanical 0.6---i
protection and strength. The thickness is ap- 0.4
proximately 2 in. The combination radome-grat- CALCULATED AT 9400 mc
ing is shown in Fig. 2-35. Laboratory tests of 0.2 1-
the radome-grating were carried out with sev- 0 _J I
eral different targets, including a horn antenna, O 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 IS
a pair of crossed dipoles, and a helical antenna. q (DEGREES)
It was found that the radome-grating virtually
eliminated the boresight shift. Shipboard tests Figure 2-33. Measured and Calculated Far-Field
of the antenna-grating combinations showed Patterns of Horn Antenna with Wedge Radome
that target acquisition is accomplished much Using Integral-Equation Solution (H.Plane Patterns)
more readily with the modified units. GRATING

0.9- - WITH RADOMEJ

I WITHOUT RADOME

-.-0.7 -PARABOLOID FEED

w 0.6 Figure 2-34. Combination Radome-Grating for
* Paraboloidal Antenna

0.5- ALUMINUM PLATES

0.20 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
CELL NUMBER

Figure 2-32. Calculated Values of Incident and STYROFOAM COREZ
Total Electric Field Intensity Set Up in Wedge

Radame by Hc 2ýAnftnna at 9400 mc Figure 2-35. Construction Details of Gratings
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2-5.2 LOADING WITH WIRE GRIDS OR the amount of metal in the raaome would haveDOIWYIe.la~~r UCIrAi CUmitY, ... I.1- - n'u.•A oR
PERFORA .....T.E ..M.. tu bc d a . rThe ;requeticy bandwidth of

this radorne, which is about the same as a one-
Reference 44 shows that a dielectric sheet half-wavelength radome with the same dielec-

can be loaded with wire grids or perforated tric constant, would also increase if the radome
metal sheets to approach the transparency of were thinner. Tolerances on the total thickness
a layer of free space at any given frequency for of this metal-loaded radome are the same as
perpendicular polarization. No metal structure for a one-half-wavelenwth radome with thr nmrc
is known, however, whose. shunt reactance
varies in the proper manner to match a thin
dielectric sheet over a wide range of incidence
angles for parallel polarization.

A thin dielectric sheet with a dielectric con-
stant of 9.3, containing a perforated metal
sheet, has the electrical characteristics shown -_ 0 _

in Fig. 2-36. This figure shows that the effective .
dielectric constant is indeed very close to unity >-.
for perpendicular polarization. This radome, \
whose design parameters ,re listed in Table 2-1, 1. -

is 0.1 free-space waveleniiths thick. If the ra- W
dome were thinner, the transmission would not II

fall off as rapidly for parallel polarization, but ESIGN CASE

2.0SI CAS

TABLE 2-1 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RADOME Z
WITH ONE EMBEDDED PERFORATED

METAL SHEET 3.0
0 30 60 90

Match wavelength in ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)
free space Xc

1.0
Match wavelength in IO
dielectric Nd = %o/ V

Match angle 8500.

Match polarization 1 Q
UL

Relative dielectric U.
constant, Er 9.8 w2 0.6•
Radome thickress 0,305 ,d = 0,100 0o 0.

(0,126 in, at 0875 mc)

Position of perforated
metal sheet Ac radome mldplane 0.4-

Thickness of perforated DESIGN CASE
metal sheet zern I
Shunt reactance of per- 0.2 4
forated metal sheet nor- I
malized to impedance .of I
the dielectric: 0L

Perpendicular 0 30 60 90
polarization (cou,02)/2,40 ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

Parallel polarization 1 - 0.8 sin-' 02 Figure 2-36. Electrical Characteristlics of Thin

2.40 cos e2 DleIciric Sheet with Perforated Metal Sheet
ofat Mid plane
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dielectric constant, but tolerances on the posi. an unloaded radome that has skins only one-
tion of the metal sheet are less stringent. To third as thick as those of the metal-loaded "A"
obtain greater strength withoui greatly chang- sandwiches. Note that the radome with wire
ing the transmission and insertion phase delay grids between the skins and the core has trans-
characteristics for nervendicular paird-min, mni,, Chaiteriaucs as good as the unloaded
several of these thin dielectric sheets containing radome over their usable range of incidence
inductive walls can be cascaded. This cannot be angles, and the radome with wire grids in the
done successfully with thin dielectric sheets skins is usable over a somewhat wider range of
without the metal structures, incidence angles, Power transmission curves are

It is practical to obtain fairly good electrical shown in Fig. 2-37D for an unloaded radome
performance for both polarizations by properly whose skins are of the same thickness as the
spacing two of the thin metal-loaded dielectric metal-loaded radomes, and which Is also de-
layers so that their reflections cancel at some signed to be matched for poipendicular polari-
wide incidence angle. If a low-dielectric-constant zation at 85' incidence. It is seen that the trans-
core is placed between the two high-dlelectric- mission of this radome falls off rather sharply
constant skins, a metal loaded "A" sandwich near normal incidence. Thus, comparing the
radome results. three "A" sandwich radomes of equal electrical

The design parameters for two "A" sandwich performance, the metal-loaded radomes would
radomes loaded with wire grids and for two be significantly stronger than the unloaded ra-
unloaded "A" sandwich radomes are tabulated domes because of their thicker skins,
in Table 2-2. Power transmission coefficient Insertion phase delay curves for the four "A"
curves are shown in Fig. 2-37A for a radome sandwich radomes are given in Fig. 2-38. These
with wire grids at the skin.to-core Interfaces; curves show that the total variation in inser-
in Fig. 2-37B for a radome with wire grids em- tion phase delay is about the same for the
bedded within the skins; and in Fig. 2-37C for metal-loaded radomes as the unloaded radomes,

TABLE 2-2 DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR "A" SANDWICH RADOMES

Raldonte type Metal-loaded Metal-loaded Unloaded Unloaded

"A" sandwich "A" sandwich "A" sandwich "A" sandwich

Type of metal inclusions Wire grids Wire grids None None

Position of metal Inclusions At core-to-skin In skins 0.025
Interfaces In. from core

Match angle 611 850 &1 = 85' oz = 850 61 = 5o

Match polarization I. A. and I 2. I.

Relative dielectric constant:
in skin, r. 4.5 4.5 4.5 4,5

in core, t 1.3 1.3 1l 1.3

Radome thickness 0,884 in, 0.841 In. 0,6091 in. 0.394 in.

Thickness of skin,*d 0,075 in, 0.075 in. 0,025 In. 0,075 in.

Thickness of core, 2d, 0.734 in, 0.691 in. 0.641 in. 0.244 in.

Shunt reactance of wire grids (at
ti = 0) normalized with respect to
inipetdance of skin dielectric 1.56 2.0 -

Wire diameter, D 0.010 In. 0.002 in. - -

Center-to-center spacing of wires, 4 0.357 In. 0.0297 in....

Note: The physical dimensions are given In inches for a design .frequency of 9J075 me. For other fl.d•ial fre-
quencies, multiply the dimensions by the ratio of 9875 me to the (Icesiga frequency.
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0 30 60 9o00 30o 60 900 30 60 900o 30 60 90

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREE'S)
Es a445. Cc -1.3, TAN 8 -0

Figure 2-37. Power transmission of "A" Sandwich Radomes
-2.(,_.-,o 04 - - -__- -\ ,

GRIDS BETWEEN GRIDS IN SKINS NO GRIDS NO GRIDS

" ' ~~SKINS AND CORE •

-3.0"

_4 .0 F i I . .I i i t -i t i i i " * I I If I I i i i J
O 30 60 900 30 60 900 30 60 900 30 60 90

J A) (a) (C) (D)
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

igs-4.15,6c-1. 3 , TAN 80

Figure 2-38. Insertion Phase Delyo of "A" Sandwich Madomes
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Transmission curves are given in Reference The broadband properties of radomes loaded46 for "A" sandwiches loaded with wire grids with wire grids are discussed in Paragraph 2-6,at the skin-to-core interfaces with a skin dielec- Additional information on radomes loaded withtric constant cf 9.0 and core dielectric constantk wire irri sad m pa . .e... --. , ... i p. . . . .- _' M 1 1 --. . . . • - 11• , n d p ia t e s i s p r e -4.0 and. n .U. kUeference 45 found that this sand. sented in References 46 and 47.wich construction had two distinct advantages. Reference 48 presents a study of the effect.-!"A" sandwich radomcm loaded with wire grids of widely.spaced metal grids on the surface ofcan be designed to have high transmission for spherical and ogival radomes. The spacing be-both polarizations over a wide range of inci- tween the elements of the grid exceeded onedence angles out to 85'. This is in contrast to wavelength, whereas the radomes just describedconventional unloaded "A" sandwich radomes, had spacings less than one wavelength. In mostfor which the transmission for parallel polari- of the experiments, strips of metal foil were;4ation falls off rapidly above the lirewster angle taped on the outer surface of some productionsandwich radomes, as shown in Fig. 2-39. The most seri-
for the skin. The metal-loaded "All ous effect of the metal grids was found to be
radomes also require significantly less stringent the reduction in antenna gain. In most of the
tolerances on the core thickness than unloaded cases considered, the effect of the grid on beam-"A" sandwich radomes using the same dielec- width, sidelobe level, and boresight error wastrio material. Presumably the tolerance on core slight. This was true even though up to 30%dielectric constant would also be less stringent of the radome surface area was covered withfor the metal-loaded "A" sandwiches, metal.

I.d

- /a

Figure 2-39. Radomes Showing Metal Foil Coverag.
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2-5.3 RESONANT-WALL DESIGNS principal transmitted and reflected waves need
be considered. With greater spacing, it is be.

The b.........a...-..e (,•,, , UIe ,A: ,jv LhxaV diffracted waves wouild decrease the
45) consists of a relativwy thick metal plate transmission efficiency, contribute to the side-
perforated by dielectric-filled resonant cavities lobe level, and increase the boresight error.
all tuned to the same frequency, as shown in In general, it has been found that resonant-
Fig. 2-40A. It Is also possible to use the per- wall radomes can be designed to give high trans-
forated metal plate in conjunction with layers mission over a wide range of incidence angles,
of dielectric, as indicated i, Figs. 2-40B, C, and but over a more restricted frequency bandwidth,
D. The resonant-wall radorre appears to be the and with a slightly larger insertion-phase-delay
most promising type of metal loading from the variation as a function of incidence angle than
mechanical standpoint, since a relatively large is obtained with conventional half-wave ra.
percentage of the radome is metal. A nose ra- domes.
dome of the resonant-wall type might be similar Preliminary data have been obtained on the
to that shown in Fig. 2-41. Except for the metal transmission properties of a metal sheet per.
tip and the mounting ring, the outer surface forated with noncircu)ar holes. Reference 45
would be covered with solid dielectric to provide found that the resonance frequency 01 a metal
protection against rain erosion. No dielectric is sheet perforated by ridge-loaded apertures de-
shown on the inner surface of the metal plate, pends much less on the incidence angle than
since there is no mechanical reason to have it does that of a metal sheet perforated by circular
there. The spacing between the perforations is apertures.
assumed to be sufficiently small that only the On the basis of a combined theoretical and ex-

perimontal study, it is concluded that reonant-
wall radomes are intrinsically narrow-band-
width devices when they are used with perpen-

A A A dicular polarization at wide angles of incidence,
Nevertheless, they may be employed in situa-

S tions where their electrical deficiencies are out-
o weighed by their mechanical strength advan-

....L I' tages. Some of the techniques and the problems

.4 L- "I -LA A METAL TIP (ATTACHED TO PLATE)

LS -L2 L23- -- L3ALL SURFACE DIELECTRIC
(A) NO SURFACE (B) DIELECTRIC ON C) DIELECTRIC ON

DIELECTRIC ONE SURFACE BOTH SURFACES
r A .. .. .'.;!....

I...........

PERFOR~ATED
Oco ,"METAL PLATE

L1 ý A (E) SECTION A-A

(D) DIELECTRIC METAL
DISPLACED FROM DIELECTRIC METAL MOUNTING RING

METAL. PLATE

Figure 2-40. Several Resonant-Wall Radom@ Figure 2-41. Nose Radom* of Resonant-Wall Type
Configurations Covered with Dielectric
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Figure 2-42. Slotled Metal Sheet K0 a

of fbrictin metl-ladedand esoant-all Figure 2-43. Calculated Transmission Coeffcient as
of fbriatig mtalloadd ad rsonnt-alla Functian of k,,a

radornes are described in References 49 and 50.

sheet without any dielectric layer and clearly
2-5.4 SLOTTED METAL RADOMES indic~ate the resonance characteristics. Total

resonance with complete cancellation of the re-
References I51 and 52 present a study of a flection of the incident wave by the mnetal part

slotted metal radome in an application involv- of the sheet is obtained and should be distin-
ing parallel polarization (vith a rather small guished from the individual slot resonance that
range of angles of incidence. Radomes mounted may occur at a wavelength approximately equal
on supersonic vehicles must operate at high to the slot circumference.
temperatures and be able to withstand severe Theoretical and measured transmission losses
aerodynamic stresses and rain erosion. These re- of slotted metal sheets are plotted in Fig. 2-44
quirements have resulted in the use of inorganic for normal incidence as a function of the fre-
materials, such as alumina, ceramics, glass, and quency. Discrepancies between the theoretical
glass-bonded mica. In the radome construction1  and measured results may be caused by mechan-
such materials have been used suceasfully for ical imperfection of the slots, the nonplanar in-
some missile radomes, but.,their mechanical cident wave, and the existence of high-order
strength is apt •o be marginal in certain super- modes. Measured transmission characteristics
sonic applicatior'is. As a possible alternative, the for oblique incidenice are shown in Fig. 2..45,
properties of slotted metal sheets for radome The effect of wave polarization is evident. For
structures have been investigated. One type is perpendicular polarization, attenuation in-
the slotted metal plane sheet with air-filled slots, creases with the angle of incidence. For parallel
as shown in Fig. 2-42. The thickness of the polarization, the attenuation decreases as the
metal sheet is assumed to be vanishingly small angle increases.
wiLh perfect conductivity. Figure 2-48 shows The slotted-metal plane-sheet technique was
the theoretical transmission coefficient for nor- applied to the construction of a full-size nose
real incidence as a function of nor alized ire- radome for a Boeing 707 aircraft. The antenna •
quency, ki•, where ki is the wave n, tber. The used in the scanning experiments was an AVQ-
data in these curves apply to a slotted metal 10 weather radar antenna. Since the AVQ-10
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Figure 2-44. Transmission Loss as a Function of Figure 2-45. Measured Transmission Lois as a
Frequency (Normal Incidence) Function of Frequency (Oblique Incidence)

is an azimuthal-scanning, horizontally polarized ing an array of slots. See Fig 2-47. The dimen-
antenna, the slots must be arranged in a meri- sions used for the slots were a/b = 2, c/a =dian-line configuration so that the electric field 2/3, and d/b = 1. The calculated free-space
of the signal is parallel to the narrow side of resonance was at k0a = 4.55. A value of a = 1.5the slot at all usable scan angles. See Fig. 2-46. in. was chosen to account for the 20% reduction
The AVQ-10 weather radar was mounted inside in resonant frequency caused by the dielectric.
the metal radome in a position exactly as it The radome was expectud to operate at 4.6 gc.would be in the aircraft. The antenna is a 30- Antenna patterns with and without the metal
in. parabolic dish, operating at a center fre- radome are shown in Fig. 2-48 for frequencies
quency of 5.4 ge. Radiation pattern measure- from 4 to 6 gc. The frequency of highest trans-
ments were taken with the parabolic antenna mission efficiency, between 4.5 and 4.875 ge,rotating on its azimuth axis. agreed with the calculated value of 4.6 gc. Fig-For the construction of a smooth metallic copy ure 2-49 shows the antenna patterns taken at
of the final radome, a production radome was 4.875 gc for scan angles from 00 to 900. Theused as a mandrel. Masking-tape, cut to the size antenna pattern and the input VSWR were notof the desired slots, was placed on the outside appreciably modified by the radome; however,
surface of the radome in a meridian-line con- the transmission loss was about 1.3 db at 4.875figuration. Conducting silver paint was applied ge for all scan angles. Some of this loss was
to the radome until microwave transmission caused by attenuation in the dielectric layer.
through the painted radome became negligible Although the mechanical strength of the slot-
(below 40 db). The tape was then removed, leay- ted metal was not investigated, it is estimated
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"that such a slotted metal radome will retain dipole feed-through radome constructed for test
30% of the structural integrity of the solid purposes. This radome contains a pyramidal
metal sheet. If a high-strength, high-temvera- horn antenna and a lna t'r,-a ph!_e .wi+th -n
ture alloy is used, metal thicknesses of 1/8 to array of dipoles connected through tiny trans-
1/4 in. should be sufficient even at Mach 2 or 3. mission lines to a similar array on the opposite

side. Scanning was accomplished successfully

2-5.5 DIPOLE FEED-THROUGH kADOMES with this test model, but the transmission effi-
ciency was rather low as a result of impedance

Reference 53 presents the results of the study mismatch in the array and the limited area ofof the properties of a metal radome in which the dipole array. Studies of the dipole feed-
the radar energy is intercepted by an array of through radome are being continued in an ef-

dipoles, fed through tiny holes in the radome fort to improve the transmission efficiency.
via transmission lines, and reradiated by a air- Since impedance matching is a prime con-
ilar array of dipoles on the other side. This un- sideration, automatic digital calculations were
usual structure has been called a scannable ra•/- made of the driving-point impedance of the

led radome. An ordinary dish ca r horn antenna is half-wave dipoles in a large plane array over a
mounted within the radome to illuminate the ground plane. The coordinate system used is
inner array of dipoles. Scanning is accomplished shown in Fig. 2-51. Figure 2-52 shows the driv-
innter arrayon tiponale. Sanne g by aiomping hed e ing-point resistance for a thin half-wave dipole
in the bonventional moanner by aiming the en- in a large array as a function of the scan angle
closed antenna in various directions. One or
both of the radome surfaces may be coated with in The H-ple frmcin0 (broase) t n
a dielectric layer to achieve a smooth aerody- 500. The dipole spacing (center-to-center) in
namic surface, while retaining the mechanical the y-direction is d, 0.6 wavelength in eachstregthof te bsi• eta radmecase. The dipole spacing in the x-direction is d1 .
strength of the ba tsP metal rado noe. The distance of the dipoles above the ground

Figure 2-50 illustrates a plane version of the plane is 0.25 wavelengths in each case.

The power transmission efficiency for these
arrays, assuming a conjugate impedance match,

RECEIVING ANTENNA is shown as a function of scan angle in Fig.
8 CRYSTAL DETECTOR I 2-53. These results are theoretical and are based

PRECANOLARCM+ C PATTER ' ,-•" "SRECOR DER ; '"...'

ba 0
\ $ S'd

Figure 2-46. Experimental Setup for Radiation
Pattern Measurements Figure 2-47. Silver Slotted Radome for Boeing 707
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Figure 2-SO. Plane Version of Dipole Feed.-Through Radome with Pyramidal Horn
on the assumption of perfect conductivity in thedipoles and the ground plane. The data in thisfigure are not intended to represent a realisticsituation because they apply only if the ira-pedances in the array are readjusted to main.tain a conjugate match at each new scan angle.In practice, the impedances would no doubt beadjusted for maximum transmission efficiencyat one particular angle of incidence. Thus, a PLANE OFmismat,,-h would occur at other scan angles, re- ARRAYsulting hit un efficiency lower than that shown in

the figmu , o.

2 .6 BROADBAND RADOME DESIGN

A combination of extremely largo bandwidthand low boresight error is difficult to obtain ina streamlined radome with high-temperaturecapabilities, but fortunately, such a combination Figure 2-sI. Coordinate System for Dipole Array
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Figure 2-52. Driving-Point Resistance vs Figure 2-53. Emlency vs Scan Angle for
Scan Angle for Large Arrays Impedanc.-Matched Arrays

is seldom required. Streamlined boresight ra- 2-6.1 BANDWIDTH OF SOLID-WALL RADOMES
domes generally operate'at a single frequency
or over a rather narrow bIand, but a broadband, Reference 54 presents the results of the study
streamlined, low-boresight radome will find con- of the bandwidth of solid-wall radomes. Figure
siderable demand if it can be developed. At the 2.54 Illustrates the transmission coefficient as a
present time, radomes with extreme bandwidths function of frequency for a lossless solid-wall
are employed chiefly in electronic countermeas- radome and shows the bandwidth for a thin wall
ures (ECM) systems, where boresight error is and a half-wave wall for a given minimum al-
unimportant. lowable transmission coefficient. The bandwidth

Te tof a given lossless wall operated as a half-wave
The term broadband r'adome may have dif- layer is twice the bandwidth it has as a thin

ferent implications in different situations. It wall. Figures 2-55 and 2-5 show the product of
may imply a bandwidth of..10 gc or more in an the thickness and the bandwidth as a function
ECM system, l or a bandwidth of, say, 500 ký of angle of incidence for lossless thin walls with
in a streamlined boresight radome operated at perpendicular and parallel polarization, respec-
10 gc. tively. Reference 54 also gives bandwidth curves

Some of the wall structutes proposed for for solid walls with dielectric constants from
1.1 to 20.0, and the percent reduction in band-broadband radomes are multilayer sandwiches, width in low-10es solid walls.

inhomogeneous layers, anisotropic media, metal.
loaded structures, and tunable radomes. Several In general, the bandwidth for maximum
of these structures are discussed in the follow- transmission coefficient can be increased by de-
ing paragraphs, with emphasis, in raost cases, creasing the dielectric constant, the thickness,
on high transmission over a range of frequen- the loss tangent, and the angle of incidence. For
cies, angles of incidence, and polarizations, parallel polarization, the bandwidth can be in-
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creased by choosing the dielectric constant such
that the Brewster angle falls within the operat-

MINIMUM ALLOWABLE ing range of angles of incidence.
FTRANSMISSION COEFFICIFNT Figures 2-57 and 2.58 are figure-of-merit con-

tour maps for lossless solid walls for perpen-
_-_____- - dicilar and parallel polarization, respectively

(Reference 55), The figure of merit is taken toPASS STOP PASS BAND STOP

T2 BAND BAND BAND be the minimum power transmission coefficient
for a given angle of incidence as the frequency

BAND- BANDWIDTH is varied over a broad range. These maps are
WIDTH FOR HALF-WAVE convenient for determining at a glance the use-
FR THIN WALL ful range of angles of incidence for a solid wall

WA_ _ __ with a given dielectric constant and a prescribed

FREQUENCY minimum power transmission coefficient. In a
system requiring an extremely large bandwidth,

Figure 2-54. Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency Lhe radome operates as a one-quarter-wave ra-
for Lossless Solid-Wall Radom*, Showing Pass dome with minimum transmission at some fre-

Bands, Stop Bands, and Bandwidth quencies in the band. Therefore, the radome

3,0

2.6BANDWIDTH CRITERION: POWER
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT

2,6 MUST EXCEED 0.75

.............

0,6 ,_ _. .

0 . I I .

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

Figure 2-55, Thickness Times Bandwidth for Lossless Thin-Wall Radomes with

Perpendicular Polarization
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Figure 2-56. Thickness Times Bandwidth for Lassiess Thin-Wall Radomes with
Parallel Polarization
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Figure 2-57. Contours of Minimum Power Transmission Coefficient over Broad
Frequency Band for Solid-Wall Radomes with Perpendicular Polorration
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thickness need not be known in using the con- known to have this property, including bakelite,
tour maps in Figs. 2-57 and 2-58. Figure 2-59 laminated fiberglass, neoprene compound, por-
illustrates the transmission properties of a thin- celain, and plexiglass. These are rather high-
wall radome as a function of frequency for nor- loss materials, with the exception of laminated
mal and oblique incidence, fiberglass. Artificial dielectric media, such as

A thin-wall radome has high transmission at those loaded with metallic dielectric particles or
all frequencies from zero to the upper limiting constructed of alternate thin layers of high and
frequency, where the thickness is no lnger a low dielectric constants, also have effective
small fraction of the wavelength. Thus, as the dielectric constants that vary with the fre-
radome thickness is decreased, its upper fre- quency. These materials might provide some in-
quency limit increases and the bandwidth is crease in the bandwidth of the thin-wall ra-
increased. However, mechanical strength re- dome while maintaining the required mechani-
quirements put a lower limit on the radome cal strength.
thickness, and this generally prevents the use
of thin-wall radomes at frequencies above 15
gc. The upper frequency limit of the thin-wall 2-6.2 BROADBAND THREE-LAYER SANDWICHES
radome is determined by its low transmission
efficiency for perpendicular polarization at high A study of unsymmetrical three-layer sand-
angles of incidence. The upper frequency limit wiches is presented in Reference 56. At a sin-
can be extended somewhat by pressurization to gle frequency, the transmission coefficient and
improve the mechanical strength and by ar- insertion phase delay were calculated as a func-
rangements that maintain parallel polarization tion of angle of incidence for sandwiches hay-
for all scan angles. ing unequal skin thicknesses and dielectric con-

It would seem that the upper frequency limit stants. The results of a large number of cal-
of the thin-wall radome could also be extended culated cases indicate that the unsymmetrical
by employing a material whose dielectric con- three-layer sandwich has no advantage over the
stant is a function of the frequency, decreasing symmeteical sandwich with respect to trans-
as the frequency increases. Many materials are mission efficiency or phase delay.

12
PARALLEL POLARIZATION

II LO3SLESS CASE -=p'o

1 .- 10

g1_ _• .

0(

U__ 00

0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

Figure 2-58. Contours of Minimum Power Transmission Coefficient over Broad

Frequency Band for Solid-Wall Radomes with Parallel Polarization
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rigure 2-59. Power Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency for Thin-Wall Radomes

Reference 57 presents the results of a study simplified design equations for "A" sandwiches
of the broadband properties of "A" sandwiches were derived.
using a core material having a very low dielec- Reference 5ý describes the design of an "A"
tric constant. It was found that an "A" sandwich sandwich for a broadband ECM wing-pod ra-
can be designed to operate efficiently over a fre- dome. The sandwich has a total thickness of
quency band from 0 to 20 gc for rather large 0.7 in., including a 0.01-in. layer of neoprene
angles of incidence, and from 0 to 60 gc for for rain-erosio, protection. An epoxy preim-
small angles of incidence. As in the thin-wall pregnated glass cloth was used for the skin3.
radome design, the bandwidth of the "A" sand- The core is a o. lformed nylon phenolic honey-
wich increases as the skins are made thinner, comb material with 3/16-in. cells. No informa-
Thus, mechanical strength requirements again tion is given on the bandwidth, layer thick-
limit the bandwidth obtainable. To make a valid nesses, or dielectric constants.
comparison of the broadband propelties of the
thin-wall radome and the "A!" sandwich, it 2-63 BROADBAND MULTILAYER SANDWICHES
would be neecssary to enforce the same impact
strength and flexural strength requirements on iteference 59 presents the developmeut- of two
both structures. techniques for synthesizing a multilayer sand-

Figures 2-60, 2-61, and 2-62 show the trans- wich so that it has a specified transmission co-
aiission properties of an "A" sandwich -s a efficient over a given frequency range. Refer-
function of frequency for-nornmal and oblique in- ence 58 describes the design of broadband sand-
cidence (Reference 57). It may be noted that wiches having 7 and 1.1 layers. Reference 60
the upper frequency limit occurs when the okin presents the investigation of compute.r optimi-
thickness is no longer a smah fra.ction of the zation of broadband 'multilayer3. Case 1 is an
wavelength, and the transmission efficiency be- attempt to broadband a 12-layer wall from 10
comes quite poor for pl.rpendicuiar polarization to 26 gc, starting from a highly unacceptable
at large angles of incidence. From the study, structure. The merit function is simply the
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total unweighted sum of the perpendicular to most problems using the dielectric constants
transmission coefficients with steps of 5 gc in as variables, the program ran smoothly. How-

,, Qn Ino in {ne----n- - AnVoA frnm 00 ever. the long slow rate of change near the end,
to 700. The initial transmission volume is shown which persisted regardless of efforts to accel-
pictorially in Fig. 2.63. The outer layer is a erate the process, exemplifies a region of dimin-
rain-erosion coating with a dielectric constanL ihhing returns. Pe;Lking-up the final structure
of 2.99 and a thickness of 0.01 in. The variables can be costly, considering the large amount of
are the thicknesses of the 11 remaining layers. computer time necessary to produce a small ira-
Although an optimum design was not achieved provement in the average transmission.
because of excessive computer time, the final de- Cases 3 through 6 involve optimizing the
sign is considerably superior to the initial one, average transmission over a discrete set of fre-
The final transmission volume is pictured in quencies. Case 3 is essentially the same as case
Fig 2-64, and the initial and final parameter 2, except that the structure is evaluated at three
values are listed in Table 2-3. discrete frequencies (12, 20, and 28 gc). The

In case 2, the broadband requirements, merit initial and final parameters are shown in Fig.
function, and outer rain-erosion coating are 2-66, Cases 4 through 6 attempt to maximize the
identical to case 1. The variables are the dielec- average transmission at 10, 16, 25, and 35 ge.
tric constants of layers 2 through 12. The entire The initial and final configurations and time
set of parameters is listed in Table 2-4. The history for case 4 are shown in Figs. 2-67 and
minimum and maximum allowed values for the 2-68, respectively. The outer layer was held
core and skin dielectric constants are 1.1 to 1.4 constant at a thickness of 0.015 in,, a dielectric
and 3.8 to 4.4, respectively. The total computer constant of 5.5, and a loss tangent of 0.001. 'The
time for the optimization was 0.5 hr with an variables were the remaining dielectric con-
IBM 7090 computer. Figure 2-65 depicts the stants, which were constrained between 2,2 and
rate of improvement with time, As Is common 9,0. Case 6 is identical with case 4 except for

I-0

Ul o9C -- ___ /_

INcIDENCE ANGLES

"300
4 500

60- CORE THICKNESS-0.575 In.
ew SKIN THICKNESSvO.OIO In,
3 - CORE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTI.I.O

5 O- SKIN DIELECTRIC CONSTANT'3.8 __

Z 40
0 0 5 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

FREQUENCY (gc)

Figure 2-62. Power Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency for Lossless "A"
Sandwich with Oblique Incidence and Parallel Polarization
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the addition of five layers The initial and final o oe
characteristics are shown in Fig. 2-69. The W i _ _} I
basic structure for case 5 is the same as that for
case 4, except the variables are the thicknesses 0.86
of layers 2 through 6. The thickncsses all have 0 _5

the minimum of 0.01 in. The initial and final .WEIGHTING FACTORS CHANGED
characteristics are shown in Fig. 2-70. 0.84 TI

Additional information on broadband radome 25 50 75 100

sandwiches is available in References 61, 62, TOTAL TIME (PERCINT)

and 63.
Figure 2-65. Time History for Case 2

2-6.4 SURFACE TREATMENT FOR REDUCED supersonic airplane requires a large radome
REFLECTION having high strength and high transmission effi-

ciency over a wide band of frequencies (Refer-
The broadband properties of a radome may be ence 69). When a solid wall of homogeneous

improved by treating the surfaces to reduce the material is used for an ECM radome, the trans-
interface rellection coefficients. One possibility mission is low at certain frequencies, as shown
is to cut shallow notches, or grooves, in the in Fig, 2-71. If a single sandwich is made with
surfaces 'to simulate a surfacc layer having a thick skins to obtain the necessary structural
low effective dielectric constant (Refererces 65, integrity, similar poor performance is obtained
66, and 67). To obtain a suitable outer surface, (Fig. 2-72). The curves for this figure are for
the groovel may bU filled with a material having an incidence angle of 600; the situation is in-
a relatively low dielectric constant. creasingly worse as the angle of incidence is

An array of thin, circular, metal disks has increased. In many applications, the angles of
been employed to reduce reflections at the sur- incidence are in the range of 400 to 800.
faces of dielectric lenses (References 68 and A strong, broadband sandwich may be re-
69). This technique might also prove useful in alized by employing thick skins in which are
radome design. embedded wire grids, as shown in Fig. 2-73.

For example, Fig. 2-74 shows the performance
2-6.5 BROADBAND METAL-LOADED RADOMES of such a metal-loaded sandmich for perpen-

dicular polarization with the wires perpendicu-
Electronic countermeasure equipment in a lar to the plane of incidence. The skin thickness

TABLE 2-3 PARAMETER VALUES FOR CASE 1 TABLE 2-4 PARAMETER VALUES FOR CASE 2

Layer gr Tan B Initial d Final d Layer d Tan 8 Initial er Final cr

1 2.99 0.005 0.010 0.010 1 0.010 0.005 2.99 2.99
2 4.10 0.014 0.030 0.020* 2 0.010 0.014 4.1 8.80*
3 1A.20 0.005 0.150 0.090 3 0.138 0.005 1.2 1.10*
4 4.10 0.014 0.610 0.085 4 0.010 0.014 4.1 4.40'
5 1.20 0.005 0.150 0.104 5 0.138 0.005 1.2 1.39
6 4.10 0.014 0.010 0.023 6 0.010 0.014 4.1 4.19
7 1.20 0.005 0.150 0.146 7 0.188 0.005 1.2 1.40*
8 4.10 0.014 0.010 0.018 8 0.010 0,014 4.1 4.18
9 1.20 0.005 0.150 0.125 9 0.138 0.005 1.2 1.82

10 4.10 0.014 0.010 0.026 10 0.010 0.014 4.1 3.800
11 3.20 0.005 0.150 0.118 11 0.138 0.005 1.2 1.10*
12 4.10 0.014 0.080 0.020* 12 0.010 0.014. 4.1 8.80'

T-1 .12 Average 0.6039 0.7911 IT-L2 Average 0.8436 0.8761

I T1 12 Average GAVW9 0.9918 I T11 12 Average 0.9138 0191721
IT1L12 Minimum 0.0911 0.2793 IT_LJ2 Minimum 0.4479 0.6343
I T,, 12 Minimum 0.4016 0.6845 T1 12 Minimum 0.8036 0.7991

* Constrain2 Value. * Constrained Value.
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Figure 2-66. Transmission Curves for Case 3
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Figure 2-67. raonsmission Curves for Case 4
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is 0.1 in., the skin dielectric constant is 4, and Figure 2-75 shows experimental curves for
the wi as are copper with a diameter of 0.01 thick-skin sandwiches with wire grids of this
S. !.. e . . . _ . . . .. . .. , ° i Lype. These curves do reveal the principal fea-

ci,3ery for a single skin loaded with a wire tures predicted in the theoretical curves of Fig.
grid. The reflection fy om a single skin is seen 2-74. The power transmission effiviency uif the
to be only about 5% at 12 gc; the maximum re- sandwiches approaches 90% at 12 gc. The
flection from the corresponding sandwich at 12 curves dip on either side of this mid-frequency
gc is then about 10%1, leaving a power transmis- and peak again at approximately 8 and 16 ge.

sion efficiency of about 90%. At 16 gc, the re- These experimental sandwiches of 30 X 48 in.
flection from the single skin will be about 50%. polystyrene foam cores were not designed

By separating the identical skins by a low- panels, but ones whose construction is based on
di.,flectric-constant core at a distance such as to limited laboratory cut-and-try efforts. It is rea-
cancel the reflections from the individual skins sonably certain that a curve such as the dotted-
at 16 gc, the net reflection from the sandwich
can be made very low at this frequency. At fre- 1.0
quencies between 12 and 16 go, the reflection
will be greater than at either 12 or 16 go, but 0.90
will be small. The performance of this sandwich 0
is expected to be roughly as shown in Fig. 2-74B, 0.00
It can be further reasoned that if the core is - o.c7o
made such a thickness as to affect skin reflec- i ___ _

tion cancellation at a low frequency, such as 0.6A0 25 50 75 ;03
8 gc. cancellation will also be obtained at 16 go. TOTAi TIME (PERCENT)
The resulting curve should then be similar to
that shown in Fig. 2-74C. Figure 2.68. Time History for Case 4

1.00g __ goQ ý

Iý3 .01 25O .0gI.1o550.0

-- 35 gc
o.'50

5(T .0 MINIMUM .0500 (T 0INI0 .. 7.0(T,•)2 AV ERAGE -0.77? (Tt )2 AVERAG•,:, .••

61 . 8 . .. 0 1 6 15 9. 0 0 0 .0 0.
0 20 40 50 s0 0 20 6.4260 s0

INCIDENCE -DEGREES INITIAL STRUCTURE INCIDENT-DEQRL•ES FINAL. STRUCTURE

LAYER d Cr TAN 8 LAYER d Cr T*AN8
1 .015 5.500 .001 I .015 5.500 ,001

2 .050 6.000 .001 2 .050 5.548 .001
3 .050 7.000 .001 9 .050 7.553 .001
4 .050 8000 .001 4 .050 7.307 ,001
5 .050 9.000 .001 5 .050 7.657 .001
6 .050 0,0300 ,001 6 .050 9.000 .001
7 .050 7500 .001 7 .050 6.429 ,001
8 ,050 6.000 .001 a .050 5.488 .001
9 .050 5.000 .0031 9 .050 6.819 .001

10 .050 4.000 .001 10 .050 5.93,7 .001
1I .050 2.2'00 .001 II .050 2.654 .001

Figure 2-69. Transmission Curves for Case 6
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Figure 2-70. TransmnIssion Curves for Case 5S

line curve of Fig. 2-75 could be obtained by be designed to have good broadband character-
using a properly designed thick-skin radome istics for both parallel and perpendicular polari-
with wire grids. If perpendicular polarization zation at angles of incidence up to the Brewster •

pis maintained in such a way that the electric vec- angle. Reference 73 discusses the fabrication of
tor is parallel with the embedded wires, the per- such radomes.
formance shown in Fig. 2-75 may be expected.
The performance has not yet been adequately 2-6.6 INHOMOGENEOUS RADOMES
investigated for parallel polarization or for per- In theory, a continuously inhomogeneous ra-
pendicular polariration with the electric vector
misaligned with respect to the wires.

The characteristics of solid-wall radomes___________
loaded with wire grids are described in Refer- 110 THI SKN "i 001n

ences 70 to 78. Reference 78 shows that a solid- -I00 i CORE ,,O,4001n.
wall radome with a wire grid at the center can W 0., •

__1dO.272 In ,o TH'CCK8 KINS".IO0I,O
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Figure 2-71, Transmission Curves for Solid-Wall Figure 2-72. Transmission Curves r5. tri, "A"
Radomvleo ig. 607 of incidence and Sandwich Radome with 60g Angle od nchdance

Perpendicular Polarizasion anrf Perpendicular Polarization
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study of inhomogeneous radomes is justified by
the excellent broadband characteristics that
can be obtained and the hope that a suitable
manufacturing technique will eventually be de-

....... .... ... veloped.
Although exact analytic solutions have been

obtained for the linearly inhomogeneous in-.

dome and for a few other cases, approximate
or numerical solutions must be used to calculate
th transmission coefficient of an inhomoge-

4: neous layer having an arbitrary dielectric-con-
stant variation as a function of distance through
the layer. If the dielectric constant Is a slowly
varying function, accurate results are provided
by the WKB solution with a minimum of corn-
putation. The WKB Solution for the transmis-
sion coefficient of an inhomogeneous layer, for

Figure 2-73. impedlanco-Malched Thick-S kin both perpendicular and parallel polarization, isSingle Sandwich given by Reference 14 as follows:'

dome may be achieved by variable loading with T r - r,,)( 7~
tiny metallic or dielectric particles. An adequate (ea - r~rie-G) coR #i + J (ea 4. r~rie-a) sin J3
approximation can be obtained by constrdcting (2-3)
the radome of a large number of thin homoge- where
neous laminations, each having a dielectric con- a- (ko/2) E, tan 8 dz
stant that differs slightly from that of the next J0 vi., -sin 2

layer. It is also possible to employ a variable-d
density foam to realize the desired effect. At the /3=k/n 9
present time, however, it appea'rs that no satis-Ic
factory method has been perfected for mianu- r. + r, Interface reflection coefficients at the
facturing an inhomoge-peous radome with a two surfaces of the inhomogeneous
specified dielectric-constant function to a high layer (the surface and the incidence
degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, a theoretical surface).
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For perpendicular polarization: The permeability of the layer is assumed to be

co - the same as that of free space and the dielectric

o: ... +(9.4 constant is assumed to be a continuous function
cos 0 + I~•,•-ss- of z only, except for the discontinuities at both

T- surfaces.

r1  (2-5) The WXB sohltion just described may become
con a + -- • if-fi-- inaccurate if the dielectric constant is a rapidly

For parallel polarization: varying function. A more general solui ion, valid
even for rapidly varying dielectric constants, is

C, cos 0 - VI-ili-d provided by a numerical technique known as
r. = (2-6) step-bV-step numerical integration. Reference

i, coo 0 + V4--- s•n-6 75 employs this method in the analysis of the
Zi cos 0 + Vlýjs njir lossless and low-loss inhomogeneous radome for

ri = (2-7) both parallel and perpendicular polarization.
Ei cos 0 - V = -6 As an example, step-by-step numerical inte-

where d = thickness of the layer gration has been used to calculate the transmis-
z = distance into the inhomogeneous sion coefficient vs. angle of incidence for an ex-

layer from one surface ponentially inhomogeneous layer. The results
complex relative dielectric con. are shown in Fig. 2.76 and Table 2.5, along with
stant, exit surface the WKB solution and the exact transmission

ii = complex relative dielectric con- cogfficient of a seven-layer radome that approxi-
stunt, incidence surface mates the exponential dielectric constant of the
c, .7=-complex relative dielectric constant inhomogencous layer. It may be observed that

= te.-- jtan 8 the three solutions have close agreement for
ko = phase constant of free space this particular example. In general, it is believed

= (a \1'4,4 that the step-by-step numerical integration pro-
0 angle of incidence vides the best combination of accuracy and com.

-00- INHOMOGENEOUS RADOME CALCULATED BY THREE METHODS

07-

S0.4 4 6 -0.3077z

cr Q3 .- I--JI
cc PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION

LOSSLESS CASE kod -0.7
- 0 0 0.4 0,8 0.8

kz

0.1 DIELECTRIC-CONSTANT FUNCTION
IN INHOMOGENEOUS RADOME

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

Figure 2-76. Transmillion Coeffclioen vs Angle of Incidence for Homogeneous
and Inhomogeneous ladom.s
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putational economy for the analysis of inhomo- TABLE 2-5 TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT OF
geneous layers. Although derived independently LOSSLESS INHOMOGENEOUS LAYER WITH
and from different approaches, the WKB solu- PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION*
tion in Reference 74 and the solution in Refer- o

ence 76 are quite similar. Anile of Numekal ,
,111t;Jt.1- , i; WKIS Solution Integration Seven toye,

4Leautunce 77 shows that an inhomogeneous Idegres IT) I1) IT) ¶
broadband radome, which eliminates the limi- o 0 .s:m2 o.s:H;.• M.1'
tation on the bandwidth of solid-wall radomes 10 o.s2sr5 0..8277
and sandwiches, is limited by interference 20 0.8139 0.816 1 0.8130
among the interface reflections that occur at 30 0.7869 0.7881) 0.78M)1)

40 0.74.14 0.7450 0.7423the suface of the various layers. Thus, an im-.
provement in bandwidth may be achieved by (30 0,5757 0.5761 n.57,12
avoiding discontinuous transitions from one me- 70 0.4298 0,4218 0.4284
dium into another. The use of such inhomoge- 80 0.28.12 0.23111 .2:1.11
neous layers for microwave radomes has been ,

investigated theoretically and experimentally kid = 0.7
and presented in Reference 65. One case shows
that the dielectric constant increases linearly dome, If a fiberglass skin is chosen, withf
from some initial value et at the front face to a dielectric constaut of 4, a suitable skin thick-
maximum value e, at the center of the layer, ness is given by d =... 0.011T. The reflection
and then decreases again linearly to el at the curve for this case is shown in Fig. 2-78. It is
rear face. For normal incidence, the calculation apparent that the thin skin smooths Out the
of the rellection from such a wall of total thick- reflection extrema in the frequency range where
ness 2T is a straightforward boundary value kJT is between 1.6 and 4.0. The power reflect ion
problem. The solhtion for the electric and mag- coefficient actually remains below 1V,, ii an pven
netic fields in the linearly inhomogeneous layer wider frequency range. At very high frequen-
is readily expressed in terms of the Hankel cies, of course, the reflection from the homoge-
functions of order one-third. neous skin predominates and results in strong

The simplest situation arises when there is no periodic reflection maxima.
initial discontinuity (i.e., e = 1). The reflection Reference 77 states that inhomogeneous walls
coefficient is plotted for this case as a function for radomes provide extremely broadbanded
of frequency in Fig, 2-77 by assuming c, = 2.5. transmission. It goes on to state that from the
For comparison, the reflection from a homoge- earlier investigations by Haddenhorst, it is
neous layer with a dielectric constant of 2.5 is known that the reflection is also less critically
al.,o shown. For relatively thin inhomogeneous dependent on the angle of incidence than for
layers, the gradient in the dielectric constant is the homogeneous wall. Particularly for very
large and substantial reflection arises. With in- high microwave frequencies, where thin-wall
creasing hT, maxima and minima occur alter- radomes become impractical due to lack in me.
nately, whjch follow, in general, the pattern ex. chanical stability, inhomogeneous walls appear
hibil V.d y tht, homogeneous wall, except that the usef Lil.
maxima are much lower for the inhomogeneous
wall. 2-7 TUNABLE RADOME DESIGN

To obtain more suitable surfaces from a me-
chanical or aerodynamical point of view, it may In theory, the tunable radome (References
be necessary to have discontinuities in the 78 and 79) offers a new approach to the problem
dielectric constant at the surfaces. Therefore, of maintaining maximum transmission €dli-
Fig. 2-77 also shows the results for a linearly ciency or minimum boresight error over a range
inhomogeneous radome with e = 1.2. The re- of frequencies, angles of incidence, tempera-
flection peaks are somewhat increased in this tures, and ablation-layer thicknesses. Reference
case. Improved characteristics can be obtained 80 suggests the addition of a controlled-param-
by attaching a thin homogeneous dielectric layer eter layer to a radome to compensate for the
to the outside surface of the inhomogeneous ra- reduction in thickness of the ablation layer. The
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control layer may contain ferrite, ferroelectric, quired dielectric constant is the same for paral-
or photosensitive materials that can be con- lel and perpendicular polarization. Figure 2-79
trolled hv varvinir thp annliAd vnifaaa mirrant 4lli tra c thmnnncri- whl. h 4t1 dlJi-- -

or illumination. Formulas are given for deter- constant varies as a function of frequency and
mining the dielectric constant of the control angle of incidence for a single-layer tunable ra-
layer as a function of the ablation-layer thick- dome. The curves are based on the design equa-
ness to maintain constant transmission effl- tion for the single-layer half-wave radome from
ciency in Reference 80. Reference 79:

Although a tunable radome cannot be ex- 0.25
pected to be broadband in the usual sense, it er =- + sin" 9 (2-8)
can in theory provide maximum performance where d- thickness
at any given frequency and can be tuned quickly e relaticestto anew requncyE. =- relative dielectric constantto a new f requency X o= wavelength in free space

A single-layer radome can always be adjusted = wanglengt incfreece
for maximum transmission if it consists of a 0 angle of incidence

ferroelectric material whose dielectric constant Another form of the tunable radome is a sym-
is variable through an adequate range. For any metrical three-layer sandwich with a ferro-
given frequency or angle of incidence, the re- electric core, Such a structure can always be

0.5 HOMOGENEOUS LAYER E a2.5

ba SYMMETRICALLY INHOMOGENEOUS LAYER WITH LINEARLY INCREASING AND
DECREASING DIELECTRIC CONSTANT mrn'2 .5

c-SYMMETRICALLY INHOMOGENEOUS LAYER WITH INITIAL STEP
61 a .2, Ems 2 .5

0,4 ---- Iwwo 'u•o •

2T xTOTAL
THICKNESS

0./ I 0

I. 2

0.2

! / /

011

\ 00,
o w'I

0 I 2 3 4 5
IcT

Figure 2-77. Magnitude of Reflection from Plane Lossless Dielectric Walls for
Normal Incidence of Plane Wave as a Function of Thickness
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figure 2-78. Magnitude of Reflection from Symmetrically lIhnniogeneous
Dietectric Wall
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tuned for perfect transmission (neglecting dis- on the polarization. Therefore, thin skins are
sipation loss) if the core dielectric constant is recommended for the three-layer tunable sand-
variable over an adeouate ranve. In AnAM nppli .,i'd.
cations, tuning is hardly worthwhile, since the The transmission efficiency of a low-loss,
transmission coefficient remains very high with- symmetrical three-layer sandw;ch is maximized
out tuning. This is often the case wi th radomes it the following equation from Reference 79 is
that are operated at or near normal Incidence, satisfied:
although it may occur at high angles of inci-
dence if the dielectric constant is very small or (2ir d,/X0) \/• 5111-6 - nwr + tan-
if parallel polarization is maintained. The great- r. (r.,o - 1) sin 2 - (2-9)
est need for tuning occurs for the following r.,.(1-- r2) -+ r.(I+ r,,2T) os 2 -
cases: where d,, = core thickness

a. Broadband radomes, where high trans. d, = skin thickness
mission efficiency is required over a large n = any integer
range of frequencies but only one fre- r,- = interface reflection coefficient, wave
quency is used at a time. in the skin incident on the core

b. Half-wave radomes at large angles of in- r. = interface reflection coefficient, wave
cidence. If the dielectric constant is 9 and in free space incident on the skin
the angle of incidence is 800, a 10 e, = core dielectric constant, relative
change in frequency will reduce tho power c = skin dielectric constant, relative
transmission coefficient from 1.0 to 0.08 Xo = wavelength in free space
unless tho radome is tunable or parallel O= (21r d./•o) •'V --- i'-
polarization is maintained. 7r = 3.1416

c. Sandwiches at large angles of incidence.
A small change in angle of incidence may This equation is valid for both parallel and per-
reduce the transmission coefficient dras- pendicular polarizations.
tically unless the radome is tunable. This Figure 2-80 shows the core dielectric constant
Is particularly true when the skins are vs. angle of incidence for one particular sand.
rather thick to provide Increased strength, wich. As the angle of incidence varies, maxi-

Techniques for applying the d-c control volt- mum transmission efficiency will be maintainedage to a tunable radome are discussed in Refer- if the core dielectric constant is tuned in ac.

ence 78. A thin, poorly-conducting'film may be cordance with these curves, which are basedcoated on the surfaces of a ferroelectric layer to on the equation. Tuning curves are given in
coaedmithe application of a d-c control voltage, Reference 79 for sandwiches having other com.rpermit teapiainoa -cotovoag, binatlons of skin and core thicknesses and skin
To protect the film, it may be desirable to have diectionstants.
dielectric layers or skins on both surfaces of
the tunable layer. The resulting structure is a
three-layer tunable sandwich. The films must be 2-7.1 SUMMARY
poorly conducting to avoid excessive power ab-
sorption from the radar signal, but they must The feasibility of the tunable ri 'ome is ques-
have sufficient conductivity to achieve a rapid. tlonable at the present state of the ,irt. Several
response to changes in the applied control sig- problems arise when photosensitive ,naL•. aa
nal. A suitable compromise between these con- are considered. The ambient illumination, duch
flicting requirements is possible, unless tlje as that from the sun, must be minimized, and a
radome is very long, a very fast response is material must be found whose dielectric con-
required, or the allowable radar power absorp- stant is sensitive to the illumination while Its
tion in the films is very small. dissipation loss remains low. Ferrite media

If the skins are very thin, the tuning curves have problems of excessive dissipation loss and
of the symmetrical three-layer sandwich are temperature sensitivity. A method would have
similar to those of the half-wave tunable ra- to be devised for applying a controllable d-c
domes. If the skins are electrically thick, how- magnetic field to the radome without getting
ever, the tuning curves become more dependent too many wires or magnets in front of the
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antenna. Ferroelectric media also pose the prob- However, at a wavelength of 1 mm, structural
lem of temperature sensitivity. Some of these specificatioms usually require a fourth-order, or
-............ ry , li ei, eulvciric constant, in- higher, half-wave wall. It is well known that the
troducing severe tolerances in thickness uni- bandwidth will decrease and the boresight er-
formity. ror and traRnsmission loss will increasc con-

A tunable radome might be achieved by load- siderably in comparison with a first-order half-

ing an ordinary radome with hundreds of tiny 'wave wall. Furthermore, the allowable manufac-
varactors or voltage-variable capacitors. How- turing tolerances in thickness and dielectric
ever, the fabrication and materials costs would constant will decrease correspondingly. Thus,
be quite large, There is some possibility that a there are serious problems opposing the use
useful tuning range can be realized with an of a thin-wall or a multiple half-wave wall at
ordinary radome material loaded with pow- millimeter wavelengths. Few, if any, solutions to
dered ferroelectric material to obtain a practical these problems are known at the present time.
effective dielectric constant. The advantages of- Millimeter-wavelength radome design con-
fered by the tunable radome warrant an inves- siderations are basically the same as those for
tigation of this possibility and others, but it the lower frequency bands with the added re-
appears that, in most cases, the tunable radome striction that the radome wall must be elec-
will require thermal insulation or cooling. trically thick. This, of course, rules out the use

of the thin-wall design,- and It often rules out

2-8 MILLIMETER-WAVELENGTH RADOME even the half-wave wall, The requirement for

DESIGN an electrically thick radome implies that the
dissipation losses will be large unless particular

Mechanical strength specifications seldom attention is given to the choice of low-loss ma-
allow the radome thickness to be less than one terials. If a homogeneous single-layer wall is
millimeter. Thus, at millimeter wavelengths, the employed, the requirement for an electrically
radome thickness is on the order of one free- thick radome is a distinct disadvantage, as was
space wavelength, or, in some cases, several pointed out before, If, however, a multilayer
free-space wavelengths. If a single-layer homo- wall or a continuously inhomogeneous structure
geneous radome is employed, a first-order half- is employed, the large electrical thickness may

wave wall will provide sufficient strength, in prove to be advantageous in the synthesis of a
some cases, If the wavelength is 10 mm or 1 cm. broadband millimeter-wavelength radome.

8 -- -~ - 0.- 0.25

0..0

U..

0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 so

9 (DEGREES)
PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION PARALLEL POLARIZATION

FIgure 2-80. Condilions for Maximum Tranomisaion Efficiency for Losslss,
Symmetrical Three-Layer Sandwich with e, 4 and d, O.05?,
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All of the technioues prnpnaen for h!i' per- Sume u! the broadband multilayers presented
formance radomes at the lower frequencies in Reference 81 have good characteristics at
should also be considered to alleviate the millI- millimeter wavelengths. Reference 82 presents
meter-wavelongth radome design problem. the advantages of inhomogeneous radome con-
These techniques inchide: broadband multi- structions for these frequencies.
layers, computer optimization, inhomogeneous Reference 83 presents the results of the study
layers, metal-loaded structures, surface Imped- of the properties of half-wave ceramic radomes
ance matching, synthesis techniques, aniso- at K-band. The electrical properties used in this
tropic media, materials having a magnetic per- study are those of a 99.5% alumina-ceramic
meability differing from that of free space, and material. As the temperature varies from room
artificial dielectric media. temperature to 2500'F, the dielectric constant

It is helpful in millimeter-wave radome de- varies from 9.5 to 11.1, whereas the loss tangent
sign to choose a blunt-nose radome shape to varies from 0.0001 to 0.0015. Using these tern-
avoid large angles of incidence. Best results are perature data, calculations were made of the
obtained by choosing an antenna system that power transmission and phase shift for a wall
maintains parallel polarization for all scan thickness of 0.098 in. at a frequency of 20 gc.
angles. The use of polarization diversity and An IBM 7090 computer was employed for the
frequency diversity systems, which account in calculations and the results are presented in
large part for the high transparency of window Figs. 2-81 and 2-82. The solid curves are for
panes and camera lenses at optical frequencies, room temperature, while the broken-line curves
should be considered for millimeter-wavelength are fof 2500'F. The power transmission and
radar systems. phase data were averaged for parallel and per-

pendicular polarization,
At K-band, an electrically thin wall would

100 t6 5% have a thickness of about 0.012 in. and is not
structurally feasible. Figure 2.81 indicates that
by optimizing the parameters, a half-wave de-

"-0 so sign would be obtained that would give good
-.- -transmission performance for an average tom-

so - 60 perature. A study of flight regimes for a vehicle
will determine an average temperature range

40 for which a radome should be designed. The up-
40) .40 per broken curve is the minus percent data fromo 40 80 40 00 2 the optimum frequency for the maximum tern-

ANGI,.E OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES) 49 perature. As the average temperature becomes
Slower, the performance Improves from that

7.15.% 10% 00 shown. It may be noted that a half-wave ceramic
W - radome can provide acceptable transmission effl-

uJ 8/ ciency at the lower temperatures In the K-band.
so -80 Phase data will be critical if a boresight radome

Is being considered. The phase variation ap-
60 -- 60 pears excessive for the half-wave ceramic ra-

dome at K-band (Fig. 2-82), but it could be
40 reduced by modifications such as tapsred thick-

40 / ness,
0 40 80 80 40 00 The effect of broadbanding the radome was

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES) studied by considering frequency tolerances of
- ROOM TEMP t2, ±5, -+7.5 and ±ý.10%. A half-wave wall is
---- MAX TEM quite sensitive to frequency changes and con-

siderable variations occur in the performance
Figure 2-81. Broadband Study of Average as the frequency and temperature limits are
Transmission Data of Ceramic Half-Wave changed. The curves Indicate thit a frequency

Wall at K.Band deviation of 2.517 results in a radome with a
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transmission efficiency between 70 and 807c. a. In the lush-mounted systems, a consid-
As a result, broadbanding of a solid-wall radome erable portion of the nose-cone structure
at K-band results in a rather low average trans- is metallic. A suitable high-temperature
mission efficiency. The phase data indicates that metal may be as difficult to find as a high-
the ruddme wouid intruduce rather large bore. temperature dielectric material, depend-
Bight errors, since a 35' phase change is evi- ing on the maximum temperature encoun-
dent. This could be improved by tapering the tered and the lcngth of time that it zousL
wall thickness. be endured.

Reference 83 states that it may be concluded b. Flush-mounted systems involve many
• that the half-wave ceramic radome is feasible dielectric-to-metal joints or seals. The dif-

at K-hand only if the temperature variation ferent expansion coefficients of the metal
and the bandwidth requirements are drastically avI the dielectric, and the weakne•3b for
reduced. rain erosion at the joints, make this a

problem.
2-9 FLUSH-MOUNTED RADIATING SYSTEMS c. Two-dimensional scanning presents a

major problem in flush-mounted systems.
DESIGN To prevent beam deterioration and high

2-9.1 INTRODUCTION . sidelobes, the phases and amplitudes inthe apertures must be controlled. This

As aircraft snd\1lissile velocities continu-
ously increase, limitatlons are encountered In +25% t5%
the high-temperature capabilities of nose ra- 190 19o
domes. While considerable progress has been \ \
made in developing radome materials that have 170--/_ / N 170
the required mechanical strength and electrical - /
properties at high temperatures, no completely 15 1 50
satisfactory material is available for the tem-
perature ranges encountered. 1'0- 1=

Thus, consideration has been given to the use 130 130
of flush-mounted radiating systems in place
of conventional dish-radome configurations I10 i 0
(Reference 84). This approach does not elim- 0
inate the high-temperature dielectric material ANo" 40 I0 0E 40 0
problem, but it allows the large conventional ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)
radome to be replaced with many small dielec- t75% ±10%
tric plugs or inserts, which fill the radiating 10 190o
slots or apertures of the flush-mounted system.
This is also accomplished by some of the metal- 170 - 170
loaded radome structures. The flush-mounted
radiating system cannot be regtrded as a solu- 150 150
tion to the high-temperature radome problem, 7 --

but only as an alternative approach that is ac-
companied by its own set of p-oblems. 130-, 13o

Some of the flush-mountcd sy, -ms offer the
advantage of high-speed electronic scanning and 110 110
release of much of the interior space for other 0 0
equipment. It must be recognized, however, that 0 40 so Go 40 0ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)many of the proposed flush-mounted systems ANGROOF TEM

occupy the entire nose-cone volume. Serious --- MAX TEMP
problems must be overcome before these ad-
vantages can be realized. Among them are the Figure 2-82. Broadband Study of Phase Duta of
following: Ceramic Half-Wave Wall at K-Band
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4.73 quency, if frequency scan is employed,or the control current or voltage applied

-atm to the electronic phase shifters. Alterna-
tively, accurate in-flight measurements of

E.3 mm the phase or the phase velocity in the
radiating apertures Are attempted. The

(A) TE SLOT measured frequency, control current or
ANTENNA voltage, or phase is then compared with

the system calibration to determine the
S(8) TM SLOT ANTENNA beam direction. Any error in the measure-

ment or in the calibration is fully equiv-
alent to the boresight error of a conven-
tional radome.

Figure 2-83. TE and TM Slatted Waveguldes Used
as Radiating Elements in Arrays ._.The problem of excessive weight is seri-

ous in some of the proposed flush-mounted

may require a large number of variable radiators. In particular, some of, the feed

pkiase sbifters and complex programming systems require a great deal of waveguide

equipment. If ferrites or ferroelectrics ai'e and others involve a weighty collection of
employed in electronic-controlled phase parallel-plate transmission lines.

themployedineetrani nturolen t os Reference 85 presents the relative merits of
shifters, the temperature- sensitivity of he flush-mounted radiators and the conven-
these materials poses a problem. If scan-inin isaccmplshe by reqenc vaia- tional dish-radome systems. In spite of thesesing is accomplished by frequency varia-

tions, this introduces the complication of problems, consideration must be given to the
flush-mounted radiators in exploring all possi-d .e. wept tble solutions to the high-temperature seeker-ce. ., r.de eo m n .A f w o th ree lyp -

d. At first, it might appear that the radome system development, A few of the recently pro-

boresight-error problem is eliminated in posed flush-mounted radiators are described in

flush-mounted systems. Actually, this the following paragraphs.

problem is merely replaced by an equally
severe problem: beam-direction sensing. 2-9.2 SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE ARRAYS
With electronic scan techniques, beam-di-
rection sensing involves the accurate Reference 86 investigates the performance of
measurement of the transmitter fre- plane arrays of slotted waveguides, Figure 2-83

BEAM MAXIMUM BEAM MAXIMUM

L~j

TE PHASE nPHASE
SHIFTER SHIFTER

La IS cm L mL13cmer

(A) 8 PLANE ARRAY OF TE SLOTS (B) PLANE ARRAY OF TM

WITH L/3 OVERLAP SLOTS WITH L/2 OVERLAP

Figure 2-04. TE and TM Slot Arrays in Manopulse System
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(A) € PLANE ARRAY OF TE SLOTS (B) € PLANE ARRAY OF TM SLOTS

Figure 2-05. TE and TM Slot Arrays in Monapulse System

shows the radiating elements employed to form 5211 for a frequency change of 9.1 to 8.55 gc,
the TE and TM arrays. Four monopulse an- Base feed is used through an organ-pipe scan-
tennas were constructed and tested, using these ner for phi scan. Tapered illumination produces
TE and TM slotted waveguides as elements. The 18-db sidelobes. A constant phase compensa-
details of the arrangement and the dimensions tion for each linear -- ray was calculated to
are shown in Figs, 2-84 and 2-85. achieve this sidelobe lvel.

These four antennas were tested over a fre- An investigation of slot arrays on nose cones
quency range of 33 to 36.5 gc. Typical patterns has been carried out by the Hughes Aircraft
are shown in Figs. 2-86 through 2-89. These Company and the University of Michigan
patterns demonstrate that acceptable monopulse (Reference 89). They found that an obvious
paterns can be obtained with plane arrays of method for arranging a distribution of radiat-
TE and TM slot antennas. Because of the small ing currents on a conical surface is the use of
amplitude taper, one db per wavelength, on the linear arrays lying along cone generators. If this
Individual slots, the sidelobe levels for the theta system of arrays can be properly fed, the phase
plane arrays are quite high. With a better choice and amplitude of each slot will be just that re-
of taper, these sidelobe levels can be reduced. quired to achieve a directive beam at a partic-

Over the frequency range of the tests, 33 to ular direction in space. The phase distribution
36.5 ge, the beam maximum in the theta plane on a conical surface necessary to place a cir-
scanned through the range of 20' to 27' for cularly polarized beam in a direction (0',0') is
TE arrays, and 410 to 47" for TM arrays. This given by:
range of scan angles is rather limited, since the
air-filled slots are not highly dispersive. In any Phase

final design, the line-source elements would , - koh [cos a cos 0' - sin a sin O'cos(¢,,--')]

probably be made more dispersive by dielectric + kr. [cos a cos f -- sin a sin O' cos

loading or other means. Additional information (2-10)
on TE and TM slot arrays on plane and curved

surfaces is given in Reference 87. where h = slant cone height
A flush-mounted nose-cone radiating system k,, phase constant of free space

has been constructed and tested by the Maxson r,, = radial position on cone measured
Electronics Corporation (Reference 88). This from the base
antenna utilizes 54 radial nonresonant slot a = full cone angle
arrays, each 39 in. long. Theta scan is 120 to 0, = azimuthal position on the cone
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Figure 2-86. Sum and D/ffrence Patterns of Monopulie Anlenna Using Plane
Array of TE Slots wilh 1/3 Overlap

This expression is based on a geometrical optics obtained. The second term is achieved by me-
derivation and, accordingly, could not be ex- chanical or ferrite phase shifters in the branch
pected to hold when scanning into the shadow lines, whereas the final term is a function of the
region, 0' > a. propagation constant in the linear arrays.

The final term in Eq. 2-10 is linear function In the experimental system, the radiating
of slant distance, r,, and, therefore, could be elements are eight traveling-wave waveguide
readily achieved by changing the phase progres- arrays of nonresonant slots. These arrays are
sion between array elements. The remaining equally distributed about the cone circumfer-
phase terms are independent of slant distance ence. The necessary control of the array propa-
and could be inserted in the feeding network. gation constant is obtained by moving a dielec-
Both the feeding phase and the linear phase are tric slab in and out of the waveguide through a
complicated functions of the scan angle and, narrow nonradiating longitudinal slot cut in the
thus, must be capable of continuous variation back wall. The insertion depth of the dielectric
as the beam position is changede is controlled by a cam-follower mechanism cali-

This equation suggests the possibility of a brat s ted by a cam- phfse velocity can be
system of linear arrays driven by feed lines preset. Figure 2-90 shows the experimental an-
emanating from a small radial waveguide. If tenna mounted in pattern-taking position. The
the circular waveguide is excited with the ro- eight linear arrays can be seen emanating from
tating TE11 mode, the first term in Eq. 2-10 is the cone tip. An interior view, given in Fig.
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Figure 2-87. Swm and DIIerence Patterns of Monopulss Antenna Using Plane
Array of TM Slots with 1/2 Overlap

2-91, shows the feed network and various phase form distribution; and (2) the aperture is par-
adjustments. The beat experimental patterns for tially blocked, since the arrays do not extend to
this system are obtained when the phase set- the cone tip. Both eduld be overcome by careful
tings are made by empirical methods. This is design.
accomplished by progressively adjusting the The scanning range of this antenna is re-
two phase mechanisms (feed phase shifters and stricted to that shown In the patterns for two
array propagation constants) for each array to reasons. First, the scanning sensitivity of the
give maximum radiation in the desired scan individual arrays is limited to a range of 400
direction, from endflre to the array. Of even greater im-

A set of four antenna patterns for beam portance is the shadowing due to the cone sur-
positions of 00, 100, 200, and 250 Is shown in face as the beam moves out of the optikal re-
Fig. 2-92. For the on-axis beam position, the gion. (For this cone, the limit of the optical
pattern is circularly polarized, with a slight region corresponds to a scan angle of 200.) The
ellipticity becoming apparent as the beam is maximum scan of 251 exhibited here results in
scanned. The true pencil-beam character of the an antenna capable of scanning a pencil beam
radiation is verified by Fig. 2-93, which shows throughout a 509 conical volume centered about
a pattern taken in a plane orthogonal to the the forward cone a'xis. An increased scanning
plane of scan. The rather high sidelobes Indi- range might be achieved by employing snaked
cated by these patterns have two causes: (1) linear arrays with frequency shift or variable
the individual arrays were designed for uni- path lengths as tI e scanning mechanism.
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2-9.3 OTHER FLUSH-MOUNTED RADIATING direction. In AnY l!'ia de.fgm the •uieor surface
$SYT-!M would be covered with a metallic envelope con-

taining annular rows of sausage link slots that
Another conical antenna is based on a system correspond to the positions of the parallel plate

of circular parallel-plate regions stacked co- apertures.
axially along the cone axis, with radii that de- An artist's conception of a complete multiple.
crease as the cone tip is approached, If these disk cone is shown In Fig. 2-94. Elevation (6)
parillel-plate regions are fed at their centers, scanning and pattern formation are obtained by
energy will travel outward, resulting In excita- a highly dispersive linear array positioned along
tion of a current distribution on the cone sur- the cone axis. This array Is formed by cutting
face. With proper control of the plate excita- slots In the narrow wall of rectangular wave-
tion, the conical current distribution can give a guide wound in the form of a helix. The long
linearly polarized pencil beam in an arbitrary path length between slots, by Virtue of the hell-

rk 6 PLANE ARRAY
f X t33.02 QC

I . ---- I FRlTTERN
- A PATTERN

SI

'I I
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A rt 'Alll;

t , I ' i Ij

Figure 2-88. Sum and Difference Palterns of Monopulse Antenna Using Plan.
Array of 16 TM SIots
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Figure 28.Sum and Dlf~erenc. Patterns of Monopuls. Antenna Using Plane
Array of 16 TE Slots

Cal windings, allows large changes in the array multiple-disk cone antenna are presented in
phase progression, and hence in the beam posi- Reference 89.
tion, for small changes in frequency. Each in. Another scheme for exciting the cone surface
dividual slot feeds a sectoral horn, which, in with currents involves consideration of a paral-
turn, directs the energy into the parallel-plate lel-plate transmission line whose plates are ori-
region. These horns serve the additional pur- ented parallel to the cone axis and fed at the
pose of narrowing tha beam in the azimuthal base of the cone by a line source. The leading
direction. The entire central feeding system edges of these plates assume a hyperbolic shape
is rotated to achieve- azimuthal scanning. The when terminating at the cone surface. When
actual experimental system closely follows this several of these parallel-plate lines are sand-
model. Figure 2-95 shows the prototype an- wiched one atol, the other, a conical system of
tenna. Close examination reveals the slotted hyperbolic apertures is formed that can be fed
array and feed horns located along the cone by a two-dimensicnal array of line sources at
axis. In this prototype, the slotted outer en- the cone base. Figure 2-96 shows an experi-
velope is absent and no means are provided for mental antenna in which the leading edges of
mechanical rotation of the feed syste~m. These the parallel plates form half a cone surface. This
features are not essca~tiaI to the basic operption configuration is fed at its base by a rectangular
of the prototype, 'Out would be included in any plane airray designed to provide scanning of theterminal design. The results Gbtained with this radiatedl beam in planes' essentially perpendicu-
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lar to the plates. Another version of this same
antenna scheme provided for scan in planes
essentially parallel to the plates. Additional in-
formation on this hyperbolic aperture antenna
is available in Reference 89.

An effort was made to devise comnact feedin.
systems for radiators on the cone surface that
would minimize the volume and weight occupying
the no-ne cone interior, thereby preserving this
space for auxiliary system components. One re-
sult of this effort is the scanning conical trans-
mission line antenna system shown in Fig. 2-97.
This antenna consists of an apex-fed conical
transmission line in which the outer of two co-
axial cones is provided with a system of inter. -,
rupted annular slots that couple the Interior
fields to space. The division of these slots into
two basic groups provides the phase condition
needed for a nominally axial beam. Figure 2-90. Scanning System of Linear Arrays

The cross-section in Fig. 2-98 shows a small an Cone
air gap centrally located in the dielectric mk-
terial separating the two coaxial cones. This gap
permits the inner cone to be pivoted off the axis cone from the boresight axis. The results ob-
of the outer cone, thereby causing the radiated tained with this scanning conical transmission
beam to tilt off the cone axis. Experiments line antenna hre included in Reference 89.
showed that a 5:1 scanning scale factor existed Several other flush..mounted antenna systems
with the experimental model in which the beam have been developed by Technical Research
scannod 5' for each degree of tilt of the inner Group and are described in Reference 90.

Figure 2-91. Rear View of $-Array Cone Showing Feed Configuraflon
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Figure 2-95. Multiple.-Dik Cone with Helical
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2-9.4 GEODESIC LENSES weight is reduced.
The type of lens that has been investigated

The properties of a class of geodesic lens an- radiates from a circular slot aperture. The con-
tennas that have potential uses in flush-mounted tour of the lens is determined so that energy
nose cones are described in Reterence vi. The iaunched frum the iocai point wiii have the
promising features of these lens systems in- proper phase distribution over the semicircular
elude multiple-beam capability, versatility of portion of the aperture opposite the focus. The
flush mounting to a wide ,,ariety of surfaces, phase distribution is that which radiates a beam
large bandwidth, high power capacity, and ease in a direction diametrically oposite to the focus
of scanning. Because of the circular symmetry and at an angle with'-'espect to the plane of the
of these lenses, coverage over 3600 about the lens rim. The angle of the beam is determined
symmetry axis is possible. The beam position by the lens design. The semicircular aperture
can be controlled in the transverse direction by produces a fan-shaped beam. The vertical pat-
radial feed position, giving two-dimensional
coverage from a fixed lens. The TEM and TEol
waveguide modes can be employed to obtain two
modes of orthogonal polarization.

Geodesic lenses are usually constructed from
two parallel contoured plates between which SLOCTED METAL
energy propagates in the TEM or TEot wave-
guide mode, as shown in Fig. 2-99. In general,
the index of refraction in the lens may be an
arbitrary function of the radius. The lens con-
tour is also a function only of radius and, thus,
circular symmetry is maintained. Depending
on the index of refraction, the contour of the
lens determines its focusing properties. One of
the most promising lenses is the unit-index W
geodesic'lens. Since a unit-index lens contains
no dielectric material, dielectric losses are elim- PARAFFIN\-V" AI GAP

inated, power handling capability is high, and ýINNER '-COAX FEED
METAL CONE

Figure 2-98. Cross-Section View of Transmission
Line Antenna
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Figure 2-97. End View of Conical Transmission
Line Antenna Figure 2-99. Definilton of Lens Patlerns
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tern is broader than the pattern in the plane of models, and patterns obtained from one model
lens action because of the relative snunra are , l.i A;1. 2-iuu.
cagibm, as shown in Fig. 2-99.

A lens design has been determined for which Figure 2-101 shows a metallic ringe cone with
the beam position ran be controlled over a wini- a geodesic lens antenna. In a practical version,
cal region of 700 (total cone angle of 1400) the feed would be located internally and two or
about the symmetry axis of the lens. Beam posi- more such lenses might be arrayed in the nose
tioning has been demonstrated in X-band lens cone.

9 / T ' .
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Figure 2-100. Pattern. of Beam E/evat/ion Positioning Lens Antenna
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2-10 SPACE FRAMES FOR RADOME difficult to manufacture in one piece.
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT c. The use of a space frame simplifies the

nrethlam tf st+whiv', *h* r J n 'prole Of•t..-ehng her-deme - the

2-10.1 INTRODUCTION aircraft or missile body.
It should be appreciated that the space-frame

Space fra•mes with metal fribs of dielectric approach has most of the same objectives (at-

ribs have been used for several years in large taching, supporting, and subdividing the ra-
ground-based radomes. They are now being dome) as the metal-loaded radome techniques
considered for airborne radomes for the follow- and the flush-mounted radiating systems. The
ing reasons: basic dist'nction between the metal-loaded ra-

a. A space frame is needed to help support dome and the space-frame system is that the
the ,reight of a large, heavy radome, such former uses at least one metallic member (or
as a chin radome for a bombinxg and navi- one radiating aperture) per wavelength, where-
gation radar system. as the latter may have the ribs spaced several

b. A space frame may permit a radome to be wavelengths apart. The metal-loaded radome is
manufactured in sections that will be held fed by radiation from a conventiona! horn or
together by the space frame. This would dish antenna, whereas the apertures in a flush-
be particularly helpful with large, high- mounted system are fed by waveguides or trans-
temperature inorganic radomes that are mission lines. Thus, the three alternative ap-

proaches differ chiefly in the spacing between
CONE BASE the metal ribs or the radiating apertures and

CONE TIP • the methods of feeding the apertures.

The performance of antennas with one or
more radome support members is described in
the following paragraphs. Techniques for manu-
facturing a ceramic radome in sections and

FLUSH-MOUNTED FEED supporting it in a metal space frame are de-
\-BUTTED FEED scribed in Refeýrence 92.

2-10.2 AXIAL SUPPORTING MEMBER FOR
NOSE-CONE RADOME (Reference 93)

Figure 2-102 illustrates a parabolic dish an-
tenna with the feed located at the radome apex.
A metal structural member extends from the
attachment bulkhead, down through the radome
to the radome apex, and beyond. The purpose

BULKHEAD~SHALLOW-DISH REFLECTOR

REINFORCING STRUT

OR REFUELING BOOM

Figure 2-102. Antenna-Radome System Usiig
Figure 2-101. Geodesic Lent Mounted in Long Focal Length Dish and Central Structural

Nose Con* Cylinder
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of the structural member is to carry any fuel, -LARGE FOCAL LENGTH PARABOLIC OR

deiting, or instrumentation lines and to help CET TO . 5 4 WTH PASHALE IN THE
CENTERICAO DISH WITHAASHOEEOF THE

support the radome. A cross-section view of this Booam
rconfiguration is shown In Fig. 2-103. A small rFEEO MONOPJLSE

hole is provided at the center of the dish form OR CONICAL SCAN

the struettiral member. For every degree that :3.0%-
the dish is rotated off-axis, the beam scans 2a

through 2' Representative field patterns given

in Figs. 2-104 through 2-106 indicate that satis- 32 e

factory electrical performance is possible with tI 3 5.0C DIRECTION OF

this configuration. SEAM MAXIMUM

2-10.3 nUADRIPOD SPACE FRAMES
Figure 2-103, Cross-Section View of Dish Antenna,

The quadrtpod space frame uses four or more Nose-Cone Radom*, and Central Structural
structural ribs to support a nose-cone radome, Cylinder

SI _ _ _

FREOUENCY 35 cg

II

)d b 1 0*O ' - 7 .5 d b

Figure 2-704. Far-Field Pattern o; Dish with Two-Horn Feed and 0' Scan Angle
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as shown in Fig. 2-107. The waveguides Yor the 2-10.4 ELECTRICAL EFFECTS OF METAL RIBS IN
antenna can be fed through these structural LARGE CHIN RADOMES (Reference 97)
ribs, as shown in Fig. 2-108. With a small feed
mounted at the cone vertex, scanning was ac- One or more metal ribs may prove helpful in
complished by rotating the paraboloidal re- supporting a large chin radome on an aircraft.
flector to obtain the patterns shown in Figs. Reference 97 presc-!s the study of the pattern
2-109 and 2-110. Reference 94 gives iforma- disiortion that results when such a rib is placed
tion on the performance of an amplitude mono- in front of a shaped-beam antenna of the type
pulse system mou)'ed in the quadripod space often used in bombing and navigation radars.
frame and the effects of adding circular metal The antenna feed arid reflector are shown in
rings to further strengthen the quadripod. Ad- Fig. 2-111, Figure 2-112 shows the antenna
ditional data on tripod and quadripod space with a structural cylinder for radome support.
frames are given in References 95 and 96. This antenna has essentially a (sin x)/x field

rBEAM MAX.

ANGLE II

20 2.40 FREQUENCY "35gc

-6.5 db-
.5db

-19.5 db

L I
Figure 2-105. Far-Field Pattern of DisS with Two-Horn Feed awd 10" Scan Angle
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pattern vs. azimuth and a cosecant field pat- cylinder of 0.5-wavelength diameter at positionstern vs. elevation. It was found that tha nor- I , . IQ .A A -14, .. I.. I a.~ ~ ~~~~~V'4j j .... •1 -," . . .e .. ,v .. .voideu, it appearsrow-beam (sin x) /x pattern suffered very little that a metal rib of 0.5-wavelength diameter ordistortion when a cylinder was placed in front less can be tolerated unless the exact patternof the antenna. Pattern measurements were shape is critical.taken with the cylinder located at positions 1, In these examples, the cylinder axis was2, 3, and 4, as defined in Fig. 2-113. Figure 2-114 parallel with the generating element of the re-shows this pattern without a cylinder and the flector. Therefore, the field incident on thepattern with a cylinder of 1-wavelength diam- cylinder when the antenna transmits had es-eter located at position 1. Although the cylinder sentially a uniform phase along the length ofraised the sidelobes slightly, this effect was re- the cylinder. The scattering pattern of theduced when the cylinder was moved to another cylinder was then a (sin x)/x pattern in thelocation or replaced with a cylinder of smaller plane of the cylinder and nearly a circular pat-dianmet-r. tern in the plane orthogonal to the cylinder axis.The pattern distortion was more noticeable On the other hand, It was found that a cylinderin the cosecant pattern. Typical results are produces far less distortion in th9 antenna pat-shown in Figs. 2-115 through 2-118 with a terns in both planes if the cylinder axis is per-

BEAM MAX,

300

SCAN ANGL7E 4 ==150

5db -100 FREQUENCY w35 go
2.40

-6db-

- -"6db

Figure 2-106. Far-Field Pattern o1 Dish with Two-Horn Feed and 15" Scan Angle
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pendicular to the generating element of the re- the generating element of the reflector, the
fiector. There are two reasons for this: phase of the wave incident on the cvlindpr

a. A m•AtW o•y-t!ir ..1- IME -, has a considerable variation along the
effects if the incident electric field in- length of the cylinder. The cylinder scat-
tensity vector is parallel with the cylinder tering pttern. is then lc:: directive.axis.

b. If the cylinder axis is perpendicular to
/WAVEGUIOE 

i

ITPARABOA AXI

I I
- Pn vrBoo- 7m

230 0 o

Figure 2 e107. 2uodripod Space Frame Figure 2-108. Quodrnpod and Long Focal Length
Fixed-Fo5d Antenna
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Figure 2-109. H-Plane Patterns of Long Focal Length Antenna in Space From*
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Additional information on metal ribs and in sidelobe level can be obtained by choosing the
simplified techniques for predicting their effects proper m•prini hptwpii the tenta ."n. d th+e
are given" in Reference 97. An excellent account radome. It also shows that the borosight error
of an extensive theoretical and experimental in- introduced by a metal boom can be compen-
vetigation of space frames for large radumin hatted for by correcting the radome thickness
is given in Reference 98. in two opp)osite quadrants. Reference 100 gives
2-10.5 DIFFRACTION BY OBSTACLES IN THE a summary of several techniques for calculatingN-10 FARZONE Y OF TAN A E NA Tthe pattern of an antenna in the presence of oneNEAR ZONE OF AN ANTENNA

one or more conducting obstacles. As examples,
Reference 99 shows that a useful reduction the calculated patterns of horn antennas with

-PITOT AXIS

6db 50 5db I 50 - 5db 5

os 0 00
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5db 50 5db 50 5db 5

C~I o. . _ooo o.-oo• •.

o0 00 00
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Figure 2-110. E-Plane Patterns of Long Focal Length Antenna In Quadripod
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one or two metal cylinders in the near zone are y
given. The calculations show excellent agree- I
ment with measured rA•li•t. m er ad FEED
102 present a computer program for the far- X
field patterns of an antenna in the presence of O
a conducting obstacle. Computed and measured
data are included for an antenna whose aper-
ture is partially blocked by a metal sphere, cir- zREFLECTOR
cular metal disk, or rectangular metal plate in
the near zone. These results are. useful in pre- 4 a

dicting the effects of installing an infrared or
millimeter-wavelength radar system in front
of the main radar antenna. 520

2/

Figure 2-113. Cross Section of Antenna In Trans.
verse Plane Showing Location of Cylinders and

Dimensions of Cylinder Spacing
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Figure 2-11l. Shaped-.eam Antenna ,x
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Figure 2-112. Cylinder Perpendicular to Generating Figure 2-114. Comparison of Principal Longitudinal

Element of Reflector Plane Pattern with and without Cylinder
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Figure 2-115. Measured Principal Transverse Plane Pattern of Antenna with and
without Cylinders, Position I
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Figure 2-116, Measured Principal Transverse Plane Pattern of Antenna with and
without Cylinders, Position 2
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2-10.6 PLANE-WAVE SCATTERING BY METAL and because the edges of a radome section will
RIBS OF ARBITRARY CROSS-SECTION fit securely into its channels. Fi mir p 9-1109 ah,':
S4A• the scattering patterns of conducting cylinders

of circular, square, and I-beam cross-sectionThe plane-wave scattering patterns of con- shapes with comparable dimensions. The inci-ducting cylinders of rectangular cross-section dent electronic field intensity vector is assumed
are given in Reference 104. The integral-equa- to be parallel with the cylinder axis in each case.tion technique for calculating the scattering Reference 105 investigates the electrical and
patterns of conducting cylinders of arbitrary mechanical characteristics of ceramic radomescross-section is also given, supported by metal I-beams, Figure 2-120 illus-

Reference 103 presents the calculations for trates the cross-section of a radome wall withthe scattering patterns of conducting I-beams. I-beams. In the theoretical studies, the electro-
The I-beam seems attractive for space-frame magnetic field is expanded in a series of wave-
construction because of its mechanical strength guide modes with unknown coefficients, includ-

4.0 - _ _ _

3.6 INCIDENT
PROPAGATION i

3.2 I BEAM

3.0 
SQUARE CYLINDER

2.6 -2

2.6 -;CIRCULAR CYLINDER 2o
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2.2------ -2

k0 a1.0 CIRCULAR CYLINER

o.0 T-1 7N
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o0 10 20 30 40 5060 70 so 90 t00 Flo 120 13o 140 10 170I ISO
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Figure 2-119. Scattering Pat',tns of Perfectly Conducting Cylinders of Circular,
Square, and I-Seam Cross-Section Shapes
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ing the higher-order modes that are beyond cut-
off. The unknown coefficients are then calculated b

by matching the tangential field components at aI
a dism.rstA RAP Af "Mntf -l-ng t- U ' Lilt: 7
dielectric wall. Figure 2-121 shows measure- Y2

ments of insertion phase delay as a function of
the spacing between the 1-beams. Y1

2-10.7 DIFFRACTION BY METAL AND DIELECTRIC
RINGS

Reference 106 presents the analysis of the
scattered fields of thin dielectric rings. The re-
sults are useful in the design of dielectric rings Figure 2-120. Dielectric Wull, Fenestrated by
for boresight-error correction. Reference 107 I-Beam Members

60
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IN OIRECTION OF E-FIELO (INCHES)

Figure 2-121. Insertion Phase Delay: Perpendicular Palbrlsalion at 450 Incidence;

I-Beams Perpendicular to E-Field
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presents the calculations of the scattering pat- source. This particular wire ring is undoubtedly
terns of thin dielectric and metal rings and too thin to serve as a structural support, but the
coaxial arrays of such rings. Figure 2-122 shows colculation technique is also applicable to metal
Lilt; Vai wat V1 iC 0 a iuil*SS bit5*1S mAA i's . A sia v .. , wi~~0 ~ l., t0 At.ta *~iV V,,* QS - ... t

axis of a thin metal ring. The phase velocity cross-section shape. Figure 2-123 shows the
of the line source is adjusted to obtain scan results for a magnetic dipole at the center of a
angles of 400, 60', and 80" as measured from dielectric ring. The calculations were carried

the axis. The wire has a radius of 0.00796 wave- out by means of an integral-equation technique.
lengths (i.e., k,1b = 0,05) and the radius of the Although the field within the dielectric is usu-
ring is 2.4 wavelengths. The length of the line ally approximated by the incident field, this an-
source is 4 wavelengths and the plane of the proximation is avoided in this method to obtain
wire ring passes through one end of the line more accurate results.
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0.9 j-o -- WIRE RADIUS kb0.°5
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Figure 2-122. Patterns of Magnetic Line Source on Axis of Metal Toroid
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APPENDIX

2-AI RADOMI rFml i.u• EIIBUUC r
r=cos o + •/•--sn

This appendix presents some of the sets of C ( oa to

curve- that are useful in radomne design. Since (A/E) (perpendicular polarization)

it is not feasible to include a great number of and

curves, an attempt has been made to select
representative data for solid-wall radomes and r ir COM 0 -
sandwiches. ir COS 0 + Vir 81--0

H,/H, (parallel polarization) (2-A2)

where r = interface reflection coefficient

2-A.1 THE INTERFACE REFLECTION.? = angle of incidence measured

COEFFICIENTS Er = complex relative dielectric con.
stant, which is given by:

When a plane wave in free space is incident Ir = c/co 4(1 - i tan 8) (2..A-)

on the plane surface of a homogeneous dielec- The loss tangent of the medium is represented
tric medium of infinite thickness, the reflection by tan S. Figures 2-Al and 2-A2 (Reference 1)
coefficients are given by (assuming 1A po) : show the interface reflection coefficient vs. angle

1.0 710.809

I-

u. 75 30 85 90i 0.6°''l /

G 0.5 •'I.C-RE

Figure 2-A2. Interface Reflection Coeftlcienl for Lossiess Dielectric with
Parallel Polarization
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Figure 2-A3, Magnitude of Interface Reflection Coefficient vs Angle of Incidence
for Lossies. and Lossy Dielectric Materials

of incidence for lossless media haing relative zero (Fig. 2-A4). Except in the vicinity of the
dielectric constants up to 12. Figures 2-A3 and Brewster angle, however, the phase angle of the
2-A4 illustrate the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient is very small when the loss
interface reflection coefficients vs. angle of inci- tangent is less than 0.01. These results suggest
dence for a medium with a relAtive dielectric that the loss tangent may be neglected when
constant of 4.0 and loss tangents of 0, 0.01, and calculating the interface reflection coefficients
0.1. Figure 2-A3 shows that loss tangents in of low-loss radome media, with little loss of
this range have no noticeable effect on the re- accuracy in the transmission coefficient for solid
fiection magnitude except in the immediate walls or sandwiches.
vicinity of the Brewster angle. While the reflec- Figure 2-A2 shows that the interface reflec-
tion coefficients of a lossless medium are real, tion coefficient goes to zero for parallel polariza-
they are complex if the loss tangent exceeds tion at an angle of incidence known as the
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Figure 2-A4. Phase Angle of Interface Reflection Coeffcient vs Angie of Incidence
for Lossiess and Lossy Dielectric Materials

Brewster angle. The Brewster angle, 0,, is given law. IfA = -4, and the media are lossless, Snell's
by: law is given by

6 b = tan- , V e (2-A4) sin ,Ssin O,. (2-A5)
if -- I,,. A graph of the Brewster angle vs. r'A
dielectric constant is given in Fig. 2-A5.

When a plane wave in free spare is incident The angle of refraction vs. the angle of inci-
at an angle 0 on the surface of a dielectric layer, dence for relative dielectric constants from 1 to
it is found that the wave in the dielectric layer 15 is shown in Fig. 2-A6. From the figure, note
travels at a new angle, known as the angle of that the axis of propagation is bent toward the
ref.action, 0,. The relation between the two normal when a wave travels from free space
angles of propagation is expressed by Snell's into a dielectric region.
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2-A2 SOUD-WAL. RADOME CURVES Till __--l-- It--F K"ZI 1

Consider a plane, homogeneous dielectric slab - I I 1 i 1
ini iree spac~e. !&L Us hiave Liiicaieas d, permle-

ability p = p9, complex relative dielectric con- 70

stant i,, and loss tangent tan 8. When a plane
wave is incident on such a slab, with an angle •, /
9, the transmission coefficient is given by

(1-r2) exp [j (21rd/ko) (coo 0-- Vy, --7W)] 0) .60

1- r" exp [-2j (2wrd/).\) TMi•- sin 0)] T'AU.(2-A6) 5• .. . . . . .

where exp [x] = e-
-= wavelength in free space

r = interface reflection coefficient -45-"-.......

for perpendicular or parallel
polarization, as the case may 40 ........ ...
be

If the incident wave has elliptical polarization, 41 - 6 7 i 9101213 14 ,5 16 7

or if it has linear polarization with the electric RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT. Cr
vector neither parallel nor perpendicular with
the plane of incidence, it may be resolved into Figure 2-AS. Brewster Angle vs Relative Dielectric
components having parallel and perpendicular Constant
polarizations. The transmission coefficient for
each of these component waves is given by Eq. Perfect transmission is obtained through a
2-A6. lossless solid wall at angle of incidence 0 if the

The complex relative dielectric constant is thickness is given by:
given by i, = er (I - j tan 8). For low-loss media,

the following approximation is useful in calcu- ndo
lating the transmission coefficient: 2d/i, (2-All)

l- e_ s _ j where n is any positive integer. Figure 2-A7
Er tan 8 (2-A7) shows the frequency-times-thickness vs. angle

2___ -_ of incidence for perfect transmission through
solid walls having dielectric constants up LO 12

The power transmission coefficient of a loss- (Reference 1).
less solid wall is given by: Figures 2-A8 and 2-A9 show the contours of

constant power transmission for lossless golid
T" 1 -I (2rsin0)"/(I - r2)2 (2-A8) walls with a dielectric constant of 3.5. Move-

ment along a vertical line on these graphs can
where r is the interface reflection coefficient for be used to determine how the transmission co-
perpendicular or parallel polarization and efficient varies with frequency for a fixed angle

_- (2ird/A.) V/?7in'!fi (2-A9) of incidence. Movement along a horizontal line
can be used to determine how the transmissionT he in sertion ph ase delay of a solid w all is i s w t an l s o i c de e at a g v n f -

equal to the phase angle of the complex trans- varies with angles of incidence at a given fre-mission coefficient given above, but of opposite quency. Similar graphs can be constructed forsign. For a lossless solid wall, the insertion other dielectric constants. Graphs of this type
phasin Forlay isgivessoin bare particularly useful in designing a solid-wall
phase delay is given by: radome that must operate over a given range

- - r 1 + c of frequencies and angles of incidence with a
IPD = tan- -LT tan j -_ 27(d/X.) cog 0 specified minimum transmission efficiency.

(2-A10) Contours of 80%/,, power tranmmission effi-
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Figure 2-A6. Angle @1 Refracfion Vs Angle of Incidence (Snell's Law) Ior Lossless
Dielectric Media

Z\

c~ency are shown in Fig. 2-A10 for Iossless solid constant of 9. Data are given for perpendicular
walls with perpendicular polarization. Dielec- polarization for incidence angles of 0°, 300, 600,
tric constants from 2 to 10 are represented in 60°, 70%, and 800.
this figure. As the dielectric constant increases, Figures 2-A21 through 2-A24 are nomo-
the decrease in bandwidth and incidence-angle graphs prepared by the Naval Air Development
range is clearly evident. Center for the purpose of determining the

Figures 2-All through 2-A16 are curves of weight of a tangent ogive nose in terms of base
the power transmission coefficient and insertion diameter, L/D ratio, wall thickness, and mate-
phase delay vs. thickness in free-space wave- rial specific weight.
lengths for lossless solid walls with dielectric

pconstants of 2, 4, and 6. Data are given for 2-A3 RADOME SANDWICH CURVES '
perpendicular and parallel polarization with in-
cidence angles of 0°, 20°, 400, 600, and 800. Reference 2 presents a novel method for
Figures 2-Al7 through 2-A20 are curves of graphing the transmission efficiency of syin-
the power transmission coefficient and insertion metrical three-layer sandwiches. This technique
phase delay vs. thickness in free-space wave- makes it possible to determine, at a glance, the
lengths for losaless solid walls with a dielectric performance of a given sandwich over a range
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of frequencies and angles of incidence. Exam- on a single graph yield values of theoretical
pies are shown in Figs. 2-A25 through 2-A28, bandwidth over a specified range of incidence
...h.c. ar. baiied vi ula ta foe tihe NADC iabies angles with a specified value of the transmission
(Reference 3). These figures present families of efficiency at the frequency limits. Portions of
curves o0 constant power-transmission effi- curves from two graphs of this type can be
ciency fo/r perpendicular polarization at four used to obtain theoretical values of bandwidth
angles of incidence, for an "A" sandwich corn- for various combinations of limiting values of
prising two skins with a dielectric constant of T2 (90% at the upper frequency limit and 80%,
4 and loss tangent of 0.014, and a core with a at the lower frequency limit).
dielectric constant of 1.2 and loss tangent of Reference 4 develops the graphs shown in
0.004. Values of T' range from 80% to 95% in Figs. 2-A29 through 2-A31 for "A" sandwiches
5% increments. Skin thickness in wavelengths These graphs show the skin and core thick-
(d./ko) and core thickness in wavelengths nesses required for maximum transmission effi-
(d,/X,,) are represented as continuous variables ciency at various angles of incidence for per-
over ranges suitable for most radome applica- pendicular polarization.
tions.

Since both thickness values are normalized 2-A4 FREQUENCY BANDS AND
to the free-space wavelength and are plotted as WAVELENGTH
coordinates on equal logarithmic scales, the ef-
fect of an increase in frequency for a fixed corn- Figure 2-A32 is a graph of the free-space
bination of thickness values in in, is found sim- wavelength (cm and In.) vs. frequency. This is
ply by translating a point along a diagonal line convenient for general reference to determine
in the +450 direction. In this way, the curves either wavelength or frequency when one of

12
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Figure 2-A7. Conditions for Per fect Transmiusion Through Lossie..
Half-W Wve Radome.
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these is known. Table 2-Al shows the frequ,.ncy Repnrt RTD-TDR-63-4160, December 1963.
limits of the various bands. In radar and ra- 2. Bowie, D. M. Radome Design Curves, Aero
dome work, the operating frequency range is Geo Astro Corp., Technical Paper ANT-5,
frequently given in terms of the band designa- February 27, 1959.
tinn In, - aranp10*.C-hoav Y-hnd,Ar~ W-awe *Q Tfyhl nfrni.ni fswd Pfof~

ficients of Lossy, Symmetrical Dielectric
APPENDIX REFERENCES Radome Sandwiches, Report NADC-EL-

52188, October 22, 1953.

1. Munoz, D. R., and Van Doren, L. Research 4. Loyet, D. L., and Yoshitani, R. "Ceramic
and Investigation of Broadband Inorganic Sandwich Radome Design," Hughes Air-
Electromagnetic Window Techniques, Smyth craft Co., Proc. OSU-RTD Symposium on
Research Assoc., Technical Documentary Electromagnetic Windows, June 1964.
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Figure 2-Al, Contourl of Constant Power Tronamission for Lollcen Solid Wails
with Perpendicular Polarizatlon
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I
TABLE 2-AI REFERENCE TABLE OF BAND CODE LETTERS VS FREOUENCY*

P RAW", Q TlAln 1 CBANDDsigna -lK BAND OHBAND
nation includes Sz
thru XY from 3.9-

PUG. x SU M. x 6.2 kme/s SU FREQ. X suB FREt. x

0.225 138.3 1.55 19.3 X BAND 10.90 2.75 36.00 0.834
E - P A

0.390 76.9 1.65 18.2 SUm Rio. X 12.25 2.46 38.00 0.790

UHF TELE-
VISION BAND 1.65 18.2 5.20 5.77 12.25 2.45 38.00 0.790

Channels4Fthru83 A S B0.nn0 to 0.9 kin 1.38 16.2 5.50 5.45 13.25 2.26 40.00 0.7500.470 to 0.890 kme/a

L BAND 1.85 16.2 5.50 5.45 13.25 2.26 40.00 0.750
- T Q E C

suB 1r41. ) 2.00 15.0 5.75 5.22 14.25 2.10 42,00 0.715

0.890 76.9 2.00 15.0 5.75 5.22 14.25 2.10 42,00 0.715
P C Y C D

0.465 64.5 2.40 12.5 6.20 4.84 15.35 1.95 44.00 0.682

0.465 64.5 2.40 12.5 6.20 4.84 15.35 1.95 44.00 0.682
C Q D U E

0.510 58.8 2.60 11.5 6.25 4.80 17.25 1.74 46.00 0.652

0.510 58.8 2.60 11.5 6.25 4.80 17.2r 1.74 V 1AND
L Y B T

0.725 41.4 2.70 11.1 6.90 4.35 20.50 1.446 SUB Fnis. x

0.725 41.4 2.70 11.1 6.90 4.35 20.50 1.46 46.00 0.652
Y G R Q A

0.780 38.4 2.90 10.3 7.00 4.29 24,50 1.22 48.00 0.625

0.780 38.4 2.90 10.8 7.00 4.29 24.50 1.22 48,00 0.625
T S C R B

0.900 38.3 3.10 9.68 8.50 3.53 26.50 1.13 50.00 0.600

0.900 38.3 3.10 9.68 8.50 3.53 26.50 1.13 50.00 0.600
S A L M C

0.950 31.6 3.40 8.83 9.00 3.33 28.50 1.05 52.00 0.577

0.950 31.6 3.40 8.83 9.00 3,33 28.50 1.05 52.00 0.577
X W S N D

1.160 26.1 3.70 8.11 9.60 3.13 30.70 0.977 54.00 0.556

1.150 26.1 3.70 8.11 9.60 3.13 30.70 0.M77 54.00 0.556K H X L E
1.850 22.2 3.90 7.69 10.00 3.00 33.00 0.909 56.00 0.536

1.360 22.2 3.90 7.69 10.00 3.00 33.00 0.909 KI BAND Designa-
tion includes Ku
thri Ku 15.35 to 24.5

1.450 20.7 4.20 7.15 10.25 2.93 36.00 0.834 kmi/s

1.450 20.7 4.20 7.15 10.25 2.03 LEGEND: SUB = Identifying suhletter.
Z D KFREQ. Band limits In kilomegacycles/a-c.

1.550 19.3 5.20 5.77 10.90 2.75 P = Equivalent wavelength in centimeters.

By permission of Vectron, Inc. This chart has been compiled from various sources and, although believed
accurate, Is for general information only. Thin data is npt neoessarily official.
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PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE: 0 TO 600
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS: 4.0,1.2,4.0
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Figure 2-A25. Contours of Constant Power Transmission Efficiency for "A"
Sandwich with 95 Percent Power Transmission CoMclent1
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Figure 2-A26. Contours of Constant Power Transmission Efficiency for "A"
Sandwich with 90 Percent Power Transmission Coefficient
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Figure 2-A27. Contours of Constant Power Transmission Efficiency for "A"
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Figure 2-A28. Contours of Constant Power Transmission Efficlenry for "A"
Sandwich with 80 Percent Power Transmission Coefficient
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SYMBOLS

A Rain accumulation, in.
C Speed of sound in water
D Median rain drop diameter, mm
I Rain intensity, in./hr
K Materials constant
N Number collisions/in.2

R Erosion weight loss, mg
RN Total normal radiation
T0  Brightness temperature
T, Radiation temperature
T. True temperature
V Free stream velocity, ft/sec
Va Threshold velocity below which erosion

does not occur
t Time, hr
x Materials constant; coating thickness,

mils
a Flow factor, which is slightly less than

unity
a Effective emittance
AT Maximum temperature differential
p Density of water
Cr Stefan-Boltznmann factor
0 Time to reach erosion
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CHAPTER 3

ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION AND TEST DATA

Each generation of high-velocity vehicles fur- 3-1.1 RAIN INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
ther complicates the, electrical and structural
design of the radome required by its corre- Maximum rain rates occur in thunderstorms,
sponding weapons system. The selection of re- generally when the ground air temperature is
fr'actory materials, while enabling the designer near 70"F. Except for a few select and rela-
to satisfy the stringent temperature require- tively small isolated localities, the maximum
ments encountered with these new profiles, pre- rain rates in the United States are representa-
sents an entirely new family of difficulties. tive.

As can be seen from the discussions presented The maximum rainfall accumulation for the
in Paragraphs 1-1.5 and u -3.4, the thermal en- entire western half of the United States is given
vironment, with its associated thermal shock, in Table 3-1 (Reference 1). Rain accumulation
is of paramount importance in the selection of is given for time intervals ranging from 5 min-
the appropriate design parameters. Another utes (1/12 hour) to 24 hours, The data shows
problem that arises, because of the intrinsically that only once in a 2-year period was there
brittle nature of most refractory materials, is recorded 0.35 In. of rain over a 5-minute iziter-
the impingement of rain droplets at these high val. This is equivalent to an average rainfall
velocities. This chapter discusses recent findings rate of 4.2 in./hr. Once in a 10-year period, 0.5
in the field of simulation of both the rain and In. was measured in 5 minutes for an average
thermal shock environments, rate of 6 in./hr, Maximum rainfall expectancy

In addition to these environments, the radome for a given time interval usually increases with
designer has to overcome the effects of nuclear the number of years over which the records are
radiation. Of late, moet l radome specifications, observed,
whether for grouad-based, shipboard, or air- Table 3-1 ohows that the rainfall rate and
borne applic-Alotis, hnvc been required to meet accumulation both decrease as the time dura.
some radiation specification. This chapter con- tion increases. The maximum accumulation is
eludes with a brief discussion of the effects of related to the time duration, t, as follows:
nuclear radiation on some of the more promi-
nent radome materials. A _ 14.8 _ t (8.1)

where A = accumulation, in.
t = time, hr

3-1 THE RAIN ENVIRONMENT The rainfall expectancy along the Gulf Coast

Is the most severe in the United States and is
Any discussion of the rain erosion problem about twice the values given in Table 3-1. In-

must begin with an explanation of the natural stantaneous rain rate expectancy for New Or-
rain environment, so that the radome designer leans is given in Fig. 3-1. The figure shows that
can properly select realistic test methods and this area can expect a rainfall rate of 1 In./hr
rain rates, and properly conduct trade-off stud- 0.3% of the time. The probability of encounter-
ies involving reliability, system performance, ing 1 in./hr is I in 750. A very intense rainfall
and the rain environment, of 5 in./hr would be expected to occur only
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TABLE 3-1 MAXIMUM RAINFALL ACCUMULATION AND AVERAGE
P.AINFALL RATE FOR WESTERN USA*

I uration inhrlj
Frequency

1/12 1/6 1/4 1/2 1 2 4 I8 16 24

Once in 0.35 0.60 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50
2 yr (4.2) (3.6) (3.0) (2.00) (1,25) (0.75)

Once in 0.45 0.75 0.90 1.30 1.50 1.90 2.25 2.75 285 2.95
5 yr (5.4) (4.5) (3,6) (2.6) (1,0) (0.85) (0.56)

Once in 0,50 0.80 1.10 1.60 1.75 2.25 2.65 3.00 3.25 3.50
10 yr (6.00) (4.8) (4.4) (8.2) (1.75) (1.12) (0,06)

Once in 0.55 0.00 1.25 1.80 2.20 2.50 3.00 3.50 3.85 4,00
25 yr (6,60) (5.4) (5,0) (3,4) (2.20) (1,25) (0.75)

Once in 0.60 1,00 1,40 2.O0 2.50 3.00 8.50 4.00 4.15 4.50
50 yr (7.20) (6.0) (5,6) (4.0) (2.50) (1,50) (0.875) (0.5)

Once in 0.65 1.10 1.55 2.20 2.80 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.75 5.00
100 yr (7.8) (6.6) (62) (4,4) (2,80) (1.75) (1.0) (0.56)

* Top number is the accumulation in In. Number in parentheses Is average rate in in./hr.

0.056% of the time, with a probability of occur- diameter distribution vs. altitude is given in
ring of 1 in 35,000. Fig, 8-2.

Normal rain rate diminishes to very low
values above 25,000 to 30,000 feet, Thunder-

3-1,2 CLASSIFICATION OF RAIN storm rain is rare above 40,000 feet, but has
been observed at altitudes as high as 60,000

Rainfall is produced by two different weather feet. Terminal velocity of raindrops varies with
conditions and may be classified as either thun- altitude and drop size, with larger drops having
derstorm rain or normal rain. Normal rain gen- higher velocities. Values may range between
erally covers a very large area, lasts for several 16 and 30 ft/sec.
hours or even days, and usually has a moderate Normal rainfall particle size distribution is
rainfall rate between 0.01 and 1.0 in./hr. In con- shown in Fig. 3-3 for rain rates between 0.01
trast, thunderstorm rain is generally localized and 6.0 in./hr, At the 1.0-in./hr rate, 23%
over a relatively small area and may last from (i.e., 62 ,-39 %) of the volume would have drop
only a few minutes to several hours, Its instan, diameters from 2.0 to 2.25 mm. The curves
taneous rate may approach 40 in./hr, but rarely demonstrate a definite nonlinear increase in
exceeds 5 to Iq in,/hr even for very short duran drop size with increased rainfall rate. The me-
tions. dian diameter, D, increaseB more slowly than

A characteristic distribution of rainfall rate the intensity, I, and generally satisfies the
at different altitudes for both normal and thun- equation:
derstorm rain is shown in Fig. 3-2, The curves D = 2,23 IP,1118 (8-2)
indicate a typical decrease of the rate with in-
creased altitude for normal rain having a given where D = median diameter, mm
rate at ground level. Thunderstorm rain rate I intensity, in./hr
distribution vs. altitude is quite erratic by rom- For I of 2 in/hr, the median diameter is 2.53
parison and usually has an instantaneous rate mm. The median diameter divides the drops of
at relatively low altitudes considerably greater larger and smaller diameter into groups of
than at ground level. A typical thunderstorm equal total volume.
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3-2 THE MECHANISM OF RAIN EROSION silient materials, such as neoprene, and very
hard materials, such as glass and ceramics.

3-2.1 CONDITIONS FOR RAIN DAMAGE Materials with properties between these two
IN MATERIALS extremes have consistently demonstrated low

resistance to erosion. This has led to the wide-
Radome rain damage is caused by the colli spread use of rcsillont coatings to protect the

sion of a material traveling at high velocity surface of plastic materials in tne subsonic ve-
with free falling water drops of random size locity range and to the accept- nee of cernmics
falling at low velocity. Such damage may occur for supersonic velocities.
from either of two conditions, or as a result of
a combination of both conditions. 3-2.3 EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The first condition, known as rain erosion OF RAIN EROSION
damage, assumes the material body to be in-
finitely rigid, with little or no deflection result- Reference 4 demonstrates that plastic and
Ing from the material's absorption of the kinetic metal erosion, for a given material-sample ge-
energy of the water particles. The erosion, or ometry and rain rate, may be fitted to an expo-
wearing away of the material, is a surface con-

dition only and may be either quite slow or very
rapid, depending on its properties, finish, veloc-
ity of the material, and the rain rate. PROBABILITY OF RAIN RATE

10-5 10-4 10-3 I0-2 i0-1
The second condition, known as rain impact 8.0o ..........

damage, may result from inadequate structural e.o -

rigidity and may be more of a design problem 5.0-
than a materials problem. Rain impact damage 4.0-
may occur in plastic radomes, either of the solid _.o0

laminate or sandwich type, when the skin is 3.0
quite thin. The laminate may suffer extreme de- 2.0 \ T
flection, delamination of the layers, and com- P RCENT R--
plete deterioration of the resin. Such has been PTIMECTOBABILITY
experienced in conventional plastic "A" sand- TIo
wich radomes having skins approximately 0.020 .o--

in. thick when used for high-speed subsonic air. 0.e -- " \ _

craft. In solid thin-wall ceramic radomes, be-
cause of their Intrinsic brittleness, catastrophic 0 - -

failure can result from the impact of several or
even a single drop when the instantaneous high 0`3
pressure resulting from the impact causes ex---*
cessive tensile stresses on the back side- of the 9
material.

Failures of these types can be corrected in
design and are classified primarily as structural o.Io . . --

problems. For this discussion, the radome body o. o- -

is assumed to be capable of absorbing the energy o.o6
without serious deflection or excessive stress .05
levels. The main concern is the problem of sur- 0.041-
face erosion, 0.03

3-2.2 MATERIALS THAT RESIST RAIN DAMAGE ° 2.0 .0 3.0 4.0
PERCENT TIME OF AVERAGE YEAR

Rain erosion testing of radome materials
over the past decade Indicates that. the two types Figure 3-1. Inutantaneous Rain Rate Expectancy
of materials least affected by rain are soft re- for New Orleans (Ref. 2)
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nential expression, such as: Although no specific work was performed to
develop a better understanding of constants K

--01, T (5-•; and x, they are dependent upon the surface fin.
ish, hardness, water drop incidence angle, and

where R V erosion veight loss, mg other specific materials properties. Further de-
V-~ test velocity, ft/•c scription of the constants requires a detailed
K materials constant investigation of all the variables. Results for
x materials constant selected materials are shown under Test Results.

This equation may be rewritten as: Reference 5 shows the deformation of a
R- K (V -- Va)z (34) spherical water drop in collision with a hard

surface at normal and oblique incidence angleswhere Va = threshold velocity below which ere- and at velocities up to 1750 ft/sec. The sphere
sion does not occur for the particu- deforms into a flattened teardrop, then to a
lar material, mushroom top, and finally to a thin disk as im-

From these experiments, it was found that a pact velocity increases. Along with these re-
smooth surface was the longest wearing. This suits, radial flow velocities parallel with the
was due to the time before the surface finish was material surface have been determined. This
sufficiently roughened to erode. After the sur- radial flow velocity was found to be greater
face was roughened, erosion caused a measur- than twice the free stream velocity, V.
able weight with time. The time, 0, to reach this Referefices 5, 6, and 7 present the studies
state was dependent upon the material, surface and photographs of water drops striking mate-
finish, and test velocity. rials at impact velocities up to 3200 ft/sec. The

goo
Uio
- o

Io I1

0 Y k ANAT(n/r

S30

20

Io

0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
0.25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 5.25 6.25 7.25 8.25

DROP DIAMETER LIMITS (mm)

Figure 3-3. Particle Size DistribWtion of Natural Rainfall lRel. 3)
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resulting radial force acts upon the peaks within to fragment the drops, the addition of a spike
the surface finish of the material with an impact extends the wave front and permits sufficient
pressure equal to: time for water-drop breakup.

a/2pCV

where C = speed of sound in water 3-3 TEST METHODS FOR SIMULATING
a = flow factor, which Ns slightly less RAIN EROSION

than unity
haensnity o3-3.1 THE CENTRIFUGEp = density of water

The material must resist this high pressure The centrifuge, or whirling arm, has proven
scrubbing action or erode. Elastic coatings may to be a very effective instrument for the meas-
deform and spring back as long as the ultimate urement of rain erosion resistance of materials.
tensile stresses are not exceeded for the elastic Two facilities employing such instruments have
material and the bond is' r6t broken between been in operation for many years: one at the
the coating and the subsurface. Uncoated rigid Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory and one at the
materials must resist shearing stresses across University of Cincinnati (Reference 11). Both
the base of the jagged surface peaks. Therefore, facilities use two-blade zero-lift propellers.
the smoother the finish and higher the maxi- These arms are designed to test leading edge
mum shear stress, the more resistant the mate- samples, as shown by Fig. 3-4. The CAL facility
rial is to rain erosion. It follows that erosion places the centcr of the test sample 231/2 in.
first occurs at weak spots or areas of poor sur- from the axis of rotation; the UC facility places
face finish. Likewise, a porous surface is less an identical specimen 21 in. from the axis.
resistant than a nonporous surface. In their present form, both centrifuges are

As the impact incidence angle of the rain is limited to subsonic velocities. The propeller pro-
decreased, the radial velocity component, the files are such that compressibility is encoun-
resulting radial pressure, and the erosion dam- tered in the region of 600 mph (880 ft/sec).
age rate are decreased proportionately. Quali- Above this speed, the power required to drive
tative test data substantiate this impact angle the unit rises sharply and the wave front from
effect. the tip tends to fragment the free-falling simu-

Fragmentation of water drops as a result of lated rain. The specimen is thus exposed to the
passing through the separation region behind turbulent wake of the previous revolution,
a shock wave has been investigated over a limr- which is a very poor sinilation of the natural
ited rAnge of conditions by the National Bureau environment.
of St•.ndards. Reference 9 shows that rain drops The Cornell whirling arm produces a rain-
are reduced to a mist in the Mach 1.3 to 1.7 drop collision rate, at, 1-in./hr rainfall rate and
rang,-, resulting in a detached shock wave, such 1.9-mm average drop size, given, by:
as would be generated by a sphere. Fragmenta- N = 5.09Vt (3-5)
tion results when there is a sufficient velocity
differential between the water drop and the where N = number collisions/in..2

separated region behind the shock front and V = velocity, mph
when the transit lime from the shock wave to t - exposure time, rmin
the body surface iý sufficiently long. 5.00 o00

The same phenomenon occurs with shapes _' °
other than spheres, at higher supersonic veloci- I * oo
ties, and with bodies of other sizes. Where the '9_------'IN 3
nose sl-ape and Mach number are such that the -

shock wave is oblique, attached fragmentation i6 11.20

may still occur if the transit time is of sufficient Uduration. For a given nose configuration and 0.035
Mach number, this reactien time increases di- NOTCHED FOR STRAP
rectly as the eize of the body is increased. Where Figure 3-4. Test Specimen for "Whirling Arm"
the body is small and there is insuflicient time Rain Erosirn Simulator
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RECOIL DAMPING BLAST TUBE DROP SUSPENDED RECOIL DAMPING
SPRING GU RJCIE ON FINE WES RETRTB SPRING

1.- in!!.~

SIDE ELEVATION MAIN BEAM

LA M PS \ 0

LENS 1" TIMING Y LENS

DISTANCE I

ft: 1 I'LiiIJ

\L PHOTO-CELL UNITS.

PLAN VIEW

Figure 3-5. Diagrammatic Arrangement of Supersonic Liquid Drop
Impact Apparatus

These facilities have produced extremely speeds has been designed and operated by the
useful data in the evaluation of many possible Royal Aircraft Establishment (Reference 6).
rain erosion coatings. For example, the Good- The device consists of a gun, a blast tube, and
year 23-56 neoprene coating, at standard test a projectile arresting mechanism, as shown in
conditions of 500 mph and 1 in./hr rainfall, re- Fig. 3-5. The gun has a 1.25-in, diameter
lates coating thickness with time to erode by: smooth-bore barrel screwed to a breech block

that receives a 1.0-in. engine-starter cartridge
t = 0.53x2• (3.6) with electric igniter. The blast tube prevents

where t = time for coating to erode, min the gases from the gun 'barrel from reaching the
x = coating thickness, mils water drops before the projectile. The blast tube

At this wpeed and rain rate, a l.-mil coating of is 6 ft long with the same diameter as the gun

the Godyear manterial lasts approximately 53 barrel.
minutes in the rain and a 20-ml coating lasts The arrester tube consists of a series of wash-

bout212minutes (nhe refnrence 9). 2era and spacers. The washers have an insideabout 212 minutes (Reference 9). diameter smaller than the projectile diameter
This type of data has enabled designers to and are deformed in absorbing the kinetic en-

select adequate laminates and coatings for air- ergy of the projectile while capturing It intact.
craft in the high subsonic speed range. Alti, ,lgh The washers have a 0.9-in, bore and are graded
thcse coatings may be damaged or stripped ." in three sections from 0.018-in. thickness at thein flgttruhhayrisomte r- entry section to 0.048 in. in the third section.

inflight through heavy rainstorms, they pre-
vent damage to the radome. The radome can be The top half of the tube is hinged for Installa-
recoated to renew the protection. tion of new disks after each firing.

Single drops up to 2.5 mm in diameter can3-3.2 THE RAIN GUN be suspended on the projectile flight line on a

An apparatus for the study of the impact of drop holder ring. The drops are held in place
liquid drops on a surface moving a, supersonic by a very fine web. With careful positioning of
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the drops, repeated impacts on the same area Progressive deformation by thn water drop on
of a test specimen can be obtained. The de- the material surface is recorded by photographs
tached normal shock wave of the projectile de- from successive firings. This device i. simple to
flecis the iow mass web insiantaneousiy, ieav- operate and permits precibely controlled experi-
ing the spherical drop to impact with the test ments at a reasonable cost.
specimen, as shown in Figs. 3-6 and 3-7.

Disk-shaped test specimens may be tested EROSION SIMULATOR3-3.3 MITHEASERSO SMUA R
in either a supported or unsupported condition.
Typical projectiles, as shown in Figs. 3-8 and Under a Navy BuWeps cotract, a wind-
S-9, are made of plastic and have a steel nose. tunnel test device was constructed by Mithras,

The steel nose, in contact with the aluminum Inc -Reference 12). The test setup, mounted
stopping disks, provides good resistance. The inintthe David Taylor Model Basin supersonic
plastic keeps the projectile mass low and helps blow-down tunnel, is nhown in Fig. 3-10. This
to keep the body center of gravity forward to erosion simulator consists of a pylon on which
assist in projectile stability, is mounted a high-pressure line and water-

The velocity is measutred by two photo cells injection nozzle. A slug or cylinder of water is
looking through holes in the blast tube.. Accord- acceerated from the nozzle using a high-pres-ing to the projectile charge used, the apparatus
is capable pojelcitiechargeusedbtween5 andar3200 sure source and is controlled by a quick-opening
is capable V" velocities between 500 and 3200 valve. The slug of water, when ejected, is dis-
ft/sec. Velocities are limited only by the maxi- rupted into a form, shown typically by Fig.
mum allowable breech pressure of 10,000 psi. 3-11, in which the water distribution is de-

pendent upon discharge pressure and the rela-
tive velocity between the water particles and
the local air stream.

STEEL NOSE\ SOLID BODY

SPECIMEN
Figure 3-6. Projectile About to Strike 2-mm

Diameter Water Drop at 1200 ft/sec Figure 3-8. Projectile with Molded Polyelhene
Body for Carrying Solid Specimen

STEEL NOSE SOLID BODY

. .... ... !.. .. .

SPECIMEN

Figure 3- 7. Projectile About to Strike 2-mm Figure 3-9. Projedtile with Molded Polyethene
Diameter Water Drop at 3000 ft/sec Body for Carrying Sheet Specimen
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Unfortunately, the distribution of particle flat samples with 2-in. base diameter. The cone
S...... ,. t shaz b101jz ,tet:1dued. The tesA method hait angles tested were 150, 221/°, and 300.

at this time must be considered qualitative, but Mach 2.0 data are available for laminates of
it may prove useful in comparing two different phenolic, Enon 92R, silicone, polyester, and
materials and their resistances. Experiments other materials (References 13 and 14). The
have been conducted in the velocity range be- test program included metal-tipped cones, alu-
tween 1000 and 2000 ft/sec. mina ceramics, and elastomeric erosion coat-

ings.
The extreme axial acceleration forces make3-3.4 THE BALLISTIC RANGE

this system much more desirable for plastic

A 1500-ft rainfall system, known as the Su- materials than for ceramics. Similarly, the re-
personic Rain Erosion Ballistic Range, was con- covery system, a time-delay parachute device,structed at Camp Elliot, California. An over- necessitates ground impact of the test piece athead spray nozzle system, capable of producing velocities sufficiently high to cause recovery
rain rates of up to 11.9 in./hr with a dropsize damage to brittle materials. Extension of this
distribution similar to 1.0 in./hr of natural technique to higher velocities would result in

rainfall, is used as a source of rain. Special 57-
mm shells were designed for testing cones and

INITIAL SHAPE

SUBSEQUENT SHAPE

0

4. • •:TIMING SCALE (100Us LARGE DIVISOR)

Figure 3-10. View of Model, without Sleeve, in
Extreme Downstream Position and Water Nozzle in Figure 3-11. Test Photos of Water Slug with

Extreme Upstream Position Sleeved Model
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even higher acceleration forces and recovery tural failures, weather delayi, instrumentation
damage and is not used. The 57-mm test pro- malfunctions, and extensive setup times be-
gram is one of the most comprehensive erosion tween runs. Careful planning, including a sec-
pre-ram nnd and ro ,-dd fU, ItvUew by und sied, baciup instrumentation, preliminary
the radome designer when selecting materials testing, and scheduling when the weather con-
for use at Mach 2 or lower. d1tions are least likely to interfere, will likely

reduce the overall cost and yield more infornma-
3.3.5 THE ROCKET SLED tion for a given expenditure.

In full-scale radome qualification testing, at
For velocities of Mach 2.0 and higher, the least one dummy run should be made using a

supersonic rocket sled Is the most realistic rain metal dome to verify predicted sled perform-
erosion test method. Many tests have been made ance. Three.axis vibration levels can be meas-
in the Mach 1.5 to 3,0 range, using many dif- ured for preliminary laboratory vibration simu-
ferent materials for radomes of various sizes lation. Shock and vibration levels experienced
and configurations. Artificial rain fields have on the track may be much more severe than in
been installed at Hollornan Air Force Base, Ed- flight. Many radome failures have resulted
wards Air Force Base, and the Naval Ordnance from this environmental condition rather than
Test Station. Much has been learned about the rain damage. When failure occurs, it is 4nome-
use and limitations of radorie materials in su- times very difficult to determine or separate rain
personic rocket design from this rocket sled failures from sled vibration failures.
testing in controlled artificial rain. However, it The sled designer should select low-cost,
should be recognized that this test method is readily available rocket motors with well-estab..
extremely expensive for the limited information lished performance. Instrumentation should be
obtained and produces little in the way of quan- selected that is capal)le of recording velocity and
titative engineering data. Its greatest value is track station a( time of failre. Proven track
probably as a means of qualiflcation testing a methods should be employed where possible.
radome for a given aircraft or missile system All United States supersonic track facilities
early in the program without jeopardizing a have published reports disclosing detailed track
costly developmental missile, and rain field information. An existing sled

The cost of a sled test program is dependent may be available that would require minor re-
upon many factors, including the number of work and save the cost of a new sled design.
runs, sled complexity, degree of Instrumenta- All tracks, facilities, and avalilable sleds should
tion, propulsion system selected, and amount of be considered before selecting a track facility
design and analysis required. Monorail sleds are for radome testing.
less expensive to build and require lower thrust Small light-weight sleds for the Mach 4 to 5
levels to attain a required velocity; therefore, range are presently under development, Design-
they have been used extensively for testing ing in this range presents many problems and
small missile radomes. The testing of large ra- may result in numerous failures before success
domes requires a dual-rail sled with higher is achieved. However, when this is accom-
weight, greater thrust, more complex stopping plished, materials can be tested at and above
mechanisms, and, therefore, are higher in cost. the sonic velocity in water, 4800 ft sec. Beyond

Both single-stage and dual-stage propulsion this speed, the water drop behaves like a rigid
systems have been used. To achieve constait particle rather than a fluid. This present.o an
velocity within the rain field, a second-stage unexplored area of study on rain erosion.
rocket is generally selected, since most single-
stage thrust programs only permit the designer 3-4 SLED TESTS
to achieve maximum velocity somewhere within
the rain field. Thrust program selection is in.. As can be seen by the foregoing discussiontz
fluenced by the available track length between of various simulation techniques, considerable
the starting point and the rain field, by the run- time, effort, and money have been spent in an
out distance after the rain, and by the stopping attempt to obtain rain erosion data. Each of
mechanisms available, these techniques has intrinsic litnitations aini

Overall testing costs are affected by struc- disadvantages, since each one is an attempt to
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TABLE 3-2 COMPARISON OF THREE SLED-TEST FACILITIES

USNADC A USNOTS
Activity R. A. E. Sandia Corp. SNORT .

HNoleman Air
Track Pendine, Eng. Force Base China take

Track Length (ft) 3000 34,000 21,000

Rain Field (ft) 500 6000 2500

Rain Rate (in./hr) 1-6 5 2

Drop Size (mm) 1.6-2.8 1.5 1.8

Max Velocity (ft/seu) 1760 2800 3030

Sample Type Flat Ogival Ogival

Length (in.) 62-14 13

Diameter (in,) 7 1
Ua- 8  

5

Materials Plastic Plastic Plastic
Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic

siniulate the actual environmental conditions lack of rain erosion information. Because of the
encountered by a radome in flight. Other than combination of size, C-band operation, and
the use of actual missile firings through a rain weight limitations, the selection of a thin-wall
environment, the costly technique of firing test design was necessary. However, the usual ques-
materials carried aboard a supersonic sled tion arose concerning the ability of ceramic and
through a calibrated rain field comes closest to plastic materials to withstand a rain environ-
simulnting actual conditions. This is not to say ment, especially in this instance, since a maxi-
that sled testing affords conclusive information, mum velocity of Mach 4.5 would be encountered.
As will be shown in the following paragraphs, Provisions were made by the Bendix Research
this technique can also provide dubious results. Laboratories to obtain the necessary informa-
The major contributions to this field of sled test tion in a sled test program at Edwards Air
information in recent years have been made by Force Base, California. Unfortunately, cancel-
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Ministry of Avi- lation of the Eagle Missile Program in early
ation, England, at the Pendine Track Facility; 1961 curtailed the planning of sled testing. Hay-
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico, ing seen the controversy that arose because of
at Holloman Air Force Base; and Naval Ord- the lack of the erosion data at supersonic veloci-
nance Test Station, Shrike Project and the ties, the Radome Section at NADC immediately
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, set upon a sled test program to obtain some data.
Pennsylvania; Supersonic Naval Ordnance Re- Funds were provided by the Bureau of Naval
search Tract (SNORT) at China Lake, Cali- Weapons to undertake a modest program of
fornia. Table 3-2 lists a comparison of the vari- testing at the Supersonic Naval Ordnance Tract
ous facilities used by these groups. Each of the (SNORT), China Lake, California.
facilities uses a monorail sled for its rain ero- One of the first steps taken under this pro-
sion testing, Both the Radome Section, NADC, gram was an extension of the original 500-ft
and the Shrike Project personnel, NOTS, use rain field to a more realistic value of 2500 ft.
the same sled at the SNORT facility. To give an idea of the tremendous costs encoun-

tered, $21,000 of the $48,000 allocated for the
3-4.1 NADC TESTS overall project was consumed in the materials

and labor for this extension. Figure 3-12 is an
Considerable controversy existed within the uptrack view of the completed 2E 00-ft trackside

Eagle Missile program in 1960 because of the rain field. Design and fabrication of the Mach
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2.5 monorail sled was assigned to the personnel each side, to the rain environment. A whip an-
at the SNORT facility. In an attempt to obtain tenna is seen extended from the top of the main
as much data as possible, it was requested by housing. This telemeters both accelerometer and

small (11/2 in. X 3 in.) flat samples of test ma- tion. The primary sources of braking are iner-
terials in addition to two test domes. Figure tia-actuated air scoops that open out into the
3-13 clearly shows a triangular wedge section air stream upon burn-out of the sled motors.
protruding from the forward midsection of the On November 15, 1961, a dummy firing, using
monorail sled. This bulkhead is designed so that two stainless steel radomes, was conducted to
three separate wedges of 20', 30°, and 400 half determine sled performance. Excessive aerody-
angles can be interchanged throughout the ten namic drag and sled weight resulted in a maxi-
firings. Since the radomes to be tested were mum velocity of 1900 ft/sec, considerably lower
all of the same geometrical configuration, the than the expected 2800 ft/sec. In addition, the
wedge would provide highly desirable erosion- single axis accelerometers showed that lateral
vs.-angle-of-incidence information. Each wedge accelerations in excess of 150 g's and vertical
exposes six samples (11 in. X 8 in.), three on accelerations in excess of 200 g's were obtained.

Figure 3-12. Uptrack View of NADC SNORT Track
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Figure 3-13. SNORT Sled Showing Methods of Attaching TetI Specimens. Coors
Porcelain 99% Alumina Radom@ on Right iHead-On View) and Corning Glass

Ware Pyrocer.m Radoye on Loh

At this point in the program, there was consid- A meeting was held at NADC with prospec-
erable uncertainty. Because of the relatively tive radome suppliers to determine the size,
low velocity, it was obvious that the flat sample shape, and thickness of the test radomes. Since
holder would not be in the free stream but at the test items were being donated to the test
some point aft of the intersection of the shock program by the various manufacturers, It was
waves from the adjacent radomes, Thus, be- highly desirable that costs be minimized. Be-
cause the shock waves from adjacent radomes cause of sled weight and aerodynamic drag, it
interacted before the sample wedge, a true test was also desirable to test a relatively small ob-
of erosion could not be made. More importantly, jeet. It was agreed that each test item would be
there was no assurance that, the domes could of the same configuration so that geometry
withstand the vibrational loads. Despite these would not be a variable. A survey showed that
shortcomings, it must be remembered that this all of the contributing manufacturers had fab-
was only the second time that a sled with ra- ricated Mauler ogival radomes, which were 13
domes had been fired and recovered at velocities in. X 5 in. Because of varying grinding and
in excess of 1900 ft/sec. The Sandia Corpora- machining preferences of the manufacturers,
tion was conducting a similar program at Hol- it was agreed that the first 2 in, of the radome
loman Air Forc' Base and had successfully would be finished at the mnanufacturers' dis-
retrieved a vehicle only one month previously. cretion.
A maximum velocity of 2000 ft/sec was reached However, no one could guarantee which thick-
during these tests. The primary reason for this ness would survive the test environment. After
series of tests was to find the thickness of the giving much consideration to the structural and
refractory dome needed to withstand catas- electrical properties of the materials of interest,
trophic failure caused by rain impact and as well as the most prominent frequencies of
erosion, operation, it was decided to use a 0.050-in. wall
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Figure 3-14. Coors Porcela'in 99% Alumina (AD-99) Radome with I 0,050 In.
on Right (Head-On View) Survived the Environment. Corning Pyroceram with

t.=- 0,050 in. and Nylon Tip on Left Survived the Environment.
(Maximum Run Velocity = 1960 ft/sec)

thickness. In addition to a 0,050-in, radome 15", specified in the design of erosion protection
from each of tho test materials, radomes of for manned aircraft radomes, persisted through-
equivalent electrical thickness would also be sub- out the examination of the test specimens. Ilow-
mitted for evaluation. The rain field was set up ever, the Information was not complete in that
for 2-in/,hr rain rate centered about a 2-mm there still remained a need for data at higher
median drop size (Rbference 16), velocities, During the project, it became obvious

Figures 3-13 through 8-22 present the condi- that erosion information at velocities in excess
tions and results for this series of tests, of Mach 3.0 was necessary. New materials and

Depletion of funds cancelled some of the fabrication techniquels were being developed
planned runs, but the assessment of the data that also would have •o be subject to the ques-
obtained was encouraging, The most important tion of erosion resistance, One of these, slip-cast
determination was that the 0,050-in. walls of fused silica, was becoming popular because of
Pyroceram, aluminum oxide, and fiberglass had iP favorable dielectric properties, thermal
survived not only the rain environment but also properties, and relatively inexpensive fabricit.
the tremendous accelerations that were experi- tion.
enced. Photographs reaffirmed that the angle of As a result, NADC initiated a second pro-
impingement of the droplets on the radome sur- gram with BuWcps for testing at higher veloci-
face is a major design factor, They illustrated ties. However, increasingly severe problems
that maximum erosion occurred at normal inci- were encountered. Sled velocity was increasing;
donce and fell off rapidly as the ang~e of in- therefore, stopping the sled within the same
cidence increased. "'he ever-appearing value of track length would be even more difficult, The
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costs of higher impulse rocket motors, as well tors replaced the original HPAG motors and the
,a a na-w fsbd Auigsa, were rising rapidly. The wedge assembiy was removed to lessen the like-
NADC designed and fabricated the monorail ve- lihood of structural failure. On March 5, 1963,
hicle to be used for this second test series. In this vehicle attained a peak veloeity nf 8030
order to facilitate braking, a small parachute ft/sec at the midpoint in the rain field after
was housed atop the vertical stabilizer, which a 0,5-second hold back of the sled. Auxiliary
also contained a slot antenna for telemetering stopping of the sled was accomplished by plac-
purposes. The new sled was fired on January 31, ing water-filled plastic tubes atop the track head
1963, but suffered a premature chute deploy- between the 20,000- and 21,500-ft stations.
ment that resulted in violent sled vibrations and Stainless steel domes were used during this
subsequent sled breakupr Rather than delay the checkout firing. The first live firing in this new
entire program until a complete structural series commenced on March 22, 1963.
analysis could be performed and the second sled
completed, the NOTS immetiately modified the Figures 3-23 through 3-46 present the con-
sled used for the earlier runs. Cajun rocket me- ditions and results of these ten firings.

Figure 3-4S. Brunswick Corp. Filament Wound Radom@ with Vlbrin 135 and
t 0.100 In. (Left). Zenith Plastics Compression Model Diallyl 128 with

tf 0.100 in. (right)
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Figure 3-16. Brunswick Radome (Left) Is IHavily Eroded Over First Inch of Tip
Area, with Secondary Erosion Over Next Two Inches. Zenith Radame (Right) Has

Minor Erosion on Tip, with Negligible Pitting as Far Back as 51/2 in.
(Maximum Run Velocity 1 905 ft/sac)

Figure 3.17. USNADC Fiberglass laminate Radome with t 0.250 in. (Left).
USNADC Fiberglass Laminate Radome with t = 0.250 in. and

Spike (i/r = 3.4) (Right)
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Figure 3-18. USNADC Radome without Spike Is Heavily Eroded Across Face of
Done. USNADC Radome with Spike Is Heavily Eroded Across Face of Dome

Except for Small 2-in. Diameter Area at Base of Spike

Figure 3-19. Douglas Aircraft Ribbon Wound Radome with DC-7141 Silicone and
t = 0.100 In. (Left). Brunswick Corp. Filament Wound Radome with Vibrin 135

and t - 0.050 in. (Right)
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Figure 3-20. Douglas Radonie (Left) Is Lightly Erodeod Over First 0.5 in.
Brunswick Radame (Right) Is Heavily Eroded in Tip Area

Figure 3-21. Douglas Aircraft Ribbon Wound Radame with DC-7141 Silicone
and 1.5 In. Stainless Steel Tip (Left), Zenith Plastics Compression Molded

Diallyl 128 with I- 0. 100 in, (Right)
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Figure 3-22. Douglas Radome (Left) Is Very Lightly Eroded Aft of Tip, and Tip Is
Lodsoned. Zenith Radome (Right) Has Minor Erosion on Tip, with Negligible

Pitting as For Sock as 5 '/A in.

Figure 3- 2 31 runswick Corp. Chopped Fibers with Figure 3-24. BMunswick Radome (Left); Synchro-
DC-2106 Silicone Resin Binder Radame, with t Ballistic Photos Showed Ceramic Cap Completely
0.375 in., and Sprayed Ceramic Cap 0.015 in. Thick Eroded During First Half of Rain Field and Plastic
Deposited Over First 3 in. of Dome (Left). Corning Body Heavily Eroded During Second Half of Rain
Multiformed Fused Silica fCGW#7941) Radome Field. Corning Radom* (Riht); Synchro-Ballistic

with t - 0.315 ia. (Right) Photos Showed Domne Broke Before Rain feld En-
trance Due to Poor Attachment Bonding. (Maximum

Sled Velocity 2775 It/sec)
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Figure 3-26. Coors Radome (left) Survived Envi-
ronment But Showed Evidence of Hairline Fracture

Figure 3-25. Coors 99% Alumi'a (AD-99) Radome Pattern. Corni.ig Radome (Right) Failed During First
with t 770.050 in. (Left). Corning Pyrocerczm Half of Rain Field (Maximum Sled Velocity 2839

Radome with t -- 0.050 (Right) ft/secJ

Figure 3-27. Corning Radorne (Bottom) Lost During First Rain Field
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Figure 3-30. Corning Pyroceramn (960X) Rodome
Figure 3-28. RDI Woven Fiberglass Sock Radome with t =0.090 in. (Left). Coors 99% Alumina
with Epoxy Resin and t=0.050 in. (Left). Raytheon (AD-99ý Radam, with t: 0.090 in. (Right)
97% Alumina Radom& with t 0.050 in. (Right)

-A

Figure 3-29. RDI Radoine (Left) Survived Environ- Figure 3-31. Corning Radome (Left); Synchro-
ment But Received 1-in, Diameter Hole in Nose. Ballistic Photos Showed Dome Broke Before Rain
Ro:-theon Ridome (Right); S yn chro -Ballistic Photos Field. Coors Radome on Right Survived Rain Field
Showed Dome Broke Before Midpoint in Rain Field But Broke After Middle of Rain Field IMaximumn

(Maximum Sled Velocity 2908 ft/see) Sled Velocity 2852 fu1sed
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Figure 3-32, Coors Radom* (Bottom) Survived Rain Impact Well Beyond Peak
Velocity But Broke in Second Half of Rain Field

.4

Figure .3-33. Convair Slip-Cost Fused Silica Radome Figu're 3-34. Both Radomes Survived Environment
with t 0.350 in. and Unglazed Round Tip on But Showed Heavy Tip Erosion (Maximum Sled

Left. Some Radome with Glazed Tip (Right) Velocity __- 2950 it/sac)
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Figure 3-35. Cenvgir Fused Silica Radome with Unglazed Tip After Test
Shows Heavy Tip Erosion

Figure 3-37. Convair Radom* (Left) Broke Between
Figure 3-36. Convair Slip-Cepst Fused Silica Rodoni. 1975 and 3175 Few~ of Run. Convair Radame (Right)
with t -; 0.350 in. -nd Unglazed Pointed Tip (Left). Surviv'ed Environment but Showed Heavy Tip Ero-

Same Radom# with Glazed Tip (Right) sion (Maximum Sled Velocity = 2930 It/see)
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Figure 3-38. Coors 99% Alumina (AD-991 Radome*
with t = 0.100 In. (Left Rear). Douglas Ribbon Figure 3-39. Coors Idadome (Left) Survived Environ-
Wound Radome with Silicone Resin and t =0.100 ment with No Signs of Erosion. Douglas Rodame
in. (Right Front). Special I V/,-in. Long Stainless Steel (Right) Showed Heavy Erosion for 5 in. Bqhind Steel

Tip Is Bonded to Front of Douglas Radome Tip (Maximum Sled Velocity -~2852 it/sec)

Figure 3-40. Synchro-Bollistic Photos Showed Rocket Motor Breaking
Loose From Vehicle
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Figure 3-41. Convair Slip-Cast Fused Silica Radome Figure 3-42, Convair Radorne (Left) Survived Envi-with I -=0.350 in. (Left) Is Rerun of Radomo Shown ronnient But Showed Minor Erosion Aft of Tip. Con-in Figure 3-33 (Left) with Metal Tip Added. Convair vair Rodonie (Right) Survived Environment outSlip-Cast Fused Silica Radome with t --- 0.350 In. Showed Slight Erosion On Tip
and Pointed Shape Glazed Tip (Right)

Figure 3-43. Corning Multiformed Fused Silica. URadome with 0.350 in. (Left). Attachment Area 2of This Radome Is Strengthened with Fiber glass
Warp. Convair Slip-C-it Fused Silica Radome with Figure 3-44. Corning Radanie (Left) Broke Duringt0.350 in. (Right) Is Rerun of Rodome Shown in First Half *f Rain Field. Convoir Radorne (Right)Figure 3-41 (Right) Showed Additional Erosion in Tip Area
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Figure 3-45. USNADC Fiberglass Hemisphere Ru- Figure 3•46. Both Radomes Survived Environment
dome with t 7:I 0.250 in. ILeftI. Same Racdome with but Showed Heavy Erosion Except far Small

Metallic Spike ( /r 3.4) (Right) Annular Ring at Base of Spike

Figure 3-47. Silicone-Impregnated Radome in Shrike Configuration ILett). Same
Radame with Thicker Skin and Different Radius of Curvature (Right .
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3-4.2 U.S. NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION RUNS

During the conduct of the 1961 and 1963
14ADCL .t umiijuiuii LL ;, IL Utt.,dII--iW ap pI a We

the Shrike personnel at NOTS that erosion test-
ing would be necessary for their thin-wall ra-
dome. Increased temperature requirements were
necessitating the selection of refractory mate.
rials in lieu of the plastics originally considered
for this missile.

In mid-December 1962, a test was conducted
by Alon Remell (NOTS) on two silicone-im-
pregnated radomes (Reference 17). The left
radome of Fig. 3-47 is the Shrike configuration,
The right radome was fabricated from the same Figure 3-48. Shrike Configuration Radome (Left)
material but was 0.060-in. thick, as compared Survived Environment but Showed Heavy Tip Ero.
to 0.080 in, on the Shrike radome, and had a sian. Radome on Right Failed in Second Half of
16.00-in. radius of curvature. Figure 3-48 illus- Rain Field
trates the damage encountered by these ra- It should be noted that the standard shape re-
domes while passing through the SNORT raindome whle assig trouh th SNRT ain fer red to throughout this series of tests is a
field with a peak velocity of 2565 ft/sec. Exami- rado thrag6.5-in len a 7.5-in a

nation of the synchro-ballistic photos revealed diameter, and a 2.35-in. radius spherical nose.

that the right radome failed in the second half Figure -4 i a compoite photo taken

of the rain field. It was concluded that failure Figure 3-49 is a composite photo taken at
1000-ft intervals during run No. 10. The display

was caused by insufficient strength of this de- illustrates the erosion experienced by an epoxysign and not erosion. The left radome experi- fiberglass material contoured to a standard
enced most of its erosion over the first 3 in. of hape, and subjected to a rain environment at
the tip area. It should be noted that this par- velocities of 1860 and 2400 ft/sec (see Refer-
ticular radome had a solid phenolic tip. ence o a(e

The following five runs -were conducted by ence 20),
thissame folloup betweerns Stere andut No- Table 3-4 is a compilation of the data obtainedthis same group between September and No- duigtepro ofOobr16 thuh

vember 1963 on radomes of the Shrike configu- during the period of October 1961 through

ration (see Reference 18). The characteristics igres 30

of the radonies and the results of these tests are p ioote runs at the i ni afe r v oii
given in Table 3-3. pletion of the runs at the indicated velocities.

Both the initial erosion time and penetration

time are taken from the high-speed photographs
3-4.3 SANDIA TESTS made during the experiments. These data are

then plotted for a given material and presented
Concurrent with the NADG series of tests, in the form illustrated in Fig. 3-52.

the Sandia Corporation was also conducting
a program to study the effects of rain impinge- 3-4.4 SUMMARY OF SLED TESTS
ment at supersonic velocities (Reference 19).
The purpose of these tests was to provide quan- The information presented in the previous
titative data that could correlate erosion, ve- paragraphs indicates that plastic and thin-
locity, and time for three radome materials, walled ceramic radomes do not meet the typical

As mentioned earlier, the 35,000-ft track at rain specification at velocities of 2500 ft/sec
Holloman Air Force Base, with its associated and greater. Where the weight requirement per-
6000-ft artificial rain field, was used to conduct mits, half-wave ceramic radomies (through the
these runs, A two-stage monorail sled was used Ku band) will survive the maximum available
to sustain a desired velocity within the rain sled velcities. The failure point for such ra-
field. These tests were performed at nominal domes has not yet been reached because of test
velocities of 1100, 1600, 2000 and 2400 ft/sec. velocity limitations.
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Silica, which because of its lower density is probability of encountering the specified rain

usable in thicker configurations, has proven in- environment in many of the fleet theatres of
teresting because of its tendency to erode rather operation was typically one in a thousand. Why
than fail because of catastrophic impact (Ref- then should the entire radome design be penal-
erencc 21). High-purity alumina has demon- iNed in view of such a low probability? Thus,
strated the greatest resistance to impact failure, it is of the utmost importance that the systems

As expected, all data have verified that a designers state realistically the rain environ-
pointed shape minimizes the effects of rain im- ment that is to be encountered by their particu-
pingement. When electrically tolerable and eco- lar radome.
nomically feasible, a pointed radome should be
selected if rain erosion is a design consideration. It would be ideal to provide a correlation be-

Obviously, the rain requirement for a high- tween erosion, velocity, time, and material
altitude operational vehicle is considerably less properties. Accumulation of rain erosion data
than that of an air-to-ground missile, For the is extremely expensive and somewhat haphaz-
most part, water droplets are non-existent at ard. To date, there has been no attempt to cor-
altitudes greater than 3500 ft. A study made at relate available information. Such a correlation
NADC early in the Eagle Missile Program (air- would greatly enhance the possibility of replac-
to-air; Mach 4.5; typical flight profile in the ing sled tests with a less expensive and more
60,ý,00- to 80,000-ft altitude) showed that the reliable simulation technique.

TABLE 3-3 SUMMARY OF RADOME RAIN EROSION EXPERIMENTS AT
NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION

Entrance Exit
Velocity Velocity

Run No. Rademsi Material and Remarks [it/s) Mft/se6)

1 Sillcone- inpregnated fiberglass (0.090 in.) with a 6 In. long cap of alumina 2100 2950
(0.010 in.). This radome survived the run but received a hole through the tip.
Silicone-impregnated fiberglass (0.090 in.) with a phenolic plug in the nose
(already flown for 5 rin. through natural rain by an A4C aircraft). The
radome broke prior to the midpoint in the rain field.

2 v-in. long Pyroceram radome tapered from 0.060 in. in the frontal area to 2200 3000
0.100 in, at the base, (The tip was 0.218 in.) The radome broke during the run.
Two-layer alumina radome. Dense outer skin of 0,025 in. and lightweight inner
layer of 0,070 in. (7 in. long). The radome broke during the run,

3 Silicone-impregnated fiberglass (0.090 i,.) with an 0.010-in. alumrina cap. This 2175 3030
radome failed in the second half of the rain field.
An epoxy-impregnated fiberglass with a 6-in. cap of alumina, which tapers
from 0.040 in. in t6e tip to 0.010 in. The radomo survived with the ceramic
tip ienivoed, and some erosion of substrate,

4 Identical to first radome of run No. 2 except that the taper is 0.082 in. to 0.100 2230 2970
in. Thi,' radome broke 700 ft after the rain field, Epoxy-impregnated fiberglass
with a 6-in, cap of alumina, which tapers from 0.020 in. in the tip to 0.010 in.
The radome survived with the coating removed, and some erosion of substrate,
(It is beilved that failure wua caused by a mounting ring that broke loose and
wedged itself forward in the dome area,)

5 Two-layer (ionie of" alumina with a denlse outer skin of 0.040 in. and a lightweight 2230 3000
inner layer of 0.044) in. The rudome was undamaged and there was no evidence
of erosion.

Two-layer dome of alumina with a dense outer skin of 0.020 in. and a lightweight
inner layer of 0.110 In. This radome broke just prior to the rain field exit.
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3-5 THERMAL SHOCK TESTING some of the techniques and limitationls of the
many miethods of thermal shock simulation.

3-5.1 INTRODUCTION Because of the different methods used for
thermial shock testing, the foI1nvi og paragraphs

The IMU5if of environmental testing of will consider' th(2rn according to their primary
radomes should include at least a sumimar:- of method of heat transfer and will classify them

ET "1.5001 FEET (ýv ri.: Y

'r~r w~ s:yi? 4,500 '-CET F -,r CF RAIN'

COEDESTRUCTiON BY R.AI N

A MSSLE NOSE. CONE RAIN EROSION TEST
~J-fOLLO AI F'B. NEW MEXICO

VELOCITY S0F/~ I5~P{ IS~~

P .. rAREA 6.C00) FEET LENCTHi
4qE1TS -*'_' mus INCHES/HOJ; C0N7PC*LL1_'!

j~ZE 15 MILS S CONTR0'E R'_ , ý{

Figure 3-49. Synchro -Ballistic Photos of AEC-Sandia Epoxy Fiberglass Radome
During Run No. 10

Figure 3-50. Standard Epoxy Fiberglass lRadorne Figure 3-51. Sitandard Epoxy Fiberglass Radorne
After Ot-e Exposure to Rain Facility at 1100 ft/sec. After One Exposure to Rain Facility af 1600 ft/scc,

Sandia Run No. 4 Sandia Run No. 5
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TABLE 3-4 SUMMARY OF RADOME RAIN EROSION EXPERIMENTS BY SANDIA CORP.

Nominal

Mie. lost No. Date Hft/soc Raodm* Materila and ke,nnrks

I RM86E Oct. 3,N196 2000 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape, chc.kotit ri.m.

2 RM8i6E Oct. 26, 1961 2000 Sled checkout run.

3 RM63E Nov. 15, 1961 1100 Neoprene-covered epoxy fiberglass, atandard shape.

4 RM64E Nov. 16, 1961 1100 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

5 RM66E Nov. 16, 1961 1000 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

6 RM67E Nov. 16, 1961 1600 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

7 RM68E Nov. 17, 1961 2000 Neoprene-covered epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

8 RM69E Nov. 17,1961 2000 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

9 RM77E Nov. 29, 1961 2800 Classified antenna experiment.

10 RM78E Nov. 29, 1901 2400 Epoxy fiberglass, standard shape.

11 RM89E Apr. 27,1962 2800 Sled-vibration damper checkout.

12 ItM90E May 11, 1962 2000 Phenolic chopped fiberglass, defective rocket.

13 BM87E May 18, 1962 2400 Phenolic chopped fiberglass, sample lost.

14 RM88E June 18, 1962 2000 Phenolic chopped fiberglass, repeat of RM90E.

15 RM70E June 29, 1962 2000 Ceramic, standard shape.

16 RM71E July 6, 1962 2000 Ceramic, same cone as RM7OE.

17 PM72E July 20, 1962 2000 Ceramic, same cone as IHM7OE and RM 1HE.

18 RM79E July 27, 1962 2400 Ceramic, standard shape, broken itn 1600 to 2000 fA

19 RM91a Aug. 31, 1962 2400 Phenolic chopped fiberglass, ceramic-tipped ogive

20 RM92E Sept. 14, 1962 2400 Ceramic, standard shape, dry run, no breakage.

21 RM93E Sept. 28,1962 2400 Ceramic, standard shape, broke at 1360 ft.

22 RM94E Oct. 26, 1962 2000 Phenolic, ceramic capped, standard shape.

23 RM95E Dec. 14, 1962 2000 Phenolic echopped fiberglass with 0.030-in. neoprene coating, stand-
ard shape.

24 RM96E Jan. 18, 968 2400 Ceramic, ogive shape, no breakage.

25 RM97E Feb. I, 1963 2400 Ceramic, ogive shape, broke aftei lea~lng rain field,

26 RM98E Feb, 1,1963 2000 Cerilmic, standard shape, broke at 400 ft.

27 RM99E Mar. 1, 1963 2200 Ceramic, ogive shape, defective rocket motor.

28 RM100E Mar. 29, 1963 2200 Ceramic, ogive shape, no breakage.

29 RM1010 Mar. 29, 1963 2200 Cone-sample experiment.
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as hot gas, hot liquid bath, and electrical heat- 3-5.2.1 The Hot Flue
ing, which represent convective, conductive, and
lud;aLive h1alU Irusi;er, respec6iveiy. Each The hot flue presents I he least severe thermal
method has its own advantages and disadvan- shock environment. Although the temlperatares
tages in providing a realistic single-side ther- available may easily reach 3000"F, the relatively
mnl simulation of the true environment, low velocity provides for low heat transfer

These methods encompass a wide range of rates. This method, described in Reference 22,
facility and item tested costs, and available heat was one of the first techniques used for radomes
flux. Certain methods may provide a good pro- because of its simplicity and availability in the
totype proof test, but be too expensive as a glass, ceramic, and other industries. The test
quality control acceptance test. Other methods _.mm is exposed to the exhaust gases of a flue or
can be programmed to give a true simulation of chimney at a point in the system where tern-
thermal stress distribution, but possibly at ma- peratures can be measured and the exposure
terial temperatures somewhat different from time generally is determined by a total heat flux
that of the true flight environment. Selection of or by the peak temperature and time experi-
a test method must, therefore, be made only enced by the nose of the body. It is difficult to
after considering the reliability required, avail- achieve an approximate distribution of heat rise
ability of test facilities, and the time and money with time or flux distribution along the body
available for testing. The radome material surface. The method must be considered as
should also be considered to determine whether crude when compared with more sophisticated
a single proof testing or a production accep- but expensive methods.
tance testing of every radome is required.

Paragraph 1-1.5 considers the analysis of the
thermal shock environment and the ideal be-
havior of the radome in this environment. It 70
would be highly desirable for this paragraph
to relate thermal shock testing directly to the EROSION TIME VS VELOCITY
analytical work, It Is regrettable, however, that so SANDIA CORPORATION 1961-62
thermal shock testing has been carried out al- MATERIAL: DOW DEN-438/18I
most universally on an empirical basis. There- EPOXY FIBERGLASS LAMINATE

fore, the following paragraphs wil! briefly de- SAMPLE RADOME, 7 IN. DIA.
scribe the various methods in current use, leav- 50- x T IN. LONGO.O8 INOTHICK

- WITH 2.3 IN, RADIUS NOSE
ing the designer to choose the method that best RAIN: STANDARD 0,5 IN/HR
satisfies his thermal, mechanical, size, and eco- 1.5 MM MEAN DROP DIA.
nomic requirements. -§ 40

At present, the Air Force is sponsoring a -
project at the Georgia Institute of Technology -
to compile a Designer's Manual of Ceramic Ma. o
terials. It will correlate existing thermal shock 0 -
case histories with predicted behavior according "' SAMPLE

to current thermal shock theory. The project NETRATION

was carried out under Contract No. AF 33 2 - -

(615)-1308.
- INITIAL0 AM4AGE

3-5.2 CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 10-o

Convection is the primary mechanism of heat
transfer provided by hot-gas generators. As o , , . . .

a class, hot-gas generators are the most widely 600 1000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000
used thermal shock test devices. The following VELOCITY (FPS)
types of hot-gas generators are discussed in the
order of increasing heat transfer rates that are Figure 3-52. Supersonic Radome Rain Erosion
normally provided by the device. Graph of Erosion Time vs Velocity
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3-5.2.2 The Supersonic Wind Tunnel 3-5.2.4 Jet Engine Exhaust

Many radomes have been tested in large test Many manufacturers and government agen-

ods were available. Tunnels suitable for this gines mounted on static test stands. Exhaust
type of testing usually require large test sec- gas distribution characteristics are usually well
tions to test full-scale, continuous-operation, established. These include velocity, tempera-
and fairly high test section pressuies. Unlike ture, and Pressure surveys at incremental dis-
most other methods, it produces true boundary tances from the nozzle centerline for a series of
layer conditions and dynamic pressures, along stations behind the nozzle base and for a fixed
with heating. engine speed. Afterburners are used to increase

In simulating a given flight temperature pro- the range of temperatures and velocities obtain-
file, certain factors should be recognized about able with such engines.
wind tunnel testing. The model usually starts In studying such a distribution, the radome
from room temperature in a closed test section, tester may find an engine power setting and dis-
When the bypass valve to the test section is tance from the jet that approaches the missile
opened, a normal shock front passes rapidly flight environment needed. If the test model is
through the throat, past the model, and down- on a movable mount, such that the station is
stream into the diffuser section. This induces, varied with time, this method is quite flexible.
essentially, a step rise from zero velocity to the Engine ,speed variation with time, combined
design Mach number of the nozzle blocks being with location change with time, will extend the
used. This results ip an attendant step rise to potential ever further. Ramjet engines are also
a high heat flux. If the back face or inside sur- used for testing when higher temperatures and
face of the test radome is at room temperature heat fluxes are required.
at starting time, the wall temperature differ- Jet engine exhausts typically attain tempera.
ence and, therefore, thermal stress may exceed tures in the 1000°F to 30001F range over a wide
flight conditions. For some simulations, this con- range of distances from the axis and aft of the
dition may be partly alleviated with pro- nozzle. One difficulty with turbojet engines is
grammed internal heating. For certain types the swirling action produced by the turbine.
of trajectories, the radome wall will experience This should be considered when designing the
a brief period during which the true thermal test fixtur6 for holding th.,radome.
stress will be experienced before reaching equi-
librium. librum.3-5.2.50Oxypropane Burners

There is a very limited number of tunnel
facilities where this type of testing would be With one or a number of propane burners,
permitted for brittle material radomes. Unless it is possible to provide a wide range of heat
the facility has special provisions for capturing fluxes from low values (10 Btu/ft--sec) up to
broken particles, severe damage may result in those expected for orbital reentry (100-200
the diffuser section, turning vanes, or in the low- Btu/ft2--sec). Thus, it is possible to test small
velocity return section. specimens or large models using this system.

The X-20 nose cap model was reported as suc.

3-5.2.3 The Hot-Gas Wind Tunnel cessfully tested using multiple propane burners
(Reference 25). The reentry trajectory was

Several facilities incorporate hot gases in simulated by programming the distance from

wind tunnels. These hot gases may be the prod- the model to the burners to provide the desired

ucts of combustion from a burner, air heated heat flux-time relationship. This facility used

through some type of heat exchanger, or a com- 30 oxypropane torches to provide the desired

bination of both. One such wind tunnel using heat flux.

combustion products was used to simulate aero-
dynamic heating on alumina radomes (Refer- 3-5.2.6 Oxyacetylene Burners
ence 23). Several such tunnels are available at
OAL, Daingerfield, Texas (Reference 24). One of the most commonly used test setups
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uses single or multiple arrangements of a con with such a system, as noted in Reference 27.
ventional welding torch. This equipment is gen- Water-cooled. multinle-flame burner units art,
orally available, is well understood, and can available and may be arranged to surround any
always be used when the more elaborate tech- body shape. The simplest arrangement uses one,
niques are not availablc. four, or possibly nine units suruunrding Lhe

This method can produce a heat flux from stagnation region of the test body. A water-
100 to 1000 Btu/ft--sec, depending upon nozzle cooled shroud can be built around the body and
spacing, distance to the specimen, and gas pres- shaped to control the flame or longitudinal flux
sures used in the burners. As done with the pro- distribution. The test radome may also be
pane burner, the test specimen may be moved in mounted off the shroud, cam driven into the
and out of the flame or gas pressures may be shroud at a planned rate, and withdrawn to
programmed to extend simulation versatility, closely simulate a trajectory profile. Very-thin-
These burners are particularly useful when wall shells of the same configuration and made
temperatures from 4000OF to 5000°F are re- from a high-temperature, high-thermal-conduc-
quired (Reference 26). tivity material may be used as calibration mod-

els. The calibration model requires the installa-
3-5.2.7 Oxyhydrogen Burners tion of high-response high-temperature thermo-

couples on the inner surface of the thin shell
The oxyhydrogen burner, as the oxyacetylene model. With control of the shroud shape, model

burner, has recently become a very useful tool insertion rate, and burner pressure, a close ap-
for nose cone testing. i4feat fluxes in excess of proximation to the true thermal distribution is
800 Btu/ft 2.-sec are easily achieved. This stag- effected.
nation heating rate is comparable to approxi- An elaborate oxyhydrogen furnace compris-
mately 6000 ft/sec at sea level or about 10,000 ing some 600 burner units has been constructed
ft/sec at a 100,000-ft altitude. The respective by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
equilibrium stagnation temperatures would be for the Navy. This furnace, shown in Fig. 3-53,
2600OF and 4000 0F. This type of facility has can test models up to 2 ft in diameter and 3 ft
proven adequate for meeting the requirements in length. It represents a very large initial cost,
of most current reentry testing. Reentry simu- high operating costs, and could be hazardous in
lation for the Apollo radome was carried out its operation. In operation, a remote control

Figure 3-53. 600-Burner Oxyhydrogen Thermal Test Facility
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Figure 3-54. Water-Cooled Oxyhydrogen Burners In Thermal Test Facility
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television monitoring system is used. Figure measuring ahhiji in rates (if c'•ramnic materials
3-51 shows a group of the water-cooledl burner (Reference 29). A similar motor is used at NOL,
units with provision for adjustment of snacinr Sih,,wr - '..-..I., tm......... 3 - ......

between the test body surface and the burncz tion of organic materials.
faces. Figure 3-55 shows the furnace it opera-
tion. 3-5.2.9 Plasma Jets

3-5.2.8 Rocket Motor Exhausts During the past few years, plasma jets have
come into wide use for screening reentry mate-

Rocket motor exhausts do not necessarily pro- rials. Heat fluxes of the order of 1000 to 2000
vide higher heat transfer rates than the three Btu/ft"-sec are easily obtainable. However, the
chemical burners just discussed, but they do high costs associated with these devices have
provide the highest degree of mechanical shear limited the average laboratory to small units.
and vibration of any burner system in use. Also, The average unit usually ranges from 50 to a
because of their availability from missile, and few hundred kilowat~t3. This limits the general
space propulsion systems, they may be used to use of plasma jets to the evaluation of test speci-
simulate reentry thermal shock on large shapes. mens of the order of 0.5 to 1 in. in diameter.
An 18,000-lb thrust rocket motor was used in The plasma jet offers several advantages over
such a program at Huntsville, Alabama (Refer- the other systems discussed in the previous
ence 28). A small oxyhydrogen rocket motor has paragraphs. The hot-gas products may be tai-
been used for several years at Georgia Tech for lored to simulate the composition as well as the

/

Figure 3-55. Uxyhydragen Thermal Test Facility in Operation
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temperature of the environment anticipated radome shape and the pump speed can be varied
from aerodynamic heating over a rather wide to control the heat transfer to the body.
range of altitudes and vwlnitipi Plnata jet- Th;ta..... a.-.--.,, , are geieraiiy
may also be incorporated into low-pressure tun- thermocoupled on the inner surface and im-
nels to obtain stpersonic flow. These attractive mersed with varying entry speeds, pump mass
features have encouraged a few companies to flow, bath temperature, and shroud shape until
build relatively large plasma jet wind tunnel th, proper operating conditions are determined
facilities. These facilities range from one to for the best simulation of thermal stress with
several megawatts in power consumption. Aveo, time and body station.
CTL Division of Studebaker, Plasmadyne Divi-
sion of Gianini Scientific Corporation, and 3-5.3.2 The Molten Metal Bath
Thermal Dynamics are some of the companies
that have large-scale plasma jet facilities for Liquid metals can be used and operated like
use and/or sale. the hot salt bath. Babbitt has been most com-

monly used. Molten iron has been used to ther-
mal-shock fused silica. Other metals may be
used, but the complexity of the system increases

Hot molten baths are used when very high with the melting point of the metal, particularly

beat transfer rates are desired at relatively low above 200F.
temperatures. The primary method of heat
transfer provided by such baths is conduction. 3-5.4 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Two general typc, of baths are used for ceramic
radomes: the hot salt bath and the hot metal Since the development of quartz lamps, par-
bath. ticularly those with filaments capable of power

as high as 500 watts/in., quartz lamp heating
has become a very useful test method. It can

3-5.3.1 The Hot Salt Bath* produce precision heating rates for'progranmned
heating cycles with its rapid energy output and

This method has been used extenEively for high radiant efficiency. Figure 3-66 shows a
production acceptance testing of ceramic ra- radome covered with poster paint black in place
domes. Both the initial cost and unit testing and ready for thermal, shock testing with a
price are relatively low. Any high boiling point qua tfz lamp clamshell heater at General Dynam-
salt solution may be used that is not injurious ic ,/ ?omonia. (See Paragraph 3-5.7.3.)
to the bath hardware or the material being Tungsten filaments in an argon atmosphere
tested. For example, fused silica should not be are enclosed by small-diameter quartz tubing.
tested in a hot salt bath, since the molten salt At rated voltage, the 4000OF tungsten filaments
will react with silica and promote devitrifica- act as infrared emitters, which reach 90% of
tion. Hot salt baths may be operated with the their operating temperature within 3 or 4 sec.
fluid at 1000°F or higher. Their radiant efficiency is rated at 88% and

A typical salt bath consists of a large tank, they can operate in any type of atmosphere.
generally of staipless steel, immersion heaters, These lamps are available in standard straight
a circulator pump, and some mechar.ical or hy- lengths ranging from 5 to 25 in. or may be plir-
draulic external system that holds the test body chased in other shapes on special order. Stand-
and plunges it into the bath at a given velocity. ard ratings are 100, 200 and 360 watts/iri, at
A more realistic simulation of heat distribution 240 volts. They may be operated at 480 volts
over the body is accomplished if the radome is with reduced life and almost double the radiated
plunged into an open-ended shroud ring having power.
a pump impeller mounted at the entrance. The Reflectors are generally used and are corn-
shroud expansion can be adjusted to suit the mercially available, although special reflectors

are often designed to best suit a given test
shape. Good reflectors reradiate some 70% of

See Paragraph 1-4.3. the incident energy, but require either air or
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Figure 3-56 General Dynamics/Pomona Infrared High-Temperature Test Facility

water cooling when operated longer than a few the cost of a 1000-kva installation might exceed

When the lamps are operated at overload One of the attractive features'of radiant heat.
voltage with an efficient reflector system, a heat ing with quartz lamps is the absence of hot
flux of 200 Btu/ft2-sec is attainable. This is suf- gases. Therefore, they provide the cleanest form
ficient for most interceptor missile types, all of heat, both chemically and electrically. Also,
sustained flight vehicles, and some rbentry cases. as pointed out, they can be operated in almost

To test large radomes, the required electrical any environment. Raytheon and General Dy-
power becomes a significant factor. At overload namics/Pomona are among the radome users
rating, the 360-watts/in. lamp requires 0.75 who have cartied out boresight measurements
kw/in.2 if the tubes are spaced 1 in. apart, or on radomes heated in this manner. Figure 3-57
about 1.0 kw/in.2 for the same spacing and 70% shows a test setup at the General Dynamics/
reflector efficiency. An available 1000 kva con- Pomona boresight range, using the quartz lamp
tinuous power should be capable of heating 6 ft2 clamshell heater to determine boresight shift as
of surface area at 200 Btu/ft2-sec. a function of radome heating. Since it was not

Automatic control of power to the lamps for possible to get measurements with the heater in
temperature-time-station simulation requires a place, the Pyrocerain radome was boresighted
host of tranLformers, reactors, switch gears, cold; the heaters were then swung in place to
programmers, and controllers. When combined heat the radome to a given temperature. After
with the necessary data-recording equipment, heating the radome, the clamshell was swung
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Figure 3-57. High Temperature Boresight Test Setup at
General Dynamics/Pomona

away and boresight was recorded as a function b. Gas enthalpy
of time and change in temperature, The bore- c. Gas composition
sight shift was very small. Reference 30 reports d. Gas temperature
the use of quartz lamps to heat dielectric panels e. Mass flow rate
while their electrical characteristics were being 2. Test specimen conditions
measured (Paragraph 5-5.1). a. Configuration

Quartz lamps have also been used to evaluate b, Size
the combined structural-thermal performance c. Thickness
of radomes. Figure 3-58 shows such a test setup d, Homogeneity
at General Dynamics/Pomona. This setup can e. Surface condition (scratches, flaws,
be used to simulate flight temperature gradients etc.)
while the radome is mechanically stressed to f. Stress condition (residual stresses,
simulate aerodynamic and maneuvering loads, stresses in attachment area, etc,)
In this test, considerable preparation was neces- g. Physical and mechanical properties
sary to program the power as a function of time h. Thermal properties (thermal diffusiv-
to produce the desired gradients in temperature ity, emittance, etc.)
in both the radome and mounting ring. 3. Reproducibility of test conditions from

run to run
3-5.5 EVALUATING THERMAL SHOCK TEST DATA 4. Reproducibility between test specimens

supplied by one manufacturer and be-
The value of any thermal shock test data is tween specimens supplied by different

dependent on the degree with which numerous manufacturers
environmental, material, and test conditions are 5. Method of attaching test specimen to
known and controlled, The more important ones holding device
are 6. Instrumentation

1. Environmental test conditions
a. Gas velocity There are no thermal shock test data available
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I the dt-velhpment of radhmes capable of per-
forming under these conditions will not only
"satisfy the requirement for future hypersonic

missile systemsq. hnt will tn1., o ,m11nu thettA-0A ment of critically needed flight environment
data so necessary to the optimum developmentof such missiles.

As pointed out, the methods for thermal shock
* testing are many and varied; not only in the

.* primary methods of heat transfer, but also
varied in the degree of thermal shock provided.
Therefore, before thermal shock test results are
presented, the designer should be cautioned as
to the interpretation and use of such data.

It is not always appreciated that the thermal
shock resist'rnce of a material is dependent not
only upon the physical and mechanical prop-
erties of the material, but also upon the severity
of the thermal shock environment. The severity
of the environment is not a function of the tem-
perature, but rather the heat transfer rate to
the material. This relationship can be illustrated
by considering air and water at 200'F. Obvi-
ously, the heat transfer rate is much higher in
the water than in the air. This difference would
be evident by placing an ice cube into each en-
vironment. Although each environment is at the
same temperature, the heat transfer rate is
different.

In Paragraphs 1-1.5.5 and 6-3.4, it is pointed
out that the thermal shock resistance of a ma-
terial depends as much upon the properties of

Figure 3-58. High Temperature Structural Test the particular thermal shock environment as
Setup ao Geeral Dynamics/Pomona upon the properties of the material. In Fig. 1-22,

the predicted thermal shock resistance of nine
for which all of the above conditions are ade- possible radome materials are plotted as a
quately known, controlled, and reported, How- function of the thermal shock environment, All
ever, even if all the conditions were met, there nine materials change in their order of merit
is the overriding fact that data describing the as the environment changes. For example, beryl-
actual flight environment under hypersonic con- lia should be the best material under low heat
ditions are not known precisely. Also, the inter- transfer rmtes, but it is rated as eighth at the
actions between the hypersonic flight environ- high heat transfer rates predicted to be asso.
ment and ceramic materials of interest to the ciated with hypersonic flight. According to these
radome designer are not rigorously defined, data, alumina should be more thermal shock re-

Flight data for ceramic materals under these sistant than Pyroceram at low heat transfer
conditions are essentially nonexistent. This is rates. The reve-se should be true at high heat
due in part to the lack of telemetered data dur- transfer rates. At the highest heat transfer
ing reentry or other hypersonic flight trajec- rates shown, slip-cast fused silica should be an
tories and to the lack of electromagnetic window order of magnitude better than the next best
materials to allow obtaining these data. Thus, material, Pyroceram.
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3-5.6 CHOICE OF THERMAL SHOCK
TEST FACILITIES 

4000 _T1Since the exact thermal shock environment 36 00I--

cannot be simulated with any of the facilities MASLO
described, the value of tiermal shock testing 32001 - - -- 0.0082 LB/SEC
maight be questioned. Iiowevei-, there aie useful ----- 0.0082 LB/SEC

purposes for which such testing is usually car- 2800 , - 00 -

ried out, such as:
1. Screening new material% aid new fabri- t 2400

cation techniques "RONT FACt
2. Evaluating a particular radome shape or Zý- 2000=

system in simulated hypersonic environ- 9
ment (-

3. Obtaining data on thermal response for W -0 -

production radomes
4. Quality control or proof testing 120--

The following presentation of typical thermal S o o"
shock test data, obtained for each of the pur-- .A.FC
poses described, will help in assessing the value 400 -p- : - B F
of such data. 1

0 - 0 40 60_ 80_ I00 120

3-5.7 RESULTS OF SELECTED THERMAL 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

SHOCK TESTS TME (SEC)

3.5.7.1 Screening Tests Figure 3-59. Temperature-Time History of Fused
Silica Exposed to 300 Bfu/sq ft-sec Heat Flux

Small, laboratory-size gaseous and plasma jet Environment
torches are the most frequently used test de-
vices for screening possible radome materials Dayton (Reference 32). It should be noted that
for thermal shock resistance, the cold-wall heat flux for all three data curves

The value of screening tests to the materials was the same (300 Btu/ft--sec). The difference
engineer has been the subject of discussion and in backside temperature is due to different
study by the Refractory Composites Working frontside temperatures, as shown in Table 3-5.
Group (Reference 31). The Working Group was Similar data for 109- and 5BG-Btu/ft2-sec cold-
set up to recommend standard test conditions wall heat flux are presented in Table 3-6.
using an arc plasma jet that might be repro- A small oxyhydrogen rocket motor has been
duced between various facilities using standard used at Georgia Tech for screening materials
reference materials for calibration purposes, for radome, nose cone, and rocket nozzle appli-
Three heat flux levels were set up to represent cations. A typical setup for evaluating materials
mild, moderate, and severe thermal shock en- in the exhaust of this motor is shown in Fig.
vironments. Nominal cold-wall heat flux levels 3-60. The impingement angle of the exhaust on
were 100, 300, and 500 Btu/ft2-sec. A standard the sample can be varied from 450 to 90'. The
specimen dimension of 2 in. X 2 in. X 0.5 in. sample-to-motor distance can be varied from
was selected. However, the only ceramic radome 6 to 20 in. The cold-wall heat flux is shown as
material evaluated in this facility was slip-cast a function of distance from the nozzle for im-
fused silica, which was selected as one of the pingement angles of 45' and 900 in Fig. 3-61.
standard materials to represent a monolithic, The operational parameters for this motor are
insulating, high-temperature, oxidation-resist- shown in Table 3-7.
ant material. Figure 3-59 shows the type of data To compare the thermal response of slip-cast
obtained from this facility at the University of fused silica, Pyroceram, and alumina, 0.25-in.
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TABLE 3-5 TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR FUSED-SILICA SPECIMENS
EXPOSED TO AN ARC PLASMA JPT EFFLUENT

Heat, flux, Btu/ft2 -sec 300 300 300

Gas enthalpy, Btu/Ib 2340 2080 4000

Gas velocity, ft/see 1030 750 730

Stagnation pressure, in. HzO 18.5 0.488 6.0

Gas temperature, "F 5670 5400 7800

Test duration, sec 120 40 120

Depth of erosion, in. Nil 0.0100 Nil

Final Back Face Temperature, "F 1050 160 920

iinal Front Face Temperature, °F 3120 2790 3600

Remarks Mass Flow = Mass Flow = Mass Flow
0.0082 lb/sec. 0.0082 lb/sec. 0.0037 lb/sec.

TABLE 3-6 TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR FUSED-SILICA SPECIMENS
EXPOSED TO AN ARC PLASMA JET EFFLUENT

Heat flux, Btu/ftx-aec 109 504

Gas mnthalpy, Btu/lb 980 8750

Gas velocity, ft/se 600 1870

Stagnation pressure, in. B2O ... 24.1

Gas temperature, "F 3150 7200

Test duration, se 860 72

Depth of erosion, in. 0.003 0.029

Final Back Face Temperature, IF 320 810

Final Front Face Temperature, IF ......

Remarks Very little effects were Volume of specimen increased
observed, except discol- slightly after test Evidence of
oration of the rurface. a clear glassy phas on sur-

face. Max. surface temp. >
3200"F (optical pyro.).

thick plates of all three materials were exposed The alumina specimnen cracked after approxi-

to the exhaust of the oxyhydrogen rocket motor mately 45 sec. Pyroceram failed in a similar
at a distance of 14 in. from the exit plane (Ref- manner when exposed to the rocket exhaust at
erence 33). This distance was selected because a distance of 12 in. from the exit plane. Slip-cast

it was the closest distance at which Pyroceram fused silica has not been observed to thermal-
and alumina could survive t. e thermal shock. shock at any distance. However, at a distance

The frontside temperature, backside tempera- of 6 in., ablation occurs. The ablation rate at
ture, and temperature difference between these this point is approximately 0.001 in./sec.
two surfaces for all three materials are shown Oxynecetylene and oxypropane torches pro-
in Figs. 3-62 to 3-64. vide similar data at similar cold-wall heat flux
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conditions. However, because of the very low lene and oxypropane facilities to obtain emit-
gas velocities of these facilities as compared tance data (Reference 34).
with the rocket motor exhaust, the shear stresses
"_pthA tarfa.a nf the taut "p,- ,i,,h a-a.v.? 4 .7.9 ._._...!n _ :

less. Therefore, ablation rates are ]ess for
equivalent heat fluxes. Reference 35 reports the results of a program

In addition to being more economical to oper- that uses an ablative coating to reduce the ther-
ate, these facilities offer the advantages of being mal shock to an alumina radome. The aerody-
much safer and quieter and may be operated in namic heating conditions that were anticipated
the laboratory. Therefore, the oxyacetylene and for the bare radome are shown in Fig. 3-66. The
oxypropane torches are very useful high-tern- maximum temperature anticipated was of the
perature heat sources for thermal property order of 2800'F, which would be reached in
measurements of radome materials, approximately 120 sec. The maximum tempera-

The oxyacetylene facility shown in Fig. 3-65 ture differential (AT) of 174°F was considered
has been used at Georgia Tech to heat specimens sufficient to produce failure at a temperature of
for the purpose of obtaining emittance data. 1800'F and for a wall thickness of 0.25 in.
From optical pyrometer and radiation pyrome- Through the use of ablative coatings, AT was
ter data, effective emittance may be calculated determined to be 73°F during ablation and
using the method shown in Appendix 3A. The 131°F after ablation. These temperature gra-
emittance data presented in Fig. 4-32 were oh. dients produced stresses of 12,200 psi and 24,360
tained using this method. The Marquardt Cor- psi, respectively, which represented 1/4 to 2A of
poration has used this method with oxyacety- the ultimate strength of the alumina used.

Figure 3-60. Setup for Evaluating Ceramic Materials in Exhaust of

Oxyhydrogen Rocket Motor
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TABLE 3-7 OPERATIONAL DATA FOR 1700

OXYHYDROGEN ROCKET MOTOR 1600___

Motor 1500

Fuel mixture ratio, Vu,:Vo, 4:1 1400 IZ{-
1T..J- 13C

s. ..K , uw jute, SA~ ~v.36 1300 •.

Oxygen flow rate, S.C.F.M. 9 1200 --
Chiaiuber pressure, pain 275 -6 1 :

8 1100
Exiiaust gas at e•tx plane V) FLAT PLATE

10CC CALORIMETER AT 900
Pressure, psia 15.1

Velocity, ft/sec 7966 D soc
Temperature, 'R 3214 t; Boo -

X

Stagnation temperature, °R 5400 3 700
U. 3

Mach number 2.5 I' 600

A model of the radome under consideration 400
was coated with the ablative material for simu- 300
lated environmental testing. The radome was - _ -

approximately of 12-in. diameter and 40-in. 2C0 FLAT PLATE
length. The test facility used ramjet engine ex. CALORIMETER AT
haust. The test conditions are shown in Table o I A
3-8. The results were stated in Reference 36 as 04
follows: "Upon ignition of the ram jet, the ra- DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE (INCHES)
dome began to vibrate in the exhaust stream.
Ablation of the coating began within 5 sec. The
coating ablated, evenly exposing a small por- Figure 3-61, Heat Flux of Exhaust of Oxyhydrogen
tion of the radome at the stagnation point, After Rocket Motor
approximately 15 sec of run time, a crack de- conditions that allow a very minimum tempera-
veloped at the base of the radome. The radome ture differential between the frontside and back-
then broke away from the mounting ring and side of the radome. It would be safe to say that
fell intact, shattering immediately upon strik- this temperature should be less than 300'F for
ing the bottom of the chamber. Ablation had the 0.25-in. wall. One way of reducing this gra-
proceeded to the shoulder of the radome nose. dient would be to make the wall thickness as
The test terminated at this point." then au be.

It should be emphasized that alumina would thin as possible.
be shouldpbe eed tosurvivetherm aluona wounde During one phase of a project to evaluate slip-

be expected to survive thermal shock only under cast fused silica for nose cone applications, a

slip-cast nose cone model 25 in. high, 19 in. in
TABLE 3-8 RAMJET TEST CONDITIONS FOR diameter at the base, and 0.75 in. thick was ex-

ALUMINA RADOME FLIGHT SIMULATION posed to the exhaust of an 18,000-lb thrust
rocket motor (see Reference 36). This nose cone

Total pressure, psia 30 model was mounted like a radome, as shown in
Total exhaust temperature, 'F 3000 Fig. 3-67, at a distance of 30 in. from the exit

plane, as shown in Fig. 3-68. The conditions
Exhaust Mach number 2.24 provided by this rocket motor were:
Approximate exhaust velocity, ft/sec 5700 Exit velocity, ft/sec 6790
Run time, see 27 Exhaust gas temp., IF 3920

Exposure time, sec 17.16
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Figure 3-62. Temperature Measurements of ¼-in, Thick Slip-Cast Fused Silica
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Figure 3-63. Temperature Measurements of 1/A -in. Thick Pyrocoram Plate Located
14 In. from Exit Plane of Oxyhydrogen Rocket Motor
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The slip-cast fused-silica nose cone survived this The calculated inside and outside wall tem-
test with only localized melting at the tip. Fig- peratures are presented in Fig. 3-70 (Reference
ure 3-69 shows two views of the nose core after 40). From these data, it can be seen that the
exposure to the rocket exhaust. The ablation maximum thermal gradient in the wall was of
rate was difficuXt to determine precisely, but the order of 100°F. The fact that thpro w" nn
ranged between 0.0003 and 0.0017 in./sec maxi- failure agrees with the general observations
mum. The use of this test motor to evaluate (presented in Reference 35) that alumina should
ncse ccme materials is described in Rcference 23. survive a thermal shock enviruoinenL Lha. pro-

duces no thermal gradient greater than 100'F.

3-5.7.3 Obtaining Themial Data on The heat transfer rate provided by the hot
Production Radorne$ flue gas, however, was probably of a lower order

than would be associated with the usual hyper-
Reference 38 reports the use of hot gases sonic flight trajectory. Also, it is "robable that

from a kiln to thermal-shock an alumina ra- the thermal shock provided by the hot flue gas
dome. The radome was an ogive of 5.5-in. diam- was approaching the maximum that the alumina
eter and 13-in. length. Thermal shock was ac- could survive.
complished by swinging the radome into the Reference 41 describes the use of quartz
center of the gas stream in 1 sec. The tempera- lamps to thermal-shock alumina radomes of ap-
ture of the flue inlet wall measured 2510°F and proximately 6-in. diameter and 14-in. length.
combustion conditions assured gas tempera- These radomes were also ogival and had half-
tures over 31000 F. The same radome was ther- wave X-band wall thickness.
mal-shocked three successive times, each time The radomes were thermal-shock tested by
returning substantially to room temperature exposure to the radiant heat generated by banks
before the next insertion. During the first ther- of quartz tube lamps. The lamps were assem-
mal shock run, the radome was kept in the flue bled into a cylindrical oven, in the center of
27 sec. On the second run, it remained 20 see, which the radome was mounted. The oven con-
and on the third run 52 sec. sisted of six lamp banks, each containing nine
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Figure 3-64. Temperature Measurements on 1/4-in. Thick Alumina Plate Located
14 in. from Exit Plant of Oxyhydrogen Rocket Motor
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lamps mounted in front of water-cooled alumi-
num reflectors. The radomes were equipped with
thermocouples on both the inner and outer sar.
faces at three locations on the circumference,
at a distance of 10 in. from the nose.

In a given test, heat was applied to the ra-
dome as rapidly as possible until the preselected
wall temperature difference was attained, after
which the heat input was adjusted to maintain
this difference. The heating was continued until
failure occurred or the surface temperature "I
reached about 1900'F. The test results are given
in Table 3-9.

TABLE 3-9 THERMAL SHOCK CONCIITIOIS FOR
ALUMINA RADOMES

Wall Maximum Rote of
Temper- Outer Rise af
ature Surface Surface
Differ. Temper. Temper-

Radom* once, ature, ature, Rademe
Number' PF IF 

0
F/mrin. Failure

4 50 1920 80 No
Figure 3-67. Fused Silica Nose Con* Showing

4 100 1800 160 No Mounting Brackets Cemented in Place with

1 150 1420 180 Yes Adhesive Rosin

2 220 880 1000 Yes of the quartz lamps in the proceas.
8 240 1250 1000 Yes The maximum heat input with this clamshell

4 800 1720 400 Yes was approximately 70 Btu/ft'-sec. The efficiency
of the operation was about 50%. 100 Btu/ftu-sec
is possible by using these lamps In staggered

The alumina radomes usually broke Into seo. rows, gold reflector surfaces, and higher volt-
oral pieces when failure occurred; the time ages. The lamps shown in Figs. 3-56 to 3-58 are

period over which the fractures occurred was G.E. Infrared Heaters, Type T-3.
only a fraction of a second.

The fact that thermal gradients of 150OF and 3-5.7.4 Quality Control on Proof Testing
higher all produced failure is further evidence
that for an alumina wall of approximately 0.22 Reference 38 reports thermal shock data ob-
in., the maximum thermal gradient for which tained from alumina radomes immersed in
the radome shou!d be designed should be of the molten babbitt. Figure 3-71 shows the two ra-
order of 100 0F. domes that were used in these tests, with the

Reference 37 reports the use of the quartz location of thermocouples to measure backside
lamp clamshell heater (shown in Fig. 3-56) to temperature. The graph of Fig. 3-72 presents
thermal-shock Pyroceram radomes at General the backside temperature pl,tted as a function
Dynamics/Pomona. These radomes were coy- of time after the radome was immersed in the
ered with poster paint black to Improve the heat molten babbitt. Only the outside of the radome
transfer rate to the surface. Some ton or more was exposed to the babbitt.
of these radomes were tested to the capacity of Referenca 39 computes the temperature dis-
the facility. Some of the radomes were reported tribution for the case above with the results
to have failed explosively, breaking a number shown in Fig. 3-73. These data emphasize that,
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although the radome heats up rapidly, most of complicated by Owe added requirement that thethe temperature gradient occurs in the bound- dielectric materials remain stable when sub-
ary layer and not in the radome wall. The jeeted to high levels of radiation. Ground-based
rnuyvlmn , ~.is n An^^. -,... 4. I. I. -. Inna-........... ........... -tovv Yn "td ttpouar!d radomes now inciude, as part ofor less than 107%, of the flexural strength at their specifications, structural and electrical800"F. From these results, it is pointed out that performance that must be maintained when thatsuch a test would be satisfactory only if larger particular radome is in the vicinity of a nucleartemperature gradients could be obtained in the detonation. The use of antimissile missiles with
radome wall. nuclear warheads poses similar problems for theRadomes for the Mauler missile have been airborne radome design. Dielectric materials on
evaluated using a similar test. In this test, how- orbiting vehicles had the added problem of ex-ever, the molten metal was circulated around traterrestrial bombardment presented by cosmicthe radome to vary the heat transfer over the rays, Van Allen radiation, etc.
radome surface. This provided the highest heat For some time, many facilities have been sub-transfer rate at the nose, which more nearly jecting materials to controlled radiation sources
simulates the heat transfer profile anticipated in an attempt to determine the structural andin flight, electrical degradation after exposure. Only a

small percentage of these data is applicable to3-6 RADIATION EFFECTS ON electromagnetic window de.ign, because the
RADOME MATERIALS major portion of this testing has dealt with

structural metals, reactor materials, and elec-3-6.1 INTRODUCTION trical components. The following paragraphs
will evaluate the performance that can be ex-

More recently, the design of radomes has been pected from the more common radome mate-

S.~ ~ ~~ . . -•. ••. ....

Figure 3-68. Nose Cone Engulfed in Flame from Oxyacetylene Test Nozzle
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rials, plastic and ceramic, after they are sub-
jected to radiation,

To adequately cover the entire field of radia-
tion effects on materials would, in itself, require

references will provide a starting point for fur-
ther research,

3-6.2 PLASTICS

Considerable use is still being made of various
fiberglass-resin combinations for electromag-
netic window applications. If we now impose on
these designs a radiation environment, the two
obvious considerations are the electrical and 'l
structural degradation that is to be expected
upon exposure.

When exposed to high.-intensity radiation, or-
ganic materials are altered because of molecular
excitation and ionization, The resultant changes
demonstrate themselves in either a physical or
chemical manner, or a combination of both.
Cross linking, bond cleavage and degradation,
unsaturation, gas formation, and polymerization
are a few of the changes encountered. Whether
or not any one of these phenomena occurs de-
pends upon the material in question and the
nature of the radiation.

Exact comparison of data is often difficult be-
cause of the many parameters varied during the
exposure of the material in question. For exam-
ple, considerable data have been reported
wherein the test material Is simultaneously ex-

posed to a source of radiation and a thermal
environment that can range from'ambient tem-
perature to 10000 C. In addition, evaluations are
also reported wherein the test material is sub-
jected to a vacuum, The induced changes are k . . . .,..

a function of the combination of these three
environments that is utilized. -

Reference 42 states that gamma and fast neu-
tron radiation produce physical and electrical
chnges in structural plastics that are quite simi-
lar when compared on an energy absorbed basis.
Reference 42 also states that a radiation effects
program, performed in a gamma field, reflects
the behavior of a material after exposure to
a mixed radiation environment. This is an im-
portant factor because it allows use of the more
readily available gamma sources. In addition, Figure 3-69, Slip-Cost Fused Silica Nose Cone
gamma source facilities can handle larger sam- After Test
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ples, are far more accurate because of advanced toned individually because it is one of the best

gamma dosimetry, and present fewer handling sources fcr the effects of radiation on plastics

problems because such sources do 'not induce and elastomers.

radioactivity.
Table 3-10 lists some of the physical and elec- 3-6.3 CERAMICS

trical changes after exposure of various lami-

nates to a gamma radiation source. The struc- Considerable infonation exists describing

tural values in this table are the average of five the effects of radiation on all types of ceramics.

specimens. The electrical values are the average The data reported are not directly pertinent to

of three readings taken at 8.5 kmc. the design of radomes because most investiga-

The structural ard electrical test samples tions concerned components, insulators, tube

were irradiated in the spent-fuel gamma facil- elements, reactor fuel elements, etc. Nonethe-

ity at the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR), less, a consensus of reported data (Reference
National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho Falls, 49) indicates that these inorganic materials can

Idaho. Dynamic electrical studies were per- withstand levels up to at least 102-" nvt with no

formed in a 1500-curie Col' source located at adverse effects.

WADC. The latter measurements were per-

formed to determine if ion buildup during irra-

diation is significant. This proved to be negative. THERMO-

A Red Wing dielectrometer was used to deter- COUPLE

mine the dielectric constant and loss tangent Y (0 o.

values. W

Reference 43 gives a comparison of various
reactor facilities. References 44 through 47 pro- // LEVEL

vide additional performance data on various AIR

plastic laminates after they were subjected to 4T:4 TIP

severe radiation levels. Reference 48 is men- 0.A.L. PATCH AMOTEN

S0219" WALL

1400 HEMISPHERICAL

1300 THIS RADOME WAS SUBJECTED TO

1200 _e 
THREE SUCCESSIVE SHOCKS OF RUNS

OUTR S E _NO. 1, 2 & 3 WITHOUT DAMAGEOUTER SURFACE-
1100 INNER SURFACE r

10005" 0 0. THERMO
900 / /OUPLE

W STEEL SIMULATED BULKHEAD
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Figure 3-70. Calculated Inner Surface and Outer
Surlace Temperateeres for Aluminu (AD-991 Radome Fig,,re 3.71. Hemispherical and Toroidal Radomes

Exposed to Hot Flue Gas Test Used to Obtr'n Thermal Shock Data
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It is interesting to 'compare the quoted radia- 8Bo
tion resistance of these ceramic materials with
the exposure to be encountered in the inner Van 70C 0- - -

Allen belts. Reference 50 evaluates several IR
window materials at levels to 10" roentgens and
indicates that it would require 110 years within
the inner Van Allen belt to experience an equiv- 5 -

alent exposure.
In summary, considering the radiation D<' 400

sources that are available for material cvalua- a 40: -it ar W BABBITT 625" F, AD •

tion, it is obvious that radome materials are R rAD-

2 300HEMISPHERICAL RADOME

relatively unaffected in the radiation environ- W 2. BABBITT 710 F, AD -99-- HEMISPHERICAL.
ments as specified by the present generation of 3 HEMISPHERICAL
weapons systems. 20 EIPEIA

In an attempt to centralize the collection of TOROIDAL RADOME
radiation data, the Air Force has established i0 5ROIABLB-,,7,5.F, AD-94TOROIDAL. RAOOME

the Radiation Effects Information Center WITH METALIZE -BRAZE
(REIC) at Battelle Memorial Institute. Refer- 0 •L i , KOVAR ATTACHMENT

START 10 20 30 40 50 60 70ence 51. is the most recent compilation by REIC ETATSED TE SEC0NDSELAPSED TIME, SECONDS
on Radiation-Effects State of the Art, 1962-63, THERMAL SHOCK TESTS
and is the best starting point to pursue this area
of interest.

Figure 3-72. Graph of Temperature of Inside Sur-
face of Radome Nose After Ins•ant !mmersion of

3-7 VIBATION TESTING Radomo into Superheated, Molten Babbit

Vibration requirements for radome-, are a radomes are minor when compared with the
part of the overall design parameters of a par- thermal shock requirements, For the case of alu-
ticular missile. However, since these require- mina and Pyroceram, radomes, the strength re-
ments vary from missile to missile, there are qu'red to withstand thermal shock is so much
no standard vibration tests for radomes. higher than that required to withstand mechan-

Experience has shown that the mechanical ical loads that th(- primary empl~asis has been
requirements for advanced hypersonic missile on thermal shock testing. In the case of slip-cast

TABLE 3-10 CHARACTEtISTICS Or VIBRIN AND SEL.CTRON POLYESTERS
AFTER EXPOSURE TO RADIATION

Flexural Tensile Compressive
Exposure, Strength, Strength, Strength, Dielectric Loss

Material roentgens psi psi psi Constant Tangent

Vibrin 135
Heat-Resiatant Polyester None 56.3 33.3 40.2 4.348 0.0139

6.2 x 107 47.2 26.9 38.0 ...

2.9 x 108 47.8 27.6 43.2 4.453 0.0163

9.5 X 108 53.0 29.5 46.0 4.149 0.0117

Selectron-6003 Polyester None 34.8 40.2 26.4 4.099 0.0114

6.2 x 107 39.4 38.8 33.8 ..

2.9 X 10A 39.5 34.0 2M9 4.! .3 0.0121

0.5 X 101 40.1 37.8 31.6 4,347 0.0129
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Figure 3-73. Inner to Outer Wall Temperature Distribution vs Time

fused silica, however, this is not necessarily such a radome. The point should be made that
true. For example, the strength required for the attachment plays a major role in the per-
this material to withstand even the most severe formance of a radome under mechanical loads.
thermal shock environment would be very low. A good attachment system that minimizes stress
It may be even lower than that required to with- concentration and distributes the load over as
stand mechanical loads. This would be particu- wide an area as practical, can result in the suc-
larly true in the case of radomes over 30 in. long. cessful performance of a rather weak material.

In preparation for the sled tests reported in On the other hand, a poor attachment can result
Paragraph 3-4.1, General. Dynamics subjected in the failure of the strongest radome materials.
the slip-cast fused-silica radomes to vibrational It should be mentioned that most radome de-
tests (Reference 52). Three radomes were vi- signers require 20,000 psi for alumina and Pyro-
brated in the three major planes at 60 g's from ceram, since this order of strength is required
90 to 2000 cycles. There was no visual degrada- for thermal loading because of the high thermal
tion. After the sled tests, the first radorne from expansion of these materials. Slip-cast fused
run No. 8 (sled tested twice) was cut into test silica has little thermal expansion and requires
specimens. The transverse strength of this ra- little strength for thermal loading, Therefore,
dome was only 2500 psi. Many radome designers strength requirements for slip-cast fused silica
had previously stated that strength of the order should be considered almost entirely for me-
of 20,000 psi was the minimum required for chanical and aerodynamic loading.
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APPENDIX 3A

EFFECTIVE EMITTANCE CALCULATION

The effective emittance of a material can be From Eqs. 3-Al and 3-A2,
determined from two temperature measure- crTr4 Z -. 4

ments, total radiation temperature, and optical
temperature. For the preliminary data pre- or =-T,/T,

4  (3-A3)
sented, the assumption is made that the spectral The true temperature, T,, is tabulated as a
emittance at 6500 A is equal to the effective function of optical temperature, T., for 49 effecý-
emittance. This assumption simplifies the analy- tive spectral emissivities in a National Bureau
sis and provides for rapid- numerical solutions, of Standards Monographi (Reference 1).

Consider a surface at some true temperature, Thus, Eq. 3-A3 can be written as:
T., with a radiation temperature, T,, and an
optical temperature, T.. The measured radiation E = T( 1' (3-A4)
temperature, Tr, suggests that the surface is
"black" in nature and has a unit area radiant Solutiuns are obtained by, trial and error,
flux of: and are accomplished by assuming an effective

R-o-T (3-A41) emittance, determining the true temperature,However, if the surface is not "black," the T., associated with this particular emittance
radiant ftux will be: and optical temperature, T., and evaluating the

expression until equality is reached between the
R% ea-T, 4  (3-A2) right- and left-hand portions of Eq. 8-A4.
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SYMBOLS

B.W. Bandwidth, in.
D Density
D, Diameter of mandrel
F Frictional force
NQ Number of helical layers
P Normal force or pressure, psi, between

the mandrel and the first layer of glass
R Tangential force
R/ Reflected phase, degrees
S Interferometer horn to radome wall

spacing, in.
TPI Threads per in.
T Tension, lb/thread
V, Volume of part at the base with

radius r,,
Vm Volume of the mandrel
V" Volume at any given station; for a cone

V, = irr,,-h/8 - irr., 2h/3
Vp Volume of part
d Physical thickness, in,
h Height of cone, in.
r Radius of curvature, in.
r. Radius of mandrel, In.
a Winding angle, degrees
C Emittance; dielectric constant
C' Relative dielectric constant
x. Wavelength, in., at the interferometer

frequency
Electrical thickness

6 Included angle, degrees, between the
tangential force and the y-axis in car-
tesian coordinate system.
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CHAPTER 4
'~"" I" MAMMALS AND CON MU N.....KDMI%.#DnlI 5tD IU', I fIhIDeL3I.• U t.!,'11 I KU'•.. I I'J11

PART I-CERAMIC RADOMES

4-1 INTRODUCTION panies, and much has been learned about the
behavior of ceramic radomes. Designers now

Techniques for Airborne Radome Design turn with comparative confidence to ceramics
(Reference 1) lists and discusses many ceramic when conditions are too severe for plastics.
materials worth considering in the construction Enough has been learned about the mechanical
of radomes. Alumina and glass-ceramics are and electrical prr. rties of the leading ceramics
applied in numerous missiles. Beryllia and sin- to permit quite accurate computer program-
tered fused silica are undergoing considerable ming and calculation of their performance in
development and testing, but have not yet been both dense and laminated forms.
accepted for a specific missile. This chapter The principal properties of ceramics that
considers only these four ceramic radome ma- have led to their use in radomes are
terials. 1. Ability to sustain temperatures into the

When service' conditions become too severe white heat range without chemical change
for glass-reinforced plastic radomes, ceramic or destructive deterioration, while retain-
materials offer the only practical combination ing a useful degree of strength
of high hardness and heat resistance to with- 2. High hardness, providing resistance to
stand rapid aerodynamic heating and erosion rain erosion
by rain and other particles. Ceramics for this 3. Excellent dielectric properties, even at
application may be considered as inorganic, high temperatures
nonmetallic, electrically insulating materials 4. Complete resistance to corrosion, fungus,
that have been subjected to temperatures above bacteria, and similar destructive agents
a red heat (.w 1000 0F) during their fabrication. Offsetting these favorable properties are some
This processing temperature may vary from less favorable characteristics:
1000'F below the melting temperature of the 1. Greater weight than resin-glass radomes
material, as with slip-cast fused silica, to a of similar size
temperature above the melting point, as with 2. Greater sensitivity to severe thermal
glass-ceramics. Such ceramics consist of the shock conditions
oxides of several metals aaid metallolds. Oxide 3. Brittleness (lack of any elongation before
ceramics are inert to oxidation at high tempera- fracture, hence inability to distribute lo-
tures and have useful physical properties at calized stresses
temperatures high enough to destroy plastics 4, High cost of fabrication compared to
and to melt most metals and glasses. Many of glassplastics, especially in large sizes and
them also have electrical properties very desir- when finished by diamond grinding to
able for radome use. findl dimensions

Alumina and glass-ceramic radomes have 5. High note of change in dielectric con-
been used on at least five operational missiles stant with temperature
and on others in developmental stages. High-
volume fabrication processes for ceramic
radomes have been perfected by several corn- * See Paragraph 4-16.
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Cooperation between ceramic manufacturers 4-2.1.1 Alumina
and radome designers has stimulated notable
progress in minimizing or adjusting for these Alumina in dense, monolithic form (the first

........ , ....... t •U*'*, £5.• *lWmU• p nJUb V 'UI~hRIItfIIUw•l tXIU'Atl .t&r(JOuflne materiai) hasthe hypersonic, accurately-guided missiles on certain important characteristics. It is the
which so much military strategy is based. Ad- hardest and strongest of the radome ceramics.
vanced missile development imposes severe Dense alumina cannot be scratched by any
thermal requirements on ceramic materidls. common materials and is immune to rain ero-
These requirements may not even be satisfied sion up to very high speeds, although it can be
by the properties of alumina, beryllia, glass- broken by rain drop impingement if it is too
ceramics, or silica (when in the dense, monolithic thin. Dense alumina is easily produced to zero
form). Use of composite or laminated struc- permeability and absorption, Its raw materials
tures seems to offer the only hope for success are abundant and inexpensive,
in withstanding the extreme heat shock caused On the other hand, of the four materials,
by the tremendous velocity of these missiles, alumina is the most vulnerable to thermal shock

This chapter outlines the properties of the damage at temperatures below red heat because
four leading materials considered for ceramic of its combination of moderately high expan-
radomes (in monolithic and other forms), and sion, moderate thermal conductivity, and high
explains the processes by which they are man- elastic modulus. Its dielectric constant is high
ufactured. It also covers a new inorganic- and it hns the highest. specific gravity of the
bonded glass fiber material. Mixtures of glass four. It requires coniplete grinding after sin-
fibers and organic materials* are excluded, since tering to correct for shrinkage. Because of its
techniques for bonding glass fibers or oxide hardness, costly diamond grinding wheels must"whiskers" with inorganic binders have not be used.
advanced to the point of becoming active can-
didates for radome use.

4-2.1.2 Glass-Ceramics

G14us-ceramice is a generic term for the
4-2 PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC RADOME family of crystallized glasses represented by

MATERIALS* Corning Code 9606 material, the composition
most generally used for radomes, trademarked
Pyroceram. These glass-ceramics are shaped4-2.1 GENERAL COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE by glass-working techniques such as spinning,MATERIALS which is faster and less costly than forming

ceramics from powders. Glass-ceramics areEach of the types of ceramic materials dis- fine-grained, fully dense, and offer a wide range
cussed in this chapter has advantages and of properties, such as thermal expansion and
limitations. For a general comparision to be dielectric constant, whose values may be
made of these characteristics, Table 4-1 has changed with variations in composition. Corn
been compiled from data on the individual pared to alumina, Pyroceram has a substan-materials presented in more detail later in "tially lower dielectric constant, lower heat con-this chapter. Valtes in the table are only il- ductivity, lower thermal expansion, and better
lustrative. Some have been obtained by extra- thermal shock resistance. Its major shorteom-
polation-most have been rounded off for easy ing is its relatively low service temperature
comparison, range. It Is also vulnerable to scratching and

surface damage. It is currently available from
only ene manufacturer.

F For e more extensive compilation of physical and
electrical property data for ceramic radome materials,
see ML-TDR 64-296 A Survey of High-Temperaturd 4-2.1.3 Sintered Fused Silica
(Ceramic Materials for Radoincs, September 19064, under
Contract No. AF 33(657)-10519, Sintered fused silica is unique in its out-
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TABLE 4-1 COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF THE FOUR PRINCIPAL
CERAMIC MONOLITHIC RADOME MATERIALS

99% 99% sinteredAlumina Pyrocerati seryllia Fused Silica

LDensity, gm/cm: 3.75 to 3.9 2.59 to 2.82 2.55 to 2.95 1.0 to 2.0

Melting point, *F 3700 •2600 4050 •3000

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion,
per 'F to 1500°F, micro-in./in. 4.5 3 4.8 0.3

Specific heat, Btu/lb/°F 0.27 0.18 0.24 0.16

Thermal conductivity, Btu/ft2/hr/ft/°F
At room temperature 10 2.1 150 0.35
At 1500F 1.9 15 0.4

Bend strength, psi
At room temperature 45,000 35,000 35,000 5000
At 1500°F 35.000 17,000 30,000 6000

Modulus of elasticity, psi X 100 52 17 52 4

Dielectric constant at 10 gc
At room temperature 9.2 5.6 6.5 3.3
At 1500°F 10.1 5.8 7.6 3,3

Loss tangent at 10 gc
At room temperature 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0008
At 1500°F 0.0005 0.01 0.0004 0.0006

Hardness, Knoop, kg/mm2  2000 619 1220" 660**

Permeability Nil Nil Nil Hight

Normal total emlttance 0.75 0.85 0.85

* See Reference 1.
* For dense silica; indeterminate for porous fused silica.
t Requires fused surface layer or impervious glaze.

standing resistance to thernmal shock. The by fusing a thin surface layer with intense
thermal expansion of silica is so low that frac- local heat and by applying a low-expansion
ture due to heating and cooling rates encoun- glaze.
tered in missile service is almost impossible.
Other advantages are its low dielebtric con- 4-2.1.4 Beryllia
stant that changes very little with temperature,

its low density, Its ready machinability, and Beryllia has received less study for radomes
its availability at moderate cost from several than the other three materials because of its
manufacturers. Large shapes are readily fab- high cost and possible toxicity. Its high cost is
ricated and the fabrication technology is public due principally to the high cost of raw materials
knowledge (see Reference 2). and precautions taken to prevent ingestion dur-

Sintered fused silica is relatively weak at Ing manufacture. Its principal advantage is its
low temperatures. However, its strength in- high thermal conductivity at low temperatures,
creases with temperature, so that it becomes which excels all other candidates for radome
as strong as some of the other materials at use and provides high resistance to thermal
high temperatures. Since it is also very porous shock under moderately rapid heating condi-
and permeable, its surface must be sealed for tions. It has a very high melting point and a
radome use. This has been accomplished both high maximum service temperature, and its
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moderate dielectric constant and low loss tan- may have the requisite heat shock resistance,
gent give it especially good electromagnetic plus favorable weight and dielectric properties.
transmission at high temperatures. The density Accordingly, such composite formulations are
of beryllia is lower than that of alumina, and it discussed in Paragraphs 4.3.1, 4-8.1.5.. and
ist siffirirrnflv haird i-n r'anint arra,,i-,inc. u~ wir A-QR.

face damage. Its strength is comparable to glass-
ceramics and only moderately less than alumina,
and, except for the necessity for dust control, "'2.2 _ALUATII- PHYSICAL PROPERTf DATA
its fabrication process is very similar.

The cost of beryllia raw materials has Certain mechanical property data of impor-The ostof erylia aw ateralshas tance to the radome designer cannot be stated
dropped substantially and shows possibilities ta the raiom designer c tbe atatysiof dropping further. Since it should be feasible with the precision desirable for stress analysis

to fabricate beryllia in sandwich form with and thermal shock calculations because of the
porous cores, it may yet become a major radome inherent characteristics of ceramics. These mustceramic, be understood and borne in mind when compar-

ing and applying strength data given for ce-
ramic materials.

4-2.1.5 Other Ceramics Ceramics have no yield point. At moderate
temperatures, they break without measurable

Other monolithic, oxide ceramics that have elongation. Notches, scratches, and abrupt
been considered for radome use have many changes of section induce stress concentrations
shortcomings, such as excessive weight, un- that can lead to fracture at abnormally low
stable properties, and inadequate electrical applied stresses. Conventional tensile testing,
properties, that have discouraged further test- so simple and economical for metals and plas-
ing. An inorganic-bonded glass fiber material tics, is extremely difficult and costly for ceram-
(described in Paragraph 4-7) may become an ics. Specimens must be shaped by grinding with
important composite radome ceramic. Two non- diamond wheels; threaded ends are not possible
oxide ceramics silicon nitride and boron nitride, because of premature thread fracture; avoid-
were the subjects of papers at the 1964 Ra- ance of nonaxial loading is very diflicult; and
dome Symposium (References 3 and 4). They surface finish has a marked influence on results,
have excellent electrical and refractory prop- For these reasons, reliable tensile data on ce-
erties. Silicon nitride is normally permeable, ramics are extremely scarce.
requiring tebhniques to make it dense or to Measurement of bending strength, or trans.
seal its pores, and boron nitride is very ex- verse modulus of rupture, is much simpler and
pensive. However, their desirable features may is the usual manner in which the strength of
outweigh their disadvantages*. ard lead to ceramics is expressed. The test's simplicity is
further consideratkin, misleading; many variables affect the results:

/" Thin samples give higher values than thick
onem; cylindrical samples give higher values

4-2,1.6 Su m7 ry than square or rectangular ones; and the din-
While four the ceramics have p r tance between supporting points must be long

a o of heproperties with respect to the sample thickness if errors
that qualfy them for use on some missiles, it due to compression are to be minimized, Spun-
is evident that flight profiles of the missiles now to-thickness ratlos inrexcess ofm10:1 are usually
being planned and tested will impose heat fluxes favored-
and rates of heating higher than those experi- Ultimate tensile strengths from carefully-run
enced by any radome material. These opera- true tensile tests usually give results ranging
tional conditions will generate higher internal between one-half and two-thirds of those from
stresses in monolithic alumina, glass-ceramie, transverse bending tests. The scatter of resultsand even beryllia than previously encountered. is apt to be considerable in both tests; the prin-
Sintered fused silica can resist the thermal
shock; likewise, it appears that laminated or
sandwich constructions of the other materials S see Paragraphs 1-1.5.5, 5-9, 5-10, and 6-3.4.
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cipal problem is establishing the minimum con-
fidence level. For a given radomp material and 50 ...-
geometry the preferred vrocedurA ItiWbe!a0•!
pies of thickness comparable to the radome a I
wall, or even samples cut from the radome itself. 0 I

In addition to the test Lechnique, two inherent
ceramic characteristics affect their strength 3--30 -

levels. Porosity, found to varying but significant
degree in all ceramics except those that ace Z
melted into glass, must be carefully tdntrolled • 20
to achieve consistent results. Figure 4-1 shows
the effect of porosity on the bend strength of a
an alumina body. Note that even 5ý/• porosity I
can cause as much as 20%o drop in strengLh. -

Also, grain size has a considerable effe the O 0 20 30 40 50 60
finer the grain size, the stronger the ceramic. O0 iO 30 E46ENT5

Figure 4-2 is a three-dimensional representa- TOTAL POROSITY (PERCENT)

tion of the relation between grain size, strength,
and temperature. The strength of an oxide ce.- Figure 4-1., Effect of Porosity on Room-Temperature
ramic with a 1- to 2-micron average grain size Bend Strength of Aluminas (Ref. 5)
may be twice that of a chemically identical ma-
terial with a grain :kize in excess of 10 microns. the Knoop indentation method discloses sub-
Alumina and beryllia radomes are apt to have stantial differences among the four ceramics,
grain sizes ranging from 10 to 30 microns, since but the results of various investigators are in-
they are rather large pieces of pure oxide ce- consistent.
ramic and require slow heating and cooling, Close agreement and little uncertainty are
which is conducive to grain growth. Fully found in measurements of specific heat, thermal
dense, nonporous, very fine-grained pure alum- expansion, dielectric properties, and resistivity.
ina has a bend strength approaching 100,000 Compositional and structural variations have
psi when te~ted in small, thin samples; beryllia minor effects on these propertie3. Thermal con-
can be made nearly as strong, Such strengths ductivity is more difficult to measure and agree-
cannot yet be achieved in sizable radomes. ment is poorer between reported results, but

Toughness Is another property significant fnr results are affected mainly by porosity differ-
metals and plastics but with little meaning for ences between samples.
ceramics. Although conventional swinging-ham- In summary, most of the property data re-
mer impact test results are occasionally preo, ported herein can be used with confidence in
sented for ceramics, their interpretation is even calculations, but the designer will do well to
more difficult than tensile test data. No attempt demand strength data determined on specimens
has been made to present impact test data be- cut from shapes similar in size and thickness
cause of the problems involving surface quality, to his radome and tested by methods that he
porosity, geometry, structure, and mechanics of selects,
the test. In qualitative terms, the ability of a
ceramic to withstand blows is proportional to 4-3 PROPERTIES OF ALUMINA RADOMEits strength. A truly dense, very fine-grained MATERIALS

pure oxide such as alumina Is tough in that it
is hard to break, makes a fine cutting tool, and Two different types of alumina currently
has been made into springs. ised for radomes are differentiated by their

Moduli of elasticity can be determined with alumina content as 97 to 98% alumina and
less ambiguity, but are strongly influenced by 99% (or more) alumina. Although this clpssi-
porosity. Dynamic methods, such as sonic tech- fication by composition is convenient, within
niques, are usually preferred over static meth- each of these ranges the alumina from one man-
ods, such as bending. Hardness measured by ufacturer may vary significantly from that of
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another. The differences at room temperature principal alumina compositions used for mono-
will be mainly caused by structural factors, such lithic radomes, as distinguished from sandwich,
as variations in grain size and porosity. At segmented. and athor .,tic.,• c uza, u
ternpcrturc-; lit t•it red heat range and beyond, radome structures. Those properties for which
differences in content of minor impurities will elevated-temperature data are available are
cause significant variations in electrieal prop- shown in Figs. 4-3 to 4-10.
erties and in load-carrying ability. Considering these data, it is evident that the

Several manufacturers offer high quality 97% alumina composition differs appreciably
monlithic alumina radomes. Their raw materials from the higher-purity material. This formula-
are supplied from several established sources tion was selected for the spray-isostatic form-
of refined aluminas, so that raw materials are ing process because it had minimum shrinkage,
ample, produced in large volume, and quite about 10%, during firing. This was accom-
closely controlled for purity and particle size. plished by using a high percentage of fused or
Each manufacturer, however, adds small quan- highly calcined alumina particles in the mix.
tities of other oxides to control sintering and This accomplished the desired low shrinkage,
grain growth, so that aluminas of the same but resulted in substantial porosity, lower di-
nominal alumina content can differ somewhat electric constant, and lower strength.
in behavior. The high-purity formulations, 99% (or more)

Table 4-2 shows some properties of the two alumina, shrink more in sintering, thereby de-

4.

N" 80,z

"•I, 20

0I

Figure 4-2. Strength-Temperature-Grain Site Surface for Dens* Pure Hat-Pressed

Alumina (Ref, 6)
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TABLE 4-2 PROPERTIES OF MONOLITHIC RADOME ALUMINAS

Proerty, 99% Alumina

Nominal alumina content, % 97 to 98 99 to 99.5

Additions, optional SiO2, MgO, CaO MgO, Cr20,1

Apparent density, gm/cm
3  

3.55 to 3.6 3.75 to 3.9

Porosity, % 8 to 12 2 to 6

Water absorption, % 0.0 0.0

Permuability Nil Nil

Hardness, Knoop, 100-gm load, kg/mm2' _1800 ý2000

Compi •ssive strength, x 10:3 psi 200 to 300 250 to over 400

Poisson's ratio 0.24 0.283

Resistivity, ohm-cm Over JO04  Over 1014

veloping low porosity, higher dielectric con- 4-8. Very pure alumina changes little up to
stant, and improved strength. Their loss tangent 2500"F. The 99% bodies change little up to
remains low to higher temperatures than the 2000F, whereas the 97% formulation under-
97% material because of lower impurity con- goes rapid increase in loss at 1600'F to 1800"F.
tent. The divergent results are mainly attributable

Alumina radomes may be expected to be to differences in kind and amount of impurities.
serviceable up to equilibrium temperatures of Alumina undergoes no transformation or

over 2000°F, provided that heating rates are other change up to the onset of rapid grain

moderate. The thermal shock resistance of growth in exceos of 25000F, so that the property

alumina bodies is limited by their relatively low curves are smooth, without sudden changes.
thermal conductivity, moderately high thermal Under sustained loads above 20000Y, alumina

expansion, apd high modulus of elasticity. undergoes measurable creep or plastic deforma-
tion; but the brief exposures to high tempera-

The pronounced effect of variations in com- tures, characteristic of radome service, are un-
position upon loss tangent is evident from Fig. likely to cause any measurable plastic flow.

S40

u•10

97.6% AL 2 0 3  AL 2 0 3

o0 500 1000 1o00 2000 2500 3000
-TEWERATURE (OF)

Figure 4-3. Bend Strengths of Radom* Alumina.,
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Figure 4-4. Modulus of Elastficity of Radome Aluminas
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Figure 4-5. Linear Thermal Expansion of Radom@ Aluminas
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Figure 4-6. Specific Heat of Aluminas (Rtf. 5)
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Figure 4-7. Dielectric Constant of Aluminas as a Function of Temperature
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Figure 4-9. Thermal Conductmvitles as Radome Aluminas
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4-3.1 POROUS ALUMINA AND SANDWICH skins are formed as a unit. Figure 4-11 is an
ALUMINA MATERIALS enlarged cross-section view of this material as

an "A" sandwich and Fic'. 4-19 ahrnr• thoe in.er
Like plastics, ceramics can be made in a face between the dense skin and the porous core

hig!.ly poroud form. The potential advantages at higher magnification. Table 4-3 presents the
of porous ceramics for radome use iniclude properties of Lhe maLerial in the form of an
weight savings, lower dielectric constant than "A" sndwich. Preliminary dielectric properties
the dense material, reduced heat conduction, of skin and core as a function of temperature
and greater resistance to thermal shock. Both are shown in Figs. 4-13 and 4-14. The effect of
the Air Force and the Navy have 'sponsored temperature on the modulus of elasticity of
prograins (References 13 to 17) to develop three different 95% alumina "A" sandwich
porous or foamed ceramics for radomes and to .3tructures is shown in Fig. 4-15 (Reference 8).
make sandwich constructions with dense, im- Rough qualitative burner tests indicate that
pervious• kins r nd lightweight, porous cores, the ceramic "A" sandwich has substantially
The Navy has supported "A" sandwich alumina greater thermal shock resistance than dense
radome development work at Interpace. The monolithic alumina. Rain erosion tcsts on the
Air Force has undertaken similar work on cor- rocket sled at Naval Ordnance TPst Station
rugated and honeycomb ceramic structures. (Reference 18) have shown that a radome shape
Further, work on foamed core "A" sandwich consisting of dense outer skin 0.04 in. thick,
ceramkr•s hat; also been accomplished (see backel1 by 0.04 in. of porous alumina impreg-
Paragraph 1-1.2). nated wlth epoxy resin, can withstand travel

Porous alumina shapes are produced, com- at 3000 ft./sec. in a rain field equivalent to
mercially by several ,manufacturers, but the 2 in./,'r. Several prograrnl are evaluating this
application of an integrally bonded skin or skins alumina sandwich material for new missiles
of matching alumina has been a recent develop- because of its availability at effective dielectric
ment. By the slip-casting technique described constant of about 3 and its success in forming
in Paragraph 4-8.1.2.2, radomes can be made small experimental radomes, such as those pro-
of considerable size, with skins'of dense 95% duced in the Glendale Research Center of In-
alumina enclosing a core of porous 95% alu- ternational ''ipe and Ceramics Corp. Some de-
mina whose density can be closely controlled sign cons- 'orations for this ceramic sandwich
within limits of less than one-quarter to more have been, published (Reference 19).
than one-third of theoretical density. Pores are Other atWempts to apply dense surface layers
extremely small and uniform, and the core and to porous ceramics have involved eletrophoretic

1.0

.J ("Rot, 9)
i 0.4 •---""(Rof. 12)

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
TEMPERATURE (F)

Figure4-10. Normal Total Emfltance of Aluminas
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Figure 4-1i. Interface Between Dense Alumina
Skin and Porous Alumina Core: Magniication IOOX

deposition and spraying. Results were unprom- r' "'. 4
ising; the skins were rough and tended to
penetrate into the porous core. Figure 4-12. Enlarged View of Cross-section of

95% Alumina "A" Sandwich Skins 0.0 2 3-in. Thick;4-3.2 PROPERTIES OF MOSAIC ALUMINA Core 0.207-in. Thick (Density 1.3 gm.cm-&J;
CONSTRUCTION Magnification lOX

Another approach to the problem of largeThe Air Force has sponsored a project to ceramic radomes, that of sectionalized, struc-assemble alumina segments or mosaics into a turally supported radomes, is being explored aslarge radome structure by joining the individ- part of the Air Force program to develop light-ual pieces with ceramic cement (Reference 20). weight ceramic radomes (Reference 21).The objective is to fabricate very large radomes
that would be impracticable by the convention- 4-3.3 COMPOSITE PLASTIC-ALUMINA RADOMESal techniques for manufacturing monolithicradomes. Cementing formulations have been Rain erosiun rapidly destroys glass fiber-developed that form strong bonds between reinforced plastic radomes at velocities exceed-97.6% alumina pieces accurately ground to fit ing Mach 1 (see Paragraph 3-2). The erosiontogether into ogive shapes, assembled, and then damage is most severe at the extreme tip. Ansintered to mature the cement bond. Several erosion-proof protective cap on the tip extendsadhesives were evaluated, with a magnesium- the useful life of glass-resin radomes to higheraluminosilicate selected as best. Tooling to sup- speeds. Since alumina has been demonstratedport the alumina tiles and cement during to be the material that is most resistant Q;o "-ninsintering was made of high-silica refractory erosion while having good electrom,castable. Properties of the selected adhesive and transmission properties, the problem . ,of alumina samples bonded with it are shown tecting the tips of glass-plastic radonies within Table 4-4. thin alumina caps is under study.
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Figure 4-13. Approximate Dielectric Constants of 95% Alumina Sandwich Skin
and Core Materialai Core Density 1.29 gm/cm3 at 10 gc

TABLE 4-3 PROPERTIES OF 95% ALUMINA "A" SANDWICH MATERIALS

"A" Sandwich
Property Skin Core Core 1.3 gm/cmr'

Density, gm/cms 8.7 ± 0.15 1.3 ± 0.15 *

Porosity, %c. 66 :t a ......

Water absorption, 0 0.0 35 :1: 5 0.0 as radome

Modulus of rupture, psi x 108 30 to 45 2 to 4 10 to 20*

Linear thermal expansion,
(75°F to 13001F) x 10-0/'F 4.3 ± 0.3 4,3 ± 0.3 4.3 : 0.3

Hardness, Knoop, kg/mm2  Qd1800 ......

* Depends upon relative thicknesses of skin and core.

0.03

0.02

S0.01
0
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Figure 4-14. Approximate Loss Tangents of 95% Alumina Sandwich Skin and

Care Materials: Core Density 1.29 gm/cm'- at 10 gc
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One Navy project is 0irected toward fabri- 4-4 PROPERTIES OF GLASS-CERAMIC
cation of a ceramic-coated plastic radome by RADOME MATERIALS
electrophoretic deposition (Reference 22). This

n ic- im. .1- t1.c '-br-cat~- o ca-_ Only Corning prod 5*9uA ILJLI I

ic shell 0.01 to 0.02 in. thick by depositing an domes, sold under the trademark Pyroceram,
alumina ceramic electrophoretically upon a re- While there are many compositions of glass-
fractory metal radome mandrel, sintering this ceramics, the formulation used to date, Corn..
while on the mandrel, removing after support- ing Code 9606, is the only one that has been
ing with a temporary outer layer of plastic, extensively used and evaluated.
then preparing the plastic lay-up inside the As discussed in Paragraph 4-9, glass-ceramics
ceramic shell and removing the outer support- are unique in that they are melted and shaped
Ing layer. Flat and small samples have been as a true glass, then heat treated to cause many
successfully made. tiny crystals to grow from nuclei, until most

Another approach being studied is flame or of the volume consists of this crystalline phase,
are plasma spraying of an alumina layer upon within which is a small amount of residual
a plastic radome. Rain erosion sled tests on glass. The amount of this glass and its composi-
such coated radomes have not yet shown the tion have an important effect on high-tempera-
desired degree of resistance to damage, but con- ture strength and electrical properties,
tinued improvements in technique may make- Unlike other radome ceramics, glass-ceramics
flame-sprayed coatings adequately rain resist- are very fine-grained and are free from poros-
tant. ity. Therefore, the effects of these factors need

A modification of the sandwich technique not be considered when appraising data on this
described in Paragraph 4-3.1 permits the forma- product. On the other hand, the mechanical
tion of thin-walled, dense, fully sintered alu- property data, especially strength, are closely
mina shells up to about 6 in. high by 5 in. in
base diameter, with wall thickness of 0.02 to
0.025 in. These are being experimentally ap-
plied to plastic- and inorganic-bonded glass ra- 22
domes for erosion testing. SAMPLE A: SKINS 0.036 in. THICK.

CORE 0.43 In. THICK
SAMPLE 0: SKINS 0.025 In. THICK;

20 CORE 0.22 In. THICK
SAMPLE C: SKINS 0.0261n, THICK,

CORE 0.22 In. THICK
TABLE 4-4 TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF0I
ADHESIVES AND JOINTS BETWEEN _ - _

97.6% ALUMINA TILES

property Temperature 1000P ie

Joint lap shear strength, psi 11,200 10,00C

Solid compressive strength, psi 49,000 . ... 14 . • _ , _ .

Joint tensile strength, psi 10,400 .....
Joint flexural strength, psi 21,500 ..... 12.

Dielectric constant (9.375 gc) SAMPLE- '•
Solid adhesive 5.86 6.79
Composite joint 8.26 8.70

Loss tangent (9.375 go)
Solid adhesive 0.0154 0.0815
Composite Joint 0.0009 0.0032 80 500 1t00 1500 2000

Thermal expansion, TEMPERATURE (*F)
micro.in./in./*F

Room temperature to 1000°F 3.6 Figure 4-15. Modulus of Elasticity of 9S% Alumina
L "A" Sandwich Material (Ref. 8)
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dependent upon'the manner in which the sur- by a production control test, utilized by Corn-

face has been prepared and the depth and size ing, i i which each radome is plunged into a

of grinding scratches. Tests are generally per- molten, circulating salt bath. Weak or defective
lot-. ... . .. U I .... .II 4...IA,, .,,1nmo ,' i,|11 p!r' . and ha rpirtp d

and out in the same manner as a radome. One quality of glass-ceramics that facilitates

Table 4-1 contains typical physical properties inspection and discovery of defects is the trans-

of Pyroceram. Figures 4-16 to 4-24 show the parency of the material after it has been formed

effects of temperature upon some properties of and before the final heat treatment that causes

Pyroceram (Reference 23). crystallization and converts it into an opaque

The data on this glass-ceramic shows that substance. Examination by transmitted light

it embodies a number of very important charac- will disclose inclusions, voids, and other defects.

teristics. The dielectric constant increases very The relatively low hardness of Pyr'oeeram

little with temperature up to at least 2100"F, necessitates protection of finished radomes.

and the loss tangent begins to increase rapidly against scratching and other mechanical dam-

at about 15000'F. The linear thermal expansion age due to contact with other objects, especially

and thermal conductivity of Pyroceram are rel- on the inside murface, where stress concentra-

atively low, The curves showing the effects of tions are at a maximum during aerodynamic

temperature upon modulus of elasticity and heating.
Poisson's ratio show a pronounced abnormality As with the other ceramics used for radomes,

at about 300 0F'. glass-ceramic is not affected by fungus, bacteria,

The satisfactory thermal shock resistance of or weathering agents during prolonged storage

Pyroceram has been confirmed by service ex- under extreme conditions, The mounting area

perience on numerous production missiles and is vulnerable to long term stAntic loading failure,

- 40,000

u 30,00C .. ANGE OF VALUES

u. 20,000
0 o \T

I 0,000

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
TEMPERATURE (OF)

Figure 4-16. Modulus of Rupture of Pyrocerom

up l
a.

J ",
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

TEMPERATURE, (*F)

Figure 4-17. Modulus of Elasticity of Pyrocerom by Sonic Method
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Figure 4-18. Poisson's Ratio of Pyroceram
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Figure 4.19. Linear Thermal Expansion of Pyroceram

and care must be taken in design to place the 4-5 PROPERTIES OF FUSED SIUCA
ceramic in compression and avoid inducing ten-
sile stresses. 4-5.1 VITREOUS SILICA

As with glass, the strength of glass-ceramics
is very sensitive to surface finish. Ground sur- Fused silica is Commercially available in two
faces give values lower than those shown, which forms. The older and better-known form is
are for chemically treated surfaces, vitreous silica, which is a clear or milky glass,

Corning has indicated that a new glass-ce- completely noncrystalline, formed by melting
ramic under development has improved thermal and shaping quartz or other quite pure silica
shock resistance because of its reduced thermal materials. Vitreous silica has been used forexpansion - approximately one-half that of small electromagnetic windows, especially for

Pyroceram. This, plus higher strength at ele- those undergoing conditions of extreme thermal
vated temperatures, provides three times the shock, as in reentry. Of all ceramics and glasses,
thermal shock resistance of Pyroceram. No vitreous silica has by far the greatest resistance
clainms are made for serviceability at higher to thermal shock because it undergoes almost
temperature3. The new material has been made no expansion or contraction during heating and
only in laboratory quantities. cooling.

~2.2
2.0

o 500 1000 5500 2000 2500- 3000

TEMPERATURE (OF)

Figure 4-20. rhermal Conductivity of Pyroceram
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TABLE 4-5 PHYSICAL iPROPERTIES OF VITREOUS SILICA

Apparent density, gm/cmr. 2.2
±urudi.),y,0 U.UU
Water absorption, % 0.00
Gas permeability Nil

Hardness, Knoop, 100-gm load, kg/mM2 560
Bend strength, psi (abraded specimen), at 77°F 7160
Modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus), psi x 104 10.5 at 77°F
Poisson's ratio, at 77°F 0.16

Dielectric constant, 100 and 1010l cps,
From room temperature to 900°F 3.85

Lose tangent, cps x 106 0.00002 to 5601F
0.0001 at 7301F
0.001 at 9151F

Specific heat, Btu/lb/°F 0.17 at 77°F

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion, to 500°F, (in./in./°F) X 10-4 0.31

Thermal conductivity, Btu/ftI/hr/ft/°F at 77°F 0.77

Important properties of clear, vitreous, Very substantial research and development ef.
wholly dense fused silica are given in Table 4-5 fort has been applied to its processing and
(Reference 23). property evaluation, mainly at the Engineering

While telescope lens blanks larger than any Experiment Station of Georgia Tech. Numerous
ceramic radome have been made of vitreous publications (summarized in Reference 2) have
silica, it is improbable that mlisile radomes will emanated from the studies and the results
be fabricated from vitreous silica. Its low have given impetus to detailed consideration
strength and especially its glassy brittlenesn of sintered fused silica for missiles. Its out-
make it vulnerable to rain erosion and handling standing resistance to severe thermal shock,
damage, and its fabrication cost would be ex- such as developed Lnder reentry conditions, has
cessive. Also, its high thermal conductivity been demonstrated and large radome shapes
would require internal insulation for protection have been successfully made and subjected to
of electronic equipment. various tests. The raw material, fused silica,

as powder or slip, is available from several
4-5.2 SINTERED FUSED SILICA sources and several ceramic manufacturing

companies have applied the results from
Another form of silica is produced by wet- Georgia Tech to produce radomes and other

grinding fused vitreous silica to a powder, shapes. Its ready availability, together with its
shaping It to a desired form by slip-casting in ease of fabrication and probable low cost, have
a plaster mold, then si;itering it to bond the stimulated several missile contractors to work
particles into a strong, coherent, porous solid, with this material.
The resulting material, termed sintered fuised The physical properties of sintered fused
eilica to distinguish it from vitreous silica, is silica have been determined in as a great detail
inexpensively shaped into large or complex as have those of the other ceramics discussed.
forms and has most of the advantages of vitre- One reason is that the material is quite sensi-
ous silica. tive to variations in time and temperature of

Sintered fused silica must be regarded as a sintering, so that a "standard" material has
candidate for radome use, rather than as an been fully defined. The explanation for this
established radome ceramic. At this time, it sensitivity lies in the mechanism postulated for
has not been accepted for use on any missile. the process of sintering the silica particles. It
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TABLE 4-6 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SLIP-CAST SINTERED FUSED SILICA

oesgle Tech Cod. 7941

Apparent denuity, gm/cm." 1.9 to 1.95 1.9 to 2.1

Porosity, void volume, 0 14 to 15 2.5 to 12

Water absorption, % 7 toS 1 to 6

Permeability Permeitble ....

Bend strength (modulus of rupture), psi 4500 6300

Compressive strength, psi 17,000

Modulus of elasticity (Young's moditlus), psi X 106 8.8 5 to 8.5

Poisson's ratio .... 0.15

Tensile strength, psi 8500 ....

Dielectric constant

Frequency, go 10 8.8

Constant 3.170, 8.38*$ 3.32

Loss tangent

Frequency, ge 10 8.6

Tangent 0.0002', 0.0008"* 0.0007 to 0.0016

Specific heat, Btu/lb/'F 0.16 0.18

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion, in./in./*F 0.3 0.3

Thermal conductivity, Btu/ft2/hr/ft/*F 0.35 0.5

Thermal diffusivity, ft2/hr 0.018 0.025

* See Reference 2.
** See Reference 24.

is believed that the development of a strong presence in appreciable amounts is ruinous to
bond between the individual particles of silica thermal shock resistance. The art of sintering
requires the generation of at least a small consists of balancing conditions to develop ade-
amount of a crystalline formn of silica known quate strength without seriously degrading
as cristobalite. Cristobalite forms when vitreous thermal shock resistance. The parameters are
silica is heated to temperatures in the vicinity now quite well defined and reproducible prop-
of 2000OF and greater. Its formation is a time- erties are readily developed.
temperature function; the hotter it becomes, the Published data on sintered fused silica are
faster it forms, up to perhaps 2600"F. When the issued mainly from the work at Georgia Tech.
slip-cast article is heated to its sintering tern- Data on a similar material have been published
perature of 2100°F to 2200 0F, cristobalite forms by Corning (Reference 23). The data from
first at the exterior of each tiny fused silica Georgia Tech represent bodies sintered 3-1/3
grain. If the sintering time is carefully limited, hr at 2200°F; processing details of the Corning
only enough forms to make a good bond between body are not given. Table 4-6 compares the
the grains, data from the two sources, at room tempera.

Cristobalite is, however, very undesirable in ture, unless ot herwise indicated. Figures 4-25
larger quantities. Its thermal expansion is far to 4-31 present available elevated-temperature
greater than that of fused silica, so that its property data.
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Figure 4-25. Strength Data on Slip-Cast Sintered Fused Silica
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Fig-re 4-26. Poisson's Ratio of Slip-Cast SWitered Fused Silica (iRe. 23)
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Figure 4.27. Thermal Conducllvity of Slip-Coat Sinlered Fused Silica

Certain characteristics of sintered fused heat sources, such as oxyacetylene flames or
silica are immediately evident: arc plasma torches, It the surface fusion opera-

1. Very low thermal expansion, conferring tion Is carefully conducted, a thin layer of
extremely high resistance to thermal fused vitreous silica is formed that is Impervi-
shock ous and seals the porous structure against

2. Low .strength, from 400 to 7000 psi moisture penetration. The fused skin is chem-
3. Low thermil conductivity icaily identical to the rest of the radome, so
4. Low specific gravity that there is no problem of matching thermal
5. Good dielectric properties up to fairly expansion of skin and core. Techniques have

high temperatures been developed for rotating a radome beneath
6. Porosity and permeability a high-intensity heat source to melt and solidify
Without some form of impervious surface progressively an overlapping spiral, and thus

layer, sintered fused silica would be vulnerable eventually coat the whole structure with a
to moisture penetration and, therefore, not layer of rapidly melted and chilled vitreous
suitable for radome use, Fortunately, the low silica (Reference 2).
thermal expansion of silica makes possible a Another approach is to seal the surface with
special technique for coating its surface, simply a glaze-like material whose coefficient of ther-
by rapidly fusing the surface by high-intensity real expansion is low enough to match the
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Figure 4-28. True Specific Heat of Slip-Cast Sintered Fused Silica lRef. 23)
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Figure 4-29. Thermal Expansion of Slip-Cast Sintered Fused Silica (Ref. 23)
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Figure 4-30. Dielectric Constant of Slip-Cast Sintered Fused Silica
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Figure 4-31. Loss Tangent of Slip-Cast Sintered Fused Silica
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Figure 4-32. Comparison of Effective Emittance vs Corrected Surface Temperature
of Slip-Cast Fused Silica with and without Chromium Oxide

sintered fused silica. International Pipe and slip-cast fused silica increases with tempera-
Ceramics Corporation has made such a coatnrg ture, and above 2000'F, its strength is corn-
available for testing. parable to alumina.

Much effort at Georgia Tech has been devoted The low thermal conductivity of sintered
to modifying sintermd fused silica by additives fue li t the c ucto b intenel
that will improve its abla'ion resistance and fused silica permits the surface to be intensely
increase its thermal emittance, and that will heated, up to incipient or actual fusion, whilemake a suitable for short-time resistance to the bulk of the radome stays at a temperature
tempersiares of 3500b F to 4000°F that develop at which strength is sufficient to maintainunder reentry conditions. This work has been structural integrity. Although long-term ex-carried out under Air Force sponsorshap.* be posure to temperatures above 20001F to 2200°Fcarri d ted that underAirForce sponship. nItis will cause crystallization (devitrification), loss
haof toughnss and heat shock resistance, rapid
of about 2-1/2%, is the one additive that con-

fers significantly improved emittance and abla- heating for short periods can be carried to

tion resistance. The effective emittance of slip- much higher temperatures.

cast fused silica and slip-cast silica plus 2-1/2%7 Rain erosion tests on a sled at speeds ap.
Cr2O• was reported in Reference 2 and is shown proaching Mach 3 revealed that this material
in Fig. 4-32. erodes considerably in a rain field at such speeds,

The low strength of sintereO fused silica but that radomes will survive if the nose thick-
has discouraged many potential users, who fear ness is made substantial enough to tolerate such
it would not stand ordinary handling. Corning erosion. The mechanical strength of the
states that it has developed a chemical treat- radomes was entirely adequate to withstand
ment for sintered fused silica that increases its the severe vibrations encountered during the
bend strength to 17,000 psi; it appears that sled runs, estimated -o generate vertical ac.
this development has not yet been evaluated celerations up Lo 100 g's. The presence of a
on actual radomes. In contrast to alumina, fused, impervious surface skin did not seem to
which may require all of its strength for ther- have a major effect upon rain erosion resist-
mal loading, slip-cast fused silica requires very ance.
little strength for thermal loading. Practically The extreme thermal shock resistance of
all of its strergth is available for structural sintered fused silica has been abundantly dem.
and aerodynamic loading. Also, the strength of onstrated. When tremendous heat fluxes must

be withstood for relatively short times, as in
* AF 33(657)-11504, Air Force Avionics Laboratory, reentry, there is little doubt that this material

RTD, Wright-Patterson Air Force Bqse, Ohio, warrants thorough service testing.
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I
4-6 PROPERTIES OF BERYWA RADOME samples of :,alumina with 997 (or higher)

M Av I - - - - - - - ----------- k----a- +-he+--- aI-------nr-

ing cycles needed for large radomes would lead
The general mechanical properties of beryllia to grain growth that would, in turn, result in

are those of a sintered oxide ceramic. It is lower transverse rupture strengths, perhaps
brittle, with no measurable ductility exc~t at 25,000 to 30,000 psi for beryllia and 35,000
very high temperatures. It is hard, capable of to 45,000 psi for alumina.
a high surface finish by diamond grinding, Beryllia has a relatively high coefficient of
dimensionally and physically stable to very high thermal expansion as compared to the other
temper..ures, and very acceptable from a dielec- ceramic radome materials. This offsets to some
tric standpoint. Its unique property is its high degree the beneficial effect upon thermal shock
thermal conductivity, especially at moderate resistance conferred by its extraordinart ther-
temperatures. In this ability to conduct heat, mal conductivity.
it exceeds all ceramics and most metals at tem- Table 4-1 contains the properties of beryllia J
peratures up to the red heat range. Its con. of importance from a radome standpoint, and
ductivity decreases very quickly with increasing Figs. 4-33 to 4-40 show the effect of tempera-
temperature, so that its outstanding superiority ture on some of these properties. There is good
disappears at high temperatures, agreement among the cited sources of most of

Beryllia's mechanical strength is only slightly the data; the principal uncertainty remains
legs than that of alumina. However, great pro- that of bend strength or modulus of rupture,
gress has been made toward obtaining higher as mentioned earlier. No recent data were
strengths. Part of this improvement has been found on the effect of elevated temperatures
achieved by going to a high purity; this has upon strength properties of '-"Jryllia with high
offsetting disadvantages, however, such as density and purity. The summary of refractory
higher sintering temperature and more distor- ceramics prepared by Battelle under Air Force
tion. As with alumina, it is difficult to state a sponsorship (Reference 5) graphically suggests
representative value for modulus of rupture, that strength in tension is only slightly lower
Beryllia manufacturers now claim values of at about 2000°F than at room temperature,
35,000 to 40,000 psi on small specimens fired but much lower at 2500'F, whereas compres-
with larger objects. This compares with values sive strength may decrease by nearly 50% at
of 45,000 to 60,000 psi claimed for similar small only 1000°F.
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Figure 4-33. Approximate Modulus of Rupture of Radome Beryllio, 99% Pure,

95% Dense lRo|. 25)
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Figure 4-34. Modulus of Elasticity of Bet/llia
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Figure 4-35. Unear Thermal Expansion of Beryllia (Ref. 5)

The dielectric constant of beryllia increases earlier efforts to promote beryllia. Improved
gradually with temperature, increasing by only controls over raw materials processing and
about 30% up to at least 3000°F, with a rate ceramic fabricating have been effective in
of change similar to alumina. See Fig. 4-39. minimizing variations from lot to lot and from
The loss tangent is sensitive to minor impuri- piece to piece.
ties. High-purity beryllias do rot undergo There is, then, no doubt that beryllia can be
rapid increase in loss below 2400*F to 2500*F, fabricated into radomes with excellent prop-
but other beryllia samples only slightly less erties. Cost will be the major problem, not
pure may undergo ;-,n iexcessive increase in loss only because the raw materials arc expensive,
tangent below 2000*F. At lower frequencies, but because beryllia is a health hazard and
the loss tangent starts to increase rapidly at requires an unusually high sintering tempera-
slightly lower temperatures. Note that such ture. Also, for large radomes, the high firing
measurements are made under isothermal con- temperature and high shrinkage would further
ditions, whereas in a radome there is generally increase the cost of such radomes.
a thermal gradient, so that most of the ceramic
is substahtially coole-. than the tip and outer 4-7 PROPERTIES OF INORGANIC-BONDED
surface. Such itradients will be appreciable GLASS FIBER LAMINATES
even in a good thermal conductor such as beryl-
Ila; Fig. 4-36 shows that thermal conductivity A project to develop a glass fiber laminate
In tOe red heat range is only a small fraction, using an inorganic binder to provide resistance
10% to 15% of the room temperature conduc- to hign temperatures has been sponsored by
t1vity. the Air Force at the Brunswick Corporation,

Beryllia eramic producers, striving for Defense Products Division (Reference 23).
higher purity and density, have made signi- The objectiv3 is to produce a radome capable
fitar, lmprvements in strength and dielectric of prolonged service at temperatures up to
loss properties. Even more mignificant has been 12000F.
the progrem in reducing the lack of reproduc- Techniques have been developed to bond re-
Ibility of proporties that was a problem in fractory glass fibers by aluminum phosphatL
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formed by the reaction, in situ, of aluminum ous silica fibers instead of refractory glass,
hydroxide and phosphoric acid. Radomes of was carried out by General Electric under Navy
considerable size have been made. as shown in snonsorshin (Reference 29). Phosnhate-bonded
Fig. 4-41, and physical properties have been silica fibers had good short-time properties at
determined, as shown in Table 4-7. 1000'F, but weakened severely upon prolonged

The problem of low flexural strength values heating at that texnperature.
at temperatures around 600°F is causing con- Another approach, using vitreous silica fibers
cern and is being studied. Strength loss during filament-wound, bonded with silica, then cured
aging at elevated temperatures is also receiving and impregnated with acr'ylic resin, was studied
further study through the use of low-expan- at Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (Ref-
sion fillers. erence 30). The resin was to provide trans-

Techniques for protecting radome shapes of piration cooling in the outer layer, which was
this material against rain erosion, such as the backed by a low-density insulating inner shell
use of nose caps of thin alumina or metal, are of randomly oriented silica fibers bonded with
being studied, and the material is being pro- a silica binder,
posed for use in new missiles. The availability of smnall quantities of alu-

Work on a similar formulation, using vitre- mina whiskers or monocrystalline fibers a few
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Figure 4-36. Thermal Conductivity of Beryllia as a Function of Temperature
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Figure 4-37. SpermlCo Heat of B rryllla as a Function of Tfempera Re. 5)
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Figure 4-39. Dielectric Constant of Radome Berylljos
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Figure 4-40. Loss Tangent of Berylloa as a Function of Temperature
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TABLE 4-7 INTERIM PROPERTIES OF GLASS REINFORCED ALUMINUM
rmoriwinAit MAIkiAL;

T.Mpi.•3 Seem 6"1' 1OCPI I 10 F 1200 • F

Flexural strength, psi X 103 30 16 25

Tensile atrength, psi X 103 30 24 6

Compressive strength, psi X 108 6 ..... 7

Flexural modulus, psi X 106 4 2 ........ 4

Thermal expansion

Dielectric constant, go x 10 3.4 8.6 3.6 .. 3.6

Loiss tangent, go X 10 0.008 0.01 0.015 .... 0.02

Average thermal expansion to 1200' F

Parallel to ply, XiO-/'PF 2.2

Perpendicular to ply, X 10- f/° F 6.0

Thermal conductivity to 1200"F, Btu-ln./hr/ftV/°F 4.8

Specific heat (500"F), Btu/lb/'F w0.2

Specific gravity 1.8

Moisture absorption, % (24 hours, after 200 hours at 1000"F) 0.68

• Made with Owens Corning B-994 glass fibers coated with Dow Corning 805 silicone resin, woven as
style 148 fabric.

microns in diameter has stimulated efforts to 4-8 PROCESSES FOR FABRICATING
use them as reinforcing agents in ceramic or CERAMIC RADOMES
inorganic polymer structures. An Air Force
project has been carried out with Horizons, 4-8.1 PRODUCTION OF ALUMINA RADOME
Inc. to incorporate alumina filaments into a BLANKS
radome structure (Reference 81). Such fila-
ments have tensile strengths in excess of The technology of fabricating high-alumina
200,000 psi; the problem is to utilize such materials into radome shapes has now been
strength. Ceramic materials and cements tend developed by several manufacturers. Each pro-
to react destructively with the filaments when cess follows the same general steps:
heated into the red heat range. No inorganic 1. Blend powdered alumina with minor ad-
polymers have been developed with sufficiently ditions of other powdered ceramic oxides
good properties to warrant intensive efforts to and organic binders to form either a fluid
reinforce them with whiskers. However, the suspension or a dried, free-flowing gran-
art of using these enormously strong little fibers ular powder.
may eventually advance to a degree that will 2. Form the blended ingredients into desired
make possible a new type of radome, with ap- shape, with allowance for shrinkage and
preciable toughness coupled with the high- grinding.
temperature resistance of ceramic materials. S. Heat the shape to a high temperature to
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sinter and consolidate the individual pow-

solid structure.
Within each of these process steps, there are

variations that distinguish the practice of one
manufacturer from that of another. These
variations are described in the following para-
graphs, together with the reasons for their use.

4-8.1.1 Raw Materials ani Their Processing ant,
Blending

Commercial alumina powders are available
in a wide range of particle size, purity, and
reactivity. The ceramic behavior of aluminas is
profoundly affected by both purity and particle
size and surface area, Shrinkage of an alumina
article during sintering can range from less
than 10% if it is made from relatively coarse,
dense particles, to over 20% if very fine, high-
surface-area powders are used. Serious depar- Figure 4-41. Radome Finish of Glass-Reinforced
tures from desired dimensions in a radome can Aluminum Phosphate
result if the particle distribution of the alumina
powder departs appreciably from the normal particle size distribution of incoming powders
pattern, ensures the needed degree of reproducibility

Although the use of coarse, dense alumina of sintering shrinkage, A batch of alumina
powders leads to less shrinkage and better powder that shows particle sizing outside of
dimensional control, such powders are rela. specified limits may be rejected or blended with
tively inert and require very high sintering acceptable material in small quantities until
temperatures to achieve impermeability. Finer consumed. While the primary standard for
powders sinter at lower temperatures. Their particle size determination is usually the time-
greater shrinkage may be offset by fuel savings consuming Andreason pipette method, the rou-
because of lower firing temperatures, and by tine plant inspection of incoming batches and
less distortion of the sintered radome because blends may be quickly performed by checking
the supporting refractories undergo less war- the rate of change of specific gravity, by using
page and movement, a hydrometer, or by other quick tests.

One solution to this problem of particle siz. When proper powder size distribution has
ing vs. sintering temperature is to 'presinter been verified, the alumina may be mixed with
the alumina powders, after the addition of the minor flux additions and with organic
minor amounts of fluxing oxides, such as mag- "temporary binders." These binders are needed
nesia, silica, and calcia, into dense fragments to hold the powders together after forming; they
that are then ground to a fineness suitable for would cohere only weakly or not at all if such
forming by slip-casting. This approach, plo- binders were not mixed with the powders before
noered Y t Rutgers (References 32, 38), permits forming. Many diverse kinds of organic binders
substantial lowering of the sintering tempera- arc used, including waxes, resins, gums, and
ture while still achieving Impermeability and other compounds. Their selection is part of
required density. The cost of this additional the art of making oxide ceramics. They must
processing must be balanced against the bene- disperse readily throughout the powders, bind
fits of the reduced sintering temperature. the powder mass during the forming process

When commercial alumina powders are used strongly enough to permit handling the formed
without this, presintering, careful control on object, and burn off without leaving any residue
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during the early stages of the sintering process. 4-8.1.2.1 Forming by Isoltatlc Pressing. When
Blending may be either dry or wet. Dry powder or a compacted shape of low density is

blending is carried out by tumbling or by mix- sealed within a rubber envelope and subjected
ing in bread-mixer or muller-type mills. The to hydrostatic pressure by immersion in a fluid
mix may be further nr cipa~mvd hyv np.anrn.h, , de pre••,,••e !n a h ..... y prc..ur. , l,
pulverizing to give a dry, free-flowing powder. is compressed uniformly from all directions.
Wet blending is usually done in rubber-lined No other pressing method for compacting
ball mills, in which the balls perform a mixing, powders is capable of increasing density in
rather than a grinding, function. The proper such a uniform manner, nor can such high pres-
quantity of water or nonaqueous liquid is added sures be readily attained by other methods.
to give a slurry of the desired consistfcy for Compacting at very high pressure reduces the
subsequent processing, amount of shrinkage that takes place during

One common practice is to spray-dry the wet subsequent sintering.
mix, to give dry, spherical powder particles. Two alternate practices are used to prepare
Advocates of this technique believe that wet an alumina radome shape for Isostatic press-
milling followed by spray drying gives a more Ing. Both practices use a heavy steel mandrel
uniform dry mix than dry milling. The spray- shaped to the inside contours of the radome,
drying step is an added cost, but the powdered plus an allowance for shrinkage, In one method,
mix so produced has excellent flowing and form- the layer of mix is applied to the mandrel by
ing characteristics. Such mixes are used in dry. spraying; in the other, it is, applied by filling
fill radome forming, described later. a cavity between the mandrel and the enclos-

When the radome is to be formed by slip- lng rubber bag by flowing a free-flowing dry
casting, the blend od oxide powders and binders mix into the cavity and vibrating it to ensure
is ground to extreme fineness with water in a absence of pockets. In both cases, the rubber
ball mill, The mill is usually lined with alumina bag is then evacuated, the evacuating tube
and alumina balls are used to prevent contain- clamped tight, and the mandrel and surround-
ination of the mix by material abraded from ing bag and contents lowered into the massive
the mill or balls. Milling time is determined by steel pressure vessel. Here, it is subjected to
experience and is the major control over par- pressures that may range between 5000 and
ticle size distribution, after the ratio of charge 35,000 psi, by means of water or hydraulic fluid
to ball weight in the mill has been determined pumped into the vessel.
by experiments. The radome shape is uniformly compacted

Whatever the sequence of blending steps, to high density and freedom from voids or soft
the end result is either a dry powder or a fluid spots by this pressure. When the pressure is
suspension, carefully compounded to ensure released and the bag removed, the radome blank
proper forming properties and uniformity of expands slightly and slips readily off the
sintered physical characteristics in the finished mandrel. A description of one manufacturer's
radomes, process is given In Reference 34.

Other manufacturer* of alumina radomes
modify this process by machining the blank
just as it is isostatically pressed, in the so-

4-8.1,2 Forming annJ Shaping the Radoms Blank called green condition, rather than after a
preliminary sintering step.

Alumina radomes are now generally formed 4-8.1.2.2 Forming by Slip-Casting. Slip is a pot-
either by isostatic pressing or by slip-casting. ter's term for a fluid suspension or slurry of
Since slip-casting is presently of only minor finely-ground particles of ceramic ingredients
commercial importance, it warrants only brief in water or other liquid. Slip-casting is a long-
discussion. Commercially produced alumina ra- established method for forming relatively in-
domes are being manufactured by several firms tricate shapes by pouring slip into a porous
today by variations of the isostatic press- mold, generally made of gypsum plaster, which
ing method (otherwise known as hydrostatic sucks liquid out of the slip at a rate that causes
pressing). a skin of the ceramic ingredients to build up
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gradually against the mold surfaces. When this its own accord. Shortening the casting time is
skin has grown to the desired thickness, the helpful, because the particles in the slip tend

A&VA&~ca Lhnh aaiad h atiM L u1 WULIJ OLLIC OUu UAWa U 1xoz1pressure Casting 01 C01n-
shaped article within the mold cavity is rubbery siderable size tends to be thicker at the bottom
and tenacious. As it dries, it shrinks away from than at the top. Pressure also eliminates the
the plaster mold wall and can be readily re- tendency of the skin to pull away from the
moved for further drying, mold wall and thereby further retard liquid

Alumina formulations can be slip-cast with- migration into the mold. High pressure also
out much troupe, after the optimum particle eliminates drying shrinkage by effectively forc-
sizing, deflocculent and binder additions, pH, ing the layer of water surrounding each par-
and other factors to make the slip behave prop- ticle out of the piece.
erly have been worked out. The slip can simply Pressure slip-casting has also been inves-
be poured into a plaster mold, base end up, tigated by Shenango China Company under
and allowed to stand until the skin has become Navy sponsorship (Contract NO262073d), as
sufficiently thick. Pioneering work on radome a means for forming radomes so accurately
manufacture by slip-casting was carried out to desired wall thickness and contour that little
at Rutgers University under Navy sponsor- or no grinding would be required after sinter-
ship (References 32 and 33). ing. The results on Sparrow III radome blanks

The Rutgers process, which has formed the of 97% alumina have shown encouraging re-
basis for considerable work by others, embodies sults. Shenango holds a patent on pressure slip
two steps: casting.

1, A unique body preparation techique par-
ticularly suitable for high-alumina bodies, 4-8.1.3 Shaping, Sintering, Grinding, and
wherein the ceramic raw materials are Inspecting
blended and formed into some convenient
shape and presintered or given a pre- The cast or pressed radome blank may be
liminary fire. This effects all phase machined to desired shape in the soft or green
changes and the shrinkage due to them state if the organic binders used give sufficient
and volatilization of raw materials comr. strength to permit handling the green piece.
ponents. The fired body is then wet Whether or not this step is carried out, the
ground to a slip of carefully controlled blanks are next heated to a low temperature
particle size distribution. +u burn out the organic binders. Next, they are

2. Pressure slip-casting, which entails forc- sintered at a high temperature In the vicinity
ing slip into the annular space defined of 3000°F; sometimes they are sintered first
by two sections of a hard plaster mold, at a lower temperature of about 24000 F, In the
one a female cavity to define the external latter case, they emerge in a firm but rather
configuration and the other a mandrel chalky state, soft enough to permit accurate
to define the internal configuration of the machining to desired contour and wall thick-
radome. The high pressure (50 to 200 psi) ness. After this so-called bisque machining, they
literally forces the water out of the cast- are reheated, this time to the high sintering
ing into the mold sections so effectively temperature.
that, in a matter of minutes, a piece forms As with all pure oxide ceramics, control of
that is capable of supporting itself and time and temperature in sintering is critical.
has almost no drying shrinkage. Excessive grain growth and shrinkage result

The effect of precalcining is to reduce the from overheating or holding too long, while
temperature tit which the radome must be sin- insufficient exposure to heat will leave the blank
tered to achieve impermeability and strength, in a weak, porous condition.
and to eliminate shrinkage due to phase The fully sintered blanks are then ground
changes. Casting under pressure reduces the inside and out to precise wall thickness and
time needed to build up the desired wall thick- contour; the external contour may be altered
ness by driving the liquid out into the plaster by grinding to form lens contours adapted to
mold instead of waiting for it to migrate of requirements of the guidance system. This
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grinding requires diamond wheels and special In addition to the costs imposed in diamond
precision grinders, grinding the excessively heavy wall to final

At various stages, blanks are inspected for thickness, the costs of production equipment
cracks, surface defects, excessive warpage, and increase rapidly as the iize of the blank in-
other detects. After grinding, electrical bore- creases beyond present capability. Principal
sight testing reveals areas in which corrective items are isostatic presses, grinding lathes, and
removal of alumina or addition of patches is kilns. While sufficiently large equipment can
necessary to achieve desired electrical trins- be made in each of these categories, no Ceram-
mission patterns. ics manufacturer now has any of thene three

essential items in extra-large sizes. Accord-
4-8.1.4 Limitations on Size of Alumina Radomos ingly, each quotation for very large alumina

radomes must include large capital costs in
Monolithic alumina radomes have been made addition to manufacturing costs.

up to 42 in. high by 14 in. in base diameter.
The cost increases rapidly as sizes exceed this 4-8.1.5 Composite Alumina Radlone Fabrication
presently achievable limit. Diamond grinding
costs are probably the most significant factor Project*

in this rapid increase. Small radomes can be
made close enough to final size and wall thick- The extremely high cost estimates submitted

ness to require only a modest extra thickness for fabricating monolithic radomes 9 ft. high
to compensate for warpage and variable shrink- by 3 ft. in base diameter led the Air Force to

seek alternate methods of achieving the detsiredl
age, but much greater excess wall thickness is
required as size increases. The high shrinkage large radome. In 1962, Contract AF 33(657)-

1011 was awarded to Narmco Research andof alumina, like other sintered oxide wares, is Development, a Division of Whittaker Corpo-

the factor causing this provision for grinding Daveon, u Disooj Whitta corpoalloanc. Te liearshrnkag ofcurent ration, under ASD Project NR 7-984, to carry
allowance. The linear shrinkage of current out a research program directed toward the
radome alumina formulations is from 101/ to fabrication of large ceramic rademes by bond-
nearly 20% during sintering to desired density, P
rhe larger the shape, the greater its weight, ing small segments together into a large struc-

and the higher the load imposed on the bottom ture capable of operation to 10000 F (Reference
portion of the radome during sintering. Al- 20).

though very h.lrge shapes can be successfully Initial work wib % carried out not only on

fabricated, their walls must be quite thick to
support their weight during sintering. Nu- which a number of possible refractory cement
merous expedients have been considered for formulations were tried. Zirconia was elimi-

supporting large shapes during sintering, but nated from further testing because of poor

none gives complete control over distortion. electromagnetic properties and beryllia wis
In 1958, Lhc Air Force,, through Wright Ar eliminated later because it was found to offer

Development Command, and later the AMC no advantage over alumina sullicient to justify

Manufacturing and Materials Technology Di- its much higher cost.
vision, sponsored a project to investigate the Cements were found that matured to quite
feasibility of monolithic 99r alumina radotnes strong bonds when sintered at temperatures

well below the softening temperature of alu-
ft. high. Three companies competed in pre- miia. Good electromagnetic properties were ob-

liminary contracts to develop techniques on
scale models 40rl of the final size. Radomes tained in the assembled composite samples be-
39 in.cause the cement layers were very thin. The

in. ighby 3 i. i bas dimetr, ith cemenits themselves had rather high loss tan-
wall thicknesses of 0.100 in., were successfully gents roess w ad tar supporting
produced and submitted for 'thermal shock test.- tonli. mrials wan des tow hod s the a
ing. While several companies submitted pro- tooling materials and design to hold the as-

posals to produce the desired 9 ft. shape, the sembly during sintering of the cement.
costs of tooling and of fabricating prototypes
were considered prohibitive. " Sec also Paragraph 4-3.2.
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This contract is still active, with procurement about 0.1 and 0.5 in. Shapes tip to 9 in. high by

or large numbers of accurately shaped seg- 7 in. in diameter have been made, and much
ments underway preparatory to trials on a larger sizes are in preparation at Interpace.
larrei' eula1, sUki a composite ractome cannot be finished

by grinding because the dense exterior skin is
too thin. Since it is the equ|ivlent of a thin.

4-8. #.6 Fubricution of Muitilayer Alumina wall radorne from an eletromagnetic transmis-
Sandwich Radomes sion viewpoint, however, achievement of pre-

cise contours and wall thickness is not by any
Dense, monolithic alumina radomes become means as important as would be the case for

very thick and heavy when designed for the a half-wave wall thickness.
lower range of frequencies. They also lack
adaptability to broadband requirements, What
is more serious is that calculations of thermal 4-9 FABRICATION OF GLASS-CERAMIC
shock on radomes of the new generation of very RADOMES
fast missiles show that neither alumina nor
glass-ceramics can withstand the higher ther- Information covering the manufacture of
mal stresses. glass-ceramic radomes is limited to that re-

It has long been recognized that highly por- leased by Corning Glass Works. The informs.
ous ceramics, often called foamed ceramics, tion supklied by Corning is as follows:
offer lower dielectric constants and lighter The raw materials, or batch, used in making
v eight. Under Navy sponsorship, Contract Pyroceram are processed in an optical glass
NOas 59-6222C, highly porous alumina formu- melting unit to ensure absolute temperature
lations have been studied for radome use, For control and to eliminate contamination factors,
broadband requirements, sandwiches consisting Treatment of the molten batch includes stirring
of alternating layers of dense and porous alu- for homogenization prior to delivery through
mina were found to have promising transmission an orifice. The flow rate through the orifice is
characteristics. Further development led to a precisely metered on a continuous basis 24 hr
technique for fabricating radome shapes hay- a day. The material flowing through the orifice
ing a dense skin, all of approximately 95% is periodically loaded into steel molds having
alumina, under Navy Contract N62269-1370. a configuration that produces the external ra-

Such composite structures in the general dome shape required, including excess stock to
category of "A" sandwiches are formed by allow for finish grinding.
slip-casting. A plaster mold with the exterior The configuration of the glassy blank re-
contours of the radome, with allowance added quired indicates the kind of steel mold equip-
for shrinkage, is filled with slip suitable for ment and forming process that will be employed,
dense alumina. When a skin of desired thick- Large bhlnks are centrifugally cast in a female
ness has formed against the porous mold, the mold maintained within a critical temperature
excess slip is removed. Then a slip of similar range. Small blanks are usually pressed between
composition but containing tiny organic par- a plunger and female mold cavity, The material
ticles is poured and allowed to sit until a sec- has the same composition and is subjected to
ond layer has formed to desired core thickness the same thermal treatment for either blank
and containing a uniform dispersion of the tiny forming oljeratioa.
organic pore formers. Lastly, a slip for dense The hot, formed blank is placed in a glass an-
alumina is poured to form the inner skin. After nealing kiln, called a lehr in the glass industry,
drying and sintering at about 3000'F, the to undergo controlled cooling and remove
structure is firmly and coherently bonded into stresses. The cooled blanks can then be in-
a composite, the core of which has many tiny spected. When cooled, the radome blanks are
pores left by the organic burnout addition. transparent, glassy bodies, thereby permitting

At present, the dense skins can be made to 100%e visual inspection by transmitted light
thickness between 0.025 and 0.050 in., and the for possible imperfections in the material, such
porous core can vary between thicknesses of as blisters and Inclusions of foreign matter.
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Marginal defects are evaluated under a bright trades adapted to ceramic work. Ir all sizes
light with the aid of a microscope. Rejected and shapes the conventional wall tolerance is
radome blanks are physically broken. Those ±0.009 in
wanks having acceptable glass quality are in- The present equipment in use at Corning is
spected dimensionally. capable of producing a radome 2 ft in diameter

After this inspection, thc blanks are placed by 5 ft in height. Even larger radomes can be
in the ceramming kiln to undergo the thermal finished on the massive grinding lathes. The
treatment that converts the glassy blank into a me: .g unit and blank forming equipment
glass-ceramic material having prescribed prop- would have to be enlarged to fulfill requirements
erties. in Pyroceram, utilizing the size capability avail-

able for contour grinding.
4-9.1 RADOME FINISH:NG The inherent process techniques are claimed

to bo adaptable, with the addition of new and

The internal surface of the radome configura- larger equipment, to producing radomes 4 to 5

tion is established during the initial phase of ft in diameter and 12 to 15 ft in length, should

the finishing process by a combination of dia- the need arise.

mond wheel grinding and abrasive grit lapping.
The internal surface is by necessity generated 4-10 FABRICATION OF SINTERED FUSED
as a figure of revolution and is virtually identi- SILICA RADOMES

cal from piece to piece,
The externfo l surface is generated as a figure The term sintered fused silica is used to dif-

of revolution using diamond wheel grinders.consolidating
ofh revoeutiton usingcdiamond whedel g vind , particles of fused silica by ceramic sintering
Each radome fits on a common mandrel having techniques from the glassy or vitreous product
a conjugate surface that supports the glass-ce- mebh aping molte sla o direduforo .
ramic part uniformly. Pyroceram radomes with made by shaping molten silica into desired form.

a wall thickness of 0.050 in. and an area of 5 The sint.red product is fabricated by slip-cast.

sq. ft. have been successfully ground. ing or by pressing fluid or plastic masses of

A prescription is ground on the external sur- finely powdered fusei silica, whereas the vitre-
ous product is made by glass-working tech-

faee of a radome having excess wall thickness, niques. The vitreous form of silica is being used
following the preliminary external grinding for small electromagnetic windows, whereas the
operation on a less complex grinding machine sintered fused form is proposed for radomes.
having a plane template. A prescription grinder Sinthe fuser m is ofeducorgrater
must be equipped with a three-dimensional cem- Since the latter matezial is of much greater
plate, such as a patched radome developed dur- interest, it alone is considered.
ing a prototype program. Wall thickness and Information on the manufactue , ing process
other critical dimensions are held to -0.002 in. was derived from Reference 2, which containsReproducibility of the complex radome shape many details, Others have adopted these tech-

niques with only minor modifications.
and the prescription has been demonstrated on The raw material for the sintered product
thousands of radomes by comparison with a is a granular powder made by grinding fused
common dimensional master and uniformity of ilia Thenlar iswde y made by fusen
electricalsilica. The latter is generally made by fusing

silica sand 6r crushed quartz in an electric
resistance furnace in which carbon or graphite

4-9.2 PRODUCTION CAPABILITY resistance elements are surrounded by the sand
and heated to the fusion temperature range.

Glass-ceramic radomes have been made in After the fused mass has cooled and is removed
sizes up to 16 in. in diameter and lengths to 42 from the furnace, the fully fused, glassy ma-
in. Finished wall thickness has varied between terial is separated from any incompletely melted
0.050 and 0.000 in. Nose geometry has varied outer Dortions. The glassy portions are then
from pointed to 5 in. in diameter. Constant crushed and wet-ground itL ball mills to form
wall, tapered wall, and prescription wall domes a finely divided powder suspended in water or
are produced using basic machinery of the metal slip.
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This slip must be adjusted to the proper 4-10.2 SINTERING
hydrogen ion conceniraiion and particle size
distribution so that it will be reasonably stable The thoroughly dried radome blank is heated
and not quickly settle. A satisfactory slip will in a kiln to about 2100'F to 2200'F. The rates
have a pH between 2 and 6, and particles that of heating and cooling are not critical, but the
range in size from 50 microns to about 20% maximum temperature must be carefully con-
less than 2 microns. Solids concentration may be trolled and the time at this temperature should
about 80% to 85%, or have a density of about be no longer than needed to develop adequate
1.8 gm/cm'. sintering. The particles of fused silica, which

are wholly vitreous or amorphous before sinter-
ing, undergo a slow crytallization at tempera-
tures above about 2000 0 F. During this crystal-

4-10.1 SLIP-CASTING forming process, termed devitrification, tiny

crystals of a form of silica known as cristobalite
The technique for casting fused silica differs develop, starting from the outsides of the par-

very little from that used for alumina, as de- ticles and working inward. Cristobalite has
scribed in Paragraph 4-8.1. The porous plaster higher thermal expansion than the vitreous
mold is filled with slip and a coherent, leathery form of silica and is, therefore, undesirable in
skin builds up gradually against the mold sur- substantial quantities. Formation of a little
faces. Moderate pressure on the slip, on the order cristobalite is desirable and necessary to give
of 25 to 50 psi, has been found desirable to speed adequate strength in the sintered article. The
deposition of the skin and to minimize settlhig art of sintering is to permit only this small
of the particles. A patent on pressure slip-cast- amount, in the order of a few percent, to form,
ing is held by Shenango China Company (Ref- but to avoid heating longer or hotter and thus
erence 34). Normally, the plaster mold cavity forming too much.
is shaped to the contours of the exterior of the
radome and the skin grown inwardly until the 4-10.3 FINISHING THE SINTERED RADOME
desired thickness is achieved. The mold may
be oriented with the radome tip either up or Because silica is softer than alumina, it can
down; the lower part will tend to be thicker be ground quite easily. In addition, turning is
than the upper. The slip is drained when the feasible with tungsten carbide or alumina tools.
wall is sufficiently thick and the radome blank On the Mohs scale of scratch hardness, silica is
is gently removed after it has dried somewhat. sev, 'i, alumina is ninth, and diamond is tenth,
Air may be forced inwardly through the porous The Knoop indentation hardness value for vitre-
plaster to assist in freeing the casting from the ous, nonporous silica is 560; for sintered silica,
mold. with considerable porosity, it is somewhat less.

Wall thicknesses up to 1 in. are readily achiev- Alumina has a Knoop value of about 2000 and
able, although thinner walls are usually specified glass-ceramics about 620. Therefore, silica is
for radomes. The time for casting increases softer and easier to grind than the other ce-
quite rapidly as wall thickness is increased, ramic radome materials. Its low thermal expan-
especially above about 0.75 in. There are no sion also makes it quite insensitive to grinding
major problems involved in casting very large damage caused by local heating under the grind-
shapes, other than the limitation that wall ing wheel.
thickness must be adequate to permit subse- At this time, no applications of ground sin-
quent sintering withoeit disto,'tion, tered silica radomes have been reported.

Slip-cast fused silici shrinks very little dur-
ing drying and sintering. Representative linear 4-10.4 .SURFACE TREATMENTS FOR SINtERED
drying shrinkage is about 0.5%, and linear SILICA RADOMES
shrinkage during sintering will average about
1%. Molds can, therefore, be made very nearly Sintered silica radomes made to date have
to final size, with little shrinkage allowance, been quite porous, Their densities do not usually
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exceed 1.85 gm/cm:1, compared with 2.2 gin! 4-11 PRODUCTION OF BERYLLIA
cm:' for wholly dense fused silica. This cor- RADOMES
responds to porosity or about ib,/o, much ut Beryllia radomes are formed by the same
which is interconnected.whuch porus inteructued. wprocesses as described for alumina. Both oxidesSuch porous structures would absorb wate ser are produced as refined powders derived from
during storage and handling, which would seri- natural minerals by chemical processes, withously affect the diele(tric properties. For this p 'rties of 99 I/ or higher. Ceram-c..grade beryl.
reason, an impervious coating becomes a neces- purlie of may orthige leramc..grade br-

sity for sintered silica radomes. Development ha powder may contaii less ihan 0.01/ im-
purity. Beryllia, a more recent possibility forof such coatings has proceeded along three radome use, has not yet bene0•ed from exten-

lines: glaze-like applied films; glassy skins radome u hotuyt eneriedcfrom exten-sive radome production experiencci; only a fewformed by fusing the silica itself under intense relatively small radomes have been made or
local heat; and Teflon coatings. brliatog h ueuo aa ep

The major problem in glazing silica is itsberyllia, although the Bureau of Naval Weap-ons sponsored several programs to developvery low thermal expansion. Conventional beryllia foams, pressure casting techniques for

glazes used for chinaware, tile, and other ce- forming beryllia radomes, and pyrolytic deposi-

ramics expand and contract under heating and tion techniques for beryllia (References 35 to

cooling far more than does silica. If attempts t8).

were made to apply them to sintered silica, they Like alumina, beryllia is fabricated into ra-
would crack and spall during cooling from the domes by slip-casting, either by gravity or
glaze firing operation, or through aerodynamic under pressure, or by isostatic pressing. In slip-
heating during service. Certain ceramic ma- casting, a suspension of the pure oxide with

terials, notably the lithium aluminosilicates, organic additives and dispersing agents, at

have expansion properties comparable to silica solids contents of 25% to 50%, is cast into con-

and coatings have been successfully applied to ventional plaster molds under gravity or pres-

formulations of this class. These coatings are sedined as d movd und dried as de-

less refractory than silica, with melting pointsas de-

in the vicinity of 2200'F, so they are protective scribed for alumina. The toxicity of finely
only for moderately sev2e0 soeyrve. pdivided beryllia dictates that all of this work
only for moderately severe service, must be conducted in hoods with eflicient ven-

Surface fusion, a second technique for seal- tilation and filter systems to prevent release
ing the radome surface, has been successfully of dust into the atmosphere. In isostatic press-
applied to radQmes as large as 31 in. high by ing, the rubber envelope, when filled with pow-
13 in. in diameter. The radome is supported up- der and sealed, may be handled without ventila-
on a rotating turntable in a furnace heated to tion, but the pressed blank must be removed
slightly over 2000'F. An arc plasma torch or under hooded conditions until sintered. The un-
oxyacetylene torch is directed against the out- fired blanks have a density of about 1.5 to 1.7
side of the hot radome and is systematically gm/cm:1 ; the organic additives confer sufficient
made to traverse the entire surface at a rate strength to permit handling.
and heat intensity that result in melting a thin Sintering to high density and freedom from
surface layer. This molten film solidifies into a porosity requires somewhat highe- tempera-
glassy layer that is integrally bonded to the tures than used for alumina. Optimum thermal
underlying porous material and that is chem- conJuctivity and dielectric loss properties are
ically the same. It behaves, therefore, like the achieved in beryllia with purity in excess of
material itself and its thermal expansion char- 99%, which limits the fluxing oxide additions
acteristics match so closely the underlying silica to very small amounts.
that it forms an imrervious, adherent coating Because of this high degree of purity, beryllia
throughout the service temperature range of for radome use has to be sintered at tempera-
the sintered silica itself. tures as high as 3300 nF, in either gas or electric

Teflon, regarded as a low-temperature, non- kilns. This high sintering temperature is at
charring ablator, is not expected to interfere factor in the cost of beryllia anid leads to more
with electrromagnetic transmission wben ap- difficulty with distortion during sintering than
plied as a thin sprayed coat to seal the pores. is encountered with alumina.
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When a beryllia radorno has been properly Following grinding, the beryllia radome is
sintered, it is entirely safe to handle without thoroughly cleaned, using detergents and ultra-
precautions, since no loose dust can escave from "Anyli' A '"'a! C!Gi-, f' ig, u1auy be nec-
it. Subsequent grinding operations must, how- essary to remove waxing agents or lubricants
ever, be conducted under stringent control of used in grinding. These precautions leave the
du]Rt and splashing of grinding fluids because radome in It (lUst-free cond~ition and its hard-
the finely divided oxide powder must be con- ness is mome than sufficient to prevent genera-
sidered as highly toxic. Grinders and lathes are tion of any dust during subseqjuent handling
hooded or totally enclosed and suction ducts and use.
carry all dust to an efficient collection system.
This complicates the grinding process and adds As with other ceramic radomes. detailed
to costs. The grinding equipment and operation physical inspection for dimensions, freedom
are otherwise identical with the practice for from cracks, and achievement of density pre-
other ceramic radomnes. cedes shipment,
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PART I--REINFORCED PLASTIC RADOMES

4-12 RADOME MATERIAL DESIGN considering 35-gc structures. Millimeter radome
techniques for the 50- to 150-ge range investi-

Compared to the present state of the art, the gated by the Air Force in fiscal year 1965,
manufacture of radomes using concrete molds extended the frequency range to 250 to 300 gc
and plywood materials appears crude, Today's in fiscal year 1966. This will require additional
radome is a result of a vast complex of eco- improvement in structural materials. There-
nomics, aerodynamics, electronics, and materials fore, materials design will continue to contri-
selection. In the past, radomes were designed bute to the complex field of radome design for
from available materials; today, materials are many years to come.
being specifically designed, modified, and man-
ufactured for electromagnetic windows. 4-13 THE ANISOTROPIC NATURE OF

Materials are being designed to provide the FIBER-REINFORCED PLASTIC
electronics engineer with a broader spectrum RADOMES
from which to select a dielectric constant. Re-
searchers are seeking ways to reduce loss tan- Before discussing fiber-reinforced plastics,
gent characteristics. Materials engineers are the following terms should be defined:
screening materials of reduced weight, reduced End: Each strand in a roving or yarn.
sensitivity to frequency changes, and increased Fiber: A slender filament. (Used interchange.
resistance to temperature exposure for both ably with fiber.) The smallest component
transient and steady-state environments. To of a strand.
further complicatc the picture, radome struc- Filament: A very fine thread or threadlike
tures are increasing in size, thereby requiring structure (of glass) ; a fiber or fibril.
internal space frames. Roving: Glass fiber roving co0nsists of a num-

The requirement of control in the dielectric ber of continuous, untwisted glass strands
constant is a stimulus to materials design for that have been plied together. Continuous
selection of a dielectric constant in ,the range strand roving may contain a number of
of 3.0 to 9.0, allowing for more efficient radome ends, the most common being 20 and 60.
design and less compromise between aero- Strand: A number of fibers or filaments,
dynamics and electronics. It also allows the usually 204, collected as a unit. Continuous
consideration of "B" sandwich solid-wall corn- glass strand is usually supplied in the form
posites. of yarn or roving,

The thermal environments now require ra- Yarn: A collection of continuous glass
domes to survive thousands of hours at tern- strands that have been twisted together and
peratures of 500'F to 700'F and 500 to 1000 plied to prevent individual filaments from
hours in the temperature range of 1000°F to separating when tension on the strands is
1200 0 F. relaxed.

Frequency requirements have increased so Reinforced plastic radomes are aniF.otropic;
that 16.5-gc operation is frequently Lhe rule that is, they respond unequally when external
rather than the exception. Engineers are now forces are applied normal to different planes in
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• . DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
S~A- 15.1 - 15.0

B-4.0-4.9
C •4,9 -5.0

RADOME WALL

S\ " ANTENNA
/-OSITION 2

SPOSITIN I

Figure 4-42. Sketch Showing Anisotropic Nature of Reinforced Pinstic Radames

the structure, as shown in Fig. 4-42. In a similar Table 4-8 provides a partial liat of available
manner, the composite wall presents a different materials and a comparison of their shear
structure to the electromagnetic radiation from properties. Appendix 4A presents additional
the antennR in the two positions shown. data for candidate resins for use in fiberglass-

Materials used in composites that have high reinforced plastic radomes.
dielectric constants are also more anisotropic The organic matrix mosc widely used for
when a distinct fiber orientation or direction- high-performance filament-wound radomes is
ality is introduced. For the radome designer, Vibrin 135, qualified under Mil R 25042. This
this presents the problem of compensating for resin system contains trially cyanurate (TAC)
this anisotropy when designing the radome wall. as a major component and is qualified up to

5001F operation. Properties of this resin and
4-14 MATRIX MATERIALS a composite made with this resin are given in

Tables 4-9 and 4-10, and Fig. 4-43.
The matrix is defined as the material that This resin system is ideally suited for fila-

holds or Iiinds the reinforcement in place. This ment-wound structures. Its viscosity range is
material is usually organic in composition, but low, 2000 to 3000 centipoises, and change in
may also be completely inorganic*. The matrix viscosity vs. temperature is fairly low. The
represents less than half of the weight or vol- shelf life may extend to 30 days in impregnated
ume of the total composition. Organic resins form at 40'F. It requires low initial cure for
are the matrix materials most often used for short times (2 to 4 hr) at 200'F to 250°F.
radomes. Only organic mittrix materials and Cure is complete enough at this time to permit
primarily those new materials that extend the grinding. After grinding, it is again cured to
state of the art are covered. 480°F. There is one difficulty with Vibrin 135,

The organic materials may be classed accord- however. It is sensitive to post-curing condi-
ing to their method of polymerization or their tions when the temperature is increased over
major molecular structure. They may also be 480 0F, As a consequence, caution must be
classified as those that give off no byproducts exercised to avoid blistering.
and those that give off byproducts; or those
that are 100% reactive and by condensation
methods. However, we are only concerned with 4-15 TYPES OF GLASS FIBERS USED IN
those 'systems most commonly used or those RADOME PRODUCTION -

that offer uniqwe characteristics.
Glass is defined as an amorphous substance,

Inorganic matrix materials are covered in Para- usually transpareit, consisting ordinarily of a

graph 4-7. mixture of silicates, but in some cases of bu-
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TAKLE 4-8 AVERAGE INTERIAMINAR -SHEAR VALUES
OF SKI, Sf.ai , lIe a , iSc.-

Cre. Scflenal Area, psi on Resin Coabtm,* psi

Type of Iesin Systew 3.. 800' F 750 F Room 500* F 7500 F

Commefial, 100% ReotivJe

DEN 488/MNA/DMP-30 7706 3427 681 26,:30 11,940 2360

Epon 828/CL 7446 . ... 27,800

Epon 820/MNA 6120 2293 366 30,140 7620 1750

Epon 1081/MNA 9138 3658 885 23,400 9450 3170

Epon 1031/BFaMEA 7704 2979 421 26,800 9000 1280

DEN 438/BF 3 MEA 9685 4378 627 3B,100 14,900 2140

DEN 438/PMDA Adduct A 9882 2306 718 27,200 6675 2190

DEN 438/TAC 5500 1270 529 30,600 6920 2940

NRC 1174/3 5288 2P25 373 31,580 15,240 2250

EP 207/MA/Glycerol 7440 3830 546 26,800 14,400 2420

AG-13E/MA/TME 6220 2510 350 27,700 11,290 1540

Oxiron 2000/MA 7605 2475 648 34,300 11,250 2950

RDGE/MNA 6640 1470 603 35,200 7570 8350

Laminae 4232 4566 3169 890 23,400 14,700 4040

Vibrin 136A (135) 6021 2978 770 30,200 14,800 3890

Polyite AZ-1695 4880 2760 887 23,200 13,100 4210

Commeroial, Condensation

DC R-7141 2060 679 382 8813 2913 1640

Plaskon V-204 79M0 3042 1902 23,200 11,100 0220

Resinox SC-1013 2598 1421 587 12,450 6750) 2820

Peainox SC-1008 7972 2371 1129 36,025 8540 5260

CTL 37-9X 7010 4330 1368 23,680 14,840 4678

V4-38 -• 10,970 1840 604 33,800 540 1860

E xperimen tal

Diallyl Epoxy No. 2P/MNA 6630 734 358 29,700 3420 1610

TGC/MNA 4376 2306 23,853 12,495

ADC/MNA/PMDA 5403 2622 825 19,851) 9680 3040

ADC/DEN 438/MNA 0043 3012 568 27,183 13,650 2563

VIZDGE/MNA 7740 2830 607 31,400 11,880 2540

* The resin content of the composites reported in this table range.s btwmen 1tl', and 244
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rates, phosphates, etc. Most glass is made by The brittleness of window and bottle glass
fusing silica, as sand, and alkali, as potash or in usually associated with low strength. Thus,
....... !,! =................, an ,,iC ot wad uxide, ii giass fibers display very high strength, an
This definition emphasizes that glass is non- apparent anomaly exists. However, examina-
crystalline and, although essentially rigid, is tion of the mechanism of glass failure reveals
similar in structure to liquids. It is this struc- the actual nature of this material. Glass al-
ture that gives glass its unusual characteristics ways fails abruptly without previous yield from
and differentiates it from crystalline solids, a tensile component of stress, even when a load

Glass is sometimes defined as a "supercooled is applied in compression (Reference 2). The
liquid" because it can go from the molten state fractures originate as small imperfections or
to the solid state without undergoing an abrupt flaws, usually on the glass surface. In fibers,
molecular rearrangement and resultant physi- the size and distribution of these flaws are
cal changes. However, a very indistinct crystal physically limited. The result is that the rela..
lattice, called a "random network," does form tive strength of glass fibers increases as the
in this transition. As a result, the room tern- diameter decreases.
perature properties of glass are dependent upon
its thermal history (annealing).

Although the above characteristics apply to TABLE 4-10 COMPOSITE PROPERTIES
all glass,.all glass is not alike. The types of glass E-GLASS -AND VIBRIN 135
that are of interest in radome production are
only those that can be drawn into very fine Flexural strength, psiRoom temperature 60,000 to 80,000

diameter continuous filaments. They provide the 50ooF t0,000 to 50,o00

fiberglass yarns"that are used to reinforce

plastics. Compression strength, psi
Room temperature 40,000
500°F' 20,000

TABLE 4-9 PROPERTIES OF VIBRIN 135

Specific gravity 1.75 to 1.85

Viscosity, centipoise 18"00 to 3000 Dielectric constant, me X 104 4,0 to 4,2
at room temperature Loss tnngent, me X 104 0.008 to 0.015

Shrinkage, o 3 to 5 Hoop tensile, psi 220,000 to 300,000

Specific gravity 1.32 fiber stress

Cure temperature, IF 200 to 500 Interlaminum shear, psi 4000 to 600V

I-I

3.2-

4.2 - - , 0.02

I--.. o______~ =
4.0 --- ' 0,01

.j ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES vs ,J
W TEMPERATURE (TESTED AT

8500 - 10,000 mc.
_- _ _ .iiI I I i 1 0

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
TEST TEMPCRATUIE (OF)

Figure 4-43. Vibrin 135 and Glass Compoeste--Dieleciric Constant and
Loss Tangent, Electrical Propertlos vs Temperature
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4-15.1 DRAWING CONTINUOUS FILAMENTS the modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement
to the modulus of elasticity of the matrix. There-

The process of manufacturing fiberglass yarn fore, it is desirable to have a fiber with as high
consists of melting the glass in bushings fitted a moduluis nf pIn.0ticitv tm nnuaih•p•
with 204 orifices. The filaments from each In order to provide radome structures for
orifice are drawn together to form a single advanced missile systems, the Air Force under-
strand. The filament diameter results fruin took a program to develop a fibrous glass re-
three factors: (1) the initial viscosity of the inforcement with a higher modulus of elasticity
melted glass, (2) the size of the orifice, and (3) or stiffness than E-Glass. This program resulted
the speed at which the filament is drawn. The in the development of a glass designated as
last factor, speed, is controlled by an electrically YM-31A, which had a modulus of elasticity
driven rotating winding tube, whose surface about 50% higher than E-Glass. Its approxi-
speed may reach 12,000 ft/min. The nominal mate composition is 53.75% SiO.,, 12.94% CaO,
diameter of the individual filaments used for 8.96 MgO, 7.96% BeO, 1.99% ZrO_.,, 7.96% TiO1 ,
plastic reinforcement is 0.00038 in. As the yarn 2.997 Li;,O, 2.99%, CeO, and 0.50'/b Fe.•O
is drawn, sizing is applied to lubricate the fila- (Reference 3). The BeO component, which is
ments and to hold them together as yarn. exteremely toxic, has limited the use of YM-31A.

A further Air Force development has been
4-15.2 GLASS FIBER COMPOSITION AND AF-994 glass (commercially designated S-994

PROPERTIES by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation). This
glass was a development of a program whose

Examination of the manufacturing process objective was to develop a fiber with high tensile
reveals that the working properties of the glass strength at high temperatures. Its composition
are the only requisites for forming filaments, is 64% SiO.,, 26% A1.2 03 , and 1.0% MgO. Room
However, end uses of the glass also dctermine temperature tensile strength of S-994 is ap-
its composition. The primary requirements of proximately 650,000 psi. Its specific gravity is
fiberglass for radome manufacturing are elec- 2.48 (Reference 4). S-994 roving has been used
trical, physical, and chemical, The chemical re- extensively in rocket motor case production and
quirement is primarily resistance to weather- offers excellent potential for radomes where
ing. The large surface area of the filaments and attachment problems or other high tensile
their natural hydroscopic nature clearly illus- strength applications are present.
trate the problem faced by the fiberglass forrau- In addition to the mechanical property re-
lator. Atmospheric moisture is the most signifi- quirements, the electrical property require-
cant attacking agent. All glass used in radome ments of glass for radome fabrication are im-
production today has good durability, but is portant. E-Glass has a dielectric constant of
dependent upon sizing or binders for maximum 6.26 at room temperature (8.5 gc), whereas S-
protection against moisture. 994 under the same conditions has a dielectric

Mechanical properties of glass used in lila- constant of 5.28. The loss tangents of the two
ment winding are greatly dependent upon chem- glasses are 0,001 and 0.0072, respectively.
ical composition. The standard glass, called "E- The dielectric constant of the composite ra-
Glass," has been used extensively. The composi- dome wall is a function of the dielectric constant
tion of E-Glass is approximately 54.5% SiO., of the fiberglass and the resin. For a half-wave
14.5% Al2 0G, 22.0% CaO, 8.5% B120a, and 0.51/o wall, a lower dielectric constant fiber requires a
Na..O (Reference 2). Its specific gravity is ap- thicker radome wall. Therefore, if the physical
proximately 2.54. The tensile strengths of single properties of a low dielectric constant glass are
filaments of E-Glass removed from production comparable to those of a higher dielectric con-
yarns vary between 250,000 and 300,000 ps' stant glass, the lower dielectric constant glass
This glass is the most widely used reinforce- will provide a stronger and more rigid struc-
ment for radome manufacturing today. ture because of the greater wall thickness of

The effectiveness of a fiberglass reinforce- the composite. Two recently developed glasses
ment is proportional to the volume concentra- are of interest here, D-556 was developed to
tion of the reinforcement and to the ratio of have a low dielectric constant : 4.0 at roem tern-
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perature (9375 gc). While its physical prop- ever, comparable.
erties are not as good as E-Glass, its low dielec- As mentioned, the dielectric constant of the
tric allows the design of a half-wave radome fiberglass reinforepd r,6u•6, ;-- a fu•ctic• f Go'
wall wiLh greater strength than the E-Glass dielectric constant of the resin and glass. This
composite because of the greater physical relationship may be expressed as:
thickness. Loge:- (loge resin) (vol resin)

A radome wall with high strength plus a (log e glass) (vol , glass)
reduction in weight results from the use of
hollow E-Glass fibers. These fibers, developed The dielectric constants for E-Glass, hollow
by the Fiber Glass Division of Pittsburgh Plate glass, and S-994 glass, all with Vibrin 1.35, are
Glass Company, have inside-to-outside diameter shown as a function of resin content in Figs.
ratios of approximately 0.6. With so much 4-44 to 4-46, respectively. Also, the effect of
emphasis placed on aircraft weight reduction, void content of up to 27, on the dielectric con-
hollow glass fibers offer a now approach to stant of the composite is presented in these
strong lightweight electrical radomes. The di- figures (Reference 5).
electric constant of the hollow glass is lowered The consideration of reinforcement must
by the approximately 15% void volume in the include the sizing or coupling agents applied
composite. The strengths of the fibers are, how- to the yarn at the time it is collected on the

5.0- . ....

4.8

4.6-
SD- DENSITY

I- e - DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT

____ _____C' FOR E-GLASS -6.11u) 4.4 C_' FOR V-135 -3M0
0 FOR E-GLASS-2.60

oJ 0 FOR V-135mi.35

S4.2

4.0

VOIDS 0%
3.8 .- \VOIDS 1%

VOIDS 2%

3.6 ra L_, ,
0 10 20 50 40 50 60 70

RESIN CONTENT (PERCENT BY WEIGHT)

Figure 4-44. E-Glass and Vibrin 135-Dielectric Constant vs Resin Content
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I
winding tube. As previously pointed out, the chrome roethacrylates and silanes. The chrome
size performed two functions in the drawing complex salts are generally used with polyester
operation: lubrication and binding. Lubrication resins, the silanes with epoxy resins.
is necessary to Protect the lubm fllsirpm ftreŽ ...fly, ta lilg pimruormis ihree iunctions:
interacting. If the filaments are allowed to come lubrication, binding, and coupling. However, a
in contact, flaws and scratches will result and substance that asts as a good lubricant may
seriously deteriorate Lhe strength of the glass have an adverse effect on bonding. For textile
reinforcement. yarns, the size, usually starch oil, may be burned

The lubricant is usually a starch-oil combina- off by slowly oxidizing the woven fabric at
tion. The starch also acts as a binder to hold the 650"F for 24 hr or more with an optimum

filaments together to form a strand of yarn, coupling agent added in a bath. In the cast! of

To develop the optimum strength of a fiberglass- roving, however, the glass is not handled as
resin laminate, it is necessary for the resin to much during processing and the lubricant is
bond firmly to the glass. Few, if any, resins less critical than in the case of filaments. There-
bond to the bare glass because of differences in fore, combination lubricant-coupling agents
molecular "fit" at the surfaces. The best bonds have been developed that do not have to be re-
have been developed through the use of cou. moved by heat-cleaning and subsequent re-
pling agents. The coupling agents are complex coating.
molecules that bond with the silano groups on Coupling agents are most advantageous when
the glass surface and react with the organic the laminate is subject to the presence of mois-
reactive sites of the resins during the curing ture. If the chemical bond between the glass
process. Two general types are In use today: (through the coupling agent) and the resin is

4.2

4.0 -
D- DENSITY
e- DIELECTRIC

CONSTANT
e FOR H, G. a3.9

Z--3.8- - FOR V-135-3.0
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0I
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_. 1 t I I I i I ... I I I II
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RESIN CONTENT (PERCENT BY WEIGHT)

Figure 4-45. Hallow Glass and Vibrin 135-Dielectric Conatant vs Resin Content
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very strong, water is prevented from entering best be illustrated by Fig, 4-47. This illustra-
the laminate by "wicking" along the shaft of tion provides the basis for discussinv the tech-
glass. If the water is kept out, the adhesion and niques for filament winding of electromagnetic
the laminate will be kept strong and the prop- windows in the following paragraphs. For a
erties of the radome will be optimum. detailed presentation of fllamei.L winding pro-

cesses and application, see Reference 6.

4-16 FABRICATION

4-16.1 INTRODUCTION 4-16.2 FILAMENT CONTROL

In its simplest form, filament fabrication may One of the major factors governing the

5.0

4.8-

4.61
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Figure 4-46, S994 Glass and Vibrin 135-Dielectrlc Constant vs Resin Content
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GLASS YARN RESIN BATH TENSION FABRICATION
OR ROVING T

A HEAT

REMOVAL FINIS GRINDING CURE

Figure 4-47. Schematlc Diagram of Radome Filament Fabrication

quality of the end product is control of the ten- flexibility and better control of the tension. This
sion applied to the filaments of a filament-wound system acts through a retarding torque applied
part during the winding operation. Composite to a guide pulley, around which several turns
properties that are influenced by tension are of roving are passed alternately with an idler
resin content, void content, and specific gravity, pulley. Adjustment is made by varying the
These properties, in turn, affect the mechanical voltage (usually dc) to the power unit. When
and electrical properties of the system. The ten- the desired tension is obtained, the operator
sion applied is sometimes influenced by part notes the voltage indicated on the control panel,
configuration, especially in the nose area of so that later adjustments may be made and still
radomes. Therefore, close control of the ten. be returned to the original setting for the de-
sion is important in the control of the quality sired tension. Since this tension is applied to
of the composite, the roving, P. b-ck-up tensioner is required at

Tensioning of the filaments is generally ac- the servlng .pool to prui. cwi backlash. This is
complished at one of two places. It may be ap- usually a magnetic tensioner, set with sufficient
plied through a braking action on the spool or tension to prevent the spool from rotating
package, or it may be applied to the yarn or freely.
roving itself. Application of tension at the spool
is usually undesirable, especially when a pre- 4-16.2.2 The Magnetic Tensioner
impregnated roving is used. This can result in The magnetic tensioner, sometimes called a
excessive resin squeeze-out, deformation of the hysteresis tensioner, operates by the mutual
roving package, fuzzing, and degradation of the attraction of two magnets. Control is obtained
roving. Better control is usually obtained by by adjusting the distance between the magnets
applying tension to the yarn or roving, to increase or decrease the braking action on

The three types of tensioning devices most the m'achanism. Very good results may be ob-
commonly used are classified as electromagnetic, tained with this tyro of tensioning device.
magnetic, and friction tensioners.

4-16.2.1 The Electromagntic Tensioner 4-16.2.3 The Friction Tensioner
The friction type of tensioning device uses

The electromagnetic system provides greater disks, bands, and other devices specially de-
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signed to mechanikally apply a braking action hund, d every-end roving. The resin pickup
by increasing or decreasing the friction between or resin content. is controlled by the speed at
two moving parts. Tension may be applied which the roving is fed into the tank, the ten-
either ai die spool or Lu tite . .ui, iuvi` .... . uio2 th . .. ,• ....... und Ih" wiW-.,uitv (4
strand. This type of mechanism generally is the resin. Control is also affected by sliding the
not as accurate because of wear on the friction impregnated stock over two or three rollers or-
surfaces, the introduction of foreign matter on blades immediately after removal from the

the friction surfaces, and the adjustment mech- tank. The roving end count and roving glass
anisms of the tensioning device. Where close finish also affect, resin pickup. A typical tank
tension control is not so necessary, however, diagram is shown in Fig. 4-48. This method
this type of tensioner will perform satisfac- is rapid and allows a direct tie to the mandrel
torily. without intermediate steps. It is more appli-

One other type of friction tensioner some- cable for circumferential ard helix windings,
times used for yarn filament winding should but not particularly satisfactory for longitu-
be mentioned. This device consists of two ce- dinal winding.
ramic coated posts placed approximately per- The resin content control range of 31 to 51/,
pendicular to the path of travel of the yarn, is not considered accurate when compared to
The yarn is passed under the bottom of one other methods of impregnation. The choice of
post and over the top of the other. Adjustment resins is limited to given ranges of viscosity
is made by moving these posts in a circul, r mu- and pot life. High-viscosity resin systems must
tion to increase or decrease the angle of travel be heated or have reactive diluents added to
of the yarn. This brings to bear a greater fric- bring the viscosity to about 1000 to 2000 centi-
tion surface, thereby increasing tension on the poises. Pot life of the resin limits the choice of
yarn. There is some possibility of degradation materials, since radomes may require as long as
of the filament yarn by this method of tension- 4 to 12 hr winding time for a given stage prior to
ing. cure. This allows the resin cure reaction to pro-

In conjunction with the tensioners noted ceed in the dip tank and requires a constant
above, there is sometimes a need for sensing correction for resin pickup.
or damping devices. This is especially true for Included in this method is the hot-dip or hot..
filament strands traveling at a high speed dur- melt system, which is quite similar to the wet-
ing the winding operation. These devices are dip method. However, in this case, the resin
usually springloading mechanisms designed to used is solid at room temperature. Therefore, it
reduce the tension differential due to sudden must be heated to its melting point or slightly
acceleration or deceleration, higher before the glass filament can be passed

In summary, the tensioning device is a ma- through. The roving is then passed through a
chine designed to provide the desired filament double roller or blades to remove the excess
tension at the desired location during the fila- resin and achieve resin content control. It is
mnent winding operation, difficult to obtain thorough wet-out of the strand

with this method and the resin content range

4-16.3 THE RESIN BATH is high.

The specific resin characteristics are dis-
cussed in Appendix 4A. Development of the art
of impregnation during the past 15 years has
resulted in four or five methods available to the
fabricator.

4-16.3.1 The Wet-Dip Method ROVING RESIN BATH MANDREL

In the wet-dip method, the roving is removed

from the glass ball and passed through a dip Figure 4-48. Diagram of Resin Both Setup for
tank. This may be a one-end roving or a one Wet-Dip Method
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ROVING RESIN TANK RESPOOLING

Figure 4-49. Schematic Diagram of Pro-impregnation Operation

4-16.3.2 The Pre-impregnation Method system that cannot be delivered to the respool-
ing fixture in a partially polymerized state. Dry-

As the name of the method implies, the glass ing additives must be used to compensate for
yarn or roving is impregnated prior to applica- this characteristic. Pre-preg materials may be
tion in production. This allows packaging, stor- obtained in roving, yarn, cordage and unidirec-
ing, and/or shipping of the stock. This system tional tapes. Resin content tolerance is in the
is widely used for radome fabrication. It is used range of 0.75%o by weight, Pre-preg suppliers
primarily for resins other than polyesters, can produce almost any type of wind pattern
which do not readily lejid themselves to this in the spool with almost any degree of tack re-
type of handling. To be handled efficiently as a quired by the various types of winding ma-
pre.preg material, the resin must be capable of chines. Its main disadvantages are resin content
undergoing partial polymerization or be soluble control, additional handling of the glass, and,
in a common solvent. A pre-preg may be pre- with some systems, poor shelf life.
pared by running the glass roving through a
cut resin solution and then through a drying 4-16.3.3 The Hybrid Impregnation Method
or B-staging tower. This reduces both the tack
of the roving and the softness of the package This system is an offspring of the wet-dip
when it is respooled from the tower. A sche- and preimpregnation methods. The hybrid uses
matic diagram is shown in Fig. 4-49. It is nec- the resin undiluted and catalyzed as in the wet-
essary to make sure that the roving is nearly dip method, then respools the stock without any
dry, or nontacky, before it can be respooled. forced polymerization or B-staging, as in the
The heating zone is designed to remove excess usual pre-preg materials. This is illustrated in
solvent and promote polymerization to a given Fig. 4-50. The roving strand, A, is pulled from
point. If the solvent content is too high or the the inside of the package or ball and delivered
resin has not reached the desired degree of B- to B. Item B is a grooved wheel, with the width
stage, it will, when respooled, produce a soft of the groove governing the spread of the fiber
and sticky package. With additional age on the or band width. From point C, resin is forced
package, it becomes nearly impossible to un- from the nozzle by the pump. The amount of
spool on a winding machine. The soft package resin delivered is governed by the weight of
allows the roving to pull into the build and to the glass strand being impregnated. The resin
break easily. This makes it impossible to find is injected into the groove of the spool and, as
the broken strand in the build, and results in
scrapping the entire spool. If the resin is not
advanced to the right degree of B-stage, the
roving does not separate readily when unwound. METERED NOZZLE
This causes hang-up, fraying, and eventually PUMP
loss of the strand. When the strand is lost in
a tacky spool, it is nearly impossible to start
the spool again. GLASS

Phenolics, silicones, epoxy amides, etc., may ROVING
be delivered to the respooling fixture in the R•SPOO.ING
state of controlled tack, nearly dry. Polyesters, Figure 4-50. Schematic Diagram of Hybrid
on the other hand, are a "go-no go" type of Impregnation Operation
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the wheei turns, forces the resin thr-ough the added, it eventually leads to a crosshatch or
fibers down into the groove. The rate of deliv- crossover pattern. At each point (f crossover,
cry, the glass weight, and the pump must he a space is formed. This produces a void if the
synchronized to deliver the quantity of resin resin content of the impregnated i'oving is 15'/•
tr provide the desired resin ,'ontent. After the to 20/,, by weight. ''his space win be filied by
roving is respooled at D, it i; packaged and resin if the resin content is greater than 30%
placed in a storage box at 72 0 F to 80OF for 24 by wpight in the roving.
to 48 hr. This permits a more thorough wetting With a cylinder, the crossover pattern is quite
of the fibers. When the strand of glass is pulled uniform and provides a unit with a resin con-
from the ball, a certain amount of twist is in- tent similar to a laminated fabric (30% to
troduced, which tends to slow down the com- 35%), In the case of a radome, however, the
plete wetting of the fiber. This type of system curvature produces a nonuniform spacing of
allows extremely close control over resin content the roving. This produces a variation in the
to within ± 1% by weight. The primary dis- electrical thickness of the wall, since the di-
advantage of this system is one of economics, electric constant is dependent upon what medi-
since a separate machine is required for each urn, air or resin, fills the crossover space. For
roving strand. The method is also limited to a conical shape, the electrical taper will be re-
those resin systems possessing a relatively long latively uniform, but for an ogive or hemi-
pot life, If B-staging takes place, as would be sphere, the change in electrical thickness will be
the case using an amine epoxy system, it be- variable. Measurements have shown that for
comes nearly impossible to remove the roving a 36-in. unit (an ogive 36 in. in length with a
from the spool during the winding operation. base diameter of 13 in.), the resin content from
The viscosity change causes the tack to increase, base to tip may vary as much as 10 % by weight.
This, in turn, causes fraying arnd loss of the This will cause an electrical thickness change
roving end during winding. When this occurs, of about 5 to 7 degrees.
the glass must be scrapped and cut from the
spool. The method is quite efficient for poly-
esters using peroxide catalyists, epoxies using 4-16.4.2 The Clrc-tongo Drop-Stitch Method
latent or anhydride catalysts, or a solid polymer The circumferential, lngitudinal-fiber drop-
suspended in a solvent vehicle, out method of winding is by far the most com.-

4-16.4 FILAMENT WINDING plicated technique for radome manufacture
employing filament winding. But, in return for

Since 1957, several new techniques have been complexity, the greatest uniformity in electrical
developed for filament winding radome struc- and mechanical properties is obtained. This

tures, which are basically variations of two method is more accurately described'as circum-
i,,uthods: helix and polar fabrication. The dis- ferential and polar orientation, as shown in Fig,
cussion of fabrication will cover the steps in- 4-52. The radome is fabricated in distinct layers
volved as the impregnated stock is delivered to or plies, Each ply is either longitudinally
the mandrel. (polar) oriented or circumferentially oriented.

4.16.4.1 Helical Winoing

A helix is defined as the curve formed on any
cylinder by a straight line in a plane that is
wrapped around the cylinder, as the ordinary
screw thread. Herein lies one of the problems
in radome manufacture by this method. As
shown by Fig. 4-51 the fiber must cross over,
not the end of the structure, such as the cylin-
der In one case, but over part of the ogive of
a given value. This produces two problems: (1)
roving slippage; (2) as roving strands are Figure 4-51. Helical Pattern on Radome Mandrel
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Figure 4-52. Circa and Longo Fiber Pattern on Figure 4.54. Diagram of Circa Fib, .s on High
Radome Mandrel Curvature Portion of Mandrel

TIPT

LEAD SCREW

NHICH CONTROLS PLATE-
VERTICAL SPEED OR TIP

END OF -
MANDREL

BASE Figure 4-55. Diagram of Plate of Tip Method far
Controlling Slippage of Circa Fibers on High

Curvature Portion of Mandrel
Figure 4-53. Diagram for Calculating Circa and

Longo Fibers for Desired Wall Thicknesses tapered, the .ircurmference of the base is

For the application of the circumferential used.
strands, the band width, number of roving The normal sequence of operation is to apply
strands, total distance traveled, and rotational the roving at the tip and move toward the base.
speed of the machine are known, so that the Many of the high performance radomes are
pattern may be calculated, as shown in Fig. .4-53. not cones but ogives. When the roving is applied

The basis for figuring part thickness is TPI at the point of high curvature, it slips, as shown
(threads per inch) z 0.001 in. thickness/layer in Fig. 4-54.
or ply (using 30 end roving). Consequently, if the frictional force, F, is less

Example: than R, the strand will move forward. This
30 end roving, 15 TPI 0.015 in./layer generally limits the included angle, 0, made by
30 end roving, 20 TPI 0.020 in./layer the tangent of the surface to a maximum of

1. Circo: To obtain circa thickness, the cor- 15 degrees. If this is exceeded, auxiliary means
rect gear ratio must be determined to must be used to hold the strand in place. Such
obtain the necessary TPI. The circa thick- methods include roughing the mandrel surface,
ness is the thickness provided by the applying abrasive strips, reducing the tension
circumferentially wound roving, epplied to roving, or using a dummy tip, plate,

2. Longo: To determine how many longos or back wind as shown in Fig. 4-55. This is ac-
are needed for the desired thickness, mul- complished by filling space T-M so that when
tiply TPI by the circumference of the the r)viiig is applied to the mandrel proper,
mandrel and divide by 2. If the mandrel is :he vertical force is against the buildup; this
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simply prevents the strands from being dis-
placed. Once the critical point of curvature is -
Patsed, the winding proceeds ap if winding on
a cylinder. --

Application of circumferential strands also
ha• a limit to the bandwidth of the roving that
may be used. This is shown in an exaggerated
form in Fig. 4-56. From this, it can be seen that
the greater the bandwidth, the smaller the NO. OF FIBERS AT d
value for y. This has the effect of stretching the NO. OF FIBERS AT 0

roving. If the bandwidth becomes sufficiently
large the roving must be distorted to conform Figure 4-57. Diagram of Longitudinal Fiber Patern
to the mandrel, which allows the void content
of the composite to increase.

The application of longitudinal fibers, as The problem then arises of reducing the unit
shown in Fig. 4-57, is somewhat more compli- to a constant thickness. This is accomplished by
cated. This figure shows that in polar winding, drop-stitching. By knowing the geometry of
the fibers have only two apparent points of the mandrel and rate change of curvature for
origin, one at the base and one extended beyond any given station, and what rp, should be in Eq.
the end of the mandrel. Consequently, the same 4-4 for that station, it is possible, using special-
number of fibers is carried to the tip or reduced ized equipment, to tag a sequence of fibers as

diameter of the mandrel. For a given pattern they are applied.

or thickness of longitudinal fibers at the nose, These strands are mechanically tagged or

the thickness of the ply at any given station on located. When the desired thickness is obtained
the mandrel may be found as follows: at the base of the mandrel, the turntable is

reversed. Then certain strands are thrown out
V, = volume of the part at the base of the pattern according to the sequence in

with radius r. which they were tagged. By means of a template

Since the mass of material applied has not set to the outside contour of the part, the fibers
changed, V, is constant and is equ&! to V,,, the are located according to station line and cut to
volume at any given station, then give r, of Eq. 4-4. When this is completed, the

longo pattern is a constant thickness from tip
Vf = V. = V, - V. to base and contains continuous fibera from tip

where V, - volume of the part to base.
V. - volume of the manhlel
V. -rr,ý-h/3 - irrn,Ih/ for a cone r,,- - r.,-

(4-2) r,,2  +rh ±r,,," (4-4)
_w_

g. (r" - r.,-) (4-3) 3V
3V~-± ,,,r,,= -- h-+ r,.

a " BANDWIDTH /4-16.4.3 The Circ-Gors Method

y. ATl. CONTACT O The cire-gore method differs from the previ-
SHINGLE EFFECT FIBER APPLIED ous one only with respect to the application of

I EFROM rIP TO BASE the longitudinal fibers. A gore may be defined us

a triangular or wedge-shape insert or section
Y of a whole. In this method, the circumferential

fibers are applied as previously mentioned
Figure 4-56. Diagram Showing Effect of Bandwidth (Paragraph 4-16.4.2). The gore simply replaces

of Fiber on Overlap Pattern the longitudinal winding. The surface to be cov-
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mandrel. 'rwo rings are employed; One fits the
base of the mandrel and the other has a diameter

GORE PA-TTERN CUT -a - of 4 to 6 in. The rings are mounted on a spike

O.i-E'. NTATION or wind axis. The lo,,go fibers are wound from
-__ one ring to the other to produce the longo sock.

The rinvA, in turn, rntte tin prosent R new s'r-
Figure 4-58. Sketch of Gore Pattern on Fiberglass face to the filament after each loop is completed.

Tape The machine winds a longo pattern just as it
would if it were winding directly on the mandrel

ered is marked in equal sections, so that the or part. The required number of revolutions is
gores appear as shown in Fig, 4-58. The gore made to provide the desired thickness at the
is cut from a unidirectional tape or sometimes base of the mandrel; then the two rings are
from a glass fabric. The tape, depending upon disengaged. The sock may then be stored by
the width of the gore, may be commercially folding or by simply hanging it by one of the
available. If the width is greater than corn- rings. When the sock is to be used, it is dropped
mercial stock, the tape may be manufactured over the top of the mandrel and the base and
conveniently by winding circumferential fibers top rings are locked. Circa are wound to hold it
on a drum to the desired width of the gore. The in place and provide pressure, and the entire
fibers may be overlaid with polyvinyl alcohol system is cured until sufficiently hard for grind-
(PVA) or paper that serves as a backing to ing. With' the proper choice of resin systems,
facilitate handling. Then the circs are cut and the socks may be stored for long periods of
the whole winding laid out fliat. Next, the gore is time and be ready for immediate use. Control
cut, using a template, and applied to the unit of fiber orientation is poor and electrical uni-.
very much like a standard hand lay-up, using formity of the unit is much poorer than with
either a butt joint or an overlap joint, other methods. Also, as pointed out, this method

From this description, it can be seen that is generally limited to the production of conical
the fabrication of high-performance radomes shapes.
requires considerable hand tailoring to obtain
an unbroken pattern. Therefore, for radomes
that must withstand very high stress levels, 4-16.5 METHODS OF CURE

this method does not obtain efficient use of the The curing of filament-wound radomes is
structural characteristics of the longitudinal carried out under conditions normally used for
fibers. the manufacture of reinforced plastic. There

are limitations, however, imposed by the maxi-
4-16.4.4 The Circ-Longo Grind and Circ-Longo mum temperature and the rate of heating that

Sock Method may be used. If it is necessary to cure the unit
,bove 350'F to 425'F, the part usually sepa-

This method is the same as that covered in rates from the mandrel. This causes a loss of
Paragraph 4-16.4.2, except that a grinding op- reference and accurate wall thickness cannot
eration replaces that of drop-stitching. Thus, be obtained. Therefore, when conditions require
a cure stage is required after every application such a cure, the part is ground to the required
of a longo layer. This method allows the build- physical and/or electrical thickness after the
up of fibers due to change in diameter and part has had an initial cure below 3500F. The
simply grinds the surface to the desired physical change in physical thickness caused by post-cure
thickness. This method lends itself more to and any change in dielectric constant of the 4

conical shapes. In some ogive shapes, the fiber composite may then be determined. With these
pattern might be such that the longo may be data, the radome wall may be ground, after an
ground through, thus leaving an extreme dis.. initial cure, to reach the target thickness upon
continuity of fiber from base to tip. post-curing. The final configuration will then be

The primary advantage of this method is that on target after post-cure, which, for some sys-
it facilitates rapid production by the use of a tems, may be quite long (,150 hr) and at rela-
"longo sock" in place of winding directly on the tively high temperatures (550°F to 700'F).
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The rate ,f heating must not be too high. electrumnagnetic.i, when the %%avy.s ,r . ibrat ii.s
Iluwever. this is usually riot a problem unless strike & ditTerentt mnedium, rIfleCtid l w uc(urs.
the part is smiall. For certain radomes, it is This reflection is p.,'ked up by the SaniM trins-
desirable to provide curing heat from the inside duc( r Pand im Xnn.o • A, . . th'. .- c!ctd,... ;

of the manlrel as well as from the outside, is in resonance with an outgoing .!ignal, a
This technique reduces the chances of forming change in load on the circuit results. The re-
hot spots, which mrsa result in separation uf Lhe suitant signal is fed to a cathode-ray tube and
radome from the mandrel. shows up as a fundamental or harmonic reso-

In summary, the properties, behavior, and nant frequency. The resonant frequency of
general nature of the various resin systems sound varies inversely with the thickness of
should be carefully considered before they are the medium. Thus, the resonant frequency of
incorporated in a filament-wound radome struc- a given material may be correlated to thickness.
ture. Therefore, calibration of a scale with the ma-

terial being measured allows a direct reading

4-16.6 DIMENSIONAL CONTROL* of the thickness with the ultrasonic gauge.
Use of this type of measurement has many

Control of the physical thickness of the economic advantages. The instrument may be
radome wall is of prime importance not only relatively small and portable. Measurements
to the radome designer, but also to the fabrica- may be made with the radome on the mandrel or
tor. The degree of control depends upon the on the radar range. If 'he radome has a high
time required for range correction and whether degree of homogeneity, measurements of thick-
the radome will .meet the electrical require- ness to 0.001 in. are possible. One difficulty may
ments. Dimensional control is not limited to be encountered; a reflected wave may be distinct
the tolerance on wall thickess, but must also enough to cause a standing wave that exceeds
be considered in the pattern of each individual the range of the calibration scale, preventing
layer or ply, The control is necessary for elec- distinct readings from being made.
trical uniformity and is often used to obtain
the maximum structural efficiency from the
unit. The bunching of fibers, as well as crossover 4-16.6.2 Electrical Grinding Control

and voids, produces dielectric holes that, in The reflection interferometer (one-horn in-
turn, affect boresight error and rate, which terferometer (in en in-are quite difficult to correct by range testing. terferometer) is a conven'ient instrument used

arequie dffiul tocorectbyrane tstig. by Brunswick Corporation to control the man-
The final grinding of the wall thickness to a byctru o rationt cotol The man-give taget ay e acompishd insevral ufacture of filament-wound radomes, The device
given target may be accomplished in several provides readings of the electric4l thickness
ways. These are discussed in the following para- of a radome, because it is sensitive to changes

in both physical thickness and dielectric con-

stant.
4-16.6.1 Physical Grinding Control: Ultrasonics The reflection interferometer consists of a

microwave bridge, a suitable graphic recording
Ultrasonics mayI be defined as pertaining to device, and the mechanical devices necessary

vibrations and waves that have frequencies to position the interferometer and survey the
greater than those that affect the human ear; radome in known portions. The microwave
that is, greater than 20,000 cps. The ultrasonic bridge compares the phase of a stable reference
gauge has been widely used to measure radome signal to tlv, phase of signal reflected from the
wall thickness. It employs a continuously vary- metal mId, or mandrel, on which the radome
ing frequency that may range from 0.5 X 108- is built. The reflected signal travels twice
to 25 X 10-1 cps. This signal is changed to a through the radome wall; thus, its phase is
mechanical vibration via transducers. As in dependent on the electrical wall thickness. The

manner in which reflected phase depends on
electrical wall thickness is described by the

See paragraph 5-4. following equation:
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It' ISt) 2 tan 72o S A,,•t•) l~~m th e apitility ,)f the, gl'rindi" h, mai~ke sman~ll

(4-5) chanovs). hut is 1. i,411 • . . .

where : R'1 reflected phase, *,t X-hauI f'eiue'it q.
degrees

_ interfcrometer horn to 4-16.6.3 Physical Thickness Measurement: The
radome wall spacing, Feeler Gauge Method

in. Measurement of the physical thickness of a
d physical thickness, in. radome w' II during the grinding cooiation by

E' relative dielectric con- the feeler gauge method is based primarily on
stant the relationship of two objects:. the grinding
wavelength, in., at the head or wheel and the mandrel. This relation-
interferometer fre- ship is established or determined by means of
quency a reference point or position, thereby giving a

0 electrical thickness starting point from which other measurements

(degrees) -- 3600 d/• 0  may be taken.
There are three common methods for deter.

mining this reference point:
-2 tan-' tan ( 0 term dependent on the 1. Measurements and positions of the grind-

\Y~ V electrical wall thick- ing wheel and mandrel are taken at the
ness time of grinding the mandrel. It is then

180' phase reversal caused known that if all of these measurements
by reflection at metal and positions are duplicated, the same
surface relationship will be reestablished.

-- 720' S/X0  term dependent on the 2. On a surface of revolution part, the diam-
spacing of the inter- eter of the part can be measured, and
ferometer horn and the if the mandrel diameter is known at this

radome wall position, the part thickness is calculated
and the grinding mechanism adjusted and

The third term of Eq. 4-5 is known because positioned at a predetermined distance
the spacing is measured for the desired scan from the part.
paths. 3. Measurement of part thickness m,., be

Reference dielectric panels are usually con- determined by means of a depth gauge
structed for the range of electrical thickness through a small hole drilled in the part.
values speeified in a particular radome design. The grinding mechanism is then adjusted
The reflection interferometer is then calibrated as in 2.
by utilizing the known panels. This procedure After the relationship is established, physical
is necessary because the microwave bridge reads thickness may be measured throughout the
relative phase only; it does not have an absolute length of the part by letting the grinding head
starting point. This calibration procedure also traverse the part, taking measurements of the
verifies that the interferometer is operating distance between the part and the grinding
properly, iLe., that deviations from Eq. 4.5 are wheel by means of a feeler gauge. The difference
small, in the "feel" at these positions will give the

In the manufacturing process, the reflection part thickness at the reference points.
interferometer is used to obtain continuous The traverse of the grinding mechanism is
plots of electrical thickness as a function of controlled by two methods: a production cam
position on the radome. Compensation is made or a profile template. Both of these devices are
for deviations from the design value by ap- contoured to the Outer Mandrel Line (OML),
propriately changing the physical thickness of or the configuration of the outer surface of the
the radome wall (by grinding). The tolerance finished part. When the production cam is used,
within which this target value may be reached the grinding mechanism is moved through a
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following or duplicating system activated from foam may be used to replace the honeycomb.
a follower wheel rotating on the surface of the Since the honeycomb causes serious problems

-. 0 ... -6 A A i ut M_ A mt pe.•.u2 uuJtvlluwur l-cauw oe the iook angie in nose radomes, a
wheel on the production cam, the grinding wheel dielectric filled syntactic foam may be used.
is moved to a corresponding position on the part. Again, each skin is treated as a thin-wall corn-
From this position, a feeler gauge measurement posite. The syntactic foani, with a dielectric to
can be taken between the part and the grind- match the skin, is applied to the inner skin and
ing wheel and the part *hickness calculated. The cured. The foam is sealed with a very thin
profile template is similar except that the grind- coating to prevent resin absorption from the
ing mechanism traverses the part at a constant filament. The outer skin is then applied. This
distance from the part as controlled by rollers method has the advantage that each section may
and guides working on the edge of the template. be monitored for electrical thickness control,
Measuremei.a; are taken much in the same so that final grinding of the outer skin to corn-
manner as with the production cam measure- pensate for electrical thickness may be mini-
ments. Adjustments are then made, if required, mized. The primary use is to reduce weight; for
and the part is ground to the desired physical example:
thickness. Filament Composite

There are many variables inherent in this Specific Gravity 2.1
measuring system that must be considered. Density 131 lb/ft:1
They are grinding wheel diameter, grinding
wheel edge radius, follower wheel diameter and Dielectric Foam

radius, grinding wheel wear, machine inac- Density 15 to 30 lb/ft'

curacies, operator proficiency, and preliminary It is not efficient to use this approach with
machine setup. However, with sufficieut knowl- a combination of roving and glass fabric where
edge of the machine's history and ordinary pre- attachment areas require high bearing or pin
cautions taken ip the machine setup, consistent- pull-out loads. This requires a higher than
ly good results can be obtained with this method normal pressure, particularly if a resin system
of physical thickness control. is used that produces byproducts such as water

of condensation. It is possible to exert high
pressure by using filament over-wrap, as indi-

4-16.7 ADDITIONAL METHODS OF COMPOSITE cated by the following equations:
RADODE . FABRICAkTION T1 x TPI

P T for winding at 90 to the axis

With the use of any of the methods described (4-6)
in Paragraph 4-16.1, several variations may be 4T X TPI f h a n
used, as in conventional laminating. Honeycomb p X B.W. for helical winding
structures may be incorpora t ed for "A" sand- (4-7)
wich construction. The inner skin is fabricated
as a thin-wall composite. The honeycomb of a where B.W. = bandwidth, in.

given density is then applied to the composite if D,, = diameter of mandrel, in.
uncured, or to an adhesive film over the coin- NQ = number of hel cal layers
posite if cured. The honeycomb is bonded under P normal force or pressure, psi,
Lhe pressure of a vacuum bag or an autoclave. between the mandrel and the
Then the outer skin is applied as a thin-wall first layer of glass
composite. This allows the fabrication of very T tension, lb/thread
thin skins to close dimensional control i id high TPI threads/in.
mechanical characteristics. To prevent resin
drain into the honeycomb, a controlled B-stage r = radius of curvature, in.

roving or a film adhesive is used for the outer = winding angle, degrees
skin. This will find more application for doppler With this technique it is possible to develop
and side-looking radome,' than nose radomes. the high pressures required for molding con-

As an extension of the honeycomb approach, densation polymers.
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Figure 4-59. Drawing of Setup Used to Remove Filament-Wound Radome
from Mandrel

4-17 FINISHING METHODS urement of physical thickness, the radome is
ready for removal from the mandrel. A diamond

As the filament-wound radome leaves the cutoff blade is used to cut through the part to
grinding operation, it has a surface finish of the mandrel surface and the lock ring portion of
approximately 140 micro-in. This finish may the part is removed. Location of this cut is
be improved by a seal-coat operation, usually 2 or 3 in. lower or aft of the final trim

The first step in the seal-coat operation con- line. In some cases, especially with a thin-wall
sists of hand sanding very lightly with a 200- radome, a second cut is made 1 or 2 in. below
grit paper. This cleans, as well as smooths, the the first cut to provide a buffer or protection
surface. Next, a coating formulation is squeegeed ring. This prevents damage to the radome dur-
onto the part in a very thin layer, taking care ing the removal operation. The radone and
to avoid ridges and uneven areas. This formula- mandrel are then removed from the grinder and
tion consists of Epon-828 epoxy resin with placed in the part removal jig. (See Fig. 4-59.)
Cab-o-sil as a filler. Curing agent DTA is used The mandrel is securely fastened to the re-
and the coating is cured for 1 hr. at 1801F. moval jig by means of dogs that are located
The surface is again sanded, usually immedi- to catch inside the mandrel. Spaced evenly
ately before the final coating is applied. This around the perimeter of the part are six or
type of coating will give a surface finish of eight (or as required) hydraulic jacks, posi-
approximately 100 micro-in, on the filament- tioned vertically. These jacks rest upon the
wound part. base structure of the jig and, when extended,

The final finish will, of course, depend on the bear against the bottom of a heavy steel band
type of coating required on the radome. In that encircles the mandrel. Clearance between
some cases, epoxy paint is used for a coating, this band and the mandrel is sufficient to pre-
but on most radomes, the finish consists of a vent the two pieces from coming into contact,
rain-erosion resistant coating, which is dis- thereby avoiding damage to the mandrel. On
cussed in ChapterS. the top edge of this band is a sectional ring,

the inner edge of which is contoured to cor-
4-18 PART REMOVAL METHODS respond to the mandrel surface. This ring is

bolted to the band through slotted holes so that
After completion of the final grind and meas- it can be adjusted to the mandrel surface.
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To remove the part, pressure is applied to Some of the digiculties encountered during
. ,I I - .I I. I -I 1 AMie JaCii.3 UhrOUgH 1A UVLiLJUL1VL1 byb~tCiLL vAAW'- partL jiU10VU, tUUiU1 UC LuntdC IL), LIMt oULiL"V m

ing equal pressure to be exerted by all jacks. ish of the mandrel. Most steel mandrels need it
The sectional ring is moved up to contact the surface finish of 32 micro-in, or better to pro-
edge of the radome. Sufficient pressure is ap- vide an efficient removal operation. The surface
plied to break the radome loose from the man- is treated with a silicone compound and baked
drel. The amount of pressure required varies on at 4501F to 5001F. This finish is good for
according to radome size, configuration, part. approximately 10 radomes before the surface
ing agent, and condition of mandrel surface. aprxmtl10ad esbfethsuac

ing gen, an coditin o manrelsurfce. must be retreated, In addition to the silicone,
As a general rule, a radome such as the F4B1
requires hydraulic pressure in the range of a release agent is applied for every part fab-
40,000 lb. On more difficult parts, this pressure ricated. This release agent must be compatible
could be considerably higher. After the radome with the resin system used. It also must be able

is loosened from the mandrel, it is lifted by to withstand the cure temperatures encountered
means of a harness. The inside is inspected for without breaking down or dispersing into the
damage at this time. resin system.
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APPENDIX 4A ,J

PROPERTiES OF SELECTED RESINS*

A. Vibrin 135-136A: Naugatuck Chemical Co. B. VC-8359 epoxy resin: Brunswick Corp.
1. Casting: Vibrin 135 1. Casting: VC-8359 epoxy

Specific gravity: 1.34 Specific gravity: 1.34
Dielectric constant: Dielectric constant:

9.375 gc (1007 RC) : 2.896 9.375 gc (100% RC) :2.99
16.5gc (100% RC) :2.874 Loss tangent:

Loss tangent: 9.375 gc: 0.0220
9,375 gc: 0.0124 2. Laminate: VC-8359 epoxy
16.5 go: 0.0118 Specific gravity: 1.85

2. Laminate: Vibrin 135 (Bomarc panel) Dielectric constant:
Specific gravity: - - - 9.375 gc (33.0%/o RC) : 4,41
Dielectric constant: 16.5 gc (33,0 % RC) : 3.92

9.375 gc (18% RC) :4.93 Loss tangent:
9.375 gc (177o RC) :4.99 9.375 gc (33,0% RC) : 0.0170
9.375 gc (19% RC) :4.71 16.5 gc (33.0 %b RC) : 0.0314

Loss tangent: Reinforcement: EGlass 181
9.375 gc (18% RC) : 0.0119 Resin content: 33.07

Reinforcement: Corning E.Glass 181 Note: See Fig. 4-A2 for both measured and
Note: See Fig. 4-Al for dielectric constant calculated values of VC-8359 epoxy

and resin content vs. temperature. in dielectric constant vs. percent resin
3. Casting: Vibrin 136-A by volume.

Specific gravity: 1.35 C. JC-1571: Brunswick Corp.
Dielectric constant: 1. Hydrocarbon resin:

9.375gc (100% RC) :2.88 Casting: JC-1571 hydrocarbon
Loss tangent: Specific gravity: 1.08

9.375 ge: 0.0110 Dielectric constant:
4. Laminate: Vibrin 136-A 9,375gc (100% RC) :2.46

Specific gravity: 1.68 Loss tangent:
Dielectric constant: 9.375 gc: 0.007

9.375 gc-R.T. 4.07 Laminate: JC-5171 hydrocarbon
100°F: 4.08 Specific gravity: - - -

240°Ft 4.16 Dielectric constant:
3001F: 4.16 9.375 go: 4.083
3901F: 4.17 Loss tangent:
520°F: 4.15 9.375 go: 0.002
5850°: 4.17 Reinforcement: E-Glass 181
690°F: 4.21 Resin content: 28%
700°F: 4.15 Laminate: JC-1571 hydrocarbon

Loss tangent: Specific gravity: - - -

9.375 gc: 0.0065 Dielectric constant:
Reinforcement: Corning E-Glass 181 10 cps: 3.62
Resin content: 85.5 % Loss tangent:

_ _.0 cps: - -

From D. P. Parks, Brunswick Defense Division Reinforcement: E-Glass 181
Internal Report No. BR-122-040, May 1963. Resin content: 28%
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2. Polybutadiene-Butarez 15: Phillips Specific gravity: 1.268
Petroleum Cn. Dielctric n~ta,;
Casting 9.375 gc: 2.92
Specific gravity: 0.992 Loss tangent:
Dielectric consiant: 9.375 gc: 0.0108

I mc: 2.42 State: Casting
Loss tangent: Stypo1705

l mc: <0.0005 Specific gravity: 1.182
D. Polyesters Dielectric constant:

1. Laminac 4110 general polyester: 9.375 gc: 2.85

Cyanamid Co. Loss tangent:
Benwoyl peroxide 9.375 gc: 0.020
Specific gravity: 1.12 State: Casting
Dielectric constant: Stypo1705

9.375 gc: 2.85 Specific gravity: 1.745

Loss tangent: Dielectric constant:
9.375 gc: 0.014 9.375 gc: 4.37

State: Casting Loss tangent:
2. Paraplex P43 general polyester: Rohm 9.375 gc: 0.015Pard aplex Resin content: 34.7 %

and Haas Co.Stt:LmneSpecific gravity: 1.23 State : Laminate
Dieleciic contavty: 1.2Reinforcement: Fiberglass-181-136
Dielectric constant: fbi

9.375 gc: 2.89 StfPOi 40-2025
Losstangent: Specific gravity: 1.288

9t3t5 gcasti019 Dielectric constant:
State: CastingI mc: 3.19

3. SelectronS016: Pittsburgh Plate Loss tangent:

Glass Co.
Specific gravity: 1.18 1 me: 0.024

Dieletricconsant:State: CastingDielectric constant: 6. Polylite ED-386--rigid polyester:
Li mc:8.15 Reichhold Chemical Co.

LoIs tangent: Specific gravity: 1.22

State: Casting Dielectric constant:State: Casting 1m:32
1 mc: 3.24

4. Hetron 92: Hooker Chemical and Loss tangent:
Plastic Corp. 1 mc: 0.068
Specific gravity: 1.28 State: Casting
Dielectric constant: 7. AR-1075-HT polyester: General Elec.

I me (100% RC) :4.52 tric Co.
Loss tangent: Specific gravity: 1.27

I mc: 0.034 Dielectric constant:
Reinforcement: Kraft paper base 8500 to 10,000 mc: 3.0

5. Stypols: Freeman Chemical Corp. Loss tangent:
Stypol 25 8500 to 10,000 mc: 0.020
Specific gravity: 1.288 E. Epoxies
Dielectric constant: 1. Casting: Epon 826 and 828: Shell

I mc (1007o RC) :3.19 Chemical Co.
Loss tangent: Epon 826

I me: 0.024 Specific gravity: 1.164
State: Casting Dielectric constant:
Stypol 6B 16.5 gc: 2.844
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Temperature and 9375 mc for VC-8359 Epoxy-Dielectric Constant vs Rosin
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Loss tangent: Dielectric constant:
16.5 gc: 0.0188 9.375 gc: 3.55

State: Casting Luri t"dNAawnt
Curing agent: 6 PHR BF:1400 9.375 gc: 0.013
Epon 828 Resin content: 32%
Specific gravity: 1.168 State: Laminate (wet lay-up)
Dielectric constant: Reinforcement: Corning E-Glass-181

9.0 gc: 8.0 3. Araldites: Ciba Products Corp.
Loss tangent: Araldite DP-419

9.0 gc 0.015 Specific gravity: - - -

State: Casting Dielectric constant:
Curing agent: 10.5 PHR "D" 10, cps: 3.60
Epon 828 Loss tangent:
Specific gravity: 1.22, 100 cps: 0.0250
Dielectric constant: State: Casting

9.375 gc : 2.81 Curing agent: "Hardener 951"
Loss tangent: Araldite DP-412

9,375 gc: 0.029 Specific gravity: - - -

State:i Casting Dielectric constant:
Curing agent: 90 PHR MNA 10" cps: 3.32

1 PHR BMDA Losstangent:
Epon 828 10` cps: 0.0135
Specific gravity: 1.18 State: Casting
Dielectric constant: Curing agent: MDA methylene

9.375 gc: 2.83 4. DER-DEN epoxy resins: Dow Chemical
Loss tangent: Co.

9.375 gc: 0.041 DER-881
State: Casting Se R. i:1
Curing agent: USB-91 (17 PHR) Specific gravity :.17
Epon 828 Dielectric constant:
Specific gravity: 1.23. L tangent:
Dielectric constant: o

9.375 ge: 2,97 1 mc: 0,032

Loss tangent: State: Casting
9.875 ge : 0.040 Curing agent: MDA (methylene

State: Casting dianiline)
Curing agent: USB-5 (15 PHR) DEN-458Specific gravity: 1,22

2. Epon 828 laminates: Filament-Wound Dielectric constant:
and Fabric: Shell Chemical Co. 1 mc: 3.39
Epon 828 Loss tangent:
Specific grhvity: - - - 1 mc: 0.024
Dielectric constant: State: Castitig

1 me: 5.22 Curing agent: MDA (methylene

Loss tangent: dianiline)

1 mc: 0.0202 5. Bakelite: Union Carbide Co.

Resin content: 306% ER.-2 796
:Wet lay-up panel Specific gravity.: 1.14

State: WDielectric constant:
Reinforcement: Corning E-Glass-181 10 mc at R.T.: 8.68
Epon 828 10 mc at 176°P: 4.60
Specific gravity: 10 me at 212OF: 5.22
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Loss tangent: Dielectric constant:
10 mc at R.T.: 0.0373 1 mc: 3.6
10 mc at 176°F: 0.0670 Loss tangent:
10 me at 212'F: 0.0830 1 mc: 0,04

ERL-2774 State: Casting (thermoplastic)
Specific gravity: 1.17 2. BC1 No. 6601-F: Belding Corticelli Ind,
Dieleciric constaant; Specific gravity: 1.3? 1

10 mc at R.T.: 3.42 Dielectric constant:
10 mc at 176 0F: 3.37 1 mc: 3.4
10 mc at 212 0 F: 3.41 Loss tangent:

Loss tangent: State: Casting (thermoplastic)
10 mc at R.T.: 0.0212 11. Fluorocarbon Resin
10 mc at 176 0F: 0,0185 1. KEL-F81: 3M Co.
10 mc at 212°F: 0,0180 Specific gravity: 2,124

ERL-8794 Dielectric constant:
Specific gravity: 1.21 100' cps at 77 0F: 2.40
Dielectric constant: 100 cps at 892'F: 2.62

10 mc at R.T.: 3.70 Loss tangent:
10 me at 176 0F: 3.85 105 cps at 77 0F : 0.0143
10 mc at 2121F: 4.49 101 cps at 392°F: 0,0036

Loss tangent: 2. "Teflon" FEP fluorocarbon: DuPont Co.
10 mc at R.T. : 0.038 Specific gravity: 2.15
10 mc at 176°F: 0.045 Dielectric constant:
10 mc at 212'F: 0.044 101 cps: 2.10

F, Phenolic resins Loss tangent:
10"cps: 0.00041. 91-LD: American Reinforced Plastics State: Moldud specimen

Specific gravity:1.9 3. "Teflon" TFE fluorocarbon: DuPont Co.
Dielectric constant: Specific gravity: 2.1 to 2.3

X-Band at 770 F: 4.14 Dielectric constant:
X-Band at 392°F: 4.40 10" cpa: 2.0
X-Band at 437°F: 4.54Loss tangent:

Loss tangent: 10" cps: <0.0005
X-Band at 77°F: 0.026 State: Molded specimen
X-Band at 392"V: 0.042 I. Acrylic Resins
X-Band at 437 °F: 0.042

State: Laminate 1. Nypo146.4001Resin content: 25 to 35• 91oSpecific gravity: 1,226Resnf content: 25 8 tobriDielectric constant:
Reinf•,;.; .ient: E-Glass-181 Fabric 1 mc: 3,61

2. PlyojY:,,,,, 23-017: Rnichhold Chemical Loss tangent:
Co. Co. 1 me: 0.024
Specific gravity: 1.06 to 1.07 1tac: 0a024

Dieletricconsant:State: Casting
Dielectric constant: 2. Nypol 46-402010 me: 5.00Lose tangent: Specific gravity: 1.190

10 me: taget:Dielectric constant:

State: Laminate I me: 2.83
Loss tangent:Resin content: 25 to 851v 1 mc: 0,023Reinforcement: 181 style glass State: Casting

G. Polyamide Resins (Nylon) J. Silicones
1. Zytol 101: DuPont Co. 1. DC-2106 resin: Dow Corning. The fol-

Specific gravity: 1.14 lowing was supplied by North American
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on pure DC-2106 casting supplied by 9.375 ge at 77"F: 3.16
Dow Corning. 9.375 ge at 500"F: 3.35

Dielectric constant: 9.375 gc at 900"F: 3.10
9.375 gc at 80"F: 2.85 Loss tangent:
9,375 gc at 200"F: 2,77 9,375 gc at 771F to 900"F: 0.0032 to
9.375 gc at 320'F : 2.71 0.0033
9,375 gc at 440"F : 2.62 Resin content: 32.38 Y(%
9,375 gc at 560'F: 2.56 State: Laminate

Loss tangent: K. Phenyl silane resins
9,375 gc at 80'F to 560'F: 0.006 1. 37-9X: Cincinnati Testing Lab.

2. R-7145 resin: Dow Corning Specific gravity:
Specific gravity: 1.13 Dielectric constant:

Dielectric constunt: 9.375 gc: 2.37
I mc: 2.90 Loss tangent:

Loss tangent: 0.375 gc: 0,003

1 mc: 0,001 State: Casting

State: Casting 2. 37-9X: 181-Volhn A glass fabric

B. DC-2106 resin: X-556 F. W. with 15% Specific gravity: 1,80 to 1.95
R-7145 Dielectric constant:

Specific gravity: 1.75 10111 eps at 77"F: 5.20

Dielectric constant: 1011 cps at 300°F i 5.20
9,375 ge: 3.42 1011' cps at 500"F: 5.10

State: Laminate Loss tangent:
Resin content: 25,9% 10 11 cps at 77 0F: 0.023

4. DC-2106 resin: X-556 fabric with 15% 1011 cps at 300°F: 0.033
104:i cps at 500OF: 0,031

R-7145 State: Laminate
Specific gravity: 1.78 3. SC-1013: Monsanto Chemical Corp.
Dielectric constant: Specific gravity: 1.654

9.75 gce: 3.,8 Dielectric constant:
Resin content: 23.8 % '37 I c .28tate-Lamnate9.1375 ge : 3.225State :,LamlnateLostne:

Loss tangent:
5. DC-2106 resin: E-Glass fabric with 15%, 9.375 gc: 0,022

R-7145 State: Laminate (fabric)
Specific gravity: 1.78 Reinforcement: Sil-temp fabric
Dielectric constant: Resin content: 24.48%

9.375 gc: 4.20 4. SC-1013
Resin content: 36'7 9 Specific gravity: - - -

State: Laminate Dielectric constant:

6. DC-2106 resin: quartz fabric with 15% 9,375 gc; 3.251
R-7145 Loss tangent:
Specific gravity: 1.5 to 1.6 9,375 gc: 0.046
Dielectric cQnstant: State: Casting (100%, solids)
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APPENDIX 4B

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SELECTED RESINS,
GLASSES, AND LAMINATES

The data shown in Figs, 4-131 through 4-B17 were ob-

tained from A. B. Raney, An Introduction ti Radome

Eleotrioal Design, 1964 Edition, Brunswick Defense

Report No, BU-124-001, Revision A, March 9, 1904.
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SYMBOLS

B2  A function defined for convenience in Xo Distance of first minimum from sample
expressing the equations for the tan 8 face
measured in a resonant cavity X1  Magnitude of off-peak direct-ray vector

C, Specific heat y1 Magnitude of reflected-ray vector
D Cavity diameter, cm a Effective cavity radius
E, Direct signal voltage b* A function defined for convenience in
E, Reflected signal voltage expressing the equations for the tan 8
I Current measured in a resonant cavity
K Thermal conductivity b'/b Ratio of sample height to waveguide in-
M1  Micrometer reading for Tg.14 resonant side dimension (narrow dimension)

cavity, empty c A function defined for convenience in
M2  Micrometer reading for TEj12 resonant expressing the equations for the tan 8

cavity, empty measured in a resonant cavity
M, Micrometer reading for TE01g resonant d Length or physical thickness of dielec-

cavity with sample tric sample
N An integer f Frequency
Q, A function of wall losses in TMo,. cavity h Height of TMulu cavity
R Voltage reflection coefficient; numerical k A function of the effective cavity radius,

ratio of maximum to minimum field a; the calculated dielectric constant, un-
strengths corrected for Sample fit

R' Reflection phase k* Complex dielectric constant, relative
Rm Voltage reflection coefficient with metal- k' Relative dielectric Oonstant

backed sample k" Relative dielectric loss factor
Ru' Reflection phase with metal-backed I Distance from node to the open end of

sample coaxial line; effective sample length or
R, Voltage reflection coefficient for infinite- thickness

ly thick sample 1' A function defined for convenience in
A.' Reflection phase for infinitely backed expressing the equations for the tan 8

sample measured in a resonant cavity
S1/2 A constant that is dependent on experi- l Length of empty cavity at resonance

mental conditions and sample charac- n Index of refraction = VV
teristics p Parameter used in shorted waveguide

T Voltage transmission coefficient calculations
q Heat input; parameter used in shortedwaveguide calculations

T, Inner temperature of dielectric struc- r Interface voltage reflection coefficient;
ture, °C radius of sample to measuring point in

T2  Outer temperature of dielectric etruc- sample
ture, °C coo 0 -

V Voltage Cos r+
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)

e* cos 0- Xrv-w--W iin'J- AM Width of resonance curve at the 3-dbr1  E* COB 0 -- VVW•-F-2T point

a Resistivity of cavity metal relative to AX Node width at the 10-db point without
copper sample

tan d Loss tangent AX' Node width at the 10-db point with
tan 8 Dielectric loss factor = k"/k' sample
t1 /2 Time for back sample surface to cool &XI Node width at the 3-db point without

from one-half the maximum tempera- sample
ture excursion AX2  Node width at the 3-db po'nt with sam-

a Thermal diffusivity pie
Cia Atomic polarizability e Real part of complex dielectric constant
a4  Dipole orientation polarizability E* Complex relative dielectric constant
Cto Electronic polarizability =-E - je tan d
ap Polarizability e' Dielectric constant
an Interfacial or space charge polariza- e", Dielectric loss factor

bility & Angle of incidence
p6  Phase. constant of empty cavity X Wavelength

Phas constant in the sample in the ke Cutoff wavelength of waveguide
cavity i Wavelength in waveguide

82 iPhaneconstant in the sample in the A Wavelength in air or free space
waveguide p Voltage standing wave ratio; density

A Distance the interferometer horn is 0 Electric thickness in radians (2nd/X)
moved from a minimum without sam- V - sin' 0; aspect angle
pie to a minimum with sample #A (2ird/A,) cos 0

Af Change of frequency Phase shift due to sample
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CHAPTER 5

RADOME EVALUATION AND CORRECTION TECHNIQUES

PART I-MICROWAVE DIELECRIC INSTRUMENTATION

5-1 INTRODUCTION failure to copy correctly, which, in turn, is often
cauF', by failure to measure completely and

A radome is a shaped wall of dielectric ma- corructly.
terial that is designed to transmit electromag- r'able 5-1 is a check list of possible reasons
netic radiation with minimum disturbance of for unsatisfactory electrical performance of a
the radiated pattern. To date, all the dielectric production radome. It is intended for use in
materials used in radomes are nonma.gnetic; an electiical performance failure analysis prob.
that is, their magnetic perneability is unity lem of a radome production line, for example.
and their magnetic loss tangent is zero. Thus, With this check list and a complete radome
the electrical properties of concern are the electrical measurement facility, diagnosis be-
dielectric constant and the dielectric loss tan- comes fairly straightforward. The check list
gent. also forms a basis for later discussion of meas-

If the dielectric constant and the loss tan- urement techniques. Table 5-1 contains the
gent of the radome material are known and if possible questions to ask when analyzing elec-
the physical dimensions of a proposed radome trical differences between radome prototype and
design are fixed, modern computation tech- copy. These questions can also be asked when
niques permit accurate prediction of the elec- analyzing electrical differences between actual
trical performance of the radome, including performance of a radome and the theoretically
insertion loss, effect on antenna pattern, and predicted performiance.
directional error.

Often, in either the development of a new
radome design or quality control in production 5-2 DIELECTRIC INSTRUMENTATION
of radomes with established design, the meas- TERMINOLOGY
ured performance of the radome does not agree By way of introduction, the following pars-
with theoretical predictions. In the development yway on the followav -
of new radome designs, it is possible that the graphs on the terminology of microwave dielec-tric instrumentation are in order. It is interest.discrepancy is caused by a theoretical model ing to note that the low-frequency instrument
that is not a sufficiently accurate approximation for dielectric property determination has never
of the physical system. On the other hand, as been referred to as a dielectrompeter. These in.
modeling and computing techniques improve,
this will be less likely. Latest prediction tech- struments, referred to as bridges, do not meas-

ure dielectric constant; instead, they measureniques, discussed in Chapter 2, are probably capacitance and are often very properlyaccurate as is consistent with the statý of the fre oa capacitance bridgeof enseyrprl ete ferred to as capacitance bridges.
art of experimental verification techniques,
which are covered in this chapter.

In the manufacture of production radomes, 5-2.1 THE DIELECTROMETER
it is common practice to simply make copies of
successful prototypes. If one of these produc- Unfortunately, a short-circuited waveguide
tion units fails to meet electrical performance with a slotted section and provisions for sam-
requirements, the failure must be caused by pie insertion is known in the microwave field
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TABME 5-1 RADOME DIELECTRIC CHECK LIST

D6ell.* Isetarfef Re4. Res" ea.t
Qhotfmn eein aeer tefietr FPr"U~eq v

1. Does the sample fit well into the waveguide or cavity? X X

2. Was the sample fit in the waveguide or cavity corrected? X X

3. If measurements were made over a temperature range,
was the differential expansion between the sample and
waveguide or cavity accounted for in the sample fit
correction? X X

4. If measurements were madn over a temperature range,
was the change in thickness of the sample with tem-
perature taken into account? X X X X

5. At extreme temperatures, did any metal or other con-
taminants from the wavegulde or surroundings mi-
grate into the sample? X X X X

6. Is the radome material homogeneous? X X X X

7. If the radome material is not homogeneous, are thi
measured values good, average, representative numbers? X X X X

8. Is the radome material Isotropic? X X X X

9. If the radome material Is not isotropic, was the direc-
tion of the electric field during the measurement of the
prototype and copy taken into account? X X X X

10. Does the sample have skins, glaze, or is it a sandwich
In any sense? X X X X

11, If It does have skins or resembles a sandwich, has this
been taken into account? X X X X

12. Have the variations due to the electrical effects of
obstacles in the radome been accounted for, including
metal tips, cables, attachments, metal supporting frame-
works, etc.? X X X X

13. Is the radome material impervious to moisture absorp-
tion? X X X X

14. If the material is not impervious to moisture absorption,
Is the moistjro contesit Idf the radoms copy as measured
the same as in the prototype? X X X X

15. Is the dielectric measuring instrument sulciently accu-
rate to produce the desired copy accuracy? X X X X

16. H1as the copy of the radome been compared as to its
dielectric properties with the prototype over its entire
surface? X X X X

17. Was the copy of the radome compared as ta Its dielec-
tric properties with the prototype at the operating
frequency of the radome, thus eliminating dielectric
dispersion as a variable? X X X X

I I i I 3
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as a dielectrometer. The term is misleading Aters can be used in radome and dielectric
because this so-called dielectrometer does not sheet measurements to measure the following
measure dielectric constant and loss tangent; de'endevit. n-mete. .:
rather, 1t r.av-,iuvreti nuii shilt and null width I. Insertion loss
on a standing wave as produced by the sample 2. Insertion phase
insertion. From these measured vldes, the di-- 3. Reflection loss
electric constant and loss tangent are computed. 4. Reflection phase
Other, more appropriate names for this device 5. Reflection loss with metal-backed sample
are shorted slotted line, impedance meter, and 6. Reflection phase with metal-bicked sample
reflectometer. A resonant cavity is also referred 7. Frequency at which reflection loss peaks
to as a dielectrometer. 8. Frequency at which transmission loss is-

at a minimum
5-2.2 THE INTERFEROMETER In addition, it is possible to set the operating

frequency of a reflectometer or interferometer
Interferometer is the common term for micro- at the the broad minimum of the reflection loss

wave bridges that are designed to read inser vs. frequency curve or at the correspondingly
tion loss and insertion phase delay for a sample broad maximum of the transmission loss vs.
through which the microwave energy is made frequency curve (the antiresonance case or
to pass. The sample itself can be either in a quarter-wave case), respectively. At this fre-
waveguide or in free space between two horns. quency, measurements of insertion loss, inser-
Again, the term is misleading because interfer- tion phase, reflection loss, and reflection phase
ometer implied phase interference between two can be made with some resulting simplification
waves, and all microwave instruments used for in data reduction.
dielectric constant and loss tangent measure. Considering that these measurements can be
ment use phase interference, made with a choice of incidence angle and

polarization, the versatility and potential of
5-2.3 THE REPLECTOMETER free-space interferometer and reflectometer

techniques is tremendous and is deserving of
Refl•etometer is the common term for a further exploration. It is possible, with correct

device that measures reflection loss and/or re- interpretation, to use microwave energy to
flection phase from a flat sample. The flat diagnose a radome wall not only as to its elec-
sample could be enclosed in a waveguide or it trical thickness but also as to the electrical
could be a flat sheet in free space. Of the three thickness of its components (if it is a sandwich)
expressions, its interpretation is subject to the and presence of voids, moisture, or other con-
least confusion. taminants. This is best illustrated by consider-

In the following paragraphs, a new term, ing a typical application. For the sake of simplic-
inspection zone, is introduced. With reference ity and aptness, the simple solid wall is chosen.
to various techniques of measuring dielectric Corresponding theory can be developed for
constant and loss tangent, the inspection zone sandwiches and other structures, but would be
is the volume of material that is exbosed to the more complex.
major portion (at least two-thirds) of the The three basic physical properties of a solid
microwave energy taken into account in the radome wall on which the parameters listed
measurement. above depend are dielectric constant, loss tan-

The resonant frequency techniques in this gent, and thickness. Usually, thickness can be
discussion include both the closed-cavity tech- best measured directly. Assuming that this is
nique and free-space resonant-wall technique. the case, it can be argued mathematically that

it should be sufficient to measure any combina-

5-3 INTERFEROMETER, REFLECTOMETER, tion of two of the dependent parameters listed
"AND ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES FOR above to determine the d;electric constant and

QUAUTY CONTROL OF RADOMES the loss tangent.
The formulas that characterize transmission

Microwave interferometers and reflectom- through, and reflection from, a flat dielectric
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sheet illuminated by a plane electromagnetic parameters will he referred to as insertion loss,
wave are insertion phas(. reflection loss, refle'-tion phase,

Tev (1 - r")e-J10 - 0A1 reflection loss with metal-backed sample, reflec-
e 1 -- r 2 e-J'2  (5-1) tion phase with metal-backed sample, reflection

!-=- for 5ai,1Pi, Lulu teI'Iec•lu phase br

and RtJ r (1- (5-2) infinite sample. The analytic approach to the de-
1 - r 2e- J (. termination of dielectric constant and loss tan-

where R = voltage reflection coefficient gent from these eight functions, assuming that

R' = reflection phase all other variables are known, is to select any
two and solve them simultaneously for dielec-

T = voltage transmission coeftfiient tric constant and loss tangent. Present mathe-
T'-= transmission phase matical techniques are incapable of this and if
r= interface voltage reflection coeffi- they were capable, the resulting expressions

cient would undoubtedly be too lengthy for practical
-= (21rd/X) v_-f -sin-' use.

OA---(21rd/k) cos 0 Fortunately, there are other alternatives:
use of graphs or of tables, Present-day digital

In addition, a third formula can be written for computer capabilities make this approach very
the reflection case with a metal-backed sample: practical. The approach is as follows:

1 e1111' r - e-J'-53 1. Any two of the eight transcendental func-

1 - re • (53) 2. tions above are selected.
2. The incidence angle in the functions is

where R. = reflection coefficient for metal- fixed at a convenient or desired value for
backed sample the measurement.

R,,' = reflection phase for metal-backed 3. The polarization in the functions is fixed
sample to orient the electric field in the direction

There is another case for reflection for which of interest for the measurement.
an additional formula can be expressed. In this 4. The thickness is fixed at the desired value;
case, the sample is made to have an effectively if this is not a firm value, two thicknesses,
infinite thickness by sample geometry or by one at and one near the desired nominal
a special design of a reflectometer horn. The thickness, are chosen to permit thickness
measuremnent of reflection at normal incidence interpolation later.
is expressed by: 5. A digital computer is programmed to com-

pute explicitly aiy pair of the following
= 1 (5-4) as a function of dielectric constant and

1 + • loss tangent: insertion loss, insertion
where R. = voltage reflection coefficient for phase, reflection loss, reflection phase, re-

an infinitely thick sample flection loss with metal-backed sample,
R.'= reflection phase for an infinitely and reflection phase with metal-backed

thick sample sample.

Most of the past equations on radomes as- 6. When the digital computer is used, the
sume that the radome wall is lossless. With this dielectric constant values and loss tan-
assumption and with some loss in accuracy, the gent values are chosen at sufficiently close
separation of Eqs. 5-1 through 5-4 into their increments to permit good interpolation
real and imaginary parts or into the power and and over a range that will cover the
phase expressions is relatively simple. Of measurements of interest.
course, this procedure prevents their use in the 7. The digital computer is programmed to
determination of loss tangent, print the output in a convenient table or

If loss tangent is not ignored, the three power graph. Tables 5-2 and 5-3 are sample
and three phase expressions from Eqs. 5-1 tables computed in this fashion and can
through 5-4 can still be written, but will appear be used as examples of format.
quite formidable. Hereinafter, these eight If these steps are properly taken, the result
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will be a convenient two-bý -two table that can descending order of their accuracy are fre-
be used to convert any two of eight measured quency, thickness, phase, and loss.
fn t !i- d te hnbv, !intn tho dela'tetrip eon. Other factors should also be considered. For

stant and loss tangent. This type of tabulation example, reflection loss with a metal-backed
is referred to as a two-by-two conversion table. sample will be so small for a low-loss material
It differs from the one-by-one table (for ex- as to be difficult to mea-urc, Therefore it should
ample, a log table) in that a pair of known be used only with lossy dielectrics, such as
functions instead of a single function can be microwave absorber materials. As another ex-
converted into another pair of dependent func- ample, since loss is lowest in accuracy, it would
tions. It can be used directly or inversely, just not be wise to use a pair of loss measurements;
as a log table can be used to look up either the at least one measurement should be phase or
log or the antilog. It very neatly overcomes the frequency.
mathematical obstacle of obtaining the implicit For making the required measurements, the
solution to two simultaneous transcendental following guidelines are useful:
eqliations. The computer accomplishes this by 1. All of these measurements are substitu-
computing the explicit function for a great tion measurements, Loss and phase, for
number of cases. The implicit solution for a example, are measured with and without
particular case is then obtained by looking in the sample dielectric in place, the differ-
the resulting two-by-two conversion table. In- enpes being, respectively, insertion loss
terpolation in this table is possible just as in and insertion phase delay. In this case,
a one-by-one table. The interpolation is known the loss and phase measurements are with
as double Interpolation and is only slightly reference to an air dielectric; the dielec-
slower and only slightly more complex than tric constant of air as unity and loss tnn-
single interpolation. If the thickness of the gent of air as zero are used as standards.
sample does not coincide exactly with the thick. Air is almost an Ideal standard because
ness for which the conversion table was com- of its availability and because of the
puted, It will be necessary to do one of the constancy of its dielectric constant and
following: loss tangent. However, if the dielectric

constant of the sample is high, for ex-
1. Since tables of this type are normally ample, above 5, air may not be the best

computed for a given thickness-to-wave- standard because its dielectric properties
length ratio, a slight change in the meas. are so much different from those of the
urement frequency may often be sufMi- sample, If a standard can be obtained
cient to obtain the thickness-to-wave- that has a dielectric constant in the
length ratio for which the conversion table neighborhood of the unknown, the ac-
was computed, curacy of the measurement will be im-

2. If there is interest in a specific frequency, proved. With conversion tables, it is no
awd thickness is fixed, and if a conversion more difficult to use a known dielectric
table is nut aveilahle for exactly this material as a standard than it is to use
thickness-to-wavelength ratio, another air. The thickness of this standard should
double interpolation can be made between also be in the neighborhood of the un-
two tables whose thickness-to-wavelength known,
ratio Is near that of the measurement. 2. As an example of how a suitable standard

will improve measurement accuracy, con-
For a given application, the question of which sider the geometry of a typical interfer-

pair of the measurable parameters listed above ometer horn, as shown in Fig, 5-1, Assum-
should be measured to obtain the dielectric con- ing that microwave energy emanates from
stant and loss tangent should be considered the transmitting horn as though from a
very carefully. In this determination, such con- point source from the phase center of the
sideratlons as the relative ease and accuracy horn at point A, z. BAC is the angular
with which the various parameters can be meas- sector of the energy pattern received by
ured should be included, To assist in this the receiving horn without the sample
determination, the measurable quantities in in place. When the sample is introduced,
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because of refraction effects as shown by sample from the horn and the type of
the dashed lines, . PAF is the angular horn used.
sector of the transmittting horn energy 3. With the large number of measurable
nattqtin !,ew'aehee hy thb waing,, hrn'n n,,ponitnu .awilgh aa~.ndA fnr l golf ,ai

Since / DAF is larger than L BAC, there bration, consideration should be given to
is a gain due to refraction that might be measuring more than just the two that
referred to as a sample focusing effect, were chosen for the dielectric constant
This sample focusing effect would, of and losw tangent. For example, if three
course, disappear if the horns could be parameters are measured, two different
placed far enough apart to have a perfect conversion tables are possible, each with
plane wave incident on the sample. If its own pair of measured parameters con-
this were done, the sample would have to vertible into dielectric constant and loss
be impractically large to avoid edge ef- tangent. For example, if insertion loss,
fects. Therefore, this focusing effect must insertion phase, and reflection phase were
be accounted for by a suitable correction measured, the two conversion tables could
factor. Figure 5-2 is a graph of this ef- be insertion loss and insertion phase to
'act computed for a 15-in. horn spacing. dielectric constant and loss tangent, and
This graph gives the required correction, insertion phase and reflection phase to
A more accurate way to eliminate this dielectric constant and loss tangent. Thus,
pr6blem is to use a standard that has a from three measurements there result two
dielectric constant and thickness close to independent determin-tions of dielectric
that of the unknown sample. The focusing constant and loss tangent. The agreement
effect for the standard will then be ap- between the two sets of determinations
proximately the same as that for the un- is a good check on the accuracy of the
known sample. It should be noted that method.
this focusing effect due to sample inser- 4. Another source of error is the trapped or
tion is present to a greater or lesser extent surface wave effect. This is caused by a
in all free-space interferometers; omis- sample whose surface dimensions, in the
sion of this effect may be one reason why practical case, are never infinite. It the
i .terferometers are not accurate in loss transmittinng horn excites in the sample,
measurement, Free-space reflectometers a trapped or surface wave that follows
may be subject to a similar source of the surface of the sample to its edges,
error, depending on the distance of the from where it is reflected back into the

PHASE CENTER OF D.•• :

I TRANSMITTING HORN ,

z
0

U

Figure 5-i. Geomehty of Typical IntederoMeter Horn Showing Sample
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inspection zone, an error will be intro- homogeneous sample, different dielectric
duced into the measurement. The presence constant and loe r1%-Ihv= . rcý.-".d

of this e._ffect c--- ', Wted by probing for small movements of the inspection
the sample surface exterior to the inspec- zone one the sample, this is good evidence
tion zone with a small pickup horn. An- of the presence uf a trapped or surface
uLher way of detecting this effect is with wave. The employment of a dielectric
a known homogeneoua sample. If on the standard is not effective in reducing error
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Figure 5.2. Graph for Focusing Carreclion
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caused by this effect because the standard has been a change in the significance of the
will be subject to the presence of the same measurement of physical thickness of a radome
typ. of trzPPcd wavis, w,• h wlth ullpiUiý- imcause the dieiectric constant of the ceramic
able effect. Possibly the best way to min- radome is generally very well controlled. Thus,
imize this effect is to surround the inspec- it is possible to make good 'npieR of radome
tion zone with a microwave absorber in prototypes that are satisfacto-ily equivalent
intimate contact with the surface of the electrically simply by making a ;,Oint-by-poirlt
sample. Another way might be to taper comparison of physical thickness between copy
all edges of the sample to prevent reflec- and prototype and correcting •'hickness of the
tion of the trapped wave back into the copy where it falls outside the specification. The
inspection zone. Sheffield Radome Thickness Gage is the first

5. Another problem that plagues both inter- step towards automatizing this measurement.
ferometers and refiectometers is the so-
called free-space standing wave effect. 5-4.1.1 TypicalApplcations
This is caused by multiple reflections 5
between the antenna or antennas and the 5.4.1.1.1 Wail Thickness Gjgo During Final Inspoc-
sample. It is encountered only at incidence otin. In this application, the radome is placed
angles below about 30'. Thus, it is always vertically on the special gaging fixture (see Fig,
present in a one-horn refiectometer. On 5-3). The part rests on a spherical ball bearing
the other hand, If an interferometer is that locates itself in the tip of the radome. The
operated at incidence angles above 300, part is held steady by four fie4 buttons located
this effect is not a problem. at four quadrants radially r.pproximately half-

way up the four arms of the fixture.
A graduated ring on the base of the fixture

5-4 APPLICATIONS OF INTERFEROMETERS, allows the operator to position the part radially
REFLECTOMETERS, AND PHYSICAL during the checking procedure. The inside dia-
THICKNESS GAGES IN QUALITY meters of the radome are contacted by 25
CONTROL OF RADOMES* Sheffield Plunjet gaging cartridges, These Plun-

jets are located on one arm of the gaging fixture.
To complete the preceding general discussion Matched sets of Plunjets, to contact the out-

of free-space measurement techniques, it Is use- side diameters of the radome, are mounted on
ful to consider d1etailed descriptions of applica- a ball slide fixture, which is moved into contact
tion experiences that have taken place in the ra- with t:C.-. part by means of an air cylinder.
dome industry with each of several specific in- The readings of wall thickaiess are indicated
struments. The following paragraphs contain directly on the multiple-column Precislonaire
extracts from papers by engineers in the radome instrument and represent the wall thickness at
industry. Instruments discussed include those 25 points on the radome.
used for physical thickness measurements as The time required for complete inspection of
well as those used for measurements of electri- a part depends on the operator's ability to load
cal properties of a radome wall. Since many of and unload the part from the fixture, as well
these instrument types were covered ade- as the number of checks that are required radi-
quately in Techniques for Airborne Radome De. ally. The readings on the Precisionaire lnstru-
sign, the instruments discussed are those that ment are obtained instantaneously.
are new or have undergone new developments
since 1957.

5.4.1.1.2 Inside Diameter and In-Process Gage.
This particular application is designed to

5-4.1 SHEFFIELD RADOME THICKNESS GAGE check the Inside diameter of the radome during
the lapping operation (see Fig. 5-4). The part

With the growing use of ceramics instead of is located over the special fixtures and rests on
fiberglass-plastic laminates in radomes, there two sets of ball contacts. With the base of the

part against an adjustable rest, the part is
*See Paragraph 4-16.6, oriented until a fiducial indicating contact
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Figure 5-3, Sh~fl1.ld Rdadmo Thickness Gage, Used as W~all Thickness Gage
During Final Inspeciaon

My 
w. -4"t

Figure 5-4. Sh*Mold Radome Thickness Gage, Used as In-Process
Gage to Chock Inside Diameter
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reaches a specific reading. When this point is greater homogeneity of the ceramic materials.
reached, the two sets of ball rests are located On the other hand, the sensitivity of instru-
at their respective datum positions on the inside ments of this type to discontinuities in walls 7
diameters. has led to their use in the detection of defects.

The diameters.re contacted by Pluniet _air. nnp Vwr,,.-, the Br-n-Cn SaVoray riaw Dmuc-
ing cartridges and indicate the diameter di- tor is adaptable to the through-transmission
rectly by the position of the indicating floats on of acoustic- eiiergy.
thp Preclsionaire column instrument. Three seLs
of adjustable measuring contacts at the base of
the gaging fixture check a straight inside di-

ameter at the base of the radome. The Vidigage employs a sweep oscillator to
A total of 17 internal diameters are checked generate a range of frequencies that are dis-

simultaneously on this fixture. A special Leafjet played on the cathode-ray tube as a horizontal
air spindle is located at the tip of the fixture to base line (Reference 3). The frequencies pro-,
check the inside diameter of the tip of the duced by the oscillator are converted into ultra-
radome. Inspection time per part, as in the sonic energy by a transducer. When the tran:s-
previous illustration, depends on the time to ducer is placed on a test piece, the ultrasonic
load and unload the part and the amount of energy is transmitted into the part as a cov-
exploration desired. The readings by the Preci- tinuous wave train.
sionaire instrument appear instantaneously, Each thickness of a given material has its

According to Reference 2 the instrument withitsassciaed oolng s acurte o wthi 5% own natural res4onance frequency. At this fre-
its associated tooling is accurate to within 0% quency (or multiples of it), when the tran.-
of the total measuring range (e~g., for a 0.002- mitted and reflected waves are in phase, there
in. measuring range, the accuracy would be will be a relatively large increase in the ampli-
0.0001 in.). tude of the waves in the material. These are

resonance conditions occurring at the funda-

5-4.2 BRANSON VIDIGAGE--AN ULTRASONIC mental frequency, which Is Inversely propor-

PHYSICAL THICKNESS GAGE tional to twice the thickness and directly pro-
portional to the velocity of sound in the ma-

For measurement of the physical thickness terial, and also occurring at harmonics (multi-

of a radome wall at a single point, the Branson ples of the fundamental frequency). Since the

Vidigage is quite popular. Its principal advan- velocity is a known constant, the fundamental

tage over a micrometer caliper is that it permits frequency required to produce resonance is an

wall thickness measurements where access is accurate and reliable measure of the unknown

available to only one side of the radome wall. thickness.

The wall thickness Indication that the instru- As the oscillator sweeps through the resonant

ment displays is a function of the actual physi- frequency of the part, or any of the harmonics
cal thickness of the wall and the acoustic of that frequency, a vertical resonance indica-
propagation constants which Include elastic tion appears on the cathode-ray tube. This

modulus and density, of the wall material. Thus, indication is used to determine approximate

care must be taken in the interpretation of thickness. Actual thickness measurements are

measurement data that variations in the ap- made by placing a thickness scale in front of
parent wall thickness as measured by the instru- the cathode-ray tube.

ment are not due to variations in the elastic Reference 4 presents ultrasonic techniques
modulus or density. Thus, with proper care and in the quality control of radomes. The following
with homogeneous materials, measurements to paragraphs are extracted from this source and
an accuracy of ±6.001 in. can be made. Voids Figs. 5-5 and 5-6 Illustrate the use of the equip.

and delaminatlons would also affect the read- ment.
ings taken with the instrument. It is natural,
therefore, that the efficiency of the instrument 5-4.2.2 Typical Applications
is better with ceramic radowe materials than
with fiberglass-plastic laminates because of the The usefulness of ultrasonics for inspection
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Figure 5-5, Ultrasonic Equipment Setup at Douglas Aircraft Company

Figure 5.6. Vidigag, Being Used to Measure Radome Wall Thickness
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purposes is dependent upon the change in be- preferable if the material being tested has a
havior of these waves as they propagate in a tendency to absorb liquids. A resonance con-
material. The acoustical properties of a ma- dition is established in the test sample by vary-
terial can result in the occurrence of reflection, ing the ultrasonic fren,,nev Whn tiv. •eon-
refraction, mode conversion, attentation, and dition is obtained, reflections from the first
diffraction, or any combination of these effects. surface will be in phase with reflections from
To gepnrate an ultrasonic wave, it is ncccssary the opposite surface. Resonance will occur only
to use an electromechanical transducer that is when the test sample thickness is one-halt the
capable of transforming electrical energy into ultrasonic wave length. T', calculate the sample
mechanical energy and vice versa. At frequen- thickness, it is necessary to know the funda-
cies above 200 kc, piezoelectric materials such mental operating frequency and the velocity
as quartz, baxiium titanate, and lithium sulfate of souid propagating through the material.
are used. Quartz has been used most extensively, The formula for this calculation is
primarily because of its electrical and mechani- d I Ž/ = , v/f (5-5)
cal stability, resistance to aging, high-tempera-

ture capability, and high degree of insolubility, where d = wall thickness
Its major disadvantages are inefficiency and f = fundamental frequency
a mode conversion susceptibility. For,. ceramic v = velocity of sound propagating
and fiberglass materials, test frequencies from through the test material
1 to 25 mc are used. It is usually taesirable to X---wavelength of the fundamental
use the lowest frequency that will give satisfac- frequency
tory results. Accuracy of the measurement will normally be

5-4.2.2.1 Methods 'Available. Both reflection and within 3% of the actual thickness.
through-transmission methods have been suc-
cessfully applied to radome materials. The re- 5-4.2.2.3 The Through-Transmission Tost. The

flection method can be extensively utilized with through-transmission test is dependent upon
homogeneous materials such as Pyroceram, the principle that variations in the test sample

fused silica, and alumina. This method can will produce significant changes in the ultrasonic

provide rapid evaluation of the physical wall energy level. The basic equipment for this test

thickness of a radome and will locate defects, consists of an ultrasonic generator, a receiving

such as cracks and porous areas. The reflection apparatus, the test sample, and a suitable cou-

method has had limited success with nonhomo- pling liquid, A practical 4ystem also includes

geneous materials, such as fiberglass laminates, a scanning system and recording equipment to

A more practical approach has been the reduce test time to a minimum. The through-
through-transmi&sjin method. This method is transmission test can be most readily applied

useful for locatig voids, resin content varia- to the qualification testing of low-frequency

tions, delamina:.ions, and other fabrication de- radomes that, because of excessive range re-

fects in fiberglass laminates, flections, cannot be satisfactorily range tested.
Any degree of uniformity desired can be estab-

5-4.2.2.2 The Reflection Test. For the reflection lished in the test by determining a minimum
test, a quartz transducer can be made to oscil- acceptable attenuation level. It is necessary to
late by applying a pulsed, oscillating voltage. stablish this level with radomes of known elec-

An ultrasonic beam generated in the crystal can L, .il and structural characteristics, but once

be made to pass through the test material, pro- this is accomplished, the ultrasonic test will

vidad there is an adequate coupling medium provide an efficient screening of parts that are

between the crystal and the test sample. The defective structurally or that vary electrically

coupling medium can be of any of several as a result of resin content variations, improper
liquids that are capable of wetting the surfaces wall thickness, or contaminants in the material,

and staying between the crystal and the test
sawple during the test. Water or oil is used 5-4.2.2.4 Summary of Tests. The ultrasonic test
extensively as a coupling material. Oil provides method can be used to advantage for both the
better coupling in some cases, but water is electrical and structural quality control of ra-
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domes. It has the advantage of instantaneous
indication; it gives the ability to inspect a wide
range of samples for size, geometry, and area
of flaw; there are no sofety hazards involved;
it is a sensitive and highly directive test; it is
easy to operate; and in the case of the reflection
equipment, it can be made portable. Flaws that
ca. be detected are voids, cracks, inclusions, TEST REFERENCE TEST
lamination separations and resin content varia- MATERIAL WAVE FORM MATERIAL
tinns. The method has application wherever Too THIN STANOARDIZED TOO THICK
range tests are not feasible and also as a sup-
plemert to range tests to reduce test time and
costs. An investment in ultrasonic equipment Figure 5-7. Oscilloscope Presentation for Wall
has an additional advaialge over microwave Thickness Measurement Using North American
equipment in that ultrasonic equipment can be Aviation Microwave Thickness Gag.
used for applications other than radomes where
structural quality must be determined, all incident electromagnetic energy; thus, by

placing a metallic surface behind the dielectric
material to be tested, the necessary level of

5-4.3 NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION energy is -'eflected. Variations of thickness from
MICROWAVE THICKNESS GAGE a predetermined value caused by such factors

as nonuniformity of materials, voids, and dis-
The North American Microwave Thickness continuity will either advance or retard the

Gage is a type of reflectometer designed to standing wave pattern, therefore displaying the
portray, on an oscilloscope, the standing wave resultant null pattern to the right oi- left or' a
produced in a wave, :ride by reflection from a 0.ed pip or marker. A calibrated grid placed on
radome wall. Thus instrument responds to thIe oscilloscope face can determine the displaced

reflection phase. ment.

Reference 5 presents the use of this gage in Radomes fabricated with the use of the
quality control and non-destructive testing of microwave thickness gage have excellent elec-
dielectric components. The following para- trical pruperties and can be duplicated with
graphs are extracted from this source, minimum effort during production fabrication.

Figure 5-8 shows the close match of electrical
5-4.3.1 Typical Application curves of several radomes manufactured con-

secutively.
The instrument is designed so that nontech- The problems in the nondestructive testing

nical personnel can satisfactorily perform thr of dielectric materials are similar to the prob-
desired grinding operation of a radome with a lems in fabricating high-quality radomes There-
minimum of instruction; this is due to the fore, preliminary invLstigations were made to
unique go-no-go presentation on the oscillo- determine the feasibility of utilizing the micro-
scope, wave thickness gage for other nondestructive

Figure 5-7 shows typical presentation for testing.
various radome wall thicknesses as seen by an
operator. The presentation on the oscilloscope 5-4.3.1.1 Instrument Sensitivity. To determine
is the resultant standing wave pattern gener- the sensitivity of the microwave thickness gage
ated in the microwave pickup probe, since the in detecting discontinuities, voids, and delam-
microwave thickness gage is an R-F resonance ination of dielectric material, the following
device whose effectiveness depends upon re- test were performed on a typical sample, as
flected eiectromagnetic energy. It is essential shown in Fig, 5-9.
that enough power be returned to assure sic- The sample was divided into four areas: A,
curate detection of electrical thickness varia- B, C, and D. The instrument was calibrated and
tions or voids in the dielectric material. in the referenced in each area before modifications.
microwave spectrum, metallic surfaces reflect In area A, the thickness gage indicated that
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the material was 0.002 in. thinner after a 0.027- 5-4.3.1.2 Summary of Tests. The use of the
in. diameter hole was drilled in the sample. A microwave thickness gage at North American
0.039-in. diameter hole gave an indication of Aviation has resulted in vastly improved man-
it hilnir 0.003 in. thinner and a 0.056-in, diam- ufacturing methods in A3J radome production;
eter hole, .008 in thinner. radunit Ltintrigcccdures.-o hnvn hiapn wreat.

In area B, 0.027- and 0.056-in. diameter holes ly simplified.
caused ain indication of 0.001 and 0.003 in. less Results obtained using the gage in nonde-
than before, respectively, The descrease in structive testing to measure the equivalert dio-
sensitivity in area B is due to the polarization continuities in metallic materials are compara-
of the electromagnetic wave. In area C, the re- ble to those obtained with the ultrasonic test
suits were the same as those for area B. equipment. The gage gives improved perform-

Delamination tests were performed in area D. ance with tests made on nonmetallic materials.
The instrument indicated the thickness to be

0.002 in. thicker after delamination of the top 5-4.4 MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTS CO.-
plies. MICROWAVE THICKNESS GAGES FOR

Tests performed on printed circuit material
indicated results similar to those achieved in NONMETALS

area D. A series of thickness gages is available from

the Microwave Instruments Company (see
Reference 6). According to the manufacturer,

COMPRISON NULL SHIFT MEASUREMENTS OF RADOOES the operating principle of the reflection gage,
D O Model 622A, is different from that of the North

2 ---- American Aviation radome thickness gage.
RADOME A For information on the general performance

- of this gage, refer to the manufacturer's I de-
tin No. 122, October 1963.

- c
5-4.5 MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTS CO.-

CO TALK DIELECTROMETER MODEL 611A
CROSS TALK"

CUTS ANTENNAC-PITSH 0A . ..... . The Microwave Instruments Company also

manufactures a dielectrometer, model 611A,

20 I5 10 5 0 a101520 that opetrates as a reflectometer. Its outstand-
LEFT ANTENNA SCAN 4DEGREES) RIGHT ing feature is that it reads the dielectric con-

stant and loss tangent directly. The electric

2 RIGHT PICK-UP PROSE

-RADOME A

0 552

U) E IN PLANE CUTS ~-
-j A- -- TENNA PIH B-

'7.. .. |.
mI Nm 'PHm 

m• w N m

~LEF - - - -0.0.

-LIEFTE u
05 0 5' -0-5 10 to 2 RLL DELAMINATED

flIGHT ANTENNA SCAN (DEGREES) LEFT HOLES AREA

Figure 5-8. Comparison Null Shift Measurements
of Radomes Using Microwave Thickness Gage Figure S-9. Fiberglass Laminate Test Sample
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field is in the plane of the sample. Both cir- Therefore, from Eqs. 5-7 and 5-8,
cularly and linearly polarized heads are avail- P
able. An inspection zone as small as 1/8-in.
diameter hemisphere at 8.6 gc is claimed. Meas- Since p can be read directly using a micro-
urement is independent of the sample thickness, wave ratiometer technique, it is possible to read
ptuv~dtd ýhain ihe sampie thickness is greater Luc d1;viecLric constant airectly. TIo do this, it
than 1/4 in. Therefore, it seems that the in- should be sufficient to read the voltage stand-
strument is a reflectometer that gains its in- ing wave iatio, p, at the frequency at which
formation from the first interface reflection the thickness is any odd multiple of quarter
coefficient. For further information, refer to waves. However, in applying this principle,
manufacturer's Bulletin No. 121, October 1963. several complications arise.

One such complication is frequency am-
biguity. For a :3ample of a given thickness, the

5-4.6 A MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETER THAT quarter-wave thickness occur at discrete fre-
READS DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIRECTLY quencies that are themselves dependent on the

For additional background in the problem dielectric constant to be determined. This is

of designing microwave reflectorneters to read shown in Fig. 5-10 for 1/8-, 1/4-, 3/8-, and 1/2.
dielectric constant and loss tangent directly, the in.-wall thicknesses. Power reflection coeffi-following paragraphs are presented (Refer- cient curves are shown for dielectric constants

follwin paagrahs re ~resnte (Rfer of 5 and 6. This difficulty is overcome by using
ence 7). Success was achieved in reading directly
the dielectric constant of small disks, a microwave ratiometer technique that uses a

The dielectric constant, or its square root, the sweep generator, as shown in Fig.5-11. The X-Yrecorder at the output of the ratiometer records
index of refraction, can be determined by meas-
uring either capacitance, velocity of propaga- the curves of Fig. 5-10 directly. Since the dielec-

urig ethe caacianc, vlocty f popaa- tric constant car, be determined by measuringtion, Brewster angle, refraction angle, or re- trig o f one deterped f meaurn g
flected power. Reflected power measurements
eliminate the computation required by other biguity is eliminated, provided that the dielec-
techniques. The following describes a method tric constant itself does not vary with fre-
of using reflected power for direct reading of quency, Generally, for the dielectrics used in ra-
the dielectric constant. domes, the dielectric constant does not change

The power reflection coefficient from a flat throughout the microwave region.The output of the ratiometer varies with
sheet of dielectric material for the lossless case The poe rfle coecen not with
is the power reflection coefficient, not with p,

R 1- r2 sin 2  which was shown to be equal to the dielectric
Ir 2  2 12 (5.5) constant at quarter-wave frequencies. On the

(I - r2•) 2 + 4 r2• sin20 other hand, over narrow ranges of p, say 5 to
where R - the voltage reflection coefficient 6, the relationship between p and power reflec-

r = the interface voltage reflection co- tion coefficient is nearly linear, Therefore, if
efficient two standards with different dielectric constant

= electrical thickness in radians at values are used, both close to the unknown
normal incidence dielectric constants, a scale can be recorded

with the X-Y recorder and subsequently the
r = (1 -- Vi)/(1 + vrc) (5-6) unknown pan be read directly from this linear

where e = the dielectric constant scale. For routine quality control in producing
Whe he se the same dielectric materials, two standards are
When the sheet is an odd multiple of quarter sufficient. If the instrument is used to measure a
waves in thickness, the sinu b term in Eq. 5-5 series of samples with widely varying dielectric
reduces to unity and by substituting Eq. 5-6, constants, a correspondingly larger number of
Eq. 5-5 becomes : standards is required.

R = (e - 1)/(0 + 1) (5-7) The ideal sample is small and inexpensive.
For correlation, it is also desirable to measure

But R--(p -1)/(p- 1) (5-8) the same samples as are used in a shorted
where p = voltage standing wave ratio waveguide type of dielectrometer. However,
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EFFECT OF DIELECTRIC THICKNESS ON CURVES

rr-r *gfm.uý.v Int 910.

n;"`.j rfl P2 93 M4 95 976 V9 9 fl i 12 911 914

"1 6 9.64 19.28 29.88 38.57 48.21 57.86 67.50

6 10.56 21.28 31.69 42.25 52.82 63.38 73.94

6 4.82 9.64 14.46 19.28 24.10 28.93 33.75
0.250 -

5.82 10.56 16.84 21.12 26.41 81.69 36.97

6 3.21 6,42 9.64 12.85 16.07 19.28 22.50

0.75 -
6 3.52 7.04 10.56 14.08 17.60 21.12 24.65

6 2.41 4.82 7.28 9.64 12.05 14.46 16.87
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Figure 5-10. Power Reflection Coemficlent for Plane Sheet of Normal Incidence

SWEEP TTEN-DIELECTRICI GEN UATTEN TEST

1(8,2"12. qC) M''•ICO-TU AO •'EC'•'•,R SAMPLE

DIRECT IONAL
COUPLERS

a. BOLO~dETERS OR DETECTOR DETECTOR RATIO X-Y
W CRYSTALS METER RECORDER

Figure 5-17. Microwave Instrumentation for Dielectric Constant Measurement
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- PYROCERAM (0.625")
SMULTIFORM FUSED SILICA

U. F.
IW ",i

1- i i i JI i• ,;~' * i u II JI iI. iI
FREQUENCY (8.2 TO 12,4 ge) Ilgc 124gc

FREQUENCY '

Fouur572 Riferto oefent Catrlal fo Figure 5-13. Increased Sensiiivity Measurement
FourDiffrentMateialsfor Pyrocerom

the measurement is based on the assumption
that the sample is an infinite-plane flat sheet. complete curve no longer fits the recorder.
Therefore, a compromise is made. This corn- Therefore, the frequency scale is reduced to
promise is determined experimentally. These consider only the peak area. Figure 5-13 shows
experiments show that the 1 in. circular disks the result of this on three 1/2-in. specimens of
in the shorted waveguide dielectrometer, when Pyroceram with dielectric constants of 15,5,
placed over the open end of a 1 >< 1/2 in. rec- 5.6, and 8.7. This scale is now suitable for read-
tanigular waveguide, give good reproducibility ing directly the dielectric constants of 1/2-in.
and correlation with the shorted waveguide in- specimens of Pyroceram. The experimental
strument. Samples should either be very small curves are not as smooth as the theoretical
or very large (6 in. or more), with intermnediate curves, When the sensitivity is increased, the
sizes the worst choice. Samples should also have curves become even rougher. These Imperfec-
smooth surfaces and constant thickness, tiona are due to variations of antenna charac-

When the sample is placed directly over the teristics, directional-coupler characteristics,
open end of the waveguide, the open end be- and/or detector characteristics with frequency,
comes an antenna, the sample being in the near There are several remedies. One is, if a mul-
field. Measurement was insensitive to reflecting tiplicity of minor peaks occurs in the quarter-
objects placed as close as 6 in. from the an- wave region as a modulation of the major peak,
tenna, The reason is that with samples of a to use the highest peak as the reading, Since
dielectric constant of 5 or higher, a large per- the dielectric constant changes slightly, the
centage of the energy is reflected back into the highest peak changes the most,
waveguide, especially at the quarter-wave fre- Another remedy is to design a better an-
quen~cy and its odd multiples. Also, any unde- tenna. For 1-in, disks, best results were
sired reflection from surrounding objects is achieved by sharpening the ends of the open
reflected away at this frequency. wvaveguide, as shown in Fig, 5-14, This mm-n

Figure 5-12 shows curves recorded with the imizes the ground-plane effect.
direct-reading dielectrometer for four ma- A third remedy Is to increase the sweep speed
terials, and filter out the modulating peaks with a

The peaks of the power reflection coefficient large capacitance across the ratiometer out-
curves follow a scale (similar to a logarithmic put, This results in a smoother curve, but accu-
scale) that is the relationship between power racy is not as good.
reflection coefficient and p. It would be impousi- A fourth remedy is to use well-matched di-
ble to read this scale to more than two signifi- rectional couplers and detectors.
cant figures. For quality control of the dielec- In applying reflectometer measurements di-
trio constant, at least three significant figures reetly to radomes, other complications arise.
are required; therefore, instrument sensitivity The spot covered by the waveguide horn ex-
must be increased. When this is done, the cites a trapped wave in the radome wall that
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moves parallel to the electric field at the spot. coefficient at the quarter-wave frequency. flow-
This wave circulates around the radome wall ever, if it is low and relatively constant, as
and returns to the spot to affect the measure- with ceramics, its effect can be neglected in the
ment; therefore, the thickness of the entire quality enntrI! Melectri o 1 tn.,t ,,"m ur-•-
radome wall and variations of this thickness ments on the same material.
enter into the measurements. Thus, measure- The microwave roflectometer can be adapted
ments must be made at that ;tage in radowe Lo read the loss tangent directly. This is done
production when the thickness is constant or by working with the power transmission coeffi-
nearly so. Unfortunately, at this stage the ra- cient instead of the power reflection coefficient,
dome wall is likely to be a half-wave Instead As seen in Fig. 5-16, the peak of the power
of an odd multiple of quarter waves in the fre- transmission curve at the half-wave frequency
quency band at which the radome is to be departs linearly from unity as a function of loss
used. Consequently, it is necessary to make the tangent. If loss tangent standards are provided
measurement at frequency bands immediately with two different loss tangents near the un-
below or above the band at which the radome knowns and with approximately the same di..
is to be a half-wave. Due to lack of instrumen- electric constant, the loss tangent can be read
tation, this is yet to be tried, directly. For manufacture of microwave ab-

In radome measurements, the antenna horn sorbers, it is expected this this feature would
can be placed into intimate contact with the be attractive. The adapting horns permitting
radome wall or at a fixed distance from it. If this measurement with the reflectometer in.
placed in contact with the wall, it is important strumentation are shown in Fig. 5-17.
to have good coupling with the curved surface. The correlation of dielectric constant read-
This was obtained by using a horn with spring ings with the shorted waveguide dielectrometer
fingers, as shown in Fig. 5-15. readings is, at the worst, about ±0.05. This

Loss tangent will affect the power reflection can be improved upon by providing samples

i" IlI

Figure .5-14. Modified Ends of Waveguide Figure 5-15. Hloran with Spring Fingers
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Figure 5-16. Quartor-Wave Peaks of Power Transmission Coeflfcient

that are mechanically perfect. Meehanical im.
perfections in the samples appear to have con-
siderably more effect on the shorted waveguide
dielectrometer readings than on the reflectom-
eter readings.

There ib no difficulty in reading dielectric
constant values to three significant figures for
dielectric constants about 6.

Measurement is rapid, since the sample need
not be inserted into a waveguide or cavity, and
the reading is direct, requiring no computation.
There are improvements that would still fur-
ther Improve the usefulness of the instrument.
A better antenna or means of coupling to a
small sample could be designated to eliminate
multiplicity of peakd. By cooling 'the end of
the waveguide with a water jacket, the method
has already been applied successfully to read
dielectric constants at up to 100000.

5-4.7 EMERSON AND CUMING, INC.-THE ECCO
INTERFEROMETER

The Ecco Interferometer circuitry is similar
to that of microwave interferometers that have
been used to check radomes in the past. The
principal innovation in the Ecco Interferometer
is the Ecco Interferometer Tables used in con- Figure 5-17. Adopter Used for Lost Tangent
junction with it. These tables permit the rigor.. Measurements
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ous conversion of the insertion and insertion ing the temperature coefficients in this
phase into the dielectric constant and loss tan- manner has the advantage of eliminating
gent, without resorting to the approximations the complications of sample clearance
of Brewster angle measurements, as has been varianion due LU u11r•tLILtdi CApnt161U0D
past practice. Thus, the measurements can be between metal and sample as experienced
madl at perpendicular polarization with the in waveguide and cavity measurements.
electric field in the plane of the sample, which is In addition, this approach makes it pos-
more desirable. To date, Brewster angle meas- sible to make measurements all the way
urements using parallel polarization have not to the decomposition or melting tempera-
been checked on curved radomes. However, tures of the dielectric material; which
they have been used successfully on flat sheets. would not be possible in waveguides or

For a detailed descrption of the operation cavities without damaging the equipment.
the Interferometer and use of the Inter- On the other hand, since this is a free-

ferometer Tables and Dielectric Standards, re- space measurement, i.e., an interferom-
fer to technical bulletins published by Emerson eter or reflectometer measurement, con-
and Cuming (References 8, 9, and 10). siderable care must be taken to avoid

other sources of error. For example, with
the large panel, it is more difficult to

5-5 TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRICAL TESTING ensure uniform temperature throughout
OF RADOMES AND PANELS AT a given inspection zone, As another exam.
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES pIe, care must be taken so that undesired

microwave energy reflections from heat.
The principal difficulty in the testing of ra- ing elements or furnace walls do not

domes and panels at elevated temperatures affect the accuracy of measurement,
is the attainment of the high temperature
throughout the thickness of the panel,

There are two types of tests that are appro- 5.5.1 THE BOEING CO.-X-BAND HIGH-
priate to consider: TEMPERATURE TRANSMISSION GAGE

1. The first is testing at elevated tempera-
tures In the attempt to simulate the heat- Reference 11 describes how heating a panel
ing of the radome or panel in a manner affects the electrical power transmission coeffi-
that would typify a given flight contour. cient that is measured. The behavior of dielec.
In this type of testing, a thermal gradient tric materials at high temperatures using a
is intentionally established In the radome high-temperature transmission gage was
or panel through its thickness. If the com- studied, and the following paragraphs are from
plex dielectric constant of the radome or this reference.
panel varies with temperature, the dielec-
tric wall will no longer be homogeneous. 5-5.1.1 X-Eand High-Temperature Transmission Gage
Thus, any attempt to convert the inser-.
tion loss and insertion phase into the A high-temperature transmission gage was
dielectric constant and loss tangent would used to measure the power transmission char-
be subject to error. The only meaningful acteristics of the test materials (see Figs. 5-18
application of this type of testing is the and 5-19). Temperature and attenuation meas-
measure of the effect on transmitted or urements were made as heat was applied and
reflected power or the effect on bore- the surface temperature was increased; these
sight error due to the heating. measurements were continued as the material

2. The second type of testing is done at underwent ablation.
elevated temperatures to measure the Basically, the transmission gage consists of
temperature coefficients of dielectric con. a large water-cooled steel chamber with the
stant and loss tangent. Most of this type inside lined by a silicon carbide refractory
of testing is now done with cavity or microwave absorber. A 12 X 12 in. test panel
waveguide type dielectrometers, as dis- of the material under investigation is heated
cussed in Paragraph 5-6; it can also be by a radiant heat source consisting of thirty-
done using radomes and panels. Measur- seven 1500-watt quartz glass lamps in a con-
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Figure 5-18. High -Temperature Tran smission Gage

figuration 16 .in. wide and 18,5 in. high. Maxi- perature and exposure time wats measured. (Seemum'heat flux radiated from this source is Paragraph G-55~.)
approximately 20 to 25 Btu/ft--sec. The test
panel is located 9 in, from the lamp reflector.
The test panel surface temperature is moni- 5-5.1.2 Emerson and Cuming, Inc.-High-tored by thermocouples located at various Temperature Reflectomneter
points on the heated side of the panel, from
which a mean surface temperature is obtained. Measurements of the efrect of high tempera-The power transmission through the test panel tures, up to 2000"F', onl 1o8sy dielectrics usedis monitored by a pair of platinum coated in high-temperatu e microwave absorbers haveceramic, conical horn antennas. The horn an- been made at Emerson and Cuming, Inc. Fig-Atennas are parallel-polarized and the angle of ure 5-20 shows the test instrument, whichincidence at the material surface is 601, approx- measures the power reflection coefficient atilnately Brewster aingle for the materials tested, normal incidence. Energy is introduced into theWith this configuration, reflections are min- furnace by means of at water-cooled, standarO.imized and the losses encountered are due pri- gain horn, which serves both as the transmitte 'marily to the absorption properties of the test and receiver of the refleuted energy. The me1,u-material. uremrent is4 of the substitution type; that is, thefly comparative measurements with and power reflected fromt the sample is comparedwithout the test panel in place, the powe'r atten- with the power reflected from it standard metaluation as a function of sample surface tam- plate.
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Figure 5-19. Inside High -Temperature Transmission Gage

Figure 5-20. Instrument to Measure Power Reflection Coefficient at

Normal incidence
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PART lh-MATERIAL TESTING AT VERY HIGH TEMPERATURES
(20000 F TO 40000 F)

5-6 INTRODUCTION of the ceramic, recrystallized glass, and glasstypes because of improved high-temperature

5-6.1 NEED FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATA electrical properties.

The dielectric properties of many materials 5-6.2 TYPES OF MATERIALS USEFUL IN THE
have been measured at temperatures of 1800°F 20TYPE O MATERASUEU
to 2000°F. As the speeds of aircraft and mis- 2000OF TO 4000OF RANGE*

siles have increased, the temperatures experi- The materials most useful in high-tempera-
enced by the radome have frequently exceeded t hre radote applications may be clasgified as
2000OF and the need for accurate dielectric r rado eod
property information has required improved follows:
measurement techniques. In many current ve. 2. Ref ractory glasses
hicle flight profiles, the transient heating of 2. Recry glasses
radomes is sufficiently serious to require calcu-
lation of the radome wall characteristics during k. Nonoxide ceramics (such as BN and

heating. This requires knowledge of the tern- SiaN 4)

perature profile and the electrical character-
istics vs. temperature of the radome material. 5-6.2.1 Oxide Ceramics

Thermal shock and mechanical stresses dur-
ing transient heating must also be considered Of the polycrystalline oxide ceramics that
in the aerothermoelastic study and comprehen. have been used for radome applications, the
sive mechanical and thermal property data are greatest emphasis has been placed on aluminum
required. While measurement of these proper- oxide base materials, Satisfactory performance
ties for dielectric materials presents a broad to 3000OF has been demonstrated, but thermal
spectrum of measurement problems, only the shock remains a problem. The use of alumina
electrical measurements are considered. at temperatures above 3200, is questionable

Hypervelocity, low-level vehicles, boost glide based on recent electrical data, but the wide
vehicles, and all types of ballistic or reentry variation in electrical properties with compo-
vehicles experience severe aerodynamic heat- sition- requires consideration of specific com-
ing in traversing the dense atmosphere at high positions. Beryllia has the advantage of lower
velocity. In all of these vehicles, the leading density and higher thermal conductivity than
edge, nose, or front surface area experiences alumina, but has the problems of cost, toxicity,
the most severe heating. In many designs, radar and limited availability. Magnesia deserves fur-
antennas must have an unobstructed view in ther consideration on the basis of published
the direction of travel and this inevitably re- information, Magnesium aluminate spinel
quires placement of the radome in an area (MgAlO04) also has electrical properties that
of the greatest heating and hence the most deserve further consideration for high-tern-
severe thermal problem area. The use of rein- perature applications.
forced organic plastic radomes for these appli.
cations has given way to inorganic materials See Paragraph 4-2.
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5-6.2.2 Refractory Glass fk"/V(k'(k'fl exists because of notation
differences and the approximations often used.

iigh-purity silica hais excellent electri'cal per- Thie po'arizability, a,,, of a dielectric material
formance up to 2550'F and deserves considers- is thus related to its dielect-ic constant, k', by
tion as a thermal shock r.esistant radome ma- thc classical Clausius-Most , equation. Struc-
teria'. Small concentrations of impurities, how- tural interpretation of dielectric data attempts
ever, markedly change the high-temperature to relate the k' of a material to the polariza-
properties. bility, a, of its molecules. Four mechanisms

can contribute to molecular polarizability, a.
5-6.2.3 Re.rcystulllzed Glass (Pyroceram) , =: 'a + ~a ± ak,' ±• c (5-12)

Of the commercially available materials, where a,,= atomic polarizability (requires
.?yroceram is a sole representative. The use- about 10- ' to 10-" see)
ful temperature range of Pyroceram bridge. ad =dipole orientation polarizabillty
the gap between reinforced plastics and the (requires about 10-rn sec or
oxide ceramics, longer)

-, electronic polarizability (requires
5-6.2.4 Nonoxide Ceramics (BN, Si:,N 4) about 10-"' see)

Several nonoxide ceramics exhibit dielectric a, == interfacial or space charge polar-

characteristks. While not yet applied to ra- izability (may require 10" sec)

domes, these .materials deserve considerAtion Dielectric relaxation is the exponential decay
for future vehicles, of polarization after removal of the applied

field. This relaxation causes dispersion in which
the dielectric constant decreases with increas-MATERIALS AT HIGH TEMPERATURiS ing frequency, as sho.vn in Fig. 5-21. As dis-
persion in k' occurs, loss k", due to relaxation,

Extensive treatments on the behavior of di- reaches a maximum, Reference 15 presents the
electric materials are presented in References theory of this phenomenon to explain internal
12 through 14, and the wehavior of radome ma- molecular structure. Extensive treatments of
terials is covered in Chapter 4. Only a brief structural interpretation techniques are pre-
discussion of microwave dielectrics at high sented in References 12 to 14.
temperatures is possible, since there remain In ionic solids, which represent the major
broad gaps in the data on their behavior, dielectric materials of interest at high tempera-

For most materials, the sources of loss are tures, the contribution of a,, atomic polariza-
given a general desription by using the cim-
plex permittivity 0*, where

e* =:EP -- j" (5-9-

and a corresp•nding dielectric constant

k* := k' - jk" (5-10) a

In describing the material thus, k" is the L
dielectric loss factor and

tan 8 z k"k" / ' (5-11) H.IGH IiRA" 7
POWER FREQUENCIES RED ULTRA

It can be seen thet the power factor, cos 0 = sin " MICROWAVE OPTICAL VIOLET

8, and hence for low-loss materials the power _, N[ _.
factor, cos 0 or sin 8, is equivalent to the loss dc 102 IO4 106 10 8 1010 10 1014 1s 016 1 IO20

tangent, tan 6, since tan & 8 sin 8 for small FREQUENCY (CPS)
values of 8. Someý confusion in loss factor
(k"), h-ss tangent (k"i'k'), and power factor Figure 5-27. Dielectric Dispersion and Absorption
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determine the exact shape of the curves. Small
" .5 951 S TIEREO A12 03 •... ... ....... .. * " * ''"'9. SN , , matrix may be much less evident in high-tern-

S98÷SINTERED 09O perature dielectric measurements at micro-
wave frequencies than impurities that slightly

99.5 SiNTERED *0 increase the electronic conductivity. Pure boron
7 __e_ nitride, BN, probably has better properties

6 ____ than shown in Fig. 5-23, but the small B.O..0
s ON HOT PRESSEO impurity rapidly increases the loss above

1100 0 C. Most samples exhibit a decrease in
S10- GLASS loss above 100C and this may be interpreted

0 300 600 900 1280 oL as the contribution of adsorbed moisture on the
TEMPERATURE (*C) surface.

Samples of high-purity alumina, beryllia, and
Figure 5-22. Dielectric Constant vs Temperature for magnesia have shown usef -i dielectric proper-

Selected Dielectric Materiali ties at 1650°C. The loss is sufficiently low
(<0.05) to justify their use at these tempera-

bility, are usually more important than a,., elec- tures; however, the loss is increasing at such
tronic polarizability. a rate as to make higher operating tempera-

Increasing temperatures tend to decrease k', tures questionable, unless extreme care is taken
since the number of molecules per unit volume in reducing impurity levels even further.
is decreasing. However, since the ions are sep- Single crystal samples have not been care-
arated more, their atomic polarizability, o,, fully studied at high temperatures. For aniso-
increases and this effect is usually several times tropic crystals, such as alumina, there is often
that due to reduction of the density, difficulty in obtaining measurements with the

Since the measurement frequencies custom- electric field in any direction other than the
arily used are far below the resonant frequen- "easy" direction of polarization. Other than
cies for electronic motion or ionic motion, the the desired field configuration may be excited
losses of ionic crystals vary little with fre- within the sample and the energy absorbed by
quency. However, the presence of appreciable these fields appears as extraneous loss peaks at
d-c conductance or the increased electronic con- some temperature at which the geometry is
ductance at high temperatures will increase the favorable. T' r isotropic materials, measure-
loss of most materials, ments are m . reliable. In addition, optical-

Researchers disagree on the effect of lattice quality silica glass is a good standard sample
defects on loss behavior of single crystals, material for comparative measurements, since
Small loss maxima attributed to the jumping its optical index of refraction may readily be
of the positive ion in alkali halides has, been rechecked and stria, or inclusions, observed.
reported in Reference 16 and differences in loss
behavior of polycrystalline alumina and sap-
phire single crystal reveal grain boundary ef- 0.
fects. In examining high-temperature dielectric 0o?5
loss data, Reference 17 conwludes that low-fre- AllO03 Sao

quency transconductance accounts for oily 1/10 O001 ____

to 1/5 of the microwave loss, but tlhat impuri- 0.00o o MO
ties (and their associated dislocations and lat- 0 1
tice imperfections) that cause charge transfer 0.0005__-_

at low frequenci,,s also extend the infrared 0.0001
vibrational losses to lower frequencies. °°o 300 600 9oo 1200 1o00 1800

The performance of typical dielect-ic ma- TEMPERATURE VC)

teriala at high temperatures is shown in Figs.
5-22 and 5-23. The purity of the samples, sur- Figure 5-23. Loss Tangent vt Temperature for
face contamination, and stoichiometry largely Selected Dielectric Materials
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5-6.4 PROlEMS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH- quirements and cavity dimensions foi- high-

TE0 l•PEATE DIEECTRIC MEASURMENTS temperature measurements are 4nconven ently
large. For examlle. the. me of ' :'•., .' g .c

Met of the di uaaioii 'a this chapier is re- requires a cavity 25 cm in diameo•r and 3 cm I
lated to electrical measurement techniques. high. However, the physical dimensions of the
However, the generation, control, and measure- sam-le a n d the cavity can, be readily determined
ment of high temperatures is a serious con- to sufficient accuracy in the frequency region.
sideration. Electrical resistance furnaces are Coaxial line techniques are also popular in the
useful up to 3000"F (in air) and represent sire- frequency range, despite certain inhe-ent me-
pie, clean, and controllable heat sources. Above chanical problems.
3000°F, the use of an inert atmosphere or a
vacuum is almost essential if resistance heating 5-7.1.2 The 5- to I S-Gc Region
ia used. Also, the pyrometry is considerably
more difficult. In the 5- to 15-ge region, both sample and

With the increased temperature range of the cavity are of a convenient size. While wave-
measurements, the physical stability of the guide and cavity techniques are easily applied,
sample and the measurement apparatus is an free-space techniques are useful for plates that
important consideration. The measurement of are several inches in diameter. In addition, the
electrical characteristics at microwave fre- availability of many commercial components
quencies ultimately depends on determining allows rapid assembly of measurement equip-
certain physical dimensions in a resonant sys- mont.
tern, and the mechanical stability of. the sybtem
limits the precision or reproducibility of the 5.-7.1.3 The Region Above 15 Gc
electrical measurements. The stability of the
construction materials in high-temperature sys- Above 15 gc, the sample size requirements
tems is of particular concern, since most of the for cavity or waveguide techniques become in-
materials with which designers are familiar are conveniently small, but usable to perhaps 50 gc.
not applicable above 20001F. Diffusion, oxida- Free-space techniques, using interferometry or
tion, recrystallization, and interactions in ma- direct phase delay and attenuation measure-
terials used. in apparatus construction limit rmenta, become more convenient and the re-
their ultimate temperature and useful life. quired plate sample is only several inches in

The effect of atmosphere on the sample dur- diameter.
ing heating and measurement, and the effects
of atmosphere on the measurements at high
temperatures have received only minor atten- .5-7.1.4 Consicuion Materials for Specialized
tion. Equipment

The greatest difficulty in assembling micro-
5-7 DIKECTRIC MEASUREMENT wave equipment for measurement of electrical

TECHNIQUES characteristics above 2000"F is the choice of
materials for constructing cavity, waveguide,

5-7.1 GENERAL and horn equipment that must be subjected to
the high temperatures. All base metal (nickel,

Considerably different problems are encoun- chromium, cobalt, or iron) alloys capable of'
tered in measurements made at I gc compared withstanding temperatures above 2000"F for
to those made at 40 gc. The requirements for extendedperiods have high electrical resistivity
each frequency must be considered separately, and form undesirable oxide films. Operat ion of
For convenience, the frequencies are in three base metals above 2400"F is impractical and
regions: I to 5 ge, 5 to 15 ge, and above 15 ge. attempts to clad or plate these metals wilh

platinum or other noble metals have been gen-
5-7.1.1 The I- to 5-Gc Region erally unsatisfactory.

Three other approaches to waveguide or
In the I- to 5-gc region, the sample size re- cavity materials have bern u:ed: (I) refractory
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metals, such as molybdenum or tungsten, have (3) waveguide techniques, and (4) free-space
been used in an inert atmosphere (Reference (interferometer) techniques. A discussion of
18); (2) platinum metal alloys (Reference each technique, including basic procedure, is
19) , Islid (3) llaieLl .u.i.. utalezicajjl (IRart •u luutnd it lIUe . oliowing paragraphts.
20). In general, the latter two are limited to
3000'F. Platinum-10% rhodium alloy wave- C T yL1

guide has been produced in a number of stand-
ard sizes for 8- to 40-ge operation and is easily A common technique for dielectric measure-
welded, joined, and maintained in normal heat- ments below 5000 me is the coaxial line tech-
ing (Reference 21). * et eo 00m stecailln ehingRefratorymetal lnced 2nique (Reference 22). fly fitting a measuring

Refractory metal technology has advanced line with'a suitable extension of platinum-10%rapidly as improved welding techniques and rhodium alloy, or other high-temperature alloy,
improved alloys have become available. These the specimen may be heated and measured
metals are a good choice for large, low-fre- simultaneously. The greatest disadvantage of
quency assemblies, or for cylindrical cavity de- this technique is that small gaps between the
signsl sample and the conductors may cause large

Whilued wla oaveguide aluminum c oide hnste errors. Other errors include: (1) the changing
been used for waveguide and c construe- gap between the inner and outer conductors and
tion, its fabrication cost is difficult to justify, the sample's inside auid outside dimensions with

Specialized equipment required for dielectric temperature and (2) the concentricity of the
measurements often includes a precise slotted- central conductor in the line, since central con-
line assembly. Most commercial slotted-line car- ductor supports are minimized to reduce errors
riages do not provide adequate stability, repro- in the measured parameters. Accuracy is large-
ducibility of setting, and readability of probe ly limited by sample fit, and the sample fabri-
position to make adequate vswr measurements. cation for many ceramic specimens is difficult
Careful modification of a carriage is often re- and expensive.
quired to ensure mechanical rigidity and to A commercial measuring line made by Gen-
add a dial gage or micrometer traverse mess- eral Radio Corp. and fitted with a 36-cm exten-
urement. sion of platinum-lOg0', rhodium tubing with di-

mensions comparabie to those of the measuring
5-7.2 LABORATORY EQUIPMENT line is shown in FiJ. 5-24. A stable variable-

frequency source, frequency meter, and vswr
High-temperature dielectric measurements meter complete the required electrical measur-

have been made in the microwave region using ing equipment, as shown in Fig. 5-25. A short
many techniques. For convenience, these tech- water-cooling sleeve between the furnace and
niques are grouped into: (1) coaxial tech- the slotted section is generally required to pre-
niques, (2) cavity measurement techniques, vent overheating. A simplified calculation is

Figure 5-24. Coaxiai Dielectric Measuring Line Modified for High Temperature

Measurements by Adding Length of Plutinum Alloy Tubing
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Sample fit corrections are important in this
[ALIBRA TE measuring technique since a 25-micron gap

SAMPIFIER I IATTE TOII arond • Snn!e of k' - i0 -an esmAl nmorp. than

CCALIRATED a 6% error in k'. Charts for correction of k' for

MIX ER METER_ - sample fit up to k' - 7.5 have been published
TRAVELING by von hippel. For high-temperature meamure-

PROBE -,SLOTTED LINE ments, thermal expansion corrections for sam-
- ple length and sample clearance must be made.

An accuracy better than ±2% in dielectric
DIELECTRIC SAMPLES constant and ±--5% + 0.0001 in loss is difficult

to achieve, but good indications of relative
SC ATTrNýUATOR changes in dielectric properties are possible by

this method in the 1000- to 5000-nic range,
The exact solution of the equations for co-

Figure 5-25. Block Diagram of Equipment Used axial line measurements with X/4 samples and
with Coaxial Line Dielectric Measurements for other length samples is presented in Refer-

ences 28 and 24.
possible (Reference 22) if the measurement Other dielectrometers, such as the Central
frequency is adjusted so that the first voltage Research Laboratory model (Fig. 5-26), use a
minimum falls just at the face of the sample, coaxial sample holder, and provide for the re-
The probe actually measures the position of the quired vswr and node measurement with and
minimum X/2 from the face of the specimen, without the specimen, not limiting the measure-
so that the position of the sample face must be ment to specimen lengths that are electrically
calculated for each temperature. Since the fre- A/4.
quency at which the sample length is X/4
changes with temperature (resonant frequency
generally decreases with temperature) and the '
sample face position changes slightly with the
thermal expansion, several trials at each tern-
perature are usually required before the exact
frequency is determined. Loss is determined by
measurement of the width of the vswr minimaI II l
at points 10 db from the minimum.

The calculation of k' and tan 8 is as follows
(Reference 22):

k' NX, - 0,46 (5-13)

4(d+X,) I

where N = odd integer '3
X-= distance of first minihnum from

sample face >1.0 mm; <2.0 imn
d = length of sample

X = wavelength in free space

tan= X AX'
tan 8 3 (d X) 1 (5-14)

where AX = node width at the 10-db point
with sample

AX' =node width at the 10-db pointwithout sample Figure 5-26. Commercial Dieiectrometir for Use to
wisthn rou sm e td 500C af 1, 3, and 8.5 gc. Coaxial Sample Holder

1 - distance from node to open end Used at Two Lower Frequencies Is Used without
of line Center Conductor at Higher Frequencies
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Several variations of these basic methods are measurements based on a shorted rectangular
used, including a short-circuited line, the sam- waveguide and a rectangular bar sample. Refer-
pie at the line end and displaced X/4 from the ence 25 describes circular wavesuides useful up
lh;ie end, and the attenuation and phase shift to 3000"F for 8.6 to 50 gc (see Fig. 5-27). The
through a sample of known length. Generally, Central Research Laboratory dielectrometer U
these varigftloa offer little advantage over the (Fig. 5-.26) uncs a silver plated stainless steel

techniques described, circular guide for measurements up to 9301F,
but can be used with some of the waveguides
in Fig. 5-27. Commercial components and a

5-7.2.2 Wavegulde Techniques platinum alloy waveguide extension are capa-
ble of measuring up to 29101F when equipped

Both the circular waveguide operating in the with suitable furnace equipment, such as shown
TE,1 mode and the rectangular waveguide op- in Fig. 5.28.
erating in the TE1, mode are used for high- The precautions in sample length selection
temperature measurements of k' and tan 8. and the effects of sample fit on measurement
Reference 25 presents measurements based on accuracy are discussed in Reference 26. Sam-
a short-circuited circular waveguide with a disk ples that are electrically one-half wavelength
sample, whereas References 26 and 29 present simplify calculation, but X/4 or 3 X/4 samples

I*F-

WATER JACKET
THIN-WALLED NECK A

ALUNDUM CEMENTD

7 E

METAL HEAT- ,

HEATER RIBBON- .1

SAMPLE- ...

ALUNDUM
TERMINAL

BOARD --

POKE-OUT HOLE THERMOCOUPLE

NOMINAL FREQUENCY 8,6 X 109 1.4 X 1010 2.4 X 1010 S X 1010

A. INSIDE LENGTH 15,0 CM 7 CM 5.3 CM 3.1 CM
B. LENGTH HEATED 10.0 CM 4.2 CM 3.6 CM 2.4 CM

C. LENGTH OF NECK 3.6 CM 2.1 CM 1.0 CM 0.8 CM
D. NECK THICKNESS 0.030 IN. 0.012 IN. 0.010 IN. 0.008 IN.
E. WALL THICKNESS 1/8 IN. 1/8 IN. 1/16 IN. 1/16 IN.
F. INSIDE DIAMETER 1.0 IN. 5'8 IN. 3:'9 IN, 11,64 IN.

Figure 5-27. Sample Holder for 1 -in. Disks to 255 0 'F with Pt Foil, or > 1400'C
with Pt-Rh Foil (Longitudinal Cross Section)
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improve the accuracy of the measurement. Ex- resulting curve back to zero clearance appear
perience has shown that for materials with best (Reference 18), since derived expressions
itmowea gzialaci th-aa,, C. I • , M-T .m-urve- are accurate for only limited ranges of k'.
ments can be made on almost any convenient The basic equations for both circular and
sample length. The advantages of a circular rectangular waveguides are equivalent, differ-
waveguide are the sample symmetry and ease in ing only in the propagation constants for the
sample insertion and removal. The rectangular different waveguide dimensions or geometry.
waveguide provides a precisely known field in (The derivation of the equations is discussed
the sample and for measurement of homoge- in Volume I of TR 57-67.) Only the rectangular
neity, samples can often be rotated 901 andmeasured in mutually perpendicular directions, case will be illustrated, sincu• rectangular wave-

Sam plea fts s in mutuallyperpendilall w recuio. guide and components are more commonly avail
Sample fit is important in all waveguide tech- able.niques, since the clearante at the waveguide

wall results in a low value of measured k'. It is customary to solve for P.,d in Eq. 5-15
References 26 and 27 present expressions for by using tan X/X tables and to substitute for

correction of this fit error. Empirical tech- f0.-d in Eq. 5-16.

niques based on systematically removing ma- tan 2wX(
terial from a sample with extrapolation of the ta d,, #

Figure 5-28. High-Temperature (1650"CI Shorted Waveguide Dielectromretcr

for Operalion Near 10 gc
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where X, distance from sample face to min- these quantities are used to calculate the high-
imum (see Fig. 5-29) temperature dimensions.

- Ri.e!ea1j4h !- ;'vour The caicuiation of loss tangent from the

2) + (Pd~ mshorted waveguide data is somewhat simpler

k1' o= _1 + (5-16) than that for the cavity, though it, too, is time
0 /consuming. This calculation is as follows:

where A, = cutoff wavelength for waveguide tan (AX -AX,) (F. (F.)

k,' is the uncorrected value for k' and must d (F1))
later be corrected for sample fit. (5-18)

X, is obtained from the measured data: where AX2j and AX1 represent the values for

XU/=-- N/2 - d/k - (X2 - X0)/4 the width of the minima at the 3-db point with
and without the sample, respectively.

where N minimum positive integer F, ( (1/= -)2 + (1/2
chosen so that X0/Ag is posi- 1/--/))
tive

X, and X:! as shown in Fig. 6-29 F 1 -1 + tan• 2tXan•d/ 5.0
I+tan2 piAd -- tan.82d/PA. (520

In systematic calculations, F, and F . are
TRAV-L w easily obtained from values derived during the

WITH SAMPLE- OI-T(;TJ calculation of k'. In cases where the sample
WI411 SAMP SAMPLE length is electrically a multiple of one-half

AL\.VEL wavelength, F. becomes unity.

- -SHOWT For high-temperature measurements, 809
platinum-20% rhodium alloy waveguides can be

S---,obtained in 30- to 40-cm lengths for the sample
cavity. A platinum alloy short may be welded

figure 5-29. Notation Used In Shorted Waveguldo to one end and a conventional flange brazed to
Calculations the other. The short may also be removable,

but in service to 2910°F or above, removable

Several values for kl' are possible, since the shorts often diffusion-bond to the waveguide.
tan X/X function is periodic. Hence, it i n - Sample inaertion and removal with a welded
tary to have some knowledge of the approxi- short are often tedious if clearances are small,
mate dielectric constant, or to measure two and a small electric vibrating tool often aids

removal. A satisfadtory design for the welded
different length samples to overcome this am- short on a standard 8- to 12-ge guide consists
biguity. of a weld along only the wide dimension of the

For correcting ki' for sample fit, the expres- guide, with a 0.5-mm gap left at each edge (nar-
sions suggested in Reference 18 are shown in
Fig. 5-30. The most critical experimental row dimension), tlir~ugh which a steel shim
parameters in making accurate measurements can be passed to aid in removal of the sample.

of k' are (1) filling the narrow dimension of
the waveguide completely, (2) assuring that T
the sample faces are perpendicular, and (8) bw b. SAMPLE

maintaining the somple againqt the short.
For high-temperature measurements, the

dimensions of the waveguide, the sample di-
mensions, and the values calculated from these
quantities must be corrected for changes in di- K'.X #0-bt;bw)1K),-0) FOR I < K' < 2.
mensions with temperature. The thermal ex- K'-K,'# 0-4$ -1/b) FOR < K'< >52
pansion of the waveguide and of the sample, K' K: tI-b./bw)(K.-II FOR K' >5.2
and the ambient temperature dimensions of Figure 5-30. Sample Fil Corrections
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For accurate measurement of vswr and node should be incorporated in a high-temperature

position, conventional slotted sections are in- cavity design are discussed briefly and a typical
adequate and must be suvplemented with a ,'nlvtidti, prtdnr,.1ro v'-o pre-ented.
micrometer drive or dial gage capable of read- Most cavity designs are based on work re-
ing to 2 microns. This usually involves only ported in References 28 and 29, These original
simple modification of existing slotted-line car- designs provide the required equations and ex-
riages and probe assemblies, if the original perimental verification of the theory. Cylin-
design is mechanically stable and precisely ma- drical cavity designs are operated almost ex-
chined, Operation of the slotted sect;on in the clusively in the TE,,. mode for dielectric meas-
vertical plane over the shorted section is de- urements. This mode has an absence of radial
sirable. This arrangement allows the use of a currents; hence, a movable noncontacting
vertical-tube furnace to heat the sample and plunger may be used as one end of the cavity
assures that the sample will remain in place cylinder without reducing cavity, Q or intro-
against the short. Only minor supplementary ducing serious deviations from theoretical be-
air cooling of the waveguide outside the furnace havior.
is usually required to maintain temperatures of Io excite the TE,,, mode, a balanced-input
100-120°F at the slotted section. For measure- coupling to one cylinder end is preferred. An
ments above 12 gc, particular care is needed to Adcock balanced-Tee input (Reference 30) and
maintain adequate signal stability so that accu. a Bleaney input coupling (waveguide) (Refer-
rate measurements of node shift can be made. ence 29) have becn used satisfactorily with the
Extreme care also must be used in disassembly cavity fed through slots or circular irises lo-
and reassembly of the waveguide components cated radially on the cylinder diameter at the
during sample insertion, or errors may be in- point of maximum field. See Fig. 5-31. Refer-
troduccd in the node position measurements. ence 20 presents dielectric-filled waveguides for

coupling to the cavity to reduce the size of the
5-7.2.3 Resonant Cavities for Use Above 5 Gc waveguide and for other mechanical advan-

tages.
Several cavity designs for high-temperature The output coupling to a TE,1 , cavity should

service have been reported. The features that be located approximately X/4 from the top end

INPUT -- NONCONTACTING
PLUNGER

OUTPUT

MICROMETER I(A)DRIVET BLEANEY COUPLER

(B)
ADCOCK TFE

Figure 5-31. General Features of Resonant Cavity Showing Methods of Input

Coupling; (A) Bleaney Coupler, (8) Adcock Tee
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HEATER POWER INPUT
CERAMIC FILLEDWAVEGUIDES

WAVFn1rWIHn_ ;
TRANSITION ASSY,, -THERMOCOUPLE

TRANSFER RODS

-HEATER ASSY

P U P E SAMPLE HOLDER
PLATINUM PLATEDISKS)

HYDROGEN -ARGON
ATMOSPHERE

-SAMPLE INDEXING MECHANISM

SAMPLE TRANSFER CHUTE

CAVITY ASSYINSULATION j k•MCOEE

MICROMETER

Figure 5-32, High.-Temperature (1500'C) Resonant Cavity Dielectrameter for
Operation near 10 gc

of the cylinder and if it is placed at either 45' able high-temperature material, such as silica
or 90' from the diameter plane containing the glass or alumina ceramic, connected to the
input coupling holes, either unwanted TE.1,, or micrometer drive. For high-temperature opera-
TE1 ,,, modes, respectively, can be suppressed. tion, the arrangement in Reference 20 for sam-
With careful balancing of the inputs and with pie changing (see Fig. 5-32) is of particular
proper cavity design, responses to modes other interest, since the cavity does not require dis-
than the TEn,ý1 mode can be suppressed more assembly to change samples. In this design, the
than 100 db at room temperature, and for high- cavity is constructed with a slot at the bottom
temperature cavity systems, 20- to 50-db sup- end through which at sample can be inserted
pression of unwanted modes is common. Mode over the plunger. The sample is then raised into
suppression is important in cavity design, since the measuring position inside the cavity with
excitation of unwanted modes removes power the micrometer drive. Samples are preheated
from the desired modes and this appears as a before insertion and are returned to the sample
reduction in cavity Q, hence producing ques. rack after measurement.
tionable loss data. Cavity construction for high-temperature

Suppression of unwanted modes is also pos. service requires the use of dimensionally stable
sible by carefully selecting cavity dimensions, materials. Silver plated Invar has been used
Most investigators have used the TE,,4 and (Reference 1) to 530°F; platinum coated
TE,,I• modes, requiring a rather long cavity, alumina ceramic was used in the design of
Operation in the TE,, 2 and TE,,:, modes is also Reference 20, but this was later replaced with
satisfactory, and aithough this shorter cavity a thin platinum cylinder liner for a ceramic
can eliminate the troublesome TE21,, modes, sev- tube. Molybdenum is an electrically ideal ma.
eral other unwanted modes can occur. terial, but requires the use of a neutral or re-

Cavity tuning is accomplished by -nicrometer ducing atmosphere during service and is difli-
drives precise to 0.005 cm or better. The cult to fabricate. Stainless steels plated with
plunger face is moved by an expansion, a suit- silver and gold have been used (Reference 31.)
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I
for cavities designed to operate to 930°F, but For low-loss samples, tan 8 <0.1, the dielce-
are limited by the diffusion of the gold and tric constant, k', is
silver at higher temperatures. Feed hardware
a.nd Otput uuupjiug fiLting" require sinuiar con- k? (5-23)
sideration. 

f " -- k2

The experimental procedure for cavity mess- where k 3.823/a for the IE,,.,, mode and a is
urements is rather straightforward; the wave- the effective cavity radius. This
length in the cavity, k/2, is measured by noting effective cavity radius must be
the cavity length for two successive modes, such computed from
as TE01 4 and TEo15 . The resonant length of the
cavity for one of these modes is then measured a / X ,/A' - (5-24)
with the sample in place. This provides data 2.6896 (,"-2
sufficient for calculating the dielectric constant.
Loss tangent measurements require measure- where 4=2(M., - MI) -

meat of the Q of the cavity with and without it can be seen that all quantities except Xa,
the sample, the free-space wavelength, may be expressed

For cavity designs where the sample is in- in terms of the micrometer readings, MI, M2 ,
serted into the cavity by disassembly of the and M3. Solution for#p. requires that tan f,,d/flpd
cavity at ambient temperatures, the measure- be derived from a table of tan X/X. Machine
ment of empty cavity and cavity-with-sample computation of the data is discussed in Para-
conditions as a function of temperature intro- graph 5-8.2.
duces an obvious source of error in reproduci- For high-temperature measurements, the re-
bility. The exact temperature conditions under corded micrometer readings have the inherent
which calibration data were obtained must be corrections for temperature changes in the
reproduced during the actual sample measure- measuring system and d, the sample thickness,
ment. For the high-temperature dielectrometer is the only quantity requiring further correc-
design (Reference 20), this source of error is tion for thermal expansion. The sample diam-
minimized, since calibration and sample mess- eter must, of course, be selected so that a small
urements can be made only a few minutes apart gap (<0.25 mm) is maintained throughout the
in time and the sample is easily removed for a temperature range of the measurement. Any
check on the original calibration without seri- differences in thermal expansion of the sample
ously disturbing the temperature equilibrium, and cavity result in changes in this gap, but

Calculations are performed (Reference 31) no corrections in the calculations are required
by solving the following expression for A.: for small gaps (Reference 31).

tand .n8_. (M.-M-- d) Loss tangent is calculated from the Q of the"tand .. A Md cavity by either measurement of the width of

(5-21) the resonance curve at the 3-db points, AM, with
the micrometer, or by measuring the change in

where M, = micrometer reading for the TEg14  frequency, Af, 3 db from resonance. The latter
resonance cavity, empty can be done somewhat more accurately, since

M2 = micrometer reading for the Teli, AM for a well-designed cavity may be 0.02 mm
resonance cavity, empty or less. A Boeckeler micrometer head (manu-

M3 = micrometer reading for the TE,, factured by the Arizona Tool and Die Manu-
resonance cavity with the sample facturing Company) precise to -i0.3 microns is

useful for mcasurirng AM. The system for meas-

d.- sample thickness uring Af reported in Reference 32 is rapid and

p5  phas,' constant of the empty cavity accurate to :5 kc.

phase constant in the sample The calculation of tan 8 requires the evalua-
tion of a complicated expression. Although

and where Reference 28 gave an exact expressiont for tan

S(2) 8, the equivalent expression in the form given
• M2 --Mj 1in Reference 33 is used most frequently.
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tan 8 ' ( ft. fk)k'2 '* -k'Bb /-SAMPLE
r 41 0 2ISETO

[a (1 B2  ) J (B2 b* + ')

W525) 0

where B2= I I -- . cosjj2 P.d 0
'C 

L\0

b* d I( _sin2fd

l' (M: ,-- M 1 d) SAMPLE
f sin 2P0,(M; -M -d1 - C'•' : -i " O U T P UT

2J3 1(Ma -MI-d))
2  • 9+ AM 0I

a - 2R 2 (a/L,.) le INPUT
4= length of empty cavity at reso-

nance

It can be seen that tables of sin 2X/2X are ___ _

useful in this calculation and that machine corn-
puting is desirable. The further simplification
or approximation of this expression for tan 6 Figure 5-33. Typicol TE Cavity Configuration. Small
has not been attelnpted; however, it should be Cylindrical Sample Is Inserted into Center of Cavity
possible. For temperature corrections, all values
for lengths should represent those under the
temperature conditions, including sample size. :- PO-L . E-

MMO0L OURCE SUPPLIES

5-7.2.4 Low-Frequency Cavity Designs (I to 5 Gc POWER DIVIDER 3db
10 -20 db 10-20-'

The cavity design shown -in Fig. 5-33 for a HORIZONTAL
TE0,)0 cavity has been used for dielectric meas- TUBE OVEN- GRAPHITFT
urements and an analysis for the effect of a T, ST--N
center sample insertion hole has been published - 'NE
(Reference 34). While this cavity has not beenSETO
used at high temperatures, its advantages in
terms of sample requirements (13-mm diam- /
eter X 8-cm height), the ease of changing mam- RADIATION
ples at temperature, and its simplicity offer FINS SAM 'LET
promise for 1- to 5-ge measurements in the SMETAL FOIL

rEoiD or TEo2(, mides. The major limitation is
its size, about 25 cm in diameter for 1 gc which TUNEDAUDIOI TUE AUDIOIAMPLIFIER 1 | AMPLIFIER
requires a rather large heating furnace. IIR INDICATOR

Another cavity design, by Westphal, has been

used in the 3- to 5-ge region. The cavity consists Figure 5-34. Equipment for Resonant Cavity
of a metal foil pressed into iptimate contact Measuremeats
with a solid cylindrical sample that is somewhat
shorter axially than in diameter. The resulting foil ca;efully rolled onto a 1-in, diameter X
configuration is one of a dielectric-filled cavity. 7/8-in. high sample and hot pressed in a graph-
Excitation is achieved through two iris open- ite die, a wrinkle-free cavity can be formed
ings on the cylinder faces, as shown in Fig. 5-34. around •he dielectric sample. For high-tempera-
By the use of a 25- to 250-micron thick platinum iure measurements, the graphite cups placed
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over the sample, as shown in Fig. 5-34, may be techniques. Its advantages are a simple sample
induction heated, or heated to the desired tern- configuration and a simple calculation proce-
pcratur- ... a .,j;,tatLve furtiace. dure. A variable-frequency signal source with

The equations used for a cylinder i-esonant a rather broad frequency range is required,
in the lowest-frequency TMo,,) mode are however, and the Af measurement for tan 8

measurements requires careful attento, n for
A = 1.30637 D Vk' (5-26) very low-loss materials. For low-loss samples,

where D = cavity diameter, cm the loss measured with the filled resonant cavity
k' = dielectric constant of the filling ma- at room temperature agreed with values deter-

terial mined at 8.5 gc, within limits of error. Some
of the nigher-loss materials showed appreciablyX = resonant - frequency free- space lower loss in the 4-gc region of resonance meas-wavelength urements. There is some quesfion as to the

The cavity Q with a lossless dielectric is validity of the calculations used in this tech-
nique, since it is never possible to confirm the

Q 10 4 0.---/ (5-27) characteristics of the empty cavity.I• = + 0.38A/h

where h = cavity height, cm 5-7.2.5 Free-Space Techniques
-= resistivity of metal walls relative

to copper At high temperatures, free-space techniques

the loss tangent, tan 8, of the dielectric is sim- become somewhat cumbersome, since a sample

ply: several wavelengths on a side is usually re-

tan 8=z AX/A -/Q (5-28) quired. The entire sample must also be heated
without the furnace parts introducing ex-

where AX width of the resonant curve (for traneous reflections. Two basic techniques have
the cavity filled with dielectric) been used at high temperatures. The one-horn
at its half-maximum power points and two-horn interferometers have received
(8 db) most attention, and the Michelson type inter-

The face foils require careful attention to ferometer reported in Reference 35 has been
used to 11000F.achieve high Q and must be smooth, without For radomes, a relatively large section ofwarping or separation. The TE(a mode, the dielectric is illuminated so that free-space

next higher-.frequency mode (about 40% techniques closely approximate the actual serv-
higher), is also useful and the equations for ice conditions. The limitation of two-horn inter-
this mode are ferometers is largely in their inability to meas-

-- Vk- ure losses below 0.1 with any degree of accu-(0.3434725 0.25)1/2 racy. For the Michelson interferometer, how-
D. + h2 (5-29) ever, losses as low as 0.001 have been evaluated.

Where local inhomogeneities in a sample or
= 1.31 X' 104 h anisotropic materials would require measure-

VX_-s ment of a large number of small samples to( 2.39 h2 + 1.73 D2  obtain statistically significant values for k' and
3.39 hP/D + 0.73 Dh 4- 1.73 D.) tan 8 by a waveguide technique, the interferom-

(5-30) eter methods provide the averaging over a large
sample area that is desired. As frequencies

Values for tan 8, (= 1/Q,) have been tabu- above 25 gc are required, cavities and wave-
lated by Westphal for various length samples guides become small, and progressively more
vs. frequency and cavity foil material, difficult to handle. At the same time, free-space

This technique, with minor modification, is techniques become more attractive because the
also useful at higher frequencies, but is most required sample is reasonably small and sample
useful in the region below 5 gc, where larger tolerances are less critical. Above 50 ge, inter-
samples are required by most measurement ferometer techniques are probably the most de-
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sirable, since the horn, waveguide, and other
hardware become sufficiently small to make
platinum alloys economically practical for use RECEIVER
inside a moderate size furnace. FOCUSING BEAM

The high-temperature Michelson interferom- REFLECTOR SPLITTER

eter designed by the English Electric Company

(Reference 35) used a focused horn system to
reduce the size of the sample illuminated. A A. .
simplified diagram of its operation is shown in
Fig. 5-35, The sample, slightly more than 10
cm in diameter, is placed in the AC leg of the TR=NS =MTSAMPLE
interferometer in the dash line posiLion and T

heated in a furnace whose door consists of two STATIONARY-

thin mica sheets spaced X/4 apart. The beam REFLECTOR

splitter, comparable to a partial mirror in op- Figure 5-35. Schematic Diagram of 10 gc Analogue
tics, is a grid of equally spaced copper wires, of Michelson Interferameter
rotated to allow just 50%o transmission. The
difference between the null position of B, with
and without a sample, is determined, and the
width of the null is measured at the 3-db point. A = distance the interferometer horn is

Calculations of k' for the interferometer are moved from minima without a

simply sample to minima with a sample

tan ( 21r/Xo) (X,ý, + d) _F tan (21rnd/X,) 0 = angle of incidence
27rnd/Xo 21rnd/\o Instead of a change in the horn separation,

(5-31) the measurement of the phase shift and atten-

where X0 = shift in reflector position to null uation required to rebalance the inLerferonieter

with a sample also provides the information required for

d = thickness of sample measurement of k'. The following expression

n =index of refraction can therefore also be used:

X0 = wavelength in air k' = [1 + cos 0 (44,/360d)] 2  (5-34)

With the Michelson interferometer arrange- where d = physical thickness of sample, cm

ment, loss measurement is also practical and k'= relative dielectric constant
this is calculated by: X0 = free-space wavelength, cm

0 = angle of incidence with the normal,
tan 6 AX 47r csc 4• (X, + d) /Xo degrees

-- o 4rrXcsc 4nd -1 = phase shift, degrees

(5-32) Although this technique is not readily used at

where AX = node width at the 3-db point high temperatures, it has the advantage of
Some errors exist in the focusing inter- simplicity.
Seromeerros beaust i the difocince intwer- Measurements above 50 gc at high tempera-

ferometer because of the difference between tures have not been reported; however, several
approaches are available for extending present-

actual free-space' wavelengh. This error must ly used techniques to higher frequencies. Opera-
be calculated and measured where accuracy to of aeshorted woveguer city inea
greater than---1%7 is required in k'. tion of a shorted waveguide or cavity in a

Adequate measurements of dielectric con- higher mode would allow the use of larger, more
stant have been made by conventional two-horn convenient samples, Interferometric measure-
stantehaver bet (eencmad e byconventi alcltwo-hon ments using microwave analogues of the
interferometers (Reference 36) and calculation Michelson or Fabry-Perot type interferometers
of k' is relatively simple from the formula: (Reference 37) offer the greatest promise for

k'= 1 + 2 (A/d) cos 0 + (A/d)" (5-33) this frequency range and should be applicable
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to frequencies greater than 200 gc. Stable sig-
nal sources with adequate power and detector
technology for the frequency range above 50
gc oiler some limitations at present, but meas- X, IA..1, AS- (X4 I

urements to 120 gc and rt temperatures up to
29101F or 3270'V are currently feasible.

5-8 DIELECTRIC DATA PROCESSING

For accurate dielectric measurements at high
temperatures, careful calculation of all thermal
expansion contributions to critical dimensions
is required. While the solution of the complex 440

transcendental function present in most cavity
or waveguide type equations is time consuming,
systematic calculation sheets for these equa-
tions have been published. Graphical solution
to the equations has also been used. When the
added complication of making thermal expan- ag

sion corrections to the complex equations is
necessary, automated computing becomes a
natural choice. The computational methods
often used are briefly discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

5-8.1 MANUAL METHODS

The system presented in Reference 19 using
Bowie's equations for the waveguide technique
is shown in Fig. 5-36. In this calculation sheet,
the values marked with an asterisk () are
temperature-corrected dimensions. To perform
the entire calculation requires a table of trigo-
nometric functions and a table of tan X/X GA

functions. The latter is not common, but an
abbreviated table has been published by von
Hippel. A. more extensive table prepared by
Dakin is available. An experienced operator
with a. desk calculator can perform the entire
calculation of the dielectric constant and loss
tangent in about 30 minutes using this tech-
nique.

The graphical calculation technique used by
Bowie is simple, but does not provide adequate
readability for the most accurate work. The re-
quired graphs are shown in Figs. 5-37 through aul
5-39. These graphs essentially reduce the cal-
culations to a minimum and eliminate the need
for tan X/X tables.

Use is made of tie existing relationship be- 411 &f &M Sod
tween Xw, the calculated distance from the sam- Figure 5-37. Graphica| Solulion of Wavegulde
pie face to the first minimum, and the uncor- Equation fat Calculating Dielectric Constant
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rected dielectric constant, expressed para- plished using Fig. 5-39, where the ratio of b' 'b
metrically by the equation: is the sample height. waveguide inside dimen-

sion (narrow).k = (1 -_ 1)) q2 _4_ V v li i " pIj cutcuaaUlon iechnique using thewhere p (;O/X,)) exact solution of the equations and hyperbolic

The parameter q represents the rmtio nf the function is seldom required except for materials
guide wavelength in air to that in the sample, with high losses, which would be unsuitable for

Evaluation of q is accomplished graphically by radomes. The simplified equations presented for
plotting lines of a constant q2 value on a grid of low-loss materials are usually employed, or inXo/tig vs. d/oa. See Fig. 5-37. an equivalent but slightly modified form.

Similarly, a simplified expression for the 5-8.2 AUTOMATED COMPUTATIONS
dielectric loss tangent is obtained by the equa-
tion: AInitial investigation of the necessary calcula-

Tan 8 =-. X (Fp) (Fq) (5-35) tions indicates that automated computation is
d1 an excellent prospect. However, many investi-

where Fp = 1 - p/K gators had difficulty in achieving high accuracy
Fq = See Fig. 5-38 and reliability in a computer program, and

AX =shift in node width at double found that rather sophisticated techniques were
necessary to solve the tan X/X function andpower or 3 d~b points other logic steps in the program. These diffi-

The correction for sample fit is also accom- culties are presented in Reference 38 with an

1.4 I

NOTE: NUMBERS ON CURVES ARE q VALUES

1.2 - I-I I I _

NeARLY REPEATING VALUES
FOR HIGHER q

Cr \,'.2/

0.4 Loooo

0.-,

d d $82d

0.4~T- - .~

Figure 5-381. Graphical Solution of F, for Use in Calculating Loss Tangent
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Figure 5-39. Graphital Correction for Sample Fit

elegant solution to the computer programming 5-9 THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
of this problem that has made it a routine com-
putation. With this technique, typical computa. For dielectric materials used above 2000<'F,
tion times with an IBM 7090 or CDC 1604 com- the the mal properties become important for
puter are less than 2 seconds for each dielectric two easons: (1) the heat transfer into the
constant and loss value, structure and the temperature reached during

The same type of programming is required aerodynamic heating depend on thermal prop-
for both cavity and shorted waveguide type erties, and (2) the mechanical performance of
techniques. However, the loss calculation in the dielectric materials is highly dependent upon
former is somewhat more lengthy. Where any the magnitude of the thermal stresses developed
significant number of data points are to be re- during transient heating, Calculation of these
duced, the use of automated computing rapidly mechanical stresses requires precise knowledge
becomes the most economical method. One addi- of thermal properties.
tional advantage of automated reduction of raw Thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity,
data is that more individual points can be re- specific heat, and radiation properties are
duced rapidly and cheaply, This encourages
more comprehensive raw data to be taken andbriefly discussed in the following paragraphs,thre shapreothentemprawdatatur be-dieleti pr- Thermal expansion measurements are discussedthe shape of the temperature-dielectric prop- in Paragraph 5-10.5.
erty curves to be defined more carefully. The
use of a greater number of data points and the The relationship between thermal conduc-
reduction of human error in computation also tivity, thermal diffusivity, and specific heat is
improve the reliability of the final property shown by':
data. K = apC,, (5-36)
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where C, - specific heat
X thi, 11in cur',ductivity TWO

THERMOCOUPLES -HEATER LEADa thermal diffusivity AT RADII r -POTENTIAL lAP
p d eansity r2

Generally, thermal conductivity measurements I STACK OF4 SAMPLE DISKS

are made from steady-state heat transfer in a S-- DIK

well defined geometry. Thermal diffusivity
measurements are usually performed dur~ng - -
transient or cyclic heating or cooling with well
defined boundary conditions. Specific heat
values are usually derived from measured t2"
enthalpy values. Since the latter can be de-
rived with reasonable ease and accuracy, com-

pared to other thermal property measurements,
little difficulty is experienced in converting
from thermal conductivity to diffusivlty, or
vice versa. Since the useful radome materials -• WOUND ON 2-HOLE

are dielectrics and hence electrical insulators, ALUMINA TUBING
low thermal conductivity values might be ex-
pected. However, the range of values normally
encountered may be from very low (such as -POTENTIAL TAP
silica) to values comparable to those for highly "-•'HEATER LEAD
conductive materials (such as beryllia). The
use of a single technique or a single sample
configuration over such a range of conductivity Figure 5-40. Details of a Typical Radial Heat-Flow

values is not generally possible or, if possible, Thermal Conductivity Terhnlque

is rarely optimum for either extreme. The tech-
niques selected for discussion are representa- where K = thermal conductivity, watts-
tive of current experimental procedures in the cm_' oC-1
temperature range above ýO000F and are ap- T, = inner temperature, 0C

plicable to a wide range of inaterials. T2 = outer temperature, 00

V = voltage across the potential taps,
volts

5.9.1 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
I current through heater, amperes

Measuring techniques may be divided into V X I q heat input, watts

two general classifications: (1) envelope tech- r 2  outer radius, cm
niques and (2) longitudinal heat-flow or com- r, inner radius, cm
parative techniques. Many investigators prefer I distance between the potential
the envelope techniques at high temperatures taps, cm
because of the difficulty in establishing true
longitudinal heat flow with planar isotherms at From Eq. 5-37, it can be seen that it is nec-
high temprratures. (See References 39 through essary to record two temperatures and three
43.) length dimensions (ri, r2, 1) accurately in ad-

The basic requirements for a radial heat-flow dition to the heat input, q, which is V X< I.
thermal-conductivity measurements are shown Generally, the greatest errors in this tech-
in Fig. 5-40. The measurement of thermal con- nique arise from the unccrtainty in the length
duetivity using this technique can be calculated measurements. With care, the uncertainty in
by: thermocouple position can be reduced to ±2%To

K (V x I) In r 2 /r ( or less. This requires the use of fine thermo-
2•.l(Tr--T.) (5-37) couple wire and small holes in the sample if
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the diameter of the holes is not to be an ap- used. A careful guard-heater technique, estab-
lreciable fraction of the di.stance between the lishing a gradient along the guard tube similar
holes. The accuracy in locating the spacing of to the gradient along the sample standard rod,
!he p'.ten..[-. .k-pn rcqu*i-zG f•i ML,11 co Wiidera- and tie use of insulating powder filler between
tion. The errors in measuring temperature and the sample and guard are generally necessary to
heat input can generally be reduced below the achieve accurate rpsudt.t (Reference 45). For

level of those errors in dimension measure- absolute, rather than comparative, measure-
ments. However, large thermocouple holes also merits, some calorimetric method must also be
introduce errors in temperature measurements, included. In general practice, this is seldom
since each side of the hole is a different tern- done and the thermal conductivity of the sam-
perature and the thermocouple seldom reads pie is compared to that of a known material,
the average temperature, but reads the approx- such as Armco Iron (References 39, 41, 46, and
imate wall temperature of the hole at a point 47). A range of isamples of known thLi'mal con-
of contact. ductivity is required, however, if high accu-

In spite of the above difficulties, using holes racies are to be achieved, since the conductivity
as large as 0.040 in., reproducibility of typical of the standard should approximate that of the
conductivity measurements may be better than sample (Reference 44). The essential features
5% if reasonable care is exercised. The use of of a longitudinal heat-flow method are shown
sample disks, rather than a solid monolithic in Fig. 5.41.
block for the specimens, introduces little error, A planar heat.flow technique or "guarded
since the individual disks can be ground flat to hot-plate" technique that has been used at
stack with negligible gap and any film coeffi- high Lemperatures is shown in Fig. 5-42. Ac-
cients at Lhis'interface actually discourage the f.,"rate measurements are possible if care is
undesirable longitudinal heat flow. given to (1) the fabrication of an accurate,

Longitudinal heat-flow techniques have been symmetrical flat-plate heater with guard wind-
used at temperatures up to 2800°F to obtain ing, (2) the use of two sample plates of similar
accurate data (Reference 44). However, the density and the same thickness, and (3) the
data obtained by many previous investigators careful measurement of surface temperatures
using these techniques have been questioned of the two plates, or the temperature at two
where inadequate "guarding" techniques were points within the sample plates (Reference

EVACUATED BELL JAR
POWDERED INSULATION

FILLING FOR HIGH
TEMPERATURE SAMPLE HEATER

MEASUREMENTS
STANDARD MATERIAL KNOWN

GUARD HEATER THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

i • SAMPLE

GUARD HEATER TAPS OR
GUARD HEATER CONTROL WINDINGS

THERMOCOUPLES
THERMOCOUPLES

BASE PLATE WITH FEED -THROUGHS
FOR ALL ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

HEAT SINK RADIATION ORWATER -COOLED

Figure 5-41. Essentinl Features of a Cut-Bar or Longitudinal Heai-Flow

Technique for Thermal Conductivity Measurements
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418). The advantage of this method is that sim- 5-9.2 THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTSpie plate samples can be used. Experimentally, The ad', -itaire of thermal diffuiisivitv msas-

Lilt: autsz muUxied 6. error reziuit irvnin acriev- urements lies largely in their speed, compaied to
ing symmetry in heat flow and from the meas- the time required for steady-state conductivity
uremnent of temperatures at or near the sam- mea reired ftr teady-s ivityp ie-heater interface . measurement 6. Often, the diffu mivity data f,'o 111

500°F to 2500°F or higher can be obtained in

A calorimeter version of this device has often the time required for only one or two accurate
been used (Reference 49). The symmetrical thermal conductivity measurements. The time
heater-sample arrangement is replaced with a advantage also means that more data, or more
single heater, a single 3ample, and a flat-plate closely spaced points, can be obtained at a rea-
calorimeter of some type. The difficulties with sonable cost. The major difficulty with diffu-
such an arrangement are that the calorimeter sivity measurements is either the c•omplex math
usually operates at or near the boiling point of required for calculations or the attainment of
water and, for high-temperature measure- well defined boundary conditions for the tran-
ments, the large temperature gradient and the sient heat flow.
difficulty of achieving a high average sample A recent approach to diffusivity measure-
temperature make this technique less desirable. ments uses an intense radiant heating pulse to
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Figure 5-42. Essential Features of a Guarded-IHot-Plate Method for

Measuring Thermal Conductivity
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LASER OR OSCILLOSCOPE
HIGH INTENSITY FURNACE WITH CAMERA
FLASH LAMP r _ _ RADIATION

SAMPLE

Figure 5-43. Schematic Diagram of Flash Technique for Thermal Diffuuivity
Measurem(.nt

heat one face of a disk and measures the tern- tion losscs, and can be determined experimen-
perature perturbation on the reverse side tally by examining the back surface tempera-
(References 50, 51, and 52). This method has ture-time profile for longer times after the ini-
developed rapidly'and the data from this meas- tial perturbation, References 51 and 54 de-
urement technique have shown excellent agree- scribe methods for approximating the vldue of
ment with steady-state data where comparisons S2/, directly and for an iterative solution for a
are possible. The assumptions in this technique, with successive approximations for the radia-
which make it more difficult to apply to some tion loss.
dielectric materials, are that the sample is The duration of the initial flash pulse has
opaque and that the heating pulse of radiant been shown in Reference 54 to be negligible for
energy is absorbed completely at the front face. typical flash lamp or laser sources and iamples
For materials that are partially transparent, a of reasonable thickness. Longer duration pulses
thin opaque coating of evaporated metals has are feasible with thick samples or materials of
been used (Reference 53). For application of low diffusivity.
this technique at high temperatures, some cor- A longitudinal diffusivity technique, using a
rections for radiation losses are also nec- rod and concentric cylinder joined and heated
essary (References 51 and 53). A schematic at one end, has been used at high temperatures
representation of the measurement technique is with good results (Reference 55). The sample
shown in Fig. 5-43. requirements and the instrumentation are rea-

The calculation procedure for this technique sonable; however, calculation of the diffusivity
is described in Reference 50. For opaque sam- is usually a computerized operation. The basic
pies, the thermal diffusivity, a, for the sample sample is shown in Fig. 5-44 with a schematic
is simply: of the data recording apparatus. The sample

SI••" is held at a uniform ambient temperature with
--r-h/., (5-38) no input to the sample-heater. The sample-

heater assembly is then heated by the internal
where S1 ,2 =-1.37, if there are no radiation sample-heater and the temperature change at

losses each thermocouple position is recorded. The
ti/- = time required for back surface change in sample temperature is only a few

to decrease from one-half maxi- degrees and the duration of the measurement
mum temperature, sec only a few minutes. The basic technique con-

a = thermal diffusivity sists of using the outer thermocouples to record
I--sample thickness, cm a temperature-vs.-time profile at two points

along the uniform rod specimen. These tem-
This expression is applicable for materials perature-time functions are used to define the

of high diffusivity, such as metals, up to their heat transfer conditions. The temperature-
melting point. Radiation losgos for these ma- time curve at the center thermocouple (experi-
terials can generally be neglected. However, mental) is then approximated by arn iterative
for dielectric materials of lower diffusivity, the solution that yields the thermal diffusivity
value for S, 2 is less than 1.37 because of radia- when a matching occurs. The calculation tech-
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Figure 5-44. Sample and Instrumentation for Longitudinal Thermal Diffusivity
Technique

nique for this measurement has been described below 2000'F and hence most specific heat
in References 56 and 64. values are more reliable than the correspond-

The advantages of this technique are the ing conductivity or diffusivify values. The tech-
relatively simple sample; the simplification of niques for making specific heat measurements
the heat-flow conditions by using a "guard" may be divided into two classes: (1) adiabatic
heater of similar material; and the relative ease calorimetry, and (2) "dropping" type calorim-
of measurement, since only arbitrary tempera- etry. In both cases, the enthalpy of the sam-
ture units are used fo- each thermocouple posi- ple material is determined accurately and the
tion. This means that radiation thermometry slope of the enthalpy-temperature curve is cal-
or refractory metal thermocouples can be used culated to yield specific heat values. Enthalpy
for temperature measurements as long as the measurements are generally highly accurate by
temperature-output calibration curves of each either method and .Lccuracies better than
sensor have the same slope. The ambient tern- _±0.2% may be achieved.
perature output is normally balanced for each
sensor so that only the disturbace caused by
additional heating is recorded. 5-9.3.1 Adiabatic Calorimetry

In adiabatic calorimetry, a sample is care-
;-9.3 SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENTS fully heated for a known temperature interval

while losses to the surroundings are prevented
The accuracy normally. achieved in specific..- by-maintaining -anadiabatic shield around the

heat measurements is uiually better than 17c sample. (For measurements above 14700F, the
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difficulty of maintaining adiabatic conditiono between the calorimeter block and surround-
increases.) The heat input to the sample is then ings can be reduced to about 0.001°F per min-
a direct measurement of the enthalpy change ute per degree. Since a 5VF or 10°F change In
tor the selected temperature interval. Several temperature of the block occurs during en-
accurate adiabatic calorimeter designs are de- thalpy measurements and a resistance ther-
scribed in References 57 and 58; thee cabl- mometer in the block can be made sensitive to
rimeters are most useful for materials that 0.00005'F, the accuracy of the measurements
have abrupt discontinuities in the specific heat can be comparable to those of an ice calorim-
curves because of transitions in structure. For eter. Even with all precautions, however,
most dielectric materials, the full 'advantages about 17% of the total heat may be transmitted
of adiabatic calorimetry are seldom realized, to the surroundings during a measurement and
since the specific heat curves are usually smooth a suitable correction is required.
functions. For "dropping" type measurements, it is cus-

tomary to place the sample in a capsule and
5-9.3.2 "Dropping" Calorimetry measure the enthalpy of the capsule with and

without the sample, This minimizes the error
For "dropping" calorimetry, the sample is due to radiation losses during transfer from the

heated uniformly in an accurately controlled furnace to the calorimeter (Reference 61). Ref-
furnace and dropped into a suitable calorimeter. erence 63 calculates the losses by either vary-
While, the furnace requirements are stringent, ing the mass-to-surface ratio and extrapolating
they are straightforward; therefore, attention to .ero surface, or by varying the duration of
will be given to the calorimetry only. Two types the transfer operation and extrapolating to
of calorimeters are in current use: (1) Bunsen zero time. The capsule technique has generally
ice calorimeters, and (2) copper block calorim- been preferred where a container material that
eters. The ice calorimeter is described in Ref- does not react with the specimen is available.
erences 59 and 60, and the precautions to be
observed in obtaining accurate enthalpy meas-
urements are given in Reference 61. Basically, 5-10 MECHANICAL PROPERTY
the ice calorimeter consists of a container MEASUREMENTS
system in which an ice-water-mercury ar-
rangement allows the conversion of the Mechanical property measurements on brit-
heat input to the calorimeter to melting (or tle dielectric materials have always led to con-
freezing) of the ice. This change of volume is troversy in terms of proper loading rate, sam-
then sensed by an accurate mercury column, pie size, and sample configuration. The philos-
The calibration constant, the ratio of mercury ophy that has been adopted ih this discussion
mass to heat input, is accurately known (Refer- is that of (1) obtaining useful, reliable design
ence 60). A typical design is shown in Fig. 5-45. data, (2) using the best practical sample-load-
The calorimeter assembly is submerged in an ing design (no better utilization of the mate-
ice-water bath and provides, essentially, iso- rial should be expected in real designs), (3)
thermal calorimetry at the ice point, The heat assuming that the ductility is still extremely
losses from the ice calorimeter can be min- limited even about 2000'F, but that slight in-
imized, made very reprodacible, and seldom ex-i elastic deformations could occur, and (4) as-
ceed 1 calorie per hour. Even this heat leak is suming that creep, though possibly important
readily measured (Reference 61). in some applications, is not generally the limi-

Copper block calorimeters (References 62 tation of dielectric materials.

and 63) are somewhat simple" than ice calorim-
eters; however, they require careful design 5-10.1 TENSILE STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS
to minimize heat leak. (See Fig. 5-46.) By

placing the copper block in an isothermal en- For materials with as much as 2% elonga-
closure controlled to k.003°F and by using tion at fracture, the grip and sample design are
polished gold plated surfaces outside the calo- not highly critical if adequate care is taken in
rimeter and inside the isothermal enclosure to alignment. For most dielectric materials, the
reduce radiation transfer, the heat exchange gripping is a significant problem and must re-
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ceive careful consideration. Generally, it is de- dorm when the sample is suspended from the
sirable to utilize a loading system where the top pivot point, The grips are cooled and the
top grij is allowed to pivot about an E-W axis specimen is surrounded by an oven providing

ii - - - ,- - _fkt & . Jý - ... 2. -1 *..J 'I.C . .4 1, .. _0."IiaU Lit: UULtUlll SL I 11,U tU LU iL IVuL aLU t' C6 LIlM UVOi .;U LVL 01 W ,,,,. Ltj.l U

N-S axis, with both grips free to rotate. The the gage length; a very sharp gradient exists
sample and its grips form a single load train, outside of this area. The break is well defined
which is allowed to orient itself as the actual in the gage length, which is typical of the
load is applied. Figure 5-47 shows a system for results achieved when testing materials that
both specimen and grip at temperatures to decrease in strength with increasing tempera-
3100F, when only ultimate strength is de- ture. The specimen configuration shown is ade-
sired. This system provides two degrees of free- quate for all temperatures (for materials hay-
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Figure S-45. Ice Calorimeter
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ing strength that decreases with temperature). TO CROSSHEAD
However, at high temperatures, it may be un-
necessary to use a necked specimen. A uniform,

straisrht rod about 1/4 in. in diameter and 12
in. long, gripped in accurately machined collet-
type chuck., can be loaded to about 80% of
its ultimate strength before failure will occur
at the grip junction. Thus, a constant cross-
section specimen can be heated in the center,
and will fail in the uniformly heated region if
the strength at that temperature is 80%, or AIR BEARING AIR Nless, of its low-temperature value. SURFACE

For the few materials having strength that
increases with temperature, such as silica, a LOAD CELL

much shorter length gage having a massive end
section (also maintained near the test tempera-
ture) may be required to define the break in the
gage section. Flexural strength measurements
are generally more reliable for these materials.

Various investigators have used many tech-
niques to ensure accurate axial loading of the
tensile specimen during test. One of the more
elaborate pieces of equipment is shown in Fig.
5-48. This system, developed by Southern Re-
search Institute (Reference 65) uses a self- AIR IN
aligning hemispherical air bearing to apply the A- IN

load axially.

The problems associated with the measure-
ment of sample elongation at temperatures
above 1800°F warrant discussion. Normal
strain gage instrumentation can be used at
temperatures. to 1000OF with little difficulty
and has recently been extended to 1800°F with
reasonable reliability. Above 18001F, many at-
tempts have been made to monitor the sample CROSSHEAD

elongation by placing small clamps on either
end of the gage length and running extension
rods from these points to the outside of the hot 5-48. Schematic Diagram of Self-AligningFigure 54.ShmtcDarmo efAinn
zone, where either variable differential trans- Air Bearing for Axial Loading of Tensile Specimen
formers or dial indicators are used to indicate
the motion of these points. This method has cathatometer. While this is suitable for studies
many inherent problems: if the clamps are of long-term extension, such its creep, the rapid
placed on the actual gage section of the speci- extension rate realized in short-term tensile
men, they often contribute to the specimen determinations does not lend itself to manual
failure as a consequence of notch sensitivity or measurement.
chemical reaction with the specimen. Further Several test facilities have added the capa-
errors are introduced because, during loading, bility of measuring sample elongation at tem-
the cross-section is reduced and the clamps tend peratures as high as 5000'F (Reference 66).
to loosen and slip, so that the original gage In all cases, the sample deformation is moni-
length is not preserved. In several studies this tored automatically by an optical tracking sys-
effect has been overcome by marking the gage tem. The specimen must be prepared so that a
length and following its movement with a distinct reference area protrudes from it. One
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technique uses a sample with a sharp shoulder eration in compressive measurements is the
protruding at that point where the radius of mass of the loading rams and the resulting heat
the gage length begins. In all cases, the furnace leak, causing gradients in the sample. Use of
is provided with sight tubes so that the mate- ceramic oxide rods (such as alumina) for this
rial marking the gage length is easily visible, purpose provides both mechanical and thermal
These reierence points are back-lighted and the advantages.
optical system monitors their movement as the
specimen is loaded. The motion is converted t.n 5-10,3 FLEXURAL STRENGTH MEA5UREMENTS
an electrical signal and is plotted directly on
a recorder. The optical tracking may be pro- For brittle materials (or those with very
vided by a servo system that balances the out- limited deformation before fracture), flexural
put of a photocell, moving it so that it always strength measurements are common. The geli-
sees the same edge of the reference point; or eral preference for flexural strength measure-
this result may be accomplished by a more ments is a 4-point loading using rectangular
complicated system using an image tube in bars. This arrangement generally reduces the
conjunction with an aperture and a sensitive scatter of individual specimens, but yields
photocathode providing a usable signal that slightly lower average strength values than
may be recorded directly (Reference 67). This round bars or bars having a 3-point loading.
latter system has extremely rapid response The averaging effects of this loading arrange-
characteristics. ment are caused by the entire bottom area of

the specimen being under maximum tension
between the center loading points. Serious
errors can develop in this loading arrangement

Compressive strength measurcements present if each load point is not parallel and the loading

many of the same problems when measuring causes torsion in addition to bending. The link-
deformation as occur in the elongation mess- age that divides the load ior the two equal cen-urements discussed previously. The problem is ter loading points must also be reliable, sinceeven more acute in that the sampleblength is it Is usually subjected to the temperatures ofusually smaller for compressive testing, The measurement.

A loading rate of 500 psi per minute on a
most satisfactory compressive strength sample 1/2 in. or 1/4 in, X 8 in. bar supported 6 in,
configuration (Reference 68) has been a right a/2 and or symmetrin. at sup po in.circular cylinder with a height-to-diameter apart and loaded symmetrically at two points
ratio of about two, and a diameter of from 1/4 2 in. apart is a reasonable experimental condi.rati ofabot tw, ad adiaeterof rom1/4 tion. Three-point loading, small samples, round
to 1/2 in. The specimen ends should be ground
flat and parallel to within 0.001 in. or better. bar specimens, and higher loading rates can
Bearing "blocks" of the same material should also be used, but the data for any set of condi-be larger cylinders (or truncated cones) about tions can be compared to those taken under dif-
two or three times the diameter of the specimen ferent conditions only with some reservations.

Often the change in loading conditions results
and of equal height. Equal care should be given in only simple, or approximately linear differ-
to grinding the faces of the bearing blocks so

ences, if only average strength values are ofthat they are flat and parallel, A short cylin- erest.
drical-necked specimen, similar to a tensile
specimen but with a gage section only about
two diameters long, combining both specimen 5-10.4 ELASTIC MODULI
and bearing "blocks," may also be used effec-
tively. These configurations have been found Elastic moduli may be determined by either
to be satisfactory for specimens of extremely static or dynamic techniques. Where elonga-
high compressive strength at low temperatures tion is measured in mechanical testing, static
and are equally useful at high temperatures, modulus values are readily calculated and are

Uniform heating and axial loading are con- usually slightly lower than the dynamic values.
stant problems, but the same considerations Dynamic techniques described in Reference 69
hold as for tensile measurements. One consid- are useful above 2000'F and require relatively
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simple instrumentation. A method of support- through a lightweight rod. For excitation, mag-
ing the sample must be provided so as not to netic cutting heads are frequently used; how-
dampen the vibrations at resonance. Excita- ever, several reliable vibration transducers are
tion is normally achieved by susvension tech- available that can be driven with up to 10 watts
niques, by an air column, or by mechanical of power. At temperatures above 2500°F, major
coupling. (See Fig, 5-49.) A preferred sus. emphasis is normally placed upon the modulus
peusion technique has a rectangular bar (0.2 of elasticity measurements with little attention
cm x 2 cm x 15 cm) suspended near each end given to the modulus of rigidity. This is a con-
(0.24 X total sample length) by two quartz sequence of the increased difficulty in exciting
fiber threads or platinum wires. By allowing torsional modes at the higher temperatures.
the suspension threads (or wires) to be wound
in opposite directions around the sample, ter- 5-10.5 THERMAL EXPANSION MEASUREMENTS
minating vertically from opposite sides of the
sample, torsional modes as well as flexural modes Thermal expansion measurements may be
can be excited. This allows calculation of made at very high temperatures by direct meas-
Poisson's ratio from the shear and flexural urement or by comparison with a known stand-
moduli values. For temperatures or specimens ard. Most investigators have used the direct
where the suspension technique is inadequate, measurement technique above 28000F. One
several other methods are useful for exciting investigator (Reference 71) has used a 5-me
the specimen from outside the furnace: (1) induction-heated furnace, oxide susceptor rings,
by acoustic energy directed on the specimen and air atmosphere for measurements up to
through an air or gas column, or (2) by direct 4000°F. Direct optical measurements of exten-
mechanical caupling to the specimen with a sion were made. Accurate comparative values
lightweight rod (Reference 70). The pickup is are possible to :3100'F, using oriented sapphire
usually directly coupled to the specimen as a standard, A sapphire rod dilatometer, using

AMPLIFIER DRIVER PICKUP

FREOUENCY OSCILLATOR OCLOCP MLFE
COUNTER FOSIL4 PI!!

DRIVER PICKUP DRIVER PICKUP

D1 D2
DDi 0SAMPLE LENGTH
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SUSPENSION TECHNIQUE MECHANICAL COUPLING TECHNIQUE

Figure 5-49. Schematic Diagram of Dynamic Modulus Measurement Showing
Excitation Techniques
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three long sapphire rods joined at the ends for a short-fube furnace that allows the dilatometer
the cage and a center "push-rod" that actuates ends to remain cool. Such an arrangement is
the measuring transducers is shown in Fig. readily constructed and is reliable. X-ray tech-
5-50. It is similar to the standard fused silica niques that have been used (References 72 and
model, except that the push-rod is in two equal 73) on powder or polycrystalline plates in the
ItLI1Miil, witi inhe sampie at the center of the region above 2800'F, agree closely with data
dilatometer. The sample Is heated uniformly in obtained from other measurement techniques.

PART III--DESIGN, EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE OF
MODERN MICROWAVE ANECHOIC CHAMBERS

5-11 INTRODUCTION methods discussed in the following paragraphs.

All of these methods involve determination of

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the radome must the ratio of the reflected field intensity to the
not only protect the system, but it must also direct transmitted field intensity at points of

have a minimum effect on antenna characteris- interest with the specific antennas and antenna

tics. In particular, its effect on the boresight orientations.
error angle and the rate of change of this angle Major emphasis in this part is placed upon the

with antenna beam position must be kept to a functioning of anechoic chambers having one-

minimum. To determine the performance of a way energy propagation as is appropriate to most

radome, it is important that precise boresight radome boresight testing. Radar cross-section

measurements be made. To assure that such and antenna impedance measurements require

measurements are valid, unwanted reflections energy propagation both from and to the

must be eliminated. Boresight measurements on vicinity of the transmitting antenna. Some dif-

small radomes are best carried out in a micro. ferences in chamber design may be involved

wave absorbing room known as an anechoic and evaluation procedures are quite different

chamber. Microwave anechoic chambers are for two-way energy propagation. No discussion

currently in use for a great variety of indoor of these procedures is included here but the

measurements on antennas, antenna systems, reader is referred to References 75 and 76 for

associated radomes, and other components, information on radar cross-section perform-

There are three types of measurements per- ance and evaluation of anechoic chambers.

formed routinely. As discussed in some detail
in Reference 74, they are 5-12 DESIGN OF MICROWAVE ANECHOIC

1. Antenna pattern measurements. CHAMBERS
2. Radar cross-section measurements of

passive or active targets, The achievement of the lowest possible level
3. Antenna impedance, antenna coupling, of reflected energy in an anechoic chamber do-

or antenna-RFI-compatibility measure- pends upon the proper manipulation of two
ments. variables:

oi- Ina pattern, boresight, and radome work 1. The characteristics of the absorbing ma.
in. ,,,e operation of the chamber with one-way terials used to cover the internal chain-
energy propagation only. The prime require- ber surfaces.
ment is that an appropriate transmitting an. 2. The shaping of the chamber to direct
tenna at one location within the chamber set residual reflected energy away front the
up an essentially plane-wave field in dimen- quiet zone or working volume.
sions sufficient to encompass the antenna or Reference 77 presents many of the important
array whose characteristics are to be measured, aspects of chamber design and of absorber and
The volume of this field is frequently referred chamber evaluation. The reference should be
to as the quiet zone and its "quietness" or re- used as a general reference and bibliography
flectivity level is evaluated by one of several to supplement the information given here.
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Since experimentation with a large anechoic
chamber is prohibitively expensive and since
several proven chamber configurations and ab-
sorber arrangements are available, the design

of anechoic chambers is usually best left to ex-K Y J perieoned designers. The following paragraphs
summarize various factors that should be con.
sidered in any design effort,

5-12.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF ABSORBING
MATERIALS

Currently available premium quality absorb-

ing materials exhibit reflectivities of -40 to
-50 db at normal incidence and under condi-
tions of specular reflection at equal incidence
and reflection angles up to as much as 60'. This
means that the energy reflected in the direction
of the receiving test antenna is 40 to 50 db be-
low that reflected in the same direction by a
highly conducting flat plate, but does not wean
that the remaining major portion of the inci-
dent energy is totally absorbed by the material.
Particularly when absorbing materials are
shaped in the form of pyramids, or cones, that
are relatively large with respect to incident
wavelength, there is a somewhat diffuse scat-
tering of unabsorbed incident energy in essen-
tially all directions.

For argument's sake, we might assume that

true absorption occurs for 99%/ of incident en-
ergy and that zero through-transmission results
because of a metallic mounting surface. There.
fore, the remaining 1%, of the energy is re.
flected, corresponding to a "total" power re-
flection coefficient of -20 db. Conceivably, scat-
tering may be such that, in any small solid
angular increment subtended by a distant test
antenna (including that increment in the specu-
lar direction), the energy reflected is 50 db be-
low that which would be specularly reflected
by a flat conducting surface. For any given ap-

plicatlon, therefore, the best "absorber" 's the
one that reflects least in those directions of
maximum interest. In a flat-wall antenna pat-
tern or boresight range, the forward specular
direction, at areas midway between transmitter
and receiver, is most critical. In the cross-sec-
tion range, however, straight back-scatter into
the region of the transmitting antenna may be
equally important for the absorbing material

Figure 5-5O. SapphIre Rod Dilotomwtor located In heavily illuminated areas.
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In flat-wall chambers suitable for pattern and receiver to reflections from the offending are.-;.
boresight tests, it is usual practice toemploy seat- Similar improvement is possible by making the
tering absorber materials of long pyramidal or chamber width and height as large, as possible
conical configurations over large areas midway with respect to transmission length, but eco-
hptw•,,n thia ,t...ritfar .. d ro ive na . w.a , e nnmi- limitnfin ,g iiu,, .il1v w ill ,,ot !.n.r.it :•,i.L

behind the receiver, an6 frequent]:, to use less cient increase in these dimensions when trans-
expensive materials in other regio'is where the mission length exceeds approximately 50 ft.
usually stronger specular reflection from these As mentioned above, a strongly scattering ab-
materials will not be directed into the vicinity sorber may be used on flat chamber sUrfaces
of the receiver, to minimize specularly..reflected energy in the

Even with physically tapering ahsorbing ma- frequency range where I he absorber is an efl'ee-
terials that are characterized by a strong ten- tively "rough" reflecting surface. Neverthe-
dency to scatter incident energy in nmany direc- less, the specular component continues to pre-
tions at the higher frequencies, there is usually dominate at lower frequencies and there ap-
a relatively strong specular component that pears to be a trend toward the use of very
becomes more and more predominant as fre- thick absorbers to keel) tnis low-frequency
quency decreases, because the taper dimensions region well below the range when maximum
decrease in terms of wavelength and the ma- performance is required; 18-in. pyramidal ab-
terial appears as a "smoother" reflecting sur- sorbers have been used for S- and X-band op-
face. Shaping of the internal surfaces of the eration. This approach is expensive and subject
chamber then offers advantages in directing to rapidly diminishing returns.
the more predominant specular reflection com- After maximum advantage has been gained
ponent away from the working volume, by the use of directive antennas and by scatter-

ing absorbing materials, further reduction of
chamber retlectivity (or equivalent reflectivity

5-12.2 SHAPING OF THE ANECHOIC CHAMBER at reduced cost) is frequently possible by the
addition of one of several varieties of baffles

The simp~lest configuration of an anechoic or by modifications of chamber shape,
chamber is, of course, a rectangular room with There is considerable controversy concern-
flat internal surfaces covered with absorbing ing the effectiveness of baffles in improving the
material. The obvious and experimentally well performance of anechoic chambers, much of
established limitation of such a structure is which arises from proprietary or patent-en.
first-bounce specular reflection of energy from forced positions of commercial manufacturers.
areas on side walls, floor, and ceiling, midway Independent studies (References 77 and 78)
between the transmitting and receiving anten- have concluded that appropriate baffles can im-
nas. This assumes, of course, that the line of prove chamber performance when dimensions
sight of the transmitting antenna is essentially are large in terms of wavelength.
parallel to these surfaces, While it may be pos- There is ample evidence of the necessity for
sible for short-range work to transmit more or greatly reducing the magnitude of half-way re-
less diagonally in a horizontal plane to min- flections from the flat surfaces of anechoic
imize side-wall effects, one is economically chambers as well as from outdoor antenna test
obliged for long-range operations to transmit ranges. These reflections, in chambers, were
approximately along the axis Jf an enclosure particlarly severe in the (lays when the best
whose length is substantially greater than its absorbers exhibited reflectivity of only about
width and its height. -20 db and were characterized by maximum

Several alternative steps can be taken to reflection in the specular direction. Most of the
minimize the limiting first-bounce reflections of common baffle confligurations were developed
a rectangular flat-wall chamber. Operationally, during that period.
antennas of minimum side-lobe level and mini- Outdoor test ranges were equipped with
mum possible beamwidth (consistent with far- transverse "fences" to prevent illumination of
field and other experimental requirements) will the areas half way between transmitter and re-
reduce the illumination level of offending areas ceiver and the diffraction effects from the top
near the transmitter and the sensitivity of the edge of the fence were much more easily toler-
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able than the ground reflections that they re- diffracted energy from the peaks of the baf-
placed. The idea of the transverse fence was ap- lies. Such energy has a sizable forward-scat-
plied to anechoic chambers in the form of a tered component over which very little control
shallow, transverse absorber-covered baffle can be exercised by choice of absorbing mate-

.n ~*..on~~ IUVu1, ttsju 11W~L. Iln Iti:UuIIMlUeflLL icnis prompitedt the -aIer-
ceiling, approximately midway between the ture-type" chamber, in which the basic elemeoW
transmitting and receiving stations. The idea is a single transverse baffle (preferably placed
was soon extended to a series of transverse baf- close to the transmitting end of the chamber)
lies to accommodate different transmission having an opening sufficiently small so that di-
lengths in the same chamber. Rather elaborate rect illumination of side, floor, and ceiling sur-
shaping of transverse baffles was used in an faces on the receiving side of the aperture is not
effort to entrap reflected energy and/or to en- possible (Reference 81).
sure that all but direct-ray energy to the quiet Figure 5-51 is a view through the aperture
zone suffered two, three, or even more reflec- toward the transmitter in Eccosorb Anechoic
tions (References 79 and 80). Chamber No. 225 at Warner-Robins Air Force

The performanc limitation in a chamber hay- Base, Georgia. This chamber was designed
ing many transverse baffles is imposed by edge- specifically for boresighting operations on 'er-

~~e ... ....,, ,

7:. MTGE:,

Figure S-51. Aperture-Type An hoic Chamber. View Toward Transmitter in

Eccosorb Anecloic Chamber No. 225 at Warner-Robins Air Force Base, Georgia
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Figure 5-52. Evolution of Aperture and Funnel Anechoic Chambers

tain B-58 antennas and the transmission length points are closer to the direct-ray path than
is approximately 1000 in. Performance of this those in Fig. 5-52A, the transmitter images
and similar chambers is discussed in the fol- approach the transmitter. The differences be-
lowing paragraph. tween direct.ray and reflected-ray path lengths

Figure 5-52 illustrates the evolution (from a are much less in the aperture chamber and the
rectangular box) of the aperture-type chamber cycles of the interference pattern are physically
and, more recently, the funnel or horn type. In much longer. This effect, coupled with the re-
Fig. 5-52A, energy reflected from regions mid- duced magnitude of reflected energy at the
way between transmitter and receiver appears aperture edges, results in much more nearly
to proceed toward the receiver from the image uniform illumination of the chamber in the
points shown. In addition to phase shifts oc- vicinity of the receiver and, thevefore, much
curring at the reflection points, the considers- lower chamber reflectivity.
ble difference in path length to the receiver The aperture-type chamber, in addition to
along the direct-ray path from the transmitter exhibiting lower reflectivity than the rectangu-
and along the reflected-ray paths from the lar box type, can have much reduced width
images, generates a pronounced interference and height at the tran-mitting end, as shown
pattern between the direct and reflected rays in Fig. 5-52B, and is therefore more economical.
as a function of receiver position. The path Aperiore-type chambers have recently been re-
length difference also permits substantial ported as very successful pulsed back-scatter
changes in the interference pattern with ranges (Reference 82).
changes in frequency. As the aperture is moved closer and closer to

In Fig, 5-52B, the aperture edges constitute the transmitter, the dimensions of the trans-
the major reflection points and, since these mitting end of the chamber can be correspond-
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ingly reduced. The funnel of Fig. 5-52C appears
Iks the limiting case in which the aperture edges
coincide with the physical extremities of the LONGITUDINAL
transmitting antenna and ihne iuniwhutMaki RAFF1 F

chamber surfaces are defined by linez joining
the transmitting antenna extremities to a suit- I
able limiting contour on the receiver-end wall.

Under these conditions, the transmitter and its
images essentially coincide and the troublesome
path length differences noted above essentially
disappear. The validity of this argument be-
comes nebulous, of course, in the frequency
range where a scattering-type absorber on the QUIETE
funnel generates diffuse reflection components LENTH E EXTENDS FULL
comparable in magnitude with specular compo-

nents.
There are two clear disadvantages to the

limiting funnel chamber configuration of Fig.
5-52C. First, the quiet zone mustl be within the Figure 5-53. Vertical Transverse Section Through
flaring portion of the funnel for minimum re- Typical Longitudinal Baffle Chamber Configuration

flectivity, rather than within a rectangular ex-
tension of Cie large end of the flared section,,for Figure 5-54 shows the longitudinal baffle con-
example, as might be desirable for a long quiet struction of Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No.
zone. Secondly, bistatic reflectivity measure- 250, installed at Canadian Westinghouse Com-
ments of a target in the quiet zone are not pany, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario. The chamber
feasible, since separate traiismitting and re- was designed for boresight testing of NATO
ceiving antennas cannot be spaced apart as re- aircraft antennas. The transmission length is
quired in the throat of the funnel. Addition- approximately 1000 in. Figure 5-55 illustrates
ally, at microwave frequencies, physical align- a smaller chamber of similar design at
ment and fitting of the transmitting antenna Motorola, Scottsdale, Arizona. This chamber is
in the throat of the funnel may be critical. A used for boresight testing of small-missil an-
few funnel-type chambers have been proposed tennas. Performance of these chambers is dis-
or constructed by The B. F. Goodrich Company. cussed briefly in Paragraph 5-14.
Performance data and test procedures are not The end wall of an anechoic chamber behind
available to date. the receiving antenna is usually .in the form of

The most widely used type of shaped anechoic a vertical wedge or cylinder, or at least a
chamber is the longitudinal baffle that is de- slanted flat surface, so that specular reflections
signed to avoid the multiple edge-diffractioxi are directed away from the receiver. A flat wall
cefects of many tranverse baffles in a chamber behind the transmitting antenna is adequate,
where the transmission lengt• must be variable, in general, unless high-level backlobes or di-
Ray tracing is uped to determine a configuration pole-type patterns, for example, must be tol-
that directs specularly reflected energy away crated in'the transmitting antenna. In the latter
from a central cylindrical quiet zone that ex- instances, baffling or shaping of the transmit-
tends essentially the full length of the chamber ting-end wall should be employed to avoid
(Reference 82). Figure 5-53 illustrates a typi- specular reflections directly downrange.
cal configuration. Baffles of this type are un- Reference 84 describes and illustrates several
doubtedly effective in controlling the specular flat-wall and baffled anechoic chambers, as well
component of energy reflected from side walls, as outdoor test ranges. The emphasis in this
floor, and ceiling of a chamber throughout the reference is on use of these facilities as radar
frequency range where the slant surfaces of the cross-section ranges, but many of them are
baffles extend at least several wavelengths in obviously suitable for antenna pattern and
the dimension normal to the line of the peak. boresighting work.
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Figure 5-54. Longitudinal-Baffle Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 250 at
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

5-13 EVALUATION OF MICROWAVE features that make it attractive for specific
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS AS ANTENNA purposes.
PATTERN AND BORESIGHT RANGES All the procedures to be described attempt

to relate the level of reflected field intensity to
Many procedures for evaluating the reflec- direct transmitted field intensity, under the

tivity of anechoic chambers have been em- conditions of interest. In all cases, the meas-
ployed. These range from simple comparison ured level of reflected energy is dependent upon
of antenna patterns recorded in a chamber the directivity of the antennas used in measur-
with those obtained for the same antenna on ing the quantities. The purist would undoubt-
a proven outdoor range, to much more elaborate edly be happier with defined characteristics
techniques, such as described in the' following that apply strictly to the chamber or test range
paragraphs. Most of these procedures are refer- itself under illumination by a truly isotropic
enced and summarized in Reference 77. For radiator. While such quantities can certainly
modern low-reflectivity chambers, only a few be defined, their adequate measurement would
techniques appear to be satisfactorily compre- likely be difficult, if not impossible, and their
hensive: (1) the "antenna pattern comparison" practical utility in predicting chamber perform-
procedures introduced and widely used by ance with typically directive antennas would
Emerson and Cuming, Inc., (2) the "free space be limited. Therefore, it seems preferable to
vswr" technique, championed by The B. F. recognize at the outset that the errors in a
Goodrich Company, and (3) a thorough field recorded antenna pattern, for example, due to
probe found valuable by several laboracories, reflected energy, depend not only upon the dis-
particularly at VHF and lower UHF frequen- tribution of illuminating energy (i.e., the di-
cies where methods (1) and (2) may be difficult rectivity of the transmitting antenna), but also
to use. Each of the above methods has certain upon the reflected energy accepted by the re-
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ceiver (i.e., the directivity of the receiving range, outdoors, or a fully enclosed microwave
antenna). anechoic chamber (Reference 85).

Evaluation of the performance of a micro-
wave anechoic chamber where the magnitude

5-13.1 THE PATTERN COMPARISON EVALUATION of the reflected field within the design rilipt
miinuu zone is required to be below that of the direct

field by a specific number of decibels (frequent-
The method described here is pqimlly ap- 13' 50 db or more in today's desigim) requires

plicable to evaluation of the performance of any precise measurement of extremely minute vari-
antenna pattern range, whether it be an open ations in total received signal strength, corte-

Figure 5.55, Longitudinal-Iaffle Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 423 at
MoPorola, Scottsdale, Arizona
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spending to in-phase and out-of-phase addition Transmitting Equipment. For the majority
of direct-ray and reflected-field components. of tests, transmitting equipment is similar to
For example, a 0.055-db total excursion in the that generally used in an antenna pattern
peak value of the main lobe of a probe antenna range, with output power levels between 100

The accurate detection and read-out of such When tests are in progress, all equipment
a small change in peak response cannot be ac- and personnel must be excluded from the part
complished without relatively elaborate preci- of the chamber between the transmitting and
sion circuitry. Therefore, most chamber evalu- receiving antennas and should be kept within
ation procedures depend on various "off-peak" the area back of the transmitting antenna.
detection method3 in which the probe antenna is Recording Equipment. The received signal
oriented so that its response to "direct-ray" is is preferably recorded on a standard rectangu-
greatly reduced and the minute effects of re- lar pattern recorder where the pen continu-
flected energy are observed as now relatively ously records relative signal strength in dec-
much larger variations. For example, if the ibels and the chart movement is synchronized
main lobe of the probe antenna is aimed so with azimuth or elevation movement of the
that the direct ray causes a response 20 db receiving antenna positioner.
below the peak value, the maximum excursion
corresponding to quiet zone reflectivity of -60 5-13.1.1.2 Pa0ern Recording. Sets of 3600 pat-
db is now 0.55 db and is clearly observable terns (usually azimuth patterns) ,R" recorded

with standard pattern recording instruments, with the receiving antenna locate lccessively
This is the basis for the method to be described. at closely adjacent test points along the radii

of the quiet zone, usually making one horizontal
5.13. 9.1 Data Accumulation and one vertical traverse at one polarization.

A very substantial collection of data shows that
5-13.1.1.1 Test Equipment. The following test this amount of testing is sufficient to evaluate
techniques should be adhered to: the performance of an anechoic chamber at

Test Frequencies. To make a realistic initial most frequencies of interest.
.qvaluation with minimum effort, tests may be For each pattern, the location of the receiv-
made at a single frequency that is in the lower ing antenna relative to the, chamber axis should
portion of the microwave range where the re- be known fairly accurately (e.g., scale measure-
flectivity of the absorbing material is rated at ment to within one or two inches) and incre-
about -40 db, since chamber performance al- ments of linear movement between test stations
most invariably improves at higher frequencies should be uniform (e.g., 2 in.). For horizontal
and adequate evaluation at very low frequen- traverses, this is commonly done by laying out
cies poses special problems, on the chamber floor a series of marks to which

Antennas. The transmitting antenna is lo- a convenient reference point on the antenna
cated and oriented in the manner for which the positioner can be matched successively. For
chamber was designed, usually near one end of vertical traverses, a telescoping column for ver.
the quiet zone with its major lobe directed tical adjustment of the antenna can be pro-
along the chamber axis, vided with an appropriate scale,

The receiving antenna is mounted on an azi- To facilitate subsequent comparison of pat-
muth and/or elevation positioner within the terns, the peak of the main lobe of each pattern
design quiet zone and in a transverse plane at is preferably set precisely at a convenient level,
a typical, preferably a maximum, distance such as -. 2 db on the chart, and it may be help-
from the transmitting antenna, thus to reveal ful to center the pattern about chart angle
the minimum vlarformance of the chamber, zero. It is usually convenient, for example, to

Directivity of both antennas has a very im- operate the chart recorder so that the left-hand
portant bearin,(g, on test results. Tests are made side of a recorded azimuth pattern corresponds
usually with 15- to- 20-db antennas, both trans- to the aiming of the receiving antenna toward

mitting and -eceiving, and are frequently lim- the left-hand side of the range as viewed from
ited to one polarization. the transmitting antenna,
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The patterns thus recorded provide all the level of the superimposed pattern at each of
data needed to derive a measure of the reflective the same angles is read off, not directly but as
performance of the chamber, its deviation, positive or negative as the case

The distance between points at which pat- may be, from the associated level in the refer-
terns must be recorded along any traverse de- ence pattern, Other reference levels and angles
pends primarily upon the test frequency, but may be used if desired.
is influenced also by chamber geometry. Pat- Figure 5-56 shows a typical pattern super-
terns must be taken sufficiently close together imposed on its reference pattern and the
so that the individual cycles of the interference method of reading out the deviation. For each
pattern between direct-ray and reflected energy "reference level" on each side of the reference
are reasonably well defined. This discussion pattern, the deviation from that level of each
may be better appreciated after examination of the other patterns is plotted vs. the radial
of the deviation plots in Fig. 5-57. As a general distance from the chamber axis to the test point
rule, the following increments are satisfactory: at which that pattern was recorded. Figure
4 in. at 1 gc, 2 in. at 3 ge, 1 in. at 10 gc, and 1/2 5-57 contains the deviation plots obtained from
in. to 3/4 in. at 25 ge. the left sides of the set of patterns taken along

the lower vertical traverse. A similar set of
plots results from the right sides of this set of

5-13.1.2 Data Reduction patterns and two additional sets are obtained
from the horizontal traverse.Data reduction is discussed by means of a

specific example, with the necessary mathe-
matical derivations and other comments in. 5-13.1.3 Computation of Chamber Reflectivity
serted where applicable.

The following example is the actual S-band The following steps indicate an orderly pro-
evaluation of Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. cedure for detailing the chamber reflectivity
885, built for the U. S, Army Electronic Re- and illustrate one simple method for obtaining
search and Development Laboratory at Fort an "average" performance number. (After all
Monmouth, New Jersey. The outer dimensions of the "local reflectivity" values have been de-
of this chamber are: length, 80 ft; width, 33 ft; termined in step 5, some users may wish to
and height, 17 ft. The evaluation described be- compute standard deviation or mean deviation
low was performed at 2.6 ge using 20-db pyra- as well as average reflectivity. Other statistical
midal 'horn .antennas separated by approxi- treatment of the data may also be appropriate.)
mately 65 ft. Azimuth patterns with vertical Refer to Fig. 5-57, which illustrates the usual
polarization were recorded at 2-in. increments computational steps.
along two traverse lines, the lower vertical 1. For each reference level, establish the
radius and the left horizontal radius of the envelope of the deviation plot by draw-
quiet zone, out to a distance of 48 in. from the ing a series of straight lines that con-
chamber axis. The patterns are analyzed and nect separately the extreme high values
the chamber reflectivity is computed as follows, and the extreme low values. The height

The pattern of each set that was' recorded on of this envelope is the only characteristic
the axis of the chamber is usually chosen as a of these curves that is used to extract
reference for that set, but any single pattern data. This will define the several "local
of the set will serve equally well. The remaining cycles" (both positive and negative loops
patterns of that -set are superimposed upon of the curve are included) within each
this reference one by one, with the peaks of of which we will determine "local re-
the main lobes coinciding. This is done most flectivity."
conveniently on a translucent tracing table 2. Since there may frequently be some
lighted from below. doubt as to whether a short or shallow

Working typically at those angles where the ripple in a deviation curve actually con-
reference pattern levels are -10, -- 15, -20, stitutes a significant cycle, the entire set
-- 25, -- 30db (and -- 35 db, if workable) from of deviation curves for all reference
the peak value, called "reference levels," the levels should be surveyed as a whole at
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Figure 5-56. Comparing Patterns by Pattern Comparison Evaluation Method

this point. Since approximately the same tions in Fig. 5-57 in the region of 24 to
number of cycles usually exists at all 42 in. off axis (primarily in the region
levels and they are in roughly the same outside the main quiet zone). Thirteen
positions, such a survey will usually data producing cycles are identified at
assist in deciding whether small ripples all levels in Fig. 5-57, except at -15 db.
should be included as cycles or disre- At this level, only eleven cycles are rea-
garded as due to instrumentation or pro- sonably clear and these have been ac.
cedural inaccuracies in recording or in cepted as the complete set, although it
deviation readout. would be justified to assume two addi-

In some instances, cycles of length tional cycles of negligible amplitude.
typical of the entire set may be super- To further illustrate this latter point,
imposed upon atypically long cycles of it sometimes happens that the deviation
greater amplitude and the longer cycles curve for the -10 db reference level, for
may be significant if they are not clearly example, is essentially a straight line
caused by an effect such as the beam except for two obvious loops, one posi-
shape of the illuminating transmitter. tive and one negative, while the curves
Such atypically long cycles have been for the other levels show perhaps 5 loops.
taken as additional significant devia- It is axiomatic that a region of very
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I
small amplitude in a deviation plot can Hence, for each cycle of the deviation
be indicative only of superior perform- curve,'
ance and, therefore, should be included X- Ye 2 l
in the evaluation. Therefore, three loops db spread ---20 log • _ w (5-39)
e ... an, .... P"'UJAU, Inl addition to

the two measurable loops, should be as- ( 1 +'-Y1 log-, (db spread
sumed to exist in this -10 db curve. Yt" -y• lg 20 /
Consistent engineering judgment is es- (5.40) 1
sential in this step and experience in
analyzing deviation plots will quickly and
establish confidence in the exercise of log_1 dbspread2 -1
such judgment. y. 20 X

3. At each reference level, determine the _o- d pread ] I
"db spread" for each cycle as the arith-l. 20 +vJ
metic difference in decibel numbers be- (5-41)
tween each high or low peak of the de-
viation plot and the point on the oppo- Unless the "db spread" values are very
site straight line of the envelope directly large, only neglible error results in as-
above or below that peak. surning that the mean level = X calcu-

4. Determine the local "mean level" of the lated in step (4) is identical with X1 and
deviation plot (corresponding closely to hence to a very good approximation, the
zero perturbation due to reflected en- local reflectivity
ergy) as the arithmetic mean of the F dbspreadl
same db numbers that define "db [log-2 ] -21
spread." Y = - X

5. Using these values of the "db spread" [log-, db spread +1

and the "mean level" (X), refer to the 
(5-42

(5-42)
chart, Fig. 5-58, and read the "local re-
flectivity" (Y) from the family of Figure 5.58 is a plot of this functional
oblique curves. Record this value on the relationship and Y can be read out di-
deviation plot in clear relation to the rectly or interpolated as necessary.
local cycle to which It applies. (The de- Although the curves of Fig. 5-58 are
rivation and applicability of Fig. 5-58 plotted as straight lines, they are actu-
follow immediately below.) ally very slightly concave upward. They

Figure 5.58 is, in essence, a graphical may be extrapolated as straight lines to
means of evaluating the ratio of the the left and downward as far as may be
magnitudes of two vector quantities In desired, but should not be extended up-
terms of the ratio of the sum. of these ward and to the right without addition-
magnitudes to the difference. In the fol- al calculations. For example, the curve
lowing derivation, let 1.00 represent the for -20 db reflectivity should intersect
magnitude of the peak-of-pattern direct- the -15-db abscissa at 11.05 db, and all
ray vector, let X1 represent the magni- other curves should be parallel to this
tude of the off-peak direct-ray vector, one. All lines are correct as plotted at
and let Y1 represent the magnitude of the 5.7.db ordinate value,
the reflected-ray vector; each is ex- 6. Compute the "level average" as the aver-
pressed as a fraction of the peak-of-pat- age of all "local reflectivities" for each
tern or on-peak value. Then the maxima reference level. In this example, sepa-
along each cyclical deviation plot corre- rate averages are obtained for the main
spond to the in-phase addition of the quiet zone and for the auxiliary (lower-
local direct-ray and reflected vectors performance) zone. Record these values
(magnitude of sum = X1 + Y1 ) and the at the side of the deviation plot and ad-
minima correspond to out-of-phase addi- jacent to the associated reference level
tion (magnitude of sum X- - Y1). as shown.
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7. Compute the "left-side average" re- "traverse figure" applicable to the set of
flectivity for each zone ats the arithmetic patterns analyzed.
average of all the corresponding "level 10. Repeat steps I through 9 for all other
averairmn." RtAnrd tha. h .low the cc, ' ravcrGa, If ai-y, imt I'm ,ted iA ihe samne
umns of "level averages." frequency and range, but with other

8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 fir the'~ daevip- polarizations or other directions of tray-

tion plots derived from the right-hand erse.11. Average all the "traverse figures" fromsides of the patterns for this same ses9adit bante"vrl vr
traverse and thereby obtain the "right- steps 9 and 10 to obtain the "overall aver-

side average" reflectivities. age" reflectivity of the chamber for each
zone at the given test frequency and

9. Average the left-side and right-side range for the antennas and antenna con-
averages of steps 7 and 8 to obtain the figuration used.
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Figure 5-58. Perturbation of Antenna Pattern by Re~Iocted Energy
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I
5-13.2 THE FREE-SPACE VSWR EVALUATION Where accurate measurements of antenna

METHOD gain must be made and when the aperture of
* ~~the iyuin o.t.do-, -nýn: I-5 ;-arty,;

Since there does not appear to be any readily ferent in shape or size from the aperture of
available reference that describes this tech- the antenna under test, uniformity of illuminat-
nique in detail, the following excerpts finur ing field is of greater importance than in the
Reference 77 serve as a summary. above application. If it can be assumed that

Transmitting and receiving horns are set up transmitter power and receiver sensitivity
as they would be for an antenna pattern test. remain constant, then the variations of the
Room reflectivity data are obtained as a . inc- on-peak or zero-aspect response of the test an-
tion of the aspect angle, 0, of the receiving tenna observed as a function of antenna posi-
horn, with 0 varied in discrete steps (for exam- tion in either the pattern comparison or free-
pie, 100) from 0 = 0" (looking at the transmit- space vswr technique constitute a partial map
ter) to , = 1800. At each aspect, the horn is of the illuminating field magnitude. A survey
moved back and forth along its axis to prodv more nearly complete than provided ipy the
a change in the received signal from a maxi- above techniques may be required when field-
mum to a minimum. It is assumed that this re- intensity variations throughout a sizable vol-
suits from the in- and out-of-phase addition of ume must be known. Point-by-point measure-
the direct signal E, and the reflected signal E2, ments are tedious and time consuming, and
the ratio of which can be obtained from the long-time equipment stability may seriously
maximum to minimum ratio R using Eq. limit accuracy.
5-43. Probing and mapping of illuminating field in-

R - 1 tensity have been automated to some extent by
F2 z E, 1 + 1 (5-43) driving a probe receiving antenna along a

straight-line path by means of a lead screw
The value used for El depends on the orienta- while a strip-chart recordur plots antenna re-
tion of the horn and is found from the average sponse vs. antenna position. Care must be taken
signal received as the horn is moved along its to prevent interfering reflections from moving
axis by normalizing this relative to the peak parts and different orientations of the lead
value observed when # = 0'. screw require a fairly elaborate supporting

This B. F. Goodrich method provides the mechanism. Off-peak orientation of the probe
ratio for one antenna location as a function of antonna can be used both to relax the required
the receiver orientatiou. The measurement precision of recording and to obtain additional
would be repeated for the desired number of information about chamber performance.
locations within the quiet zone to give a comn- When variations of field intensity of less than
plete picture of the room performance, about 0.1 db are to be measured accurately,

ordinarily available equipment stability is in-
5-13.3 THE FIELD-PROBE EVALUATION METHOD sufficient and instrumentation becomes more

elaborate. From Fig. 5-58, a 0.1-db peak-to-
Neither the pattern comparison procedure peak perturbation of the on-peak (X = 0) level

nor the free-space vswr technique, as described corresponds to a reflectivity of -45 db. Refer-
above, extracts detailed information about the ence 86 describes a null-balance technique for
uniformity of the total illuminating field over point-to-point measurement of field intensity
wide areas. For strictly pattern work, when the variations down to 0.01 db. A two-channel corn-
shape of an anttenna pattern is the character- parison system uses the following:
istic under study, relatively large variations in 1. A moving receiving antenna, oriented for
illumination level within the quiet zone are maximum output, to probe the field as re-
tolerable if the antenna aperture is small with quired.
respect to the dimensions of the quiet zone. Un- 2. A stationary pickup antenna, or other
der such circumstances, the pattern comparison means of sampling transmitter output, to
procedure Is highly instructive, sinee it gives provide a reference energy level.
range performance in terms of small changes 3. An accurate amplitude-sensitive null de-
in pattern shape. tector capable of measuring minute differ-
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ences between the response of the moving theless, when the field-probe method is auto-
antenna and the reference signal (e.g., mated to the extent that curves similar to those
Weinschel Dual-Channel Insertion Loss of Fig. 5-57 can be recorded directly without
Test Set). the necessity of recording and comparing pat-

terns, this is a relatively rapid test procedure.
Curves of the response of the receiving an- The rcficctlvity levels measured by the meth-

tenna vs. its transverse off-center position show ods descrive'i can be related to the accuracy of

cyclic variations very similar to the deviation the boresight measurements when detailed
curves of Fig. 5-49, and chamber reflectivity may knowledge of the antenna patterns to be tested
be derived as in the pattern comparison pro- is at hand. Figure 5-58 permits readout of the
cedure by entering Fig. 5-58 at the X = 0 or
peak-of-pattern level with the values of the db peak-to-peak variation at any pattern level

spread measured from the curves, Curve plot- caused by measured reflectivity and the corre-
tingispread neessas ry ifr ithe curvs k n e paot- sponding angular variations are immediately
ting is not necessary if it is known that the pat- evident from the known pattern. When using
tern of the transmitting antenna has resulted the pattern comparison procedure for evalua-
in field intensity variations very much smaller tion of a boresight range, It may be sufficient
than those observed by the moving probe. It is to compare patterns, for example, near the level
then sufficient to note the decibel differenices corresponding to pattern crossover in a mono-
between the maximum and minimum probe out- pulse system to obtain a direct indication of the
puts and enter Fig. 5-58 with these differences angular resolution permitted by range reflec-
at X = 0. Alternatively, the following equation tions.

may be used: The vswr evaluation method should also in-R--1

E, = E, (5-44) dicate the boresight resolution directly when
R +the antenna to be boreaighted is used as the

where E, = unity, since the on-peak probe probe and is oriented at the crossover angle, for
output has been recorded example. Motion of the antenna in a direction

R = numerical ratio of maximum to at right angles to the transmitter line of sight
minimum field strengths may be equally as important as motion along

.E - effected reflected field strength the probe axis.
expressed as a fraction (e.g., 0.01, When a beam seeker or null seeker, such as

the Carco Electronics or California Technicalcorresponding to -40 db) Industries boresight-error measuring system is

If the volume explored by the probe antenna employed, a field probe in the transverse plane
is very large or three-dimensional, Inverse- by an antenna oriented for peak response on
square corrections for the varying distance be- axis should yield data that are easily interpret-
tween the transmitter and the probe must be ed in terms of angular resolution,
included unless they are very much smaller
than the observed variations of the probe out- 5-14 PERFORMANCE OF MICROWAVE
put, ANECHOIC CHAMBERS AS ANTENNA

PATTERN AND BORESIGHT RANGES
5-13,4 COMPARISON OF EVALUATION METHODS This Ag a summarize the GES

ANI THEIR APPLICABILITY TO This paragraph summarizes the measured

BORESIGHT RANGES performance of several anechoic chambers that
were designed for boresighting tests.

The field-probe evaluation technique Is by far Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 225, of ,1he
the most rigorous of the test procedures de- aperture type, as shown in Fig. 5-52, is. lo-
scribed. It is required for A typical pattern cated at Warner-Robins Air Force. Base,
range only when detailed information about Georgia. Chamber dimensions are approxi-
field uniformity is needed to ensure the accu- mately 31 ft wide, 25 ft high, and 102 ft long.
racy of absolute gain measurements. One of the The chamber was evaluated at 13.5 ge by the
other procedures Is entirely adequate in most null-balance technique of probing the field in
cases where accuracy of pattern shape Is the the vicinity of the receiving antennas. In this
antenna characteristic of major interest. Never- case, the probe antenna was one of the 22-db
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pyramidal horns that are used in the California - 11 (lb indicated by tile field-probe technique
Technical Industries Beam Seeker installed as is caused by two factors:
part of the boresight test facility. The probe 1. Directivity o' the receiviuW, antenna was
..... tr.v......d ,., in. hý,,i-u,,Latv wiih respect 0 (it) greater in the pattern comparison
to chamber axis and ---21 in. vertically in a test.
plane normal to the chamber axis at a distance 2. Normalizatinn of paltlrn peaks were used
of 1160 in. from the location of the transmitting in the pattern comparison data reduction,
antennas being boresighted. Average reflec- so that comn~ted reflectivity is based only
tivity varied from --.52 db to -- 55 db, du- upon the shape of the recorded patterns
pending upon the beamwidth of the parabolic rather than upon small variations in
orange-peel antennas under test. These reflec- peak-of-pattern level.
tivity levels correspond to peak-to-peak varla- A chamber installed at N. V. Hollandse Sig-
tions of 0.03 to 0.045 db in the illuminating field naalapparaten in the Netherlahids is essentially
strength. identical with the Canadian Westinghouse fi-

The longitudinally baffled Eccosorb Anechoic cility and was evaluated by a slightly modified
Chamber No. 250, Fig. 5-54, was installed at pattern comparison procedure. The measured
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, reflectivity of -53 db compares very favorably
Ontario, Canada for boresight testing oi X- with -54 db in the Canadian chamber.
band monopulse antenna systems. This chain- Eccosorb Anechoic Chamber No. 423, Fig.
ber, whose dimensions are approximately 30 ft 5-55, is a smaller, longitudinally baffled anechoic
X 30 ft X 98 ft, was evaluated by both the null- chamber (16 ft X 16 ft X 28 ft) in use at
balance and pattern comparison methods at Motorola Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona for produc-
9.375 gc with a separation of 900 to 1000 in. tion boresight testing of small-missile seeker
between the transmitting and receiving an- antennas. Evaluation of this chamber was by
tennas. A 20-db-gain transmitting antenna was the pattern comparison procedure at 9 gc using
used in both tests. In the field-probe test, C-ft vertically polarized 20-db horn transmitter and
long traverses of a 15-db probe antenna were receiver at a separation of approximately 20
executed along horizontal, vertical, and 45-de- ft, The patterns recorded at 1-in, increments
gree diameters of the quiet zone at the receiv- along 36-in, horizontal and 19-in, vertical trav-
Ing end, and the measured average reflectivity erses showed no deviation within ±72' that was
was -41 db, corresponding to an average peak. sufficient to indicate a reflectivity greater than
to-peak variation of approximately 0,16 db in -65 db, Similar tests; using as a receiver the
illuminating field strength. In the pattern com- circularly polarized Motorola antenna to be
parison tests, patterns of a 20-db receiving- boresighted, showed no detectable deviation at
horn antenna were recorded at 1-in. increments any pattern level down to 30 db below peak. At
along vertical and horizontal radii of the 6-ft the critical .-. 3-rib pattern points on this an-
diameter quiet zone and an average reflectivity tenna, a reflectivity of -- 65 db corresponds to
of -. 14 db was computed. The difference be. n peak-to-peak perturbation of 0.013 db and to
tween this value of -- 54 db and the value of an angular resolution of ±0.010.
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SYMBOLS

Al'iis Heating rate, Btuftu-see
C Concentration (moles/cc); Laminar flow, flat-plate heating

ratio __ Pw/AW rate, Btu/ft'-sec
qpp Laminar flow, stagnation heating

C. Specific heat at constant pressure rate, Btu/ft2 -sec
C, Laminar concentration Turbulent flow, flat-plate heating
D Drag= ½/2p 3V"CvA; diameter rate, Btu/ft'-sec
IP 4ouu felsiiy•TH Turbulent flow, stagnation heating

IPD Insertion phase difference rate, Btu/ft2 -sec
K Thermal conductivity q4,Tnh Maximum turbulent heating rate
M Thermal shock merit index near the sonic point, Btu/ft-.sec
N. Number of electrons/meter' r Radius
R Radius; range r, Radius of earth, naut, mi
R, Nose tip radius r, Radius of segment i (to centroid)
T Temperature from center of cylinder
TIUN Equilibrium temperature t Time, see
T. Wall temperature tan 8 Loss tangent
V Flight velocity, ft/sec x Distance, ft
V, Initial velocity prior to reentry, xf Thickness of segmentl

ft/sec a Angle of attack, degrees; coefficient
V. Free-stream velocity, ft/sec of thermal expansion; attenuation
W Weight, lb constant
W/CDA Ballistic parameter / Phase constant
W/CLA Glide parameter 7 Ratio of specific heats; reentry
X Distance from tip, ft angle
Z Polarization 8 Tensile strength, psi
a Inside radius of cylinder; half thick- e Density ratio across the shock

ness of plate p./p.; emittance; dielectric con-
b Outside radius of cylinder stant
bi. Minimum acceptable thickness of s, Dielectric constant of free space

ablative window, ft e Dielectrie constant, relative

c Velocity of light -• A constant relating atmospheric

e ,,, Charge of electron, coulombs density to altitude m4.15 op 10/

g Gravitational acceleration d t o a 4

h Altitude, ft;,enthalpy, ft/sec; heat x Wavelength of incident radiation
transfer coefficienth Heat of ablation, Btu/lb /zPoisson's ratio

v Electron collision frequency
hb Stagnation enthalpy, ft2/secJ P Density, lb/ftil

1Wall enthapy, ft/seC2  pAr, Density at sea level
Number of each segment; V---T p Free-space density

j Segment being investigated * Altitude density ratio = p•/p,•.;
k Dielectric constant stress, psi
i Mass of an electron, kilograms; an 0- Radial stress, psi

integer o't Tangential stress, psi
p An Integer 0" Angular stress, psi
q Heat per unit area, Btu/ft"; total r, Longitudinal stress, psi

number of segments ( Signal angular frequency
qT Total heat input, Btu/ft2  ap Plasma frequency
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CHAPTER 6 '
•A
2

HYPERSONIC RADOME APPLICATIONS

6-1 iNTRODUCTION cles, became a subject of great concern. Resili-
ent rain erosion boots and paint-on coatings,

The design of a radome for a World War II which had proved successful at subsonic veloci-
aircraft was initially a challenging problem. ties, offered little protection above Mach 2. To
However, by the end of the war, analytical and date, the rain erosion problem for velocities
empirical techniques had been developed that greater than Mach 2 has not been solved, ex-
permitted the engineer to approach the design cept for the use of ceramic radomes (see Chap-
of an aircraft radome as a routine problem, ter 3).
This situation changed with the development When interceptor missile velocities began to
of aircraft and missiles capable of supersonic exceed Mach 3, ceramic and glass-ceramic ra-
flight in the egitly 19r;,Vs. Their aerodynamic domes came into use (see Chapter 4, Part I).
requirements dictated radomes with high fine- Although their use eased the temperature prob-
ness ratios. The range of incident angles seen lem, ceramic radomes brought with them an
by energy from the radar antenna striking the entirely new set set of design problems. The
inner surface of the radome often ranged from organic resin-fiberglass laminates were rela-
00 to 750, making the electrical design of the tively flexible, whereas ceramic radomes were
radome difficult. To further complicate the quite brittle. The design of an attachment was
problem, the aerodynamic heating associated a formidable problem, one that had not been
with supersonic flight produced changes in both encountered in fiberglass radomes. The problem
the physical and electrical properties of the ra- of thermal shock became one of great concern,
dome material, since a thermal shock failure was generally

New materials were required that would en- catastrophic and meant loss of the vehicle (see
sure the physical integrity of the radome at Paragraphs 1-1.5 and 3.5),
the elevated tearperature and that were also In spite of the problems, ceramic radomes
suitable electrically, The challenge was met by began to appear on operational missiles in the
the developr.'ei't 1f polyester and epoxy lam- latter 1950's and are quite widely used now.
inated fiberglass radomes capable of short-term In the mid-1950's, requirements were being
use to 500°F and extended use to 4001F (see generated for vehicles with earth orbital and
Chapter 4, PartA II). Electrical design proce- atmospheric reentry capabilities. Such vehicles
dures were developed to account for the changes were to be of both the manned and unmanned
in electrical thickness produced by temperature variety, but, in either case, were to require com-
changes occurring during flight. The design of munication systems that operated before, dur-
a radome became a compromise involving the ing, and after reentry. Again, an entirely new
flight profile of the vehicle, the temperature de- set of requirements and problems was gen-
pendence of the physical and electrical proper- erated for the radome engineer. Because of the
ties of the radome material, and its desired (or extremely high heating rates encountered dur-
required) boresight error, error rate, and r-f ing reentry, the typical forward-mounted ogival
transmission characteristics, Rain erosion of shaped radome appeared to be ruled out. Ra-
the radome surface, which had been a bother- domes for hypersonic orbital and reentry vehi-
some but tolerable problem for subsonic vehi- cles have, with few exceptions, taken the form
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of flush-mounted windows generally located are relatively low, such as in the glide reen-
well aft of the bow shock region. Because of try and in certain orbital decay reentry pro-
lh18 ie"Lnas zatup win- filie, u radi•,ion cooled, nnahluive window
dows for hypersonic reentry vehicles have often may be considered, bearing in mind the attach-
been of the ablative type, wherein cooling is ment and thermal shock problems associated
accomplished by allowing certain physical, with this type of electromagnetic window (see
chemical, and mass transfer processes to take Paragraph 1-1.4.2).
place at the surface.

An electromagnetic design problem unique
to the hypersonid vehicle is that of transmission 6-1.2 THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN

through the plasma sheath. While not specifi- Once the heating rate, total heat input, and
cally a part of the electromagnetic window de- maximum surface temperature have been es-
sign, the effect of the plasma sheath is of great maiu srfctepauehvebne-
concern. Briefly, the plasma sheath is a layer tablished, the structural design of the window

concrn.Briflytheplama heat isa lyer can begin. For an ablative window, the struc-
of ionized air that covers a reentering hyper- tan desin con arlative of detrmng
sonic vehicle or, for that matter, any vehicle rural design consists prim~arily of determining
sonic vehie atmorhfo that mate, any vehicy othe minimum acceptable physical thickness that
in the atmosphere that exceeds a velocity of will be sufficient to protect the antenna and

about Mach 10. The thickness and density of the othe suicient tehind the anten and

plasma Is a function of altitude, velocity, loca- her equipment behind the window when con-
tion on the vehicle, and shape factor of the sidering the heating rate, total heat input, and
to ontevehicle.Aandshapeifactoroof the plasashe surface temperature. This implies that mate-
vehicle. As a simplification, the plasma sheath rial requirements be established and materials
can be thought of as an electromagnetic win- r i ed duints stablished attals
dow and can take on the properties of a dielec- be specified during this stage. The edge attach-ment design must also be considered at thistric, or even a conductor, under certain cor- time, although for typical organic resin-fiber.
binations of the above conditions and operating glass ablators, the modulus of elasticity is low

frequ aeny doenough to make this a noncritical part of the
We have discussed how radome design has design, For a nonablative window or for an

progressed from the relatively simple require- deign. ra nenrbualidew indow o mesments of a subsonic aircraft to the complexi- ogival radome, the structural design becomes it
ments of an esebtromgnic a ircrt tor te coplex- more difficult. In order to determine the ability
ties of an electromagnetic window for a hyper-withstd
sonic vehicle. At this point, a closer look at the o
specific steps that should be taken in determin- the thermal environment, the surface tempera-

ture profile, the heating rate, the thermal con-
ing the requirements and approaching the so- stants of the window material, the thermal gra.
lution to the design of an electromagnetic win- dient through the wall, and the edge fixity must
dow for a hypersonic vehicle is In order. be known. As will be shown In Paragraph 6-3.2,

using certain simplifying assumptions, one can
6-1.1 DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL calculate the stresses imposed by the environ-

ENVIRONMENT mout to determine if they are within the allow-
able stress limits of the material (also see

Before any specific approach can be con- Paragraph 1-2.13).
sidered, the thermal environment in which the
window will operate must be determined. This 6-1.3 THE ELECTRICAL DESIGN
will be dependent to a great extent on the mis-
sion profile of the vehicle. If it is to be a bal- Assuming that at this point a structural con.
listic reentry vehicle, the heating rate will be figuration has been established that can survive
intense for a relatively short period of time. the environment, the electrical design can be..
Ceramics, with the possible exception of slip- gin. For the ablative window, a minimum ac-
cast fused silica, cannot withstand the thermal ceptable thickness will have been established
shock caused by the high heating rate. An and may not be optimum electrically. The elec-
ablative window Is, therefore, generally indi- trical design must consider the variable nature
cated f6r this type of trajectory, of an ablative window. The outside surface,

If the heating rate and surface temperature which Is undergoing ablation, will have con-
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siderably different electrical properties than swrface temperatures associated with these
thq virgin inner surface. In fact, the window high heating rates complicate both the struc-
car best be described electrically as a multi- tural and electrical design of surface located

having a slightly different dielectric constant Dielectric materials, such as ceramics, which
and loss tangent than adjacent ones by virtue are capable of withstanding high temperatures,
of its different temperature. By using a mathe- often have high elastic moduli and expansion co-
matical model consisting of a finite number of efficients and cannot survive the thermal shock
layers, propagation through the sandwich can associated with the t.,;re severe hypersonic
be calculated using the techniques described in environments. The interface between the dielec-
Reference 8, Within the limitations imposed by tric window and its supporting structure al! o
the minimum thickness e.atablished by the ther- presents a formidable design problem. Whon
mal analysis, the wall thickness can be op- the expansion coefficient of the dielectric difiers
timized to provide best performance during the from that of the supporting metallic structure,
most critical phase of the mission. If the win- careful design is required to prevent the build-
dow is a nonablative type, the minimum accept- up of stresses at the interface that could cause
able thickness will generally be a compromisa catastrophic failure of the joint.
between structural and electrical requirements. The electrical design of an electromagnetic
For best thermal shock resistance, a thin wall 'window for a nyporsonic vehicle is complicated
is desired. However, if the most desirable thick- by the temperature dependent characteristics of
ness, structurally, is not compatible with elec- most refractory dielectric materials. The per-
trical requirements, a thicker wall may be speci- formance of the window, whether a flush-
fled. This is particularly true if the optimum mounted antenna cover or a high-fineness.-ratio
structural thickness is near one-quarter wave- ogival shape, ca.i M, determined by knowledge
length. In this case, the thickness would be in- of the dielectric constant (c,.), loss tangent (tan
creased to approximately one-half wavelength 8), physical thickness of the wall, and the angle
and the structural problem calculated again, of Incidence at which the energy strikes the
The optimum thickness can thus be established wall. All of these characteristics vary with tem-
after one or two such Iterations. In the case of perature. A window designed for optimum per-
a radome in which boresight as well as trans- formance at ground ambient temperature might
mission characteristics are of concern, the opti- be very much less than optimum when its tem-
mization between structural and electrical perature is 3000°F. It becomes apparent that
thickness must of necessity be weighed in favor the design of an electromagnetic window for
of the electrical requirements, bearing in mind, a hypersonic, vehicle requires, flrst, a knowl-
of course, that the primary requirement Is on,- edge of the range of thermal inputs and sur-
of survival, face temperature,, expected and, secondly,

Keeping in mind these introductory remarks knowledge of the variation of the electrical and
concerning the design of radomes for hyper- structural properties of the materials involved.
sonic vehicles, we may now proceed to the more
detailed descriptions of the various design 6procsse (se Paagrah 21).6-2.2 AERODYNAMIC HEATING AT HYPERSONIC
processes (see Paragraph 2-1). VLCTEVELOCITIES

6-2 THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT The precise d termination of aerodynamic
heating of a hypersonic vehicle is a task for

6-2.1 INTRODUCTION an aerothermodynamicist. The electromagnetic
window designer is, however, often called upon

The design of an electromagnetic window for to make estimates of expected thermal inputs
a hypersonic vehicle poses problems that differ and surface temperatures. Fortunately, several
considerably from those of slower vehicles. In- excellent references (References 1 through 4)
tense surface heating rates are produced by the are available, giving the results of approximate
viscous and compressive effects of the fluid acrothermodynamic analyses of various types
(air) in which the vehicle moves. The excessive of hypersonic vehicles subjected to a variety
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of flight regimes. Much of the following infer- is maintained below the limit of the surface

mation and data has been abstracted from Ref.- material (approximately 3000'F) by carefully
erence 1, Design Procedures for Computing designing the vehicle shape and designating
Acrodynamic Heating at Hypersonic Specds. flight paths that will avoid the critical heating
Some of the graphical data is reproduced here- region.
in to illustrate the results.

Hypersonic vehicles fall into four general
categories. These are the radiation cooled glide 6-2.2.3 Orbital Decay Reentry

reentry, ballistic reentry, orbital decay reentry,
and high-acceleration boost vehicles. The vehi- The orbital decay or low-path-angle nonlift-and ighacceeraionboos veicls. Te vhi- ing trajectory involves heating rates and times
cles differ considerably in the heating rates ex- that fall between those of ballistic and lifting
perienced, the maximum surface temperaturs reentriess In the orbital decay mode of reentry,
enuth eredan d thkespane. oftie oventry whiach- the vehicle in circular orbit loses energy as a
the heating takes place. The reentry character- rsl fda n prl oteerh h
istics of these vehicles as described in the above resto dr _nd is greartha thefolloing ara- time to reenter (~-10 rai.) is greater than thatreference are quoted in the following para-
graphs, of the ballistic (tens of seconds) and consid-

erably less than that of the glide (tens of min-

"utes). For survival, the peak heating rate must

6-2.2.1 Ballistic Reentry be maintained near that of the glide and the
total heat comparable to that of the ballistic.

In the ballistic reentry, the heating rate is Analysis of the orbital decay reentry is more
intense (thousands of Btu/ft2 -sec) for a short complicated than either of the other two modes
period of time (tens of seconds) and the reen- in that neither external radiation nor transient
try path angle is relatively large. In this type effects may be neglected in a refined design.
of vehicle, the heat is either absorbed by the However, it appears that radiation cooling, heat
heat capacity of a thick shielding material, such sink, or ablation techniques may be used suc.
as copper or beryllium, or is dissipated by abla- cessfully to accomplish the mission.
tion of a surface coating. In the latter case,
the kinetic energy of the vehicle is absorbed
by the latent heat during the change of phase 6.2.2.4 High-Acceleration Boost

that occurs when the surface material is vapor-izedand arred aay y th ai stram.The high-acceleration boost trajectory, like
the ballistic reentry, involves intense heating

for relatively short periods of time. However,
6-2.2.2 Glild Reentry the heat input is such that ablation cooling ap-

pears to be the most satisfactory way of dissi-
The reentry of the lifting or glide type of pating the heat.

vehicle involves much less severe heating rates Four types of hypersonic flight conditions
than for the ballistic type (tens of Btu/ft'-sec), have been described. Examples of vehicles in

but the total heat transfer quantity is actually these four categories are
greater because of the extremely long periods 1. Ballistic: Minuteman, Atlas, Titan, and
of time of flight (tens of minutes). In this case, Polaris warheads

the reentry path angle is relatviely small com- . olis narh ad A

pared with the ballistic mode angle and the 2. G~ide: Dyne-Soar and Asset

heat sink or ablation techniques have not 3. Orbital Decay: Mercury and Gemini

proven to be practical; therefore, a radiation 4. High-Acceleration: Nike Zeus, Sprint,

cooled structure is used. Since the vehicle is aud Hibex Boost

exposed to high heating for such long periods, a Figure 6-1 shows the relationship between
steady state is reached in which the incoming the heating rate and reentry time for ballistic,
aerodynamic convective heating equals the out- glide, and orbital decay reentries. The high.
going radiation, resulting in an equilibrium acceleration boost condition would be similar
temperature of the surface. This temperature to the ballistic curve,
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Figure 6-I. Heating Rate v8 Reentry Time for Ballistic, Gild*, and
Orbital Decay Vehicles

6-2.3 HEATING RATE AND SURFACE values approaching those obtained with
TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS the real properties.

4. Reaction at the bbundary is in chemical
The calculations of heating rates and surface equilibrium.

temperatures for any hypersonic vehicle re-
quire that certain assumptions be made con- 6-2.3.1 Heating Rates and Surface Temperatures of
cerning the nature of the air surrounding the Glide Reentri Vehicles
vehicle. The equations used here are those of
Reference 1 and are subject to the following The glide reentry vehicle trajectory is char-
conditions: acterized by a shallow reentry angle producing

1. The shock layer is thin and sharply dis- moderate heating rates over a relatively long
continuous. Although' some "slip" flow period of time. Vehicles such as Dyna-Soar and
may exist in the cases considered here, Asset had swept wings with blunt leading edges
the slip-flow corrections tend to amount and relatively blunt noses. Areas of Interest for
to small reductions in the heat transfer locating electromagnetic windows are the nose,
coefficients and can be neglected without the bottcm surface, and the upper surface of
causing appreciable errdra. the vehicle. Of these locations, the upper sur-

2. Flow within the boundary layer may be face is the most desirable from the heating
either laminar or turbulent. Whichever standpoint, with the nose the least desirable.
gives the higher value of heating rates Mission requirements generally dictate an an-
will be used. tenna system with coverage below, as well as

3. Real gas properties are used, although above, the vehicle; so, from this standpoint,
the use of an ideal gas assumption gives locating the electromagnetic window on the
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upper surface does not meet the requirements t hý = wall enthalpy, ft'-/sec2

The solution generally lies in providing com- 4 = dq/dt = heating rate, Btu/ft2-sec
binations of antennas and their windows, some or = altitude density ratio = pJp,,,
located on the upper surface and some on the (For hvnersonic fliaht, the approximation
lower. The use of the nose tar an antenna iocah
tion, while desirable, does not appear feasible h,./h, <<1 can be used without gross error.)

cnisidering the present state-of-the-art in ma- Figure 6-2 is a plot of the parar.eter

terials. Although the above may be tho case, R,,,.
calculation of the heat input and equilibrium 1l
temperature of the stagnation point is required 11h

before these quantities can be obtained for A.
flat-plate region aft of the nose. as a function of altitude and velocity. Figure

6-3 shows typical glide vehicle, trajectories for
6-2.3.1.1 Stagnation Point Heating, Laminar Flow. glide parameters (W/Cl.A) of 10, 100, and
The approximate laminar-flow stagnation-point 1000. Figures 6-2 and 6-3 can be used to esti-
heating equation as used in Reference 1 is mate the heating rate at the stagnation point

for various combinations of glide parameter,
1..068 -'0 tip radius, velcoity, and altitude. As an exam-

R0
0 .- 1000 1k h. pie, assume an estimate of the stagnation heat-

(6-1) ing rate is desired for a glide reentry vehicle

where Ro = nose tip radius, ft under the following conditions:

V. = free-stream velocity, ft/sec R, = 0.5 ft W/CiA 100
h, = stagnation enthalpy, ft 2/sec 2  velocity = 21,000 ft/sec

300

p
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Figure 6-3. Glide Reentry Flight Spectrum

From Fig. 6-3, the altitude associated with a 6-2.3.1.3 Turbulent Heating Near the Sonic Paint.
velocity of 21,000 ft/sec and W/C1 .A of 100 The equation for turbulent heating near the
is 235,000 ft. From Fig. 6-2, the value for sonic point is
q R°or associated with this altitude and

1 h- 1.0 -00i 1 - (6-3)

velocity is approximately 80. Therefore,

80/0.50.-" = 113 Btu/ft2-sec Figure 6-5 is a plot of the parameter

The altitude of 235,000 ft and velocity of 21,000
ft/sec were chosen because they represent the 1 -- h
conditions under which maximum laminar heat- h.
ing occurs for a typical glide reentry, as a function of altitude and velocity. Figs. 6-3

and 6-5 can be used to estimate the heating
6-2.3.1.2 Stagnation Point Temperature. The rate for turbulent flow near the sonic point for
wall temperature at the stagnation point can various combinations of glide parameter, tip
be calculated from radius, velocity, and altitude. As an example,

Tý = 1000 (4/0.481e)'-.25 -.2) the heating rate due to turbulent flow near the
sonic point is desired for the following condi-

where T,. = wall temperature, 'R tions:
e = emittance of the nose material 0.5 ft W/C1 A 100

Figure 6-4 is a plot of T,, (in IF) as a function velocity = 18,000 ft/sec
of 4 for various emittance;. For the case con-
sidered in (a), T. = 370WIF for an assumed c From Fig. 6-3, the altitude a;;sociated with a
of 0.8. velocity of 18,000 ft/sec and N'C1 .A of 100
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is 217,000 ft. From Fig. 6-5, the value for properties required for use in such an electro-
4lR 0 0.2 magnetic window.

1- 6,w .2.2.1.4 Flat-Plat& H.atina, Laminar Flow. The

n, simplified heating rate equation for laminar
associated with this altitude is 25. Therefore, flow over a flat plate aft of the stagnation point

is
l 2.5 = 29 Btu/ft "-sec q1,,1. = (uL8 (0.0292) (R e/X )0 .a0 o. 7

(6-4)The velocity of 18,000 ft/sec and altitude of (-

217,000 ft were chosen because they represent where 4ryrp = laminar flow, flat-plate heating

the conditions under which maximum tur- rate, Btu/ft2-sec

bulent heating occurs for a typical glide re- 4LS = laminar flow, stagnation heating
entry. rate, Btu/ft2 -sec

It is obvious that for this particular set of A - distance from tip, ft

conditions, the laminar heating rate exceeds the X = ane o m tip, ft

turbulent and should be used as a worst-case
estimate. Consider the case of section (a) where the stag-

A nose-mounted electromagnetic window for nation heating rate for laminar flow was 113
a vehicle of the above configuration and reentry Btu/ft2 -sec. The tip radius, R,,, is 0.5 ft. The
trajectory would be required to withstand heating rate into a flat plate located 5 ft aft of
maximum surface temperatures of 3700°OF at the stagnation and at an angle of attack of 45°

its tip (emit tance of 0.8 assumed). Since the is
time of exposure is relatively long, backside LFP = (113) (0.0292) (0.5/5)Y.r (45)2/:1

temperatures would tend to be high. Materials = 13.2 Btu/ftV-sec,
are not presently available that have the com-
bination of electrical, structural and thermal From Eq. 6-2 or Fig. 6-4, e equilibrium sur-

300

ARoO"2 10 BTU-FTO.2

200
A-

400

00 5 10 15 20 25

VELOCITY, FT/SEC (lOOt))

Figure 6-5. Nose Turbulent Heating Rate at Sonic Point
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face temperature at the flat-plate region is 6-2.3.2.1 Turbulent Heating Near the Sonic Point.
19C5'F (assumed emittance of 0.8). A simplified expression for maximum turbulent

heating near the sorie point for a ballistic re-
6-2.3.1.5 Flat-Plate Heating, Turbulent Flow. For entry vehicle is
turhill if - ",

tm _iotfew =_ I ( .5 V, \/ W gin y Y1." I0

qTFi'= q*T, (0.0666) a--" i+ ] 000, CpA (6-6)
1ý) + -!I hM (6-6)

(6-5) where R nose tip radius, ft

where X = distance from tip, ft Vt -= initial velocity prior to reentry,
ft/sec

4T~r = turbulent flow, flat-plate heat- W
ing, rate, Btu/ft2-sec . ---- ballistic parameter

41Tr = turbulent flow, stagnation heat- q = maximum turbulent heating
ing rate, Btu/ft2-sec near the sonic point, Btu/ft2.sec

S= angle of attack, degrees y reentry angle

Using the case of section (c) as an example, For a minimum energy trajectory,
where 4,s = 29 Btu/ft2 -sec, and R,- = 0.5 feet,
4T,,, for a location 5 ft aft of the sonic point at v - ir/4 R/4r,, (radians) (6-7)
a = 450 is where R = range, naut. mi

(29) (0.0666) (0.5/5) 0,2 45 r,, 3438, radius of earth in naut. mi
I + 1 • As arl example, consider a ballistic reentry from
1.+ B/ a 1500-naut. mi range. y is calculated at 39.75"

= 11.8 Btu/ft2 -seo and V, is determined from:
The equilibrium temperature from Fig. 6-4 is [, . (1 tan- v) 1"'
1900'F for an assumed emittance of 0.8.

The procedures and methods described in (g = 32.2 ft/sec-) (6-8)

Paragraphs 6-2.3.1.1 through 6.2.3.1.5 allow an _ 15,600 ft/sec
approximate value for the thermal input and For Ro = 0.25 ft and W/Ci1 A = 100,
surface equilibrium temperatures associated = 3.359 (15500/10000):'
with glide reentry vehicles to be obtained. It X (100 sin 39.750)'" (1/0,251,.2)
should be recognized that these techniques are
valid for estimating thermal inputs for pre- = 456 Btu/ft2 :sec
liminary design of electromagnetic windows Figure 6-6 shows the heating rate as a function
and should not be considered, as sufficient for of (?IV, sin y)t, where Vi and y are as before,
determining final thermal design. 9 = 4.15 X 10-•/ft (a constant relating at-

mospheric density to altitude), and t = time
from the time when maximum heating rate

6.2.3.2 Heating Rates and Surface Temperatures of occurs. The approximate heating rates for any
Ballistic Reentry Vehicles ballistic reentry can be obtained from Fig. 6-6

if the maximum rate is known.
Although electromagnetic windows are not

common on current ballistic reentry vehicles, The total thermal input based on sonic point
there is no ioubt that future requirements will turbulent flow can be obtained by integration
dictate vehicle-borne radiating systems. As of the area under the curve in Fig. 6-6, and is
with the glide reentry vehicle, the preliminary V W , 1
design of an electromagnetic window for a hal- qT = 34.1\10000 C-A' (R,, sin y)"'
listic reentry vehicle requires a knowledge of
the thermal input to the window and its sur- (6-0)
face temperature. For the case just considered, qT = 4710 Btu/ftV.
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Figure 6-6. Generalized Ballistic Reentry Heating Rate for Laminar and
Turbulent Flow

6-2.3.2.2 Surface Temperatures of Ballistic Re- ablate in the 3500°F to 6000OF range.
entry Vehicles. Ballistic reentry vehicles may be The problem in the thermal design of an
protected by either a heat sink or by ablation. ablative electromagnetic window is primarily
Heat sinks usually consist of covering the for- that of determining the thickness required to
ward portion of the vehicle with a high-heat- provide protection for the substratum. This re-
capacity metal, such as copper or beryllium. quires the establishment of an acceptable back-
The thickness" of the sink is designed so that wall temperature. The minimum thickness re-
the mission is completed prior to the time the quired if no restrictions are put on the back-
surface reaches its melting point. The heat sink wall temperature is
approach generally rules out the possibility of b,,, q'r/ph,,rr (6-10)
an electromagnetic window because of the elec-

ttical conductive nature of most suitable sink where b,,, = minimum acceptable thickness
materials, of ablative window, ft

An ablative covering is the more common h,, = heat of ablation, Btu/lb
method of thermally protecting a ballistic re-
entry vehicle. The material is often a combina- total heatit, b/ftl
tion of organic resin and inorganic filiers. The p material density, lb/ft'
kinetic energy of the vehicle is absorbed by the For a typical inorganic-filled organic resin,
latent heat during the change of phase occur- ph,,,r = 2 X 10:' and from Eq. 6-9, q(,. :-1 4710;
ring when the surface material is vaporized therefore,
and carried away by the air stream. Once abla- 4710
tion has initiated, the surface temperature b,,, - 2 X 10.' 0.0235 ft --: 0.282 in.
stabilizes at a value characteristic of the ma-
terial. Organic base materials, such as filled Actual thickness is obtained by establishing an
Teflon and phenolic-nylon, have surface tem- acceptable back-wall temperature and then
peratures during ablation of 1000'F to 25001F, solving the transient one-dimensional heat-flow
while inorganics such as slip-cast fused silica equation for the required thickness.
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6-2.3.3 Heating Rates and Surface Temperatures of since it should be recognized that there are
Orbital Decay Reentry Vehicles other, more favorable locations downstream

from the shield where antennas can be located.
The orbital decay re~wtrv rondo I im ivvin, bi

some respects to both the glide and ballistic 6-2.3.4 High-Acceleration Boost Vehicles
reentries. The peak heating rates are main-
tained near that Of the glide whereas the total The trajectories and, hence, the heating rates
heat input is near that of the ballistic mode. and temperat~res of most current vehicles of

A conservative estimate of the total heat in- this nature are classified. About all that can be
put (laminar flow assumed) to an orbital de- said is that the thermal input Is such that abla-
cay reentry vehicle following a typical reentry tive techniques are required and that the maxi-
trajectory is given by: mum heat inputs can exceed those of ballistic

qT = 4672 (W/CO)ARo,)1. (6-11) reentry vehicles.
In this paragraph, techniques have been do-

This equation is valid where W/CQAR1, does not scribed that allow the electromagnetic window
exceed a value of about 25.0. The method gen- designer to estimate surface temperatures and
erally used to achieve this to make R, large, i.e., thermal inputs to aid in the preliminary design
make the vehicle very blunt. Consider a typical of windows. It cannot be stressed too often that
case where W/C1,A = 100, R,, = 10 ft; then these techniques provide only estimates, and

that actual, temperatures and thermal inputs
qT = (4672) (100/10) 1/, = 13,750 Btu/ftil must be provided by a detailed aerothermody-

The minimum thickness required of a typical, namic analysis of each particular case.
filled organic resin ablative shield to protect
the vehicle is, using Eq. 6-10, 6-3 THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF

13750 RADOMES FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
=2X 10 0 7 6-3.1 GENERAL STRUCTURAL DESIGN

As before, b,,,,. represents the minimum thick- CONSIDERATIONS
ness of the ablative covering with no restric-
tions placed on back-wall temperature. When As discussed in Paragraph 6.1, an electro-
back..wall temperature requirements and safety magnetic window for a hypersonic vehicle can
factors are considered, the thickness can be take one of several forms, depending on the
several times b.,,,, If an ablator is used, the type of vehicle, its mission profile, and the r-f
surface temperature will be determined by the system requirements associated with the mis.
properties of the material, If radiation cooling sion. To date, most electromagnetic windows
is used, the maximum temperature can be cal- for hypersonic vehicles have been of the flush-
culated from: mounted type, cooled either by ablation or radi-

T -- 2680 (WiC1AR,) 1/H -1/4 ation. Recently, it has been demonstrated that
forward-mounted, aerodynamically shaped ra-

where T,, , = equilibrium temperature, *R domes are feasible for some hypersonic vehicle
e = emittance (assumed 0.8 here) applications (see Reference 5). The major limi-

yvehicle previously con- tations of this configuration appear to be the
For the orbital decay severe thermal shock requirements placed qn
sidered, the material and the presence, generally, of a

T.,,-= 2680 (100/10)I"/ 0.8-1/4 dense plasma sheath surrounding the radome.
= 3770'R = 3310'F The structural design of an ablative window,

on the other hand, is relatively simple. The
The limitation on the electrical design of elec- minimum thickness for thermal protection of
tromagnetic windows for orbital decay vehicles the antenna located behind the window is estab-
is that of radio-frequency attenuation through lished during the thermal environment analysis,
the ablating heat shield. This applies only to Since most ablative materials have relatively
those antennas that look through the shield, low elastic moduli, thermal shock i.i not gen-
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erally a problem. The main structural design dient of AT between faces, the resulting stress
problem for an ablative electromagnetic win- would be a 'ending stress and is calculated from
dow is the deslgn of an. attachment that will AT aE
maintain the window in a mechanically stable 0* - 2 (1 .) (6-13)
nnuitinn thrmorhuiif, +h- -Wln:, •ri- 3

The structural design of a radiation cooled, The plate would be in compression on the hot
flush-mounted electromagnetic window located side and tension on the cold sile.
aft of the low shock region falls somewhere be- Each shape of flat plate (rectangular, square, A
tween the two other types of windows men- circular, triangular, etc.), each mounting con-
tioned above In complexity. Ceramics are usu- dition (fixed, free, partially constrained, etc.),
ally required because of the high surface tern- and each temperature distribvtion (uniform
peratures encountered. Attachment design is throughout, gradient between faces, symmetri-
particularly critical because of the danger of cal, assymetrical, etc.) is a variable that will in-
catastrophic thermal shock failure caused by fluence the nature and rtignitude of the stress
stress concentration at the attachment points. Induced, It becomes obvious, therefore that each
If the emittance of the window material is less application that one might consider is unique and
than that of the surrounding structure, the must be treated as such, and that simplified
window will reach thermal equilibrium at a general approaches using unreal assumptions
temperature greater than that of' the surround- must be used only as a guide in the approach to
ing structure, While not, strictly speaking, part the problem's solution. This also points up the
of the structural design, surface coatings are need for adequate proof testing of the design
usually required to match the emittance of the prior to its use on a flight test vehicle.
window to that of the support structure. If the case of the flush-mounted flat-plato

window appears to be a complex design prob.
lem, that of a forward-mounted ogival shaped

6-3.2 CALCULATION OF 5TRESSES IN AN radome is even more complex, As a first approx.
ELECTROMAGNETIC WINDOW imation, one can consider the radome to be made

up of two sections, one cylindrical and the other
If the thermal input and surface temperature a hemispherical cap.

of an electromagnetic window are known and if To determine the thermal stresses in the
the physical constants of the wall material and ogival portion of the radome, consider a sec-
its mounting constraints are known, the maxi- tion perpendicular to t he longitudinal axis in
mum stress can be calculated, This can then be the form of a long circular cylinder with a
compared with the allowable design values for concentric circular hole. Assuming that the cyl.
stress in the material to determine whether it inder is free to expand radially 'and circumfer.
is suitable for the application (see Paragraph entially but is restr~alned longitudinally and the
1-2.,13). temperature only varies radially, the following

Consider the case of a flat, rectangular win- equations can be used to evaluate the stresses
dow with fixed edges subjected to a total uni- in the wall:
form temperature change of AT. The resulting CWH 1 /r'2- 2" 1)

stress wduld be compressive, in nature and is 0'- - 1 -_ W • b " Tr dr- Tr dr
calculated (Reference 6) from:

(6-14)
AT aE

a (1 -- 21) (6-12) Oe
aE ~ 1 Tr"a' ' dr +)rd _T !

where E = modulus of elastioity I r"b+ a• ' Tr 1rA - Tr dr --. Tr',

T = temperature, OF (6-1b)
a = coefficient of thermal expansion

t = Poisson's ratio 0 -- b" (2 Tr dr T (6-16)
o, = stress, psi 1 -- /A b-U 2

For the same window with a temperature gra- where E = modulus of elasticity
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T = temperature a-z al (2 37' &T~r~x,&
a = inside ramdus oi cyiinder -- 1-- -A _,-

b = outside radius of cylinder (6-19)
r = radius of element. under investiga- For the hemispherical portion nf the nose (at

tion the stagnation point), an element is considered
a = coefficient of thermal expansion to be cut from a sphere with a hole at the

=• = Poieson's ratio center (Reference 7). The temperature was
assumed to have a symmetrical distribution

To make Eqs. 6-14 to 6-16 easier to use, they with respect to the spherical center and to be
can be rewritten in summation form. The num- a function of radius only. Because of symmetry,
ber of segments is varied by using the follow- the three stress components are the radial com-
ing designations: ponent, r,, and two tangential components, a-,.

The equations used are

(r,(Sa S) Tr- dr- Trildr)

(6-20)

2aE / 2r.1 -+ a
Ir -- 1 k 2 ( 2(P-- a3)r r

Tr'dr+ ' Tr' dr-1/,T

(6-21)

where all terms are the same as previously de-
where T, -- temperature change of segment i scribed. These equations can also be put in the

(T ,-- T) summation form as follows:
q =total number of segments - last

segment ZrE= 1 / (r,3 -0 a)
segment being Investigated • [•'r13-(- WT

1 = number of each segment (i :1to ) .ZTjrj'xI - I
9) J-q

r, = radius of segment I (to centroid) (6-22)
from center of cylinder 2cg / 2r~l -- a3.

x, -thickness of segment i -- " " 2r(3 -- a= r
TC7j7 a (b3 - a)r

Iowsn summation form, the equations are as fol--- 1 '-2r .• Tr' I
a ~ (6-23)

a'~- 1--1

0 - a2 -. I I "--' The stress equations as used in the summation
(rebi a) j,, A rjAj -Frir form lend themselves to semiautomatic opera-

(6-17) tion on a small computer. Temperature gradi-
aE (. r• .| a' ents are calculated from knowledge of the ther-

o ---i r.(i - "real input to the outer surface of the wall, thethermal properties of wall material, and its

ATrxT - ATrx .- ATj thicknes. The assumption of a one-dimensional
T r heat flow (radial) is valid for the configuration

(6-18) described above.
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As with the flush-mounted window, approxi- under the heading of ablatives, recent work
mate theoretical calculations should be used done at Georgia Tech indicates the suitability
only as a guide. The final proof is whether the of modified slip-cast fused silica for use as a
radome can survive a thermal shock test that maierial !or all a~uhtivc, .uni-.,i,.,iitu rccntry.-
approximates the time-temperature profile of radome (Reference ri). Indications are that for
the worst-case mission it will he called upon to certain reentry applications, a radome fabri-
survive. cated of slip-cast fused silica modified by the

addition of Cr.O-. can survive. This appears to
be one of the few cases where a nose-mounted

6-3.3 THE ABLATIVE WINDOW radome has been considered and shown to be

In Paragraph 6-5.5, it is mentioned that the feasible for a reentry vehicle.

structural design of an ablative window for a
hypersonic vehicle is somewhat simpler than 6-3.4 THE THERMAL SHOCK PROBLEM
the design of a radiation cooled window or
ogival reentry radome. The major problem For a material to function as a radome under
consists of determining the minimum physi- reentry conditions, it has to possess an almost
cal thickness that will provide adequate pro- unobtainable combination of physical proper-
tection for the antenna. This thickness is ties. For a monolithic structure merely to sur-
generally arrived at during the thermal analy- vive the thermal shock associated with such an
sis and since thermal shock is not a prob- environment demands the ultimate in material
lem for most organic ablators, the major Rtruc- performance. Therefore, thermal shock char-
tural design problems involve mechanical sta- actoristics are considered of primary impor-
bilization of the window. Teflon, a material that tance in selecting a material for a reentry ra-
is very desirable electrically and adequate ther- dome (see Paragraphs 1-1.4.2, 1-2.13, and 3-5).
mally for some of the less severe environments, It is not always appreciated that the thermal
presents some unusual problems in this respect, shock resistance of a material is not only de-
The high expansion coefficient of Teflon makes pendent upon the physical and mechanical prop-
it very difficult to attach without some buckling erties of the material, but also upon the severity
occurring at the ablation temperature. Ceramic of the thermal shock environment. Further, the
fiber reinforcement can be added to Teflon to severity of the environment is not necessarily
minimize the effect of its high expansion coeffi- associated with temperature, but rather with
cient and improve its overall performance as the heat transfer rate to the material. This re-
an ablator. lationship can be illustrated by considering air

For more severe environments, the charring and water at 200!'P. Obviously, the heat trans-
ablators, such as phenolic-refrasil, phenolic- fer rate is much hig"her in the water than in the
nylon or phenolic-fiberglass, are often used. In air. This difference would~be evident by placing
addition to being easier to attach and stabilize an ice cube into each environment. It is often
(because of their lower expansion coefficients), desirable to comparc two or three materials as
they generally perform better as ablators than to their relative thermal shock resistance. To
their thermoplastic counterparts. Their major do this, it is not uncommon to use the expres-
disadvantage is, however, their relatively high sion:
electrical loss. In the process of ablation, these K•/E (6-24)
materials form a carbonaceous char layer at the
outer surface. During flight, most of this is where E = modulus of elasticity
carried away by the slip-stream. However, that K = thermal conductivity
which remains appears as a lossy dielectric M = merit index
layer to any electromagnetic energy being pro. a = coefficient of thermal expansion
pagated through it. The nature and effect of tensile strength, psi
this layer has been the subject of much study,
but to date there is still controversy over its What is overlooked in using this expression is
effect on transmission, that this relationship holds only for low heat

Although inorganics do not generally come transfer rates, or a very mild thermal shock
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environment. Expressions have been developed must be pursued if the compound problem is
that take into account the thermal shock envi- ever to be solved.
ronment (References 8 and 9). These expres- Chapter 2 discusses techniques that show
sions relate the maximum temperature from promise for use in cases where monolithic wall
which a materiai can he quenched (to room radomes cannot survive. The various alterna-
temperature) to the severity of the quench. The tives discussed range from arrays of dielectric
term ah has been used to denote this severity, filled slots on a cone to geodesic lens structures
where a = half thickness of plate, and h = heat integrated ikto the nose of a vehicle. The alter-,
transfer coefficient. natives all suffer when compared to conveb-

If the term T.,,,. is the maximum tempera- tional seeker-radome configurations, partic-
ture from which the material can be quenched, ularly in scanning flexibility, and gain and side- -
then for a mild condition (low values of ah) lobe level deterioration as a function of scan

To .,! c K8/Ea (6-25) While there appears to be no miracle refrac-
but for severe conditions (high values of ah) tory dielectric material on the horizon, the ex.

tension of r-f system capability equivalent to
Tomx 8/Ea (6-26) that of current high-speed aircraft and missiles

to hypersonic vehicles (not necessarily reentry
These expressions emphasize the fact that a vehicles) appears to depend on the development
material may have satisfactory thermal shock of just such a material.
resistance under mild thermal shock conditions

by possessing a high thermal conductivity.
However, it will receive essentially no benefit 6-4 ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF RADOMES
from this property under very severe condi- FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
tions.

The thermal shock resistance of radome ma- 6-4.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
terials is stressed here because of the impor-
tance, from the standpoint of material selection, The design procedure used in the electrical
of specifying the thermal environment in which design of a radome for a hypersonic vehicle
the material is to be used. It has often been the varies considerably, depending upon the specific
practice to give a single number, or merit index, application being considered. For a flush-
to indicate tie thermal shock resistance of ma- mounted, relatively flat window, the major re.
terials using Eq. 6-24. However, as pointed out quirement is usually to optimize the design for
above, such a number is of value only under maximum transmission during the most critical
conditions of rather mild thermal shock, such phase of the mission. Boresight error is gen-
as reentry, these numbers may not only pro- erally not a consideration in such designs, In
vide meaningless data, but may be seriously the case of a radiation cooled, nonablative win.
misleading, dow, the electrical thickness changes as a func-

tion of the temperature dependence of the ma-
terial's dielectric properties and expansion co-

6-3.5 NEW TECHNIQUES efficient. If these properties are known and if
the wall thickness and temperature profile are

With few exceptions, the extreme environ- known, an electrical design can be achieved that
ment in the nose region of a hypersonic vehicle will provide maximum transmission at any de-
makes the use of a conventional antenna-ra- sired look angle and temperature.
dome system impractical. It is necessary to re- If the window is cooled by ablation, the elec-
place this lost capability by devising other tech- trical design becomes more complicated. The
niques for providing r-f sensing capability in electrical thickness of the wall is still dependent
the region of the nose. Although it is recognized upon the dielectric properties of the material
that the plasma sheath is the more fundamen. and their variation with temperature. How.
tal of the problems responsible for this lack of ever, the temperature profile is greatly different
capability, the development of survivable di- from that of the radiation cooled window, The
electric on metallic-dielectric nose structures surface is undergoing ablation while the region
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Figure 6-7. Electrical Design of a Flat Window

just behind the ablatinglayer has very steep gram to determine the relationship between
temperature gradients. The dielectric proper- IPD, boresight error, error rate, and transmis.
ties of the ablating layer are very difficult to sian. This fortunately, can be done at room
determine and generally must be estimated, In temperature by utilizing several radomes of
addition, the physical thickness of an ablative differing IPD values.
window can and generally does decrease appre-
ciably during a mission whereas the physical 6-4.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF A FLAT WINDOW
thickness of the radiation cooled window varies
only as a function of its expansion coefficient. The transmission and reflection coefficients
The result is that the electrical design of an abla- of a flat window can be calculated using the
tive window is generally based on estimates of method presented in Reference 10, This method
what the window thickness will be and what the assumes that transmission is plane wave. The
dielectric properties of the ablation layer are at window is divided into m arbitrary layers, each
the most critical part of the mission. Fortunate- being assigned a dielectric constant, loss tan-
ly, the problem is somewhat mitigated by the fact gent, and Lhickness. The following comaputa-
that most ablative window materials have dielec- tional method (Reference 10) has proved to
tric constants below 5.0 and, as such, do not cause be highly useful when programmed on a digital
excessive mismatch losses even though the wall computer.
thickness may be very much less than optimum. It will be assumed that all of the parameters
The greatest unknown by far in the design of (i.e., all the dielectric c,-,istants, loss tangents,
ablative windows is the effect of the ablative and thicknesses) are given. If the incident me-
layer. This is particularly true of the char dium is designated by (0), and if the wave
forming ablators, such as the phenolics and cork enters into the media designated by (1), (2),
compositions, where the char layer can become , . . , (in) in that order, the situation is de-
very lossy, scribed in Fig, 6-7.

Although nose-mounted radomes are not used The quantities that will be given are
in current reentry vehicle design because of
materials limitations and the plasma problem, ko, k, k. ... k',.
some mention should be made of the problems tan 8u, tan 81, . . ., tan 6.
involved in Lheiý electrical design. In this type a, a2, ...- a-ir
of radome, boresight error and error rate as x
well as transmission are critical performance w
parameters. As with the flat window, all three wt i no posilento ineithe ra si s-
of these parameters are functions of the elec-
trical thickness of the wall. Therefore, an opti- sion and reflection ratios for each angle of inci-
mum design requiles that the insertion phase dence in the following manner.
difference (IPD) exhibited by the radome dur- 1. Find ko, k,. , .., km
ing the most critical phase of the mission be
that which produces the best compromise be- where k1 -- (2rf/X) [k,1, (1 +i tan 8j)]i/2
tween boresight error, error rate, and trans- P 0, 1,... , m
mission. This requires an experimental pro- i2= - 1
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2. Find ZOrI, Z121 v..., Z...-,,. 8. Find r,1 2.1, r:321o, t0123, and tamok, coon 66 jig: + 2371'22-where Z,. -= ,. G,,, = V. , ,4 =j.,59. where rr,1 .' r,,2 + r,;suhi.,.,-
.p .V pn- -- .. o- "nt -. o -. 2...r. .t2

p = 0, 1, ,m - 1 tt2 too I- .A-.•

q - p + I -[ r 2,oraa•:1 2

3 . F in d Zr 1 Z1, 0 Z - ri ,, 1 - - r , r:1a , ,

where Z, = (kv2/ke2 ) ZLt ____t_.__,

p 0,1, ... rm -- 1 1 rr22
q = p + 1 s32 = t3t26 - r 12r2• = 1

In all subsequent calculations, ZL should be 8 o02 = tU12t 2t, - rol2r,,o

used for perpendicular polarization and Zi,j
should be used for parallel polarization. With 9. Find ro.ut., r43210, t 0 1 2,1 4 , and t43 21 0

this in mind, 11 and .L subscripts will be, omit-
ted. r13+r381''.,,

where r01234 -a 2r12- r1or34~a

4. Find rot, r 2,,. ., r.-1 , t0234 to,12:,t:, 4a:i:t

r 1o, r, r.,,,-. 1 -- ra2,iorUHa33a

where r, - r , r 4-4210  =- r43 + V112-tA44aIR 2

1 + Zm 1
- rjor

1
ia:,"•

p 0, 1, m -- 1 t32 1043a:13

q=p +1 t -r • 1-raa
84a = t 43t3 4 -- r 4•.•r 4  I

5. Find tot, ti, ... , tm-I,m - to12itjtu1 -- r0 t23r3l 10
tIs t, .... , to.0-

where ti, = 1 + r, 10. This process is continued until one finds
=t = 1 - r,, rot2 ... ,,,-t, ro-,'-,... .
p 0, 1,.. .,m tE"2 . .- I, t-,.m-- ..... 0

q=p+1
where ro12. ... .- I-

6. Find all, as,.... , . roi,... .- 2 + ru.-,m..-s4I ,,

where a, = elhpkph 1 - r* -2,,-Il.. .r. 0 .-u,n.ta r2, 2

Itp cos o - - ko2 si3 Oo r.- .2 . -0 =
p = 1, 2,..., m -- 1 r,- t-__ + r._,_,_:_ ... _ ._ - |._-_ a'_,-_,m-p +

S- rm- -l, .,n3- m-2,--2

7. Find ron, rmto, tun, and t31o to, 2.. .-. =
r ot 4- rlx*aa, .tI..2tR_ 2.ml lam -2,m-2

where rots 1- r1or1..1a1
2  1 - .am

tos- 1 -- rioritaiim  tml -u .- : .. .0 t, ,-.a,-...

- r.o5lsa, 1
2  

r,,-2,n-...3. . or.-2,n- -2,m 2
rsto -- I -- rtola 2  '.

r210  1~ +- jsaa1

1- riori2 Rau -- rr-im-'rm-2,,. . = I

s= toltto - ro0 r 1o 1 2 ... - = t..... -- t..-2- .m .... o

821 tztt12 - rr 1r . .. mrrot-02,m...a. 0
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11. The reflection and transmission ratios 6-4.3 ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF NOSE-MOUNtED
for the (m -- 1)-ply sandwich can now OGIVAL SHAPED RADOMES
be calculated using the following formu-
las As previously mentioned, the use of this type

of radomre for hypersonic vehicles is severely
restricted because of the thermal shock and

+ r ,- _ .s r s... m- .an,,i_,i,_, plasma -oblems. However, because of the prob-
] - r,- 1 ,.- 2 . .... or,,-iu,,aw-.r.... ability Luat these problems will eventually be

ti 2 . n t.,* =msolved or at least reduced, some consideration
I., -t- I ,,a'-',-,n_, .. must be given to the design techniques used for

1 -- r,_.,_1 2.. ... ort-Lo."n,-),m-- such radomes. One of the most successful de-
sign approaches to nose radomes that must op-

where . ,-I tII. lt-... o erate over a wide temperature range is pre-
•ro ...... ,r,__ ... o sente(: in Reference 11. The basic design philos-

ophy is that once the basic radome and antenna
If the media designated by (0) and (m) are configuration hauve been specified, the radome

such that ko = k,,. = 1 and tan 8o = tan 8. = 0, IPD is the fundamentil parameter controlling
the squares of the magnitudes of r,,-2. .... and the far zone fields and, consequently, the ra-
t.1.... .are equal to the reflection and the trans- dome boresight error and transmission. By de-
mission coefficients, respectively. Under this as- termining the optimum frequency of the ra-
sumption, the reflection and transmission coeffi- dome and antenna combination in terms of IPD,
ceiets anO their associated phases can be found tl,-, design can then be based on IP`D values
by determining rather than actual boresight error transmission

jr1,.... .12 values. This results in considerable simplifica-
jto-,....12 tion of the design problem in that the relation-

"r1 ship of the radome parameters (dielectric con-
7012 ... i stant, physical thickness, and loss tangent) to
8o,. .... IPD is much simpler t,,an their relatioaship to

where ro0 2 ... :-f !ro0 ... _I e.'1co .... thn far zone fielk patterns or boresight error.
to,.. = It12... 'I e081' .. M An additional advantage of this design proce-

dure is that the variation of IPD with tempera-
The insertion phase difference, IPD, is then lure, which can be calculated from the material

360 E -a characteristics, can be used to design a radome
IPD z= 8o12 ... i- Co ao to operate at any given temperature. For a de-

tailed discussion of the design approach, refer
The method of Reference 10 can be extended to the reference.

to allow optimization of transmission as a func-
tion of layer thickness. This optimization
scheme has also been programmed for digital 6-4.4 EFFECT OF PLASMA ON RADIO-FREQUENCY
computation and has been found to be very PROPAGATION
useful (see Paragraph 2-2). The thermal pro-
file determizoed in 'he thc-mal analysis and While this chapter is concerned primarily
structural design can ih, used as a basis for with radomes and antenna covers for hyper-
dividing the wall into layers. The number of sonic vehicles, it would be incomplete without
layers is a'function of the slope of the tempera- a brief discussion of plasma effects. Reentry
Lure profile; the steeper the gradient, the more into the earth's atmosphere at velocities in ex-
layers are required to get a good approximation cess of Mach 10 and below 400,000 ft is gen-
of the coitinuously v-rying gradient through erally accompanied by the presence of ionized
the wall. air covering the --ehicle and extending aft into

rhe values of dielectric constant and loss the wake region. The level, thickness, and uni-
tangent assigned lo each layer must be prede- formity of the ionized air about the vehicle
termined by the use of a high-temperature di- vary considerably over its srrface. The air at
electrometer (Reference 11). the stagnation region on the nose is normally
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whereas the regions further aft are less dense r-f signals, pas.ii~g to and from the vehicle,
but normally much thicker. The presence of free must propagate.
electrons in the ionized air behind the shock The striking difference between the plasma
wave is responsible for attenuation of radio- sheath and an ordinary electromagnetic window
frequ-ncy signals, antenna pattern distortion, is the wide range of values that the attenuation
voltage breakdown, and coupling between an- and phase constants of a plasma may assume,
tennas in close proximity in the plasma sheath. The attenuation and phase constants of a
These effects result from the very substantial plasma may be expressed by:
change in the conductivity of the air in the -7

presence of these charged particles. Er +1 .2
Ballistic reentry vehicles generate relatively V-- + W I I-

strong shock waves with accompanying high
levels of ionizati'in. These shocks, however, are (6-27)
generally thinner than those for a glide reentry
vehicle. R'.entry time is but a few minutes with W /F ' (1 1 -T)
surface ranges of a few hundred miles, F ! "

Glide reentry vehicles kenerate relatively (6-28)
weaker shock waves and therefore lower levels
of ionization. Shock layers are relatively thick where . - (6-29)

,compared to the ballistic types. Reentry inter- v2 + o"

vals range from 15 minutes to beyond an hour's and c = velocity of light
time, depending upon glider design parameters
and the angle of attack to the free stream,

. , These vehicles exhibit much greater changes 3-= phase constant
in the ionization level over their surfaces than v = electron collision frequency
do ballistic vehicles, particularly for the region (a = signal angular frequency
aft of the nosecap. This results because of the w, = plasma frequency
lift and control surfaces, such as the wings
and rudders, which generate oblique shock pat- Reference 13 presents the graphs of the nor-

terns over surface regions that are free from malized attenuation and phase constants of a

the strong bow shock. plasma as functions of collision frequency and

The occurrence of radio-frequency "black- sigi, .ngular frequency. These are shown in

out" at 220 me and 5.0 gc is commonly experi- Figs. 6-8 and 6-9, Figure 6-8 is divided into

enced with ballistic missiles, Theoretical cal- four regions of interest, all of which can occur

culations for glide reentry vehicles, such as in reentry plasmas, Region I is characterized
Dyna-Soar and Asset, indicate probable satis. by an attenuation that decreases with increas-

factory performance in the general frequency ing o and increases with increasing v. In Re-

range of X-band and higher frequencies. The gion II, attenuation is relatively constant with
theory has been borne out by an Asset flight in cu and v, and is several orders of magnitude
which X-band communication was maintained greater than that of Region I. In Region III,
all the way from liftoff to splash-down, includ- attenuation increases slowly with increasing o
ing a full 10 min, of glide reentry, Injection of and decreases with increasing v. In Region IV,
Asset into the glide reentry took place at attenuation is essentially independent of wo but
203,000 ft with the vehicle traveling at 16,000 decreases with increasing v. Figure 6-9 is the
fps. companion graph illustrating the dependence

of phase constant, p3, on collision frequency and
signal angular frequency. Again, the graph is

6-4.4.1 Prediction of .- F Performance in a Plasma divided into regions. Region I is characterized
Environment by 8/!w1 , which varies linearly with increasing

oiw/,, but is independent of v. This corresponds
As a rather useful oversimplification of the to the free-space value. In region II, p/ 'o, varies

situation, the plasma sheath can be thought of rapidly with both r.'r•., and ../(a,. Region II is
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characterized by high values of reflection co-
efficient and, hence, poor transmission. Region Io3, ir -- - i - -

III shows a pl3/, decreasing with increasing
v'r/.. and increasinir with increasing a/!a... The ." , Ti J T F
characteristics of Region III can vary all the 1°2 L-

way from those of free space, such as Region iaxo ,
I, Lt tLhoe vf a highly refiective medium, buch as
Region 11, - -I-

As seen in Figs. 6-8 and 6-9, the propagation 1010

properties of a plasma can take on the charac-
teristics of a lossy dielectric, a conductor, or ,0

free space, depending upon the plasma critical 3, -/wp /0-8 1,-1
frequency, cu, and the mean electron collision
frequency. The plasma frequency is related to 10-
the electron density by: /

(N,,(N,'/ejnm )/2 (6-30) o0-2

where N. =number of electrons/me ter'n 10-0

e = charge of electron, coulombs 1o-- X ; / j

mn = mass of an electron, kilograms 10.11 10-12

to = dielectric constant of free space

The collision frequency and electron density i0-3 102 IO1 100 101 102

are both temperature-dependent variables. In W/WP
order to obtain a and /3 directly from Figs. 6-8

Figure 6-9. Normalized Phase Constant as a Func-
tion of Normalized Collision Frequency and

10- - Wave Frequency

""/,p-10'- and 6-9, it is necessary to know the collision
02 -frequency and plasma frequency (or electron

Ndensity) for the aerothermodynamic situation

being considered. Reference 14 presents a series" 100of graphs to obtain values for the electron

N Odensity and collision frequency of shocked air
as functions of temperature and air density

1 -00 ratio. The data are divided into two categories:
alwp.I0- / a (1) that in which the aerothermodynamic

parameters are known and (2) that in which
0o-f / only altitude and velocity are known. With Figs.

S10-12 6-8 and 6-9 and the appropriate graphs from
? / V Reference 14, values for a and 3 can be cal-

,o-' \ 1 ,// 3/ culated, The problem is then resolved into the
/ PLATEAU X "I one familiar to the radome designer, i.e., propa-

o __-_ gation through a material with a complex pro-
10-14 pagation constant.

104 AIX11 0 10-1 g
1 -E /6-4.4.2 Inhomogeneous Plasmas10-3 i0-2 io-i i00 I01 102

As with a radome wall, the plasma layer is

Figure 6-8. Normalized Attenuation Constant as a often inhomogeneous, The case of a plasma

Function of Normalized Collision Frequency and layer with gradients in the direction of propa-
Wave Frequency gation can be analyzed in much the same man-
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ner as a multilayer radome. Consider the case Figure 6-11 shows patterns of a slot antenna
of an aerothermodynamic profile in which the covered with a simulated isotropic plasma
temperature and the density ratio of a plasma (Reference l*d). The simuiajioli Lecuamque

are functions of distance from the surface of utilizes a tank filled with low-loss oil as the
the vehicle in the direction of wave propagation, propagation medium. A plasma Is simulated by
The plasma can be described as being made up covering the slot antenna with a dielectric ma-
of many discrete layers, all normal to the direc- terial (in this case, styrofoam) whose dielec-
tion of propagation. The mean temperature tris constant is less than that of the oil in which
and air density ratio for each layer are deter- it is immersed. This, then, is analogous to the
mined from the aerothermodynamic profile. The slot antenna in free space covered with a plasma
a and P associated with each layer can be de-
termined as previously described. The problem 0
is then resolved into one of calculating the
transmission and reflection coefficients of a mul- 2- AMPLITUDE
tilayered medium for which a and p are known
for each layer. This is a formidable problem 4 -_

without the aid of a digital computer. -There 0.45

are, however, numerous computer programs in p -

existence to handle such problems, one of the
better known ones is described in Reference M a
10 (also, see Paragraph 2.2).

0

6-4.4.3 Plamia-Induced Antenna Paftem Distoulion _ 12

The plasma sheath, like a radome, can dis- 1
tort the pattern of an antenna located behind W 14 PA

it. Because of the generally inhomogeneous na-
ture of a plasma, the complex propagation con- HELIUM
stant can vary not only in the direction of pro- PRESSURE 0.85 TORR
pagation, but also in the plane normal to the sFREQUENCY 9.7 gc
direction of propagation. Since the thickness 2U/
of the plasma may also vary over the surface 20
of the vehicle, serious phase errors, and hence,
pattern distortion can occur. One can think of 22

the plasma as causing random variations in the
amplitude and phase distribution of the an- 0

tenna. The far-field pattern of the antenna PHASE

when observed from beyond the plasma ap- 50
pears as the far-field pattern of a source whose WP Ao-w.o45s
amplitude and phase distribution is a combina- w 100
tion of that of the original source and the modi- •
fication caused by the presence of the plasma. a ISO

The problem of the effect of a plasma on the
radiating characteristics of antennas has been 200 - -
investigated both experimentally and theo- 3
retically (Refetences 15 to 17). Figure 6-10 250
(Reference 16) shows the effect of a helium
plasma on the far-field radiation pattern of a 30C 011 L -L' L '40 30 20 10 0
horn antenna at 9.7 go. The most significant fea- SCANNING ANGLE (DEGREES)
ture is a pronounced minimum observed at nor-
mal incidence, which becomes more predomi- Figure 6-10. Effect of Helium Plasmao at X-Iand
nant with increasing plasma density. on For-Field Radiation Pattern of Horn Antenna
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Figure 6-11. Patterns of Slat Antenna Covered with Simulated Isotropic Plasma
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slab with a dielectric constant less than unity. terline and near the wing's leading edge. To
Thp ,antonnu muttari J*- nhfa%"o'1 I- -"a-auring mcct. thc ;ý~uriiua Uf tialiliadrfeC6011A1 Coy-
the field about the antenna in the oil-filled tank. crage, top-mounted antennas were used in con-
The inside of the tank is lined with absorber junction with the bottom surface antennas.
material to prevent reflections from the tank Signal attenuation studies indicated that at-
walls. This simulation technique permits a wide tenuation levels of 410 to 70 (lb would be encoun-
range of plasma conditions to be studied. The tered in penetrating the vehicle's plasma
major limitations are that materials for simu- sheath, requiring an impractically large air-
lating very lossy plasmas or plasmas with nega- borne transmitter.
tive dielectric constants are not available. The SHIF band (10.4 gc to 13.5 ge) was con-

sidered and, after a thorough study, was se-
6-4.4.4 Alleviation of Plasma Effects on R-F lected for the X-20 communications system.

Propagation Radio blackout for the X-20, using the SHF
communications system would be expected only

Techniques for alleviating or eliminating sig- for high angles of attack (400 to 50') and would
nal attenuation in the presence of a plasma not normally be encountered at normal angles
have been the subject of concern and study of attack (30°).
since the late 1950's. Among the techniques that The results of the plasma sheath study for
have been considered are: the X-20 program are included in Refcrence 18.

1. The use of radio frequencies higher than
the plasma resonance frequency to de- 6-4.4.4.2 Sharply Pointed Reentry Bodies. This
crease plasma attenuation to satisfactory concept employs a low cone-angle, equiaxial,
system levels, symmetrical, cone-shaped body incorporated

2. The use of sharply pointed reentry bodies into the forward tip of the vehicle's nose cap.
to generate a thin shock layer with low It functions by reducing the bow shock at the
overall attenuation, tip to a thin ionized cover, with the antenna

3. The injection of fluids that decrease the incorporated within the cone so that it propa-
electron density by attacking electrons gates through the electrically thin shock wave,
and/or forcing their recombination with This method has been used successfully in pro-
positive ions. viding telemetry transmission at 200 mc from

4. The use of aerodynamic spikes on the nose a reentering target vehicle nose cone (Refer-
of a reentry vehicle to produce a thin ence 19),
shock layer, which is also cooled by gas
injection, 6-4.4.4.3 Injection of Fluids Into the Boundary

5. The use of a steady magnetic field in the Layer. This approach reduces the plasma den-
direction of propagation to obtain an effi- sity on the vehicle's surfaca by one or both of
cient propagation mode at operating fre- the following mechanisms: (1) cooling the gas,
quencies below plasma resonance. thereby causing electrons to recombine with

positive ions, and (2) attaching electrons to
6-4.4.4.1 Operating Frequency Above Plasma molecules, thereby reducing their influence on
Resonance. The use of an operating frequency the electrical conductivity tfnd, thus, on elec-
above plasma resonance is generally the sim- tromagnetic propagation.
plest way of solving the plasma attenuation The injection of electron acceptor additives,
problem, if the plasna density is such that rea- such ao fluorine, has been considered as a
sonable radio frequencies can be used. During method of reducing the electron density in the
the X-20 (Dyna-Soar) program, detailed plasma layer. In general, the improvement pro-
studies were conducted for determining regions vided by this technique has been insufficient to
of low electron densities that might also be justify the cost and complexity of the system.
suitable for antenna locations. Consideration Cooling, however, has an important effect in
was given to structural requirements, weight, decreasing the electron density, and any fluid
volume, ana probability of good pattern cover- with a high heat capacity and high ionization
age. Antenna locations on the lower surfice potential would be useful. Liquid water, for
were chosen, outboard from the vehicle's cen- example, if it could be injected behind the
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shock front so as to cool the plasma about an suffer from size, weight, and, in the case of the
antenna, would require feasible rates of water cryogenic superconducting device, relative
injection. RpstnIti, ,-€f -"" tc, l 66 U11 a cor--piexity.
vehicle using water injection into the plasma It appears thpt, although propagation
layer indicate complete alleviation of plasma through a plasma hy means of the whistler
attenuation at 200 me. mode requires bulky magnets, this is the only

available approach for transmitting through a

6-4.4.4.4 Aerodynamic Spikes. The injection of a plasma whose critical frequency is higher than

gas along the axis of a hollow nose-mounted the signal frequency.
probe into the free stream produces a thin
shock layer of cooled gas about the probe re- 6-5 MATERIALS FOR USE IN HYPERSONIC
suiting in low, ionized gas density in the vicinity VEHICLE ELECTROMAGNETIC
of the probe. Utilization of this concept has WINDOWS*
been suggested, with the probe designed for use
as a telemetry antenna. This approach com- 6-5.1 INTRODUCTION
bines the techniques of cooling by injection of
a gas or liquid into the boundary layer and The spectacular advances in aerospace tech.
providing a thin shock layer by use of a sharply nology in the last decade have been made pos-
pointed protrusion, in this case, the gas jet. sible, in part, by the development of new ma-

terials and the use of existing materials in new

6.4.4.4.5 Steady Magnetic Field. The principle of and different applications. In the field of metals,
propagation in magreto-ionic media has been the continuing development of the superalloys
understood sinc6 at least 1927, when Appleton and the .refractory group has allowed the de-

published his magneto-ionic theory. The appli- velopment of types of reentry vehicles not pre-

cation then was propagation in the ionosphere viously feasible. Vehicles such as Dyna-Soar
in the presence of the earth's magnetic field. and Asset are examples of structures whose

The longitudinal magnetic field approach for survival depends upon the performance of

the penetration of a plasma has recently gained .9uperalloys and their oxidation resistant coat-
attention in connection with propagation in the ings. In ballistic missiles, the development of

"whistler" mode. This approach functions by high-performance ablative coatings has led to

establishing particular propagation modes that missiles that are much lighter for a given

can efficiently transmit signal energy in mag- range-payload product than their predecessors,
neto-ionic media at communication frequencies In the field of dielectric materials, materials
below the plasma resonance of the ionized gas. are available that can withstand all but the most

The first definitive laboratory verification of severe thermal environments associated with
propagation in the whistler mode demonstrated, hypersonic vehicles. Inorganic laminates, the
under carefully controlled conditions, the props- counterpart of the well known organic resin-
gation of a right-hand circularly polarized fiberglass composites, offer promise as high-

wave in a plasma along a d-c magnetic field temperature materials without the usual draw-
(Referende 20). As much as a 25-db difference back of an excessively high modulus of elas-

in transmission Iwas noted for a right-hand, ticity. Even organics are being developed for

circularly polarized X-band signal propagating use at temperatures well beyond those deemed

through a strong plasma first with and then possible only several years ago. The Polyben-
without a 4-kilogauss, parallel magnetic field. zimidazole family and the polyamides show

Propagation in the whistler mode has been promise of continuous use at 100'F to 200'F

demonstrated by numerous other sources in above present organic resin-fiberglass lami-
recent years. The only drawback to implement- nates. Oxide ceramics with low loss tangents
ing the system seems to be that hulky magnets even at their maximum temperature limit have
are needed to provide the strong magnetic fields been duveloped for use beyond 3000 0F, Nitrides
required. Various techniques have been pro- have been developed that have operating tern-
posed using permanent magnets, electromag-
nets, and superconducting magnets. They all *See Chapter 4.
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peratures beyond 3000°F and yet can be ma- in which the critical electrical performance re-
chined with ordinary carbide cutting tools. quirements do not permit the change in wall

The following paragraphs are concerned eiectricai ihickness associnied wiLh an abiainve
primarily with the use of dielectric materials radome.
in the design of high-temperature electromag- Examples of current vehicles that use ce-
netic windows for hypersonic vehicles. In Pam- ramic radomes are: Asset, which uses flush-
graph 6-2, the range of temperatures to which mounted alumina radomes, and the Mauler
electromagnetic windows for hypersonic vehi- ground-to-air missile, which unes a Pyroceram
cles are exposed was calculated. T ",hapter 1 radome. Some of the specific ceramic materials
and in Paragraph 6-3, the physit- .)roperties and their characteristics are listed in Table 6-1.
required to withstand the streses imposed by
aerothermodynamic inputs are examined. Para-
graph 6-4 indicates the necessity for materials 6-5.2.1 Alumina
that have low electrical loss characteristics and A
miiu chng in dilcti cosata en Alumina W200O~ is one bf the ryost widelyminimum change in dielectric constant as tern- used of the oxide ceramic group. It is available

perature varies, in a range of purities from 8691/ to 99.9%yo
The purpose, then, is to present the charac- A12O3. The availible range of densities varies

teristics of currently available dielectric ma- from a low of less than 1 gm/cm' for foams
terials and to determine their suitability for to a maximum theoretical density of 3.97
electromagnetic window applications within the gm/cm. Alumina finds application in flush-
framework of the thermal, structural, and elec- mounted electromagnetic windows for glide re-
trical requirements developed in the previous entry vehicles and as radomes for intrceptor

paragraphs, missiles where the thermal shock environment

is not too severe. Successful attachment tech-
6-5.2 CEAMICS niques have been developed using both ceramic-

to-metal brazing and mechanical clamping
Ceramics find application in electromagnetic schemes. The electrical properties of alumina

windows where long-term continuous operation are excellent even at temperature,; near its
is required and where the thermal input is such maximum short-term working limit of 31000F.
that catastrophic thermal shock does not occur However, it should be mentioned that the
(Reference 21). Ceramic radomes are also often change in dielectric constant from room tem-
used for short time-of-flight missiles where the perature to 25000 F is sufficient to detune the
surface temperature exceeds the decomposition signal for some applications. Alumina compo-
point of organic resin-fiberglass laminates, and nents are readily available on a custom fabri-

TAKLE 6-1 PHYSICAL AND THOLMAL PUOPWIrES OF CERAMICS

MOad.. of Upfahm Melhig
UlRKxW SWMrg04 1I' pd Eimalkiy, co•lot, Diesity, Temperwum

Mael (@ 73SF 4@ UM0F i0 PIk *F 10-6 go/cmo *F

Alumina 40 ICG S1O 4.35 3.97 3720

Berylli.a 35 12 46 6.1 3.0 4660

Pyroceram 9608 (25 to 30) <5 J7.3 2.7 2.6 2462
(Softens)

Blip-Cast Fumed Silica (4 to 6) 10 3.8 0.3 1.9 3038

Boron Nitride 15 12 4.2 2.1 4950

Magnesia 23 40 7.7 3.57 5?'72

Magnesium Aluminate Spinel 90 80 3.6 3.57 3860

Fused-Silica Glas' 10 10 0.3 2.2 3038
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cated basis from several technical ceramic ronment severe (Reference 22). Recent experi-
manufacturers (see Paragraph 4-3). mental data (Reference 22) indicate that it is

not possible for a slip-cast fused silica window

6-5.2.2 BeryIIia to fail in thermal shock under any conceivabie
condition of thermal input. In addition to this

Beryllia (BeO) finds application in situations remnarkable property, slir-east silica has a low

where the combination of high temperature dielectric constant and loss tangent with only

capability, low loss tangent, and high thermal slight temperature dependence. The major dis-

conductivity is required. The most striking advantages of the material are its relatively

characteristic of BeO is its high thermal con- low flexural strength and the fact that it is

ductivity (125 Btu/hr-ft-°F at room tempera- somewhat porous and absorbs moisture if the

ture), which is almost that of copper. Under surface is not properly sealed.

certain conditions, this property gives Bee out- The physical and thermal characteristics of

standing resistance to thermal shock. However, typical slip-cast fused silica are given in Para-

for very high heating rates, a high thermal graph 4-5.

conductivity does not ensure superior thermal
shock resistance. This is shown graphically in 6-5.2.5 Other Ceramics
Fig. 1-22, which compares the thermal shock
resistance of various ceramics. The high cost The following is L list of some lesser-used
and toxicity of the beryllia raw material have ceramics, with a summary of comments on
limited its use in radome applications (see their use as electromagnetic windows: (1)
Paragraph 4-6). Magnesia: Good strength and dielectric prop-

erties, but very poor thermal shock resistapce.
(2) Magnesium aluminate spinel: Good

6-5.2.3 Pyroceram strength and dielectric properties. Not readily
available. Shows no particular advantages over

Pyrocerarn is the trade name for a family of cheaper and more readily available alumina. (3)
glass-ceramics developed by the Corning Glass Boron nitride: Fair strength, good dielectric
Works. The type of greatest interest for elec- properties, readily machinable. Oxidizes above
tromagnetie window applications is Pyroceram, 1800V'F. Pyrolytic boron nitride appears to be
code 9606. This material has found use in very superior to the ordinary hot-pressed prod-
numerous surface-to-air and air-to-air inter- uct. (4) Barium aluminum silicate: Good
ceptor missile radomes. Its primary advantages strength. Relatively low dielectric constant.
are a relatively low expansion coefficient and Low loss tangent, even at 1800"F. Relatively
modulus of elasticity, and its high flexural low expansion coefficient.
strength. This combination of properties makes The physical and thermal properties of these
Pyroceram 9606 one of the most widely used materials are summarized in Table 6-1. Their
ceramic materials for electromagnetic windows dielectric constants and loss tangent, are shown
where resistance to thermal shock is a .INqire- in Figs. 6-12 through 6-18.
ment. However, the use of this material is lim-
ited to about 100°F because of decreased
strength and increased loss ta gent. 6-5.3 ORGANIC RESIN-FISERGLASS LAMINATES

A summary of the physical and thermal prop-
erties of Pyroceram 9606 is given in Paragraph Organic resin-fiberglass laminate materials

4-4. have little use in electromagnetic window appli-
cations for hypersonic vehicles, except as abla-
tors. However, several recently developed or-

6-5.2.4 Slip-Cast Fused Silica ganic resins show promise of continuous use at
temperatures up to 900"F and short-term (min-

Slip-cast fused silica offers a solution to the utes) use well above that without appreciable
electromagnetic window problem when struc- surface degradation. Materials in this category
tural requirements due to aerodynamic loading are the polybeyzimid.,kzole and polyamide resins.
are relatively low, but the thermal shock envi- Although little data on their physical properties
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Figure 6-12. Dielectric Constant of Magnesia at X-Band
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Figure 6-13. Dielectric Constant of Magnesium Figure 6-14. Loss Tangent of Magnesium
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are available, indications are that flexural ticity with a high-strength fiber. Most mono-
strengths are equal to, and in some cases lithic ceramics are brittle. That is, they tend
greater than, those of epoxy, polyester, and sili- to fracture without appreciable deformation
cone resin laminates, In addition, the electrical and under low stress. It has long been recog-
properties are excellent and do not appreciably nized that an all-inorganic laminate, having
degrade with temperature. The diolt",r!c enn thc refi-tc oriness or a ceramic but the resili-
stant and loss tangent of a typical polyamide ency and strength characteristics of an organic
resin-fiberglass laminate are shown in Figs. resin-fiberglass laminate, would be a near-ideal
6-19 and 6-20. structure. Research aimed at developing an in-

organic laminate was relatively unsuccessful
6-5.4 INORGANIC LAMINATES prior to 1958. The major problems were those

of the fibers being attacked and weakened by
One of the major advantages of organic resin- the matrix material (the equivalent of the resin

fiberglass laminates over monolithic ceramic in organic laminates) and the development of
materials is their resiliency coupled with high a suitable matrix and fiber system that would
strength. This is achieved by reinforcing a allow a significant portion of the load to be
matrix having a relatively low modulus of elas- carried by the fibers.

"- W L I I / o~o :.1 ..W..
S4.52 L 6. e.0;4. OIELECTRIC CON5TANT zOIELECTRIC CONSTANT
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Figure 6.15. Dielectric Consltant of Boron Nitride Figure 6.17. Dielectric Constant of Barium
of 9375 mc Aluminum Silicate at 9375 mc
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Reference 24 demonstrates the feasibility of structing large radomes from inorganie lamn-

inorganic laminates. A laminate was developed inate materials. A 65-in. ogive nose radome has
that had good dielectric properties, was stable been constructed having an aluminum phos-
at 1000'F, was relatively resilient, and had a phate binder and R()O'!. st,., 113 . a -... .
"f.c..;ra.' -ittigz h of almost 24,000 psi at room The working temperature of the material is in
temperature. The matrix material was colloidal excess of 1200'F. The dielectric constant and
silica and Owens Corning E-Glass was used as loan tangent of a typical sample of the material
the reinforcing fiber. are shown in Figs. 6-21 and 6-22. The flexural

strength and flexural modulus typical of the
Recent developments in inorganic laminates material are shown in Figs. 6-23 and 6-241 (see

(Reference 25) indicate the feasibility of con- Paragraph 4-7).
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6-5.5 ABLATIVE MATERIALS 5.6

The = ,-f s!vnrlnArmir hea~tinc of bal- I-.-
listie missiles and other reentry vehicles is one 4.-
of extreme importance and must be given con- 0 - [ _

siderable attention in the design of raduawes for A -.2 1 . lhypersonic vehicles, Depending on the specific 6 2 4 -- _F-_-

mission of a given hypersonic vehicle, it may 1 "-- -- ___

encounter peak heating rates as high as 6000 018 FABRIC
Btu/ft2-sec. A typical ballistic missile may en- o S 1AC
counter stagnation point heat fluxes as high 200 40L0 1 11 111200 400 600 500 1000 1200
as 2500 Btu/ft- -sec with a total exposure time TEMPERATURE (*F)
of tens of seconds. For such vehicles as re-
entry satellites, the peak heating rate may be
only 100 Btu/ft2-sec, but a typical exposure Figure 6-24. Flexural Modulus for Glass Reinforced
time may be as much as 5 to 10 minutes. Need- Aluminum Phosphate

less to say, these high heat fluxes produced by
the atmosphere retarding the speed of the re- higher molecular weight compound), a residue
entry vehicles are quite detrimental if allowed is formed that may be injected into the hyper-
to transfer their thermal energy to an antenna sonic boundary layer, as in the case of a reentry
or associated electrical systems. The ablation vehicle.
radome, then, is a solution to the problem of One of the advantages of the ablation process
thermal protection in addition to electrical as a cooling method is its "self-contained" fea-
transparency, structural, and aerodynamic re- tures. Other cooling methods require extra
quirements. weight and volume. Such methods as heat sinks,

A method of actual mass transfer of a heated heat shields, insulation, and circulation of
material away from the vehicle to be protected coolants are considerably more complex. An-
is known as ablation cooling. The ablation proc- other outstanding feature of the ablation cool-
ess is a self-cooling process in which a great ing method is that, as the heating rate of the
deal of heat may be absorbed by the surface of radome material increases, the rate of ablation
a material, causing the material surface io melt. increases automatically to give additional ther-
Then through a subliming process (vaporiza- mal protection.
tion from the solid state to a gas or condensa- Ablation cooling is very effective for ex-
tion to a solid without passing through the tremely high heating rates of relatively short
liquid state) and depolymerization (forming of duration, Therefore, an ablation material ra-
two or more molecules of a cowpound from a dome provides a relatively simple, but very re-

liable, means of piuLecLing a ballistic reentry
Nohicle antenna from extremely high heating

28 rates.
24- __ For the general case, a radome material un-
o_•0 _dergoing ablation will consist of a layer of

material that is in the molten state nearest the
-lheat source. This layer is followed by a region

- ' that is undergoing heating and will decompose
l.and eventually become molten if the heaing

S,..process continues. An unheated, or virgin, re-
4 r gion of the radome material is the final region

of the "thermal raodel" before reaching the an-
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 tenna or other structure being protected.

TEMPERATURE V'F) Eventually, of course, all the protective ma-
terial would ablate and be injected into the

Figure 6-23. Flexural Strength of Glass Reinforced boundary layer if a sufficient amount of heat
Aluminum Phosphate were applied. As the radome electrical thick-
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hess changes, of course, the electrical perform- Be0, MgO, and otfhers, which have ex-
ance changels. ,cellent electrical properties, are very

When considering the use of an ablative re- p,,, ,blators because of their inability
dome material, such factors as th,- mnvml•., to when subjected to a hypersonic
allowable degradation in electrical performance reentry environment. This characteristic
and the amount of thermal protection needed is brought about by a major retardation

must he evaluated. These fundamental require- in the ability of the material to vaporize
ments must be considered before, during, and with increuied surface pressures. As a
after the ablation process occurs, since the ra- result, most oxides become poorer as a
dome configuration is continually changing. thermal protecting medium if used on

If a change in an ablative radome's electrical a hypersonic vehicle proceeding to re-
thickness is detrimental to the performance of enter the earth's atmosphere. One excep-
a system, the only alternative is to use a ther- tion to this rule is slip-cast fused silica,
mally stable nonablative radome material and which is a relatively efficient inorganic
provide some other means of meeting the ther- ablator, having an apparent heat of abla-
mal protection requirement. tion on the order of 18,000 Btu/lb. By in-

An ablation material is used in electromag- creasing the emittance with CRO., this
netic window applications when there is a need value has been increased to an apparent
for the window to act as a thermal shield as value of 60,000 Btu/lb.
well as an electromagnetic window. When se-
lecting a material for use as an ablative win- Most ablation materials with radome appica-
dow, the electrical transparency must be tions fall into the reinforced plastics group.

weighed against the thermal protection and the Ideally, the behavior of a material as it un-

structural integrity provided by the material dergoes ablation may be analyzed by consider-

for the particular application, In addition to ing it as a multilayer configuration with dis-

having t high heat of ablation, good ablators crete actions and reactions occurring in each

should have a low thermal conductivity, which layer. This approach is not straightforward,

aids in maintaining the substructure at a rela- however, since the thermal, chemical, struc-

tively low temperature level. tural, and electrical properties are not accu-

Because of the mechanism of ablation, abla- rately known in the -general case. If one can

tive materials generally fall into one of the reasonably estimate or measure the dielectric

following general categories: constant and loss tangent properties, and the
thickness of the varioug layers, it is relatively

1. Reinforced plastics, such as various straightforward to compute the electrical per-
plastic resins reinforced with either or- formance of such a configuration using multi-
ganic or inorganic fibers to form a com- layer dielectric theory. However, from a prac-
posite material. A carbonaceous char tical standpoint, it is difficult, if not impossible,
layer forms during ablation, to accurately determine the dielectric proper-

2. Pure thermoplastics, differing from most ties of the ablative char layer, Often, the only
reinforced plastics by a lack of a car- approach is to choose some worst-case estimate
bonaccous char formation after the ma- of the dielectric properties of the char layer.
terial sublimes. A method of determining the worst-case ef-

3. Graphites, characterized by combustion fects of the ablation process on the electrical
only at the material surface and a rela- performance is to subject test samples to high
tively low ablation rate. The combustion thermal inputs and measure the corresponding
of a graphite or carbon causes a net re- degradation in transmission efficiency as the
duction of the heat transfer through the material ablates. The power transmission losses
material. Graphites generally do not lend of a number of ablative materials have been
themselves to easily fabricated large measured using such a technique (Reference
parts. They are not generally of interest 26). Some of these results are shown to demon-
for electromagnetic window applications strate the relative merit of typical materials.
because of poor electrical properties. The data are based upon measurements made

4. Oxides. Oxide ceramics, such as Al2Oa, using 12 in. X 12 in. test panels uniformly
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TABLE 6-2 ABLATION MATERIALS TESTED

Maeoriel Density Description Manufacturer

Armstronfg-2755 Cork 23.78 lb/ft3 Natural cork granules with reior- Arni.trung Cork Company
0.625 gmi/mera cinol binder Lantcaster. Pennsylvania

Tayioron-P/N 73.54 Ib/fts Phenol formaldehyde resin rein. ''hc 'rTaylor Fibre Company
Phenolic-Nylon 1.178 gun/cm' forced with Nylbn (6-6 polyamide) San Carlos, California

fabric

Tefion-TFE 128.31 lb/ftV Polytetrafluoroethylene E. 1. dul'ont de Nemoura und Co.
2.06 gm/cm' Wilmington, Delaware

Duroid-5650 138.97 lb/ftI Teflon reinforced with ceramic Rogers Corporation
2,226 gm/cm3 fibers Rogers, Connecticut

Thermolag-500 79.72 lb/ft3 Proprietary item with the manu- The Emerson Electric
1.277 gm/cm:3 facturer Mawifactirtng Co.

St, Louis, Missouri

Avcoat-II 66.01 lb/ft8 Epoxy-polyamide resin modified Aveo Corporation
1.051 gm/cmra with phenol, glycine, precipitated Cincinnati, Ohio

silica, and color toner

heated on one surface. The power transmission From an electrical performance standpoint,
through the test panels was motitored by a the noncharring Teflon is considerably superior
pair of X-band, platinum-coated conical-horn to the char-forming materials. IHowever, Teflon
antennas. The horn antennas were parallel- without reinforcement is dimensionally un-
polarized and the angle of incidence with re- stable when heated. The reinforced plastics are
spect to the material surface was 60 degrees. more desirable from both the structural and

Table 6-2 describes six ablation materials thermal protection standpoints. Therefore, a
(cork, phenolic-nylon, Teflon, Durold, Thermo- compromise must be made in choosing an abla-
lag, and Avcoat) that were evaluated. All of tion material to meet the thermal, structural,
these materials except Teflon are in the rein. and electrical requirements of a given system,
forced plastics category. Teflon Is a pure ther- Detailed consideration must be given to all per-
moplastic. The electrical performance data pre- formance requirements of the radome in the
sented in Figs. 6-25 through 6-28 are based up- selection of satisfactory material.
on actual tests that used a high-temperature
transmission test facility, These curves show 6-6 EXAMPLES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
power attenuation vs. time and temperature. WINDOWS
Although the heating rates during these tests
were somewhat less than those that might be 6-6.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
encountered during hypersonic reentry, the
total heat pulse was close to simulation of some It is unfortunate that many of the most in-
worst-case reentry conditions. teresting and timely examples of electromag-

Figures 6-29 through 6-32 show the relative netic windows for hypersonic vehicles fall un-
dielectric constant and loss tangent properties der military security classifications. However,
at stabilized material temperatures from am- there is enough unclassified information avail-
bient to several hundred degrees Fahrenheit able to get a reasonably clear picture of the tech..
as measured with an X-band resonant-cavity niques that are actually being employed for
dielectrometer. This information gives an in- particular types of hypersonic reentry vehicles.
sight as to the basic electrical properties of the The following paragraphs briefly describe sev-
subject materials before the ablation process eral electromagnetic window configurations
begins, that have recently been developed.
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6-6.2 EXAMPLES OF GLIDE REENTRY fia tgaf,.l, hix.Kv was tht t'whniqueI 11sedl to(
ELECTROMAGNETIC VEHICLES form Ihe cndihA'tive poriius of the antenna.

The mechanical in.stallation (It' the an tenna

6-6.2.1 Asset flush with the vehicle surface presented a prob-
lem because of the difference in expansion co-

The acronym Asset stanis for Aerothermody- efficient between the alumina and the structure
nrmic/elastic Structural Systems Environmen- to which it attmehed. Thp prnhlem wans Solved
tal Tests. The primary objective of the Asset by mounting ihe metallized ceramic antenna be-
program is to obtain basic aerodynamic, ther- tween two clamping surfaces, A high-emittance
modynamic, structural, and flutter data from a (0.8) coating was applied to the exposed ce-
hypersonic glide reentry vehicle (Reference ramic surface to reduce surface temperature
27). To fulfill this mission, information con- during a flight,
cerning vehicle performance during reentry is A second version of this antenna, using an
telemetered to tracking sites by means of an 0.125-in. quartz cover, reduced the alumina
X-band link and, when plasma conditions per- temperature to 700'F, thereby providing better
mit, a VHF link. The vehicle-borne antennas impedance-matching characteristics betv.'.en
for these two links were an X-band, flush- the antenna and transmitter.
mounted waveguide with an integral alumina The X-band antenna-window combination
window and an alumina loaded, flush-mounted, also used alumina for the window. The optimum
U-slot VHF antenna. Surface temperatures in window thickness was 0.215 in. at 9320 me.
excess of 2000'F were predicted for the VHF
anteaina (Reference 28). 6-6.2.2 Dyna-Soar

The VHF antenna was constructed b3 metal-
lizing a solid block of alumina, leaving only the Although this program was cancelled before
slot area exposed. Nickel plating over a moly- it reached the flight-test phase, a significant
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am-,nuit of work was done ir the (levelophment 6-6.3 BALLISTIC REENTRY VEHICLES
of flush-mounted antelnna-window strmutures.
The antennas developed for Dyna-Soar were The Trailblazer program is de.igned to study
cylindrical structures fed by slotted wave- the physical phenomena that occur during the
guides. The patterns were similar to those pro- reentry of high-speed objects into the earth's
o4uc.•u by an annular sioi with the nuji partiaily atmospnere IKeterence 21). It utilizes a tour-
filled. This was due to the excitation of the stage vehicle. The first two put the vehicle into
cylindrical section in both the TE1 , and TM, place in the desired trajectory. After coasting
modes simultaneously. The cylindrical section through the highest point in the trajectory, the
was mounted flush to the skin of the vehicle payload is fired by the third and fourth stages
and had an alumina window, also flush with the back towards earth at a velocity of 18,000 feet
skin surface. The outer surface of the alumina per second. One of the objectives of the pro-
was coated with a high-emittance metallic oxide gram is to obtain in-flight data on the extent of
to provide an emittance equal to that of the the microwave-plasma interaction problem. It
surrounding metal, is thus desirable to have a thermal protection

The thickness of the window was optimized system that has a minimum effect on the flow
to provide best performance during the most field surrounding the vehicle during reentry.
critical phase of the flight. The antenna-win- The use of charring ablators was ruled out
dow structures were designed for use from because of the contamination problem. Final
C-bahd through K,-band, being scaled to fit the selection was a modified, slip-east fused-silica,
particular frequency requirement. ogival radome 48 in. in height. The material

Considerable proof testing was done to dem- is modified by the addition of chrome oxide to
onstrate the capability of the antenna-window provide a very low ablation rate. This is the
assembly to operate beyond 2000'F. first and only known program where a forward-
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mo(unted ogival radore has been considervd and M'tch 2.2 j aircraft. Eiviron mental require-
developed for a ballistic reentry vehicle. menls are such that surface temperatures of

over 500'F are reached. Organic resin-fiber-
gitis ia•nhlirn• 4c 11l1 u.iuau,,y w i, t

6-7 FUTURE RADOME REQUIREMENTS ment winding the most commonly used fabri-

6-7.1 CURRENT STATE-OF-TtH-A.T cation technique. Silicone resins are favored
because of the vast amount of data available on
their long-term properties. Considerable effort

A discussion of future radome requirements is being expended to develop new, higher-tem-
must be prefaced by a few summarizing re- prtr rai eis h otpoiigo
marks concerning the present state-of-the art perature organic resins. The most promising ofin hedesgnand development of radomes and these to date are of the polyamide and poly-
in the design a devariet of vehices and benzimidazole families. The development of an
windows for a wide variety of vehicles. Current al-nrnilmntehospmsefex
requirements can be divided into the categories tending the working temperature of large, air-
of radomes for supersonic aircraft, radomes for craft radon es to beyond 1000"F (References
supersonic ground-to-air and air-to-air missiles, 25 and 30). The problems of damage caused by
and radomes and electromagnetic windows for rain erosion and the very long lifetime required
hypersonic reentry vehicles. Although this rain mercial supersong rietme applired
chapter is concerned primarily with vehicles for commercial supersonic radone applicationsremain.
that fall in the latter category and some of those
in the second category, comments concerning
supersonic aircraft radoines are included forthpersakio aircniuty aren6-7.1.2 Ground-to-Air and Air-to-Air Supersonic
the sake of continuity. Missiles

6-7.1.1 Supersonic Aircraft Missiles of these types currently operational
or in development achieve terminal velocities in

Nose radomes of up to 12 ft in length and 4 excess of Mach 2.5, Since these velocities often
ft in base diameter have been developed for occur at relatively low altitudes, the heat-
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I
ing rates are high and thermal shock presents 6-7.1.3 Electromagnetic Windows for Hypersonic
a serious design problem. Small ceramic ra- Vehil4es
domes (less than 2 ft in length) have been

, t - --- z ,,. ,+ t z....,- A,, U,"u+, i~u , il l'ut-ragraph 6-2.:. vehicies in
minal surface temperature reaches 1600"F this category fall into general classification., (if
after a time-of-flight of less than 30 seconds, glide, ballistic and orbital decay reentrv, and
A significant part of such a design is the ability high-acceleration boost. Electromagnetic win-
to provide ceramic-to-metal attachments capa- dows have been successfully developed and, in
ble of surviving the thermal stresses developed most cases, flight proven for each of these types
during the flight, of vehicles.

Current. technology in this area favors the In the case of the glide reentry vehicle, the
use of low-expansion ceramics, which have gen- Asset (Reference 34) and Dyn,-Soar Vehicles
eraliy superiur thermal shock resistance. Con- both utilized flush-mounted ceramic radornes.
siderable effort is currently being expended to Considerable effort was expended in developing
develop refractory fiber-matrix composites integrated antenna-radome structures that
composed entirely of inorganic materials. The could successfully survive the high surface tern-
present goal is to develop such a material with peratures and relatively large total thermal in-
a working temperature of 25001F (References put- associated with a glide reentry vehicle. An
31 and 32; also see Paragraph 6-5.4). intensive laboratory test program, conducted

New techniques are being investigated in the during the Dyna-Soar development, demon-
fabrication of large solid-wall ceramic radonms. strated the ability of this type of antenna to
Present capability in industry limits ceramic survive and operate at surface temperatures
radomes to about 4 ft in length. The fabrication beyond 2000"F. The Asset flight test program
of a large (9 ft or greater in length) ceramic demonstrated the successful operation of flush-
radome by bonding small ceramic tiles with mounted, integrated ceramic radome-antenna
high-strength refractory adhesives is being assemblies under actual operating conditions.
studied (Reference 33) as a method of over- The development of flush-mounted radomes
coming the present size limit, for orbital decay vehicles was accomplished in
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the Ntercury anid Gem~nini program-s. Plush- tir iwv~er tmlrrivitlert to thoý of their ckirrf-nt
monOIItedl n~idones for orbital Ievity vehicles art, coujifrp'larts will1 bucorne difficulit. This will 1)4
genie ra Ily loicated well afIt of the h eat shield( arnd it direct res ult of th w-roial*n i ra ni i li requ merviet
dto not experience the high temperatures of for raclomes of higher finenes.s rat ios and( ra-

With the previous comments on the current ranges o,' temperituire. Additionally, the rain
state-of-the-art, let us consider '- 'at the future erosion problem, which to date has been moreI
may hold in the way of radome require~ments, bothermome than signifivitnt, will becomea

critical technical problem.
6-7.2 FUTURE ELECTROMAGNETIC WINDOW The partial solution to these problemsi lies in

REQUIREMENTS the development of mnaterials arid fabrication
techniques that w-",] yield an aircraft radome

6-7.2.1 Aircraft capable of intermittent operation at tempera-
tures in the 1000OF to 1200*F region and that

There is little doubt that future manned mili- will tiot fail catastrophically during exposure
tary aircraft will operate at speeds well beyond to rainfall at velocities in excess of Mach 2. Such
those of currently operational types. As speeds materials and techniques are currently in de-
increase, r-f sensor requirements will become velopment (References 25, 31, to 33) and show
more stringent. Concurrently, the ability to promise of approaching this goal. However,
provide radomes with performance characteris- because of the wide temperature range over
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which these radomes must operate and because while having application for relatively low-fine-
of the inherently poor performance achievable ness-ratio situations, suffer in performance
with very high-fineness-ratic radomes, the powt when, fineness ratios (and hence incidence
will be reached vertically where the nose- angles), such as those required in high-speed
mounted radome-radar system can no longer aircraft, are involved.
provide the performance required to achieve a In summary, the immediate radome needs for
given mission objective. In anticipation of this military aircraft are being met by high-tern-
situation, a number of schemes have been pro- perature organic reAin-inorganic fiber laminate
posed and investigated that eliminate the need structures. The needs for the npxt generation
for a large, solid-wall, self-supported radome. of military aircraft will be met by inorganic
Several of theae techniques are described in laminates presently under development, but
Chapter 2, They all involve, basically, an inte- eventually, the cntire concept of the nose-
gration of the radiating structure with the mounted radome-radar configuration may have
ba3ic nose structure of tlie, aircraft. Although to be discarded in favor of integrated antenna-
some -%f these integrated antenna-radome tech- radome techniques with their attendar 1 de-
niqueý can provide performance that ap- crease in performance, This latter situation
proaches that of a radome-radar antenna s• s- may well lead to the extensive use of sidelooking
tem, they have, in general, significant limita- radar, where the entire length of the aircraft's
tions. These are: decreased polarization purity; fuselage can be used as an antenna aperture.
increased boresight error and error rate; scan This provides an order of magnitude increase
angle limitations; nonconstant effective aper- in target resolution and permits mounting the
ture and aidelobe level variation with scan antenna in a location that is thermally non-
angle; and greatly increased mechanical com- critical. A combination of a side-looking radar
plexity. Metal-loaded and space-frame radomes, and a limited-scan forward-looking attack radar
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using an integrated antenna-radome appears 6-7.2.3.1 Missiles: Electronic Countermeasures.
attractive. Systems have been considered whereby a small

vehicle with the function of homing on and
O-/.2.Z uttensive Missiles Ucitivyniig lucl eunemy radar is carried aboard

and released from a reentry vehicle. Such a

Future operational offensive missiles may emn- device requires a radome to protect its homing

ploy reentry vehicles that are terminally guided antenna. The radome requirement would be for

to their targets. Such systems will require ra- either a highly thermal-shock-resistant ceramic

domes that can survive ballistic reentry and, radome or an organic resin-fiber composite

when rIlasma conditions permit, allow trans- type, depending on the altitude from which the

mission and reception of energy from the on- vehicle is ejected from its carrier.

board terminal guidance radar. An electromag-
netic window for this application may take the

form of a nose-mounted ogival radome pro- The concept of a vehicle that can be launched
tecting a forward-looking radar, a side-mounted as an airplane, boost itself into earth orbit, then
conformable window protecting a slot array, or reenter and land as an airplane will undoubted-
numerous dielectric slot closures mounted flush ly be implomented at some future time. The ra-
with the surface of the vehicle. Since boresight dome requirements for such a vehicle appear
error rate could be critical in such a system, a to be a composite of those of a reentry vehicle
constant insertion phase difference is desirable, and of an aircraft. While the development of
making the use of ablative materials undesir- such a vehicle is undoubtedly well in the future,
able. the successful culmination of some of the cur-.

rent materials and integrated antenna-radome

6-7.2.3 Defensive Missiles studies could well lead to a solution to the aero-
space plane radome problem well before the

Current requirements for ground-to-air and need arises.

air-to-air defensive missiles approach the limit 6-7.25 Mam 9xploration Vehicles
of thermal shock capability for solid-wall ce-
ramic radomes. The exception is slip-cast fused The design of electromagnetic windows for a
silica, but this material has a relatively low Mars entry capsule presents a different and
modulus of rupture. Future missile radome re- unique problem. The composition of the at-

quirements will necessitate a material with a mosphere is not well known. Plasma attenua-

modulus of elasticity much lower than that of tion is expected during entry, but because of the
an oxide ceramic, but with the refractoriness lack of appreciable amounts of oxygen, the na.
and strength of the ceramic. The most fruitful ture of the ablation mechanism will be different
approach to this problem appears to be the de- from that of an earth entry. The testing of an
velopment of an all-inorganic laminate, using electromagnetic window for a Mars capsule
a highly refractory fiber-matrix system (Refer- may well have to be done under simulated Mars
ences 31 and 32). thermal and atmospheric entry conditions.
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INDEX

For convenience in finding the subject topics in
TR 57-67, a combined index is included in both
volume., The vnlurne n.mbp.r, in holdfaep, pre-
cedes the page number of each index entry.

A Alumina, 1-422, 2-36, 2-46, 2-50, 2-260, 2-440
"A" sandwich, properties 2-270

"A" sandwich, 1-238, 1-271, 1-544, 1-569, 2-92, skins, 2.269
2-94 bend strength, 2-263, 2-265

alumina, 2-269, 2-270 dielectric constant vs, temperature, 2-267
construction, 2-5 electrical properties, 2.80
foamed-in-place radomes, 1-13 emittance, 2-268
radome, 2-107 loss tangent vs. temperature, 2-267

attachment, 2-61 machining, 1-422
power transmission, 2-108 modulus & elasticity, 2-266
three-layer, 1-8 mosaic, 2-269

transmission aud phase delay, contours, 1-43 properties, 2-265
transmission curves, 2-128 porous, 2-.268

Ablative cover, 2-19, 2-49 radome, blanks, 2-284
Ablative materials, 2-446, 2-448 fabrication, 2-288

dielectric constant, 2-455 flight simulation, 2-243
loss tangent properties, 2-454 sizes, 2-288

Ablative window, 2-429 skin temperature, 2-246, 2-250
Absorption, dielectric, 2-362 sandwich, core, 2.270

energy, 2-392 materials, 2-268
Acceleration boost, 2.418, 2-426 multilayer, 2-289
Acrylic resins, 2-319 skin, 2-270
Adiabatic calorimetry, 2.384 specific heat, 2-266
Aerodynamic, configuration, 2-6, 2-31 thermal conductivity, 2-267

design factors, 2-9 thermal expansion, 2-266
forces, 2-51 tiles, 2-271
heat, 2.44, 2.417 joints and adhesives, 2-271
heat simulation, 2-242 Aluminum die, pressure-cast, 1-404
loads, 1-281 Aluminum phosphate, 2-445

Air loading, unsyjnmetrical, 14282 glass reinforced, 2-284, 2-446
Air pressure, 1-322 Amplitudes, near..field, 1-68, 1-70, 1-507
Air prism, 1-456 comparison, 1-136
Air, thermal conductivity, 1-289 monopulse system, 1-203
Airborne radar, 1-439, 2-86 Ambient loads, 1-283

dual-frequency, 2-90 AN/APS-20E radome, 1-397
installation, 1-439 Anechoic chamber, aperture-type, 2-394
pressurization, 1-439 Eccosorb, 2-397

Aircraft, attitude axis correction, 1-444 funnel, 2.395
early-warning radomes, 1-19 microwave, 2.391
environment, 1-455 shapes, 2-393
supersonic, 2-452 Angle, offset, 2.39
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Angle of incidence, 1-55, 1-63, 2-38, 2-84, 2-92 Altitude axis correction, aircraft, 1-444
-*11u-*pl .ca Iftr 1-5 Avonafp~ TT' 2_45R

Anisotropic constructions, 1-55 Axial load, 1-302
Anisotropic materials, 1-55 Axial support, radome, 2-149
Anisotropy, 1-58 Axially symmetric sector scanner, 1-441
Antenna, c6earance, 1-448 Azimuth run, 1-207

conical scan, 1-209, 1-508
conical transmission line, 2-147
cosecant-squared, 1-98 "B" sandwich, 1-238, 1-271
depolarization, 1-15a construction, 2-5
deviation, 1-153 radomes, 1-11, 1-47
elevation planes, 1-114 Baffle chamber, 2-396
half-wave dipole, 1-220 Bag molding, 1-392
horn, 1-69, 2-104 Bakelite, 2-318
lens, 2-147 Ballistic range, 2-209
mount, 1-501 Ballistic reentry, 2-418
oblique planes, 1-114 surface temperatures, 2-425
obstacles, 2-154 vehicles, 2-451
paraboloidal, 1-576 Bandwidth, 1-237, 2-42, 2-117
pattern, 2-114, 2.397, 2-406 Barium aluminum silicate, 2-443

cosecant-squared, 1-98 Batch preparation, steatite radome, 1-420
E-plane, 2-42 BC1 No. 6601-F prlyamide resin, 2-319
distortion, 1-101, 2-152, 2-155 Beam depression, 1-452
H-plane, 1.75, 2-48 Beam deviation, 1-190
parameters, 2-41 Beam tilt, 1-444
perturbation, 2-404 Beamrider missiles, 1-145

performance degradation, 1-101 applications, 1-146
planes, oblique, 1-114 Bearing blocks, preparation, 1-392
polarization, parallel, 1-153 Bend strength, alumina, 2-268, 2-265
radome, 1-126 Beryllia, 1-423, 2-261, 2.280, 2-441
-radome design, 1-10 dielectric constant, 2-283
-radome interaction, 1-77, 1-221 emittance, 2-283
-radome radiating system, 1-576 loss tangent, 2-283
-radome systems, 1-188, 1-521 modulus of elasticity, 2.281
search radar, 1-97 modulus of rupture, 2.280
stabilization, 1-443 thermal conductivity, 2-282
systems, monopulse, 2.138 thermal expansion, 2-281

Anti-icing, 1-317 radomes, production, 2-292
Antistatic rain erosion coatings, 1344 Bisque firing, steatite radome, 1-422
Aperture-type anechoic chamber, 2-394 Bisque machining, 2-287
Araldites, 2-318 Blast pressure, 1-283
Armstrong 2755 Cork, 2-449 Blister vadome, sernistreamlined, 1-9
AR-1075-HT polyester, 2-316 Bomarc radome, 1-16
Artificial dielectrics, 1-19 Bond strength and flexibility, 1-298
Asymmetry, 1.215 Bonding adhesives, 1-376
Attachments, 1-407 Boresight error, 1-502, 2-43, 2-100

"A" sandwich radome, 2-61 monopulse system, 1-199
ceramic radomes, 2-49 prediction, 1-17
chemical, 2-51, 2-54, 2.56 integral equation technique, 2-103
joints, 2-53 optical technique, 2-101
mechanical, 2-51, 2-55, 2-58 scattering technique, 2-102
radome, 2.48 Boresight ranges, 2.397, 2-406
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Boresight test setup, 2-238 Chemical-mechanical attachments, 2.59
Boron nitride, 2-443 Chin radome, 1-11, 2-151
Branson Vidigage, 2-348 fluted core, 1-394-a*f. %,- upprI ,Ica fi 1-400

Boundary layer, 1-456 Circ-gore filament winding, 2-308
temperature, 1-291 Circ-longo drop-stitch filament winding, 2-306

Broadband radomes, 1-237, 2-116, 2-125 Circ-longo grind process, 2.309
multilayer, 2-120 Circ-longo sock process, 2-309
surface treatment, 2-125 Circo fibers, 2-307

Buckling, 1-316 Circularly polarized incident waves, 1-567
coefficients, 1-306 Coatings, erosion, 1-397
sandwich wall, 1-301 neoprene, 1-12
solid wall, 1-302 polyurethane, 1-339
thermal, 1-295 rain erosion, 1-344

properties, 1-335
C Coaxial line dielectric measurements, 2-365

"C" sandwich, 1-238, 1-572 Coaxial waveguide, 1-485
construction, 2-5 Coherent phase discriminator, 1-512
radomes, 1-47 Command guidance, 1-145

Calorimeter, copper block, 2-387 Compressive strength, 1-400, 2-389
"dropping," 2-385 Computer design of radomes, 2-90

Calorimetry, adiabatic, 2-384 Conductive heat transfer, 2-236
Capacitor, anisotropic, 1-58 Conductivity, thermal, 1-284, 2-380

isotropic, 1-58 Cone angles, 1-290
Casting, steatite radome, .421 effect, 1-354
Catalysts, 1-373 Conical fairing, 1-61
Cavitation effect, 1-346 ogive radome, 1-63
Cavity effect, 1.149 Conical radome, 1.1-05, 1.282
Centrifuge, 2-206 Conical scan antenna, 1-503
Ceramic materials, 1.419, 2.29 axis, 1-209

elastic constants, 1-430 Conical scan radar system, 1-132
electlcal properties, 1-481. Conical transmission line antenna, 2.147
Knoop hardness, 1.481 Construction, half sandwich, 2-6
physical properties, 1-427 sandwich radomes, 1-378
refractoriness, 1-431 sandwich wall, 1.301.
temperature effects, 1-432 solid-wall radomes, 1-378
thermal conductivity, 1-429 Convective heat transfer, 2-231
thermal expansion coefficients, 1-430 Copper block calorimeter, 2-387

Ceramic radomes, 1-18, 2-259 Cordierlte, 1-424
attachment, 2-49 Core, construction, 1-394
fabrication, 2-284 fluted, 1-380
properties, 2-260 foam, 1-380

Ceramics, 2-440 honeycomb, 1-378, 1-396
dense fired, 1-419 joint gaps, 1-299
density, 1-431 materials, 1-378
nonoxide, 2-362 shear strength, 1-298
oxide, 2-262, 2-361 thickness, 1-259, 1-275, 1-298
porous, 1-424 tolerance, 1-573
radiation effects, 2.250 Cork, Armstrong 2755, 2-449
subsonic rain erosion properties, 1-340 Cornu spiral, 1-448

Ceramoplastics, 1-427 Cosecant-squared antenna, 1-98
Chemical attachments, 2.51, 2-54, 2-56 Creep, 1-316
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Cristobalite, 2-276 Dielectric measurements, 2-364
Cross-polarization suppression, 2-104 coaxial line, 2-365
Crosstalk error, 2-86 free-space, 2-374
Curing, filament-wound radomes, 2-309 interferometer, 2-374
Cut-bar thermal conductivity measurements, open-circuit method, 1-490

2-381 resonant cavity, 1-494, 2-370
Cutting planes, 2-85 slotted-line method, 1-494
Cylinders, isotropic, 1-307 waveguide, 2-367
Cylindrical radome, 1-189 Dielectric patches, 1-209
Cylindrical ring stresses, 2-66 Dielectric properties, porous ceramics, 1-426
Cylindrical sandwich, 1-303 resins, glasses, and laminates, 2-321

Dielectric rings, 1-208, 1-214
scattering, 1-218

D Dielectric sheets, 2-106
DC-2106 silicone resin, 2-319 Dielectric thickness, 2.354
Deflection, 1-325 Dielectrics, artificial, 1.19
Dense fired ceramics, 1-419 inhomogeneous, 1-58
Density, ceramics, 1-431 lossy, 1-519
Depolarization, 1-151 medium-loss, 1-490

antenna, 1.158 plane, 1-519
target, 1.154 Dielectrometer, 2-325, 2-352, 2-366

DER-DEN resins, 2-318 microwave, 1-494
Deviation, antenna, 1-153 surface-wave, 1-494
Diamond wheel grinding, 1-404 Diffraction, dielectric, 1-74
Dielectric constant, 1-48, 1-68, 1-474, 1-478, edge, 1-447

1-526, 2-31, 2.38 Diffusivity, thermal, 2.382
ablation materials, 2-455 Dilatometer, sapphire rod, 2-392
alumina sandwich skin and core, 2-270 Dipole antenna, half-wave, 1-220
beryllia, 2-283 Dipole feed through radomes, 2-113
calculations, 2-377 Dispersion, dielectric, 2-362
interferometer, 1-405 Dissipation factor, solid wall, 1-475
measurements, 2-354 Distortion, antenna pattern, 2-152, 2-155
Pyroceram, 2-274 Double sandwich, 1-563
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2.278 Double-wall radomes, 1-7, 2-6
vs. resin content, E-Glass and Vibrin 135, Drag coefficient, 2-11

2-300 Driving point resistance, 2-117
vs. resin content, hollow glass and Vibrin 135, "Dropping" calorimetry, 2-385

2-301 Durold 5650, 2-451
vs. resin content, 9. . Glass and Vibrin 135, Dynamic modulus measurement, 2-390

2.302
vs. temperature, 2-bt

alumina, 2-267
Dielectric diffraction, 1-74 E

Dielectric dispersion and absorption, 2-362
Dielectric homogeneity, 1-495 ECCO interferometer, 2-357
Dielectric instruinentation, microwave, 2-335 Eecosorb anechoic chamber, longitudinal baffle,
Dielectric loading , 1.59 2-397
Dielectric loss, 1-431, 1-478, 1-495 Edge compression, 1-308
Dielectric materials, electrical characteristics, Edge diffraction, 1-447

1-483 E-Glass, 2-298, 2-300
high temperature, 2-362 Elastic constants, ceramic materials, 1-430
thermal properties, 2-379 Elastic moduli, 2-389
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Electrical design considerations, 2-79 Erosion, coating, 1-397
flat window, 2-431. rain, 2-203
wiYPrdowC, 2-430 E iruoor, ightras, 2-202
window, 2-416 Error, boresight, 1-502

Electrical factors, 2.26 crosstalk, 2.86

Electrical gage, 1-473 in-plane, 1-201, 1.217

Electrical grinding control, 2-310 Exhausts, rocket motor, 2-235
Expanded hardboard radomes, 1-7

Electrical index, 2-21 Expansion, thermal, 2-390
Electrical non-uniformity, radome walls, 1-207 Exposure time, thermal shock, 1-284
Electrical properties, alumina, 2-80 External pressure, 1-305

ceramic materials, 1-431
joints, 1-387 F

Electrical requirements, 1-105, 2-19 Fabric, lay-up,..1-393
search radomes, 1-99 glass, 1-403

Electrical tests, 2-32, 2-63 preparation, 1-392
Electrical thickness, radome wall, 1-468 Fabrication, alumina radome, 2-288

effect of moisture, 1-478 ceramic radomes, 2-284
cfield theory, 1-27 composite radonie, 2-312Electromagnetic fglass-ceramic radome, 2-289

Electromagnetic tensioner, 2.303 glass fiber filament, 2.302

Electromagnetic windows, 2-448 multilayer alumira sandwich radome, 2-289
shape, 2-97, 2-99 plastic radomes, 1-.391
stresses, 2-42d Fabry-Perol Interferometers, 2-375

Electromechanical gage, 1-473 Face thickness, 1-298
Electronic guidance, current missiles, 1-140 Fairing, ogive, 1-65
Elevation planes, antenna, 1-114 Far-field antenna patterns, 1-75, 1-521
Ellipsoidal shape, 2.7 horn antenna, 2-105
Ellipsoidal missile radome, 1-170 interference, 1-102
Elliptical polarization, 1.50, 1-169 Far-field zoneE,, 1-222

transmission ciefficients,.1-51 Fatigue, 1-315
Emissivity, 1-284 Feed-through radomes, dipole, 2-113
Emittance, beryllia, 2.283 Feeler gauge thickness measurement, 2-311

Pyroceram, 2.274 Fiber, polystyrene, 1-7
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-279 Fiber reinforced plastic radomes, 2-295

Environment, aircraft, 1-455 Fiberglass yarn filatnents, 2-299
rain, 2-201 Fibers, glass, 1.367, 2-296
thermal, 2-416 Field-probe evaluation, 2-405
thermal shock, 2-28 Filament winding, 2-306

Environmental considerations, precipitation cire-gore, 2-308
static, 1-319 circ-longo drop-otitch, 2-806

Environmental design, 1.316 helical, 2.306
radome, 1-281 Filament-wound radomes, curing, 2-309

Environmental factors, 2-26 finishing proces, 2.313
Environmental requirements, 2-22 Filaments, fiberglass yarn, 2-299
Environmental testing, 1W326, 2.61 Fineness ratio, 1-61, 2-11, 2-21
E-plane antenna pattern, 2-42 Finishing process, 1-395
E-plane transmission loss, 2-89 filament-wound radome, 2-313
Epon 828 laminates, 2-318 radome, 2.290
Epoxy resins, 1.339, 1-372, 1-408 sintered radome, 2-291

VC-8359, 2-315 Fire control radar systems, 1-131, 1-1.78
Equiangular shape, 2-7 Fire control radomes, 1-14, 1-129
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Firing ceramics, 1-425 Glass (cont)
Flat panel (see "Panel" and "Wall" entries) cloth, 1-390
,'iat-piaie hjeajimi, 2-42" dielectric proverties, 2-821
Flat sandwich, 1-38, 1-301 fabric, 1-403
Flat sheet, homogeneous, 1-27 filament fabrication, 2-302

lossless, 1-34 sizing, 1-375
Flat window, electrical design, 2-431 fibers, 1-367, 2-296
Flexural strength, 1-390, 2-389 composition and properties, 2-299
Flight simulation, alumina radome, 2-243 laminates, 2-281
Fluorocarbon resin, 2-319 tension, 2.303
Flush-faired radomes, 1-11 laminate, aluminum phosphate-5994, 2-445
Flush-mounted radiating systems, 2-137, 2-142 recrystallized, 2-362
Fluted core, 1-380 refractory, 2-362

chin radome, 1-394 reinforced eluminum phosphate, 2-284, 2-446
wall construction, 1-299 reinforced plastics, longitudinal, 1-388

Foam, core, 1-380 low-pressure, 1-388
Foam, polyurethane, 1-380, 1-400 mechanical properties, 1-388
Foaming, 1.424 parallel laminated, 1-388
Foamed-in-place core wall construction, 1-299 reinforced sandwich radome, 1-408
Foamed-in-place radomes, 1-13 subsonic rain erosion properties, 1-340
Focusing effect, streamlined radomes, 1-66 Glazing, 1-425
Forming, 1-425 Glide reentry, 2-418
Forming and shaping radome blanks, 2-286 vehicles, 2-450
Forsterite, 1-424 Gore filament pattern, 2-309
Four-horn phase comparlson system, 1-506 Gratings, 2-104
Free-space, dielectric measurements, 2-874 Grinding, circ-longo process, 2-309

vswr evaluation, 2-405 electrical control, 2-310
wavelength, 2-38 ultrasonic control, 2-810

Frequency, 1-241 radome blanks, 2-287
rain, 2-201 Ground illumination, 1-97
vs. wavelength conversions, 2-198 Guarded hot-plate, 2-382

Friction tensioner, 2-303 Guidance radomes, 1-16
Funnel anechoic chambers, 2-896 Guidance systems, 1-140
Fused silica, 2-278 effect of radome errors, 1-178

nose cone, 2.247 radomes, 1-129
slip-casting process, 2-291 proportional navigation, 1-144

Fusion cast materials, 2-427 remote, 1-145
self-contained, 1-141

Guided missiles, 1.141
G Gunfire control radomes, 1-16

Gage, electrical, 1-473 H
in-process, 2-846
inside diameter, 2-846 Haack-Von Karman shape, 2-8

Generator, r-f, 1-495 Half-sandwich construction, 2-6
Geodesic lenses, 2-147 Half-wave dipole antenna, 1-220
Geometrical optics, 1-189 Half-wave homogeneous fiat sheet, 1-35
Glass, 1-426 first-order, 1-86

-bonded mica, 1-427 Half-wave radome, 2-81
-ceramics, 2-260 Half-wave wall, 1-121, 1-191, 2-117

properties, 2-271 higher-order, 1-81
radome fabrication, 2-289 Handling precautions, 2-48
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I
Hardboard, expanded, 1-7 Hypersonic, electrical design, 2-430
Heat flow, planar, 2-381 materials, 2-439
Heat resistant rain erosion coatings, 1-344 radomes, 2-413
Heat simulation, aerodynamic, 2-242 structural design, 2-426

conductive, 2-236 velocities, 2-417
convective, 2-231
radiative, 2-236

Heating, aerodynamic, 2-44, 2-417
fIat-plate, 2-432 Ice calorimeter, 2-386
laminar, 2-420 Icing control, 1-"16
sonic point, 2-421, 2.424 anti-icing fluid, 1-317
turbulent, 2-421, 2-424 hot-air system, 1-318
rates, 2-419, 2-424, 2-426 internal heating, 1-318

Helical filament winding, 2-306 rubber boot, 1-317
Helium plasma effects, 2-436 Illumination, ground, 1-97
Hemispherical radome, 1-60, 1.104, 1-217, 2-250 Impact, 1-314
Hetron 92, 2-316 resistance, 1-296, 1-429
Hollow g'lass, 2-301 testing, 1-327
Homing missiles, 1-142 Incidence angle, 1-55, 1-110, 1-114, 1-275, 1-519,
Homogeneity, dielectric, 1-495 2-U8, 2-84, 2-92
Homogeneous flat sheet, 1-27 components, 1-117

half-wave, 1-35 Incident polarization, 1-1l3
thin, 1-33 elliptical, 1-169

Homogeneous panels, 1-567 linear, 1-168

Homogeneous radomes, transmission coefficient, parallel, 1-153
2-130 Incident waves, linearly polarized, 1-174

Honeycombs, 2-312 polarized, 1-153

core, 1-378, 1-396 right-circularly polarized, 1-567

lay-up, 1-396 Inertia loads, 1-282, 2-51

thickness, 1-408 Infrared systems, 1-83, 2-237

sandwich radomes, 1-10 1 nhomogenei ties, radome surface, 1-210

wall construction, 1-298 Inhomogeneous, dielectrics, 1-58

Horns, 2-89 plasmas, 2-435

antenna, 1-69, 2-104 radome reflection, 2-132
far-field pattern, 2-105 radomes, 2-128

transmission coefficient, 2-130
interferometer, 2-844 Inorganic laminates, 2-443

Hot-air deicing, 1-318 Inorganic materials, 1-366, 1-419

Hot flue, 2.231 Inorganic matrix materials, 2-296
Hot-gas wind tunnel, 2-232 In-plane error, 1-201, 1-217

Hot-plate, guarded, 2-382 In-process gage, 2.346

Hot salt bath, 2-236 Insertion phase, 1-34, 1-528, 1-560, 2-88, 2-159

H-plane, 1-229 contours, single sheet, 1-106
antenna patterns, 1-75, 2-43 delay, 1-124

"A" sandwich radome, 2-108near-field amplitudes, 1-70near-field, aplse, 1-70 lot,;sless plane dielectric sheet, 1-83
near-field, phase, 1-70 difference, 1-465, 2-84, 2-92
transmission less, 2-40 cntn,28constant, 2-34

Hybrid impregnation resin bath, 2-305 effects, 1-122

Hydraulic jacks, 1-322 variation vs. angle of incidence, 1-55
Hydrocarbon resin, 2-315 vs. incidence angle, 1-120



Inserts, 1-392 Laminated wall construction, 2-5
Inside diameter gage, 2-346 Laminates, 1-367
Inspection methods, 1-406 dielectric properties, 2-321
!!fn+Rlify h6I.it'1,ino 1.Ral0 EDun 828. 2-318
Installation, airborne radar, 1-439 glass fiber, 2-281
Instrumentation, 1.325 inorganic, 2-443
Integral equation, i-195, 2.t03 urganic resin-fiberglass, 2-441
Interceptor radome, 1-168, 1-218 polyamide resin-fiberglass, 2.444
Interface reflection coefficients, 1-27, 1-56, 2-169 slotted, 1-338

phase angle, 2-171 resins, 1-13
Interference, 1-101 void elimination, 1-393

effects, 1-445 walls, 1-478
Interferometer, 2-337 Lathe grindirg, 1-402

dielectric constant, 1-405 Lathe turning, 1-400
dielectric measurements, 2-374 Lens, 1-206
ECCO, 2-357 antennas, 2-147
horn, 2.344 feeding, 1-80
magic T, 1-467 geodesic, 2-147
Michelson, 2-375 Luneberg, 1-78
micrometer, 1-466 manufacture, 1-79
reflection, 2-310 radome transmission loss, 1-80
two-horn, 1-465 Lightning, 1-319
tables, 2-339 Line-of-sight stabilization, 1-440
Fabry-Perol, 2.375 Linear polarization, i-51, 1-168

Interlaminar shear values, 2-297 Lithium aluminum silicates, 1-424 ,

Internal heating, 1-318 Lloyd's mirror effect, 1-76
Internal pressure, 1-283 Load application, 1-322
Isotropic capacitor, 1-58 Load, axial, 1-302

cylinders, 1-807 Loaded core sandwiches, 1-18
plasma, simulated, 2-437 Loads, 1-297
sandwich, 1-306 ambient, 1-283

aerodynamic, 1-281
dielectric, 1-59

JC-1571 hydrocarbon resin, 2.315 inertia, 1-282
Jet engine exhaust, 2-232 joint, 2..52
Jets, plasma, 2-235 operational, 2.51
Joint gaps, core, 1.299 pickup probe, 1-495
Joint loading, 2-52 Lube comparison, sequential, 1-147
Joints, attachment, 2-58 Lobing, sequential, 1-133

electrical properties, 1-887 Leg spiral, 1-64

K Logarithmic shape, 2-7

K-band radomes, 1-9 Longitudinal-baffle Eccosorb anechoic chamber,

KEL-F81 fluorocarbon resin, 2-319

Knitted-sock laminated radomes, 1-10 Longitudinal heat-flow measurements, 2-381

Knoop hardness, ceramic materials, 1-431 Longitudinal plastics, glass, reinforced, 1-388
Longo fibers, 2-307

L Look angle, 2-86

Laminac 4110, 2-316 Loss, correction, 1-490
Laminated radomes, 1-10 dielectric, 1-431, 1-478, 1-495

knitted-sock, 1-10 reflection, 2-38
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Loss tangrent, alumina sandwich skin and core, Matrix formulation, 1-40
2-270 Matrix materials, inorganic, 2-296

beryllia, 2-283 Measurements, dielectric, 2-364
calculations, 2-378 near-field, 1-221, 1-230, 1-507
measurements, 2-357 nn.dnma 1.99A
properties, ablation materials, 2-454 radar cross section, 1-154
Pyroceram, 2-274 radome wall, 1-463
slip-c. At Rintered fused silica, 2-2783 specific heat, 2-384

vs. temperature, 2-363 tensile strength, 2-69
alumina, 2-267 transmission impedance, 1-486

Lossless dielectric, Snell's law, 2-178 Mechanical, attachment, 2-51, 2-55, 2-58
Lossless homogeneous plane sheets, 1-49 -chemical attachments, 2-59
L'ssless plane dielectric sheet, 1-82 factors, 2-27
Lossless plane sheet, 1-85 micrometer, 1-472
Lossless thin flat sheets, i-34 properties, glass reinforced plastic, 1-388
Lossy dielectrics, 1-519 properties, testing, 2-64
Low density materials, 1-381 physical properties, 2-385
Low-frequency resonant cavities, 2-373 strength, 2-71
Lumped fields, 1-196 Mechanism, rain erosion, 1-345
Luneberg lens, 1-.78 Medium-loss dielectrics, 1-490

Melamine resins, 1-368
M Metal ribs, 2-151

Mach number factors, 2-11 Metal-loaded radomes, 2-104, 2-1.25
Machining, alumina, 1-422 perforated, 2-106
Magic T, interferometer, 1-467 Metal sheets, 1-59
Magnesia, 1-423, 2.442 Metal slats, 1-59
Magnetic materials, 1-54 Mica, glass-bonded, 1-427

measurements, 1-492 Michelson interferometers, 2-375
Magnetic tensioner, 2-303 MIcrometer, 1,472
Magnetron, frequency pulling, 1-100 Microwave, anechoic chambers, 2-391

performance, 1-100 dielectric instrumentation, 2-335
Marco vacuum injection, 1-399 dielectrometer, 1-494
Matched-die mold, 1-401 interferometer, 1-466
Matched-tool molding, 1-396 radar, 1-5
Materials, 2-32 reflectometer, 2-353

ablative, 2-446, 2-448 thickness gage, 1-406, 2-351
alumina sandwich, 2-268 nonmetals, 2-352
anisotropic, 1-55 Millimeter-wavelength radomes, 1-80, 2-135
ceramic, 1.419, 2-29 phase data, 2-137
construction, 2.257 wall construction, 1.84
core, 1-878 Missiles, bearnrider, 1.145, 1-146
dielectric, 1.4831 guidance radomes,.1-16
full density, 1-383 homing, 1-142
fusion cast, 1-427 radome, 1-401
hypersonic, 2-439 ellipsoidal, 1-170
inorganic, 1-366 fabric lay-up, 1.401
low density, 1-381 supersonic, 2-452
magnetic, 1-492 Mithras erosion simulator, 2-208
organic, 1-365 Modulated scatterer, 1-514
plastic, 1-335 Modulus of elasticity, 1-390, 2-389
rain-resistant, 2-203 alumina, 2-266
testing, high temperatures, 2.361 "A" sandwich, 2-271
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Modulus of elasticity (cont) Nuclear radiation, 1-321
beryllia, 2-281 Null shift measurements, 2-352
Pyroceram, 2-272 Nypol 46-4001 and 46-4020 acrylic resins, 2-319

Modulus of rupture, beryllia, 2-280
Pyroceram, 2-272

Moisture, 1-320 Oblique planes, antenna, 1-114
effects, 1-478effets, 478Obstacles, antenna, 2-164

Mold, matched-die, 1-401 Offset angle, 2-39
Molten metal bath, 2-236 Offset an, 207
Molding, matched tool, 1-396 Offse, 1-2
Monopulse system, 1-505, 2-138 fairing, 1-65

amplitude comparison, 1-203 faii, 1-65

boresight errors, 1-199 radome, 1-172, 2438
errors, 1-136 conical fairing, 1-68
radiation pattern difference, 1-135 shape, 2-8
sum radiation pattern, 1-134 se 2-8
time sequential systems, 1-186 nose blunting, 2-11

Mosaic alumina construction, 2-269 One-half wave wall, 2-117

Movable piston phase shifters, 1-509 One-half wavelength, multiple, 2-4
Multilayer sandwiches, 1-239, 2-121 radome, 231

"A" sandwich radome, 1-8
alumina radome, fabrication, 2-289 Open-circuit method, 1-490
construction, 2-6 Operational loads, 2-51
panels, 1-38 Optics, 1447
wall radome, 1-278 pis3-4Multple thickness g , 1boresight error prediction, 2-101

Multiple thickness gage, 1-406 geometrical, 1-189

theory, 1-27
N Orbital decay reentry, 2-418, 2-426

Nacelle, clearance, 1-454 Organic materials, 1-365
properties, 1-381lining absorbers, 1-10pretis -1

plnigab bers, 1-10 resin-fiberglass laminates, 2-441
placement, 1-445 Oiecrmc,222 -6

Navigation, proportional, 1-144 Oxide ceramics, 2-262, 2-361
Near-field, amplitude, 1-68 Oxyacetylene burners, 2-252

measremets, -507Oxyacetylene test facility, 2-246
measurements, 1-507 Oxyhydrogen burners, 2-233

H-plane amplitude, 1-70 Oxyhydrogen rocket motor, 2-248
H-plane amplde, 1-70 Oxypropane burners, 2-232
H-plane phase, 1-70
measurements, 1-221
phase measurements, 1-507 P

reflection, 1-102 Panels, fiat (see also "Walls" entries), 2-91
Neoprene protective coating, 1-12 homogeneous, 1-567
91-LD Phenolic resin, 2-319 multilayer, 1-38
No-dome measurements, 1-224 Parabolic shape, 2-8, 2-10
Nondimensional time, 1-310 antenna, 1-576
Nonoxide ceramics, 2-362 Parachute, 1-353
Nose blunting, ogival shape, 2-11 Parallel laminated glass reinforced plastics,
Nose cone, fused silica, 2-247 1-388

slotted arrays, 2-144 Parallel polarization, 1-32, 1-153, 1-527, 1-573,
Nose laminar heating, 2-420 2-34
Nose mounted ogival shaped radomes, 2-438 antenna, 1-158
Nose radomes, 1-14, 1-238 Parallel-ray theory, 1-75
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Parallel-ray transmission, 1-75 Plastics (cont)
Parameters, antenna pattern, 2-41 glass reinforced, 1-388
Paraplex P-43, 2-316 low-pressure, 1-388
Pass bands, 2-118 reinforcements, 1-374
Patches, dielectric, 1-209 materials, 1-335
Paten ant.enna*. 7, 211 2-21D, 4a,*, VrI1U1UviOnI fU A V IV . I wem 1-3001)

gore filament, 2-309 ogive, 1-358
distortion, 1-101, 2-39 radiation effects, 2-249

plasma antenna, 2-436 radomes, fabrication methods, 1-391
radar, 1-445, 1-455 reinforced, 1-366
radome. 1-499 Platform atabilization, 1-440

scattering. 2-158 Plyophens 23-017 phenolic resin, 2-319
Perforated metal-loaded radome, 2-106 Plywood radomes. 1-5
Permittivity, complex, 1-483 Pointing errors, 1-147, 1-150
Perpendicular polarization, 1-28, 1-241, 1-526, Poisson's ratio, Pyroceram, 2-273

1-573, 2-35, 2-84 slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-277
Phantom feed, 1-150 Polarization, 1-50
Phase-amplitude system, 1-136 efficiency, 1-177
Phase comparison, 1-186 elliptical, 1-50

monopulse system, 1-200 linear, 1-51, 1-168
four-horn system, 1-506 gratings, 2-104

Phase data, 2-81, 2-187 incident, 1-153
Phase delay, 1-11 parallel, 1-32, 1-153, 1-527, 1-573, 2-34
Phase shift, 1-478, 1-509 phenomena, 1-152

reflection, 1-530 relative, 1-117
Phase variation, 2-39 Polarized incident wave, 1.153
Phenolic-nylon, Tayloron, 2-449 Polyamide resin, BC1 No. 6601-F, 2-319
Phenolic r~esin, 1-367, 2-319 fiberglass laminate, 2.444

plyophens 23-017, 2-319 Polyester, AR-1075-HT, 2-316
Phenylsilane resins, 2-320 resins, 1-370, 2.316
Physical design considerations, 2-1 Selectron, 2-251
Physical properties, ceramic materials, 1-427 Vibrin, 2-251
Pickup probe, 1-509 Polyfiber radomes, 1-365

loading, 1-495 Polylite ED-386, 2-316
Pitch stabilization, 1-441 Polystyrene fiber, 1-7
Placement, radome, 1-445 K-band radomes, 1-9
Planar heat flow, 2-381 Polyurethane, 1-339
Plane dielectric sheet, 1-32, 1-526 foams, 1-380, 1-400
Plane dielectric, 1-519 Porous alumina, 2-268
Plane sheet refraction, 1-66 Porous ceramics, 1-424
Plane-wave, reflection, 1-28 dielectric properties, 1-426

refraction, 1-31
transmission, 1-28 Post-curing, 1-395

Plasma, antenna pattern distortion, 2.436 Power reflection, 1-271
effecis, 2-1433 coefticient, 2-354
helium, 2-436 Power shape, 2-8, 2-10
inhomogeneous, 2-435 Power transmission, "A" sandwich radome,
jets, 2-?.35 2-108
resonance, 2-438 coefficient, 1-526, 1-532, 2-34, 2-122, 2-357

Plastic-alumina radomes, 2-269 solid-wall radome, 2-119
Plastics, classification, 1-366 lossless homogeneous plane sheets, 1-49

fiber reinforced, 2-295 lossless plane dielectric sheet, 1-82
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Power transmission (cont) Radiation effects, 2-248
constant, 1-124, 1-554 ceramics, 2-250
contours, 2-172 plastics, 2-249

a of%~ n.4...J..

coefficient, 2-119 Vibrin polyesters, 2-251
solid wall radome, 2-120 Radiation, nuclear, 1-321
vs. core thickness, 1-544 Radiation pattern, far-field, 1-521

Precipitation static, 1-319 Radiation pattern difference, monopulse
Prefabricated foam wall construction, 1-299 antenna, 1-135
Preform molding, 1-399 Radiative heat transfer, 2.286
Pre-impregnation resin bath, 2-305 Radome, airborne, 2-86
Preserved incident component, 1-567 antenna systems, 1-188 ,1
Pressure, 1-825 anti-icing, 1-15

-cast aluminum die, 1-404 applications, 1-6
injection, 1-400 blanks, alumina, 2-284
load, 2-51 forming and shaping, 2-286
slip-casting, 2-287 grinding, 2-287

Pressurization, 1-439 blister, 1-9
Production, beryllia radomes, 2-292 bonding adhesives, 1-376
Protective cover, 2-18 boresight errors, monopulse system, 1-199
Pyroceram, 2-34, 2-46, 2-50, 2-260, 2-362, 2-441 prediction, 1-17

dielectric constants, 2-274 broadband, 2-120, 2-125
emittance, 2-274 ceramic, 1-18, 2-259
loss tangent, 2-274 chemical attachment, 2-51, 2-54, 2-56
modulus of elasticity, 2-272 composite, 2-312
Poisson's ratio, 2-273 conical, 1-105, 1-282
sensitivity measurement, 2-355 construction, 1-365, 1-419
specific heat, 2-274 cylindrical, 1-189
thermal conductivity, 2-273 de-icing, 1-18
thermal expansion, 2.273 depolarization, 1-167

diffraction, 1-70
dipole feed-through, 2-118
double-wall, 1.7, 2-6

Quadripod space frame, 2-150 electrical design problem, 1-6
Quality control, 2-346 errors, 1-148, 1-502

correction, 1-205
R correction, vector method, 1-214
r ameasurement, 1-207

Radar, airborne, 1-489 monopulse, 1-136, 1.199
antenna configuration, 1-166 prediction, 1-187
conical scan, 1.132 fabrication, 1-391
fire control, 1-181, 1-178 finishes, 1-408
cross section measurement, 1-154 geometry, 1-111
cross section vs. target scatterhig, 1-156 guidance, 1-16
microwave, 1-5 high-temperature, 2-327, 2-358
pattern distortion, 1-445, 1.465 homogeneous, 2-130
range reduction, 1-99 inhomogeneous, 2-130
VHF, 1-3 loft lines, 1-115

Radial plane definition. 2-99, materials, 1-297, 2-24
Radiated field, 1-221 anisotropic, 1-55
Radiating system, antenna-radome, 1-576 inorganic, 1-419

flush-mounted, 2-137, 2-142 magnetic, 1-54
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Radome (cont) Rain (cont)
materials (eont) erosion (cont) 4

organic, 1-381 r!in -', I
metal-loaded, 2-104, 2-125 rocket sled, 2-210
millimeter-wavelength, 1-80, 2-185 simulation, 2-206
missile, 1-401 subsonic, 1-331
ogival shaped, 1-172, 2-433 supersonic, 1-17, 1-331, 1-360one-half wavelength, 2-31 test, 1-332
pattern distorted, 1-499 test results, 2-228, 2-230
placement, 1-445 time vs. missile velocity, 2-231
plastic, 1-391 frequency, 2-201
plastic-alumina, 2-269 gun, 2-207
plywood, 1-5 intensity, 1-355, 2-201polyfiber, 1-365 particle size distribution, 2-205
resonant-wall, 2-110 rate vs. altitude, 2-204
sandwich, 1-9, 1-396 resistant materials, 2-203

design curves, 2-173 Rainfall, accumulation, 2-202
search, 1-97, 1-99 intensity, 1-355
semistreamlined, 1-9 rate, 2-202
shape,. 1-60, 1-104, 1-297, 2-91, 2-97 Range, ballistic, 2.209

weight factor, 1-106 boresight, 2-397, 2.406
size, 1-441 Ray tracing, 1-189

limitations, 2-48 techniques, 1-521skin temperature, 1-292 boresight error prediction, 2-101
slotted metal, 2-111 Recrystallized glass, 2-362
solid-wall, 2-117 Rectangular waveguide, 1-485
spheroidal, 1-61, 1-33 Reentry, ballistic, 2-418
strength factors, 1-297 glide, 2-418
supersonic, 1-16 vehicles, 2-450
surface inhomogeneities, 1-210 orbital decay, 2-418, 2-426
transmission efficiency, 1-496 Reflection, 1-447, 2-182
reflection, 1-498 coefficient, 1-520
scattering technique, 1-194 complex, 1.470
structural support, 2-149 interferometer, 2.31.0structural design, 14281 loss,2-8
subsonic, 1-282 measurement, slotted line method, 1-499testing, 2-60 near-field, 1-102thick-shell, 2-67 phase shift, 1-530thin-shell, 2-81 paewv,12
toroidal,.2-250 plane-wave, 1-28
tunable, 2-131, 4-133, 2-135 radome, 1-498
types, 2-3 tet , 2-3 87
wall, measurements, 1-463 Reflectometer, 1-500, 2-337
wall thickness, electrical, 1-468 high-temperature, 2-359
wedge, 2-104 microwave, 2-353
wire grid loaded, 2-106 Refraction, 1-148Rain, classifications, 2.202 magnitude, 1-148

environment, 2-201 plane sheet, 1.66
erosion, 1.11, 2-203 plane-wave, 1-31

coatings, 1.335, 1-344 theory, 1-76
mechanism, 1-345 Refractive shift, 1-54, 1-67
plastic materials, 1-385 Refractoriness, 1-481
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I I
Refractory glass, 2-362 Sandwich (cont)
He!_fnwf..ii nplAtie radomes. 1.366. 2-295 "B", 1-238, 1-271
Reinforcements, plastics, 1-374 construction, .-5
Resin bath, 2-304 radomes, 1-11, 1-47

hybrid impregnation, 2-305 "C", 1-238, 1-572
pre-impregnation, 2-305 radomes, 1-47
wet-dip, 2-304 cylindrical, 1-303

Resin-fiberglass laminate, polyamide, 2-444 design, 2.89
organic, 2-441 design curves, 2-173

Resins, DER-DEN, 2-318 double, 1-563
dielectric properties, 2-321 flat, 1-38, 1-301
epoxy, 1-339, 1-372, 1-403 honeycomb, 1-10
laminating, 1-13 isotropic, 1-306
melamine, 1-368 loaded core, 1-18
phenolic, 2-819 multilayer, 1-239, 2-121
phenylsilane, 2-320 radome, 1-9, 1-396
polyebter, 2-316 alumina, 2-289
preparation, 1-392 construction, 1-378
properties, 2-315 glass reinforced, 1-408
silicone, 2-819 multilayer, 1-8
systems, interlaminar shear values, 2-297 single, 2-129

Resistance, driving-point, 2-117 symmetrical, 1-41
impact, 1-296, 1-429 thick-skin, 2-129
thermal shock, 2-28 wall, 1-123, 1-301

Resonance, 1-487 buckling, 1-301
plasma, 2-438 lightweight cores, 1-464

Resonant cavities, low frequency, 2-378 Sapphire rod dilatometer, 24392
dielectric measurements, 1-494, 2-370 Scattering, 1-218

Resonant-wall radomes, 2-110 patterns, 2-158
R-F generator, 1-495 radome error prediction, 1-194, 2-102
Ribs, metal, 2-151 target, 1-156
Ring, geometry, 1-219 Screening tests, 2-240

dielectric, 1-208, 1-214 Search radomes, 1-97
electrical requirements, 1-99

Rocket motor exhausts, 2-235 Sector scanner, 1-441
Rocket sled, 1-855 Selectron 5016, 2-816

rain eromion simulator, 2-21.1 Selectron polyesters, 2-251
test facilities, 2.211 Sensitivity measurement, Pyroceram, 2-355
test results, 2-213 Sequential lobing, 1-133
track, SNORT, 2-211 comparison, 1-147

Roll run, 1-207 Shaped-beam antenna, 1-450, 2-155
fixed polarization, 1-209 Shapes, anechoic chamber, 2-393

Roll stabilization, 1-441 Shapes, electromagnetic window, 2-97
R-7145 silicone resin, 2-320 Shapes, radome, 1-60, 1-104, 1-297, 2-91, 2-97,2-99
Rubber boot, 1-317

oatival, 2-8e8$ parabolic, 2-8, 2.10

Sandwich, "A", 1-288, 1-271, 1-544, 1-569, 2-92, power, 2-8
2-94 requirements, 1-104

construction, 2-5 strength factor, 2-70
alumina materials, 2-298 typical, 2-98
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Shear loads, 1-303 Slip casting, 1-420
Shear strength, core, 1-298 fused silica process, 2-291
Shear stress coefficients, 1-303 pressure, 2-287
Shi,,t, d;•hL-k, 1-S Slip control, 1-420
Sheffield thickness gage, 2-346 Slotted arrays, nose cone, 2-144
Shift, refractive, 1-54 Slotted laminates, 1-338
Shock front, 1-455 Slotted line, 1-494
Shock testing, 1-327 phase shifters, 1-509
Shock wave, effect, 1-348 radome reflection measurement, 1-499

refraction, 1-458 Slotted metal radomes, 2-111
Silica, fused, 2-273 transmission coefficient, 2.-111

vitreous, 2-278 transmission loss, 2-112
Silicate, barium aluminum, 2-443 Slotted waveguide, 2-138

lithium aluminum, 1-424 arrays, TE mode, 2-138
Silicone resin, DC-2106, 1-390, 2-819 arrays, TM mode, 2-138

R-7146, 2-320 Snell's law, lossless dielectric, 2-173
Silicones, 1-369 S-994 glass, 2-302
Simulated isotropic plasma, 2-437 SNORT rocket sled track, 2-211
Simulation, rain erosion, 2-206 Sock process, circ-longo, 2-309
Simultaneous lobe comparison, 1-133 Solid sheet, 1-464

errors, 1-137, 1-147 dielectric, 1-120
Single-horn interferometer, 1-465 Solid wall, 1-301
Single-horn reflectorneter, 1-470 buckling, 1-302
Single-layer walls, 1-464 construction, 2-4
Single sandwich radome, 1-259 dissipation factor, 1-475
Single sheet, 1-106 radome, 1-238, 1-241, 2-117

Sintared fused silica, 2-260, 2-275 bandwidth, 2-117
finishing process, 2-291 construction, 1-378
radome fabrication, 2-290 design curves, 2-172surface treatments, 2-291 one-half wave, 2-117transmission coefficient, 2-118

Sintering, 2-287 transmission curves, 2-128
Sintering process, fused silica, 2-291 Sonic point heating, 2-421, 2-424
Size, radome, 1-441, 2-48, 2-91 Space frames, 2-149

alumina, 2-288 quadripod, 2-150
Sizing, glass fabric, 1-375 Specific heat, air, 1-288
Skin layers, curing, 1-394 alumina, 2.266

Skin temperature, alumina radome, 2-246, 2-250 measurements, 2-384

transient, 1-287 Pyroceram, 2-274
S t e 1slip-cawt sintered fused silica, 2-278

Skin thickness, 1-259 vs. temperature, beryllia, 2-282
Skin tolerance, 1-573 Spherical mode transformation, 1-197

Sled, rocket, 1-355 Spheroid, 1.61
Slip-cast, forming, 2-286 Spheroidal lens-radome, 1-79

fused silica, 2-441 Spheroidal radomes, 1-63
sintered fused silica, 2-276, 2-278 Sphel radomes , 1-43

emittance, 2-279 Spinel, magnesia-alumina, 1-424
Poisson's ratio, 2-277 Stabilisation, 1-439
specific heat, 2-278 antenna, 1-443
strength, 2-277 Stagnation point, electrical effects, 2-20
thermal conductivity, 2-277 heating, 2-420
thermal expansion, 2-278 Stagnation temperature, 1-285, 2-15, 2-17, 2-46
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Static testing, 1-321 Surface treatment, 2-125
elevated temperatures, 1-328 Surface-wave dielectrometer, 1-494
instrumentation, pressure, 1-325 Symmetrical sandwiches, 1-41

bisque firing, 1-422 Tfinal firing, 1-422

radome batch preparation, 1-420 Taper, 1-206
radome casting, 1-421 Target dep6larization, 1-154

Stop bands, 2-118 Target scattering, 1-156
Streamlined lens-radomes, 1-77 Tayloron phenolic-nylon, 2-449
Streamlined radomes, 1-66 TE mode slotted waveguide arrays, 2-138

focusing effect, 1-66 Teflon, 2-319
Strength, radome, 1-297, 2.70 Teflon TFE, 2-450

shape, 2-70 Temperature, 1-325
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-277 boundary layer, 1-291
tensile, 2-385 distribution, 1-284
thermal environment, 2-70 effects, 1-337, 1-432
vs. temperature, alumina, 2-264 equilibrium, 1-287

Stress, cylindrical ring, 2-66 high, dielectric materials, 2-362
electromagnetic window, 2-426 radomes, 1-378, 1-477
methods, 1-300 reflectometer, 2-359
rupture, 1-316 structural test setup, 2-239
thermal, 2-44 structural testing, 2-239

shock, 1-309 test facility, 2-237
thick-shell radomes, 2-67 testing, 2.358
thin-shell radome, 2-67 transmission gage, 2-358
variation, 2-68 recovery factor, 1-290

Structural design, hypersonic, 2-426 skin, 2.287, 2-292
radome, 1-281 surface, 2-14, 2.29, 2-419, 2-424, 2-426
window, 2-416 Tensile strength, 2.385

Structural factors, 2-47 measurement, 2-69
Structural requirements, 2-22 Tensile thermal stress, 2-17, 2-30, 2-47
Structural support, 2-149 Tension, glass fiber, 2.303
Structural testing, high-temperature, 2-239 Tensioner, electromagnetic, 2-303
Stypols, 2-316 friction, 2-303
Subsonic radome, 1-282 magnetic, 2-303
Subsonic rain erosion, 1-334 Terminal guidance, 1.143

ceramics, 1-340 Tests, 2-60
glass, 1-340 electrical, 2-32, 2-63

Supersonic aircraft, 2-452 elevated temperatures, 1-327
Supersonic missiles, 2-452 environmental, 1-326
Supersonic radomes, 1-16 low temperature, 1-327
Supersonic rain erosion, 1-17, 1-860 rain erosion, 1-332

parachute testing, 1-353 results, 2-218, 2-228, 2-230
test methods, 1-351 reflection, 2.350

Supersonic wind tunnel, 2-232 rocket sled, 2-211
Support, axial, 2-149 screening, 2-240
Support, effect'on rain erosion, 1-338 supersonic rain erosion, 1-351
Surface-reflection interlerence, 1-449 thermal, 2-62
Surface temperature, 2-14, 2-29, 2-419, 2-424, thermal shock, 1-326, 2-229

2.426 through-transmission, 2.350
ballistic reentry, 2-425 Thermal buckling, 1-295
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Thermal conductivity, 1-284, 1-429, 2-380 Thin flat sheets, 1-56
I n-on" Thin Immon eneruR fiat sheet. 1-33

alumina, 2-267 Thin-shell radomes, stresses, 2-67

beryllia, 2-282 Thin wall, 1-120, 2-117
cut-bar, 2-381 construction, 2-4, 2-30
Pyroceram, 2-273 radome, 2-31
slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-277 Three-layer "A" sandwich radome, 1.8

Thermal diffusivity, 2-382 Three-layer sandwiches, 2-120

Thermal environment, 2-70, 2-416 Through-transmission test, 2-350

Thermal expansion, 2-390 Tiles, alumina, 2-271
alumina, 2-266 Time sequential antenna systems, 1-136 i A

beryllia, 2-281 Time sequential lobe comparison systems, 1-132

ceramic materials, 1-430 Tip radii, 2-29, 2-48

Pyroceram, 2-273 TM mode slotted waveguide arrays, 2-138

slip-cast sintered fused silica, 2-278 Tolerances, 1-404

Thermal factors, 2-26 core, 1-573
Thermal properties, 2-62 thickness, 1-48

dieloctrlc materials, 2-379 Tooling, 1-401

Thermal shock, 1-284, 2.429 Toroidal radornes, 2-250

environment, 2-28 Transfer molding, 1.400

resistance, 2-28 Transformation sph,.'rlcal mode, 1-197

stress, 1-309 Transmission, 1-113, 1-278

tests, 1-326, 2-.29, 2-240 characteristics, 2-90
oxyacetylene burners, 2.252 coefficients, 1.37, 1-520
oxyhydrogen burners, 2-233 axial ratios, 1-51
oxypropane burners, 2-282 elliptical polarization, 1-51

Thermal stress, 1.295, 1-313, 2-16, 2-44 homogeneous radomes, 2-130

tensile, 2-17, 2-30, 2-47 inhomogeneous radomes, 2-130

Thermally reflective rain erosion coatings, lossless plane sheet, 1-85

1.344 slotted metal radomed, 2-111

Thermocouple, 1.326 4 solid dielectric sheet, 1-119

Thermolag 500, 2-452 solid-wall radome, 2-118

Theta patterns, 2-145 variation, 1-149
constant, 2-84

Thick-shell radomes, stresses, 2.67 contours, 1-106
Thick-skin single sandwich, 2-129 "A" sandwich, 1-43, 2-128

Thickness, 2-38 solid-wall radome, 2-128

core, 1.275, 1-298 efficiency, 1-241

dielectric, 2-354 rndome, 1-496

electrical, 1-478 tunable radome, 2-133, 2.135

face, 1-298 I gage, high-temperature, 2-858

gage, 1.406 impedance measurement, 1.486

microwave, 1-406, 2-351 resonance method, 1-487

null shift measurements, 2-352 loss, 2-33

ultrasonic, 2-348 E-plane, 2.39

honeycomb core, 1-378, 1-396, H-plane, 2-40

measurement, 2-311 lens-radome, k-8 0

one-half wavelength radome, 2-81 slotted metal radome, 2-112

sandwich wall, 1-123 millimeter-wavelength radome, 2-136

solid-wall, 1-238 parallel-ray, 1-75

thin-wall radome, 2-,31 plane-wave, 1-28

tolerance, 1-48, 1-521 thin wall radome, 2-80
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Trapped waves, 1-77, 1-151 Walls (cont)

Tunable radome, 2.131, 2-133, 2-1i5 dimension tolerances, 1-521

Turbulence, 1-455, 1-458 gage, electromechanical, 1-473

T,,rim,!t *hantivn 2.A21. 2-424 half-wave, 1-121, 1-191, 2-117

Two-horn interferometer, 1-465 laminate, 1-478
measurements, 1-463

U ,iandwich, 1-123, 1-801
solid, 1-301

Ultrasonic grinding control, 2-310 thin, 1-120
Ultrasonic thickness gage, 2-348 thickness, 1-118, 2-46
Uniform ground illumination geometry, 1-98 gage, 2-346 2

Unsymmetrical air loading, 1-282 tolerances, 1-476 , 2.44, 2-80

Waveguide, circular, 1-485
coaxial. 1 -185

Vacuum injection, 1-399 dielecti.c measurements, 2-367

VC-8359 epoxy resin, 2-315 principles, 1-483

Vehicles, ballistic reentry, 2-451 rectangular, 1-485

hypersonic, 2-453 siotted, 2-138

Velocities, hypersonic, 2-417 wall, loss correction, 1-490

effect, 1-354 Wavelength, free-space, 2-38

VHF radar, 1-3 Wedge radome, 1-69, 2-104

Vibration testing, 1-327, 2-251 Weight factor, 1-106

Vibrational forces, 2-52 Wet-dip resin bath, 2-304

Vibrin, 2-298 Wind tunnel, supersonic, 2-232

Vibrin 135, 2-300 Window, ablative, 2-429

Vibrin 135-136A, 2-315 electrical design, 2-416

Vibrin polyesters, radiation effects, 2-251 electromagnetic, 2-448

Vidigage, Branson, 2-848 flat, 2-481

Viscosity, air, 1-290 structural design, 2.416

Vitreous silica, 2-278 Wire grids, 1-59, 2-.106

properties, 2-275 Wollastonite, 1-425

VSWR evaluation, free-space, 2-40O

w x

Waffle core, 1-300 X-band, 1-509

Walls (see also "Panels" ertries) Xonotlite, conversion, 1-425

construction, 1-297, 2-3, 2-28
fluted core, 1-299 Y
framed-in-place core, 1-299
honeycomb, 1-298 Yaw, stabilization, 1-441

laminated, 24
lost wax core, 1-300 Zmiilimeter-wavelenxt radome, 1-84

prefabricated foam, 1-299 Zircon, 1.424

solid, 2-4 Zirconia, 2-288

waffle core, 1-300 Zytol 101 polya,,ide resin, 2-319
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